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Preface

It gives us great pleasure to present the proceedings of the 4th Workshop
on Algorithms in Bioinformatics (WABI 2004) which took place in Bergen,
Norway, September 17–21, 2004. The WABI 2004 workshop was part of a five-
conference meeting, which in addition to WABI, included ESA, WAOA,
IWPEC, and ATMOS, hosted by the University of Bergen, Norway. See
http://www.ii.uib.no/algo2004/ for more details.

The Workshop on Algorithms in Bioinformatics covers research on all aspects
of algorithmic work in bioinformatics. The emphasis is on discrete algorithms
that address important problems in molecular biology. These are founded on
sound models, are computationally efficient, and have been implemented and
tested in simulations and on real datasets. The goal is to present recent research
results, including signficant work in progress, and to identify and explore direc-
tions of future research.

Original research papers (including significant work in progress) or state-
of-the-art surveys were solicited on all aspects of algorithms in bioinformatics,
including, but not limited to: exact and approximate algorithms for genomics,
genetics, sequence analysis, gene and signal recognition, alignment, molecular
evolution, phylogenetics, structure determination or prediction, gene expression
and gene networks, proteomics, functional genomics, and drug design.

We received 117 submissions in response to our call for papers, and were
able to accept 39 of these. In addition, WABI hosted one invited distinguished
lecture, given to the entire ALGO 2004 conference, by Dr. Marie France Sagot
of the INRIA Rhône-Alpes laboratories in France.

We would like to sincerely thank all the authors of sumbitted papers, and
the participants of the workshop. We also thank the program committee for
their hard work in reviewing and selecting the papers for the workshop. We were
fortunate to have on the program committee the following distinguished group
of researchers:

Pankaj Kumar Agarwal (Duke University)
Amihood Amir (Bar-Ilan University)
Alberto Apostolico (Purdue University)
Gary Benson (MSSN, New York)
Alvis Brazma (EMBL-EBI, UK)
Olivier Gascuel (LIRMM, Montpelier)
Raffaele Giancarlo (University of Palermo)
David Gilbert (University of Glasgow)
Jan Gorodkin (KVL, Denmark)
Roderic Guigo (University of Pompeu Fabra)
Jacques van Helden (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
Daniel Huson (University of Tubingen)
Gregory Kucherov (Loria, France)
Nadia El-Mabrouk (University of Montreal)
Inge Jonassen (University of Bergen)
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Junhyong Kim (University of Pennsylvania)
Jens Lagergren (KTH, Sweden)
Gad M. Landau (University of Haifa)
Thierry Lecroq (Université de Rouen)
Bernard Moret (University of New Mexico)
Vincent Moulton (University of Uppsala)
Roderic D.M. Page (University of Glasgow)
David Sankoff (University of Ottawa)
Joao Carlos Setubal (Virginia Polytechnic Institute)
Jens Stoye (University of Bielefeld)
Esko Ukkonen (University of Helsinki)
Lisa Vawter (Aventis Inc., USA)
Jaak Vilo (Egeen Inc., Estonia)
Alfonso Valencia (CNB-CSIC, Spain)
Martin Vingron (Max Planck Inst., Berlin)
Tandy Warnow (University of Texas)
Peter S. White (University of Pennsylvania)
Louxin Zhang (National University of Singapore)

We would also like to thank the co-reviewers who assisted the program com-
mittee members in their work: Ali Al-Shahib, Lars Arvestad, Vineet Bafna,
Vikas Bansal, Ugo Bastolla, Ann-Charlotte Berglund, Allister Bernard, Lau-
rent Brehelin, Dave Bryant, Trond Hellem Bø, Sergio Carvalho Jr., Robert Cas-
tel, Sergi Castellano, Benny Chor, Richard Christen, Matteo Comin, Richard
Coulson, Eivind Coward, Miklós Csürös, Tobias Dezulian, Bjarte Dysvik, Ing-
var Eidhammer, Isaac Elias, Eduardo Eyras, Pierre Flener, Kristian Flikka, Eva
Freyhult, Ganesh Ganapathy, Clemens Groepl, Stefan Grunewald, Yann Guer-
meur, Michael Hallett, Sylvie Hamel, Chao He, Danny Hermelin, Pawel Herzyk,
Matthias Höchsmann, Katharina Huber, Torgeir Hvidsten, Johan Kåhrström,
Hans-Michael Kaltenbach, Michael Kaufmann, Carmel Kent, Mikko Koivisto,
Tsvi Kopelowitz, Arnaud Lefebvre, Alice Lesser, Zsuzsanna Liptak, Olivier Mar-
tin, Gregor Obernosterer, Sebastian Oehm, Kimmo Palin, Kjell Petersen, Cinzia
Pizzi, Mathieux Raffinot, Sven Rahmann, Pasi Rastas, Knut Reinert, Eric Rivals,
Kim Roland Rasmussen, Mikhail Roytberg, Gabriella Rustici, Anastasia Sam-
sonova, Erik Sandelin, Stefanie Scheid, Alexander Schliep, Beng Sennblad, Rileen
Sinha, Örjan Svensson, Jinsong Tan, Gilleain Torrance, Aurora Torrente, Dekel
Tsur, Juris Viksna, Alexey Vitreschak, Li-San Wang, Oren Weimann, R. Scott
Winters, Peng Yin, Tomasz Zemojtel, Zhonglin Zhou, Michal Ziv-Ukelson.

We also would like to thank the WABI steering committee, Gary Benson,
Olivier Gascuel, Raffaele Giancarlo, Roderic Guigo, Dan Gusfield, Bernard
Moret, and Roderic Page, for inviting us to co-chair this program committee,
and for their help in carrying out that task.

Finally we are grateful to Ole Arntzen at the Dept. of Informatics, University
of Bergen, who helped with technical issues.

July 2004 Inge Jonassen and Junhyong Kim
WABI 2004 Program Co-chairs
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Reversing Gene Erosion – Reconstructing Ancestral
Bacterial Genomes from Gene-Content and Order Data

Joel V. Earnest-DeYoung1, Emmanuelle Lerat2, and Bernard M.E. Moret1

1 Dept. of Computer Science, Univ. of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131, USA
{joeled,moret}@cs.unm.edu

2 Dept. of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA
lerat@email.arizona.edu

Abstract. In the last few years, it has become routine to use gene-order data to
reconstruct phylogenies, both in terms of edge distances (parsimonious sequences
of operations that transform one end point of the edge into the other) and in
terms of genomes at internal nodes, on small, duplication-free genomes. Current
gene-order methods break down, though, when the genomes contain more than
a few hundred genes, possess high copy numbers of duplicated genes, or create
edge lengths in the tree of over one hundred operations. We have constructed
a series of heuristics that allow us to overcome these obstacles and reconstruct
edges distances and genomes at internal nodes for groups of larger, more complex
genomes. We present results from the analysis of a group of thirteen modern γ-
proteobacteria, as well as from simulated datasets.

1 Introduction

Although phylogeny, the evolutionary relationships between related species or taxa, is
a fundamental building block in much of biology, it has been surprisingly difficult to
automate the process of inferring these evolutionary relationships from modern data
(usually molecular sequence data). These relationships include both the evolutionary
distances within a group of species and the genetic form of their common ancestors.

In the last decade, a new form of molecular data has become available: gene-content
and gene-order data; these new data have proved useful in shedding light on these re-
lationships [1–4]. The order and the orientation in which genes lie on a chromosome
change very slowly, in evolutionary terms, and thus together provide a rich source of
information for reconstructing phylogenies. Until recently, however, algorithms using
such data required that all genomes have identical gene content with no duplications, re-
stricting applications to very simple genomes (such as organelles) or forcing researchers
to reduce their data by equalizing the gene content (deleting all genes not present in ev-
ery genome and all “copies” of each gene, e.g., using the exemplar strategy [5]). The
former was frustrating to biologists wanting to study more complex organisms, while
the latter resulted in data loss and consequent loss of accuracy in reconstruction [6].

Our group recently developed a method to compute the distance between two nearly
arbitrary genomes [7, 8] and another to reconstruct phylogenies based on gene-content
and gene-order in the presence of mildly unequal gene content [6]. In this paper, we
bring together these methods in a framework that enables us to reconstruct the genomes

I. Jonassen and J. Kim (Eds.): WABI 2004, LNBI 3240, pp. 1–13, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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Xanthomonas campestris

Xanthomonas axonopodis

Xylella fastidiosa

Pseudomonas aeruginosa

Vibrio cholerae

Buchnera aphidicola

Wigglesworthia brevipalpis

Escherichia coli

Salmonella typhimurium

Yersinia pestis−KIM

Yersinia pestis−CO92

Haemophilus influenzae

Pasteurella multocida

Fig. 1. The 13 gamma-proteobacteria and their reference phylogeny [9].

of the common ancestors of the 13 modern bacteria shown in Fig. 1 (from [9]). Gamma-
proteobacteria are an ancient group of bacteria, at least 500 million years old [10]; the
group includes endosymbiotic, commensal, and pathogenic species, with many species
playing an important medical or economic role. The evolutionary history of the group is
quite complex, including high levels of horizontal gene transfer [11–13] and, in the case
of B. aphidicola and W. brevipalpis, massive levels of gene loss. These factors make a
phylogenetic analysis of this group both interesting and challenging.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem. Sec-
tion 3 summarizes prior work on phylogenetic reconstruction from gene-content and
gene-order data. Section 4 presents our framework for tackling the problem of ancestral
genome reconstruction given a reference phylogeny; it is itself divided into three sub-
sections, one on each of our three main tools: median-finding, content determination,
and gene clustering. Section 5 discusses our approach to the testing of our framework:
given that we have only one dataset and that ancestral genomes for that dataset are en-
tirely unknown, our testing was of necessity based on simulations. Section 6 presents
the results of this testing.

2 The Problem

We phrase the reconstruction problem in terms of a parsimony criterion:

Given the gene orders of a group of genomes and given a rooted tree with these
genomes at the leaves, find gene orders for the internal nodes of the tree that
minimize the sum of all edge lengths in the tree.

The length of an edge is defined in terms of the number of evolutionary events (permis-
sible operations) needed to transform the genome at one end of the edge into the genome
at the other end. The permissible operations in our case are inversions, insertions (and
duplications), and deletions; all operations are given the same cost in computing edge
lengths. Restricting rearrangements to inversions follows from findings that the inver-
sion phylogeny is robust even when other rearrangements, such as transpositions, are
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used in creating the data [14]. Our assignment of unit costs to all operations simply re-
flects insufficient biological knowledge about the relative frequency of these operations.

In our setting, one insertion may add an arbitrary number of genes to a single lo-
cation and one deletion may remove a contiguous run of genes from a single location,
a convention consistent with biological reality. Gene duplications are treated as spe-
cialized insertions that only insert repeats. Finally, on each edge a gene can either be
inserted or deleted, but not both; the same holds for multiple copies of the same gene.
Allowing deletion and insertion of the same genes on the same edge would lead to bio-
logically ridiculous results such as deleting the entire source genome and then inserting
the entire target genome in just two operations.

Finding internal labels that minimize edge distances over the tree has been ad-
dressed by our group – this is the main optimization performed by our software suite
GRAPPA [15]. However, even the most recent version of GRAPPA [6] is limited to
relatively small genomes (typically of organellar size, with fewer than 200 genes), with
modestly unequal content and just a few duplications. In stark contrast, the bacterial
genomes in our dataset contain 3,430 different genes and range in size from 540 to
2,987 genes, with seven containing over 2,300 genes; moreover, these genomes contain
a large number of duplications, ranging from 3% to 30% of the genome. Thus, in our
model, most pairwise genomic distances are very large: a simple pairwise comparison
along the tree of Fig. 1 indicates that some edges of the tree must represent at least 300
events. Such lengths are at least an order of magnitude larger than GRAPPA can handle.
The large genome size, vastly unequal gene content, large number of duplications, and
large edge lengths all combine to make this dataset orders of magnitude more difficult
to analyze than previously analyzed genome sets.

3 Prior Work

A thorough recent review of the current work in phylogenetic reconstruction based on
gene content and gene order appears in [16]; we review only the relevant points here.

The GRAPPA software package [17] computes internal labels in two phases. First,
it initializes internal labels of the tree by some method. Then it iteratively refines labels
until convergence: each newly labeled (or relabeled) node is pushed on a queue and,
while the queue is not empty, the node at the head of the queue is removed, a new
label computed for it (by computing the median of its three neighbors), and, if the new
label reduces the total distance to the three neighbors, the existing label is replaced with
the improved label and the three neighbors are placed on the queue. Thus GRAPPA
relies on the computation of the median of three genomes, that is, a fourth genome
which minimizes the sum of the number of operations needed to convert it into each of
the three given genomes. GRAPPA finds optimal inversion medians with an algorithm
that runs in worst-case exponential time, but finishes quickly when the edge lengths
are small (10 to 40 operations per edge) [6, 18]. GRAPPA treats groups of genes that
occur in the same order and orientation in all genomes as a single genetic unit; this
condensation step reduces computational costs and does not affect the final result [19].

Our group developed a method to find the distance between two genomes with ar-
bitrary gene content [7, 8]; this method relies on a duplication-renaming heuristic that
matches multiple copies of genes between genomes and renames each pair and each
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unmatched copy to a new, unused gene number. Thus arbitrary genomes are converted
into duplication-free genomes. We proved that, given two genomes with unequal gene
content and no duplications, any optimal sorting sequence can be rearranged to contain
first all insertions, then all inversions, and finally all deletions – a type of normal form
for edit sequences [7]. (Deletions here are genes unique to the source genome, while
insertions are genes found only in the target genome.) Using the genomes produced by
the duplication-renaming method, an optimal inversion sequence can be calculated in
time quadratic in the size of the consensus genomes [20, 21]. The number of deletions
is calculated by counting the number of Hannenhalli-Pevzner cycles that contain dele-
tions, as described in [22]. Finally, the number of insertions is estimated by calculating
all possible positions in the source genome to which the inversion sequence could move
insertions, then choosing the final position for each insertion that minimizes the number
of groups of inserted genes.

In some genomes, especially bacterial ones, genes with similar function are often
located together on one strand of a chromosome; these functional units are called oper-
ons. In bacteria, at least, while the order of genes in an operon may change, the gene
content of the operon is much less likely to do so [23]. In gene-order data, an operon
appears as a cluster of gene numbers with the same sign, with content, but not order,
preserved across genomes. Heber and Stoye developed a linear-time cluster-finding al-
gorithm to identify these operon-like clusters within equal-content genomes [24].

McLysaght et al. [4] reconstructed ancestral genomes for a group of poxviruses;
she determined gene content by assuming that the phylogenetic tree contained a single
point of origin for each gene family in the modern genomes. Each point of origin was
assigned to that internal node which minimized the number of loss events necessary to
achieve the gene content of the leaf genomes.

4 Designing an Algorithmic Framework

To address the problem of reconstructing ancestral genomes at the level of complexity
of gamma-proteobacteria, we use condensation of gene clusters in order to reduce the
size of the genomes, describe a procedure similar to that of McLysaght et al. to deter-
mine the gene content of every internal node, and present a new heuristic to compute
the median of three very different genomes.

4.1 Medians

We use the queue-based tree-labeling heuristic described in Section 3. Since leaves con-
tain the only labels known to be correct, we update the nodes in order of their distance
from the leaves, as shown in Fig. 2. The heart of the top-level heuristic is the median
computation. Exact median-finding algorithms are limited to small genomes, small edge
lengths in the tree, and few changes in content – and none of these properties holds in
our problem. We therefore pursue a simple heuristic inspired by geometry. The median
of a triangle in the plane can be found by drawing a line from one vertex to the middle
of the opposite segment, then moving two thirds of the way along this line. By analogy,
we generate a sorting sequence from one genome to another (an edge of the triangle),
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L L L L L L L L L

1 1 1 1

2
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R

Fig. 2. Internal nodes ordered by their distance from the leaves. Nodes with lower indices will be
labeled first; no label is generated for the root.

then choose a genome halfway along this sorting sequence and generate a new sorting
sequence from it to the third genome, stopping one-third along the way.

We extend the method of Marron et al. [7] to enumerate all possible positions,
orientations, and orderings of genes after each operation. Deleted genes at the endpoint
of an inversion are moved to the other endpoint if doing so avoids “trapping” the deleted
genes between two consensus genes that are adjacent in the target genome. Inserted
genes are moved so as to remain adjacent to one of the two consensus genes between
which they lie in the target genome. We can thus generate the genomes produced by
“running” a portion of the sorting sequence, then use these intermediate genomes for
the median heuristic just described, all in polynomial time.

This handling of inserted genes leads to an overestimate of the edit distance, which
Marron et al. showed at most doubles the number of operations [7]. Their original
method calculates all possible positions in the source genome to which the inversion
sequence could move insertions and chooses the final position (for each insertion) to
minimize the number of groups of inserted genes; it may underestimate the edit distance
because the grouping of inserted genes may require an inversion to join inserted genes
and simultaneously split deleted genes, which is not possible. We compared pairwise
distances produced by our method and by theirs to get an upper bound on the overesti-
mation: average and maximum differences between the overestimate and underestimate
were 11.3% and 24.1%, respectively.

4.2 Gene Content

We predetermine the gene content of every internal node before computing any median:
once the gene content of an internal node is assigned, it remains unchanged. Since the
tree is rooted, we know the direction of time flow on each tree edge; we also assume
that deletions are far more likely than insertions, The number of copies of each gene g
is decided independently of all other genes; at internal node i, it is set to the maximum
number of copies of g found in any of the leaves in i’s subtree if: (i) there are leaves both
inside and outside i’s subtree that contain g; or (ii) there are leaves containing g in each
half of i’s subtree. Otherwise the number of copies of gene g in node i is set to zero.

This value can be calculated in O(NG) time, where N is the number of nodes in
the tree and G is the number of distinct genes in all the leaves, as follows. For each node
in the tree, we determine the maximum number of copies of each gene from among the
leaves of that node’s subtree, using a single depth-first traversal. We use a second depth-
first traversal to set the actual number of copies of each gene at each internal node. If
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Fig. 4. Cases where the median and its neighbors have different numbers of copies of a gene. Solid
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, resp.) of sorting sequences.

either of the root’s children has a subtree maximum of zero, then we set the root’s actual
number to zero as well. For each internal node other than the root, if its parent’s actual
number of copies is zero and at least one of its two children’s subtree maximum is zero,
then we set the number of copies for the gene to zero; otherwise we set the number of
copies to the node’s subtree maximum for the gene.

Internal nodes will thus possess at least as many copies of a gene as the majority
consensus of their neighbors’ gene contents. An internal node will always possess a
copy of a gene if two or more of its neighbors do. (We consider the two children of
the root to be neighbors.) Moreover, if a node is the nearest common ancestor of all
genomes possessing the gene, it may have more copies of the gene than its parent and
one of its children, as in the case of the black node in Fig. 3. The gene content of inter-
mediate genomes along sorting sequences is a union of the gene contents of the starting
genomes, because the sorting sequence of operations that we use always involves first
insertions, then inversions, and finally deletions. Therefore, when calculating medians
from sorting sequences, we face three cases in which the number of copies of a gene
differ between the intermediate genome, the median genome, and the median’s parent
– see Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a, the intermediate genome has the same number of copies as the
median, but fewer than the parent, as with the black node’s right child in Fig. 3. Each
copy in the parent that is not matched by the duplication-renaming algorithm will be
excluded from the median genome. The case of Fig. 4b only arises when the median
genome is the nearest common ancestor of all genomes containing the gene in ques-
tion, as with the black node in Fig. 3. Genomes along the intermediate sequence have
the same number of copies as the median, while the parent of the median contains no
copy at all. Finally, the case of Fig. 4c can only arise when the right child of the median
is the nearest common ancestor of all genomes containing the gene, as with the parent
of the black node in Fig. 3.
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Biologically, this process of finding which duplicates to include in the median cor-
responds to matching orthologous duplicates of each gene between genomes and to
discarding unmatched paralogous duplicates. Since the original nucleotide sequences
are abstracted away before the analysis begins, this ortholog matching is decided en-
tirely on the basis of which other genes are located next to the different homologs.
Fortunately, orthologs and paralogs that can be distinguished by a nucleotide-based
analysis are assigned different gene numbers before our analysis begins. Therefore, our
method represents a reasonable way to integrate both nucleotide and gene-order data in
differentiating orthologous and paralogous homologs of genes.

4.3 Cluster Condensation

To extract information from larger and more complex biological datasets, we need fast
algorithms with fast implementations; faster processing also enables a more thorough
analysis and thus produces results of higher quality. The key factor here is the size of
the genomes – their number is a much smaller issue. We thus developed a technique to
identify and condense gene clusters in order to reduce the size of the genomes. Our ap-
proach generalizes that used in genomes with equal content [24]; in contrast, GRAPPA
only condenses identical subsequences of genes, because it aims to preserve the identity
of edit sequences. Our method allows the condensation of clusters based only on content
(not order, at least as long as genes stay on the same strand) and also handles the difficult
cases that arise out of unequal gene content (such as an insertion within a cluster).

To identify clusters, we first use the duplication-renaming technique of Marron et al.
to create duplication-free genomes. After renaming, we remove any genes not present
in all of the genomes under examination. This step creates a group of genomes with
equal gene content. We then use the cluster-finding algorithm of Heber and Stoye [24]
to find equivalent clusters of genes within the equal-content genomes. Once clusters
are identified, each one is condensed out of the original genomes and replaced with
a single marker (as if it were a single gene). In a set of genomes with unequal gene
content, there can be genes inside a cluster that are not present in the corresponding
equal-content genomes. We deal with these genes in one of two ways. If every occur-
rence of that gene is located inside the cluster in each of the genomes that possesses
the gene, then the gene is condensed along with the rest of the cluster. Otherwise, the
extra gene is moved to one side of the cluster and the cluster condensed. When a me-
dian genome is computed, a median for each cluster is also computed and each cluster’s
marker in the median genome is replaced with the cluster’s median. At this point, if
any extra genes moved to the side of the cluster are still beside it, they are moved back
inside the cluster to a position similar to their original one.

4.4 Putting It All Together

Ancestral genome reconstructions are performed using these three main components.
Initialization of the internal nodes of the tree is done from the leaves up by taking
either the midpoint or one of the two endpoints (along the inversion portion of an edit
sequence) of an internal node’s two children and discarding any genes not allowed by
the median gene content. This method accounts for all three of the cases in Fig. 4 and
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produces labels with the desired gene content. New medians are computed locally node
by node in a postorder traversal of the tree, so as to propagate information from the
leaves towards the root. Whenever a median is found that reduces the local score at
a node, it immediately replaces the previous label at that node; that node and all its
neighbors are then marked for further update.

5 Testing

We used our label reconstruction method on the bacterial dataset as well as on simulated
datasets. With simulated datasets, we know the true labels for the internal nodes as
well as the exact evolutionary events along each edge, so that we can test the accuracy
of the reconstruction. The goal of our experiments was to generate datasets roughly
comparable to our biological dataset so that our experimental results would enable us
to predict a range of accuracy for the results on the biological dataset.

The simulated data were created using the tree of Fig. 1; edge lengths were assigned
to the tree based on our best estimate of the edge lengths for the bacterial genomes. To
keep the data consistent, edge lengths were interpreted as the number of operations per
gene rather than as an absolute number, allowing us to use the same relative value for
genomes of different sizes. The tree was labeled by first constructing a root genome.
The number of genes g and the total size n of the root genome were set as variable user
parameters. One of each gene from 1 to g was added to the root genome, after which
n − g additional genes were chosen uniformly at random in the range [1, g] and added
to the root genome. The root genome was then randomly permuted and each gene as-
signed a random sign. The other nodes were then labeled from the root by evolving the
genomes down the tree according to the prescribed number of operations. The allowed
operations were insertions, deletions, and inversions. Although the total number of op-
erations was fixed, the proportion of each of the three types of operations was left as a
variable parameter by setting the ratio of inversions to insertions to deletions. This mix
of operations was used over all edges of the tree.

The characteristics of each type of operation were determined separately. The length
of each inversion was chosen uniformly at random between 1 and half the size of the
genome, with a start point chosen uniformly at random from the beginning of the
genome to the size of the genome minus the length of the inversion. The average in-
sertion length was set via a user parameter as a portion of the size of the root genome
and was used unchanged over the entire tree, while the actual length of each insertion
was drawn from a Poisson distribution with this expectation and its location was chosen
uniformly at random from the beginning to the end of the genome. In moving from the
root to the leaves, it was assumed that a particular gene could only be inserted along one
edge of the tree – multiple insertions of the same gene, even along separate paths, were
not allowed. The average deletion length was chosen as a user-specified portion of the
genome from which genes were being deleted, thus varying from edge to edge as well
as along each edge with each successive deletion, while the actual size of each deletion
was drawn from a Poisson distribution with this expectation and with a start location
chosen uniformly at random from the beginning of the genome to the size of the genome
minus the length of the deletion. With the constant expected insertion length, genomes
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grow linearly in the absence of deletions, while, with a proportional expected deletion
length, genomes shrink exponentially in the absence of insertions. When both insertions
and deletions are used, genomes farther from the root tend towards a stable size. Along
each edge, the prescribed number of insertions are performed first, then inversions, and
finally deletions. Once all nodes have been been assigned genomes, the resulting leaf
genomes are fed into our reconstruction procedure. The results of the reconstruction,
in terms of gene content and gene order at each internal node, are compared with the
“true” tree, i.e., that generated in the simulation.

We constructed trees using five different models: an “inversion-only” model, a “no-
deletions” model with a 6:1 inversion-to-insertion ratio, a “no-insertions” model with
a 6:1 inversion-to-deletion ratio, a “low-insertion/deletion” model with a 40:4:1 ratio
of inversions to deletions to insertions, and a “high-insertion/deletion” model with a
30:10:3 ratio of inversions to deletions to insertions. The average insertion length was
set to 2% of the root genome and the average deletion length to 3% of the local genome.

In order to test the efficacy of cluster condensation, we tested the technique on
triples among the bacterial genomes that lie close to each other on the tree in Fig. 1.
Triples were chosen by selecting internal nodes, then, for each of the three edges leading
out from the internal node, by choosing a nearby leaf reachable by following the edge.
For each set of three genomes, we measured the sum of the lengths of all clusters that
were found.

6 Results

Our discussion and summaries of results refer to Fig. 5. Reconstruction of ancestral
genomes for the bacterial genomes takes around 24 hours on a typical desktop com-
puter. The midpoint-initialization proved quite strong: the only genomes to be updated
in the subsequent local improvement procedure were the two children of the root (nodes
1 and 6 in Fig. 5), the only neighboring genomes in which one neighbor was not used
to create the other. When we used endpoint-initialization, three internal nodes were up-
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Fig. 5. The bacterial tree with numbered edges and internal nodes.
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Table 1. Error Percentage in Tree Scores.

Avg error Min error Max error
Inversion only 63.2% 57.3% 67.4%
No deletions 62.6% 54.8% 70.7%
No insertions 45.2% 37.6% 54.3%
Low insertion/deletion 56.4% 46.7% 64.8%
High insertion/deletion 34.9% 25.1% 46.4%

dated (nodes 3, 4, and 6 in Fig. 5) and the score of the entire tree was lowered by 2.8%.
This finding may indicate that the initialization is very good, but it may also reflect the
large numbers of local optima in the search space – a similar finding was reported for the
simpler GRAPPA [19]. It should be noted that, when calculating medians, only four dif-
ferent midpoints in the child-to-child sorting sequence are used; from each of these mid-
points, only three midpoints in the sorting sequence from the intermediate genome to
the parent are tested. Thus we only perform a very shallow search and could easily miss
a better solution. Interestingly, though, when we did a slightly more thorough search
with ten midpoints from child to child and four midpoints from intermediate to parent,
using endpoint-initialization, the tree score was slightly worse than in the shallower
analysis, although the search, which took about 3.5 times longer, updated the same three
internal nodes. Of course, this larger search remains very shallow; going beyond it will
require a much more efficient implementation of the duplication-renaming heuristic of
Marron et al. [7] – in our current version, it uses up over 90% of the computing time.

We simulated 100 labelings of the tree with a root genome size of 200 genes for
each of the five previously described scenarios. Endpoint-initialization was used in all
scenarios. The leaf genomes produced in our simulations ranged in size from 70 genes
to 400 genes. We compared the predicted gene content of the internal nodes with the
actual gene content. As expected (due to our restriction on generation), the predicted
gene content always matched, except when a gene copy that was present at an internal
node was lost in all leaves. Failure to detect this kind of missing gene is unavoidable in
an analysis since the deletion from all leaves means that no historical record is left to
attest the presence of that gene in ancestral genomes. When we compared the number
of operations over all edges in reconstructed trees versus the original simulated tree,
the score for the tree was fairly inaccurate, consistently overestimating the true score,
as illustrated in Table 1. The rather tight distribution for the tree indicates that the error
is not a random process, but a result of some aspect of our reconstruction method, one
that may lend itself to reverse mapping.

We compared edge lengths in the reconstructed trees with those in the true trees
by calculating the ratio of the lengths for each edge (Fig. 6). A perfect reconstruction
would give a ratio of 1.0; as the figure shows, most ratios are higher, with edges further
from leaves having larger ratios (and also larger variances). About half of the 23 edges
are within a factor of two and another quarter are within a factor of four.

We calculated the number of operations needed to convert the reconstructed genome
labels at internal nodes into the corresponding labels from the true tree. We normalized
these values by dividing them by the size of the true tree genome, thus a perfect recon-
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struction would give edit distances of zero. Here again, internal nodes closer to leaves
are closer to the true ancestral gene orders.

Finally, we tested cluster condensation on triples of closely-related bacterial
genomes. The number of genes that fell into clusters, and thus the number of genes
that could be condensed away, is a lower bound on the clustering potential in the actual
tree. Condensation would remove the same number of genes from each genome, so the
maximum possible condensation is determined by the smallest of the three genomes
considered. In the cases we examined, it was possible to condense away on average
21% (ranging from 13% to 31%) of the size of the smallest genome. Computationally,
however, the cluster condensation is heavily dependent on the duplication-renaming
heuristic, the slowest of the various algorithmic components; thus, the benefits of work-
ing with smaller genomes will not be apparent until the time required to condense the
genomes can be substantially reduced.
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7 Conclusions

We have successfully produced a framework under which we are able to compute an-
cestral gene orders for modern bacteria. The number of operations over the tree is some-
what inaccurate in absolute terms, but rather accurate in relative terms – the error is a
systematic bias towards overestimation. Accuracy is, unsurprisingly, greater for internal
nodes and edges closer to the leaves (the modern data). We also have shown that, under
certain simplifying assumptions, we are able to recover consistently the gene content of
the ancestral genomes of simulated genomes. The size and complexity of the genomes
mean that only a very shallow search of the space of possible ancestral genomes is pos-
sible: our results are undoubtedly heavily impacted by that problem, but we have pushed
the size boundary for phylogenetic analysis with gene orders by an order of magnitude.
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Abstract. Conserved intervals were recently introduced as a measure of
similarity between genomes whose genes have been shuffled during evo-
lution by genomic rearrangements. Phylogenetic reconstruction based on
such similarity measures raises many biological, formal and algorithmic
questions, in particular the labelling of internal nodes with putative an-
cestral gene orders, and the selection of a good tree topology. In this
paper, we investigate the properties of sets of permutations associated
to conserved intervals as a representation of putative ancestral gene or-
ders for a given tree topology. We define set-theoretic operations on sets
of conserved intervals, together with the associated algorithms, and we
apply these techniques, in a manner similar to the Fitch-Hartigan algo-
rithm for parsimony, to a subset of chloroplast genes of 13 species.

1 Introduction

The information contained in the order in which genes occur on the genomes of
different species has proved very useful for inferring phylogenetic relationships
(see [18] for a review). Together with phylogenetic information, ancestral gene
order reconstructions give some clues about the conservation of the functional
organisation of genomes, towards a global knowledge of life evolution. With a few
exceptions [16], phylogeny reconstruction techniques using gene order data rely
on the definition of an evolutionary distance between two gene orders. These dis-
tances are usually computed as the minimal number of rearrangement operations
needed to transform one genome into another, for a fixed set of rearrangement
operations. Since most choices lead quickly to hard problems, the set of opera-
tions is usually restricted to reversals, translocations, fusions or fissions, in which
case a linear-time algorithm exists ([1, 13, 14] and [3] for a review). However, this
choice of rearrangement operations is more dictated by algorithm necessity than
by biological reality, as rearrangements such as transpositions and inverted trans-
positions could be quite common in some genomes (see [6] for heuristics dealing
with these types of rearrangements).

A family of phylogenetic approaches dubbed “distance-based” methods only
rely on the ability to compute pair-wise evolutionary distances between extant
species, which are then fed into an algorithm such as neighbor-joining (see [11]
for a review) to infer a tree topology and branch lengths for the species consid-
ered. While these approaches have proved very useful for phylogenetic inference
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[22], they provide information neither about the putative ancestral gene orders
nor about the evolutionary process that led to the extant species. In contrast,
parsimony-based approaches attempt to identify the rearrangement scenario (in-
cluding tree topology and gene orders at the internal nodes) that minimizes the
number of evolutionary events required. This formulation usually leads to much
more difficult computational problems [9], although good heuristics have been
developed for breakpoint [5, 19, 21] and reversal [8, 17, 23] distances. It provides
a candidate explanation, in terms of ancestral gene orders and rearrangements
applied on them, for the modern gene orders. However, these methods only pro-
vide us with one (or a small number of) possible hypothesis about ancestral gene
orders, with no information about alternate optimal or near-optimal solutions.

In this study, we develop the mathematical tools and algorithms required
to describe and infer a set of likely ancestral gene orders at each internal node
of a phylogenetic tree with a given topology. We use the notion of conserved
intervals, introduced in [4], as a measure of similarity for sets of permutations
representing genomes with equal gene contents. In short, a conserved interval is
a generalization of the notion of gene adjacency, corresponding to a constraint
on the ordering of the genes. This type of representation has several properties
that make it is particularly useful in the study of gene order: (i) it is a compact
representation of a rich set of gene orders (e.g. putative ancestral gene orders),
(ii) it provides computationally tractable operations on these sets (some origi-
nally described in [4], others reported here), (iii) it is intimately related to the
reversal distance computation [3], although it behaves well even in the presence
of other types of intra-chromosomal rearrangements like transpositions and in-
verted transposition, and (iv) it is particularly effective at dealing with short
rearrangement events, which seem to be the most common in mitochondrial and
chloroplastic genomes [20].

In Section 2, we introduce the notion of conserved intervals and illustrate
it using a small example. Section 3 reviews the main definitions and properties
associated to conserved intervals, and Section 4 gives new fundamental results
on the operations on sets of conserved intervals, together with the associated
algorithms, in Section 5. In particular, we show how an algorithm, conceptually
similar to the Fitch-Hartigan algorithm ([12, 15]) for character-based parsimony,
can be build upon the defined set of operations. The output of this algorithm is
a hypothesis regarding ancestral gene orders, in the form of a set of conserved
intervals at each node of the tree. The results obtained on chloroplastic genomes,
reported in Section 6, indicate that the algorithm seems effective at capturing
specifically a set of likely ancestral gene orders.

2 Looking for Ancestors

We assume that gene orders are represented by signed permutations where each
element corresponds to a different gene and its sign represents the gene orienta-
tion.

Definition 1 (Conserved interval [4]). A conserved interval of a set of signed
permutations is an interval [a, b] such that a precedes b, or −b precedes −a, in
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each permutation, and the set of elements, without signs, between a and b is the
same in each permutation.

Consider the following genomes P and Q represented by signed permutations
on the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}: P = (1 2 3 4 5 6) and Q = (1 − 2 3 − 5 4 6). The
conserved intervals of P and Q are I({P, Q}) = {[1, 3], [3, 6], [1, 6]}. A practical
representation of conserved intervals is to choose one signed permutation of the
set, box its elements, and join the extremities of conserved intervals that are not
the union of smaller ones with larger boxes. For example, the conserved intervals
of P and Q can be represented as:

I1 = 1 2 3 4 5 6

We associate, to such a representation, the set of all signed permutations that
share the same conserved intervals. Graphically, this set can be obtained by
reversals and transpositions that do not “break” any box. The set Perm(I1)
of signed permutations sharing the conserved intervals I1 would thus contains
16 permutations, obtained by reversing elements 2, 4 or 5, or by transposing
elements 4 and 5. (Note that the extreme points 1 and 6 are considered fixed.)

Suppose now that two other signed permutations are added in the set of
genomes under study: R = (1 − 2 − 3 5 4 6) and S = (1 − 3 2 5 − 4 6). Their
conserved intervals are represented as:

I2 = 1 −2 −3 5 4 6

and the set of associated permutations contains also 16 permutations.

P

Q

I

R

S

1 2I

I?

Fig. 1. A Tree Topology for the Permutations {P, Q, R,S}.

If we are given the tree topology of Fig. 1, it would seem natural to label the
parent of {P, Q} with I1, and the parent of {R, S} with I2. Indeed, under most
reasonable rearrangement scenarios, the ancestors are respectively in Perm(I1)
and Perm(I2) [4]. What should be the label I of the ancestral node? Computing
the conserved intervals of the permutations {P, Q, R, S} yields the trivial interval
[1, 6]. However, in this example, the two sets of signed permutations associated
to I1 and I2 have a non-empty intersection consisting of the four permutations:
(1 2 3 5 4 6), (1 − 2 3 5 4 6), (1 2 3 5 − 4 6), and (1 − 2 3 5 − 4 6).

Thus, an interesting label for the ancestral node could be the set of conserved
intervals of these four permutations:

I = 1 2 3 5 4 6
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Note that this set contains all conserved intervals of both sets I1 and I2, together
with the adjacency [3, 5]. The distinctive characteristic of the two subgroups of
the tree of Fig. 1 is the alternate ways in which the adjacency [3, 5] is broken.

When the intersection of the two sets is empty, we will show, in Sections 4
and 5, that it is possible to keep a subset of each set of signed permutations,
and then compute conserved intervals of the union of these sets.

3 Basic Properties of Conserved Intervals

Let G be a set of signed permutations, we will denote by I(G) the set of conserved
intervals of G. Sets of conserved intervals are highly structured, which was not
readily apparent with the simple examples of Section 2. For example, consider
the following set G of two signed permutations: P = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9) and
Q = (1 − 6 − 5 3 4 − 2 − 8 − 7 9). Then the set I(G) is represented by the
following diagram, based on the permutation P .

I(G) = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

A conserved interval that is not the union of smaller conserved intervals is called
irreducible. For example, in I(G), all intervals are irreducible except the interval
[2, 6]. Irreducible intervals share at most one endpoint, as made precise by the
following proposition:

Proposition 1 ([4]). Let G be a set of signed permutations. Let [a, b] and [c, d]
be two irreducible intervals of I(G). Then [a, b] and [c, d] are either disjoint,
nested with different endpoints, or overlapping on one element.

Successive irreducible intervals that overlap on one element form chains.
Chains are denoted by the successive common elements of the overlapping in-
tervals, such as the chain [2, 5, 6] in I(G). It is easy to see that each conserved
interval of a set of signed permutations is either irreducible, or is a chain.

Because the set of conserved intervals of a given set of signed permutations
has some structural properties, a collection C of intervals is not necessarily the
set of conserved intervals of a set of signed permutations. However, it is always
possible to construct the smallest collection that contains C, and that is the set
of conserved intervals of a set of signed permutations.

Definition 2 (Closure of a set of intervals). Let U be a set of intervals of
a signed permutation P = (p1, . . . , pn). The closure of U , denoted by U∗, is the
smallest set of intervals containing U and such that, for any pair ([pi, pj ], [pk, pl])
of intervals in U∗, such that i ≤ k ≤ j ≤ l, then [pi, pk], [pk, pj ], [pj , pl] and
[pi, pl] are in U∗, provided that they have more than one element.

Consider the set of intervals U = {[1, 3], [3, 6], [1, 5], [5, 6]} of the identity
permutation. Its closure is given by: U∗ = {[1, 3], [1, 5], [1, 6], [3, 5], [3, 6], [5, 6]}.

Given a set of intervals I, the maximal set of signed permutations that have
all the conserved intervals of I is denoted by Perm(I). Again, not all sets of
signed permutations can be constructed in this way.
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Definition 3 (Saturated set of permutations). A set of signed permuta-
tions G is saturated if G is the set of signed permutations that have all the
conserved intervals of I(G), that is to say G = Perm(I(G)).

For example, the set { (1 −2 3 5 4 6) , (1 2 3 5 −4 6)} is not saturated,
because both permutations (1 2 3 5 4 6) , and (1 −2 3 5 −4 6) share the
same conserved intervals. These four permutations form a saturated set since
they are the only ones that have the conserved intervals:

I = 1 2 3 5 4 6

4 Operations on Sets of Conserved Intervals

We now turn to the problem of computing the conserved intervals of unions
and intersections of sets of signed permutations. The first result is the basis of
a linear-time algorithm to compute the conserved intervals of the union of two
sets of signed permutations.

Theorem 1 (Conserved intervals of a union [4]). Let G1 and G2 be two
sets of signed permutations on the set {1, . . . n}, then I(G1∪G2) = I(G1)∩I(G2).

However, there is no such simple characterization of the conserved intervals
of an intersection of arbitrary sets of signed permutations. In order to have a
dual property, we must assume that the sets G1 and G2 are saturated, but this
will be the case in the algorithms we describe in Section 5.

Theorem 2 (Conserved intervals of an intersection). Let G1 and G2 be
two saturated sets of signed permutations on the set {1, . . . n}. If G1 ∩ G2 �= ∅.
Then I(G1 ∩G2) = (I(G1) ∪ I(G2))∗.

Note that the right hand side of the above equation is well defined, since the
intersection of G1 and G2 is not empty, thus all intervals of I(G1) and of I(G2)
can be represented using the same permutation.

Testing whether G1 ∩ G2 is empty is not elementary, and is at the heart
of the algorithmic complexity of constructing intersections. The next definition
introduces the basic concept of filtering a set of signed permutations with an
interval.

Definition 4 (Filtering sets of permutations). Let [a, b] be an interval of a
signed permutation P , and G a saturated set of signed permutations. The filtered
set G[a,b] is the subset of all signed permutations of G that have the conserved
interval [a, b]. The set of conserved intervals of G[a,b] is denoted by I(G)[a,b].

For example, consider the following set of conserved intervals, and the corre-
sponding saturated set G.

I = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .
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Let P = (1 3 2 4 5 −7 6 8) . Filtering G with the interval [4,−7] of P yields
the following set of conserved intervals:

I(G)[4,−7] = 1 2 3 4 5 -7 6 8 .

However, filtering G with the interval [1, 3] of P would yield the empty set, since
no permutation of G has the conserved interval [1, 3].

Proposition 2. Let G be a saturated set of signed permutations. Let [a, b] and
[c, d] be two intervals. Then G[a,b] is saturated, and (G[a,b])[c,d] = (G[c,d])[a,b].

Theorem 3. Let G1 and G2 be two saturated sets of signed permutations. Let
J1, . . . , Jk be the set of irreducible conserved intervals of G1, then G1 ∩G2 = ∅
if and only if (I(G2))J1,...,Jk

= ∅. Moreover, if G1 ∩ G2 �= ∅, then we have
I(G1 ∩G2) = (I(G2))J1,...,Jk

.

Together with Proposition 2, this theorem yields an algorithm to compute
the intersection of two saturated sets of signed permutations using successive
filtering. Indeed, if there is a step in which filtering produces an empty result,
then the intersection is empty.

However, even when the intersection is empty, there might still exists a non-
empty subset of, say G1, that shares conserved intervals with G2. Such conserved
intervals are likely to have been shared by a common ancestor. Some care must
be taken in order to properly define these collections. Indeed sets of intervals
can be conflicting:

Definition 5. A set S of conserved intervals is conflicting with respect to a
saturated set G of signed permutations if GS = ∅ and ∀I ∈ S, GS\{I} �= ∅.

In Section 6 we will see that, when G1 and G2 are filtered with collections
of conserved intervals in which conflicting subsets are removed, we can obtain
ancestral gene orders that are extremely well-defined.

Conjecture 1. Let G1 be a saturated set of signed permutations, and S be the set
of irreducible intervals of G1, then it is possible to identify, in polynomial time, all
conflicting subsets of S with respect to a saturated set of signed permutations G2.

5 Algorithms

We discuss now the two main algorithmic issues raised in the previous sections:
filtering and ancestors labelling. We first describe how to represent a set of
conserved intervals as a PQ-tree, then we outline a linear time filtering algorithm.
Finally, we describe an ancestor labelling algorithm based on the principle of the
Fitch-Hartigan parsimony algorithm.

Conserved Intervals and PQ-Trees. A PQ-tree is a data structure used to
represent in a compact way a set of permutations [7]. Here we adapt this data
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structure to represent sets of conserved intervals. This idea was briefly introduced
in [4].

We define a variant of PQ-trees as ordered trees with three types of nodes:
n leaves that are labelled with signed elements of {1, . . . , n}, and internal nodes
that are either round or square. The root is always a square node, and all the
children of a round (resp. square) node are square (resp. round) nodes or leaves.
Moreover, among the children of a square node, the first and last are leaves and
there cannot be two consecutive round nodes. It follows that the total number
of nodes of a PQ-tree is linear in n. The relationship between PQ-trees and
conserved intervals is as follows: a round node represents the free elements and
conserved intervals that are inside a box of the box representation, and a square
node represents a maximal chains of intervals. The children of a square node are
either round nodes, or the endpoints of the irreducible intervals of the maximal
chain it represents. See Fig. 2.

I(G) = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1

2 3

� 4

© 5

6 7

© 8

�

Fig. 2. Two representations of the same set of conserved intervals.

Enumerating, during a depth-first traversal, the leaves of a PQ-tree repre-
senting a set I of conserved intervals, gives a permutation in Perm(I). Consider-
ing PQ-trees as ordered trees implies that there are as many different PQ-trees
representing I as there are permutations in Perm(I), and that each of these dif-
ferent trees, when traversed as described above, gives a different permutation of
Perm(I). Indeed, performing one of the following transformations on a PQ-tree
T does not change the set I of conserved intervals it represents, but implies that
the new ordered tree obtained represents a different permutation of Perm(I):
changing the sign of a leaf incident to a round vertex, reordering the children
of a round vertex, reversing the order of the children of a square vertex (except
the root), and changing in the same time the signs of all leaves present among
these children. It is straightforward to design simple data structures to imple-
ment PQ-trees that allow to perform transformations of a node of a PQ-tree in
constant time.

Filtering a Set of Conserved Intervals. We now outline the basic steps in
the construction of the filtering algorithm1.

Let T be a PQ-tree representing a set G of unsigned permutations on the set
{1, . . . n} and S ⊆ {1, . . . , n} a given set of elements. The reduction of T over S
yields the PQ-tree that represents the set GS of all permutations of G in which

1 The full technical details of the implementation of this algorithm will appear in [2].
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the elements of S appear consecutively. A reduction can be computed in linear
time with respect to n [7].

A conserved interval [a, b] with inner elements x1, . . . , xk yields three sets that
should appear consecutively in all permutations: {x1, . . . , xk}, {a, x1, . . . , xk}
and {x1, . . . , xk, b}. Moreover, signed permutations on n elements can be coded
by unsigned permutations on 2n elements by replacing +i by 2i−1, 2i, and −i by
2i, 2i−1. Thus, filtering a set G of signed permutations amounts to perform three
reductions (five in the unsigned case) on the PQ-tree representing the unsigned
versions of permutations in G. We have:

Proposition 3. Let [a, b] be an interval of a permutation P on n elements, and
G a saturated set of signed permutations, then the set of conserved intervals of
G[a,b] can be computed in O(n) time and space.

Ancestors Labelling. We now describe an algorithm for inferring putative
ancestral genes orders for a phylogenetic tree with a given topology and with
gene orders at the leaves. The algorithm is similar in spirit to the Fitch-Hartigan
algorithm ([12], [15]) for character-based parsimony, and consists of two labelling
phases: a bottom-up labelling and a top-down refinement of this labelling.

Bottom-Up Labelling. In a first phase, during a bottom-up traversal of the tree,
each ancestral node is labelled with a set of conserved intervals and the associated
saturated set of signed permutations. Let x be a node with children y and z, and
assume that y and z are already labelled by saturated sets of signed permutations
Gy and Gz , with sets of conserved intervals Iy and Iz . Intuitively, we choose the
label Ix that has as many intervals in common with Iy and Iz as possible. If
Gy ∩ Gz �= ∅, then we set Ix = I(Gy ∩ Gz). If Gy ∩ Gz = ∅, then Iy and Iz

contain some conflicting intervals that need to be removed. We first identify Sy

the subset of Iy that contains intervals that do not belong to conflicting subsets
with respect to Gz . We obtain Sz similarly, with respect to Gy. Finally, we set
Ix = I((Gy)Sz ∪ (Gz)Sy ) and Gx = Perm(Ix). The algorithm proceeds up the
tree until a label for the root is obtained.

Top-Down Refinement. While the root of the tree was assigned a label Iroot

based on all the leaves of the tree, this is the not the case for the other internal
nodes, which were so far inferred based only on the leaves of the subtree of which
they are the root. To let the information about all leaves be used to establish
ancestral genomes, we proceed to a second phase, again similar to the second
phase of the Fitch-Hartigan algorithm, where the conserved interval Ix of node
x are used to refine the conserved intervals of the children of x. For any child
y of node x, we first compute Sxy, the subset of Ix that contains intervals that
do not belong to conflicting subsets with respect to Gy. We then refine Iy as
Iy = (Iy ∪ Sxy)∗, and obtain Gy = Perm(Iy).

By Theorem 2 and assuming that Conjecture 1 holds, the running time of the
whole labelling procedure is polynomial in the number of genes and the number
of leaves of the tree.
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Fig. 3. Reconstructed conserved intervals for internal nodes of the campanulaceae phy-
logeny, after bottom-up labelling.

6 Chloroplast Genomes

To assess the specificity of the ancestral gene order reconstruction method de-
scribed above, we tested our algorithm on a subset of gene segments of the chloro-
plast genomes of 13 species of plants previously studied by Cosner et al.[10].

Based on a phylogenetic tree previously reported for these species, the two
phases of the ancestral gene order reconstruction were performed, and the in-
ferred sets of conserved intervals are illustrated in Fig. 4. For example, in the
first phase of the algorithm, when building the set of conserved intervals for
the ancestor of Legousia and Triodanus: since both sets contain single permu-
tations, the label of the ancestor is I(GLeg ∪ GTri). This yields the following
representation of the conserved intervals:

ALeg,Tri = 0 1 2 10 7 11 12 13 14 3 -9 -8 -6 -5 -4 15 .

Then, using this reconstruction to build the ancestor of Asyneuma, we note that
intervals [0,1] and [2,13] of Asyneuma are conflicting with respect to ALeg,Tri.
The resulting set of compatible conserved elements is represented by:

ALeg,Tri,Asy = 0 1 2 10 7 11 12 13 14 3 -9 -8 -6 -5 -4 15 .

The process continues up the tree until the ancestral gene order at the root of
the tree is obtained. Fig. 3 shows the resulting set of conserved intervals. The
second phase of the algorithm then starts and the information is propagated
down the tree, starting from the root and adding conserved intervals to the
children as often as possible. The resulting sets of conserved elements, shown in
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Fig. 4. Reconstructed conserved intervals for internal nodes of the campanulaceae phy-
logeny, after top-down refinement.

Fig. 4, is often much more refined than those obtained during the first phase
of the algorithm. For example, the two ancestors ALeg,Tri and ALeg,Tri,Asy are
now pinpointed to single possible permutations, separated by one reversal.

A closer inspection of the ancestral gene orders reconstructed reveals that,
although the criterion used for inferring them was not based on a notion of
parsimony of genome rearrangements, the distance, in terms of number of rear-
rangements, between neighboring sets of ancestral conserved intervals is usually
very small, and often zero. We observe that most rearrangements that can be
deduced from the reconstructed ancestors are reversals, but that a few transpo-
sitions and inverted transpositions also occur, for example between ALeg,Tri and
Legousia or between Platycodon and its ancestor.

7 Conclusion

This paper presented operations on sets of conserved intervals, as well as as-
sociated techniques applied to the reconstruction of ancestral gene orders. The
results obtained on a classical data set based on chloroplast genomes are very
encouraging.

The next step is to apply our algorithms to the inference of complete an-
cestral mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes, and eventually to whole nuclear
genomes. This would yield a better understanding of the rearrangement pro-
cesses at work in these genomes. It may also highlight some highly conserved
intervals that may correspond to sets of genes with strong positional ties, such
as operons in bacteria.

However, the method presented here has still to be validated by using on
simulated data. Given phylogenetic trees with known ancestral gene orders, we
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will test our algorithms on these trees and compare the results to the original
ancestral gene orders.
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Abstract. Studying rearrangements from gene order data is a standard
approach in evolutionary analysis. Gene order data are usually modeled
as signed permutations. The computation of the minimal number of re-
versals between two signed permutations produced a lot of literature
during the last decade. Algorithms designed were first approximative,
then polynomial and were further improved to give a linear one. Several
extensions were investigated authorizing for example deletion or insertion
of genes during the sorting process. We propose to revisit the ’sorting
by reversals’ problem by adding constraints on allowed reversals. We do
not allow to break conserved clusters of genes usually called Common
Intervals. We show that this problem is NP-complete. Assuming special
conditions, we propose a polynomial algorithm.

Omitted proofs are given as supplementary material at
http://www.lifl.fr/~figeac/supplementary material/

srac appendix.pdf

1 Introduction

Prokaryotic and Mitochondrial genomes can be represented by their ordered list
of signed genes, called signed permutation. Eukaryotics ones can be transformed
into this easy to manipulate representation by using synteny blocks as genes [13].
Evolution modify the arrangement of genes. One of the main rearrangement is
the reversal. A reversal reverses a list of genes and changes their sign to the
opposite. The sorting by reversals problem (SBR) takes two signed permutations
π2 and π1 as input and search for a scenario that transforms π2 into π1 with
a minimum number of reversals. For example, let two genomes represented by
their signed permutations: π1 = +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 and π2 = -3 -2 -4 +1 +5 +6. One
minimal scenario with two reversals is:

π2 = -3 -2 -4 +1 +5 +6
π2.ρ1 = -3 -2 -1 +4 +5 +6
π2.ρ1.ρ2 = +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 = π1

We can always rename genes such that one of the two permutations is the
identity. Then, the SBR problem becomes searching for a minimal scenario that
transforms a signed permutation π into the identity permutation. i.e. this is a

I. Jonassen and J. Kim (Eds.): WABI 2004, LNBI 3240, pp. 26–37, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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sort. Hannenhalli and Pevzner [10] gave the first polynomial algorithm. Bergeron
[4] proposed an O(n2) algorithm to sort a signed permutation of size n. A linear
algorithm was described by Bader and al [2] to compute the minimal reversal
distance between two genomes.

A few studies tried to compute more biologically relevant scenario or distance
between two genomes. Some of them add evolutionary events as transpositions
[16, 8] or deletions and insertions of segments of genes [7]. Others tried to com-
pute more accurate evolutionary distances based on error correction [6, 17]. At
last, [14, 1, 3] tried to study the set of allowed reversals. Our focus in this paper
is to improve the reversal distance taking natural constraints based on observed
data into account.

A second focus on gene order data is to discover shared groups of genes. [15,
11] proposed a stringent motif definition called common intervals. We denote
by π(i) = πi the i−th element of a signed permutation π. For 1 ≤ l < r ≤ n,
[l, r] = {l, l + 1, . . . , r} is an interval of π. π([l, r]) = {πi|i ∈ [l, r]} is the subset
of elements of π with respect to the interval [l, r].

Let Π = (π1, . . . , πk) a family of k permutations of n genes (each πi rep-
resents a genome and all the genomes have the same gene content). With-
out restriction, we assume that π1 = 1, . . . , n, the identity permutation. A
subset c ⊆ {1, ..., n} is called a common interval of Π if and only if there
exists 1 ≤ lj < rj ≤ n for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k such that c = π1([l1, r1]) =
π2([l2, r2]) = . . . = πk([lk, rk]). A trivial common interval is the permutation
itself. For example, given the above two permutations, common intervals are
π1([1, 6]) = π2([1, 6]) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, π1([1, 5]) = π2([1, 5]) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5},
π1([1, 4]) = π2([1, 4]) = {1, 2, 3, 4}, π1([2, 4]) = π2([1, 3]) = {2, 3, 4}, π1([2, 3]) =
π2([1, 2]) = {2, 3} and π1([5, 6]) = π2([5, 6]) = {5, 6}.

The problem of computing common intervals can be solved in O(kn+K) with
K the number of common intervals1, [11]. In this study, we only deal with the
problem of sorting a permutation π into the identity permutation. A common
interval c will be always given with respect to π. Then, for sake of clarity, we
will denote by [l, r] the common interval c = π([l, r]).

Comparing gene order of two species leads to a set of Common Intervals.
Those intervals are conserved neighboring genes. As they are conserved in the
two genomes, they may be conserved during evolution. A minimal rearrangement
scenario between two genomes should preserve the set of Common Intervals. We
investigate the problem of sorting by reversals taking Common Intervals into
account: We set the constraint that common intervals must be conserved during
the sorting process.

An intensive work has been done about the study of sorting lists of signed
genes [12, 10, 2] and [4, 7, 1]. We don’t present a summary on how to compute
the minimum number of reversals needed to sort a signed permutation π. We
will refer to the HP algorithm [10] to name the sorting algorithm on signed
permutations.

1 K, the number of common intervals is at most

(
n
2

)
.
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We present some definitions and basic facts from the theory of sorting by
reversals: Comparing two genomes π and σ, we assume that they share a fixed
set of n genes: G = {g1, g2, · · · , gn}. Each genome is then an ordering of this set
with sign information. A gene is positively or negatively signed (πi = +gi or -gi)
depending on its strain localization. A reversal ρ(i, j) applied to π = π1 π2 . . . πn

produces π.ρ(i, j) = π1 · · · πi−1 -πj -πj−1 · · · -πi πj+1 · · · πn. A breakpoint of
π with respect to σ is a pair x, y of elements of G such that xy appears in π and
neither xy nor -y-x appears in σ.

Theorem 1. Given a signed permutation, it always exists a minimal reversal
scenario which never creates extra breakpoint [12].

2 How to Sort Permutations with Common Intervals?

We will assume the following notations. πu is an unsigned permutation, πs is
a signed permutation and πp is a partially signed permutation (some genes are
not signed and the others are). π is a permutation of one of the previous types.
I is the identity permutation. Is, Iu and Ip are respectively signed, unsigned
and partially signed identity permutations. d(π1, π2) is the minimal number of
reversals required to sort π1 into π2. d(π) is the minimal number of reversals
required to sort π into the identity permutation. We introduce some definitions
to categorize reversals:

• A reversal ρ(i, j) is internal to an interval [k, l] if k ≤ i ≤ j ≤ l.
• A reversal ρ(i, j) is incorporating an interval [k, l] if i < k < l ≤ j or

i ≤ k < l < j.
• A reversal ρ(i, j) is external to an interval [k, l] if j ≤ k or else i ≥ l.
• A reversal ρ(i, j) is interleaving an interval [k, l] if ρ(i, j) isn’t external, nor

internal, neither incorporating this interval.

Definition 1. For a fixed set of intervals, a reversal that doesn’t interleave any
interval is a compliant reversal.

We can now formally define the problem. Given a signed permutation πs

and C a set of common intervals. We search for dC(πs), the minimal number of
compliant reversals (with respect to C) required to transform πs into the iden-
tity permutation. A scenario which transforms πs into the identity permutation
which uses dC(πs) compliant reversals is called a minimal compliant sorting
scenario (so-called MCSS).

It is clear that dC(πs) is at least equal to d(πs). By way of theorem 1, if no
common interval has breakpoint, there exists a minimal reversal scenario given
by the HP theory that won’t disrupt them and thus there exists πs such that
dc(πs) = d(πs).

Given πs = -2 -3 +1 a signed linear permutation and the associated set of
Common Intervals C = {[1, 2], [1, 3]}. Only one minimal sorting scenario trans-
forms πs into the identity with d(πs) = 2: πs = -2 -3 +1 → -2 -1 +3 → +1 +2 +3.
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The first reversal isn’t compliant with the common interval [1, 2]. A MCSS (with
five reversals) is: πs = -2 -3 +1 → -1 +3 +2 → +1 +3 +2 → +1 -3 +2 → +1 -3 -2 →
+1 +2 +3. The theorem follows:

Theorem 2. For any permutation π and a set of Common Intervals:
dC(πs) ≥ d(πs)

Remark 1. We can note that with unsigned permutations, sometimes all min-
imum scenarios create new breakpoints [9] 2. As any breakpoint-free sequence
of genes is a Common Interval, minimal sorting of unsigned permutations by
reversals breaks Common Intervals. As a consequence we have dC(πu) ≥ d(πu).

Definition 2. Given π a permutation and two Common Intervals [i, j] and [k, l]

– [k, l] incorporates [i, j] and [i, j] is included in [k, l] if k ≤ i ≤ j ≤ l,
– [k, l] interlaces [i, j] and [i, j] interlaces [k, l] if i ≤ k ≤ j ≤ l.
– [k, l] and [i, j] overlap each other if one interlaces the other or if one includes

the other.

2.1 Sorting by Reversals With Common Intervals
Without Any Interlacing Ones

We start the analysis of the MCSS problem with a sub-problem in which we
consider that the given Common Intervals do not interlace together. The idea
is to process in two steps: First we sort Common Intervals such that they will
become breakpoint-free, second we apply the HP algorithm to the transformed
permutation to sort it. Since there is no breakpoint inside Common Intervals
after the first step and since the HP algorithm does not create new breakpoints,
Common Intervals are not broken during the second step.

Lemma 1. Given πs a signed permutation and (ρ1, ..., ρk, ρk+1, ..., ρd) a MCSS.
If ρk+1 is a reversal internal to a common interval c and ρk is a reversal which
is not internal to c. Then (ρ1, ..., ρk+1, ρk, ..., ρd) is also a MCSS.

Proof. Let πs′ = πs.ρ1. . . . .ρk−1. Suppose ρk+1 is internal to c and ρk is either
incorporating or external to c (it cannot interlace c otherwise the scenario is
not a MCSS): if ρk incorporates c then obviously πs′.ρk.ρk+1 = πs′.ρk+1.ρk; if
ρk is external to c then, as ρk and ρk+1 do not overlap together, πs′.ρk.ρk+1 =
πs′.ρk+1.ρk. �

Theorem 3. Given a set of non interlacing Common Intervals, it always exists
a MCSS which sorts each Common Interval before applying incorporating or
external reversals.

2 They don’t increase the number of breakpoints, but they create a breakpoint in order
to create an adjacency.
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Proof. Let πs′ = πs.ρ1. . . . .ρk−1 and ρk+1 is internal to a Common Interval c.
We prove that we have πs′.ρk.ρk+1 = πs′.ρk+1.ρk. if ρk is internal to c, there is
nothing to do. If ρk is external to c or incorporating it, as ρk and ρk+1 don’t
overlap we have that πs′.ρk.ρk+1 = πs′.ρk+1.ρk. By iteratively applying this
process we have a MCSS which sorts each Common Interval before applying
incorporating or external reversals. Included Common Intervals can be sorted
first. �

This theorem proves that the sketch of algorithm described above may find a
Compliant Sorting Scenario. Obviously this algorithm is able to find a compliant
sorting scenario if we first sort included Common Intervals. But finding a minimal
one (MCSS) requires to carefully sort the Common Intervals.

Given πs = +3 +2 +5 +1 +4. Common intervals are [1, 2] = {2, 3} and [1, 5] =
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Assume we first decide to sort the sub permutation +3 +2 to +2 +3.
This is done with three reversals. We obtain +2 +3 +5 +1 +4. Five more compliant
reversals are needed to obtain the identity permutation. Now if we start to sort
+3 +2 to -3-2, we obtain -3 -2 +5 +1 +4 with two reversals. Four more compliant
reversals are needed to obtain the identity permutation. The first scenario re-
quires eight compliant reversals when the second one only requires six compliant
reversals. This example shows that we have to carefully choose if the common
interval has to be sorted in increasing order and positively signed or else in
decreasing order and negatively signed.

We define a block of π as an interval [i, j] which does not contain breakpoints
and we define a strip of π as a maximal block, i.e. a block [i, j] such that there
is breakpoints between πi−1 and πi and between πj and πj+1. A block (strip)
is increasing if |πi| < |πj |, otherwise it is decreasing. An increasing (decreasing)
block b of a signed permutation πs is canonically signed if all elements of b are
positive (negative) [9].

We define the positive identity permutation Is
+

= +1 . . . +n and the negative
identity permutation Is

- = -n . . . -1. For a Common Interval c = [i, j] relative
to π, we define m = min(πi,j), M = max(πi,j) and +c = Is

+
([m, M ]) and -c =

Is
-([m, M ]). +c (resp. -c) is a canonically signed increasing (resp. decreasing)

strip. For example if πs = +5 +1 -7 -3 +2 -4 -6 and c = πs([4, 6]) = {2, 3, 4}, then
m = min({2, 3, 4}) = 2, M = max({2, 3, 4}) = 4, +c = Is

+
([2, 4]) = +2 +3 +4 and

-c = Is
-([2, 4]) = -4 -3 -2.

We may now propose an exact algorithm to compute dC(πs) for a signed
permutation πs with respect to a given set of non interlacing Common Intervals
(algorithm 2.1: SRIC).

Theorem 4. SRIC computes dC(πs) reversals for a given set of non interlacing
Common Intervals.

This algorithm runs in O(2kn) time with n the size of the permutation and
k the number of non interlacing Common Intervals. In the worst case there is
O(n) non interlacing Common Intervals.
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Algorithm 2.1. Brute Force Algorithm (SRIC)

SRIC: Sorting by Reversals with non Interlacing Common intervals
parameters : πs, C sorted by increasing size
begin

1. If C = ∅ Then
2. return d(πs)
3. Else
4. c := C[0] /� πs := πs1.c.πs2 �/

5. return min

{
d(c,+c) + SRIC(πs1.+c.πs2, C \ {c})
d(c, -c) + SRIC(πs1.-c.πs2, C \ {c})

6. End If
end

2.2 Reducing the Complexity of the Brute Force Algorithm

We will focus on the last step of the SRIC algorithm: dC(π1.c.π2) = min(d1, d2)
with d1 = dC(π1.+c.π2) + d(c,+c) and d2 = dC(π1.-c.π2) + d(c, -c)

Remark 2. d(π.ρ) − d(π) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}

Remark 3. dc

(
π1.+c.π2

)
− dc(π1.-c.π2) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}

Lemma 2. For c a non incorporating common interval of π = π1.c.π2, if
d(c,+c) = d(c, -c) + 1 then dC(π1.c.π2) = d(c, -c) + dC(π1.-c.π2)

Proof. As c is a non including Common Interval, we have dC(π1.c.π2) = min(d1,
d2) with d1 = dC(π1.+c.π2) + d(c,+c) and d2 = dC(π1.-c.π2) + d(c, -c)

Let k = dC(π1.+c.π2) and l = dC(π1.-c.π2). Therefore d1 = k + d(c,+c) =
k + d(c, -c) + 1 and d2 = l + d(c, -c). k = l + ε, ε ∈ {−1, 0, 1} (see remark 3):

• if k = l − 1 then d1 = d(c, -c) + 1 + k = d(c, -c) + l = d2.
• if k = l + 1 then d1 = d(c, -c) + 1 + k = d(c, -c) + l + 2 > d2.
• if k = l then d1 = d(c, -c) + 1 + k = d(c, -c) + 1 + l > d2.

Thus we have d2 ≤ d1. �

Symmetrically we have:

Lemma 3. For c a non including common interval, if d(c,+c) = d(c, -c)−1 then
dC(π1.c.π2) = d(c,+c) + dC(π1.+c.π2)

Definition 3. For a given Common Interval c,

• if d(c,+c) = d(c, -c) we will say that c is neutral.
• if d(c,+c) < d(c, -c) we will say that c is positive.
• if d(c,+c) > d(c, -c) we will say that c is negative.
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Testing the neutrality of a common interval can be done in linear time. If
a common interval isn’t neutral, we know how to optimally sort it thanks to
lemma 2 and lemma 3.

A signed permutation πs is a spin of a partially signed permutation πp such
that if πp

i is signed then πs
i = πp

i or if πp
i is unsigned then either πs

i = +πp
i or

πs
i = -πp

i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For an arbitrary partially signed permutation πp of
order n with k unsigned elements define Πps as the set of all 2k spins of πp.

Lemma 4. For an arbitrary partially signed permutation πp, d(πp) =
minπs∈Πps d(πs).

Proof. we extend proof from [9] for unsigned permutations to partially signed
ones: For every spin πs of πp, any sorting of πs mimics a sorting of πs, hence
d(πs) ≥ d(πp). Let πp.ρ1.ρ2. . . . .ρd = I be an optimal sorting of πp with d
reversals. Consider the signed permutation πs = Is

+
.ρd. . . . ρ2.ρ1. Since πs ∈ Πps

and πs.ρ1.ρ2. . . . ρd = Is
+, d(πs) ≤ d(πp). Clearly, d(πp) = minπs∈Πps d(πs). �

We define the operation collapse as follows:

collapse : Σp
n → Σp

≤n

Σp
n is the set of all partially signed permutations of order n and Σp

≤n is the
set of all partially signed permutations of order n or less without any strip
(unsigned elements are considered as possibly positive and possibly negative).
The function collapses the strips of πs and renames the other elements. For
example, collapse(+3 +1 +2 +4) = +2 +1 +3 (the sub permutation +1 +2 becomes
+1, the sub permutation +3 becomes +2 and the sub permutation +4 becomes
+3), collapse(+3 ±1 +2 +4) = +2 +1 +3, collapse(+3 ±1 -2 +4) = +3 ±1 -2 +4
and collapse(-3 ±2 +1 +4) = -2 +1 +3. Since [9] has showed that strips of
size three or more can be collapsed and since strips of size two are Common
Intervals which means that their elements cannot be separated, Consequently
dC

(
collapse(πp)

)
= dC (πp).

Neutral Common Intervals must be sorted to the positive or negative identity:
They must be sorted to a canonical increasing or decreasing strip. If we collapse
this strip we get one element which sign is either positive or negative. For c
a neutral Common Interval, we will call ±c the resulting collapsed unsigned
element.

Transforming Common Intervals to unsigned elements results in a partially
signed permutation. This partially signed permutation keeps the same set of
common intervals and this leads to sort a partially signed permutation with-
out disrupting any Common Intervals. Previous results are right with partially
signed permutations because they depend on remark 3 which is obviously right
for partially signed permutations. If a partially signed Common Interval isn’t
neutral, we know how to optimally sort it. If it is neutral, it depends on the
remaining partially signed permutation.

Theorem 5. ASRIC computes dC(πp) given a set of non interleaving Common
Intervals.
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Algorithm 2.2. ASRIC Algorithm

ASRIC
parameters : πp, C sorted by increasing size
begin

1. If C = ∅ Then
2. return d(πp)
3. Else
4. c := C[0] /� πp := πp1 .c.πp2 �/
5. If d(c,+c) < d(c, -c) Then
6. return d(c,+c) + ASRIC(collapse(πp1 .+c.πp2),collapse(C \ {c}))
7. Else If d(c,+c) > d(c, -c) Then
8. return d(c, -c) + ASRIC(collapse(πp1 .-c.πp2),collapse(C \ {c}))
9. Else

10. return d(c,+c) + ASRIC(collapse(πp1 .±c.πp2),collapse(C \ {c}))
11. End If
12. End If

end

Corollary 1. ASRIC computes dC(πs), for πs a signed permutation, given a
set of non interleaving Common Intervals.

The complexity of this algorithm depends on the complexity of sorting par-
tially signed permutations. We know that sorting by reversals unsigned permu-
tation is NP-complete [5]. As in the worth case a partially signed permutation
isn’t signed, the algorithm is exponential. But if the total number of unsigned el-
ements is in O(log n) then sorting a partially signed permutation is a polynomial
task [9]. It follows that if the total number of neutral Common Intervals is in
O(log n) then the given algorithm is polynomial. Our algorithm runs in O(n2k0)
time with k0 the number of neutral Common Intervals. The total number of
neutral Common Intervals can’t be preliminary computed because it depends
on the sorting process: At the beginning, Common Intervals are signed and may
become partially signed.

For all distances to the positive identity permutation ranging from 25 to 100,
we have randomly generated 10 000 signed permutations of size 100. We observed
on these randomly generated data that percentage of neutral permutations grows
exponentially with their reversal distance. The percentage of neutral permuta-
tions never exceeds 50%. We have also computed tests for all permutations of
size 1 to 9, and this showed that there is always less than thirty four percent of
neutral permutations.

2.3 Sorting by Reversals with All Common Intervals

Lemma 5. For two interlacing Common Intervals [i, j] and [k, l], there exists
four others Common Intervals: [i, k − 1], [k, j], [j + 1, l] and [i, l].

Define a multi-block a list of consecutive blocks (bi, . . . , bj) such that
|max(bk)| + 1 = |min(bk+1)| or |min(bk)| − 1 = |max(bk+1)| for i ≤ k < j.
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If |max(bk)| + 1 = |min(bk+1)| we will call it an increasing multi-block or else
a decreasing one. A multi-strip (increasing or decreasing) is a multi-maximal-
block. For example, in π = (+1 +2 +3 -6 -5 -4 +9 +8 +7) there is a multi-strip
composed of three maximal blocks: π([1, 3]) = {1, 2, 3}, π([4, 6]) = {4, 5, 6} and
π([7, 9]) = {7, 8, 9}.
Lemma 6. Given m a multi-strip, if m is increasing then dC(m,+m) <
dC(m, -m), or else if m is decreasing then dC(m,+m) > dC(m, -m).

Proof. Assume without loss of generality the increasing collapsed multi-strip:
±1±2±3. ±i, i ∈ {1, 2, 3} represents a collapsed Common Interval. The common
Interval constraint only allow 1-element-reversal or all-elements-reversal, thus
obviously dC(±1±2±3,+1+2+3) < dC(±1±2±3, -3-2-1). And symmetrically for de-
creasing multi-strip. �
Lemma 7. Given two interlacing Common Intervals [i, j] and [k, l], sorting
them without disrupting any Common Interval is optimally done by sorting the
three non overlapping Common Intervals: [i, k − 1], [k, j] and [j + 1, l], and at
last by sorting the resulting multi-strip.

Proof. We first show that this scenario is a compliant one: [i, k − 1] is included
in [i, j] and thus must be sorted before [i, j]. [k, j] is included in [i, j] and in
[k, l] and thus must be sorted before [i, j] and before [k, l]. [j +1, l] is included in
[k, l] and thus must be sorted before [k, l]. We have three non overlapping Com-
mon Intervals which must be sorted first and this doesn’t disrupt any Common
Interval. The result of these sorting is an increasing or decreasing multi-strip.
Theorem 3 shows that this scenario is optimal because we respect all levels of
inclusion. �
Lemma 8. An increasing (respectively decreasing) multi-strip needs the number
of negatives blocks (respectively positives) to be sorted without disrupting any
Common Interval.

Proof. A block-strip is constituted of consecutive blocks. The elements of one
block are all positives or all negatives. As each block is a Common Interval,
none interlacing reversals are allowed. As each group of two consecutive blocks
is also a Common Interval, no interleaving reversals are allowed. Thus each
block must be sorted without moving it. The only allowed reversal is one which
exactly reverses a block. A block-strip is either increasing or decreasing. If it is
an increasing strip, by way of lemma 6 all blocks must be positives. It needs the
number of negative blocks to make the block-strip a canonical increasing strip.
Symmetrical results can be obtained for decreasing strips. �

We summarize the section with algorithm 2.3 named SRAC.

Theorem 6. SRAC computes dC(πp) for all Common Intervals.

Corollary 2. SRAC computes dC(πs) for all Common Intervals.

The SRAC algorithm runs in O(2k′
n + kn) time for a permutation of n

elements with k Common Intervals and k′ Common Intervals excluding positives,
negatives and overlapping ones. Hence k′ is at most equal to n.
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Algorithm 2.3. SRAC

SRAC: Sorting by Reversals with All Common intervals
parameters : πp, C sorted by increasing size
begin

1. If C = ∅ Then
2. return d(πp)
3. Else
4. c := C[0] /� πp := πp1.c.πp2 �/
5. If c is an increasing multi-strip Then
6. d :=number of negative blocks (c)
7. return d + SRAC(collapse(πp1 .+c.πp2), C \ {c})
8. Else If c is a decreasing multi-strip Then
9. d :=number of positive blocks (c)

10. return d + SRAC(collapse(πp1 .-c.πp2), C \ {c})
11. Else If d(c,+c) < d(c, -c) Then
12. return d(c,+c) + SRAC(collapse(πp1 .+c.πp2),collapse(C \ {c}))
13. Else If d(c,+c) > d(c, -c) Then
14. return d(c, -c) + SRAC(collapse(πp1 .-c.πp2),collapse(C \ {c}))
15. Else
16. return d(c,+c) + SRAC(collapse(πp1 .±c.πp2),collapse(C \ {c}))
17. End If
18. End If

end

3 Complexity of Sorting by Reversals
with Common Intervals

In this paragraph we discuss about a particular case of MCSS: The SROC prob-
lem. We consider that the set of given Common Intervals is such that they don’t
overlap each other. It is a particular case of the general problem: given a set
of intervals and a permutation, compute the minimal reversal distance without
disrupting any interval. Here we show that this particular case of the main prob-
lem is NP-complete. We show it by comparing SROC to USBR, the problem of
computing the minimal reversal distance for an unsigned permutation.

We first show that if we are able to solve SROC in exponential time, we are
also able to solve USBR in exponential time.

Lemma 9.
USBR ≤P SROC

Proof. Let πu = (πu
1 . . . πu

n), an unsigned permutation. Let c = (+4 +1 +3 +5
+2) a signed permutation of five elements such that d

(
c, (+1 +2 +3 +4 +5)

)
=

d
(
c, (-5 -4 -3 -2 -1)

)
= 5.

Let πs = (πs
1 . . . πs

5n) which is obtained by replacing each πu
i by the sub

permutation
(

+(5(πu
i−1)+4) +(5(πu

i−1)+1) +(5(πu
i−1)+3) +(5(πu

i−1)+
5) +(5(πu

i− 1)+ 2)
)
. Given the set of all Common Intervals, C = {[1, 5], [6, 10],
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. . . , [5n − 4, 5n]}, we then have d(πu) = dC(πs) − 5n and therefore USBR can
be reduced to SROC in polynomial time. �

In a second time we show that if we are able to solve USBR in exponential
time, we are also able to solve SROC in exponential time.

Lemma 10.
SROC ≤P USBR

Proof. Let πs = (πs
1 . . . πs

n), a signed permutation of n elements and k Common
Intervals from π, called ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Let π′ a copy of πs. Each non neutral Common Interval in π′ is replaced by a
canonical signed strip. Each neutral Common Interval is replaced by an unsigned
element representing a canonical increasing or a canonical decreasing strip. We
then have π′ a partially signed permutation. Each signed element of π′ is replaced
by a non neutral unsigned Common Interval. If π′

j is positively signed then we
replace it by the positive unsigned Common Interval

(
πj (πj +1) (πj +2)

)
. Or

else it is negatively signed and we replace it by the unsigned Common Interval(
(πj + 2) (πj + 1) πj

)
. The main idea of the algorithm from [9] to sort

unsigned permutations is to test all their different spins. Strips of size 3 are a
very particular case:

(
πj (πj + 1) (πj + 2)

)
is optimally signed positive and(

(πj +2) (πj +1) πj

)
is optimally signed negative [9]. At last we have πu = π′

an unsigned permutation of m elements. The algorithm from [9] allows us to
compute d(πu) and to get the optimally signed spin s. Then

dC(π) = d(πu) +
i≤k∑
i=1

d(ci, Ici),

If π′
i is positive, then Ici is the positive identity permutation relative to ci.

Or else if π′
i is negative, then Ici is the negative identity permutation relative to

ci. Hence, SROC can be reduced to USBR in polynomial time. �
Theorem 7. SROC is NP-complete

Proof. [5] proves that USBR for unsigned permutations is NP-complete, then
we have SROC ≤P USBR and USBR ≤P SROC. SROC is NP-complete. �
Corollary 3. MCSS is NP-complete

Proof. As SROC is NP-complete, it gives that the general problem MCSS is also
NP-complete (We know that for some types of intervals (without overlapping)
it is NP-complete). �

4 Conclusion

First we showed a lack of likelihood in minimal reversal scenarios because they
break Common Intervals. So we presented the problem of finding a minimal
reversal scenario that doesn’t disrupt Common Intervals in order to improve
the likelihood of reversal scenarios. Finally we showed that this problem is NP-
complete and we proposed an exact algorithm to solve it.
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Abstract. Contact maps are a model to capture the core information in the struc-
ture of biological molecules, e.g., proteins. A contact map consists of an or-
dered set S of elements (representing a protein’s sequence of amino acids), and
a set A of element pairs of S, called arcs (representing amino acids which are
closely neighbored in the structure). Given two contact maps (S, A) and (Sp, Ap)
with |A| ≥ |Ap|, the CONTACT MAP PATTERN MATCHING (CMPM) problem
asks whether the “pattern” (Sp, Ap) “occurs” in (S,A), i.e., informally stated,
whether there is a subset of |Ap| arcs in A whose arc structure coincides with Ap.
CMPM captures the biological question of finding structural motifs in protein
structures. In general, CMPM is NP-hard. In this paper, we show that CMPM is
solvable in O(|A|6|Ap|2) time when the pattern is {<, �}-structured, i.e., when
each two arcs in the pattern are disjoint or crossing. Our algorithm extends to
other closely related models. In particular, it answers an open question raised
by Vialette that, rephrased in terms of contact maps, asked whether CMPM for
{<, �}-structured patterns is NP-hard or solvable in polynomial time. Our result
stands in sharp contrast to the NP-hardness of closely related problems. We pro-
vide experimental results which show that contact maps derived from real protein
structures can be processed efficiently.

1 Introduction

Since the function of biological molecules is highly associated with their three-dimen-
sional structure, structure analysis is an important area of computational biology. Com-
binatorial models have been developed to capture the structure of molecules, e.g., con-
tact maps for protein structure analysis [6] and arc annotations for RNA structure anal-
ysis [11]. Focusing in the following on proteins, we find that experimentally determined
structural information is available for a large number of proteins [2]. One way to orga-
nize and analyze these data is to classify proteins according to their structure, a task
that in many cases still involves human interaction. Herein, proteins are considered to
belong to the same class if they share structural features, even if their primary sequence
may not be similar. The resulting question is to determine whether a given protein struc-
ture exhibits a given structural feature where such a feature may be formed by amino
acids which are not necessarily contiguous in the protein sequence. Here, we address

� This research was supported through a postdoc fellowship by the DAAD (German Academic
Exchange Association).

I. Jonassen and J. Kim (Eds.): WABI 2004, LNBI 3240, pp. 38–49, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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(S, A):

pattern (Sp, Ap):

Fig. 1. Example of a yes-instance of CONTACT MAP PATTERN MATCHING, consisting of two
contact maps (S, A) and (Sp, Ap). The occurrence of the pattern in the upper contact map is
indicated by bold arcs, the corresponding mapping is indicated by dotted lines.

this kind of pattern matching problem for the model of contact maps and a special class
of patterns.
Problem definition. A contact map (S, A) consists of an ordered set S and a set A =
{ (el, er) | el, er ∈ S, el < er }. Each pair in A is referred to as an arc and, conse-
quently, A is called arc set. Given two contact maps (S, A) and (Sp, Ap) with |Sp| <
|S|, we say that (Sp, Ap) occurs in (Sp, Ap) if there is a one-to-one mapping M of Sp

to a size-|Sp| subset S′ of S such that, for e, e′ ∈ Sp, we have both e < e′ ⇒ M(e) <
M(e′) and (e, e′) ∈ Ap ⇒ (M(e), M(e′)) ∈ A. Then, the central problem of this
paper is given as follows:

CONTACT MAP PATTERN MATCHING (CMPM)
Given: Contact maps (S, A) and (Sp, Ap).
Question: Does (Sp, Ap) occur in (S, A)?

An illustration of a yes-instance of CMPM is given in Fig. 1. We refer to (Sp, Ap) as
the pattern and we abbreviate n := |A| and m := |Ap|. From the order of elements
in S, we can in a natural way derive binary relations between arcs. For a, a′ ∈ A with
a = (el, er) and a′ = (e′l, e

′
r), we say that a < a′ (a precedes a′) iff el < er < e′l < e′r.

We say that a � a′ (a is nested in a′) iff e′l < el < er < e′r. Finally, we say that a � a′

(a crosses a′) iff el < e′l < er < e′r. A contact map is {<, �}-structured if for each two
arcs a and a′ either the preceding-relation or the crossing-relation applies, i.e., a < a′,
a′ < a, a � a′, or a′ � a; other restricted contact map classes are defined analogously.
Previous work. In general, CMPM is NP-complete which can be shown in analogy
to [4] where a somewhat different model is used. The model of contact maps received
particular attention for computing the similarity of two proteins, formalized as the ques-
tion for a maximum-size pattern that occurs in both given contact maps [6, 9].

Vialette studied a problem closely related to CMPM in the area of RNA struc-
ture comparison [12]. His results imply, among others, that CMPM is NP-hard for
{�, �}-structured patterns, and is solvable in O(n2) time (in O(n2 log n) time) for {�}-
structured ({�}-structured) patterns. CMPM for {<, �}-structured patterns is solvable
in quadratic time [5]. A summary of some results in given in Table 1. The remaining
open question in this context, raised by Vialette [12], was – rephrased in terms of con-
tact maps – to determine whether CMPM for {�, �}-structured patterns is solvable in
polynomial time.
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Table 1. Overview on results for the complexity of the CONTACT MAP PATTERN MATCHING

problem for restricted pattern structures. The result of this paper is marked by an asterisk.

pattern structure complexity of CMPM
{<, �, �} NP-complete [4]
{�, �} NP-complete [12]
{<, �} n6m2 (∗)

{<, �} n log n + nm [5]

New Results. In this paper, we answer this open question by giving a polynomial-time
algorithm for CMPM with {<, �}-structured patterns. The algorithm relies on an in-
volved realization of the dynamic programming principle and has O(n6m2) running
time. Due to heuristic improvements, the running time of the algorithm is faster than this
worst-case bound suggests. We give experimental results for simulated contact maps
and ones derived from real protein structures. Our results show that these datasets can
be processed efficiently.

Our result is surprising since it lies at the border of CMPM versions that are still
solvable in polynomial time (see Table 1). We show that our algorithm generalizes from
contact maps to closely related models, in particular to 2-interval sets as discussed by
Vialette [12]. Moreover, we show how our result can be used to give a fixed-parameter
algorithm searching for the maximum-size {<, �}-structured pattern occurring in two
given contact maps or 2-interval patterns, respectively. For 2-interval sets, it was re-
cently established that this question is NP-hard [3]. Notably, our algorithm only poses a
constraint on the pattern, no constraint is posed onto the contact map in which we search
the pattern. The observation that basic secondary structure elements like alpha helices
and anti-parallel beta sheets exhibit {<, �}-structured patterns supports the significance
of this natural class of pattern structures in proteins. Moreover, in combination with the
polynomial-time algorithm for CMPM restricted to {<, �}-structured patterns [5], our
algorithm provides an important building stone for further results.

Due to lack of space, most proofs are deferred to the full version of the paper.

2 Additional Notation

As a convention, we use Ap = {p0, . . . , pm−1} to denote the arc set of the pattern and
we use A = {a0, . . . , an−1} as the arc set of the contact map in which the pattern is
searched. Given an arc a = (el, er), we use l(a) to refer to the left endpoint el of a and
we use r(a) to refer to the right endpoint er of a. We assume that both sets are ordered
increasingly by their right endpoints and, if some arcs have the same right endpoint,
subsequently by their left endpoint; this order, if not existing, can be obtained for A
in time O(|A| log |A|). In the following, we introduce the concepts of anchors and
windows, defined for the arc set of {<, �}-structured patterns, which will be essential
for stating our algorithm. Given a {<, �}-structured contact map (Sp, Ap) and an arc
p ∈ Ap, we use anchor(p) to refer to the smallest (w.r.t. the order of A) arc p′ ∈ Ap, if
it exists, such that l(p′) < l(p) < r(p′) < r(p). This implies that there is no arc p′′ ∈ Ap

with p′′ � p′, p′′ � p, and l(p) < r(p′′) < r(p′). If no such arc p′ ∈ Ap exists, then
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pj pi pi+1

. . . . . . . . . . . .

anchor(pi) pj−1 pj pi

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fig. 2. Illustration of two concepts for structure patterns: (a) Arc pj is anchor of both arcs pi

and pi+1. (b) The pair of arcs pj−1 and pj comprises the j-window with respect to arc pi.

anchor(p) :=⊥. The concept of anchors is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). For integer i with
0 ≤ i ≤ m−1, we use anchor(i) to refer to the index of anchor(pi), i.e., anchor(i) = j
iff anchor(pi) = pj . Given a contact map (Sp, Ap) and two arcs pj , pi ∈ Ap such that
pj−1 � pi, and either pj � pi or pj = pi, we refer to the pair (pj−1, pj) as the j-window
of pi. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 2(b).

As an abbreviation, we use, for an ordered set A′ = {ai1 ,ai2 ,. . . ,air} with A′ ⊆ A,
cross(ai1 , ai2 , . . . , air ) to denote that all ais , ait ∈ A′ with 1 ≤ s < t ≤ r satisfy
ais � ait . Given two contact maps (S, A) and (Sp, Ap), let A′ := {ai1 , ai2 , . . . , air}
and A′

p := {pj1 , pj2 , . . . , pjr} for some r < m, with ais ∈ A and pjs ∈ Ap for
1 ≤ s ≤ r. We say that A′

p matches A′ if, for 1 ≤ s < t ≤ r, pjs � pjt iff
ais � ait . Intuitively, this means that the arc structures of A′ and A′

p coincide. We say
that Ap[j1, j2, . . . , jr] matches A[i1, i2, . . . , ir] if (Sp, {pj1 , . . . , pjr}) occurs in (S, A)
while mapping pj1 to ai1 , pj2 to ai2 , . . . , and pjr to air . Note that the requirement that
A′

p matches A′ is local, comparing only the arc structure of A′
p and A′, whereas the re-

quirement that Ap[j1, j2, . . . , jr] matches A[i1, i2, . . . , ir] is global, asking, in addition,
for a corresponding occurrence in A of the pattern up to arc pjr .

We say that a contact map (S, A) is connected if there is no bipartition of A into two
non-empty subsets A1 and A2 such that arcs from A1 do not cross with arcs from A2.
For an easier exposition, we assume in the following that the arc set of the pattern
is connected. Further, we assume that in the pattern (Sp, Ap), every element in Sp is
endpoint of an arc in Ap.

3 Dynamic Programming Algorithm

In this section we present the algorithm solving CMPM restricted to {<, �}-structured
patterns. We describe the algorithm in top-down fashion, explaining data structures and
an overview in Sect. 3.1 and giving the details of the dynamic programming steps in
Sect. 3.2 and 3.3. Sect. 3.4 states the running time and the correctness of the algo-
rithm, Sect. 3.5 points out generalizations of the algorithm to closely related models,
and Sect. 3.6 shows an application of this algorithm in a more general problem setting.

3.1 Overview

Central for our algorithm are two sets that we define for every s, 0 ≤ s < n, and for
every i, 1 ≤ i < m:

– The set Ts,i contains all c, 0 ≤ c < n, such that Ap[anchor(i), i] matches A[c, s].
Thus, assuming that we match pi with as, it stores possible matches for the anchor
of pattern arc pi.
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anchor(pi) =
anchor(pi−1) pi−1 pi

. . . . . . . . . . . .
(Case a)

anchor(pi−1) anchor(pi) pi−1 pi

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(Case b)

Fig. 3. Given pi ∈ Ap with i > 1, we distinguish two cases: (Case a) anchor(pi−1) = anchor(pi)
or (Case b) anchor(pi−1) < anchor(pi).

– The set Ss,i contains all 4-tuples (c, w1, w2; j) with 0 ≤ c, w1, w2 < n and
anchor(i) < j ≤ i such that Ap[anchor(i), j − 1, j, i] matches A[c, w1, w2, s].
Thus, assuming that we match panchor(i) with ac and pi with as, it stores possible
matches for the windows of pattern arc pi.

In fact, set Ss,i is a refinement of set Ts,i as the elements of Ts,i can be easily obtained
from Ss,i. For the sake of a clearer exposition of our algorithm, we choose to compute
these sets separately: First, set Ts,i is computed and for every element that is added to
Ts,i, we then compute the corresponding 4-tuples that have to be added to Ss,i. The
algorithm to be presented in the following sections computes the sets, starting with
i = 1 and computing the sets for a value i with 1 < i < m based on the contents of
the sets for value i− 1. It, thus, follows the classical algorithmic paradigm of dynamic
programming.

The algorithm computes sets Ts,i and Ss,i in the order of ascending values of i.
The algorithm has an initialization phase that computes the sets Ts,1 and Ss,1: Set Ts,1

contains all c, 1 ≤ c < n, such that ac � as. Since p0 is necessarily the anchor of p1

and since (p0, p1) constitutes the only window of arc p1, set Ss,1 contains all 4-tuples
(c, c, s; 1) for which c ∈ Ts,1. The dynamic programming phase of the algorithm, then,
computes Ts,i and Ss,i for i > 1. This computation will be explained in the next two
subsections. Having computed sets Ts,i and Ss,i for all 0 ≤ s < n and all 1 ≤ i < m,
the algorithm reports that the pattern is found when there exist c∗ and s∗, 0 ≤ c∗, s∗ <
n, such that c∗ ∈ Ts∗,m−1: Then, by definition of Ts∗,i, Ap[anchor(m − 1), m − 1]
matches A[c∗, s∗], and thus (Sp, Ap) occurs in (S, A).

3.2 Matching Pattern Anchors

In this subsection, we show how we compute, for given as ∈ A and pi ∈ Ap, i > 1,
the set Ts,i, based on the knowledge of sets Tq,i−1 and Sq,i−1 for all aq ∈ A. The
corresponding procedure in pseudocode is given in Fig. 4.

We distinguish two situations concerning pi which have to be treated differently by
the algorithm: Either (Case a) anchor(pi−1) = anchor(pi), illustrated in Fig. 3(a), or
(Case b) anchor(pi−1) < anchor(pi), illustrated in Fig. 3(b). For each of these cases,
we describe in the following how Ts,i is computed.
(Case a): For every ar ∈ A with ar � as, and for every c ∈ Tr,i−1 with cross(ac, ar, as),
we add c to Ts,i. The resulting set is the final set Ts,i. Thus, for the computation of Ts,i

in this case, we iterate over all possible choices of ac, ar ∈ A.
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procedure matchAnchor(as; pi)
Global: Contact maps (S, A) and pattern (Sp, Ap), sets Tq,i−1 and Sq,i−1 for all aq ∈ A.
Input: Arcs as ∈ A and pi ∈ Ap, i > 1.
Output: Sets Ts,i and Ss,i.

Method:
Ts,i:=∅;
Ss,i:=∅;

if anchor(pi−1) = anchor(pi) then /*** (Case a) ***/
for all ac, ar ∈ A with cross(ac, ar, as) do

if {c} ∈ Tr,i−1 then
Ts,i:=Ts,i+{c};
Ss,i:=Ss,i∪ matchWindows(ac, ac, ar , as; pi);

end if
end for

else /* anchor(pi−1) < anchor(pi) */ /*** (Case b) ***/
for all 0 ≤ w1, w2, r < n do

if (w1, w2, r, s) matches (anchor(pi) − 1, anchor(pi), i − 1, i) then
cr:=minAnchor(w1, w2, r; anchor(i), i − 1);
if (cr, w1, w2; anchor(i)) ∈ Sr,i−1 then

Ts,i:=Ts,i+{w2};
Ss,i:=Ss,i∪ matchWindows(acr , aw2 , ar , as; pi);

end if
end if

end for
end if
return (Ts,i, Ss,i);

Fig. 4. Overview in pseudocode on the computation of set Ts,i for some as ∈ A and some
pi ∈ Ap based on the knowledge of sets Tq,i−1 and Sq,i−1 for all aq ∈ A. Procedure
matchWindows() that is used to compute Ss,i is given in Fig. 5; the call to Function
minAnchor() is explained in Sect. 3.2.

(Case b): For every ar ∈ A with cross(ac, ar, as) and every (c, w1, w2; anchor(i)) ∈
Sr,i−1 with aw1 < as but aw2 � as, we add w2 to Ts,i. The resulting set is the final
set Ts,i. Thus, for the computation of Ts,i in this case, we iterate over all possible
choices of ac, aw1 , aw2 , ar ∈ A.

In fact, this computation can be improved in (Case b), saving the necessity to it-
erate over possible choices of ac. Given aw1 , aw2 , ar ∈ A and pi ∈ Ap, we use in
Fig. 4 Function minAnchor(w1, w2, r; anchor(i), i− 1) to return the mini-
mum c – i.e., ac has minimum right endpoint – such that Ap[anchor(i−1), anchor(i)−
1, anchor(i), i − 1] matches A[c, w1, w2, r]. This value of c is then used in the compu-
tation of Ts,i. The call minAnchor(w1, w2, r; anchor(i), i− 1) needs only
constant time since – as will become evident in the following subsection – we can dur-
ing the computation of set Sr,i−1 maintain an array that keeps, for every aw1 , aw2 ∈ A,
track of the minimum value c having the described property.

In Fig. 4, the calls to Procedure matchWindows() are used to compute set Ss,i

and will be explained in the following subsection.
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3.3 Matching Pattern Windows

In this subsection, we show how we compute, for given as ∈ A and pi ∈ Ap, i > 1,
the set Ss,i, based on the knowledge of sets Sq,i−1 for all aq ∈ A. The corresponding
pseudocode is given in Figs. 4 and 5.

We compute the set Ss,i in “slices”, meaning that for given values acr , acs , ar ∈ A
for which

Ap[anchor(i− 1), anchor(i), i− 1, i] matches A[cr, cs, r, s], (1)

Procedure matchWindows() computes the set S′
s,i ⊆ Ss,i of 4-tuples (cs, w1, w2; j)

for which Ap[anchor(i− 1), anchor(i), j − 1, j, i− 1, i] matches A[cr, cs, w1, w2, r, s].
Iterating over all possible choices of acr , acs , and ar, we then compute all “slices”
of Ss,i. In the following, we explain, firstly, how matchWindows() can be called in a
more efficient way in the process of computing the sets Ts,i (the computation of Ts,i was
explained in Sect 3.3). Secondly, we explain how matchWindows() is computed.

Instead of enumerating all possible values of acr , acs , and ar in order to find, for
given as ∈ A and pi, all values which satisfy (1), we observe that we already obtain
these values in the process of computing Ts,i. Namely, if (1) is satisfied then Procedure
matchAnchor() adds cs to Ts,i while matching Ap[anchor(i− 1), i− 1] to A[cr, r].
Therefore, as shown in Fig. 4, we call matchWindows() exactly when cs is added to
Ts,i, either in (Case a) or in (Case b).

Now we describe how Procedure matchWindows() is computed. With respect
to the arc matches determined by (1) – these arc matches are the given arguments of
Procedure matchWindows() – we call a pair (w; j) for aw ∈ A and anchor(i) ≤
j < i reachable if there exists wh for every h = anchor(i), anchor(i) + 1, . . . , j, such
that (1) holds while matching ph with wh for all these h. The reachable pairs determine
the 4-tuples of the set S′

s,i to be constructed, as will be indicated in the following.
We compute the reachable pairs in an inductive way and store them in set Rs,i.

More precisely, the induction starts with pair (cs; anchor(i)) which belongs to Rs,i in
any case. Then, we loop through integers j with anchor(i) < j < i in ascending order.
For a given j, we iterate over all pairs aw1 , aw2 ∈ A with cross(acs , aw1 , aw2 , as), and
add (aw2 , j) to Rs,i if (aw1 , j − 1) is already in Rs,i and if (cr, w1, w2; j) ∈ Sr,i−1.
Moreover, we add (cs, w1, w2; j) to Ss,i. In addition to these 4-tuples added to Sr,i−1

during the above induction, we add, in any case, (cr, r, s; i) to Sr,i−1.

3.4 Running Time and Correctness

The running time and correctness of the algorithm presented in Sect. 3.1 to 3.3 is sum-
marized in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. CONTACT MAP PATTERN MATCHING restricted to {�, <}-patterns is
solvable in O(n6 ·m2) time for a contact map of size n and a pattern of size m.

For the proof of Theorem 3.1, we employ the following two lemmas (proofs omitted).

Lemma 3.2. For i > 1, if Ts,i−1 and Ss,i−1 are computed correctly for j < i, then
Procedure matchAnchor() correctly computes set Ts,i. ��
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procedure matchWindows(acr , acs , ar, as; pi)
Global: Contact maps (S, A) and pattern (Sp, Ap), set Sq,i−1 for every aq ∈ A.
Input: Arcs acr , acs , ar, as ∈ A and arc pi ∈ Ap such that

Ap[anchor(i − 1), anchor(i), i − 1, i] matches A[cr, cs, r, s].
Output: Set S′

s,i containing all 4-tuples (cs, w1, w2; j), j < i such that
Ap[anchor(i − 1), anchor(i), j − 1, j, i − 1, i] matches A[cr, cs, w1, w2, r, s].

Method:
S′

s,i:=∅;
Rs,i:=∅; /* to store reachable pairs */

/* initialize the set Rs,i */
Rs,i:=Rs,i + (cs; anchor(i));

/* inductive computation of Rs,i and S′
s,i */

for all j = anchor(i) + 1 upto i − 1 do
for all w1, w2 ∈ A do

if (anchor(pi), pj−1, pj , pi−1, pi) matches (acs , aw1 , aw2 , ar, as) then
if (w1; j − 1) ∈ Rs,i and (cr, w1, w2; j) ∈ Sr,i−1 then

Rs,i:=Rs,i + (w2; j);
S′

s,i := S′
s,i + (cs, w1, w2; j);

end if;
end if;

end for;
end for;

/* final step in computation of S′
s,i */

S′
s,i := S′

s,i ∪ {cs, r, s; i};

return S′
s,i;

Fig. 5. Overview in pseudocode on the computation of (subsets of) Ss,i, for as ∈ A and pi ∈ Ap.

Lemma 3.3. For i > 1, if Ts,i−1 and Ss,i−1 are computed correctly and if Ts,i is
computed correctly, then Procedure matchWindows() correctly computes Ss,i. ��

Proof (of Theorem 3.1). We prove this theorem by analyzing the algorithm presented
in Sect. 3.1 to 3.3. We discuss the algorithm’s running time and show its correctness.

Running Time. A set Ts,i is computed for n values of s and m values of i. The
dynamic programming step to compute a set Ts,i for some fixed values of s and i can be
done in O(n3) time as shown in ProcedurematchAnchor(), Fig. 4: The worst case is
determined by (Case b) in which we iterate over possible choices for aw1 , aw2 , ar ∈ A.
The update of set Ss,i, for every found match, can be done in O(n2m) time as shown in
Procedure matchWindows(), Fig. 5: We iterate over possible choices for aw1 , aw2 ∈
A and pj ∈ Ap. Altogether, this results in a total running time of O(n6m2).

Correctness. Showing the correctness of the algorithm, basically comes down to
showing that sets Ts,i and Ss,i are computed correctly. We prove this by induction on i,
starting with i = 1. It is easy to check that sets Ts,1 and Ss,1 are computed correctly. For
i > 1, the correctness of computing Ts,i and Ss,i follows with Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. ��
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The running time estimate given in Theorem 3.1 is in fact a worst-case estimate.
In practice, the six nested loops on A do not all have to consider every element of A
as assumed in the worst-case estimation. In a preprocessing step, we can compute, for
every a ∈ A, the set of arcs a′ ∈ A for which a′ � a. Then, e.g., in (Case a) of Procedure
matchAnchor(), we only consider those arcs ac and ar for which ac � a and ar � a.
In the same way, we can speed-up all loops over A in Procedures matchAnchor()
and matchWindows().

3.5 Generalizations

In the following, we discuss the extension of the presented algorithm to two closely
related models, namely the one of arc annotations and the one of 2-interval sets. Due to
lack of space, we only sketch these extensions, omitting the details.
Arc annotations. Arc annotations are a model mainly used for modelling RNA struc-
tures [4, 5, 8, 11]. The main difference between arc annotations and contact maps is that
the elements in S carry additional sequence information. Reframing this question in
terms of contact maps, for a given alphabet Σ and a given contact map (S, A), we are
also given a labeling � : S −→ Σ, resulting in a labeled contact map (S, A, �). Given
two labeled contact maps (S, A, �) and (Sp, Ap, �p), we say that (Sp, Ap, �p) occurs in
(S, A, �) if there is a one-to-one mapping M of Sp to a size-|Sp| subset S′ of S such that,
for e, e′ ∈ Sp, we have e < e′ ⇒ M(e) < M(e′), (e, e′) ∈ Ap ⇒ (M(e), M(e′)) ∈
A, and – in addition to the definition for “usual” contact maps – �p(e) = �(M(e)). The
corresponding CMPM problem is then formulated as in Sect. 1. The labeling can be
used, e.g., to capture the primary sequence of the protein or to encode chemical proper-
ties of amino acids. In this way, we obtain a problem formulation that incorporates both
sequence and structure information.

We extend our algorithm to labeled contact maps, by requiring, whenever we try to
match an element in S with an element in Sp, to check whether their labelings coincide.
2-interval sets. Vialette introduced 2-interval sets in the context of RNA structure anal-
ysis. A 2-interval set is given as a pair (I, A) where I , in contrast to S in the definition
of contact maps, is given as a set of intervals [il, ir] with positive integers il and ir. Con-
sequently, A is a set of interval pairs, the intervals of one pair being non-overlapping;
non-paired intervals can, however, overlap. We specify a partial order on the intervals,
saying that two intervals i = (il, ir) and i′ = (i′l, i

′
r) satisfy i ≺ i′ iff ir < i′l. Apart

from this change, we can still employ the definition of CMPM as given in Sect. 1,
replacing contact maps by 2-interval sets.

The only change required for the algorithm is to adjust the definition of whether
two arcs a and a′ are crossing or preceding. For 2-interval sets, two arcs a = (i, i′) and
a′ = (j, j′), for intervals i,i′,j, and j′, are crossing iff i ≺ j ≺ i′ ≺ j′. Analogously,
a and a′ are preceding iff i ≺ i′ ≺ j ≺ j′. Note that, consequently, intervals of a
{<, �}-structured 2-interval pattern have pairwisely disjoint intervals.

3.6 Applications

In this subsection we discuss how we can use the algorithm presented in Sect. 3.1 to 3.3
in order to solve a related NP-hard problem discussed by Vialette [12] and Blin et al. [3]:
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the 2-INTERVAL PATTERN problem restricted to {<, �}-structured patterns. Given a 2-
interval set (S, A) where S is a set of intervals and A is a set of 2-interval pairs, it
asks for a maximum size 2-interval set (Sp, Ap) such that Ap is {<, �}-structured and
occurs in (S, A); as usual, we denote n = |A| and m = |Ap|. 2-INTERVAL PATTERN

is NP-hard even when restricted to {<, �}-structured patterns [3]. With Theorem 3.1
and its generalization outlined in 3.5, we can show that this problem is fixed-parameter
tractable with respect to parameter m, i.e., it is solvable in f(m) · poly(n, m) time:

Theorem 3.4. The 2-INTERVAL PATTERN problem restricted to {<, �}-structured pat-
terns is solvable in O(3m · n6m2) time. ��

The proof of Theorem 3.4 relies on a one-to-one correspondence of {<, �}-structures
and the Dyck language [7]; similar arguments were already exploited in [1]. The-
orem 3.4 directly translates to a special case of the well-known MAXIMUM CON-
TACT MAP OVERLAP (CMO) problem [6, 9]. Given two contact maps (S1, A1) and
(S2, A2) (n = max(|A1|, |A2|)), CMO asks for a maximum-size contact map (Sp, Ap)
(m = |Ap|) that occurs both in A1 and in A2. Then, CMO restricted to {<, �}-
structured overlaps requires that (Sp, Ap) is {<, �}-structured. Theorem 3.4 implies
that CMO restricted to {<, �}-structured overlaps is fixed-parameter tractable with re-
spect to |Ap|. However, it is open to show that this problem is NP-hard [3].

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we describe experiments that have been conducted with a straightfor-
ward C implementation of the algorithm presented in this work. Running times were
measured on a Sun SunFire V100 with 1024MB of RAM running Solaris. The contact
maps derived from entries of the PDB database are generated based on the distance
between the cα atoms of the protein sequence; the cα atoms constitute the nodes of the
elements of the contact map. Two cα atoms share an arc if their distance is less than
5.5 Å. A pattern of size m is implanted into a given contact map by randomly choosing
the 2m endpoints of the pattern among the elements of the contact map.

To give an idea about the practical running times of the algorithm, we took measure-
ments when running our implementation on contact maps into which we implanted a
random pattern. We used two kinds of contact maps, in which the pattern was searched,
random ones and ones derived from protein domain structures selected from the PDB
database such that representatives from different structural classes and architectures
[10] were included. Our results are displayed in Fig. 6. We see that the algorithm
can process contact maps containing several hundred arcs in acceptable running times
(Fig. 6(a)). Considering our results on contact maps which were derived from protein
domain structures (Fig. 6(b)), it turns out that they were less difficult to process than
random contact maps. In summary, the results show that the algorithm can efficiently
process real protein structure data.

To give an idea about a realistic scenario in which the presented algorithm could be
applied for structural classification of proteins, we investigated four examples of homol-
ogous protein domain superfamilies from the CATH database [10]. We chose, for each
of these superfamilies, three protein domain structures from the superfamily and – by
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Fig. 6. Performance, displayed on a logarithmic scale, on contact maps of size n into which we
implanted a random {<, �}-structured contact map pattern of size m. (a) Random contact maps.
(b) Contact maps derived from real protein domain structures.

architecture superfamily m #pos #neg fn fp
Trefoil Lectin 9 27 27 0 2
TIM Barrel Glycosidases 15 20 20 2 4
3-Layer Sandwich GroEL 10 17 18 1 1
2-Layer Sandwich D-Amino Acid Oxidase 17 20 20 0 0

Fig. 7. Using the algorithm for CMPM for classification of protein domain structures, following
the classification provided by the CATH database. The length of the chosen pattern is denoted by
m, #pos denotes the number of the investigated domains that are in CATH listed as members of
the superfamily, #neg denotes the number of investigated non-members. In our classification, we
observed fp false positives and fn false negatives.

visual inspection – identified a significant {<, �}-structured contact map pattern shared
by the three structures. Then, we used this pattern to classify structures, on the one
hand of protein domains listed in CATH as members of the superfamily, and of proteins
domains listed in CATH as non-members but as ’structural relatives’ of members. In
difference to CATH, our classification thus merely relied on structural features and not
on sequence similarity. The results of this experiment are displayed in Fig. 7. The result
shows that already using this straightforward approach allows a correct classification in
most cases. Making this idea competitive naturally requires an automatic detection of
common patterns (e.g., using ideas of Sect. 3.6) and the use of a set of characteristic
contact map patterns; these extensions remain to be explored.

5 Conclusion

This paper positively answered the previously open question [12] whether matching
{<, �}-structured patterns in contact maps (or 2-interval sets, respectively) can be done
in polynomial time. Constraining ourselves to {<, �}-structured patterns may seem a
stringent requirement. However, we point out that the algorithm presented in this work
gives, together with the quadratic-time algorithm for CMPM restricted to {<, �}-
structured patterns [5], the building-stones for a much more general pattern matching
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framework. It remains an issue of future research to classify those patterns that can now
be matched in polynomial time by a combination of these two algorithms. Further, an
open question is whether the running time for CMPM restricted to {<, �}-structured
patterns can be improved. It is to be explored how our results regarding the MAXIMUM

CONTACT MAP OVERLAP (CMO) problem (see Sect. 3.6) perform in practice. Finally,
it is open to prove or disprove the conjecture that CMO restricted to {<, �}-structured
overlaps is NP-hard.
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Abstract. One of the most promising ways to determine evolutionary distance
between two organisms is to compare the order of appearance of orthologous
genes in their genomes. The resulting genome rearrangement problem calls for
finding a shortest sequence of rearrangement operations that sorts one genome
into the other. In this paper we provide a 1.5-approximation algorithm for the
problem of sorting by transpositions and transreversals, improving on a five years
old 1.75 ratio for this problem. Our algorithm is also faster than current ap-
proaches and requires O(n3/2√log n) time for n genes.

1 Introduction

When trying to determine evolutionary distance between two organisms using genomic
data, one wishes to reconstruct the sequence of evolutionary events that have occurred,
transforming one genome into the other. One of the most promising ways to trace the
evolutionary events is to compare the order of appearance of orthologous genes in two
different genomes [1, 2]. This comparison, which relies on computing global rearrange-
ment events, may provide more accurate and robust clues to the evolutionary process
than the analysis of local mutations.

In a genome rearrangement problem, the two compared genomes are represented by
permutations, where each element stands for a gene, and the goal is to find a shortest
sequence of rearrangement operations that transforms (sorts) one permutation into the
other. Previous work focused on the problem of sorting a permutation by reversal oper-
ations. This problem was shown to be NP-hard [3]. One of the most celebrated results
in this area by Hannenhalli and Pevzner shows that for signed permutations (every ele-
ment of the permutation has a sign, which represents the direction of the corresponding
gene; a reversal reverses the order of the elements it operates on and flips their signs),
the problem becomes polynomial [4]. The algorithm is based on representing a per-
mutation using a breakpoint graph (we defer a formal definition to Section 2) which
decomposes uniquely into disjoint cycles, and studying the effect of a reversal on its
cycle decomposition. There has been less progress on the problem of sorting by trans-
positions. A transposition is a rearrangement operation in which a segment is cut out of
the permutation and pasted in a different location. The complexity of sorting by trans-
positions is still open, although several 1.5-approximation algorithms are known for
it [5–7].

I. Jonassen and J. Kim (Eds.): WABI 2004, LNBI 3240, pp. 50–61, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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A transreversal is a biologically motivated operation that combines a transposition
and a reversal: A segment is cut out of the permutation, reversed and pasted in another
location. In particular, a reversal is also a transreversal. Transpositions and transrever-
sals capture a large fraction of the genomic rearrangements in evolution. Gu et al. [8]
gave a 2-approximation algorithm for sorting signed permutations by transpositions
and transreversals. Lin and Xue [9] improved this ratio to 1.75 by considering a third
rearrangement operation, called revrev, which reverses two contiguous segments. Both
algorithms run in quadratic time.

In this paper we study the problem of sorting permutations by transpositions, tran-
sreversals and revrevs. The question of whether the 1.75 known ratio for this problem
can be improved, has been open for five years. One of the main difficulties in tackling
the complexity of this problem is the vast number of possible configurations that need
to be considered when analyzing general linear permutations. We make four contribu-
tions toward greatly simplifying the problem. First, we show that the sorting problem
is equivalent for linear and circular permutations (Section 2). Second, we reduce the
general problem of sorting a circular permutation to that of sorting a permutation with
a very simple structure: In its breakpoint graph representation all non-trivial cycles are
of length 3 (Section 2). Third, we characterize cycle configurations in the breakpoint
graph and show that it suffices to restrict attention to one type of configurations. Fourth,
we develop and characterize a novel cycle representation, which allows us to use results
on sorting by transpositions only, a well-studied problem, in further eliminating cycle
configurations. These characterizations and simplifications are key to our main result:
a 1.5-approximation algorithm for sorting by transpositions, transreversals and revrevs
(Section 3). Furthermore, our algorithm can be implemented in time O(n3/2

√
log n),

which improves on the quadratic running time of previous algorithms [8, 9]. For lack of
space, some proofs are shortened or omitted.

2 Preliminaries

A signed permutation π = [π1 . . . πn] on n(π) ≡ n elements is a permutation in
which each element is labelled by a sign of plus or minus. A segment of π is a con-
secutive sequence of elements πi, . . . , πk (k ≥ i). We focus on four rearrangement
operations. A reversal ρ is an operation that reverses the order of the elements in a seg-
ment and flips their signs. If the segment is πi, . . . , πj−1 then ρ · π = [π1, . . . , πi−1,
−πj−1, . . . ,−πi, πj , . . . , πn]. Two segments πi, . . . , πk and πj , . . . , πl are contigu-
ous if j = k + 1 or i = l + 1. A transposition τ exchanges two contiguous (dis-
joint) segments. If the segments are A = πi, . . . , πj−1 and B = πj , . . . , πk−1 then
τ · π = [π1, . . . , πi−1 , πj , . . . , πk−1 , πi, . . . , πj−1 , πk, . . . , πn] (note that
the end segments can be empty if i = 1 or k = n + 1). A transreversal τρA,B is a
transposition that exchanges segments A and B and also reverses A. , i.e., τρA,B · π =
[π1, . . . , πi−1 , πj , . . . , πk−1 ,−πj−1, . . . ,−πi , πk, . . . , πn], and τρB,A · π =
[π1, . . . , πi−1 , . . . ,−πk−1 , . . . ,−πj , πi, . . . , πj−1 , πk, . . . , πn]. A revrev op-
eration reverses each of the two segments (without transposing them). Thus, ρρ · π =
[π1, . . . , πi−1, − πj−1, . . . ,−πi, − πk−1, . . . ,−πj, πk, . . . , πn].

The problem of finding a shortest sequence of transposition, transreversal and revrev
operations that transforms a permutation into the identity permutation is called sorting
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by transpositions and transreversals1. The distance of a permutation π, denoted by
d(π), is the length of the shortest sorting sequence.

Linear vs. Circular Permutations. Key to our approximation algorithm is a reduction
from the problem of sorting linear permutations to that of sorting circular permutations
(indices are cyclic), on which the analysis is simpler. An operation is said to operate on
the segments that are affected by it and on the elements in those segments. We say that
two operations μ and μ′ are equivalent if they have the same effect, i.e., μ · π = μ′ · π
for all π. The following lemma is the basis for the reduction, and is used to prove the
subsequent theorem on the equivalence of the sorting problem for linear and circular
permutations, similarly to [7].

Lemma 1 Let x be an element of a circular permutation π, and let μ be an operation
that operates on x. Then there exists an equivalent operation μ′ that does not operate
on x.

Proof. For reversals, this result was proven by Meidanis et al. [10] and for transposi-
tions by Hartman [7]. For transreversals and revrevs, the claim relies on the observation
that a chromosome is equivalent to its reflection, i.e., the reversed sequence of elements
with their signs flipped [10] (see the upper part of Figure 1). Consider a permutation
with three segments: A, B and C. W.l.o.g. x ∈ A. Then a transreversal that operates
on segments A and B and reverses B (resp. A) is equivalent to a revrev that operates
on A and C (B and C), since the result is a reflection of the permutation (as illustrated
in Figure 1). Similarly, a revrev that operates on A and B (or C) is equivalent to a
transreversal that operates on B and C.

Fig. 1. The equivalence of operations on circular permutations.

1 We do not include revrevs in the problem name, as we provide in the next section a reduction
of the problem that allows us to mimic revrevs using transreversals.
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Theorem 2 The problem of sorting linear permutations by transpositions and transre-
versals is linearly equivalent to the problem of sorting circular permutations by trans-
positions and transreversals.

Proof. We show only one direction. Given a linear n-permutation, circularize it by
adding an additional element πn+1 = x and closing the circle. Denote the new circular
permutation by πc. By Lemma 1, any operation on πc can be mimicked by an operation
that does not involve the segment that includes x. Hence, there is an optimal sequence
of operations that sorts πc such that none of them operates on segments that include x.
The same sequence can be viewed as a sequence of operations on the linear permuta-
tion π, by ignoring x. This implies that d(π) ≤ d(πc). On the other hand, any sequence
of operations on π is also a sequence of operations on πc, so d(πc) ≤ d(π). Hence,
d(π) = d(πc). Moreover, an optimal sequence for πc implies an optimal sequence for
π.

We observe that for circular permutations revrevs and transreversals are equivalent
operations. Thus, for circular permutations we can restrict attention to transpositions
and transreversals, which are more biologically motivated operations. Moreover, com-
bined with Theorem 2, this observation implies that one can reduce the problem of sort-
ing a linear permutation by transpositions, transreversals and revrevs to that of sorting
a circular permutation by transpositions and transreversals only.

The Breakpoint Graph. We follow the construction of Bafna and Pevzner for repre-
senting signed permutations [11]. First, a permutation π on n elements is transformed
into a permutation f(π) = π′ = (π′

1 . . . π′
2n) on 2n elements, by replacing each pos-

itive element i by two elements 2i − 1, 2i (in this order), and each negative element
by 2i, 2i − 1. On the extended permutation f(π), only operations that cut before odd
positions are allowed. This ensures that every operation on f(π) can be mimicked by
an operation on π. The breakpoint graph G(π) is an edge-colored graph on 2n vertices
{1, 2, . . . , 2n}. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, π′

2i is joined to π′
2i+1 by a black edge (denoted

by bi), and 2i is joined to 2i + 1 by a gray edge. Here and in the rest of the paper we
identify, in both indices and elements, 2n + 1 and 1.

It is convenient to draw the breakpoint graph on a circle, such that black edges are
on the circumference and gray edges are chords (see Figure 2). Since the degree of each
vertex is exactly 2, the graph uniquely decomposes into cycles. A k-cycle is a cycle with
k black edges, and it is odd if k is odd. k is called the length of the cycle. The number
of odd cycles in G(π) is denoted by codd(π). Gu et al. [8] have shown that for all linear
permutations π and operations μ, it holds that codd(μ · π) ≤ codd(π) + 2. Their result
holds also for circular permutations and can be used to prove the following lower bound
on d(π):

Theorem 3 ([8]) For all permutations π, d(π) ≥ (n(π)− codd(π))/2.

Transformation into 3-Permutations. Our goal in this section is to transform the input
permutation into a permutation with simple structure, to which we can apply our algo-
rithm and mimic its steps on the original permutation. A permutation is called simple if
its breakpoint graph contains only k-cycles, where k ≤ 3. It is called a 3-permutation
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Fig. 2. The circular breakpoint graph of the permutation π = (1 − 4 6 − 5 2 − 7 − 3), for
which f(π) = (1 2 8 7 11 12 10 9 3 4 14 13 6 5). Black edges are represented as thick lines on
the circumference, and gray edges are chords.

if it contains only 1-cycles and 3-cycles. A transformation from π to π̂ is called safe if
n(π) − codd(π) = n(π̂) − codd(π̂), i.e., if it maintains the lower bound of Theorem 3.
Next, we show how to transform an arbitrary permutation into a 3-permutation using
safe transformations (that is, maintaining the lower bound, but not the exact distance).
Our starting point is the standard safe transformation into simple permutations (cf. [7]).
Hence, it suffices to show how to convert 2-cycles into 3-cycles using safe transforma-
tions.

Let C be a 2-cycle and let b = (π′
2i, π

′
2i+1) be one of its black edges. A (C, b)-

padding extends the original permutation π by adding a new element πi + 1, and re-
naming all elements j > πi + 1 by j + 1 (the renaming is done on the absolute values
of the elements and then their signs are reintroduced, e.g., -3 is renamed to -4). The
new element πi + 1 has the same sign as πi, and is located after (resp. before) πi if
it is positive (negative). Finally, the sign of πi is flipped. The effect on the breakpoint
graph is that C is transformed into a 3-cycle (see Figure 3 for an example). Overall, the
permutation after the padding has an additional element and one more odd cycle.

Lemma 4 Every simple permutation π can be transformed into a 3-permutation π̂ by
safe paddings. Moreover, every sorting of π̂ mimics a sorting of π with the same number
of operations.

Proof. Let π be a simple permutation that contains a 2-cycle C and let b ∈ C. Let π be
the permutation obtained by applying a (C, b)-padding on π. Clearly, n(π) = n(π)+1,
and codd(π) = codd(π) + 1, so the padding is safe. This process can be repeated until
a 3-permutation π̂ is eventually obtained. Since π̂ is obtained from π by padding new
elements, every operation of π̂ can be mimicked on π by ignoring the padded elements.

In the rest of the paper, we shall restrict attention to circular 3-permutations and
often refer to the 3-cycles in our breakpoint graph simply as cycles. In Section 3 we
show how to sort a 3-permutation using at most 1.5l operations, where l is the lower
bound of Theorem 3. By Theorem 2 and Lemma 4 this implies a 1.5-approximation
algorithm for sorting arbitrary circular and linear permutations.
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Fig. 3. (a) The breakpoint graph of the permutation π = (1,−3,−4, 2,−5). (b) The graph of
(1,−3,−5, 4, 2,−6), which is obtained by a (C, b)-padding.

Cycle Types. An operation that cuts some black edges is said to act on these edges. It
is called a k-operation if it increases the number of odd cycles by k. An odd cycle is
called oriented if there is a 2-operation that acts on three of its black edges; otherwise,
it is unoriented. A configuration of cycles is a subgraph of the breakpoint graph that
contains one or more cycles. There are four possible configurations of single 3-cycles,
which are shown in Figure 4(a-d). It is easy to verify that cycles a and b are unoriented,
whereas c and d are oriented. A black edge is called twisted if its two adjacent gray
edges cross each other as chords in the circular breakpoint graph. A cycle is k-twisted
if k of its black edges are twisted. For example, in Figure 4 cycle a is 0-twisted and c is
2-twisted.

Observation 5 A 3-cycle is oriented iff it is 2- or 3-twisted.

Fig. 4. Configurations of 3-cycles. (a-b) Unoriented 3-cycles. (c-d) Oriented 3-cycles. (e) A pair
of intersecting 3-cycles. (f) A pair of interleaving 3-cycles.

Let b = (i1, i2) and b′ = (j1, j2) be two black edges in the breakpoint graph such
that i1,i2,j1 and j2 occur in this order along the circle. Then b1 and b2 induce two
disjoint arcs on the circle, one between i2 and j1 and the other between j2 and i1. Two
pairs of black edges are called intersecting if they alternate in their order of occurrence
along the circle. A pair of black edges intersects with cycle C, if it intersects with a pair
of black edges that belong to C. Cycles C and D intersect if there is a pair of black
edges in C that intersect with D (see Figure 4e). Two cycles are interleaving if their
black edges alternate in their order of occurrence along the circle (see Figure 4f). A
1-twisted pair is a pair of 1-twisted cycles, whose twists are consecutive on the circle
in a configuration that consists of these two cycles only. A pair of black edges is said to
be coupled if they are connected by a gray edge and when reading the edges along the
circle they are read in the same direction. (For example, the top edges in Figure 4b are
coupled, and so are all pairs of edges in Figure 4a).

The following lemma will be useful in the sequel:
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Lemma 6 ([8]) Let (b1, b2) be a pair of coupled black edges. Then there exists a cycle
C that intersects with (b1, b2).

3 The Algorithm

A (0, 2, 2)-sequence is a sequence of three operations, of which the first is a 0-operation
and the next two are 2-operations. Since a 2-operation is the best possible in one step,
a series of (0, 2, 2)-sequences guarantees a 1.5 approximation ratio. A 1-twisted cycle
is called closed (w.r.t. a configuration) if its two coupled edges intersect with some
other cycle in the configuration. A configuration is closed if at least one of its 1-twisted
cycles is closed; otherwise it is called open. In the following we shall consider only
closed configurations, since an open configuration implies the existence of a closed one
(by Lemma 6). For each possible closed configuration we shall prove the existence of a
(0, 2, 2)-sequence of operations. First, we deal with interleaving cycle pairs.

Lemma 7 Let π be a permutation that contains two unoriented, interleaving cycles C
and D that do not form a 1-twisted pair. Then π admits a (0, 2, 2)-sequence.

Proof. If both cycles are 0-twisted then a (0, 2, 2)-sequence of transpositions is given
in [7]. Suppose that C is 0-twisted and D 1-twisted (resp. both are 1-twisted and their
twists are not consecutive on the circle). Let a, b and c be the three arcs that are induced
by the black edges of C, and let a be the arc that contains the twist of D. First apply a 0-
transposition that acts on the black edges of C. This makes D 2-twisted, so it is possible
to eliminate it using a 2-transreversal. The latter operation makes C 2-twisted (resp. 3-
twisted). A 2-transreversal (2-transposition) on C completes the (0, 2, 2)-sequence.

In order to deal with intersecting cycles we borrow some of the theory developed
in [7] for unsigned permutations. As we show below, some of this theory carries also
to our case with some modifications. A useful tool that we will require is the signed
canonical labelling2 of a cycle which we present next.

For a given cycle (of any length), consider the labelling obtained by picking an
arbitrary black edge of a cycle, labelling it 1, and labelling the rest of the cycle’s edges
according to their order of occurrence along the circle. The signed canonical labelling
of a cycle is the signed permutation obtained by starting with the edge labelled 1 and
reading the labels in the order they appear along the cycle, where the signs stand for
the direction in which the edge is read: An edge that is visited in the same direction
as the edge labelled 1 is positive, and otherwise it is negative (see, e.g., Figure 5).
This definition captures the notion of twists in 3-cycles; indeed, a 0-twisted 3-cycle
has labelling (1, 2, 3), 3-twisted has labelling (1, 3, 2), etc. Note that a cycle may have
more than one possible canonical labelling. A canonical labelling of a 5-cycle is called
oriented if it starts with 1, b, a or 1,−a,−b or 1,−b, a or 1, b,−a, where 1 < a < b.
The motivation for this definition comes from the following observation:

Observation 8 A 5-cycle is oriented iff it has an oriented canonical labelling.

2 A generalization of the notion of canonical labelling in [6].
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Fig. 5. A 5-cycle with signed canonical labelling (1,−4 − 3 − 2, 5).

Lemma 9 Let C be a 5-cycle that admits a 2-transposition. Then any 5-cycle with the
same canonical labelling up to a reversal of one element is also oriented. If in addition
the canonical labelling of C is (1, 4, 2, 3, 5) then a 5-cycle with the same canonical
labelling up to a reversal of two consecutive elements is also oriented.

The above lemma is the basis for handling the case of two intersecting 0-twisted
cycles, which we present next:

Lemma 10 Let π be a permutation that contains a closed configuration in which there
are two intersecting 0-twisted cycles C and D. Then π admits a (0, 2, 2)-sequence.

Proof. Since C and D are intersecting, C has a pair of coupled edges that do not inter-
sect with D. By Lemma 6 there exists a cycle E that intersects with this pair of edges.
The case in which E is 0-twisted was treated in [7]. If E is 1-twisted there are two cases
to consider:

1. D and E are non-intersecting. Our starting point is the (0, 2, 2)-sequences for con-
figurations of three 0-twisted cycles given in Figure 6, where two of the cycles
are non-intersecting, and the third one intersects both. In our case, one of the non-
intersecting cycles corresponds to E and is 1-twisted. Depending on the location
of the twist in E, it is always possible to apply the first two transpositions shown
in Figure 6 to the closed configuration. (The first transposition is applied to the
edges shown in the figure, if all are non-twisted, or to a symmetric set of edges). By
Lemma 9, the resulting 5-cycle is oriented, which completes the (0, 2, 2)-sequence.

2. D and E are intersecting. Consider the (0, 2, 2)-sequences for three mutually inter-
secting 0-twisted cycles given in Figure 7. In our case E is 1-twisted. If all three
edges d, e1 and e2 that are cut by the first transposition are non-twisted, then we
apply the first two transpositions as in Figure 7. By Lemma 9, the resulting 5-cycle,
F , is oriented. The same holds for any set of symmetric edges that are non-twisted.
The only closed configurations in which no such symmetric set is possible is when
some arc induced by a pair of black edges of C contains a single twist. There are
three such configurations, for which a (0, 2, 2)-sequence is described in Figure 8.

Next, we deal with closed configurations that include two intersecting, 1-twisted
cycles. We need the following observation:

Observation 11 Let π be a permutation that contains a 2-twisted cycle C and a 1-
twisted cycle D, such that C and D are intersecting and there is a single non-twist of D
in the arc induced by the two twists of C. Then π admits two consecutive 2-operations.
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Fig. 6. (0, 2, 2)-sequences for three 0-twisted cycles, where two of the cycles are non-intersecting,
and a third one intersects both (taken from [7]). At each step the transposition acts on the three
black edges marked by a star. For simplicity, every 1-cycle is shown only when it is formed and
not in subsequent graphs.

Fig. 7. Three mutually intersecting 0-twisted cycles (taken from [7]). A dashed line represents a
path.

Proof. Applying a 2-transreversal on C eliminates it, while making D 2-twisted.

Lemma 12 Let π be a permutation that contains a closed configuration with two inter-
secting, 1-twisted cycles. Then π admits a (0, 2, 2)-sequence.

Proof. There are six possible cases, shown in Figure 9. For cases (a-d), we first apply a
0-reversal that acts on the black edges that are marked by a star. This makes the other
cycle 2-twisted, and two additional 2-operations follow from Observation 11. For cases
(e-f) we observe that by Lemma 6 there is another cycle that has a black edge in the arc
denoted x, and a black edge in one of the other 5 arcs. We apply a 0-reversal that acts
on these two edges. If the resulting configuration contains two 2-twisted cycles then
the permutation can be shown to admit two 2-operations. Otherwise, two 2-operations
follow from Observation 11.

The following lemma deals with a closed configuration which involves two inter-
secting cycles, one of which is 0-twisted and the other 1-twisted. The subsequent lemma
deals with 1-twisted pairs of interleaving cycles. The proofs of both lemmas can be
found at http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/∼roded/transrev.pdf.
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Fig. 8. (0, 2, 2)-sequences for some cycle configurations that contain two intersecting 0-twisted
cycles. First we apply a 0-transreversal on the three marked edges, such that the segment between
the two x’s is reversed, resulting in an oriented 3-cycle and a 5-cycle. Next, we eliminate the
3-cycle and are left with an oriented 5-cycle, which allows us to complete the (0, 2, 2)-sequence.

Fig. 9. Closed configurations of two intersecting 1-twisted 3-cycles.

Lemma 13 Let π be a permutation that contains a 0-twisted cycle, which intersects
with the coupled edges of a 1-twisted cycle. Then π admits a (0, 2, 2)-sequence.

Lemma 14 Let π be a permutation that contains k ≥ 2 mutually interleaving 1-twisted
cycles, such that all their twists are consecutive on the circle and k is maximal with this
property. Then π admits a (0, 2, 2)-sequence.

We are now ready to state our main result:

Theorem 15 There is a 1.5-approximation algorithm for sorting by transpositions and
transreversals, which runs in O(n3/2

√
log n) time.

Proof. Our algorithm is described in Figure 10. The sequence of operations gener-
ated by the algorithm contains only 2-operations and (0, 2, 2)-sequences of operations.
Therefore, every sequence of three operations increases the number of odd cycles by
at least 4 out of 6 possible in 3 steps (as implied from the lower bound of Theorem 3).
Hence, the approximation ratio is 1.5.

We sketch the proof of the running time. Steps 1 and 3 can be done in linear time.
The number of iterations in Step 2) is linear. Note that identifying pairs of interleaving
and intersecting cycles can be done by applying the following query a constant number
of times: Given a gray edge find an arbitrary gray edge that intersects it. Thus, the
most time-consuming tasks in each iteration are the application of operations to the
permutation, and the above query. These two tasks can be performed in O(

√
n log n)

time using the data structure of Kaplan and Verbin [12], as we show next.
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Algorithm Sort (π)

1. Transform π into a 3-permutation π̂ (Lemma 4).
2. While G(π̂) contains a 3-cycle C do:

(a) If C is oriented, apply a 2-operation.
(b) Otherwise, find a cycle D that intersects with a coupled pair of C.
(c) If C and D interleave, apply a (0, 2, 2)-sequence (Lemmas 7, 14).
(d) Else if C or D are 1-twisted, apply a (0, 2, 2)-sequence (Lemmas 12, 13).
(e) Otherwise, apply a (0, 2, 2)-sequence (Lemma 10).

3. Mimic the sorting of π using the sorting of π̂ (Lemma 4).

Fig. 10. Algorithm Sort. After Step 2(a) we assume that all cycles involved in the configuration
of C are unoriented. Obviously, if an oriented cycle is involved, then a 2-operation can be applied
on it.

For simplicity, we describe the data structure for linear permutations. Consider the
breakpoint graph of a linear permutation with n elements. Each gray edge is represented

by a pair of vertices, called mates. The permutation is partitioned into Θ(
√

n
log n ) blocks

of Θ(
√

n log n) vertices each. A splay tree [13] is attached to each block, in which
the vertices of the block are maintained according to the order of their mates in the
permutation. In [12] it is shown that a reversal can be applied in time O(

√
n log n).

Hence, transpositions (resp. transreversals) can be easily implemented using two (three)
reversals in the same time bound. As for queries, we denote the pair of vertices by v1

and v2. We may assume that v1 and v2 are first elements in their blocks [12], so we need
not consider parts of blocks. We scan all blocks that are between v1 and v2, and ask if
the mate of the leftmost vertex in the block appears in the permutation before v1, or the
mate of the rightmost vertex element appears after v2. If there is a block that satisfies
the condition, then we found an intersecting pair; otherwise, there is no such pair.
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Abstract. We examine the problem of finding maximal-scoring sets of
disjoint regions in a sequence of scores. The problem arises in DNA and
protein segmentation, and in post-processing of sequence alignments.
Our key result states a simple recursive relationship between maximal-
scoring segment sets. The statement leads to an algorithm that finds such
a k-set of segments in a sequence of length n in O(nk) time. We describe
linear-time algorithms for finding optimal segment sets using different
criteria for choosing k, as well as an algorithm for finding an optimal
set of k segments in O(n log n) time, independently of k. We apply our
methods to the identification of non-coding RNA genes in thermophiles.

1 Introduction

Suppose that w1, w2, . . . , wn ∈ R is an arbitrary sequence of scores with n > 0.
A segment S is a set of consecutive integers: S = [a, b] = {a, a + 1, . . . , b}. The
score of a segment S is the sum of the scores indexed by the segment’s elements:
w(S) =

∑
i∈S wi. A classic example of algorithm design is Jon Bentley’s Pro-

gramming Pearl [1] for finding a segment with maximum score. Such a segment
can be found in linear time by scanning the scores once. This paper considers
a natural generalization of the maximum-scoring segment problem. Namely, we
are interested in finding k disjoint segments with maximum total score. A k-
cover C = {S1, . . . , Sk} is a non-intersecting family of segments. The score of a
k-cover C is the sum of its elements’ score: w(C) =

∑
S∈C w(S). It is useful to

define the indicator vector (z1, . . . , zn) of a cover C: zi = 1 if i ∈ ∪S∈CS and
zi = 0 otherwise. Using this notation, w(C) =

∑n
i=1 wizi. A k-cover is maximal

if it has maximum score among all k-covers. We define the 0-cover as the empty
set with score 0.

A cover may define a segmentation, which alternates high- and low-scoring
regions, i.e., segments within and outside the cover. Segmentation methods have
been extensively used in the analysis of protein and DNA sequences [2]. Various

� Work supported by NSERC grant 250391-02.

I. Jonassen and J. Kim (Eds.): WABI 2004, LNBI 3240, pp. 62–73, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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scoring schemes permit the identification of charge clusters and hydrophobic pro-
files for proteins [3], determination of isochores in DNA sequences [4, 5], discovery
of CpG islands [5, 6], and even gene finding [7]. Different methods include max-
imum likelihood estimation [4], Hidden Markov Models [8, 7], entropy-based [5],
and various “moving window” techniques. Segmentation methods are also used
to remove low-scoring regions from sequence alignments [9].

Our key result is Theorem 1, which states the incremental nature of maximal
covers. This theorem leads to an algorithm that finds a k-cover with maximum
score for k ≤ K in O(nK) time where K is an upper bound on the cover size.
Section 3 describes the algorithms for finding maximal covers using different opti-
mality criteria, as well as an algorithm for finding a maximal k-cover in O(n log n)
time. Section 4 deals with the problem of identifying GC-rich regions in AT-rich
genomes, which coincide with non-coding RNA genes in thermophiles. Section 5
discusses related results and concludes the paper.

Theorem 1. Let Ck be a maximal k-cover for k ∈ [0, n − 1]. There exists a
maximal (k + 1)-cover Ck+1 which satisfies one of the following conditions.

(1) There exists such a segment [a, b] that Ck+1 = Ck ∪ {[a, b]}; or
(2) there exist a, b, c, d ∈ [1, n] for which a ≤ c < d ≤ b, and Ck+1 = Ck ∪
{[a, c], [d, b]} \ {[a, b]}.

Theorem 2. Let Ck be a maximal k-cover for k ∈ [1, n]. There exists a maximal
(k − 1)-cover Ck−1 which satisfies one of the following conditions.

(1) There exists such a segment [a, b] ∈ Ck that Ck−1 = Ck \ {[a, b]}; or
(2) there exist a, b, c, d ∈ [1, n] for which a ≤ c < d ≤ b, and Ck−1 = Ck∪{[a, b]}\
{[a, c], [d, b]}.

Theorem 1 shows that Ck+1 is obtained either (1) by adding a new segment to Ck,
or (2) by removing the middle of a segment in Ck. By Theorem 2, the converse
is also true: a maximal (k − 1)-cover can be created from a k-cover by merging
two segments, or by removing one. Theorem 2 implies also that all maximal
covers can be produced by consecutive applications of operations (1) and (2) of
Theorem 1. The theorems’ proofs are omitted here due to space constraints. The
theorems have two immediate consequences. First, Corollary 1 below shows that
the score of maximal k-covers is a concave function of k. Secondly, Theorem 1
implies a simple algorithm for calculating successive maximal covers, which we
describe in §3.1.

Corollary 1. Let 1 < k < n. Let Ck−1, Ck, and Ck+1 be maximal (k − 1)-, k-,
and (k + 1)-covers, respectively. Then w(Ck+1)− w(Ck) ≤ w(Ck)− w(Ck−1).

Proof. Omitted. ��

2 Scores Based on Probabilistic Models

2.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Segments

Let X1, . . . , Xn be a sequence of independent random letters from an alpha-
bet Σ = {σ1, . . . , σr}. The distribution of every Xi is one of two known dis-
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tributions, specified by the probabilities p(σj) and q(σj). A changed segment
is a segment [a, b] of indices where P{Xi = σj} = q(σj) for all i ∈ [a, b]. A
segment [a, b] is unchanged if P{Xi = σj} = p(σj) for all i ∈ [a, b]. Maximum
likelihood estimation of changed segments turns into a maximal cover problem.
Let xi : i ∈ [1, n] be the observed values of Xi. Let C be a non-intersecting set
of hypothetical changed segments. Let z = (z1, . . . , zn) be the indicator vector
for C. The likelihood function is f

(
x
∣∣ z,p,q

)
=
∏n

i=1(p(xi))1−zi(q(xi))zi . Define

wi = log(q(xi))− log(p(xi)). (1)

(Throughout the paper, log denotes natural logarithm.) The log-likelihood can
be written as log f

(
x
∣∣ z,p,q

)
=

∑n
i=1 log p(xi) +

∑n
i=1 wizi. The first term is

the log-likelihood of the null hypothesis that there are no changed segments. The
second term is the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of the alternative hypothesis defined
by C. Accordingly, a maximal k-cover maximizes the LLR among hypotheses
with k changed segments if the scores are set by Eq. (1).

Fig. 1. Maximal k-covers with minimum segment lengths m1 = 6 and m0 = 1. A ’+’
denotes wi = 1 and ’-’ denotes wi = −1. An equivalent scoring scheme is realized when
Σ = {0, 1}, and p(0) = 1 − q(0) in Eq. (1).

Fu and Curnow [4] examine the problem of finding a k-set of changed seg-
ments that maximizes the LLR with restrictions on the minimum lengths of
changed and unchanged segments specified by thresholds m1 and m0, respec-
tively. Fu and Curnow state a theorem (with an incomplete proof) that is similar
to Theorem 1: “Given one set of best k segments [k-cover in our terminology],
we can find one set of best (k + 1) segments if it exists, by either adding the
best segment which does not overlap with any of the k best segments or by
splitting and expanding one of the best k segments.” Their claim, however, does
not seem to hold in general, as the relationship between maximal covers may be
complicated if a minimum length is imposed on the segments. Figure 1 shows
an example where more than one segment change between consecutive maximal
covers. Alternatively, if segments can be of arbitrary length, then by Theorem 1,
there is no need for expansions.

2.2 Selecting the Cover Size: Complexity Penalties

Unless it is warranted by the problem at hand, the reason for restricting segment
lengths is to avoid overfitting: the cover {[i, i] : wi > 0} maximizes the likelihood
but it hardly captures any meaningful pattern in the data. We suggest that one
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should instead penalize the cover size. Define the complexity-penalized score of a
cover C by w̃(C) = w(C) − r(|C|) where r : N �→ [0,∞) is a monotone increasing
penalty function. The optimal cover has maximum complexity-penalized score.
First we describe a penalty based on the minimum description length (MDL).
According to the MDL principle [10], one favors the cover C which minimizes the
length of encoding the data and C. Let z be the indicator vector for C. Given z,
every xi can be encoded in b(zi, xi) bits on average, where b(0, σ) = − log p(σ)
and b(1, σ) = − log q(σ). The cover itself can be specified by the endpoints
of its segments using 2|C| log2 n bits. The total codelength equals �(x, C) =∑n

i=1 b(zi, xi) + 2|C| log2 n = �(x, ∅)− w(C)−2|C| log n
log 2 . The MDL cover thus max-

imizes w(C) − 2|C| log n, and corresponds to the penalty r(k) = 2k log n. (A
more efficient encoding can rely on the fact that there are

(
n
2k

)
possible k-covers.

When k = o(n), a k-cover can be encoded in log2

(
n
2k

)
≈ 2k log2 n− 2k log2(2k)

bits. The corresponding penalty equals r(k) = 2k(logn− log(2k)).)

2.3 A Penalty Based on Statistical Significance

As an alternative to the MDL approach, a penalty can be defined based on sta-
tistical significance, measured by the probability that a segment has a large score
under the null hypothesis that there are no changed segments. The distribution
of the maximum segment score, i.e., the score w(1) of the maximal 1-cover, under
the null hypothesis has been extensively studied [11, 12]. Karlin et al. [12] prove
that w(1) → log n almost surely as n→∞, and that for all x,

lim
n→∞ P

{
w(1) − log n ≤ x

}
= exp

(
−Ce−x

)
, (2)

where C is independent of n and x, and is defined by a rapidly converging
infinite sum. (For the general case of assigning score uj to every letter σj with∑r

j=1 p(σj)uj < 0, w(1) → λ−1 log n where λ is the unique positive solution of∑r
j=1 p(σj) exp(λuj) = 1. When uj = log q(σj)

p(σj) , λ = 1 is a solution.) This result
provides a means to select α, in order to search for the cover C that is optimal
according to a penalty function r(k) = αk. The following theorem characterizes
the segment scores in C.

Theorem 3. Fix α > 0, and let C = {[a1, b1], . . . , [ak, bk]} be a cover that max-
imizes w̃(C) = w(C) − α|C|. If C �= ∅, then the following holds. For all i ∈ [1, k],
w([ai, bi]) ≥ α, and there does not exist a, b with ai < a ≤ b < bi and w([a, b]) <
−α. For all i ∈ [1, k − 1], if bi + 1 < ai+1, then w([bi + 1, ai+1 − 1]) ≤ −α.
For all i ∈ [0, k], there does not exist a, b for which bi < a ≤ b < ai+1 and
w([a, b]) > α, where b0 = 0 and ak+1 = n + 1.

Proof. Straightforward. ��

By Theorem 3, every changed segment in C has score at least α and no
subsegment of an unchanged segment has a score above α. Consequently, by
setting α = x + log n with an appropriately chosen x we can ensure that every
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changed segment has significant statistical support, and that a maximal set of
such segments is selected. In particular, Eq. (2) implies that for large n, C is non-
empty with probability 1−exp(−Cne−α) under the null hypothesis. Accordingly,
for a given [small] 0 < p < 1, we can use

α ≥ log n + log
C

− log(1− p)
≈ log n + log

C

p
, (3)

in order to get a non-empty optimal cover with at most p probability. By switch-
ing the roles of changed and unchanged segments, a similar argument can be
made to measure the statistical support for unchanged segments.

2.4 Two-State Hidden Markov Models

Our last example of penalizing cover size is that of segmentation by a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM). Extending the maximum likelihood framework, we im-
pose that the random sequence X1, . . . , Xn is generated by a two-state HMM [8,
7]. The two states correspond to changed and unchanged segments. A run of the
HMM results in a state sequence Z1, . . . , Zn forming a Markov chain, and the
sequence of emitted characters X1, . . . , Xn. If Zi = 0, then Xi is drawn accord-
ing to the unchanged segments’ distribution p, otherwise it is drawn according
to q. The most likely state sequence z = (z1, . . . , zn) for a given observation
sequence x = (x1, . . . , xn) defines a segmentation of [1, n] into changed and
unchanged segments, i.e., segments where zi = 1 vs. segments where zi = 0.
Clearly, z is the indicator vector for a cover. The likelihood function equals
f
(
x
∣∣ z

)
= π(z1)

(∏n
i=1(p(xi))1−zi(q(xi))zi

)(∏n
i=2 τ(zi−1 → zi)

)
, where π are

the starting probabilities and τ are the transition probabilities for the states’
Markov chain. There exists a well-known method for finding the most likely
state sequence, known as the Viterbi algorithm [13], but formulating it as a
maximal cover problem enables us to consider further variations with restric-
tions on the number of state changes (§3.1) or on state durations (§3.2). The
LLR of a state sequence z (viewed as indicator for a cover C) with respect to
the null hypothesis that all zi = 0 can be written in the form

∑n
i=1 wizi − α|C|,

where

wi = log
q(σ)
p(σ)

+ log
τ(1→ 1)
τ(0→ 0)

+ δi; (4a)

α = − log
τ(0→ 1)
τ(0→ 0)

− log
τ(1→ 0)
τ(0→ 0)

+ log
τ(1→ 1)
τ(0→ 0)

, (4b)

and δi = 0 for every i ∈ [2, n − 1], otherwise it hides correction terms: δ1 =
− log τ(0→1)

τ(0→0) + log π(1)
π(0) and δn = − log τ(1→0)

τ(0→0) . Consequently, segmentation by
the most likely state sequence in a two-state HMM is an instance of finding an
optimal cover using linear complexity penalties.
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3 Algorithms

3.1 An Algorithm for Finding a Maximal Cover
By Theorem 1, a maximal (k + 1)-cover can be found by updating a maximal
k-cover. For each k, one needs to find the segment that can be either added or
removed to increase the cover score by the largest amount. The idea is employed
by the algorithm MaxCover, which is an adaptation of Bentley’s algorithm [1].
(In fact, Bentley credits Joseph Kadane of CMU with the design.)

Algorithm MaxCover
Input: wi scores for i ∈ [1, n], K maximum cover size
Output: indicator vector for a k-cover with maximum score for 0 ≤ k ≤ K

C1 initialize zi ← 0 for i = 1, . . . , n
C2 for k ← 1, . . . , K do
C3 set i0 ← 1; w ← 0; S ← null; wmax ← 0
C4 for i ← 1, . . . , n do
C5 if i > 1 and zi−1 �= zi then i0 ← i; w ← 0
C6 w ← w + wi //current candidate is [i0, i] with score w
C7 if (zi = 0 and w ≤ 0) or (zi = 1 and w ≥ 0) then i0 ← i + 1; w ← 0
C8 else if |w| > wmax then wmax ← |w|; S ← [i0, i]
C9 if wmax = 0 then return (z1, . . . , zn) else set zi ← 1− zi for all i ∈ S
C10 return (z1, . . . , zn)

The algorithm scans the scores wi once for every k ∈ [1, K] in Lines C4–
C8. For every k, the algorithm calculates the maximum increase wmax in cover
score that can be achieved by removing a sub-segment or adding a segment (the
segment S).

Lemma 1. The algorithm MaxCover finds a cover that has maximum score
among covers with at most K segments in O(nK) time.

Proof. The proof of the running time is straightforward. The proof of correctness
is analogous to that of [1]; it is omitted due to space constraints. ��

3.2 Algorithms for Linear Complexity Penalties
Suppose that we want to find the cover C that maximizes the penalized score
w̃(C) = w(C)−α|C| with some α ≥ 0. The MDL approach of §2.1 sets α = 2 logn;
the statistical significance framework (setting α by Eq. (3)), and the HMM
approach of §2.4 also use linear penalty functions.

Let C0 = ∅, C1, C2, . . . be a series of maximal k-covers. By Corollary 1, a
cover C∗ maximizing w̃ is the first Ck for which w(Ck+1) − w(Ck) < α. It is
easy to modify MaxCover to find C∗. The only necessary change is in Line C9,
where z needs to be returned if wmax ≤ α. MaxCover then finds C∗ in O(nK)
time if it is invoked with K ≥ |C∗|. In what follows we develop a faster algorithm.

For all i ∈ [1, n], define W 0(i) as the maximum of w̃ for covers of [1, i] which
do not include i. Define W 1(i) as the maximum of w̃ for covers of [1, i] which do
include i.

Lemma 2. For all i > 1, W 0(i) = max{W 0(i − 1), W 1(i − 1)}, and W 1(i) =
wi + max{W 0(i− 1)− α, W 1(i− 1)}.
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Proof. Straightforward by using the definition. ��

The lemma implies a dynamic programming algorithm. In case of the two-
state HMM, the algorithm is equivalent to the Viterbi algorithm [13]. We de-
sign a more general method that respects minimum segment length constraints.
Specifically, we want to find a cover that maximizes w̃ with the stipulation that
changed segments must have lengths at least m1 and unchanged segments must
have lengths at least m0.

For all j = 0, 1, m ∈ [1, mj ], and i ∈ [m, n], define C
j
i,m as covers of [1, i] that

maximize w̃ while satisfying the requirements for all segment lengths, except for
the last one: C0

i,m is a cover that ends with an unchanged segment of length at
least m, and C1

i,m ends with a changed segment of length at least m.

Lemma 3. Let W 0
short(i) = w̃(C0

i,1), W 0
long(i) = w̃(C0

i,m0
), W 1

short(i) = w̃(C1
i,1),

and W 1
long(i) = w̃(C1

i,m1
). For all i > 1, W 0

short(i) = max{W 0
short(i−1), W 1

long(i−
1)} and W 1

short(i) = wi+max{W 0
long(i−1)−α, W 1

short(i−1)}. For all i ∈ [m0, n],
W 0

long(i) = W 0
short(i − m0 + 1), and for all i ∈ [m1, n], W 1

long(i) = W 1
short(i −

m1 + 1) +
∑i

j=i−m1+2 wi.

Proof. Straightforward by using the definition. ��

Lemma 3 implies a dynamic programming algorithm (referred to as
MinLength-Cover), which finds an optimal cover subject to length restric-
tions. The algorithm runs in O(n) time. The case α = 0 is equivalent to the
original problem of Fu and Curnow [4], that of finding a segmentation that sat-
isfies the length restrictions.

3.3 A Fast Algorithm for Finding a Maximal Cover

So far we concentrated on computing maximal covers using Theorem 1 or select-
ing one cover using linear complexity penalties. It is also possible to calculate
maximal covers by employing Theorem 2. The main idea is to find the cover that
comprises all runs of positive scores and then produce smaller maximal covers
consecutively. Below we develop the idea formally. A segment [i, j] is a positive
run if w([i, j]) > 0 and for all k ∈ [i, j], wk ≥ 0. A segment [i, j] is a negative
run if w([i, j]) < 0 and for all k ∈ [i, j], wk ≤ 0. When not all scores are zero, we
can decompose [1, n] into an alternating series of maximal negative and positive
runs. Let T = (T1, T2, . . . , Tm) be the resulting series. Let M be the number of
positive runs in T. Clearly, the set {T ∈ T : w(T ) > 0} is a maximal M -cover.
In fact, M is the cover size until which the score of maximal covers increases.

The sequence T can be calculated in O(n) time. Applying Theorem 2, we
produce maximal covers of size less than M one by one. In every step, we need
to identify three consecutive segments Ti−1, Ti, Ti+1 that can be merged at the
expense of the smallest decrease in the cover score. Such a triple is found by se-
lecting i for which the absolute value |w(Ti)| is minimal. Algorithm MaxCover-
Fast shown here implements the idea.
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Algorithm MaxCover-Fast
Input: wi scores for i ∈ [1, n], K cover size

F1 Let T be the sequence of alternating maximal runs
F2 for M = |{T ∈ T : w(T ) > 0}| downto K do
F3 // at this point T = ([a1, b1], [a2, b2], . . . , [am, bm]) where ai+1 = bi + 1
F4 Choose [ai, bi] from T with minimum |w([ai, bi])|, 1 < i < m
F5 Set T ← T ∪ {[ai−1, bi+1]} \ {[ai−1, bi−1], [ai, bi], [ai+1, bi+1]}
F6 return the set {T ∈ T : w(T ) > 0}

Lemma 4. Algorithm MaxCover-Fast finds a maximal K-cover if not all
scores are zero, and it is invoked with a K that is not larger than the number M
of maximal positive runs. The algorithm can be implemented in such a way that
it terminates in O(n + M log M) time.

Proof. (Sketch.) An invariant that implies the correctness is that in Line F4, T

alternates segments with positive and negative scores. In order to see that, notice
that

∣∣∣w([ai, bi])
∣∣∣ ≤ min

{∣∣∣w([aj , bj])
∣∣∣ : j = i±1

}
in Line F5. Thus, w([ai−1, bi+1]),

w([ai−1, bi−1]), and w([ai+1, bi+1]) have the same sign. The algorithm’s correct-
ness now follows from Theorem 2. A balanced search tree can be augmented to
track the segments in T. Elements of T are stored at the tree leaves, ordered by
the absolute values of the scores. In order to avoid selecting the first or the last
segment in Line F4, those two segments are stored with scores ±∞, preserving
only their scores’ signs. In addition, leaves are equipped with pointers to preced-
ing and succeeding segments. It is thus possible to perform Line F4 in O(log M)
time, to find neighboring segments in O(1) time, and to update T in Line F5
in O(log M) time. Hence the algorithm runs in O(n + M log M) time. ��

MaxCover-Fast can be modified to find an optimal cover C∗ for an arbi-
trary monotone increasing complexity penalty function. Since maximal covers’
scores stop increasing at M , |C∗| ≤ M . The algorithm has to track the cover
score: at each merging operation in Line F5, the score decreases by |w([ai, bi])|.
All maximal covers of size ≤ M are inspected, and the one maximizing w̃ is
reported at the end. Consequently, the optimal cover can be found in O(n log n)
time.

4 Non-coding RNA Genes in AT-Rich Thermophiles

A frequently used statistic for DNA sequences is the GC-content, which is the
relative frequency of G and C in a region. In a recent application, GC-content
was used to detect non-coding RNA genes [7, 14] in genomes of thermophile Ar-
chaebacteria such as Methanocaldococcus jannaschii. The optimal growth tem-
perature of thermophile Prokaryotes strongly correlates with the GC-content of
transfer and ribosomal RNA genes [15–17]. (For the genome-wide GC-content,
however, there does not seem to exist a similar dependence [17].) M. jannaschii
is a prime candidate for identifying RNA genes on GC-content alone, since while
the GC-content of the genome is 31%, known RNA genes have a much higher
GC-content of 60–70%. Klein et al. [7] trained a two-state HMM in which the
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states modeled GC-poor and GC-rich regions. They computed the most likely
state sequence, in order to select a set of GC-rich segments. After filtering out
known genes, they selected the segments with a minimum length of 50, which
resulted in nine candidate RNA genes, denoted Mj1–Mj9. They validated four
of them by showing that they are transcribed. They identified a fifth gene Mj6a,
missed by the HMM, based on sequence similarity. Two candidates (Mj5 and
Mj8) are less likely to be RNA genes as they overlap with putative protein cod-
ing regions. Schattner [14] also used GC-content and other statistics to identify
RNA genes in M. jannaschii. He used a moving window, within which the log-
likelihood was calculated using essentially the same equations as in §2.1.

We tested our algorithms on M. jannaschii (1.66 Mbp, GenBank accession
NC_000909.1). Using Eq. (1), we employed the scores wi = −0.66 if the corre-
sponding nucleotide was A or T, and wi = 0.72 for G or C. The scores are based
on the genome’s overall GC-content, and the 65% GC-content in seven tRNA
genes between positions 850000 and 870000. Using MaxCover, we computed
maximal k-covers: see Fig. 2. The smallest maximal cover that includes all tR-
NAs has size k = 38. That cover also includes all rRNAs, as well as RNase P
RNA and SRP 7S (Signal Recognition Particle) genes. In addition, three novel
genes of [7] are also included. The false positive rate can be assessed by the fact
that only two intervals overlap with protein-coding genes: Mj5 and Mj8. The
maximal 46-cover contains all RNA genes of [7], including Mj6a, not discovered
by either the HMM or the sliding windows of [14].

We evaluated different penalty functions r: r(k) = 2k log n (MDL1) or r(k) =
2k(log n− log(2k)) (MDL2); Eq. 4b (HMM1); and Eq. 3 for significance (P = 0.1
and P = 0.01). As shown in Fig. 2, the MDL penalties are too severe, and even
HMM segmentation stops at P = 0.01. There is no need to be very conservative
in this case, as the gene candidates identified by the segmentation are further an-
alyzed by different methods. Accordingly, we selected α = 14 for the complexity
penalty (P-value 0.11 by Eq. (3)), and imposed a minimum segment length of 40.
MinLength-Cover finds a 48-cover, which includes all known RNA genes (even
Mj6a), five protein-coding genes, and the segment [334439,334485] not identified
by either [14] or [7], which is classified as a pseudogene by tRNAscan [18].

We carried out similar experiments with a number of thermophile Prokary-
otes. In the maximum likelihood framework of §2.1, one can readily predict the
success of gene finding. A linear penalty α set by Eq. (3) can be compared
to expected scores of changed segments. A changed segment of length � has
expected score E(�) = �D where D is the relative entropy between the distribu-
tions. The threshold �min = α/D thus indicates the minimum detectable gene
lengths. By this reasoning, we found that among thermophiles for which whole
genome sequences are avaiilable, N. equitans [19], S. tokodaii [20], S. solfatari-
cus, M. maripaludis and P. horikoshii have low �min values. The analysis of the
results is in progress, and is beyond this paper’s scope. We summarize here some
initial findings. We found that a maximal 58-cover of the N. equitans genome
(NC_005213.1) includes all tRNAs found by tRNAscan [18] (even pseudogenes),

1 If an HMM is used, the log τ(1→1)
τ(0→0)

terms are negligible in Eq. (4a).
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Fig. 2. Segmentation of M. jannaschii. The right-hand side shows maximal k-covers
in increments of five. Horizontal grey bands correspond to covers, and darker boxes
indicate the segments. Vertical bars show RNA genes with known function (bottom)
and those in [7] (top). (Locations are mapped to display coordinates by a piecewise
logarithmic function.) The left-hand side plots the score increase Δw(k) = w(Ck) −
w(Ck−1). The optimal cover for a linear penalty α is the last one with Δw(k) ≥ α.

all rRNAs, four protein-coding genes, and 12 unannotated segments. Seven of
the unannotated segments2 produce no significant BLAST hits in Genbank. The
S. tokodaii genome (NC_003106.2) contains many repetitive sequences. Its seg-
mentation identifies all annotated RNA genes (including a tRNA that is missed
by tRNAscan), and includes 24 transposition-related sequences, and six hypo-
thetical protein-coding genes. There are eight unannotated segments, four of
which are repeated more than once in the genome. BLAST finds no similari-
ties between the remaining four3 segments and known archaeal DNA sequences.
We hypothesize that they correspond to non-coding RNA genes. A fifth seg-
ment [326016,326321] overlaps in only 11 bp with a hypothetical protein-coding
gene. Based on a structural alignment to known RNase P RNA genes in Cre-
narchaea [21], it is the so far unpublished RNase P RNA gene in S. tokodaii
(J. W. Brown, personal communication).

5 Discussion

We presented algorithms that calculate optimal covers according to different
criteria, in linear or O(n log n) time for an input of size n. Even a recent review [2]
of DNA segmentation methods considered the cover selection problem, based
on [4], as one that can only be solved in O(n2) time. Such a running time may
be a serious drawback in the analysis of long DNA sequences.

2 The following segments: [221790,221843], [308960,309006], [339411,339562],
[427536,427595], [487434,487490], [487645,487722], [488412,488458].

3 Segments [1322116,1322329] [2020954,2021005], [2089025,2089145], and [2091849,
2092094].
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A related problem, that of finding a maximal chain of covers, can also be
solved in linear time. A chain of covers is formed by C0, C1, . . . where every Ck

is a k-cover, and Ck ⊂ Ck+1 for all k. A maximal chain of covers C∗
0, C

∗
1, . . .

is defined recursively: C∗
0 = ∅, and for every k > 0, C∗

k is a k-cover that has
maximum score satisfying C∗

k−1 ⊂ C∗
k. In other words, successive elements are

generated using only Case (1) of Theorem 1. Ruzzo and Tompa [6] describe a
linear-time algorithm that finds the last C∗

k in which all segments have positive
scores. In the maximal likelihood framework of §2.1, looking for a maximal chain
may give unsatisfactory results. Specifically, it may be the case that two changed
segments with large scores are separated by a short unchanged segment, and all
three get lumped together in one of the covers. Subsequent covers do not change
the situation, regardless of the middle segment’s score. In Fig. 1, all positive
scores are included in C∗

1. Theorem 3 shows that maximal covers may give more
sound segmentation results than do maximal chains.

Zhang et al. [9] examine the problem of producing pairwise sequence align-
ments without low-scoring regions. An alignment is a sequence of n columns, each
assigned a score. The score of a subalignment, defined by a segment [a, b] ⊆ [1, n]
is the sum of its columns scores. Disjoint subalignments thus form a cover. Stan-
dard alignment procedures [22] have essentially the same shortcomings as maxi-
mal cover chains in that they may include subalignments of arbitrarily low score.
In order to avoid such situations, Zhang et al. [9] propose that low-scoring regions
should be removed from the alignment. In particular, they aim to find a cover C,
for which no subsegment of a S ∈ C has score less than−X for a threshold X ≥ 0.
They prove that such covers for decreasing values of X form a hierarchy similar
to that of maximal covers described by Theorems 1 and 2. They also provide
a linear time algorithm implied by the hierarchy that finds such a cover for a
given X . In light of Theorem 3, such covers are succinctly characterized by a
linear penalty function r(k) = Xk. We pointed out the connection between the
threshold X and various statistical notions of complexity, as well as the interpre-
tation of the optimal cover as the most likely state sequence in a Markov model.
Penalized-Cover offers a simple, efficient alternative to the algorithm of [9]
for eliminating low-scoring regions from alignments. MinLength-Cover also
provides the option of imposing minimum subalignment lengths.
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Abstract. We present a program qhash, based on q-gram filtration and
high-dimensional search, to find gapped local similarities between two
sequences. Our approach differs from past q-gram-based approaches in
two main aspects. Our filtration step uses algorithms for a sparse all-pairs
problem, while past studies use suffix-tree-like structures and counters.
Our program works in sequence-sequence mode, while most past ones
(except QUASAR) work in pattern-database mode.
We leverage existing research in high-dimensional proximity search to
discuss sparse all-pairs algorithms, and show them to be subquadratic
under certain reasonable input assumptions. Our qhash program has
provable sensitivity (even on worst-case inputs) and average-case perfor-
mance guarantees. It is significantly faster than a fully sensitive dynamic-
programming-based program for strong similarity search on long
sequences.

1 Introduction

Problem and Significance. A gapped local similarity between two sequences
is a pair of fixed length substrings, one from each sequence, that align with
few mismatches and indels (insertions/deletions). We address the problem of
finding all such similarities between two sequences. This is a core problem in
bio-sequence similarity search, as it is a variant of the basic local alignment
problem [29] with edit distance as the scoring function. Edit distance is sim-
pler than a general scoring function as it treats mismatches and indels via unit
costs, nevertheless it is important and very relevant for comparing genomic DNA
sequences as discussed next.

Whole genome alignment (wga) is a task necessitated by recent sequencing of
several genomes [32]. Current wga programs (see [23] and references therein) rely
heavily on exact or near-exact local matches called seeds between two genomes
to select “anchors” and construct wga. Permitting a few mismatches and indels
in seeds make them robust to sequencing errors or short breaks in conserved
stretches, and the resulting alignment more sensitive to detecting homologies
(see [11, 4] and seed-design references therein for related evidence; note that
robustness is even more crucial for multi-genome alignment). Current approaches
to finding gapped seeds first find ungapped seeds and later incorporate gaps via

I. Jonassen and J. Kim (Eds.): WABI 2004, LNBI 3240, pp. 74–86, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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gapped extension [28] or linking of nearby seeds separated by few gaps [7]. One
direct approach to finding gapped seeds is enabled by the well-defined problem
below that we address. The problem is stated for equal length sequences for
convenience in analysis, but can be extended to the case of unequal lengths.

Gapped Local Similarity Problem. Find and output all close substring pairs from
two sequences of length n each. A close substring pair consists of two length-m
substrings, one from each sequence, with edit distance at most a threshold e∗.

Algorithm Approach. A simple O(n2m2) algorithm for the above problem
computes edit distances of all substring pairs. A O(n2m) dynamic-programming
[15] and O(n2e∗) k-differences [25, 22] based algorithms exist for a close problem
variant. The QUASAR program [10], which studies this variant, uses q-gram
filtration [31] to accelerate strong similarity search on random and practical
inputs. We use the same idea, but we do the filtration step very differently
using high-dimensional randomized search. Both QUASAR and our filtration are
quadratic in worst-case, and subquadratic for strong similarity search on random
inputs. But the specific assumptions that make our filtration subquadratic are
quite different due to our randomization technique (see next section).

We view q-gram filtration as a high-dimensional search on sparse vectors
that represent length-m substrings. A sparse vector is a huge-dimensional binary
vector with a small number m′ = (m−q+1) of 1s that indicate all q-grams1 in
a substring (similar to q-gram profiles [31]). The filtration step finds substring
pairs that share a high number of common q-grams by solving the next problem.
Sparse All-Pairs Problem. Find and output all close pairs from two groups V
and W , each consisting of n sparse high-dimensional vectors. A close pair is a
vector each from V and W that share at least a threshold o∗ number of common
1s.

A naive algorithm takes O(n2m′) time (assuming quick access to the non-
zero columns of each vector). To improve on this without affecting sensitivity,
we consider a sparse (o∗, ε)-all-pairs problem, where some approximately close
or boundary pairs (that share at least o∗

1+ε common 1s) can also be output. This
ε-approximate problem enables the use of randomization techniques, which are
efficient overall if there aren’t too many boundary pairs. We note that Buhler
briefly mentions the idea of using the all-pairs problem for filtration [9], but
his technique [8] of picking a few random positions wouldn’t work for sparse
huge-dimensional vectors (as the picked positions would be 0 in most vectors).

Contributions. We make a main contribution to q-gram-based sequence com-
parison problem and some algorithmic contributions to the sparse (o∗, ε)-all-pairs
(hereafter called (o∗, ε)-SAP) problem, which is the core of our filtration step.

• We present a randomized program qhash for gapped local similarity search
with provable sensitivity (it finds a user-specified expected fraction, say 90%,
of all similarities even on worst-case inputs) and average-case performance
guarantees. Our approach differs considerably from past q-gram-based stud-

1 A q-gram of a string is any contiguous length-q substring of the string.
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ies as our filtration leverages research in high-dimensional proximity search
and works in sequence-sequence mode. Past studies (see survey [26]) use
suffix-tree-like structures and counters, and work only in pattern-database
mode (QUASAR is sequence-sequence though).

• We carefully analyse the running time of an existing (o∗, ε)-SAP algorithm
from [16, 13] (neither of which give an explicit worst-case time analysis).
Our analysis, along the lines of a related near(est)-neighbor algorithm’s
analysis in [19], yields a time of Õ(n1+ρm′ + nρm′(# of close pairs) + m′

(# of boundary pairs)), where ρ < 1. Note that the Õ(.) notation hides log-
arithmic factors.

• We provide a second (o∗, ε)-SAP algorithm to improve the number of close
pairs term in the above running time. Our second algorithm runs in time
Õ(n2−δm′δ−1 + m′δ−1(# of close pairs) + m′δ−1(# of boundary pairs)),
where 0 < δ < 1, and is an adaptation of the agglomerative clustering
algorithm in [2] and near(est)-neighbor data structures in [21].

The running times above are in expectation over the (o∗, ε)-SAP algorithm’s
internal randomness, and are subquadratic under two main assumptions. First,
o∗ is at least a constant fraction of m′ to make both ρ and δ constants depending
only on ε. Second, the number of boundary pairs is subquadratic (actually, the
first algorithm also requires the number of close pairs to be o(n2−ρ)). We justify
later why these two main assumptions are reasonable for strong similarity search
(such as finding gapped seeds for aligning genomes).

Other Related Work. We mention related work not cited so far. Multipattern
search algorithms [14] with average-optimal search time for lenient error ranges
can solve our problem using O(n) patterns. But such high number of patterns
result in quadratic/cubic in n preprocessing time and space, quite infeasible in
our setting. High-dimensional sparse nearest-neighbor search was used in the
context of a block edit distance embedding scheme [24]. We use sparse all-pairs
in a edit distance filtering scheme to solve a different problem. Sparse all-pairs on
certain input distributions is called the bit-vector intersection problem in [20].
Some earlier works (see [27] and references there) use q-gram based measures
to study sequence similarity. But we use edit distance, and rely on a q-gram
overlap measure for filtration purposes only. Our q-gram measure is related to
the l1 distance between q-gram profiles [31]. These earlier measures are related
to the (squared) l2 distance (which is amenable to high-dimensional search too).

2 Algorithms

2.1 Gapped Local Similarity Algorithm

Recall the gapped local similarity problem statement. The algorithm for this
problem comprises two steps: find all length-m substring pairs with at least o∗

common q-grams in a filtration step, and among them output only those with
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edit distance at most e∗ in a verification step. The o∗ is given as follows. A length-
m substring has m′=(m− q +1) q-grams, and two such substrings with an edit
distance at most e∗ share at least o∗=(m′−e∗q) common q-grams [31] (to account
for multiplicity here, count a q-gram occurring x times in one substring and y
times in the other as min(x, y)). We do the filtration step using a (o∗, ε)-SAP
algorithm and the verification step using standard edit distance calculations.

We reduce the filtration step to the (o∗, ε)-SAP problem to leverage past
research in high-dimensional proximity search [18]. The idea is to first associate
each length-m substring with a σq-dimensional q-gram profile vector [31] whose
ith entry contains the number of copies of q-gram “i” in the substring (σ denotes
alphabet size). Then, represent the value in each entry of this profile vector in m′-
digit unary to get an expanded profile vector (e.g. in 7-digit, unary(4)=1111000).
The expanded profile vectors are of huge dimension D =σqm′, and very sparse
with exactly m′ 1s. Importantly, the number of common q-grams shared by
two substrings is equal to the number of common 1s in their expanded profile
vectors. This leads us to the sparse all-pairs problem, in which we further use
ε-approximation to enable efficient randomization techniques (without affecting
sensitivity as noted in Section 1).

The whole algorithm is provably sensitive as the (o∗, ε)-SAP algorithm used
is provably sensitive. The algorithm’s performance depends on the filtration time
and filter efficiency. The latter is commonly studied [26] by counting the substring
pairs that survive (i.e., share at least o∗

1+ε common q-grams) under a Bernoulli
assumption, where each position of one of the sequences is drawn independently
and uniformly at random from the σ alphabets. This lemma on the performance
for strong similarity search (small e∗) follows from the use of Markov’s inequality.

Lemma 1. The gapped local similarity algorithm runs in time O(T (n,m′,o∗,ε)+
m2(# of surviving substring pairs)), where T (n,m′,o∗,ε) denotes the running
time of the (o∗, ε)-SAP algorithm. When q ≥ ((c+2) logσm + logσ(1+ε)) and
e∗ = O(m / (logσm + logσ(1+ ε))), the expected number of surviving substring
pairs under a random uniform Bernoulli input assumption is O(n2/mc), which
is subquadratic when m is an increasing function of n (say m = log n).

2.2 Approximate Sparse All-Pairs Algorithms

We focus on two (o∗, ε)-SAP algorithms in this section. A (o∗, ε)-SAP algorithm
forms the core of our approach as it is used to implement q-gram filtration.

Preliminaries. We first review basic concepts common to the two algorithms.

Notations and Definitions. Vectors are treated as row vectors, with their posi-
tions sometimes referred to as columns. The symbols u, v, and w denote binary
(0/1) vectors of dimension D, unless stated otherwise. The set of indices of all
non-zero columns of a binary vector u is denoted by ones(u). A sparse vector
refers to a binary vector of dimension D that has exactly m′ 1s for m′� D. The
algorithms use ones(u) as a succinct representation of a sparse vector u.
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Definition 1. Consider two binary vectors v, w.
– The Hamming distance h(v, w) is the number of columns in which v and w

differ (the distance can be defined over non-binary vectors too).
– The overlap or dot-product measure o(v, w) is the number of columns that

have a 1 in both v and w, i.e., o(v, w) = |ones(v) ∩ ones(w)| = v ·w.
– The set resemblance s(v, w) is the ratio of the number of columns that have

a 1 in both v and w to the number of columns that have a 1 in either of v

or w, i.e., s(v, w) = |ones(v) ∩ ones(w)|
|ones(v) ∪ ones(w)| .

Observation 1. Let v, w be sparse vectors with o(v, w) = o. Then, s(v, w) =
o

2m′−o , and h(v, w) = 2(m′ − o).

With respect to a o∗
1+ε :o∗ overlap measure criterion, vectors (v, w) are called

a close pair if o(v, w)≥o∗, far pair if o(v, w)≤ o∗
1+ε , and boundary pair otherwise.

We can now state the problem of this section as below. The equal size assumption
in the problem is for convenience in analysis, and can be removed if needed.
Sparse (o∗, ε)-All-Pairs (or) (o∗, ε)-SAP Problem. Output all close pairs and
possibly some boundary pairs, but no far pairs w.r.t the o∗

1+ε :o∗ overlap measure
criterion from two groups of sparse vectors V and W of size n each.

Source of Subquadraticity. To beat the naive O(n2m′) algorithm, the two (o∗, ε)-
SAP algorithms require the two main assumptions in the Contributions section.
Both assumptions are reasonable for strong similarity search. Particularly, both
hold under the conditions in Lemma 1 (i.e., o∗/m′ is at least a constant when q
is set at the suggested lower bound, and the expected number of boundary pairs
is subquadratic for sufficiently large m).

Subquadratic algorithms for an all-pairs problem can be designed from tech-
niques in sublinear algorithms for a related near(est)-neighbor problem [18]. The
first algorithm we discuss is based on the nearest-neighbor data structures in [19]
and the second on those in [21]. These data structures, which support vectors
w.r.t Hamming distance measure, are made to handle sparse vectors of huge
dimension w.r.t overlap measure.

From a high-level, both (o∗, ε)-SAP algorithms use the idea of random pro-
jections to achieve dimensionality reduction, and then do an easier all-pairs com-
putation on the resulting low-dimensional vectors. But the design of each step
is quite different between the two.

First Algorithm. The first (o∗, ε)-SAP algorithm is an existing algorithm [16,
13], and we provide a careful worst-case analysis of its running time. Explicit
worst-case running time is not provided in [16, 13]; [13] discusses running time
in practice using algorithm parameters determined from an input-dependent
optimization problem. The algorithm that we present and analyse is actually a
close variant of the existing algorithm, and follows along the lines of the nearest-
neighbor algorithm and analysis in [19].

Random Projection via Minhash. The key ingredient of the algorithm is a ran-
dom projection achieved via a locality-sensitive hash function [19] which pre-
serves distance information between vectors. The minhash function [6, 12] is
used for this purpose.
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Definition 2. Choose a random permutation π of the column indices 1, 2, . . . ,
D. The minhash of a vector u is defined as the index of the first non-zero column
of u in the ordering induced by π, i.e., minhash(u) = argmin i∈ ones(u){π(i)}.

The probability over π that two vectors v and w get the same minhash value
is exactly their set resemblance s(v, w). We use this fact and Observation 1 for
sparse vectors to derive the next lemma.

Lemma 2. Consider two sparse vectors v, w, and a minhash function
minhash(.) picked at random as in Definition 2. Let p1 = s∗, and p2 = s∗

1+ε ,
where s∗= o∗

2m′−o∗ .

• If o(v, w) ≥ o∗ , Prπ [minhash(v) = minhash(w)] ≥ p1.
• If o(v, w) ≤ o∗

1+ε , Prπ[minhash(v) = minhash(w)] ≤ p2.

• p1 = pρ
2, where the bias ρ =

(
1 + log (1+ε)

log (1/s∗)

)−1

. If o∗/m′ is a constant, ρ < 1
is a constant (depending only on ε).

A minhash thus introduces a bias between close and far pairs. We pick k in-
dependent random permutations, concatenate the resulting minhash functions,
and denote the result by the function minhashk : {0, 1}D → {1, 2, . . . , D}k. Note
that minhash(u) for a sparse vector u can be computed in O(m′) time as follows.
Instead of inefficiently permuting all D column indices, we use a practical ap-
proach [6, 16] based on a random linear function π(x) = ax+b mod P , where P is
the smallest prime above D, and a, b are random numbers from {1, 2, . . . , D} ([5,
17] analyse the random ordering resulting from this and alternate approaches).

Algorithm Description. The algorithm repeats a single randomized trial many
times. To manage the buckets used in the procedure, we resort to either a hash
table [19] or sorting [16, 8]. Also, to quickly check if a pair hasn’t been output
before, the procedure can use a hash table that stores all already output pairs.
Note that p1, p2 are from Lemma 2.

All-Pairs Procedure I:
input: two groups of sparse vectors, V and W .
output: solves (o∗, ε)-SAP on the input.

Set k = log1/p2
n.

repeat l = 3 logn/pk
1 times do

Pick a random minhashk(.) function for this trial as described above.
for each v ∈ V do // Preprocess V

Compute minhashk(v).
Store v in the bucket labelled minhashk(v).

for each w ∈W do // Query W

Compute minhashk(w).
for each v in the bucket labelled minhashk(w) do

Output (v, w) if it’s not output before, and o(v, w) ≥ o∗.
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Analysis. The expected running time of the above procedure, as given in the
next theorem, is subquadratic under our two main assumptions (about o∗/m′

being a constant and the number of boundary pairs being sub-quadratic), and
an additional assumption that number of close pairs is o(n2−ρ).
Theorem 1. The All-pairs Procedure I solves the (o∗, ε)-SAP problem with high
probability in expected running time O(n1+ρm′ log2 n + (m′ + nρ log n)
(# of close pairs) + m′ log n (# of boundary pairs) ), where ρ < 1 is a constant
depending only on ε as o∗/m′ is a constant, and space O(nm′ +
(# of close pairs) ).
Proof. The proof follows along the lines of a proof in [19]. First, computing
l = O(nρ log n) minhashk(.) on all vectors takes O(lm′kn) time. Next, we con-
sider the three types of pairs. The probability that (vectors of) a far pair wrongly
map to the same bucket is at most pk

2 , so the expected number of treated far pairs
is at most O(l n2 pk

2)=O(ln). Similarly, the expected number of treated boundary
pairs is at most O(l (# of boundary pairs) pk

1) = O(log n (# of boundary pairs)).
Note that a pair is treated by computing its overlap measure in O(m′) time.

The probability that a close pair fails to map to the same bucket in all l trials
is at most (1−pk

1)
l � 1

n3 , so the error probability over O(n2) potential close pairs
is a low O( 1

n ). Finally, the probability that a close pair maps to the same bucket
can’t be upper-bounded, since the same close pair could be detected and treated
in all l trials in the worst case (e.g. a pair of identical vectors), with the first
treatment taking O(m′) time and later ones O(1) time each (to find if the pair
hasn’t been output before). This gives a O((m′ + l)(# of close pairs)) term. ��

Second Algorithm. The second (o∗, ε)-SAP algorithm improves the number
of close pairs term in the first algorithm’s running time. Our second algorithm
is a simple adaptation of the agglomerative clustering algorithm (w.r.t euclidean
distance) in [2], which is based on the near(est)-neighbor data structures in [21].
The crux of our adaptation is to rid the running time of its dependence on the
huge dimension D, and to transition from euclidean to overlap measure. To do
this, we exploit the sparsity of the vectors and simplify the nearest-neighbor
data structures in [21] to support only n (and not all 2D) queries. The rest of
the details are the same as the clustering algorithm in [2].

Random Projection via β-Equality Hash. The random projection is now via β-
equality hash instead of minhash. The use of β-equality hash to do dimensionality
reduction admits a brute-force solution to a later all-pairs step of the algorithm.

Definition 3 ([21]). Choose a random vector r of dimension D by indepen-
dently setting each of its D positions to 1 with probability β

2 and 0 with probability
1− β

2 . The β-equality hash of a vector u is defined as hashβ(u) = r ·u (mod 2).

In the standard “equality test”, β = 1 and the probability over r that two
unequal vectors v and w get different hash values is 1

2 . For a general β, this
probability is 1

2 (1 − (1 − β)h(v,w)), a value dependent on the distance between
vectors [21]. We use this probability for an appropriate β and Observation 1 for
sparse vectors to derive the next lemma.
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Lemma 3. Consider two sparse vectors v, w, and a β-equality hash function
hashβ(.) picked at random as in Definition 3 using β = 1

2h∗ , where h∗=2(m′−o∗).

Let p1 = 1
2−

1
2

(
1− 1

4(m′−o∗)

)2(m′−o∗)

, and p2 = 1
2−

1
2

(
1− 1

4(m′−o∗)

)2(m′− o∗
1+ε)

.

• If o(v, w) ≥ o∗ , Prr[hashβ(v) �= hashβ(w)] ≤ p1.
• If o(v, w) ≤ o∗

1+ε , Prr[hashβ(v) �= hashβ(w)] ≥ p2.
• p2 − p1 > Δp(ε, o∗

m′ ), where the additive bias Δp(ε, o∗
m′ ) =

Θ

(
e−

1
2 − e−

1
2(1+ε)

(
1+ ε

1−o∗/m′
))

. If o∗/m′ is a constant, Δp > 0 is a constant

(depending only on ε).

The next lemma amplifies the constant bias between close and far pairs in-
troduced in Lemma 3 by using many β-equality hash functions. It is a simple
consequence of Chernoff bounds.

Lemma 4 ([21]). Let the function hasht
β : {0, 1}D → {0, 1}t denote the con-

catenation of t independent β-equality hash functions picked at random as in
Lemma 3. Then for sparse vectors v, w,

• If o(v, w) ≥ o∗ , Prr

[
h
(
hasht

β(v), hasht
β(w)

)
> (p1 + Δp

3 ) t
]
≤ e−

2
9 Δ2

p t.

• If o(v, w) ≤ o∗
1+ε , Prr

[
h
(
hasht

β(v), hasht
β(w)

)
< (p2 − Δp

3 ) t
]
≤ e−

2
9 Δ2

p t.

Finally note that a hashβ(.) function on n sparse vectors can be consistently
computed in O(nm′) time, because we focus only on columns that are non-zero
in at least one of the n vectors, and pick and store in a hash table only these
(and not all D) columns of the associated random vector r.

Algorithm Description. A single trial of this algorithm uses Lemma 4 to reduce
the dimension of vectors from D to t. As any “query” must now map to one of
the 2t possible vectors, we compute the “answers” to all such vectors and store
them in a table with 2t entries. Note that β, Δp are from Lemma 3.
All-Pairs Procedure IIa:
input: two sets of sparse vectors, V ′ and W ′.
output: solves (o∗, ε)-SAP on the input (first version).

Set t = 9
2Δ−2

p log |V ′|.
repeat g = 3 log|V ′| |W ′|+ 1 times do

Pick a random hasht
β(.) function for this trial as in Lemma 4.

for each binary vector z of dimension t do // Preprocess V ′

Create an entry labelled z.
Store in this entry all v ∈ V ′ s.t.

h(hasht
β(v), z) ≤ (p1 + Δp

3 ) t.
for each w ∈W ′ do // Query W ′

Compute hasht
β(w).

for each v in the entry labelled hasht
β(w) do

Output (v, w) if it’s not output before, and o(v, w) ≥ o∗.
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We can’t simply pass V, W as inputs V ′, W ′ to the above procedure as the
running time is dominated by a 2t|V ′| = |V ′|c1 factor, where c1 =(9

2Δ−2
p +1)>2.

We resort to a trick from [2] and pass V after partitioning it into smaller groups.

All-Pairs Procedure IIb:
input: two sets of sparse vectors, V and W .
output: solves (o∗, ε)-SAP on the input (improved version).

Set δ= 1
2c1

, and partition V into n1−δ sets, V1, V2, . . . , Vn1−δ , of size nδ each.
for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n1−δ do

Call All-pairs Procedure IIa with Vi, W as inputs.

Analysis. The expected running time of the above procedure, as given in the
corollary below, is subquadratic under our usual two main assumptions (as in
the first algorithm). Note that we don’t require here the additional assumption
(made by the first algorithm) on the number of close pairs. The theorem below
analyses Procedure IIa. The proof of this theorem using Lemma 4 is omitted as
it follows the same template as the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. The All-pairs Procedure IIa solves the (o∗, ε)-SAP problem with
high probability in expected running time O( gm′Δ−2

p log |V ′| (|V ′|c1 + |W ′|) +
gm′(# of close pairs) + gm′(# of boundary pairs) ), and space O(m′(|V ′| +
|W ′|) + |V ′|c1 + (# of close pairs) ).

We use g=O(1
δ )=O(Δ−2

p ) in the above theorem and union-bound the error
probabilities to get the desired running time below.

Corollary 1. The All-pairs Procedure IIb solves the (o∗, ε)-SAP problem with
high probability in expected running time O(n2−δm′δ−1 log n + m′δ−1

(# of close pairs) + m′δ−1(# of boundary pairs) ), where 0 < δ < 1 is a con-
stant depending only on ε as o∗/m′ is a constant, and space O(nm′ +
(# of close pairs) ).

3 Implementation

The qhash program implements the gapped local similarity algorithm (Section
2.1) using the first sparse all-pairs algorithm (Section 2.2). It will be made pub-
licly available at www.cs.berkeley.edu/˜nmani/qhash. We use the first algorithm,
despite the second’s improved “close pairs” running time term, because the num-
ber of close pairs is likely to be at most linear in practice, and the first is more
amenable to input-dependent optimizations described below. A note on All-pairs
Procedure I before we proceed. We set l=log(1/pfn)/pk

1 so that the probability
of missing a close pair is at most pfn (i.e., we won’t miss more than a pfn fraction
of all close pairs in expectation, over the program’s internal randomness).

3.1 qhash in Practice

We describe optimizations that significantly improve qhash’s performance.
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Learning k, l from the Input. We empirically estimate the parameters k, l of
the first algorithm from the input data. This leads to huge savings in time without
affecting the sensitivity guarantee. Observe that an increase in k decreases the
number of candidate pairs (those with same minhashk(.)), but could potentially
increase l exponentially. The idea then is to pick a k less than the theoretical k
so as to minimize an empirical estimate of the total running time. This estimate
for a specific k is empirically obtained by quickly observing and counting the
candidate pairs in a trial (without actually processing them). Parameters are
picked practically in [13] too, but they use a different optimization criteria.

q-Grams with Locations. We can improve q-gram filters by not counting
common q-grams that are more than a distance e∗ apart in two substrings [30].
This improvement (not in the current implementation) could potentially reduce
k, l. It can be incorporated in our framework by associating each substring with
a set of locational q-grams before calling the sparse all-pairs algorithm. In more
detail, we decompose each substring into blocks of size 2e∗ that overlap by the
amount e∗. A q-gram now falls in two such blocks, and we annotate it with these
block ids to get two locational q-grams per q-gram.

3.2 Results

We present results on a similarity search for 50-nucleotide long substring pairs
that share a strong similarity of 94% (m=50, e∗=3). We set the parameters pfn=
0.1 (90% sensitivity), q =6, and ε=1 2. Table 1 compares qhash against a fully
sensitive O(n2m) program based on the dynamic-programming (DP) algorithm
of [15]. We observe that qhash when compared to the other is significantly faster
on long sequences and runs in almost the same time on medium-sized sequences.
We also observe that the memory requirement of qhash is reasonable.

Table 2 shows the effect of empirically estimating k, l by illustrating the trade-
off between low and high values of k (see last section). Note that the empirical
k, l values in Table 2 are in fact the ones used to obtain the results of Table 1.
Additional improvements such as q-grams with location are necessary if qhash
is to be competitive with the extremely fast BLAST program [1]. We expect
such improvements would make qhash efficient even for lenient error ranges (i.e.,
higher e∗ where BLAST requires shorter initial seeds to be sensitive).

4 Conclusions

The crux of our work is a new randomized approach to doing q-gram filtration
in sequence-sequence mode using high-dimensional proximity search techniques.
Our program qhash based on this idea has provable guarantees, and is signifi-
cantly faster than a dynamic-programming-based algorithm for strong gapped
local similarity search on long sequences. We suggested future additions that

2 Lemma 1 with c=1 suggests a starting q value, and we reduce it till s∗ exceeds 0.4
(to keep l low). The ε value doesn’t matter much as we learn k, l from the input.
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Table 1. Results on a 3GHz Pentium Linux machine. The test sequences (1) to (4), se-
lected mostly from past search studies, are respectively human–mouse (beta-globin) [8],
human–chicken (AC096683) [3], m.pneumoniae–m.genitalium [32], and t.acidophilum–
t.volcanium [32]. The overall time of qhash includes the time for empirically estimating
k, l. The optimistic time estimate of the DP-based program is the product of the se-
quence lengths (in basepairs) and 1.34×10−8 secs, a implementation constant.

Test Sequence qhash program DP-based program Number of qhash program
Sequen- lengths overall time optimistic time close pairs memory used
ces No. (Kbp–Kbp) (mins) estimate (mins) found (MB)

(1) 20.0–12.6 0.17 0.06 19 6
(2) 161.6–110.4 3.27 3.98 376 32
(3) 816.4–580.1 31.26 105.75 14118 157
(4) 1565.0–1584.8 63.00 553.90 6573 353

Table 2. Learning k, l from the input. The counts refer to candidate pairs observed in
one randomized trial using the corresponding k. Verifying each such pair would take
an estimated 32 μsecs in our machine.

Test Theoretical Estimation Empirical Estimation
Sequences No. k l Cand. Pairs Count k l Cand. Pairs Count

(1) 6 394 98 3 30 2495

(2) 7 930 616 4 71 10413

(3) 8 2192 20244 4 71 322668

(4) 9 5167 7225 4 71 1109426

could make qhash competitive in more lenient error ranges. A related open ques-
tion here is design of random projections w.r.t overlap measure without assuming
o∗/m′ as a constant.

We can extend any filter technique from pattern-database to sequence-
sequence mode using our approach, provided each substring can be associated
with a set of the filter’s “features” (e.g. it works for gapped q-grams [11]). Our
work raises interesting questions about randomized filters, filters with guarantees
on the fraction of similarities they miss. Are there other approaches to construct
randomized filters (other than taking a traditional filter and giving it a random-
ized implementation as we did)? Would they have a better filter efficiency over
traditional filters due to their flexibility in missing some similarities?
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Abstract. We study the problem of extracting, from given source x and
error threshold k, substrings of x that occur unusually often in x within
k substitutions or mismatches. Specifically, we assume that the input
textstring x of n characters is produced by an i.i.d. source, and design
efficient methods for computing the probability and expected number
of occurrences for substrings of x with (either exactly or up to) k mis-
matches. Two related schemes are presented. In the first one, an O(nk)
time preprocessing of x is developed that supports the following subse-
quent queries: for any substring w of x arbitrarily specified as input, the
probability of occurrence of w in x within (either exactly or up to) k
mismatches is reported in O(k2) time. In the second scheme, a length
or length range is arbitrarily specified, and the above probabilities are
computed for all substrings of x having length in that range, in overall
O(nk) time. Further, monotonicity conditions are introduced and stud-
ied for probabilities and expected occurrences of a substring under unit
increases in its length, allowed number of errors, or both. Over intervals
of constant frequency count, these monotonicities translate to some of
the scores in use, thereby reducing the size of tables at the outset and
enhancing the process of discovery. These latter derivations extend to
patterns with mismatches an analysis previously devoted to exact pat-
terns.

1 Preliminaries
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study in Molecular Biology. This problem may take up different flavors, depend-
ing on the assumptions about the source and on the character and structure
of the patterns themselves. It is customary to partition the approaches to dis-
covery into two main classes. In the first class, the sample string is tested for
occurrences of each and every motif in a family of a priori generated, abstract
models or templates. This is methodologically sound but may pose daunting
computational burdens. The second class of approaches assumes that the search
may be limited to substrings in the sample or to some more or less controlled
neighborhood of those substrings. This may be less firm methodologically but
brings about time and space savings. Some hybrid variants consist of postulating
or building the models by inference from their incarnations in the sample itself.
Except for the case of solid patterns, however, all of the available techniques
present some intrinsic exponential buildup that often translates into unbearable
computational overhead. We refer to the quoted sample of literature for details.
In this paper, we study the approach that consists of extracting from given
source x and error threshold k, substrings of x that occur unusually often in
x within k mismatches. To quantify “unusually often” for a substring w of x,
this is measured by comparing, e.g., the observed frequency and the expected
number of occurrences for w with (either exactly, or up to) k mismatches. We
study problems related to the efficient computation and representation for these
measures.

Throughout the rest of the discussion, a motif is a pair (w, k) where w is
a string of characters from an alphabet Σ and k is the number of errors or
mismatches allowed on w. Thus, the pair (w, k) identifies a family of strings over
Σ, whereas the same string belongs to more than one family. We will use w(k)

to refer to a string in (w, k). To avoid clutter in notation, we will let the context
specify whether k denotes the maximum or exact number of errors. When k = 0
we talk of solid strings or patterns.

Given a textstring x and a length range m ± δ with constant δ, we are
interested in particular in the efficient construction of a tableW(x) containing all
motifs (w, k) of length between m−δ and m+δ and such that w is a substring of x,
together with their individual probabilities, and expected number of occurrences.
In practical applications such as, e.g., regulatory sequence detection, values of
m ≈ 10 − 15 and δ ≈ 3 − 6 are typical. As mentioned, the above expectations
combine with frequency counts to yield some of the z-scores in use. Since W(x)
can be quite bulky, we will seek to reduce its size, by limiting it to entries
representing local maxima w.r.t. the score.

We use capital letters to denote random strings and variables. In particular,
X = X1X2X3 . . . Xn denotes a random textstring produced by a source which
emits symbols from Σ under i.i.d. assumptions, i.e., the Xi are emitted inde-
pendently and according to the same distribution. This is denoted by setting
P [Xi = s ∈ Σ] = ps = pi ∀i, with obvious meaning.

For an observed pattern y = y1y2 . . . ym, the probability of y is P (y) =
p1p2 . . . p|y|, which is also the expected value of the indicator variable Zi|y, taking
value 1 when y occurs beginning at position i in X and 0 otherwise. Thus,
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E[Zi|y] = E[Z1|y] = P (y). The random variable representing the number of
occurrences of y in X is Z|y =

∑n−m+1
i=1 Zi|y. In the following, and whenever this

causes no confusion, we will use E[y] shorthand for E[Z|y] =
∑n−m+1

i=1 E[Zi|y] =
(n−m + 1)P (y). Likewise, we will use Pk(y) for P (y(k)), Ek[y] for E[y(k)].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give
efficient computations for motif probabilities and expected number of occurrence.
The monotonicities of these and related parameters are established in Section 3.
Section 4 completes our constructions and concludes the paper.

2 String Probabilities and Their Correction Factors

With linear-time preprocessing of a standard prefix computation on the
textstring x, it is trivial to compute the probability or expected number of oc-
currences of any substring of x in constant time. The pre-processing consists
of building the array A[i] =

∏i
h=1 ph , i = 1, 2, . . . , n with A[0] = 1, so that,

for instance, for any pair (b, e) of positions, the probability of x̄ = x[b . . . e] is
P (x̄) =

∏e
i=b pi = A[e]

A[b−1] and E[x̄] = A[e]/A[b− 1](|x| − e + b).
The same computation for patterns having exactly k mismatches with x̄ risks

to incur exponential cost, since we need to tally all of the
(|x̄|

k

)
ways to position

k mismatches in x̄. A less expensive, incremental approach can be built on the
notion of correction factor. As an example, consider the pattern y = abaabaa
on Σ = {a, b} and let P (y) = papbpapapbpapa = p5

ap2
b . A mutation in the first

position would change y into y′ = bbaabaa, with associated probability: P (y′) =
pbpbpapapbpapa = pa

pa
pbpbpapapbpapa = pb

pa
papbpapapbpapa = pb

pa
P (y).

We define fa = pb

pa
as the correction factor for the character a. More in general,

if a character s is allowed to mutate into any one of the characters in the subset
Σs ⊆ Σ, we define the Σs-correction factor for s as

∑
s′∈Σs

ps′/ps. Hereafter,
we assume for simplicity that Σs = Σ \ {s} for all characters of Σ and set the
correction factor fs =

∑
s′∈Σ\{s} ps′/ps.

Clearly, if p̂ = P (y) is the probability of y, the probability of any string y′

differing from y due to the change of a character s is obtained by multiplying P (y)
by the correction factor for s. In the example above, the change in probability
is the same when the error occurs at any of the positions 1,3,4,6,7. For the
remaining positions we would have to multiply P (y) by fb. In conclusion, if y is
a substring of a text x, the probability of occurrence in x of a string y′ differing
from y in exactly one position is: P1(y) = nafap̂ + nbfbp̂ = p̂(nafa + nbfb), and
E1[y] = E[y](nafa + nbfb).

If we were to compute probabilities and expectations for occurrences of y
with exactly k errors, then we would have to compute the above for all possible
choices of k positions among m, which entails a complexity of O(mk). For small
Σ, such as in DNA, some improvement is obtainable by distributing errors among
the at most |Σ| characters rather that the m positions. In our example string,
for instance, we have na = 5 and nb = 2 and the probability of occurrences with
2 mismatches is:(

5
2

)
f2

a +
(

2
2

)
f2

b +
∑1

i=1

(
5
i

)(
2
2− i

)
f i

af2−i
b = 10f2

a + f2
b + 10fafb .
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The dominant term in the calculation for k errors is the one involving all
the characters of the alphabet, and it requires |Σ| − 1 nested cycles totaling
O(k|Σ|−1) time.

Besides being expensive, neither one of these approaches lends itself to it-
erated computations where, e.g., the probabilities of occurrences with (up to)
k mismatches of all m-character substrings of a text are sought. The approach
presented next achieves this in O(k2) per iteration, hence in O(k2n) time for a
text of n characters. It requires an O(kn) time pre-processing of the text, which
is described next.
Text Pre-processing. Given a text x of length n, and a fixed number of errors
k, we build a [k×n] matrix A whose generic entry A[i][j] is the correction factor
to be applied to the probability of string x[1 . . . j] with exactly i errors. Array
A is readily computed in time O(kn).

Lemma 1. With fx[j] the correction factor of x[j], the following holds:

A[i][j] =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 if i = 0 and ∀j
0 if i �= 0 and j < i
fx[1] if i = j = 1
A[i][j − 1] + A[i− 1][j − 1]fx[j] if i > 0 and j > i

Proof. We neglect the obvious boundary conditions and concentrate on the last
row. The recurrence (see also Figure 1) states that the correction factor to be
applied to x[1 . . . j] when i errors are allowed comes from two tributaries:

1. The symbol at position j is correct and exactly i errors occur in x[1 . . . j−1]
2. There is an error at position j and exactly i− 1 errors in x[1 . . . j − 1]. ��

A[i-1][j-1]

A[i][j-1] A[i][j]

fx[j]

Fig. 1. Computing A[i][j].

Processing. Let Ck(b, e) be the global correction factor to be applied to sub-
string x̄ = x[b . . . e] in order to obtain the probability of x̄ when exactly k errors
are imposed. Thus, p̂Ck(b, e) = P (x̄k) and this value depends on string x and
on the indices (b, e).

Lemma 2. C0(b, e) = 1. For k > 0, Ck(b, e) = A[k][e] −
∑k−1

i=0 A[k − i][b− 1] ·
Ci(b, e).
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Table 1. Computing the array A for x = abccb and k = 4.

i a b c c b

0 1 1 1 1 1
1 fa fa + fb (fa + fb) + fc (fa + fb + fc) + fc (fa + fb + fc + fc) + fb

2 0 fafb (fafb) + (fa + fb)fc [fafb+(fa+fb)fc]+(fa+fb+
fc)fc

[fafb +(fa +fb)fc +(fa +fb +
fc)fc] + (fa + fb + fc + fc)fb

3 0 0 (fafb)fc (fafbfc) + [fafb + (fa +
fb)fc]fc

fafbfc + [fafb + (fa +
fb)fc]fc + [fafb + (fa +
fb)fc + (fa + fb + fc)fc]fb

4 0 0 0 (fafbfc)fc fafbfcfc+[fafbfc]+[(fafb)+
(fa + fb)fc]fcfb

Proof. That C0(b, e) = 1 is obvious. Consider first C1(b, e). In order to compute
it, it suffices to take the correction factor for text x[1 . . . e] and subtract the
errors contributed by positions preceding b. Thus, C1(b, e) = A[1][e] − A[1][b −
1]C0(b, e). Consider now the case k = 2. By construction, A[2][e] contains the
correction factor for x[1 . . . e] with 2 errors. From this value we need to subtract
the following:

– the contribution A[2][b− 1] of 2 errors occurring in positions which precede
b;

– the contribution due to 1 error occurring in x[1 . . . b−1] and 1 error occurring
in x[b . . . e]

Thus, the final correction factor is: C2(b, e) = A[2][e] − A[2][b − 1] · C0(b, e) −
A[1][b−1]·C1(b, e). Continuing in this fashion we obtain, for general k: Ck(b, e) =
A[k][e]−

∑k−1
i=0 A[k − i][b− 1] · Ci(b, e) which is the formula of the claim. ��

Lemma 3. Once the table A has been built, the computation of the correction
factor for any substring y = x[b . . . e] with 1, 2, ..., k errors takes O(k2) steps.

Proof. We exhibit an algorithm based on the previous lemma that fulfills the
claim.

1. array C[0...k]

2. C[0]=1;

3. for i=1 to k

4. Sum = 0

5. for j=0 to i-1

6. Sum = Sum + A[i-j][b-1] C[j]

7. C[i] = A[i][e] - Sum

The values C[j] at row 6 have been already computed in the previous cycles,
so that line requires constant time. The total complexity is then charged by the
two nested cycles, leading to an O(k2) algorithm. ��

Unlike that of the methods described earlier, this time complexity is inde-
pendent from both the alphabet size and the pattern length.

Note that in order to compute Ck(b, e) we also compute Ci(b, e), 0 ≤ i ≤ k, so
that in time O(k2) we actually determine the value for k consecutive correction
factors. On average, the time needed to compute a single factor is thus O(k).
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In conclusion, after O(kn) time and space pre-processing of the text, it is
possible to obtain in O(k2) time, from input initial and final position of any
substring of the text, the correction factor for that substring. Combined with
probabilities and length, this also yields the desired probability and expected fre-
quency with mismatches for that substring, at no extra cost. For any fixed length
m, the algorithm above supports also the computation of correction factors for
all m-character substrings of text x in O(nk2) time. However, we can achieve
a substantial improvement in both time and space for this case. The on-line
algorithm presented next proceeds by dynamically adjusting the desired values
in a sliding window of any given fixed length m. To avoid clutter in notation we
assume m ≥ k, but this constraint can be removed without penalty.

First, note that a recurrence similar to the one used to compute the correction
factor A[i][j] from A[i − 1][j] and A[i − 1][j − 1] can be used to derive the
correction factor of a string w′ = x[b . . . e + 1] from the correction factor of
the string w = x[b . . . e]. Indeed, we have C0(b, e + 1) = 1 and, for k > 0:
Ck(b, e + 1) = Ck(b, e) + Ck−1(b, e)fx[e+1].

Lemma 4. C0(b + 1, e) = 1; for k > 0, Ck(b + 1, e) = Ck(b, e) − Ck−1(b +
1, e)fx[b].

Proof. Observe that Ck(b, e) = Ck(e, b), i.e., computing the Ck’s for a string
from left to right or from right to left will not change their values. Therefore,
the correction factors of the string w are related to those of the string w′′ =
x[b + 1 . . . e] by the formula:

C0(b, e) = 1; Ck(b, e) = Ck(b + 1, e) + Ck−1(b + 1, e)fx[b] for k > 0.

which is equivalent to the one in the claim. ��
Triggered by the “universal” initial condition C0 = 1, Lemma 4 enables us to

extract in succession the Ci(b + 1, e)’s values from the Ci(b, e)’s, for consecutive
values of i = 1, 2, ..., k. At that point, we can apply the above Equation, rewritten
as:

Ck(b + 1, e + 1) = Ck(b + 1, e) + Ck−1(b + 1, e)fx[e+1]

to similarly compute the Ci(b + 1, e + 1)’s.
Clearly, the process takes twice k steps and requires knowledge of as many

auxiliary values, hence the computation for all m-character strings completes
in O(nk) time and O(k) auxiliary space. By extending this treatment to all
substrings of length m± δ would enable us to weigh W(x) within these bounds.
As mentioned, the table at the outset risks to be too bulky, hence we address
next monotonicities that shall enable us to neglect part of W(x) without loss of
information.

3 Monotonicities

We begin by making an assumption that limits the skewedness on our probability
distributions in exchange for some useful consequences. The assumption is quite
reasonable for genomic as well as general applications.
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Assumption 1: pa ≤
∑

s∈Σ\{a}
ps

As an immediate consequence of this assumption, we get:

Property 1: fa ≥ 1 ∀a ∈ Σ; Property 2: A[i][j] ≥ 0 ∀i, j.

Property 2 follows from the observation that only positive values are added in
our algorithm, once A[i][j] = 0 for i < j, and A[1][1] is positive.

As seen, a recurrence similar to the one used to compute A[i][j] can be used
to compute correction factors of the string x[b . . . e] from that of x[b . . . e − 1].
Specifically, we have:

Ck(b, e) = Ck(b, e− 1) + Ck−1(b, e− 1) · fx[e]. (1)

This shows that correction factors are always non-negative, and in fact that they
are in positive for words longer than the number of errors k.

Property 3: Ck(w) ≥ 0 ∀k, w and Ck(w) > 1 ∀w : |w| ≥ k > 0.

Ck(b, e) is the correction factor to be applied to string x[b . . . e] in order to allow
for exactly k errors. It is natural to extend the notion of correction factor to the
case where one wants to consider at most k errors in a string. The corresponding
expression for x[b . . . e] is obtained by taking the sum of all the correction factors
from 0 to k:

C̄k(b, e) =
k∑

i=0

Ci(b, e) (2)

We discuss next some properties of monotonicity of correction factors both
for the case of exactly k errors (ECF) as well as for the case (UCF) of up to k
errors. We are specifically interested in the behavior of these factors for a word
under each one of the following scenarios:

1. the word length is increased, keeping error number fixed;
2. the number of errors is increased, keeping word size fixed;
3. both word length and number of errors are increased.

We set w = v · a where w, v ∈ Σ∗ and a ∈ Σ and study first Ck. We shall
make frequent use in our proofs of Equation 1 that is reported below in the
crisper version:

Ck(w) = Ck(v) + Ck−1(v)fa. (3)

Lemma 5. For w = va, Ck(w) ≥ Ck(v).

Proof. From Equation 3, considering Property 1 we have Ck(w) = Ck(v) +
Ck−1(v)fa ≥ Ck(v) + Ck−1(v). By Property 2, Ck−1 ≥ 0. We can conclude that
Ck(w) ≥ Ck(v) + Ck−1(v) ≥ Ck(v). ��
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Lemma 6. For w = va, Ck(w) ≥ Ck−1(v).

Proof. By the argument in the previous Lemma, since Ck(v) ≥ 0 we also have:
Ck(w) ≥ Ck(v) + Ck−1(v) ≥ Ck−1(v). ��

A counterexample will show that, in general, the correction factor is not
monotonically increasing when the number of errors allowed is increased while
the length of the string is kept fixed. To see this, assume that the characters of
Σ have the same probability. Hence:

ps1 = ps2 = . . . = ps|Σ| = p =
1
|Σ| and fs1 = fs2 = . . . = fs|Σ| = f = |Σ| − 1

In this special case, for a word w we have:

Ck(w) =
(
|w|
k

)
fk.

We claim that there is a value k̄ for k such that the correction factor is monoton-
ically increasing for k ≤ k̄ and monotonically decreasing for k > k̄. To determine
k̄, observe that by the definition of Ck(w) we have:

Ck(w) < Ck+1(w) =⇒
(
|w|
k

)
fk <

(
|w|

k + 1

)
fk+1 =⇒ f >

k + 1
|w| − k

Hence Ck(w) < Ck+1(w) holds for k < (|w|f − 1)/(f + 1). Combined with its
symmetric argument, this leads to conclude that, with k̄ = � |w|f−1

f+1 �, we have:{
Ck(w) < Ck+1(w) for k ≤ k̄
Ck(w) > Ck+1(w) for k > k̄

Thus Ck(w) is bi-tonic in this case. Our counterexample suggests that mono-
tonicity might be preserved within restricted ranges of errors. If we apply the
above to almost-evenly distributed DNA strands, for instance, we have Σ =
{a, c, g, t}, f = 3 and k̄ = � 3|w|−1

4 �. Hence for words of length 16 we can assume
the correction factor to increase monotonically up to 11 errors, which is a very
large fraction of the string length for most practical purposes. In addition, we
also get that for 12 ≤ k ≤ 16 the correction factor is monotonically decreasing.

A more general formula expressing k̄ must depend on the distribution and
might be hard to come by. However, our next lemma establishes an acceptable
lower bound for k̄, that corresponds to half the length of the string w.

Lemma 7. Ck(w) ≥ Ck−1(w) ∀k ≤ |w|
2 .

Proof. Let w = w1w2 . . . wm. The inequality holds for k = 1, since C0(w) = 1
and:

C1(w) =
m∑

i=1

fi ≥
m∑

i=1

1 = m ≥ 1 = C0(w).
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The contribution of each position in this case is the correction factor of the
character occupying that position. Hence we obtain a set of

(
m
1

)
= m terms,

which may be expressed as C1 = (f1, f2, . . . , fm). For k = 2, we obtain a set of(
m
2

)
= m(m− 1)/2 terms, where each term results from the combination of the

characters at two positions of w, say, wi and wj , and consists of the product of
the corresponding correction factors fifj . Specifically, the set of contributions
for k = 2 is given by C2 = (f1f2, f1f3, . . . , f1fm, f2f3, . . . , f2fm, . . . , fm−1fm).
Since ∀i fi ≥ 1, then fifj = fjfi ≥ fi ∀i, j, so that for every term f in C1 we
have at least one element f̄ of C2 such that f̄ ≥ f . This argument propagates
from one C to the next for as long as the number of terms increases. But the
number of terms is given by the binomial coefficients, hence our condition is
preserved only for values of k up to k

2 . We conclude that |w|/2 is always safe as
a lower bound for k̄. ��

We consider next the modified correction factor C̄k(w) defined in Equation
2. Interestingly, monotonicity holds here with no restrictions.

Lemma 8. Let w = va. Then, C̄k(w) ≥ C̄k(v); C̄k(w) ≥ C̄k−1(w); C̄k(w) ≥
C̄k−1(v).

Proof. From Equation 2 and that of Lemma 5, it immediately follows that:

C̄k(w) =
k∑

i=0

Ci(w) ≥
k∑

i=0

Ci(v) = C̄k(v),

leading to the first inequality. We also have from Equation 2:

C̄k(w) =
k∑

i=0

Ck(w) = Ck(w) +
k−1∑
i=0

Ci(w) = Ck(w) + C̄k−1(w) ≥ C̄k−1(w)

which establishes the second inequality. The third inequality follows from the
previous two, whence C̄k(w) ≥ C̄k(v) ≥ C̄k−1(v). ��

We now turn to probabilities of strings with errors. By definition, the proba-
bility of occurrence for string w when k errors are allowed is given by the product
of that string probability and its correction factor for k errors:

Pk(w) = P (w)Dk(w)

where Dk(w) is either Ck(w) or C̄k(w) depending on whether we are considering
ECFs or UCFs. Our next lemma can be stated in terms of Dk(w) but when
D = C the additional assumption that |w|/2 > k is needed.

Lemma 9. Let w = va (a ∈ Σ), then Pk(w) ≤ Pk(v), and Pk(w) ≥ Pk−1(w)

Proof. By definition, P (w) = P (v) · pa where w = va. From Equation 3 and the
definition of fa, it follows:

Pk(w) = paP (v)(Dk(v) + Dk−1(v)fa)

= paP (v)Dk(v) + Dk−1(v)P (v)pa ×
∑

s�=a ps

pa
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Since Dk(v) ≥ Dk−1(v), we obtain the inequality:

Pk(w) ≤ paP (v)Dk(v) + P (v)Dk(v) ×
∑
s�=a

ps

By the definition of Pk(v) we finally have:

Pk(w) ≤ paPk(v) + Pk(v)×
∑
s�=a

ps = Pk(v)×
∑
s∈Σ

ps = Pk(v)

From Lemma 5 we have: Pk(w) = P (w)Dk(w) ≥ P (w)Dk−1(w) = Pk−1(w). ��
Our analysis of monotonicities is summarized in the following

Theorem 1. Under both ECF and UCF, for any v, z and w = vz and any
integer k < |w|/2, it is Pk(w) ≤ Pk(v) and Pk(w) ≥ Pk−1(w).

Proof. By the above discussion and lemmas. ��
For words w in a text x such that |w| = m±δ � n = |x| the above inequalities

translate to expectations, i.e., under the conditions of Theorem 1 we get also that
Ek(w) ≤ Ek(v) and Ek(w) ≥ Ek−1(w).

4 Monotone Scores

The degree of surprise associated with the recurrence of a word or motif in a
sequence or family of sequences is measured by some z-score that takes into
account the observed and expected frequencies, perhaps normalized by some
parameter such as expectation or higher moments. Basic scores in use are, e.g.,
z1(w) = F (w) − E(w), z2(w) = F (w)/E(w), and

z3(w) =
F (w) − E(w)√

Var(w)
; z4(w) =

(F (w) − E(w))2

E(w)

where F denotes frequency, E expected frequency and Var variance. The ex-
pression and computation of the expected values, moments and related scores
of significance depend substantially on the particular notion used. For sequence
families, the frequency of a pattern can be defined in at least two ways, depend-
ing on whether we count the total number of pattern occurrences or the number
of sequences containing each at least one occurrence of that pattern. In this pa-
per, attention is restricted to notions involving the total number of occurrences,
whether in a single sequence or sequence family (the latter being reduced to
a singleton thru concatenation of its members), and using no higher moments.
Whereas the first one of our restrictions is not hard to forfeit, the efficient com-
putation of scores involving variance and higher moments have proved to pose
serious algorithmic challenges even for solid patterns [3].

In appropriate synergy with frequencies, the monotonicity of expectations
extends to the related scores. In particular, such scores are monotone over in-
tervals of constant frequency. Here we limit consideration to this simplest case,
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Table 2. Sample table size reductions for exactly (left half) and up-to (right half) k
errors.

m =12 m =13 m =14 m =15 m =16 m =17

k # entries 34853 34846 34839 34832 34825 34818
= # runs 5015 4994 4987 4982 4977 4974
0 avg length 6.93 6.97 6.98 6.99 6.99 6.99

% saving 85.35 85.61 85.67 85.69 85.70 85.71

k # entries 3326 1108 332 106 42 18
= # runs 543 200 66 24 10 4
1 avg length 2.30 2.33 2.36 2.33 2.20 2.00

% saving 21.20 23.92 27.11 30.19 28.57 22.22

k # entries 13119 8186 3847 1398 474 156
= # runs 1106 6880 605 261 95 32
2 avg length 2.27 2.30 2.32 2.30 2.27 2.22

% saving 10.72 15.95 20.72 24.25 25.52 25.00

k # entries 22949 18075 13156 8230 3960 1522
= # runs 1171 1204 1211 1072 635 263
3 avg length 2.20 2.24 2.25 2.26 2.29 2.30

% saving 6.14 8.23 11.55 16.46 20.70 22.54

m =12 m =13 m =14 m =15 m =16 m =17

k 34853 34846 34839 34832 34825 34818
= 5015 4994 4987 4982 4977 4974
0 6.93 6.97 6.98 6.99 6.99 6.99

85.35 85.61 85.67 85.69 85.70 85.71

k 34853 34846 34839 34832 34825 34818
= 5538 5192 5051 5006 4989 4980
1 5.92 6.59 6.86 6.95 6.98 6.99

78.13 83.29 85.02 85.50 85.63 85.67

k 34853 34846 34839 34832 34825 34818
= 5909 5940 5625 5279 5090 5016
2 4.04 4.84 5.76 6.45 6.80 6.93

51.51 65.50 76.81 82.66 84.70 85.38

k 34853 34846 34839 34832 34825 34818
= 5073 5802 6064 6050 5703 5310
3 2.65 3.26 3.97 4.77 5.67 6.40

24.08 37.60 51.69 65.49 76.55 82.33

however, much broader domains of monotonicity can be identified through the
interplay of expectation and frequency, and these are under study.

For our application, we add k as a subscript to indicate the number of errors.
Thus, e.g., Fk(w) is the number of observed subwords of x at a distance k from
w. As there is no substantial difference in our computation whether k is the
exact or maximum number of errors we make here no distinction of treatment
nor belabor this point further. We only need to discuss the computation of Fk(w)
for all words of x of size |w| = m± δ. This is done by established techniques in
O(nk) or even expected sublinear time (see, e.g., [3]). There are O(n) subwords
of length m in x, whence the total computation with δ a constant is O(n2k) or
expected O(n2). This information can be organized in the n×(2δ+1) tableW(x)
at the outset, such that the frequencies of substrings of length [m− δ . . . m + δ]
beginning at position i form the i-th column of the table. Looking now at every
single column will suffice to firm the intervals of monotonicity for F , whence only
one extreme in each class is retained and weighed with expectation and score.
The overall cost including expectations is O(n2k) or expected O(n2), depending
on the method used.

As an illustration, Table 2 displays the results of computations performed
on a sequence of n = 5, 000 bases randomly generated according to a genomic
distribution (specifically: pa = pt = 0.30; pc = pg = 0.20, the approximate base
composition of yeast nuclear chromosomes), for various values of m and δ = 3.
For each triplet (m, k, δ), the substrings of length between m− δ and m+ δ were
considered in succession, and the number of occurrences of each string with
exactly (left half of the table) or up-to (right part) k errors were computed. The
elimination of entries with zero frequency led to the table sizes reported under
“# entries”. From these, runs of identical counts corresponding to consecutive
extensions of a same substring were identified and compacted each to a single
entry. With reference to Table 2, for instance, the leftmost column at k = 1
states that of all substrings of length from 9 to 15 only 3,326 had a non-zero F1

value. Of these, 16% consisted of runs with an average length of 2.3 characters.
Using one representative entry per run yields a 21.20% reduction in the size of
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the table. For comparison, the number of strings having length in this range is
1,073,741,824.
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Abstract. Sequence alignment algorithms have a long standing tradi-
tion in bioinformatics. In this paper, we formulate an extension to exist-
ing local alignment algorithms: local alignments across multiple scoring
functions. For this purpose, we use the Waterman-Eggert algorithm for
suboptimal local alignments as template and introduce two new features
therein: 1) an alignment of two strings over a set of score functions and
2) a switch cost function δ for penalizing jumps into a different scoring
scheme within an alignment.
Phylogenetic footprinting, as one potential application of this algorithm,
was studied in greater detail. In this context, the right evolutionary dis-
tance and thus the scoring scheme is often not known a priori. We mea-
sured sensitivity and specificity on a test set of 21 human-rodent pro-
moter pairs. Ultimately, we could attain a 4.5-fold enrichment of verified
binding sites in our alignments.

Keywords: Sequence alignment, non-parametric alignment, phyloge-
netic footprinting, comparative sequence analysis.

1 Introduction

Comparative sequence analysis is a powerful tool in bioinformatics for addressing
a variety of issues. Applications range from grouping of sequences (e.g. protein
sequences) into families to de novo pattern discovery of functional signatures.
Thus, sequence comparison aims at detecting “biologically meaningful” simi-
larities between sequences. Considering gene regulation, it has been known for
a long time that there is considerable sequence conservation between species
in non-protein-coding regions of the genome. Especially, sequence conservation
within promoter regions of genes often stems from transcription factor binding
sites that are under selective pressure (see [5] for a review). Duret and Bucher [4]
give an overview on exploiting sequence conservation across species for the detec-
tion of regulatory elements. This concept is commonly referred to as phylogenetic
footprinting.

Phylogenetic footprinting in a strict sense is carried out on orthologous pro-
moter regions. Local sequence similarities can then be directly interpreted as
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Fig. 1. The concept of phylogenetic footprinting. Local sequence similarities
in orthologous promoter regions of genes (light “framed” regions) occur often due to
selective pressure on transcription factor binding sites (shaded boxes).

related regions harboring conserved functional binding sites. Selecting suitable
sequence pairs and the choice of the right scoring parameters is crucial to the
success of the footprinting approach.

Computational Approaches to Phylogenetic Footprinting. If we recall the situ-
ation in Figure 1, an appropriate way of detecting local similarities is to re-
trieve many local alignments from the search space. Waterman and Eggert [14]
proposed an extension of the Smith-Waterman [11] local alignment algorithm
for finding non-trivial local similarities (non-intersecting suboptimal local align-
ments). In earlier work, we have employed an implementation of the Waterman-
Eggert algorithm successfully in a large-scale study of man-mouse promoter re-
gions [3].

Related Approaches. Heuristic algorithms for large-scale comparison of genomic
regions emerged as a new field in computational biology [9]. Recent reviews [12,
2] give a survey of the field and list all available “genome alignment” tools. These
software packages are readily applicable to compare whole syntenic regions of
genomes. BLASTZ [10] is the most similar heuristic solution to the Waterman-
Eggert approach since it computes suboptimal local alignments with gaps, which
have no constraints on their position. Although, BLASTZ is not guaranteed to
find the optimal solution in our setting, it performs well in practice.

Alignment over Several Score Functions. None of the previously mentioned so-
lutions aligns sequence pairs over more than one score function. However, this is
desirable in the context of phylogenetic footprinting. In maximizing local scores
over more than one scoring scheme, sequence properties that can be reflected
in the scoring scheme (e.g. local GC-content, bias in substitution patterns) are
better captured by the alignment algorithm. As another application, Altschul [1]
introduced the idea of multiple score functions for database searches where one
does not know a priori the right evolutionary distance between two sequences.
This is analogous to comparing two promoter regions where we do not know the
evolutionary rates of neutrally diverging sequence and sequence elements under
selective pressure. In this paper, we propose an extension to the Waterman-
Eggert algorithm to meet these demands.
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Structure of the Paper. Firstly, we introduce the basic notation and edit opera-
tions of local alignment algorithms. Secondly, we formally extend the set of edit
operations to alignments over several score functions. Subsequently, we present
our implementation of an extended version of the Waterman-Eggert algorithm
(as implemented by Huang and Miller [8]), and finally we evaluate the impact of
our modifications on the problem of finding regulatory elements by comparative
sequence analysis.

2 Definitions and Notation

The empty string is denoted by ε and an alphabet of symbols byA. α1α2 . . . αn is
the concatenation of α1, α2, . . . , αn, where αi can be either a string or a symbol
and ε is the neutral element: αε = α = εα. |w| denotes the length and wi the
ith symbol of the string w.

2.1 Basic Definitions

Here, we briefly review the standard terminology of sequence alignment, as we
will use it throughout this paper.

Definition 1 (Edit Operation). An edit operation is a pair

(α, β) ∈ (A ∪ {ε})× (A ∪ {ε}) \ {(ε, ε)}.

It is usually denoted by α→ β.

Edit operations describe the step by step transformation of a source string
into a target string. Three kinds of edit operations exist:

α→ ε denotes the deletion of the symbol α.
ε→ β denotes the insertion of the symbol β.
α→ β denotes the replacement of the symbol α by β. Here we distinguish

between two cases. If α = β it is called a match, otherwise it is called a
mismatch or an exchange.

A maximal sequence of adjacent insertions and deletions forms a gap.

Definition 2 (Alignment). An alignment A of two strings u and v is a se-
quence (α1 → β1, . . . , αh → βh) of edit operations such that α1 . . . αh = u and
β1 . . . βh = v.

An alignment is usually displayed by placing the symbols of the two aligned
strings in different lines, where ε is replaced by -.

Example 1. The alignment (d → ε, a → a, ε → i, r → r, l → l, i → i, n → n,
g → e) is displayed as follows:

u: da-rling
v: -airline
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Definition 3 (Score Function). A (similarity) score function σ assigns to
each edit operation α → β a score σ(α → β), where similar pairs of symbols
(matches or exchanges) are scored by positive values and dissimilar pairs by
negative values. Using affine gap costs, the score of an alignment A = (α1 → β1,
. . . , αh → βh) is the sum of the scores of all edit operations and an additional
cost for each gap: σ(A) =

∑h
k=1 σ(αk → βk) + g · γ, where g is the number of

gaps in A and γ ≤ 0 denotes the gap open cost.

Definition 4 (Local Alignment Problem). Let two strings u and v and
a score function σ be given. The local alignment problem is to determine an
alignment A of u′ and v′ such that u′ and v′ are substrings of u and v and the
score of A is maximal:

σ(u, v) = max
{

σ(A)
∣∣∣∣A is an alignment of u′ and v′,
u′ is a substring of u, v′ is a substring of v

}
.

Each alignment that satisfies this condition is called an optimal local alignment
of u and v, and σ(u, v) is called the optimal local alignment score of u and v.

Definition 5 (Suboptimal Alignments). A local alignment A of u and v is
called suboptimal if σ(A) is smaller than the optimal alignment score of u and
v. If we are looking for suboptimal alignments, we want to find them ordered by
decreasing score.

2.2 Several Score Functions

Sequence alignment over several score functions can now be introduced as a
direct generalisation of (standard) local alignment. Again, we first define edit
operations and score functions before we state the alignment problem.

Definition 6 (Edit Operation over Several Score Functions). An edit
operation over p score functions σ1, . . . , σp is a tuple

(α, β, i) ∈ (A ∪ {ε})× (A ∪ {ε})× {1..p} \ {(ε, ε, j) | j ∈ {1..p}}.

It is denoted by α→i β. Its score is σi(α→ β).

Definition 7 (Alignment over Several Score Functions). An alignment A
of two strings u and v over p score functions σ1, . . . , σp is a sequence (α1 →i1 β1,
. . . , αh →ih

βh) of edit operations such that α1 . . . αh = u and β1 . . . βh = v.

An alignment over several score functions is displayed by placing the symbols
of the two aligned strings in p+1 lines. For each edit operation α→i β the symbol
α is placed in the first line and β in the i+1st line, where ε is replaced by - and
the symbols of each edit operation are in the same column.

Example 2. The alignment (d →2 ε, a →2 a, ε →2 i, r →1 r, l →1 l, i →1 i,
n→1 n, g →2 e) is displayed as follows:
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u: da-rling
v1: rlin
v2: -ai e

Definition 8 (Score of an Alignment over Several Score Functions).
The cost of switching between two score functions σ1 and σ2 is determined by a
switch cost function δ(σ1 → σ2).

Using a given switch cost function δ and affine gap costs, the score of an align-
ment A = (α1 →i1 β1, . . . , αh →ih

βh) over σ1, . . . , σp is the sum of the scores of
all edit operations, the gap open costs, and all switch costs:

σ(A) =
h∑

k=1

σik
(αk → βk) +

p∑
k=1

gk · γk +
h−1∑
k=1

δ(σik−1 → σik
)

where gk is the number of gap openings in A scored by σk and γk denotes the
gap open cost for score function σk.

Note that according to this score function gap open costs are applied where
the gap begins, although the score function may be switched within the gap.

Definition 9 (Local Alignment over Several Score Functions Prob-
lem). Let two strings u and v, p score functions σ1, . . . , σp and a switch cost
function δ be given. The local alignment over several score functions problem is
to determine an alignment A over σ1, . . . , σp of u′ and v′ such that u′ and v′ are
substrings of u and v and the score of A is maximal:

σ(u, v) = max
{

σ(A)
∣∣∣∣A is an alignment over σ1, . . . , σp of u′ and v′,
u′ is a substring of u, v′ is a substring of v

}
.

Each alignment that satisfies this condition is called an optimal local alignment
of u and v over σ1, . . . , σp, and σ(u, v) is called the optimal local alignment score
of u and v over σ1, . . . , σp.

2.3 Nonintersecting Alignments

In order to avoid redundancies, similar to Waterman and Eggert [14] we con-
sider only nonintersecting alignments. Two alignments are nonintersecting if they
share no replacement ui → vj . More formally, we define:

Definition 10 (Projection). Let two strings u and v, and substrings u′ =
ubu . . . ueu and v′ = vbv . . . vev be given. The projection of an alignment A =
(α1 → β1, . . . , αh → βh) of u′ and v′ is

Ă = {(bu + |α1 . . . αk| − 1, bv + |β1 . . . βk| − 1) | 1 ≤ k ≤ h, αk �= ε �= βk} .

The projection of an alignment over several score functions A = (α1 →i1 β1,
. . . , αh →ih

βh) of u′ and v′ is

Ă = {(bu + |α1 . . . αk| − 1, bv + |β1 . . . βk| − 1, ik) | 1 ≤ k ≤ h, αk �= ε �= βk} .
Definition 11 (Nonintersecting Alignments). Two local alignments A1 and
A2 of u and v over σ or over σ1, . . . , σp, respectively, are nonintersecting if and
only if Ă1 ∩ Ă2 = ∅.
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3 Algorithms

Various techniques have been developed to calculate optimal and suboptimal lo-
cal alignments and have been improved to save resources. Huang and Miller [8]
combined some of them to obtain an algorithm that calculates, for a given num-
ber K, the K best nonintersecting local alignments. In the following, we first
sketch their algorithm, before we extend it to calculate the K best nonintersect-
ing local alignments over p score functions.

3.1 Algorithm of Huang and Miller

Given two sequences u and v of lengths M and N , respectively, in the first phase
of Huang and Miller’s algorithm, a classical linear-space dynamic programming
computation is performed to collect the K highest scores of local alignments of
u and v in O(M · N) time and O(M + N) space, together with the start and
end position of each such alignment (see Algorithm 1). If some of these scores
belong to intersecting alignments, only the highest score of mutually intersecting
alignments is stored. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that the K best scores
found this way belong to the overall K best nonintersecting alignments, since
some nonintersecting high-scoring alignments may be shaded by even higher
scoring intersecting ones. Therefore, additional passes are required after a local
alignment has been calculated.

More precisely, right after the first pass, using Hirschberg’s [7] technique, the
highest-scoring alignment (of length L1) is computed in O(L1) space and O(L2

1)
time by calculating a global alignment of the substrings determined by the start
and end positions saved with the highest score. Thereby, the used replacements
are recorded to be not used again.

Afterwards, the hidden high scoring alignments are discovered by a limited
backwards dynamic programming pass determining the region of influence of
the calculated alignment, and a forward pass to recompute the score matrix in
this region. To determine the region of influence, some additional information is
recorded. The possible local alignments are partitioned into equivalence classes.
The K classes are stored in a data structure called LIST. An equivalence class S
stored in LIST is represented by a tuple (C, F, u, T, B, L, R) where C is the score
of the best alignment in S, F is the start position of all alignments in S, u is the
end position of an alignment in S that gains score C, and [T, B]× [L, R] contains
the end position of each alignment in S whose score is better than W , the lowest
score of the K saved high scoring classes. The region of influence that needs to
be recomputed is the part [T ′, B]× [L′, R] of the score matrix that contains all
entire alignments ending in [T, B]× [L, R] with a score greater than W .

An implementation of LIST must support the following operations:

– find(f): returns the tuple whose F = f or null if there is no such one.
– insert(S): adds S to LIST.
– maxtuple(): removes a highest scoring tuples in LIST and returns it.
– minscore(): returns the lowest score (W ) of all tuples in LIST.
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Algorithm 1 Calculating alignment start position.
The score for a local alignment ending at (i, j) is usually calculated by

1: D(i, j) ← max{D(i − 1, j), C(i − 1, j) + γ} + σ(ui → ε)
2: I(i, j) ← max{I(i, j − 1), C(i, j − 1) + γ} + σ(ε → vj)
3: C(i, j) ← max{0, D(i, j), I(i, j), C(i − 1, j − 1) + σ(ui → vj)}

To compute the start position the first line is refined to

1: if D(i − 1, j) > C(i − 1, j) + γ then
2: D(i, j) ← D(i − 1, j) + σ(ui → ε)
3: StartD(i, j) ← StartD(i − 1, j)
4: else if D(i − 1, j) < C(i − 1, j) + γ then
5: D(i, j) ← C(i − 1, j) + γ + σ(ui → ε)
6: StartD(i, j) ← StartC(i − 1, j)
7: else {tie!}
8: D(i, j) ← D(i − 1, j) + σ(ui → ε)
9: StartD(i, j) ← max≺{StartD(i − 1, j), StartC(i − 1, j)}

StartD(i, j) denotes the start position of a highest scoring local alignment ending at
(i, j) with a deletion. Similarily, StartI and StartC denote the start of an alignment
ending with an insertion and replacement, respectively.
The other two lines are extended in the same way. If the maximum for C(i, j) is 0,
StartC(i, j) = (i, j).
In case of a tie the start position is chosen by an ordering ≺ of positions. This way,
Huang and Miller showed that two alignments intersect if and only if they have the
same start position.

– replace(S): replaces a lowest scoring tuple in LIST by S.
– size(): returns the number of tuples in LIST.

The LIST is maintained by a function enter [8, Figure 3]: enter(C,F,u,W,l)
first tests if there already is a class S in LIST with the same F. If there is one,
its attributes are adjusted. Otherwise, a new class is added. If there are more
than l classes in LIST, the class with the lowest score is deleted. enter returns
the new minimum score W .

The steps – calculate alignment, determine its region of influence and search
for hidden alignments – are repeated K times. If gaps and mismatches are not
penalized too lightly by the used score function, Huang and Miller show that
the algorithm takes O(M ·N +

∑K
n=1 L2

n) time and O(M +N +
∑K

n=1 Ln) space
in the expected case, where Ln is the length of nth reported alignment.

3.2 Extended Algorithm for Alignments
over Several Score Functions

An outline of the extended algorithm that calculates the K best local alignments
over several score functions σ1, . . . , σp is shown in Algorithm 2. It differs from
Huang and Miller’s algorithm in additional for loops (lines 4 and 15) that iterate
over the possible score functions, and in the calculations for the scores (lines 5
and 16), the alignment (line 10) and the region of influence (line 12). The function
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Algorithm 2 Extension of Huang and Miller’s alg. for several score functions.
1: W ← 0
2: for i ← 0 to M do
3: for j ← 0 to N do
4: for r ← 1 to p do
5: calculate C(i, j, r) and StartC(i, j, r).
6: if C(i, j, r) > W then
7: W ← enter(C(i, j, r), StartC(i, j, r), (i, j, r), W,K)
8: for n ← 1 to K do
9: S ← maxtuple()

10: alignment(S) {calculates and reports an optimal alignment for the equivalence
class S that does not intersect with any already calculated alignment}

11: if n �= K then
12: calculate the region of influence [T ′, S.B] × [L′, S.R].
13: for i ← T ′ to S.B do
14: for j ← L′ to S.R do
15: for r ← 1 to p do
16: Calculate C(i, j, r) and StartC(i, j, r) relating to [T ′, S.B] × [L′, S.R].
17: if C(i, j, r) > W and (i, j) in [S.T, S.B] × [S.L, S.R] then
18: W ← enter(C(i, j, r), StartC(i, j, r), (i, j, r), W, K − n)

enter (lines 7 and 18) that maintains the LIST is almost unchanged. It is only
adapted to consider the used score function as the third coordinate of start and
end positions. Algorithm 3 shows exemplarily how the calculation of C(i, j, r)
and StartC(i, j, r), of the alignment and of the region of interest is extended for
several score functions.

The additional for loops (Algorithm 2, lines 4 and 15) and the nested loop
(Algorithm 3, line 3) needed to compute the score, alignment and region of
interest result in an additional factor of p2 in the time complexity, yielding
O(p2 ·(M ·N +

∑K
n=1 L2

n)) in the expected case. Regarding the space complexity,
there is an additional factor of p for the intermediate results, yielding O(p · (M +
N) +

∑K
n=1 Ln).

4 Proof of Concept

Now that we have presented our extension of the algorithm, we assess the im-
pact of our modifications. Wasserman et al. [13] compiled a small test set of
mammalian promoter regions where some binding sites had been verified exper-
imentally. We retrieved 21 well annotated man-rodent sequence pairs from this
set and investigated the effect of different parameter settings on the performance
of the algorithm. We measured performance based on two factors: sensitivity in
order to measure the ability of the method to recognize binding sites and cover-
age in order to measure the specificity of detected possible binding sites.
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Algorithm 3 Extension of Algorithm 1 for several score functions.
1: D(i, j, r) ← γr

2: StartD(i, j, r) ← (i, j, r)
3: for rr ← 1 to p do
4: if C(i − 1, j, rr) + γrr + σ(ui →rr ε) + δ(σrr → σr) > D(i, j, r) then
5: D(i, j, r) ← C(i − 1, j, rr) + γrr + σ(ui →rr ε) + δ(σrr → σr)
6: StartD(i, j, r) ←StartC(i − 1, j, rr)
7: else if C(i − 1, j, rr) + γrr + σ(ui →rr ε) + δ(σrr → σr) = D(i, j, r) then
8: StartD(i, j, r) ← max≺{StartD(i, j, r), StartC(i − 1, j, rr)}
9: if D(i − 1, j, rr) + σ(ui →rr ε) + δ(σrr → σr) > D(i, j, r) then

10: D(i, j, r) ← D(i − 1, j, rr) + σ(ui →rr ε) + δ(σrr → σr)
11: StartD(i, j, r) ←StartD(i − 1, j, rr)
12: else if D(i − 1, j, rr) + σ(ui →rr ε) + δ(σrr → σr) = D(i, j, r) then
13: StartD(i, j, r) ← max≺{StartD(i, j, r), StartD(i − 1, j, rr)}

Definition 12 (Sensitivity). The quotient of the number of found binding sites
vs. the number of all annotated binding sites. We deem a binding site as found
if at least 70% of the site (core region) are covered by an alignment in the lowest
employed PAM distance.

Definition 13 (Coverage). The length of all alignment parts in the lowest em-
ployed PAM distance divided by the arithmetic mean of the two sequence lengths.

Our test scenario is as follows: The first 10 local alignments are computed for
each sequence pair across all combinations of jump costs and scoring functions.
Alignment gap open and extension costs are set to 11 and 0.1 times the match
score, respectively (see [3]). All scoring matrices are derived from the HKY model
of sequence evolution [6], which takes single nucleotide frequencies into account,
and assume a transition to transversion ratio of 3 : 1. An enumeration of all
parameter settings follows below:

1. Score function sets L (all data in PAM): {1, 5, 15, 20},{1, 5, 10, 15, 20},
{5, 20, 40, 80}, {1, 20}, {5, 80}, {10, 80}, {20, 80}, {30, 80}, and {40, 80}.

2. Switch cost factors F : 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 16, 20, 24, and 99999 (no switch
in score function within alignment). The switch cost function δ(σ1 → σ2) is
then given by F · |σ1(A→ ε)− σ2(A→ ε)|.

Before the systematic evaluation here we present parts of an alignment in order
to illustrate how the output of our algorithm may look like. Shown are the 5’
untranslated regions of human cardiac actin gene (first row) and mouse alpha-
cardiac actin gene (other rows). Switch cost factor is F = 7, and the set of score
functions is L = {1, 5, 15, 20}. The annotated binding sites (SRF, SP1, MYF),
showing up nicely in the PAM 1 row, are marked by asterisks in the last row:
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1 11 21 358 368 378 388
TGGAAGATGAGAAGCCGCTGTTGC ... CTAGCGGGTGCGAAGGGGACCAAATAAGGCAAGGTGGCAG

PAM 1 TGGAAGATGAGAAGC ... GACCAAATAAGGCAAGGTGGCAG
PAM 5 ...
PAM 15 ...
PAM 20 TGCTGTCTG ... CTAGATGGTGCTAAGGC

158 168 178 547 557 567 577
SRF> ***************

398 408 418 428 436 446 456
ACC--GGGCCCCCCACCCCTGCCCCCGGCTGCTCCAACTGACCCTGTCCATCAGCGTTCTATAA ...

PAM 1 A GGGCCCCCCACCCCTGCCCCCGGCTGCTCCAACTGACCC ...
PAM 5 ...
PAM 15 CGTCCATCAG CTATAA ...
PAM 20 TCAG AGAG ...

587 597 607 617 627 637 647
************** <SP1 *************** <MYF

4.1 Influence of Score Function Set

Figure 2 depicts how the performance of the algorithm is affected by the set of
employed score functions. As expected, sets that include small PAM distances
(1 and 5) perform generally better with respect to “specificity”, whereas larger
PAM distances are a bit more sensitive. Note that the variance along the x-axis
is substantially larger than for the y-axis. This means that the choice of the
scoring scheme mainly affects “specificity”.

4.2 Influence of Switch Costs

Figure 3 demonstrates how switch costs that penalize jumping between different
score functions alter the performance of the algorithm. Evidently, the coverage
drastically increases if switch costs are low (F ≤ 3) and alignments simply grow
by alternating between score functions. Other than that, we could not observe
any general trend with respect to sensitivity or specificity. The key data on the
test set of 21 promoter pairs is shown in the following table:

Table 1. Table 1 - maximal values

sensitivity coverage sensitivity : coverage

87.3 % 14.3 % 4.46
F=99999; L=30.80 F=20; L=1.5.10.15.20 F=16; L=1.5.10.15.20

5 Discussion

The technique of sequence alignment is vital to bioinformatics. Sequence align-
ment is used in various fields for tasks as diverse as functional annotation, evo-
lutionary parameter estimation and motif discovery. In this paper, we have pre-
sented a versatile algorithm for computing suboptimal local alignments over
multiple score functions. Our implementation does not impose any constraints
or prior assumptions on the position and segmentation of alignments. Conse-
quently, two basic alignment problems are addressed by our solution: 1) Local
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Fig. 2. Performance over all tested score function sets. For each set of PAM
distances L with each switch cost factor F a point is plotted. Points with the same
value of L are displayed as the same symbol. For a definition of the axis labels see
Defs. 12 and 13.
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alignments often show a “mosaic” structure (the alternation of regions of high
and low similarity, cf. [15]). We avoid this problem by aligning sequences with
more than one scoring functions and thus capture the problem in a better way.
2) Often one does not know the proper scoring scheme in advance. This challenge
is solved by employing a set of scoring schemes (e.g. for different evolutionary
distances, protein domains, or secondary structures).

In this paper, the algorithm was exemplarily employed for the identification
of transcription factor binding sites. For the test data, a 4.5-fold improvement
of the sensitivity-to-coverage ratio was attained (see Table 1). This is just an
estimation since we do not know how many binding sites escaped experimental
validation so far.
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Abstract. The subject of estimating the p-value of the log-likelihood ratio statis-
tic for multinomial distribution has been studied extensively in the statistical lit-
erature. Nevertheless, bioinformatics laid new challenges before that research by
often concentrating its interest on the “thin tail” of the distribution where classical
statistical approximation typically fails. Hence, some of the more recent develop-
ment in this area have come from the bioinformatics community ([5], [3]).
Since algorithms for computing the exact p-value have an exponential complex-
ity, the only generally applicable algorithms for reliably estimating the p-value
are lattice based. In particular, Hertz and Stormo have a dynamic programming
algorithm whose complexity is O(QKN2), where Q is the size of the lattice, K
is the size of the alphabet and N is the size of the sample. We present a new algo-
rithm that is practically as reliable as Hertz and Stormo’s and has a complexity of
O(QKN log N). An interesting feature of our algorithm is that it can guarantee
the quality of its estimated p-value.

1 Introduction

The subject of goodness-of-fit tests in general and of using the (generalized) log-
likelihood ratio (llr) statistic, in particular, is of great importance in applications of
statistics. In many applications, an important question to answer is how unlikely is it
that an observed sample came from a particular multinomial distribution (H0)? But in
order to answer this question, we first need to quantify the similarity level between
the observed sample distribution and the null distribution. The llr statistic, G2 (defined
below) is a popular measure as it is provably optimal under some conditions. Indeed,
it is so popular that it has several other names which are more commonly used in the
information theory and bioinformatics community: entropy distance, relative entropy,
information content, Kullbak-Leibler divergence etc., all of which (upto a factor of N )
stand for I = G2/2, where

I =
∑

k

Xk log (Xk/(Nπk)) 1,

for a null multinomial distribution π = (π1, . . . , πK) and a random sample X =
(X1, . . . , XK) of size N =

∑
k Xk. Note that I = 0 if and only if the empirical

1 One can readily show that G2 = 2I is a generalized llr (e.g. [12]).

I. Jonassen and J. Kim (Eds.): WABI 2004, LNBI 3240, pp. 111–122, 2004.
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distribution is identical to π which is to be expected from something that is supposed
to measure the distance (not in a metric sense) between these distributions.

The question of how unlikely is it that the particular sample n = (n1, . . . , nK) of
size N =

∑
nk came from π can then be translated to the following p-value that we

need to compute:

PH0

(
I ≥

∑
k

nk log
nk

Nπk

)
,

or more generally, given an observed score s, what is PH0(I ≥ s)? The latter question
has been studied extensively in the statistical literature and has several types of estimates
and means of computation which we survey below before describing our own novel
technique.

The first type of estimates are in the form of universal upper and lower bounds such
as the following one from Hoeffding [7]:

c0N
−(K−1)/2 exp(−s) ≤ P (I ≥ s) ≤

(
N + K − 1

K − 1

)
exp(−s), (1)

where c0 is a positive absolute constant which can be taken to be 1/2. Kallenberg
has provided sharper (and more complicated) bounds [8] but he added that “. . . the
bounds are not intended as direct numerical approximations of the involved probabili-
ties . . . they are useful because they have the right order of magnitude” and this will be
relevant to us later on.

We can obtain asymptotically correct estimates based on the result that keeping π
fixed and letting the sample size N →∞,

PH0 (G
2 ≥ s) −→ χ2

K−1(s)

(e.g. [12]). The rate of convergence and various corrections have been studied and are
discussed in [4]. While the χ2 approximation is a valid asymptotic result, in a typical
application N is fixed and as s approaches the tail of the distribution the approximation
can be quite poor. For example, for a null distribution of πi = i/10 with i = 1, . . . , 4
and N = 40, the p-value of s = 120 is roughly 7.8e-27 while the χ2 approximation
yields 7.7e-26, a factor of 10 off (and all else being equal, as s grows this will become
worse).

Algorithmically, the simplest approach to computing the p-value is by naively enu-
merating all possible empirical distributions. However, the number of possible distri-
butions grows like

(
N+K−1

N

)
, thus giving us a O(NK−1) algorithm. Aware of these

problems, Baglivo et al. [1] designed a polynomial time algorithm to approximate the
p-value using a lattice. In principle the lattice can also be used to guarantee the quality
of the approximation. However Baglivo et al.’s Algorithm employs the DFT (discrete
Fourier transform) [10] and is therefore prone to exceedingly large numerical errors
which originate from the inherent roundoff errors that would accompany any imple-
mentation of the DFT[6].

In bioinformatics I is heavily used in the context of evaluating the quality of an
ungapped multiple sequence alignment [13] as in the popular motif-finder programs
Meme [2] and Consensus [5]. Other usages were recently surveyed in [3]. Given the
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typical size of bioinformatics data, we are often forced to deal with exceedingly small
p-values for which the χ2 approximation breaks down. Thus, it should be of no surprise
that some of the advancements in this area came from this community. Hertz and Stormo
[5] provide a dynamic programming algorithm which, similar to Baglivo et al., uses a
lattice approximation of the p-value. Both algorithms have a complexity of O(QKN2),
where Q is the size of the lattice. However, Hertz and Stormo’s algorithm has a much
better handle of the numerical errors and by and large their algorithm is accurate to the
mesh of the lattice. A slight modification of this algorithm is implemented as part of
Meme’s statistical evaluation of its results (version 3.0.3).

More recently Bejerano [3] introduced a new branch and bound algorithm to find the
exact p-value. Since this approach does not use a lattice and is also a numerically stable
algorithm, in general, it yields the most accurate result. However, it is only suitable
for small Ks as it exhibits an exponential behavior in K . For K = 4 it has a runtime
of the order of N2 and in general it seems to have a runtime function that has the
order of NK−2. In another recent work Rahmann [11] apparently re-discovered Hertz
and Stromo’s dynamic programming method but in addition the paper also includes a
clearer exposition of the problem and the algorithm. The paper also makes the important
observation that in order to preserve accuracy, Q has to be increased linearly with N
(assuming fixed π).

In this paper, we present a new algorithm that yields a lattice approximation of the
p-value, PH0 (I ≥ s) in O(QKN log N) time. We start with Baglivo et al.’s Algorithm
and modify it using a technique we recently developed in [9] to control the numerical
errors in FFT (fast Fourier transform) based convolutions. An interesting feature of our
algorithm is that it provides a fairly reliable (and useful) upper bound on the numerical
error in our estimate for the p-value.

2 Baglivo et al.’s Algorithm

Instead of computing the pmf (probability mass function) of I , Baglivo et al. suggest
that we compute the pmf of the lattice valued random variable IQ which approximates
I , where

IQ =
∑

k

round
[
δ−1Xk log(Xk/(Nπk))

]
2.

Here δ = δ(Q) = Imax/(Q − 1) is the mesh size, Imax = N log π−1
min is the maximal

entropy and πmin = min{πk}. By estimating pQ, the pmf of IQ, we can use∑
�s/δ+K/2

pQ(j) ≤ P (I ≥ s) ≤
∑

�s/δ−K/2�
pQ(j).

to get a good estimate of P (I ≥ s) (assuming that the lattice is fine enough.)

2 Note that due to rounding effects IQ might be negative but we shall ignore this as the arithmetic
we perform is modulo Q. The concerned reader can redefine δ = Imax/(Q − 1 − �K/2�).
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In order to compute pQ Baglivo et al.’s Algorithm starts by computing the DFT of
pQ, Φ = DpQ:

Φ(l) =
Q−1∑
j=0

pQ(j)eiω0jl for l = 0, 1, . . . , Q− 1,

where ω0 = 2π/Q. Once we have Φ, we can recover pQ by applying D−1, the inverse-
DFT:

pQ(j) = (D−1Φ)(j) =
1
Q

Q−1∑
l=0

Φ(l)e−iω0lj .

At first glance this seems like a page out of the adventures of Baron Munchausen
since after all we need pQ in order to compute Φ to begin with. However, there is an
alternative way to compute Φ as we outline next. As is explained in [1], we know that

Φ(l) =
1

P (X+ = N)

∑
x∈Z+K :

∑
xj=N

K∏
j=1

pj(xj)eiω0lsj(xj) =
ψK(N, l)

P (X+ = N)
,

where X+ is a Poisson λ = N random variable, pk is the Poisson λ = Nπk pmf and
sk(y) = round[δ−1y log(y/Nπk)] (the contribution to IQ from the k-th letter appearing
y times). It is not difficult to check that ψk actually satisfies the following recursive
formula [1]:

ψk(n, l) =
n∑

x=0

pk(x)eilω0sk(x)ψk−1(n− x, l). (2)

Thus using (2) Φ(l) can be recovered in O(KN2) steps for each l separately and
hence O(QKN2) steps overall. Finally, using an FFT implementation of DFT [10]
they get an estimate of pQ in an additional O(Q log Q) steps (which should typically
be absorbed in the first term). However, as we mentioned earlier, the algorithm as it is
has a serious limitation in that numerical errors introduced by the use of the FFT can
quickly become dominant in the calculations. An example of this phenomena can be
observed with the parameter values, Q = 8192, N = 100, K = 20 and πi = 1/20,
where Baglivo et al.’s Algorithm yields a negative p-value for P (I ≥ 40).

3 Our Algorithm 1.0

To reduce the often unacceptable level of numerical errors in Baglivo et al.’s Algorithm
we follow [9] and apply an exponential shift to pQ. A simple example can help explain
the idea. Let p(x) ∝ e−x for x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 255}. In Figure 1 we compare p with

q = D̃−1(D̃p), where D̃ and D̃−1 are the machine implemented FFT and inverse FFT
operators. As can be seen, while theoretically equal, in practice the two differ signifi-
cantly. Now, if we apply an exponential shift to p prior to invoking the FFT operators
then we get maxx | log qθ(x)/p(x)| < 1.78 ·10−15, where θ = 1, pθ(x) = p(x)eθx and

qθ(x) =
(
D̃−1

(
D̃pθ

))
(x) · e−θx. So p is recovered almost up to machine precision
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(ε0 ≈ 2.2 · 10−16). The reason this works is that by applying the correct exponential
shift we “flatten” p so that the smaller values are not overwhelmed by the largest ones
during the computation of the fourier transforms.
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Fig. 1. The destructive effects of numerical roundoff errors in FFT.

This figure illustrates the potentially overwhelming effects of numerical errors in applications
of FFT. p(x) ∝ e−x for x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 255} is compared with what should (in the absence of

numerical errors) be the same quantity: q = D̃−1(D̃p), where D̃ and D̃−1 are the machine im-
plemented FFT and inverse FFT operators, respectively. This dramatic difference all but vanishes
when we apply the correct exponential shift prior to applying D.

Needless to say this exponential shift will not always work. However, we do know
that “to first order” our p-value behaves like e−s (with fixed N and K) as is evident
from (1). This suggests that we would benefit from applying an exponential shift to pQ.
Let

pθ(j) =
pQ(j)eθδj

M(θ)
,

where M(θ) = EeθIQ is the MGF (moment generating function) of IQ. Figure 2 shows
an example of the flattening effect such a shift has on pQ. Note that for a given θ, M(θ)
can be reliably estimated in O(KN2) steps by replacing eilω0sk(x) with eθsk(x) in (2)
and essentially repeating Baglivo’s et al. procedure (but for a single value of θ).

The discussion so far implicitly assumed that we know pQ which of course we do
not. Nevertheless, we can compute Φθ = Dpθ by slightly modifying the algorithm of
Baglivo et al. All we need to do is replace the Poisson pmfs pk with a shifted version
pk,θ(x) = pk(x)eθsk(x)/M(θ)πk and also replace ψk with the obvious ψk,θ .

ψk,θ(n, l) =
n∑

x=0

pk,θ(x)eilω0sk(x)ψk−1,θ(n− x, l). (3)
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Fig. 2. How can an exponential shift help?

The graph on the left is that of log pQ(s/δ) where N = 400, Q = 8192 and πk = k/15 for
k = 1, . . . , 5. The graph on the right is of the log of the shifted pmf, log pθ(s/δ) where θ = 1.
Note the dramatic flattening effect of the exponential shift (keeping in mind the fact that the scales
of the y-axes are different).

This allows us to compute Φ̃θ(l), an estimate of3 Φθ(l) = ψK,θ(N, l)/P (X+ = N)
in the same O(KN2) steps for each fixed l. We then compute an estimate p̃Q of pQ

based on pQ(j) =
(
D−1Φθ

)
(j)e−θδjM(θ). It is important to note that should the need

arise (for example, for estimating very small p-values in the tail of the distribution) we
can just as well estimate log pQ(j) = log pθ(j) − θδj + log M(θ) which significantly
extends the range of p-values that can be computed by our algorithm. Finally, the p-
value is estimated by

∑
j≥s/δ p̃Q(j) (or the logarithmic version of that summation).

We are still left with the question of which θ to use. Equation (1) suggests θ = 1 and
indeed it typically yields the widest range of js for which p̃Q(j) provides a “decent”
approximation of pQ(j). However, for a given s0 = j0δ there would typically be a
better choice of θ. Intuitively, we want to center pθ about s0 and that is the case with
θs0 = argminθ [−θs0 + log M(θ)]. The minimization procedure can be carried out
numerically4 by using, for example, Brent’s method [10] which would cost us another
O(KN2) (but is outside the main loop on l). Finally, the next claim whose technical
proof is outlined in the appendix gives an upper bound on our error.

Claim 1
|p̃Q(j)− pQ(j)| ≤ C(NK + log Q)ε0e

−θδj+log M(θ), (4)

where C is some small universal constant and ε0 is the machine precision.

Note that for s0 = δj0 this upper bound is exactly minimized for θs0 , thus giving us
another justification for our choice of θ.

Although (4) can be used to measure the quality of our approximation, we would
like to emphasize a different “quality-control” method that works well in practice.

3 Due to unavoidable numerical errors we cannot expect to recover Φθ(l) precisely.
4 A crude approximation of θs0 would typically suffice for our purposes.
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As observed in [9] Im p̃θ is not 0 only because of numerical errors. Thus, εIm =
maxj

∣∣Im p̃θ(j)
∣∣ is typically an indicator of the level of noise in p̃θ. For example, with

N = 400, Q = 8192, and πk = k/15 for k = 1, . . . , 5 we applied our algorithm
1.0 with θ = 1 to find that setting a noise threshold of Re p̃θ(j) > 103εIm correctly
recovers all of the non vanishing entries of pθ at 9-digit accuracy5.

4 Our Algorithm 2.0

Algorithm 1.0 fixed the problem of numerical errors that plagued Baglivo et al.’s Al-
gorithm but its runtime complexity of O(QKN2 + Q logQ) is essentially the same as
that of Hertz and Stormo. An advantage of Baglivo et al.’s Algorithm, however, is that
it has a stingier memory requirement that scales as O(Q + N) as opposed to O(QN)
for Hertz and Stormo. An important observation that helps us to improve on the runtime
of our algorithm is the fact that (3) can be expressed as a convolution between the vec-
tors pkθl(x) = pk,θ(x)eilω0sk(x) and ψk−1,θ(·, l). A naively implemented convolution
requires O(N2) steps and hence that factor in the overall complexity. Alternatively, an
FFT-based convolution, justified by the equation (D(u ∗ v)) (j) = (Du)(j)(Dv)(j)
[10], would only require O(N log N) steps cutting down the overall complexity to
O(QKN log N + Q log Q) 6.

Simply implementing (3) using FFT, however, reintroduces the severe numerical er-
rors we worked hard to get rid of. The following example illustrates what is happening:
for θ = 1 one can easily verify that pk,θ(x) ≈ e−λk+x/

√
2πx. Computing Dpk,θ(x)

therefore faces essentially the same problem (only mirrored) as the one demonstrated
in our example of FFT applied to e−x. The solution is therefore to apply a negative
exponential shift to pkθl and ψk−1,θ(·, l) (i.e. multiply by e−θ2(k)x).

The problem of choosing θ2(k) is more involved than that of choosing θ. To begin
with we have to choose a shift for each k = 1, . . . , K . In addition, in each case we
have to worry about simultaneously shifting three vectors: pkθl, ψk−1,θ(·, l) and their
convolution ψk,θ(·, l). We propose the following solution:

θ2(k) = argminθ′

[
θ′

k∑
i=1

λi + log Mk(−θ′)

]
, (5)

where Mk is the MGF of qk,θ(x) = (ψk−1,θ(·, 0) ∗ pk,θ) (x) for x = 0, . . . , 2N 7. The
intuition behind this choice of θ2(k) is that it guarantees that the mean of qk,θ is at∑k

i=1 λi which, loosely speaking, says that the distribution of
∑k

i=1 Xi has maximal
resolving power (relative to numerical noise) about its mean

∑k
i=1 λi.

We currently do not have theoretical bounds on the error that arises due to the use
of θ2(k). We instead tested our algorithm on a wide range of parameters and compared

5 Except for pθ(Q − 1) which has only 4-digits accuracy.
6 While Hertz and Stormo make a passing remark that they can also use FFT-based convolution

to cut the complexity to O(QKN log N) it seems unsubstantiated to us given that (17) in [5]
is not strictly a convolution.

7 Note that qk,θ(x) = ψk,θ(x, 0) for x = 0, . . . , N .
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Table 1. Range of test parameters.

Parameter Values
K 4, 10, 20
N 50, 100, 200, 400
π Uniform, Sloped, Blocked
s i

21
∗ Imax i ∈ [1..20]

Uniform refers to the distribution where πj = 1/K, Sloped refers to the case where πj =
j/(K ∗ (K + 1)/2), and Blocked refers to the case where

πj =

{
3/(4 ∗ �K/4�) j ≤ �K/4�
1/(4 ∗ (K − �K/4�)) otherwise

our results with those obtained using Hertz and Stormo’s algorithm (which is prov-
ably accurate) to get an estimate of the errors that arise in our algorithm. The range of
parameters is given in Table 1. With Q set to 16384 and the other parameters exhaus-
tively varying over the sets specified we found that our algorithm agreed with Hertz
and Stormo’s algorithm to at least 9 decimal places in all cases. This was found to be
true even when we ran an experiment where we choose values of s much closer to Imax

(using an interval halfing process on the range [(20
21 ∗ Imax)..Imax] to get 8 values of

s) and let the other parameters vary as before. This gives us reasonable confidence in
the belief that our methodology for choosing θ2(k) works. We are currently working on
a formal justification for this observation. In terms of complexity, the main loop now
takes O(QKN log N). The other terms add O(KN2 + Q log Q) to the runtime but
this should be small compared to the runtime cost of the main loop8 thus giving us a
O(QKN log N) algorithm.

5 Comparison to Other Algorithms

For estimating a single p-value the complexity of version 2.0 of our algorithm is an im-
provement over Baglivo et al.’s Algorithm which has a time complexity of O(QKN2).
More importantly, our algorithm offers much better control over the accumulation of
numerical errors. For example, when N = 50, K = 10 and πi = 1/10, Baglivo et al.’s
Algorithm is able to recover the p-value for only 8 out of the 20 s values that we test
on (where we only require correctness to 1 decimal place.) In contrast, our algorithm
recovers the p-value accurately to at least 10 decimal places in all cases. In addition, our
algorithm has a built-in quality control mechanism and should the p-value be too small
for machine representation (not uncommon in bioinformatics applications) we can give
the result in terms of log(p-value).

Bejerano’s algorithm is more accurate than ours and is faster for K ≤ 4. How-
ever even for mildly large Ks it becomes impractical (in particular this is the case with
K = 20) as it grows exponentially with K , presumably like O(NK−2). Hertz and

8 As observed in [11], in order to preserve the bound on the distance between pQ and our real
subject of interest, pI , (the pmf of I), Q has to grow linearly with N .
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Stormo are overall our closest competitors but their complexity is O(QKN2). In addi-
tion, if their algorithm is implemented explicitly as written [5], then it tends to suffer
from intermediate underflows. For example, when applied to N = 200, Q = 16384,
and π ≡ 1/20, all entries of pQ less than 10−135 are estimated as 0. These intermediate
errors can be eliminated if we switch to performing arithmetic on log pQ instead of on
pQ, but that results in a non-trivial constant sitting in front of the O(QKN2). Alter-
natively, one can speed up the log arithmetic by using tables, as in Meme’s (v3.0.3)
implementation of Hertz and Stormo’s algorithm, although that has the potential of in-
troducing uncomfortably large numerical errors. For example, for N = 50, πi = i/10
i = 1, . . . , 4 and Q = 104, Meme’s implementation seems to estimate the p-value
of s = 6 as 0.0027 whereas the correct answer is 0.0095. An additional advantage of
our method over Hertz and Stormo’s algorithm (that it shares with Baglivo et al.’s Algo-
rithm) is that the computation for each value of l can be carried out separately, incurring
a space requirement that is O(Q + N) whereas for Hertz and Stormo it is O(QN).

We implemented our algorithm and Hertz and Stormo’s algorithm in Matlab to com-
pare the accuracy of the two algorithms. As a by-product, we also measured the running
time of the two algorithms in Matlab and found that ours was on average between 10
and 100 times faster than Hertz and Stormo’s algorithm on the range of parameters that
we tested. In the case where N = 400 and K = 20, while Hertz and Stormo’s algorithm
took nearly a day and a half to compute the p-value, our algorithm took less than 7 min-
utes to do so. For more accurate runtime comparisons we have also written C programs
that implement the two alogrithms. We have also worked on optimizing the C code for
producing a fair comparison of the two algorithms (and there is still some scope for
improvement, especially in the FFT implementations.) This is important because we
found that while the code for Hertz and Stormo’s algorithm shows little speedup when
we turn on C compiler optimizations, the code for our algorithm runs twice as fast with
even minor improvements to the code. The asymptotic behavior of the two algorithms is
however clear even for small values of N . Figure 3 shows the behavior with increasing
N for a fixed choice of the other parameter values (the graph looks the same for other
choices of the parameter values too.)

Finally, while our algorithm was designed for finding a single p-value it turns out
that in practice it can be easily adapted to reliably estimate pQ in its entirety. The latter
task is also performed by Hertz and Stormo’s algorithm. In some cases our algorithm
already does that. For example, setting s = 500 for N = 400, Q = 8192 and π = i/15
i = 1, . . . , 5 we get a reliable estimate for the entire pQ (relative error < 10−6). More
generally, in the cases that we have tried we can reliably recover the entire range of
values of pQ using as little as 2-3 different ss, or equivalently, θs (recall that each
estimate has a quality control factor which allows us to choose the estimate which
has better error gaurantees). Using version 2.0 of our algorithm this approach can still
be significantly cheaper than running Hertz and Stormo’s algorithm. We should also
point out that Baglivo et al.’s comment regarding their algorithm being easily paral-
lelizable is still valid for our algorithm since (3) can be computed separately for each
l = 0, 1, . . . , Q− 1.
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Fig. 3. Runtime comparison of Hertz and Stormo’s algorithm and version 2.0 of our method.

The parameter values used in this comparison are K = 20, πj = j/(K ∗ (K + 1)/2), s = 20
and Q = 1024. Note that the discontinuities in the curve for our method are due to the fact that
our implementation of FFT works with arrays whose sizes are powers of 2.

6 Future Work

There are many questions related to our work that deserve further study. For example,
the theoretical and experimental question of how many different θs are needed to re-
cover pQ in its entirety is wide open. Another interesting area of study involves finding
a theoretical grounding for our methodology for computing θ2(k). On the practical side,
the code for our algorithm is still being optimized, but we hope to make it available soon
for the general public.

Finally, the most exciting prospect resulting from this work is that of combining it
with our previous work [9] to obtain a fast and accurate system to compute the p-value
of the entropy score of a multiple sequence alignment of biosequences. Note that the
current work addresses the issue of computing the p-value of the entropy score of one
column whereas our previous work focuses on computing the p-value of the sum of the
entropy scores from all columns assuming that we have pQ.
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Appendix: Outline of the Proof of Claim 1

Proof. The following lemma can be readily derived from the results in [9] (see Lemmas
1-3, (20) & (21)). For α ∈ C we denote by α̃ its machine estimator and define eα =
α̃− α. For α, β ∈ C, we define

eα+β = ˜
α̃ + β̃ − (α + β),

and similarly for eαβ .

Lemma 1. If |eα| < cαε∗ and |eβ | < cβε∗, then

|eα+β | ≤ (max{cα, cβ}+ 1)ε∗(|α|+ |β|)
|eαβ | ≤ (cα + cβ + 5)ε∗(|αβ|).

Using this lemma one can use (2) to prove by induction on k that

|ψk(n, l)− ψ̃k(n, l)| ≤ cNkε∗ψk(n, 0).

Note that when computing ψk(n, 0) we only deal with positive numbers. It follows that

|Φ̃θ(l)− Φθ(l)| ≤ CNKε∗|Φθ(0)| = CNKε∗,
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since Φθ(0) = 1. Using this result, Lemma 4 from [9], the fact that for x ∈ CQ,
‖D−1x‖∞ ≤ 1

Q‖x‖1 and the triangle inequality we get

‖D−1Φ− D̃−1Φ̃‖∞ ≤ ‖D−1(Φ− Φ̃)‖∞ + ‖(D−1 − D̃−1)Φ̃‖∞

≤ 1
Q
‖Φ− Φ̃‖1 +

(C log Q)ε∗
Q

‖Φ̃‖1

≤ CNKε∗ + (C log Q)ε∗.

Claim 1 now follows by applying the inverse exponential shift (i.e. by multiplying
e−θδj+log M(θ)) to this error bound.
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Abstract. Bayesian networks are widely used for modelling gene net-
works. We investigate the problem of expanding a given Bayesian network
by adding a hidden node – a node on which no experimental data are
given. Finding a good expansion (a new hidden node and its neighbor-
hood) can point to regions where the model is not rich enough, and help
locate new, unknown variables that are important for understanding the
network. We study the computational complexity of this expansion, show
it is hard, and describe an EM based heuristic algorithm for solving it.
The algorithm was applied to synthetic datasets and to yeast gene ex-
pression datasets, and produces good, encouraging results.

Keywords: Bayesian networks, minimum description length, network
expansion, gene network, EM, maximum likelihood, compression.

1 Introduction

The problem of inferring relationships among components of complex systems
is a central problem in computational learning theory, with applications to sys-
tems biology, medical diagnosis, econometrics, and other disciplines. Stated in
mathematical terms (with appropriate objective function) the problem is almost
always computationally hard. In addition to the computational hardness, a large
number of samples may be required in order to generate a good description of
the system. In many cases, experts in the field have a very good idea on the
structure and on many relevant parameters of the correct solution. This sug-
gests an incremental approach: Start with the expert’s solution, and when the
system’s size exceeds some threshold, use computational methods to expand it
further. Such incremental grow may alleviate both problems mentioned above in
many practical scenarios. In this work we explore this approach in the context
of Bayesian networks (BNs).

Our input is a dataset and a network purported to explain it. We look for a
way to expand the given network by a hidden node - a node representing a ran-
dom variable, for which we have no data. Expanding the network means adding
the new node, connecting it to the existing network, possibly modifying nodes
and connections within a small bidirectional radius of the new node, and updat-
ing the probability tables. To tell a good extension from a bad one, we use the
� Corresponding author.
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natural and well known minimum description length (MDL) measure [9]. MDL
“encourages” models for which the data have high likelihood, but penalized mod-
els with long descriptions. This way, overfitting the data is discouraged. We show
that even this simpler problem of extending a given network is computationally
hard, and design a heuristic based on the EM paradigm to perform this task.
We tested our approach on a number of small synthetic networks, as well as
on genetic networks with 100 nodes (genes), based on DNA microarrays gene
expression data. For each network, we found a number of hidden nodes whose
addition to the network significantly reduces the MDL score. This suggests small
perturbations of the original models that better explain the data. We emphasize
that our problem is different from the construction of a BN with some hidden
variable “from scratch”, since in our problem we start from a given network, and
want to alter (edit) just a small portion of it. Network extension by hidden node
was previously considered, for example in [7]. However, the essence of our work
is not in finding “good” hidden node per se, but in analyzing a given model by
identifying areas where the network need to be edited to better explain the data.

The use of BNs to analyze gene expression data was initiated by Friedman
et. al., and become a useful tool for inferring cellular networks [2, 3]. Segal et.
al. introduced a related model, “module networks” [10], which is similar to a
BN, except that genes are grouped into modules. Both models were used suc-
cessfully to extract meaningful biological phenomena. The computational com-
plexity of learning a BNs was studies by Hôffgen and by Chickering et. al . [5,
1], who proved it is NP-hard. In many practical cases the sample complexity
is also a bottleneck: The amount of available data is insufficient to determine
a correct model, this is markedly true for DNA microarray data, where the
number of genes is typically two orders of magnitude greater than the num-
ber of samples. For example, Friedman and Yakhini [4] show that in order to
find a BN with confidence δ and with entropy distance ε from the “true” BN,
O
(
(1/ε)4/3 log(1/ε) log(1/δ) log log(1/δ)

)
samples are requires. (This expression

hides constants which may be a factor larger than the number of nodes in the
BN.) Tanay and Shamir [11] have considered computational expansion of genetic
networks. There are several differences between their approach and ours. They
consider combinatorial networks while ours are Bayesian. But most importantly,
in our case the goal is to add a variable that is unknown (hidden), on which we
have no data, whereas in [11] the variable is known, in the sense that there are
samples of it.

2 Model and Definitions

In this section we first define the MDL score of a model (BN) and data. Our
goal is to locate a hidden node that, when added to the network, will improve
the MDL score. We provide bounds on the possible improvement.

2.1 The MDL Score for a BN

The minimum description length (MDL) criteria was used in 1978 by Rissanen [9]
as a fundamental principle to model data. MDL scores a BN by two components:
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The total number of bits needed to describe the model, DL(BN), and the log
likelihood of the data given that model, − log(Pr(D|BN)).

MDL SCORE(D, BN) = DL(BN)− log(Pr(D|BN)) (1)

An overly complicated model will be penalized by the DL(BN) component, so
by minimizing MDL we avoid overfitting of the model to the data.

BNs models dependencies among random variables and are especially useful
when the “direct dependencies” are sparse. This model can be described by
a directed acyclic graph G = (V, E), which contains a node xi ∈ V for each
random variable, and a directed edge (x, y) ∈ E if y depends on x. In our case,
the random variables are discrete. Every random variable is associated with a
table, which describes its probability distribution, given the values of its parents.

The description of a BN for discrete random variables includes the description
of a directed graph, of length DLgraph(BN), and a probability table for every
node, xi, of length in the graph, DLtable(xi, pai, BN) (see figure 2). Let n denote
the number of random variables (nodes in the graph). Let pai denote the set of
variables that are parents of xi in the BN. Then DLgraph(BN) equals

DLgraph(BN) +
n∑

i=1

DLtable(xi, pai, BN) .

Let ||x|| be the number of possible assignments, or the range, that a variable,
x, can assume. The graph G can be encoded by using log(n) bits to denote the

number of parents of each node, and log
(

n
|pai|

)
bits to name xi’s parents. So

DLgraph(BN) equals
n∑

i=1

(
log(n) + log

(
n
|pai|

))
.

We now consider the number of bits needed to encoded the probability table of
node xi. The number of entries is (||xi|| − 1) ·

∏
j∈pai

||xj ||. Let N denote the
number of samples. The measure of likelihood will not benefit from being more
refined than the samples, so it would make no sense to represent probabilities
with accuracy greater than 1/N. Therefore, log(N) bits suffice to represent each
entry in the probability table. By the law of large numbers, log(N)/2 per entry
suffices. Therefore∑

i

DLtable(xi, pai, BN) =
∑

i

1
2
(||xi|| − 1) ·

∏
j∈pai

||xj || log(N) (2)

When dealing with gene expression datasets, the number of measurements is usu-
ally low. Fore many genes (random variables xi), even under severe discretization
(say three or four values per variable), not all the combinations of pai appear in
the dataset. Again, by the definition of likelihood, missing combinations give no
contribution, so in such cases we can represent the probability table of a node
xi more succinctly by not counting missing combinations.
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2.2 Bounds on the Change in Likelihood
When Adding a Hidden Node

When a hidden node is added to a Bayesian network, the “model descrip-
tion” component, DL(BN), almost always increases. Our goal is to decrease
the MDL score, MDL SCORE(D, BN) = DL(BN) − log(Pr(D|BN)). The
only hope to do it, then, is by sufficiently increasing the likelihood compo-
nent log(Pr(D|BN)). In this subsection we give upper and lower bounds on
the amount of possible decrease in − log(Pr(D|BN)). These bounds depend on
the initial BN and the data.

Lemma 1 deals with upper bounds on the possible increase in log likelihood by
adding a hidden node and connecting it to a subset of nodes, S, in a general BN .
These bounds are important for evaluating the improvement in the likelihood
by adding a hidden node.

The entropy of a discrete random variable, x, is H(x) = −E(log(px)) =
−
∑

j p(x = j) · log(p(x = j)). The log likelihood of N independent samples
of this random variable is log L(xi) =

∑
j log(p(x = j)). For large enough N

we get, by the law of large numbers, that − log L(x) converges to N ·H(x). So
bounds on the entropy of the data, given the model, correspond to bounds on
the log likelihood. We can get a similar result when x is a vector and the mutual
distribution of its components are described by some model. If the entropy of the
data, given the model, is low, then we can describe the data (given the model)
with fewer bits (compression), and this implies that the likelihood of the data
(given the model) is high.

The compressibility, or the improvement in the likelihood, is always non-
negative, since we can choose the parameters of the probability tables of hidden
node’s children such that they are independent of the hidden node. However
when the initial model describes the data perfectly, the compressibility will be
zero. Thus, a general lower bound on possible improvement in likelihood depends
on how well the initial model described the data.

When we consider an upper bound on the compressibility, if the initial BN has
optimal parameters for its structure, the maximal increase in the log likelihood
when adding a hidden node will be attained when the initial BN has no edges.
This network does not capture any of the dependencies between the nodes, while
the network with the hidden node may capture some of them.

Lemma 1. Consider a network of n disconnected nodes, x1, .., xn, and an
acyclic network created by adding a single hidden node as a neighbor of these
n nodes in this disconnected network. For any data D composed of N samples,
the increase in the log likelihood component in the DL score for the second net-
work, compared to the original one, is at most

N ·min

⎛⎝1
2
(
∑

i,k:i�=k

I(xi, xk)), maxxk
(
∑

i

H(xi)−H(xk))

⎞⎠
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The next Lemma suggests that a good compressibility of a set of n random
variables in a Bayesian network implies a good compressibility of some subset of
these n variables. Our heuristic is based on this lemma.

Lemma 2. Let S be a set of n random variables, x1, .., xn in a BN. Suppose
each of these variables can attain k different values. If adding a hidden node h
as a neighbor of all these variable can improve the log likelihood of the N data
samples by N · Cn bits, than there are n − � variable out of those n variables
such that connecting only them to a hidden node yields compression by at least
N · Cn−� ≥ N · (Cn − � · log(k)) bits.

For lack of space, the proofs of the last two lemmata are deferred to the full
version of this paper.

3 Computational Hardness

As we mentioned earlier, the problem of constructing a optimal BN for a given
dataset is known to be NP-hard. Furthermore it is easy to show that most of edge
editing problems in a BN (changing edges and correspondingly tables) are NP-
hard. By a reduction from clique, one can show that finding a subset of variables
that is “heavy” in terms of pairwise mutual information,

∑
i,j∈S I(xi, xj) ≥ B, is

NP hard in general. The previous lemmata suggest that such “heavy” subsets are
good candidates to connect to a hidden node in order to decrease the MDL score.
In this section we explore some BN modification problems related to adding a
hidden node, and show NP hardness.

Our problem has some variants, differing according to the types of editing
operations that are allowed on neighbors of the hidden node. They are editing
the probability table, and adding/removing/reversing edges. Another variant de-
pends on how far from the hidden node these operations can take place (starting
from distance 1 and up to the network diameter). Every such variant, if it has a
reasonable degree of freedom, can be proved to be NP-hard. Here, we give the
proof’s sketch for the NP-hardness of one specific variant, we deal with another
variant in the full version of this paper.

Theorem 1. The following problem is NP-hard:
Input: A Bayesian network, BN, with n nodes (variables). Data with N condi-
tions. A real number, m.
Question: Is there a way to decrease the MDL score of the Bayesian Network pa-
rameters and the conditions by m bits by the following local modification: Adding
one hidden node, connecting it to some neighborhood by outgoing edges, and then
possibly modifying tables of nodes with bidirectional distance at most 2 from the
hidden node. Edge editing of the existing nodes is not allowed.

Proof (sketch): We start with an undirected 3-regular graph G = (V, E). We
first transform it to a DAG, G′, with all old nodes and also new ones. Each new
node ve corresponds to an edge e in the original graph. If e = (u, v) then there
are two directed edges to ve - one from v, one from u (see figure 1).
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G: BN:
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Fig. 1. A reduction from Vertex Cover on three regular graphs to our problem.

The new graph G′ has |V | + |E| nodes, and this will be the BN we’d like
to modify. First we describe the data: There are N samples, where N is an
even number to be determined later. Exactly N/2 of the samples have the form
(1, 1, ..., 1), and N/2 of the form (0, 0, ..., 0). The probability tables of all “edge
nodes” ve are the same. If its parents have both 0, ve emits a 0 with probability
p0, and 1 with probability 1 − p0. Likewise for (1, 1) which leads to 1 with
probability p1, and 1 with probability 1−p1. The tables of the original nodes are
all identical (recall they have no incoming edges), they emit 0 with probability
p0, and 1 with probability p1. For this data, the optimal network has a central
“hidden” node that has outgoing edges to all other nodes. The hidden node is 0
with probability 1

2 and 1 with probability 1
2 , and it totally determines all other

nodes. However, the local modification we consider cannot change the topology
and connectivity that much. What we allowed is adding a hidden node, and
modifying the probability table of its children and grandchildren. The choice of
N and of p0, p1 in the probability table is such that there is a modification with
MDL score ≤ m if and only if G has vertex cover of size ≤ k.

Note that the combination that the value of the parents are different (i.e.
(0, 0, 1) or (1, 1, 0)) are not supported by the data. One of the goals of the
modifications is to remove these “anomalies”. The best set of children of the
hidden node will be the nodes of the vertex cover, the hidden node determine
the value of these nodes and they, in turn, determine the value of all edge nodes.
The original nodes outside the vertex cover are left fatherless. Therefore, their
value will be independent of the other nodes in the BN, thus reducing the overall
likelihood. However, it is not worthwhile to connect the hidden node to these
orphans, since the increase in the description length (table size) will be larger
than the log likelihood gain. Therefore, the overall MDL score is directly related
to the VC size of the original graph.

For lack of space, the detailed proofs of the last and the following theorems
are deferred to the full version of this paper.
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Theorem 2. The following problem is NP-hard:
Input: A Bayesian network, BN, with n nodes (variables). Data with N condi-
tions. A real number, m.
Question: Is there a way to decrease the MDL score of the Bayesian Network pa-
rameters and the conditions by m bits by the following local modification: Adding
one hidden node, connecting it to some neighborhood by outgoing or incoming
edges, and then possibly modifying tables and the edges between nodes with bidi-
rectional distance at most 1 from the hidden node. (Edge editing is allowed here.)

4 Algorithm

We first develop an EM heuristic algorithm that, given all the directed connec-
tions of the hidden node to/from the network, determines the probability tables
of the hidden node and of the other nodes the BN. This reduces our problem
to finding a good way of connecting the hidden node to the Bayesian network.
For a small k, it is feasible to exhaustively search all size k neighborhoods a
hidden node. For larger k, we use a heuristic for choosing good candidate k-sets.
By Lemma 2, good but large candidate neighbor sets for the hidden node have
a smaller subset that yields, by itself, a large decrease in the MDL score. Our
algorithm keeps a pool of tens to a few hundreds best smaller neighborhoods. To
go to larger neighborhoods, we examine unions of sets from this pool. Suppose
we decided upon a subset of nodes that we want to be connected to the hidden
node. We then greedily examine the orientation of the edges connecting to the
hidden node. In addition, we allow modifications (insert/delete/reverse) to the
edges connecting neighbors of the hidden node. Here, we also employ a greedy
(hill climbing) search. The final output is an ordered list of a small number of
the best sets generated this way.

4.1 Updating Parameters, Given the Hidden Node Edges

Assume that the connectivity of the hidden node to the Bayesian network is
given (all edges to/from the hidden node, and their directionality). We want to
optimize the probability tables parameters of the hidden node and its neighbors.
We used EM algorithm for solving this optimization problem. For lack of space,
the details of this algorithm are deferred to the full version of this paper.

4.2 Local Graph Modification

Suppose we have a candidate for the hidden node and its neighbors. We now
consider two type of local edge modification (between the hidden node neighbor’s
edges, and the edges going to/from the hidden node). Each step have to retains
the acyclicity of the graph.

1. Deleting an edge between two neighbors of the hidden node.
2. Reversing the direction of an edge between two neighbors of the hidden node,

or between the hidden node and one of its neighbors.
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Deleting edges enables a decrease in the description length of the model, by
removing variable’s dependencies which are induced by the hidden node. The
second operation may improve the likelihood (after an appropriate update to
the table) by optimizing the structure of the hidden node’s neighborhood. We
used hill climbing method in order to find the best structure of the connectivity
in the hidden node’s neighborhood, we continue performing edge modification
operation as long as an operation which improve the DL is found.

4.3 Finding Hidden Nodes with Large Neighborhoods

Exhaustive search over all possible neighbors sets, and the directed connectivity

of the set members of size k (checking all
(

n
k

)
hidden node neighbors’ can-

didates) is feasible only if k is small. For large k we used an heuristic method
for choosing good candidate set for the neighborhood of the hidden node. By
Theorem 2, a good candidate set for the hidden node’s neighbors set often has
a subset that, by itself, gives a large decrease of the MDL score.

We use this idea in the following heuristic algorithm for finding hidden nodes
of large in/out degree by checking good candidate sets. The algorithm use dy-
namic programming, and doesn’t necessarily guarantee the optimal solution. Let
MDLD(S) be the decrease in the MDL due to adding a hidden node as a neigh-
bor to the set S, and let tk be some threshold. The algorithm seeks a set of size
k which is a union of some subsets S1, .., Sj of size smaller than k, (which were
found in previous iterations of the algorithm), such that

∑j
i=1 MDLD(Si) ≥ tk.

Formally the algorithm has the following steps.

1. Let rk denote some natural number. For every size, k, we save the rk sets
with the largest decrease in the MDL due to adding a hidden node as a
neighbor to this set.

2. A set of size k is a candidate to be the neighbors set of the hidden node only
if it satisfies the following condition: There are sets S1, .., Sj which satisfy:
(a) ∀i|Si| < k.
(b) ∀iSi is among the r|Si| sets of size |Si| chosen previously.
(c) |

⋃j
i=1 Si| = k.

(d)
∑j

i=1 MDLD(Si) ≥ tk
3. Calculate explicitly the decrease in the DL due to adding a hidden node as

a neighbor to the sets which was found in the second step, and keep the rk

best sets.

5 Empirical Results

In this section we report on the performance of our method on synthetic and
real inputs. We start with a description of the test bench for the algorithm. We
continue with synthetic toy problems that help gain intuition on the problem.
Then, we check the ability of our method to recognize hidden variables when the
input is yeast gene expression data and a BN that was generated from it. We
remark that the variables in our networks are all ternary (have 3 values).
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5.1 Synthetic Networks

We started with a number of six node BNs (graphs and tables). We sampled
the network, chose one node to hide, and eliminated this node’s entries from
the data. We then rebuilt a five node BN, based on the “truncated” data. The
input to our algorithm was this five node net, and the truncated data. The
algorithm expanded the network - adding a sixth, hidden, node and updating
the probability tables. When there are enough samples, adding a hidden node
with connectivity close to the original usually got the highest improvement in
the MDL score. This verifies that our method is indeed capable of discovering
regions that are influent by hidden variables.

We now describe two specific DAGs on which the experiment of the previous
paragraph was carried out, both depicted graphically in figure 3: The DAGs are
the outgoing star, and the path. In different runs we chose different parame-
ters for the probability tables of the nodes. We sampled the network, added a
Gaussian noise to the samples, and hid node 0, namely eliminated this node’s
entries from the data. We then built the best of all five node Bayesian networks,
based on the “truncated” data, using exhaustive search over the topologies.
The input to our algorithm was this five node net and the truncated data. The
algorithm expanded the network by adding a sixth node, connecting it, and
completing the probability tables. Table 1 summarize our result for the case of
the outgoing star: For every parameters set of the original network probability
tables, the average values of mutual information over pairs of leaves, I(x, y),
and over triplets of leaves, I(x, y, z), before adding noise, were calculated. Note
that for ternary variables, the maximum value the mutual information (I(x, y)
or I(x, y, z)) can attain is log2 3. Likewise, we computed the average decrease in
the DL score, obtained when the hidden node is added with either four neigh-
bors, MDL(x, y, z, w), or five neighbors, MDL(x, y, z, w, t). Before adding the
hidden node, the MDL score of the BNs and data was computed. The noise was
Guassian noise with mean 0 and variance either 2 or 4, while the “distance”
between the signals was 10 (i.e. variables attain values 0, 10, 20). The signal plus
noise was then: discretecized, bringing it back to the original range (0, 10, 20).
It can be seen that if the mutual information of pairs and triplets in the original
model is large enough, then adding a hidden node in the right place yield a
decrease in the MDL score.

For comparison, we applied our method on a “true” a number of five node
Bayesian network with similar statistical parameters (ternary variables and spec-
ification of noise), and data which were sampled from it. The average decrease in
the MDL, which was obtained by our method when the hidden node have four
neighbors was −1383, and −1482 for five neighbors. So in this case the algorithm
indeed detects that a hidden node is not called for.

In the case of the path we got no improvement in the MDL score when we
tried to add a hidden node, this is due to the facts that an edge between two nodes
in a Bayesian network gives the same likelihood (with the right parameters) as
in the case that this two nodes are connected via a hidden node (with shorter
parameter’s description length). This is also the case when we try to add a
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Fig. 2. The original Bayesian networks of the toy problem.

Table 1. The results of applying our algorithm on a toy problem, the outgoing star
(figure 2).

Noise variance Original
MDL

I(x; y) I(x; y; z) MDL(x, y, z, w) MDL(x, y, z, w, t)

2 1400 0.62 0.59 −121 332

4 1450 0.62 0.59 −125 330

2 1470 0.5959 0.5677 −141 325

4 1480 0.5959 0.5677 −158 291

2 2500 0.11 0.08 −234 −98

4 2550 0.11 0.08 −250 −120

hidden node which is connected only to one node, the parameters of that node
can be optimize to give the same likelihood (with shorter parameter’s description
length). when the hidden node have larger set of neighbor. A proof is omitted
because of a lack in space.

5.2 Genomic Network

We tested our method on a 99 nodes Bayesian network of Pe’er et. al . [8], which
was generated from the yeast gene expression data of Rosseta’s compendium
(Hughes et. al . [6]). The MDL score of this BN and data is 45, 000 bits. We
applied the algorithm to the full BN and data, and looked for different ways to
add a hidden node. We found a vast number of possible ways for improving the
MDL score of the net. About 3%, or 4, 700 out of the

(
99
3

)
possible neighborhoods

of size 3 of the hidden node, and about 0.5%, or 1, 800, out of the
(
99
4

)
possible

neighborhoods of size 4 of the hidden node gave a decrease in the MDL score. The
distribution of the improvement in MDL scores for neighborhoods of size 4 that
improved the MDL score is given on figure 3. It can be seen that approximately
1.5% of those neighborhoods gave improvements of 500 bits or more.

In addition to exhaustively checking all the neighborhood of size 3 and 4,
we also applied the algorithm from section 3.3 to get good candidates for larger
neighbor sets. One such outcome is shown in figure 4: This is a 6 node neigh-
borhoods that improves the MDL score by 1000 bits (starting from the same 99
nodes BN with MDL score 45,000).
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Fig. 3. The distribution of the improvement in the MDL score for size 4 neighborhoods,
when adding a hidden node to the 99 nodes network.
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Fig. 4. An example of decreasing the MDL score by adding a hidden node. Node are
labels by genes’ names.

6 Conclusions

Bayesian and related networks seem like a successful tool for studying gene net-
works [3, 8, 10, 2]. Studying ways of expanding such networks is therefore an
important research direction. In this work, we investigated the problem of ex-
tending a given network by adding hidden node to it. Our approach can help an
expert to focus attention on region or regions in his or her own model, that may
require additional parameters,additional experimental data or, more generally,
further investigation. We showed that the problem is computationally hard, and
developed a heuristic, based on EM, for solving it. We applied this to a number
of synthetic and real networks, with encouraging results. In our biological net-
works, the improvements in the MDL score are not likely to be an artifact, and
probably represent a real biological phenomena.

It is easy to see that there are cases where adding more than one hidden node
at a time is superior to adding the hidden nodes one by one. In this work we
chose to deal with just one hidden node at a time for simplicity and complexity
reasons. Our method can be generalized, in principle, to this more general case
as well. Furthermore it will be interesting to generalized this method for other
probabilistic models, not just Bayesian networks.
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Abstract. Genomic instabilities, amplifications, deletions and translo-
cations are often observed in tumor cells. In the process of cancer patho-
genesis cells acquire multiple genomic alterations, some of which drive the
process by triggering overexpression of oncogenes and by silencing tumor
suppressors and DNA repair genes. We present data analysis methods
designed to study the overall transcriptional effects of DNA copy num-
ber alterations. Alterations can be measured using several techniques
including microarray based hybridization assays. The data have unique
properties due to the strong dependence between measurement values
in close genomic loci. To account for this dependence in studying the
correlation of DNA copy number to expression levels we develop ver-
sions of standard correlation methods that apply to genomic regions and
methods for assessing the statistical significance of the observed results.
In joint DNA copy number and expression data we define significantly
altered submatrices as submatrices where a statistically significant cor-
relation of DNA copy number to expression is observed. We develop
heuristic approaches to identify these structures in data matrices. We
apply all methods to several datasets, highlighting results that can not
be obtained by direct approaches or without using the regional view.

1 Introduction

Alterations in DNA copy number (DCN) are characteristic of many cancer types
and are thought to drive some cancer pathogenesis processes. Alterations in-
clude large chromosomal gains and losses as well as smaller scale amplifications
and deletions. Genomic instability triggers the overexpression or activation of
oncogenes and the silencing of tumor suppressors and DNA repair genes. Al-
terations in DCN have been initially measured using local fluorescence in situ
hybridization-based techniques. These evolved to a genome wide technique called
Comparative Genomic Hybridization (CGH, see [8]), now commonly used for
the identification of chromosomal alterations in cancer [10, 2]). In this genome-
wide cytogenetic method differentially labelled tumor and normal DNA are co-
hybridized to normal metaphases. Fluorescence level ratios between the two
� Corresponding author
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labels allow the detection of chromosomal amplifications and deletions. This
method has, however, a limited resolution (10-20 Mbp) which maks it impossi-
ble to predict the borders of chromosomal changes or to identify changes in copy
numbers of single genes and small genomic regions. In a more advanced method
termed array CGH (aCGH) the tumor and normal DNA are co-hybridized to
a microarray of thousands of genomic clones of BAC, cDNA or oligonucleotide
probes ([13, 11, 6]). The use of aCGH allows the determination of changes in DCN
of relatively small chromosomal regions. When using oligonucleotide arrays the
resolution can, in theory, be finer than single genes.

The development of high resolution mapping of DCN alterations and the
progress of expression profiling technologies enable the study of the effects of
chromosomal alterations on cellular processes and how these are mediated
through altered expression of genes residing in altered regions. By measuring
DNA copy numbers and mRNA expression levels on the same set of samples we
gain access to the relationship of copy number alterations to how they are mani-
fested in altering expression profiles. In [12] the authors used (metaphase slides)
CGH to identify large scale amplifications in 23 metastatic colon cancer samples
and performed expression profiling on the same samples. They observed some
correlation between DCN and expression levels but on overall effect of alterations
on transciption. In [14] an opposite observation is reported, for breast cancer
samples. That is: a strong global correlation between copy number changes and
expression level variation is observed. Similarly, Hyman et al [7] studied copy
number alterations in 14 breast cancer cell lines and identified 270 genes with
expression levels that are systematically attributable to gene amplification. The
statistics used by both latter studies is based on simulations and takes into ac-
count single gene correlations but not local regional effects. Recently, Linn et
al studied expression patterns and genome alterations in DFSP and discovered
common 17q and 22q amplifications that are associated with elevated expression
of resident genes [9].

Our purpose in this paper is to provide algorithmic and statistical methods to
rigorously support data analysis designed to improve our understanding of copy
number to transcription relationships (specifically in aCGH data). Regions of
high correlation are potentially related to the tumor pathogenesis. More specifi-
cally, genes affected by changes in DCN potentially play a role in driving tumor
differentiation. Note that the correlation between expression data vectors and
their corresponding (same gene) DCN data vectors should behave completely
random if all the variation in the DCN vector arises due to experimental errors.
We are therefore mostly interested in detection of statistically significant corre-
lations. These might not show up when low resolution and global data analysis
approaches are employed. For example, low penetrance (not all cells in the sam-
ple) and low prevalence (not all samples in the study) alterations might effect
expression below the 2-fold mark and only in some of the samples, but in a sig-
nificant manner when a genomic region is considered. In addition – the detection
of regions that manifest a significant correlation can aid in detecting actual low
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penetrance alterations in high resolution even if the DCN data, alone, do not
support such discoveries.

Throughout the paper we use C and E to denote the DNA copy number and
gene expression data matrices, where the (i, j)-th entry of each matrix represent
the data for the ith gene in the jth sample. We abbreviate “DNA copy number”
and “gene expression” as DCN and GE respectively.

In Section 2 we describe methods to quantify the correlation observed for
any pair of rows C(i, ·) and E(i, ·). In Section 3 we extend these to account for
the regional character of DCN alterations. In Section 4 we discuss submatrices
of affected samples and genes. Conclusions are discussed in Section 5.

Datasets. We demonstrate our methods on two joint DCN-GE breast cancer
datasets. The first, described in [14] is of 6,095 genes across 41 samples (4 cell
lines, 37 primary breast tumors). The second, from [7] is of 13,824 genes across
14 cell-line samples. All datasets are measured on cDNA microarrays.

2 Correlation Scoring Methods

Consider a single gene g and let u = ug and v = vg denote the corresponding
DCN and GE data vectors of g. Let n denote the number of samples (length of
u and v). In this section we present several approaches for scoring g by looking
for dependencies between u and v.

2.1 Pearson Product Moment Correlation

The most common measure of the dependence between two vectors u, v is the
Pearson correlation coefficient:

r(u, v) =
∑

(u− ū)(v − v̄)√∑
(u− ū)2

√∑
(v − v̄)2

. (1)

r measures the degree to which u and v maintain a linear relationship. It may
therefore be less suitable when the DCN and GE values follow some non-linear
relationship. Nonetheless, previous large-scale DCN-GE comparative studies [14]
used Pearson correlation as a sole scoring method to evaluate dependence.

2.2 Separating-Cross Correlation

A different methodology for comparing gene copy measurements with gene ex-
pression levels, such as the one described in [7] utilizes user chosen thresholds
for classifying DCN measurements as deleted or amplified and for classifying GE
measurements as under-expressed or over-expressed. Such methods do not rely
on any assumption of linearity or on the value of the mean; however, they are
somewhat dependent on the specific choice of thresholds. The separating-crosses
scores we now introduce are a generalized approach to threshold-based analysis
of the dependence between two vectors.
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We can view the two vectors u and v as n points (ui, vi) in the plain. An axis
parallel cross t = tx,y, centered at (x, y), partitions the plain into four quadrants,
denoted by At, Bt, Ct, and Dt (See figure 2). We denote by at the number of
points (ui, vi) that belong to the quadrant At. The other quadrants counts bt, ct

and dt are defined similarly. Clearly, at + bt + ct + dt = n.
Roughly speaking, u and v are correlated if there exist a cross t such that both

a and d are large (compared with b and c). More generally, assume we are given
a function of the quadrants counts (such a function is called a cross-function),
f(a, b, c, d). We are interested in the maximal obtainable value of f :

F (u, v) = max
t
{f(at, bt, ct, dt)}. (2)

The function F is called a separating cross score function.
Let π denote the ranks of the samples with respect to the vector u. That is,

u(π−1(1)) < · · · < u(π−1(n)). For example, for u = (2, 1.5, 9, 0.4), π = (3, 2, 4, 1).
Similarly, we denote by τ the samples permutation induced by v. Since cross-
functions (and thus score functions) depend only on quadrants counts and not
on the actual locations of the points, we have F (u, v) = F (π, τ). Thus, for
every function f(π, τ, t), we can compute F (π, τ) by examining (n−1)2 possible
crosses. We describe one cross score function, the Maximal Diagonal Product
(MDP). Consider the separating-cross-function DP(π, τ, t) = at · dt, which we
call Diagonal Product (DP), and the corresponding score function:

MDP(π, τ) = max
t
{DP(π, τ, t)}. (3)

A useful attribute of the MDP score is that it provides a distinction between
samples that contribute to the maximum score (points within At and Dt) and
those that do not (points within Bt and Ct). We make use of this attribute in
identifying affected samples in Section 4. The combinatorial nature of this score
allows rigorous calculation of its statistical properties, the discussion of which is
beyond the scope of this paper.

3 Regional Analysis

Some cancer related alterations in genomic DNA have direct effect on mRNA
levels, possibly leading to downstream functional deficiencies. These alterations
are most likely localized in one or more of the following aspects:

1. The alteration in genomic DNA is limited to certain chromosomal segments.
2. The expression of all genes within a specific genomic segment may not be

effected to the same extent.
3. Not all samples contain identical or similar genomic alterations.
4. Within specific samples, alterations occur with varying levels of penetrance.

Previous work on DCN-GE expression relationship consider only correlation
between the gene-expression levels of single genes and their respective DNA copy
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number measurements. Pollack et al [14] study the global behavior of DCN-GE
correlation and show that the distribution of Pearson correlation values between
DCN and GE differs from the expected distribution. They report 54 amplified
genes with moderately or highly elevated expression levels. Hyman et al [7]
also demonstrate global single gene correlations and identify 270 genes with
expression levels significantly influenced by changes in DCN .

CGH based studies show that chromosomal alterations frequently apply to
long stretches of the genome that may span a large number of genes. The ex-
pression pattern of a gene that is affected by such an aberration is expected to
correlate not only with the copy number of its own coding DNA but also with
the DCN measurements of neighboring genes. We therefore expect that analysis
that takes regional effects into account to yield better results that might offset
the negative effects of noise in the data or low penetrance. Both [14] and [7] did
not account for such regional considerations. In this section we suggest a frame-
work for considering local correlation between genomic alteration and variance
in gene expression levels, that accounts for regional effects.

Given a gene gi we define its k-neighborhood as the continuous sequence
of genes indexed by Γk(i) = (i − k, ..., i + k). A straightforward approach to
quantifying the correlation of the gene’s GE vector E(i, ·) with the DCN vectors
in its neighborhood Γk(i) is by calculating the average correlation of E(i, ·) to
each of the respective DCN vectors:

r(i, Γk(i)) =
1

2k + 1

i+k∑
j=i−k

r(i, j), (4)

where r(i, j) is any correlation measure between the vectors E(i, ·) and C(j, ·).
Alternative approaches to regional correlation include the correlation of

E(i, ·) to the vector of (weighted or uniform) average DCN in Γk(i), or the
product of the p-values of the respective correlations.

Permuted Data. When performing analyses that take gene order into account
we compare results to a null model that assumes neighboring genes are indepen-
dent of each other. To this end, we also perform our analysis on gene-permuted
matrices E′ and C′ where the same permutation was applied to the rows of
both matrices. We expect regional effect results to be dependent on the original
chromosomal order of the genes.

Computing p-Values. To identify regions where DCN and GE correlate beyond
the extent expected for the consistent DCN values we perform the simulation
analysis outlined below. The general idea is to evaluate a locus dependent p-
value for chromosomal regions. Correlations in regions where a very consistent
DCN measurements are observed need to cross much higher thresholds to be
significant since distributions expected at random in such regions have larger
variation (weaker smoothing effect of averaging because of the consistent DCN
values). Consider a neighborhood Γk(i) and fix L, the size of simulation applied.
We randomly draw L−1 expression vectors (rows of E) indexed by i1, i2, ..., iL−1,
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and for each compute rl = r(il, Γk(i)), the correlation of the random expression
vector to the neighborhood Γk(i). To the correlation r∗ = r(i, Γk(i)), actually
observed at i, we assign its rank ρ amongst r1, r2, ..., rL−1, r

∗, a number between
1 and L. The p-value for the region correlation observed at i is pV (i) = ρ/L.

3.1 Results

We applied the above locus dependent p-value calculations to investigate copy
number to expression correlations in [14]. Figure 1 depicts the cumulative dis-
tribution of pV (i), where i ranges over all genes in the dataset. As expected,
randomly permuting the dataset yields a straight line that can be used as ref-
erence (curve E), while significant single gene correlations (i.e. r(i, i) , curve C)
are overabundant at all p-values. Significant correlations are even more abun-
dant when computed for neighborhoods of size k = 2 and k = 10 (curves B and
A, respectively). Note that these results depend on both the chromosomal order
(as the gene-permuted data yields a lower abundance of significant correlation
scores than single gene correlations, curve D) and on direct DCN to GE corre-
lations (due to the method of calculating pV (i) ). The region-dependent pV (i)
scores enable the identification of loci where the gene expression levels signifi-
cantly correlate with the DCN measurements with greater statistical confidence.
For illustration, consider a threshold of pV (i) ≤ 0.001. A random dataset of
6000 genes is expected to contain 6 genes with this score whereas single gene
correlations yield 164 such genes (FDR = 3.7%). Averaged correlation against
Γ2(i) yields 214 significant loci (FDR = 2.8%) and working with Γ10(i) yields 289
significant loci (FDR = 2.1%). Thus, using region-based analysis delivers almost
80% more loci where DCN-GE correlation may be identified with high confi-
dence. Furthermore, additional regions of correlation are thus detected (details
in the supplement [1]).

Fig. 1. a) Cumulative distribution of values of pV (i) (p-value of the average correlation
r(i, Γ (i))), for neighborhoods of size k = 10 (A), k = 2 (B), single genes (C), and for
gene-permuted data with a neighborhood of size k = 2 (D). Randomly permuted data
yields a straight line, as expected (E). b) Zoom of lower values of the same curves at
logarithmic scale. Note the different values attained at pV (i) = 10−3.
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4 Genomic-Continuous Submatrices

In the previous section we mentioned that genomic alterations are often localized
to a subset of the samples as well as to a specific chromosomal segment. In this
section we discuss the task of detecting both the genomic segment in which an
aberration has occurred, the affected samples and the transcriptional effect of
the aberration. To this end we define a model of significantly altered genomic-
continuous submatrices and present two algorithmic approaches for detecting
them. We then apply the suggested methods to the two breast cancer datasets.

4.1 Definition

For a given pair of DCN and GE matrices C, E over an ordered set of genes G
and a set of samples S we define a genomic-continuous submatrix (GCSM) as
M = G′ × S′ where G′ ⊂ G is a continuous segment of genes and S′ ⊆ S is a
subset of samples, and its complement submatrix M = G′×{S−S′}. Let C(M)
and E(M) denote the projections of the matrices C and E on the subsets G′

and S′ (the DCN and GE submatrices corresponding to M).
Under our biological model, a genomic alteration in a given chromosomal

segment and a given sample should affect most of the DCN measurements in
this segment but only some of the respective GE measurements (since changes
in expression depend on other factors that determine regulation). Informally, we
say that a given GCSM M is significantly amplified if:

– Most DNA copy values in the set C(M) are positive.
– Some genes gi ∈ G′ have higher expression values {E(i, j) : sj ∈ S′} com-

pared to {E(i, j) : sj /∈ S′}.

More formally, let us define a score that reflects the degree to which M is
significantly amplified. First, we define a score F (M ; C) that reflects overabun-
dance of positive values in C(M) in comparison to C(M) using the hypergeo-
metric distribution. Let N = |C(M ∪M)| and n = |C(M)|. Let K and k be the
number of positive values in C(M ∪M) and C(M), respectively. Given N, n, K
the hypergeometric probability of finding k or more positive values in C(M) is:

F (M ; C) = HG(N, K, n, k) =
N∑

i=k

(
n
i

)(
N−n
K−i

)(
N
K

) . (5)

Similarly, we define a score F (M ; E) that reflects the overabundance of genes
in G′ that are significantly differentially expressed, comparing S′ and S − S′,
in the correct direction (higher in S′ than in S − S′). A TNoM (Threshold
Number of Misclassifications) score may be assigned to each gene according to
its performance as a S′ versus S − S′ classifier [5, 3]. Rigorous p-values can be
calculated for TNoM. If the probability, for a single gene, of obtaining a score
of s or better under the null model is p(s) then the number of genes with scores
s or better, amongst the |G′| genes examined, is Binomial(n, p(s)) distributed.
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Let n(s) denote the number of genes with such scores actually observed in the
data. Let σ(s) be the tail probability of the Binomial(n, p(s)) distribution, at
n(s). F (M ; E) is then defined to be max0≤s≤|S′|− log(σ(s)). For a more detailed
description of differential expression overabundance please see [4].

Under the null model, DCN and GE vectors are completely uncorrelated. A
total score for an amplification in M is:

F (M ; C, E) = − [log10 F (M ; C) + log10 F (M ; E)] (6)

The above discussion addresses amplifications only. However, any deletion in
a subset S′ is equivalent, under F , to an amplification in S − S′.

4.2 Algorithmic Approach

Locating a partition of samples that maximizes TNoM overabundance for a given
set of genes is by itself a difficult task that has been approached by heuristic
methods [4]. The problem of locating a partition that maximizes a combined
hypergeometric and TNoM overabundance score is clearly at least as hard, and
consequently we resort to heuristic approaches for locating significantly altered
GCSMs. Note that due to the fact that we are looking for continuous segments
only, all possible segments may be enumerated in O(n2), where n is the number of
genes. The difficulty remains in determining which subset S′ maximizes F ((G′×
S′); C, E) for a given segment G′. We suggest two algorithmic approaches:

Max-hypergeometric Algorithm. As the definition of the score of a GCSM
M is composed of two parts, a reasonable heuristic approach to locating high-
scoring GCSMs is to select the sample partitions that maximize one part of
the score – the hypergeometric score – for each possible segment, and for these
partitions to calculate the combined score. For a given segment G′ the calculation
of maxS′⊆S [− log(F ((G′×S′); C)] may be performed in (O(|S|)) time by ordering
the samples according to decreasing number of positive entries, as described in
the following pseudo code:

Algorithm 1 MHA - Max-Hypergeometric Algorithm.
Input: C, E, t - a significance threshold, l - maximum segment length.
Output: A list of high scoring GCSMs, L.
for all segments G′ ⊂ G of length ≤ l do

For each sample si ∈ S let pi =# of positive entries in C(G′, si).
Order the samples s.t. pπ(1) ≥ ... ≥ pπ(|S|).
maxScore = max1≤i<|S| F ((G′, {Sπ(1), ..., Sπ(i)}); C, E).
if maxScore > t then

Add M = (G′, S′) to L.

Consistent Correlation Algorithm. One shortcoming of MHA is that it de-
pends on a sufficiently strong pattern in the DCN measurements alone in order
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to detect high-scoring GCSMs. However, in Section 3 we argued that in some
cases significant correlation between DCN and GE patterns is indicative of a
chromosomal aberration even when the DCN signal per se is weak. The second
algorithmic approach relies on DCN -GE correlations for locating candidate par-
titions S′. To this end, we make use of a helpful attribute of the MDP correlation
score. Recall from Section 2.2 that for a given gene gi the score MDP(i) defines
a cross-threshold t for which the product At ·Dt is maximized (see Figure 2). It
is therefore straightforward to separate the samples that contribute to the score
MDP(i) – those within At or Dt – from those that do not (within Bt or Ct).
Taking into consideration the chromosomal neighborhood of gi we can increase
our confidence that gi’s expression level in a specific sample is affected by the
aberration. Consider, for example, a sample s that falls in Dt when comput-
ing MDP(i, j) for E(i) and all relevant C(j). The probability of such an event
occurring at random decreases exponentially with k.

For a gene gi and a sample s ∈ S we define the sample MDP score of s as:

SMDP(s, i) =
1

2k + 1

i+k∑
j=i−k

{[
1s∈At(i,j)MDP(i, j)

]
−
[
1s∈Dt(i,j)MDP(i, j)

]}
,

where At(i, j) and Dt(i, j) are the sets of samples that fall into quadrants At

and Dt for the threshold t that attains the MDP for E(i) and C(j). Note that
−MDP(i, Γk(i)) ≤ SMDP(s, i) ≤ MDP(i, Γk(i)) and extrema are attained if s
falls in either At or Dt in all of the crosses.

The above method allows us to rank the samples si ∈ S according to in-
creasing odds that they have been affected by an amplification. As before, this
ranking suggests O(|S|) partitions to be evaluated. In practice, we may opt to
run the algorithm on a filtered set of genes G̃ ⊂ G that pass some minimal
regional correlation threshold, in accordance with the statistics mentioned in
Section 3.

Algorithm 2 CCA - Consistent Correlation Algorithm.
Input: C, E, G̃ - a subset of genes, k - the neighborhood size, t - a significance
threshold, l - maximum segment length.
Output: A list of high scoring GCSMs, L.
for all genes gi ∈ G̃ do

For each sample sj ∈ S calculate pi = SMDP(sj , i).
Order the samples s.t. pπ(1) ≥ ... ≥ pπ(|S|).
for all segments G′ ⊂ G of length ≤ l s.t. gi ∈ G′ do

maxScore = max1≤i<|S| F ((G′, {Sπ(1), ..., Sπ(i)}); C, E).
if maxScore > t then

Add M = (G′, S′) to L.

Analysis. Note that the two algorithms are appropriate for two different types
of high-scoring GCSMs. MHA is optimal when F (M ; C) is a dominant factor of
the total score, i.e. when the DCN measurements alone point to a chromosomal
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aberration. CCA is appropriate when there is a strong correlation between E(M)
and C(M) suggesting that both F (M ; C) and F (M ; E) have a significant part
in the total score. In the latter case we expect that a chromosomal alteration
has a significant effect on transcriptional activity. A third extremal case, for
which neither algorithm is appropriate, is the case in which F (M ; E) alone is
a dominant factor of the total score. A biological interpretation of this event
is co-regulation of neighboring genes, unlinked to chromosomal aberration (as
in an operon). This type of effect is not in the scope of this study and may be
overlooked by both algorithms.

4.3 Results

We applied both algorithms to detect high-scoring GCSMs in the joint DCN-GE
breast tumor data of Pollack et al [14], using a threshold of F (M ; C, E) > 25. A
considerable number of significant GCSMs was detected both by MHA and CCA
spanning genomic segments of 5-52 loci, or 0.25-4Mbp. The two algorithms locate
similar but not identical high-scoring GCSMs. MHA produced no GCSMs with
scores above the given threshold for either randomly permuted data or the same
dataset where the genomic order was randomly permuted, verifying that the high
scores attained were due to regional phenomena (see Figure 3). A distribution
with somewhat lower values is obtained when MHA is run on a the dataset
where only the genomic order of the expression vectors was randomly permuted,
suggesting that the DCN matrix on its own is accountable for a large fraction of
the high scores obtained for the complete data. CCA does not produce any results
on random data since, by definition, it initiates a search only when the regional
correlation score is statistically significant. Genomic aberrations were located in
various chromosomal segments, including 1p, 1q, 3p, 8p, 8q, 13q, 17q and 20q
reported in [14] and in several additional locations. These include a GCSM with
F (M) = 60.3 in 17q (28-32Mbp), and an a GCSM with F (M) = 50.2 in 11q (69-
73Mbp). Genes affected by altered GCSMs include TP53, FGFR1 and ERBB2,
known to be involved in breast cancer (see supplement [1] for a complete list of
high-scoring GCSMs, and some affected genes). Similar results were obtained for
the joint DCN-GE breast cancer cell-line dataset of Hyman et al [7]. Our method
validates the novel alterations in 9p13 (GCSM score 27.1) and in 17q21.3 (GCSM
score 37). The same aberrations were located in a subset of the samples of [14],
with GCSM scores of 32.5 and 53 respectively. Figure 4 depicts a significant
alteration in 17q11 that is significantly associated with altered expression levels
of 5 resident genes (data from [14]).

5 Conclusion

The advanced stage of expression profiling technologies, coupled with continued
development of aCGH and other technologies for measuring DCN alterations
enable a more comprehensive study of the molecular profile of cancer. Specifi-
cally, these technology advances enable the generation of joint data sets where
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Fig. 2. Notation for separat-
ing crosses.

Fig. 3. Distribution of GCSM scores obtained by
MHA on data of [14] (Data), on randomly permuted
data (Rand), and on randomly permuted gene order
(both DCN and GE - Perm; only GE - PermExp).

Fig. 4. A significantly amplified GCSM identified in 17q11 in breast tumor data [14]
(score of 60.3). Each column represents a sample. Samples are partitioned into two sub-
sets (S′ and S−S′) by a vertical line. Top panel depicts the DCN submatrix (C(M)) for
the respective genomic segment (28.5–32.0 Mb), where dark entries represent positive
values. Lower panel depicts GE profiles of 5 resident genes (respective rows in E(M))
that are significantly differentially expressed between S′ and S − S′. The positions of
these genes in the genomic segment are indicated by arrows in the top panel.

DCN and GE values are measured on the same set of samples and genes. Using
these data to understand cancer pathogenesis mechanisms related to alterations
and their transcriptional effects will require the development of adequate data
analysis methodology and tools. In this paper we provide a first statistical and
algorithmic treatment of this methodology.
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We describe methods for assessing the correlation of DCN to GE for sin-
gle genes, taking into account regional effects. We also develop a statisitical and
algorithmic framework for identifying altered regions with a correlated transcrip-
tional effect. Applying our methods to published breast cancer data we provide
stronge evidence of the transcriptional effects of altered DCN and identify chro-
mosomal segments and sample subsets where these effects are more pronounced.
Specifically, we identify regions where a statistically significant alteration affects
more than one resident gene.

In future work we intend to improve the algorithmics and to further develop
rigorous statistics for biologically meaningful structures in DCN-GE data.
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Abstract. We consider the problem of finding candidates for regula-
tory elements of alternative splicing events from orthologous genes, using
phylogenetic footprinting. The problem is formulated as follows: We are
given orthologous sequences P1, . . . , Pa and N1, . . . , Nb from a+ b differ-
ent species, and a phylogenetic tree relating these species. Assume that
for i = 1, . . . , a, Pi is known to have some alternative splicing events,
although Nj does not have any alternative splicing events. Our objective
is to find all sets of substrings s1, . . . , sa of P1, . . . , Pa such that s1, . . . , sa

are similar to each other to some extent, and such that any substrings
of N1, . . . , Nb are not similar to s1, . . . , sa. To this aim, we have mod-
ified the phylogenetic footprinting algorithm given by Blanchette et al.
to solve our problem. We report the results of our preliminary computa-
tional experiments on several sets of orthologous genes of the five species,
H.sapiens, M.musculus, D.melanogaster, C.elegans, and A.thaliana. It is
interesting that many of the substrings selected by our algorithm from
the coding sequences of H.sapiens are substrings in the intronic sequences
flanking the alternatively spliced exons of the coding sequence. This re-
sult implies that regulatory elements of alternative splicing events would
be located in intronic sequences flanking the alternatively spliced exons.

1 Introduction

One of the most important problems in computational biology is finding reg-
ulatory elements of alternative splicing events [1, 2]. Alternative splicing is a
mechanism of producing different proteins from the same ORF by splicing al-
ternative exons on the ORF. It is estimated that up to 60% of all human genes
are alternatively spliced [3], and alternative splicing is recognized to be possibly
one of the major mechanisms causing the variety of proteome. Great efforts have
been made to compile databases, including information on identification, anno-
tation and prediction of alternatively spliced genes and their alternatively spliced
isoforms. For example, the following databases are available: Alternative Splicing
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Database (ASDB) [4], Alternative Splicing Database of Mammals (AsMamDB)
[5], SpliceDB [6], Putative Alternative Splicing Database (PALS db) [7], Intron
Information System (SIS) [8], Alternative Splicing Annotation Project (ASAP)
[9], Manually Annotated Alternatively Spliced Events (MAASE) [3]. Thus, it
is a quite interesting issue to develop a computational method for finding con-
vincing candidates for regulatory elements of alternative splicing events from
information on alternative splicing in available databases.

Blanchette et al. [10] has formulated a motif-finding problem, called the sub-
string parsimony problem, whose instance is orthologous sequences from n differ-
ent species and a phylogenetic tree relating the species. They have developed a
dynamic programming algorithm to solve the problem. The software of the algo-
rithm is called FootPrinter [11] and available at http://bio.cs.washington.
edu /software.html. We refer the algorithm in [10] as the footprinter algo-
rithm. The algorithm is designed based on the idea of phylogenetic footprinting
[12], a technique that identifies regulatory elements by finding unusually well
conserved regions in a set of orthologous noncoding DNA sequences from mul-
tiple species. This is based on the observation that functional sequences tend to
evolve much more slowly than nonfunctional sequences as they are subject to
selective pressure. Phylogenetic footprinting exploits this difference in mutation
rates.

Assume that we are given orthologous sequences P1, . . . , Pa and N1, . . . , Nb

from a + b different species, and a phylogenetic tree relating these species, and
that for i = 1, . . . , a, Pi is known to have some alternative splicing events,
although Nj does not have any alternative splicing events. Pi and Nj are said
to be positive and negative, respectively. It would be an interesting approach to
find sets of substrings s1, . . . , sa of P1, . . . , Pa, using the phylogenetic footprinting
technique, such that s1, . . . , sa are similar to each other to some extent, and such
that each of the substrings of N1, . . . , Nb are not similar to any of the substrings
s1, . . . , sa. If exist, s1, . . . , sa are good candidates for regulatory elements of
alternative splicing events.

However, the footprinter algorithm is not designed to cope with the case
where orthologous sequences are categorized into two groups. In this paper, we
have formulated a two-categorical version of the substring parsimony problem
and modified the footprinter algorithm for solving the new problem. We have
also carried out preliminary computational experiments on orthologous genes of
H.sapiens, M.musculus, D.melanogaster, C.elegans, and A.thaliana. It is interest-
ing that many of the substrings selected from the coding sequences of H.sapiens
are substrings in the intronic sequences flanking the alternatively spliced exons
of the coding sequence, which implies that regulatory elements of alternative
splicing would be located in the intronic sequences flanking alternatively spliced
exons. This result agrees with the observation in [13] that intronic sequences
flanking alternatively spliced exons are conserved between human and mouse.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the formulation
of our problem. In the next section, we explain how to modify the footprinter
algorithm for solving our problem. In Section 4, we give the results of our com-
putational experiments on the five species.
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2 Problem Formulation

Before describing our problem, the substring parsimony problem [10] is ex-
plained, since our problem is derived from the problem. Let Σ = {A, C, G, T},
and let k be a positive integer. For strings s and t of the same length, the Ham-
ming distance between s and t is denoted by d(s, t). Let S1, . . . , Sn be a set of
orthologous sequences from n different species. We define a phylogenetic tree T
relating these n species as follows: A phylogenetic tree T = (V, E, φ) be a rooted
tree where V is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges, and φ is a function from
the leaves of T to the power set of Σk. The n leaves of T are denoted by l1, . . . , ln.
For the leaf li of the i-th species, φ(li) is set to the set of all substring of length
k in Si. For a tree T ′ = (V ′, E′, φ′), V ′ and E′ are also denoted by V (T ′) and
E(T ′), respectively. For a subset W of V , a node-labeling function of W over Σk

is a function f : W → Σk such that if v ∈ W is a leaf of T then f(v) should
be an element of φ(v). We denote the set of all node-labeling functions of W
over Σk by FW . Blanchette et al. [10] have formulated the substring parsimony
problem, which is the problem of finding all the sets of substrings s1, . . . , sn of
S1, . . . , Sn, respectively, such that the sum, over all edges e, of the Hamming
distance between the labels of the nodes connected by e is at most a threshold
α. Formally, this problem can be stated as follows:

Substring Parsimony Problem
Instance: a phylogenetic tree T = (V, E, φ) relating n different species with

orthologous sequences S1, . . . , Sn, and integers k and α.
Problem: find the following set:⎧⎨⎩(f(l1), f(l2), . . . , f(ln))

∣∣∣∣∣∣f ∈ FV (T ) and
∑

(u,v)∈E(T )

d(f(u), f(v)) ≤ α

⎫⎬⎭ ,

where l1, l2, . . . , ln are the leaves of T .

In [10], the parsimony score of a set of substrings s1, . . . , sn of S1, . . . , Sn, re-
spectively, in T is defined as the minimum of

∑
(u,v)∈E(T ) d(f(u), f(v)) over all

the node-labeling functions f in FV (T ) such that f(li) = si for i = 1, . . . , n.
Note that this problem does not require that T should be rooted. However, this
requirement should be satisfied in our new problem, which we will describe soon,
because the solutions depend on what node is the root.

Here, we consider the case where given orthologous sequences are categorized
into two classes: positive sequences P1, . . . , Pa and negative sequences N1, . . . , Nb,
where a + b = n. If a sequence is positive then it has some alternative splicing
events. If a sequence is negative then it does not have any alternative splicing
events. To embed this information in a phylogenetic tree, we modify it as follows:
A phylogenetic tree T = (V, E, φ) is extended into T = (V, E, φ, λ) where λ is
a function from the leaves in V to {+1,−1}. A leaf v is said to be positive if
λ(v) = +1, and negative if λ(v) = −1. The subtree rooted at a node v of T is
the subtree consisting of v and its descendants, denoted by Tv. A subtree Tv is
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called negative if all the leaves of Tv are negative. For a non-root node v, the
parent of v is denoted by p(v). A negative subtree Tv is called maximal if Tp(v),
the subtree rooted at p(v), is not negative. The set of the roots of the maximal
negative subtrees in T is denoted by Ω = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωm}. Fig. 1 shows an
example of Ω.

-1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1

ω1

ω2

ω3 ω4

Fig. 1. An example of Ω. The integers attached to the leaves v are the values of λ(v).
We can see that this tree has four maximal negative subtrees, whose root nodes are
denoted by ω1, ω2, ω3, and ω4.

Let α′ be a nonnegative integer. For each maximal negative subtree with
the root ωi, we construct a set of root labels f(ωi) such that the sum, over all
edges e of the subtree, of the Hamming distance between the labels of the nodes
connected by e is at most α′. We denote this set by Li. For each ωi ∈ Ω, Li is
defined as follows:

Li =

⎧⎨⎩f(ωi)

∣∣∣∣∣∣f ∈ FV (Tωi
) and

∑
(u,v)∈E(Tωi

)

d(f(u), f(v)) ≤ α′

⎫⎬⎭ .

We can consider the strings in Li to be representative strings of the orthologous
sequences assigned to the leaves of the maximal negative subtree.

Next, we modify T into a new tree Tα′ , using L1, . . . , Lm and subtrees
Tω1 , . . . , Tωm , which is defined as follows: For each i = 1, . . . , m, Tωi is removed
from T = (V, E, φ, λ) except ωi, and φ and λ are modified such that φ(ωi) = Li

and λ(ωi) = −1. Notice that ωi is changed from the root of a maximal negative
subtree of T to a leaf of Tα′ . These leaves ω1, . . . , ωm are set to be negative, and
the other leaves of Tα′ remain positive.

Now we can formulate our problem. Informally speaking, the main difference
between the substring parsimony problem and our problem, called the binary
substring parsimony problem, is that in our problem, Li, a set of representative
length k strings of the orthologous sequences assigned to the leaves in a maximal
negative subtree of the whole tree T , is assigned to the root node ωi of the sub-
tree, and then the Hamming distance between a label of the parent node of ωi

and an arbitrary string in Li should be greater than or equal to a threshold β.
We adopted this rigid constraint on negative orthologous sequences, which corre-
sponds to the third condition of the following formal statement of our problem,
because this work is the first trial of searching for candidates for regulatory ele-
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ments of alternatively splicing events using the footprinting technique. Thus the
found substrings would be more convincing if exist.

Binary Substring Parsimony Problem
Instance: a tree T = (V, E, φ, λ), and non-negative integers α, α′, β.
Problem: Find all (f(l1), f(l2), . . . , f(la)) ∈ (Σk)a such that

1. f ∈ FV (Tα′ )−{ω1,...,ωm},
2.

∑
(u,v)∈E(Tα′ ) s.t. v �∈Ω

d(f(p(v)), f(v)) ≤ α,

3. min
t∈Li

d(f(p(ωi)), t) ≥ β, for each ωi ∈ Ω,

where m is the number of the maximal negative subtrees of T , and l1, l2, . . . ,
la are all the leaves in T with λ(li) = +1.

3 Algorithms

In this section, we describe an algorithm to solve the binary substring parsimony
problem. The algorithm uses the footprinter algorithm as a subroutine to find the
set of feasible labels at the root node of maximal negative subtrees in the given
phylogenetic tree. In addition, we use another dynamic programming algorithm,
which is obtained by slightly modifying the footprinter algorithm.

1. Find all the maximal negative subtrees of T , denoted by Tω1 , . . . , Tωm .
2. For i = 1, . . . , m, solve the substring parsimony problem whose instance consists

of Tωi , the length k of labels to be searched, and the upper bound of parsimony
scores, α′, and determine Li, the set of feasible labels at the root of Tωi , for each
i = 1, . . . , m.

3. Generate Tα′ from T , Tω1 , . . . , Tωm and L1, . . . , Lm.
4. Find all sets of substrings s1, . . . , sa of positive sequences P1, . . . , Pa from Tα′ ,

satisfying the conditions 1, 2, and 3 of the binary substring parsimony problem.

Fig. 2. An overview of our procedure to solve the binary substring parsimony problem.

3.1 Overview

An overview of our procedure to solve the binary substring parsimony problem is
given in Fig. 2. Notice that the task of Step 1 in Fig. 2 can be computed in O(n)
time. The task of Step 2 can be solved by applying the footprinter algorithm
to each maximal negative subtree of T . The computation time for one maximal
negative subtree is O(ñ · min(lk(3k)α′/2, k(4k + l)))), where ñ is the number
of leaves in the maximal negative subtree, and l is the average length of input
sequences. (It is assumed in [10] that a string of length k fits in a single computer
word.) Thus, the total computation time of Step 2 is O(b ·min(lk(3k)α′/2, k(4k +
l)))). Recall that b is the number of negative leaves of T . The task of Step 3
can be done in O(m) time, and the task of Step 4 can be solved by a dynamic
programming obtained by slightly modifying the footprinter algorithm, which is
describe in the next subsection.
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3.2 Dynamic Programming

It is not hard to see Step 4 in Fig. 2 can be solved by the following dynamic
programming algorithm: Let u be a node in V (Tα′).

Wu[s] =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if u is a positive leaf and s ∈ φ(u),
+∞ if u is a positive leaf and s �∈ φ(u),
0 if u is a negative leaf ωi and min

t∈Li

d(s, t) ≥ β,

+∞ if u is a negative leaf ωi and min
t∈Li

d(s, t) < β,∑
v∈C(u)

X(u,v)[s] otherwise,

where C(u) is the set of children of u, and

X(u,v)[s] =

{
Wv[s] if v ∈ {ω1, . . . , ωm},
min
t∈Σk

(Wv [t] + d(s, t)) otherwise.

The original of this dynamic programming algorithm is the footprinter algorithm.
The difference between them is that in our algorithm, if the node u is a leaf, the
returned value depends on whether u is positive or negative. In the same way
as the footprinter algorithm, the node-labeling functions of the solutions can be
recovered by tracing back the recurrence, from the root, denoted by r, down to
the leaves, for each entry s ∈ Σk of Wr such that Wr[s] ≤ α.

3.3 Bounding

A few techniques to improve the time complexity of the substring parsimony
problem, which are called d-bounding, sibling bounding, and parent bounding, are
shown in [10]. The technique of d-bounding is a divide-and-conquer method. Note
that d is the upper bound of a parsimony score in [10]. This bounding technique
is based on the following fact. Let u be an internal node of T . Consider the sub-
tree rooted at u, denoted by T ′, a string s ∈ Σk, and an arbitrary node-labeling
function f such that f(u) = s. We can see that if

∑
(u,v)∈E(T ′) d(f(u), f(v)) > d

then
∑

(u,v)∈E(T ) d(f(u), f(v)) > d. Thus, f can be pruned whenever the con-
dition holds, since this case never provide feasible solutions to the problem on
T . Sibling bounding is also a divide-and-conquer method applied to the scores
of siblings. These bounding techniques are applicable to our naive dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm solving the binary substring parsimony problem.

However, parent bounding, which is also a divide-and-conquer method using
the total score over all edges in the whole tree but the edges used in sibling
bounding, can not be available to the binary substring parsimony problem. The
reason is as follows: A requirement for using this bounding method is that the
solutions should be independent of the node at which the tree is rooted. But,
the solutions to the binary substring parsimony problem are not independent of
the node at which the tree is rooted.
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We then describe how to modify the naive dynamic programming algorithm
using d-bounding and sibling bounding. For a non-negative integer p and an
edge (u, v), a table Bp

(u,v) is defined as the set of strings s of length k such
that X(u,v)[s] = p. We also define Rp

v as the set of strings of length k such that
Wv[s] = p. If v is a leaf in Tα′ with λ(v) = −1, we have

Bp
(u,v) =

⎧⎨⎩
{

s ∈ Σk

∣∣∣∣min
t∈Li

d(s, t) ≥ β

}
if p = 0,

∅ otherwise.

Note that for each s ∈ Σk, it can be computable in O(k ·l ·(3k)α′/2) time whether
s is in B0

(u,v) or not, because Li can be shown to contain O(l · (3k)α′/2) strings,
which is derived from the discussion in Section 2.3 of [10]. For the other edges
(u, v), we have B0

(u,v) = R0
v and for p ≥ 0,

Bp+1
(u,v) = Rp+1

v ∪
⋃

t∈Bp

(u,v)

N(t)−
⋃

p−1≤j≤p

Bj
(u,v),

where N(t) = {s ∈ Σk | d(s, t) = 1}. This is d-bounding for the binary substring
parsimony problem.

Sibling bounding is applicable to even a node having a sibling which is a
negative leaf. We are also going to compute the entries of the B(u,v∗) tables for
all v∗ ∈ C(u) in parallel, using the following bound: an entry s of X(u,v)[s] = p
can be used as a seed of expansion if

α ≥ p + max
w∈C(u)
w �=v

{
X(u,v)[s] if X(u,v)[s] has been computed,
p + 1 otherwise.

Notice that this is formally the same as the rule for sibling bounding in [10].
The total running time is O(b·min(lk(3k)α′/2, k(4k+l)))+O(m4klk(3k)α′/2)+

O((a+m) ·min(lk(3k)α/2, k(4k + l))). If α = α′, it turns to be O(m4klk(3k)α/2+
n ·min(lk(3k)α/2, k(4k + l))), which is just slightly larger than the running time
of the footprinter algorithm.

4 Experiments

In this section, we report the results of our preliminary computational experi-
ments using the algorithm we describe in the previous section.

Recall that an instance of the algorithm consists of the followings: (i) a set of
species, (ii) a phylogenetic tree relating the species, (iii) a set of orthologous genes
of the species, (iv) for each of the orthologous genes, information on whether
alternative splicing events of the gene exist or not. In this work, we use the five
species, H.sapiens, M.musculus, D.melanogaster, C.elegans, and A.thaliana. In
SpliceDB[4] it can be recognized that, each of the five species has at least one gene
that has alternative splicing events. A phylogenetic tree relating these five species
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is generated by ClustalW[14] with 18SrRNAs of the species. The result is given
in Fig. 3. To find sets of orthologous genes among these species, we have used the
InParanoid database [15] (http://inparanoid.cgb.ki.se/index.html), which
is a database of pairwise orthologous sequences among 7 species, including the
five species we use here, and E.coli and S.cerevisiae. The coding sequences of
the species are obtained through the web site of Ensembl [16] (http://www.
ensembl.org/) except A.thaliana. The coding sequences of A.thaliana can be
obtained through Entrez Gene at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih. gov/. Whether
a gene has some alternative splicing events or not has been determined using the
UniProt database [17] (http://www.expasy.uniprot.org/). If there is the key
word “alternative splicing” in the section of Alternative Products of the gene,
the gene is determined to have some alternative splicing events. Otherwise, the
gene is temporarily determined not to have any alternative splicing events.

M.musculus

H.sapiens

C.elegans

A.thaliana

D.melanogaster

Fig. 3. The phylogenetic tree relating H.sapiens, M.musculus, D.melanogaster,
C.elegans, and A.thaliana.

Table 1. A set of orthologous sequences related to Arginyltransferase 1. The column
labeled with λ shows the existence of alternative splicing events in each genes. If the
value is +1 then the gene has alternative splicing, and otherwise it does not.

Species Swiss-Prot ID λ

H.sapiens ATE1 HUMAN +1
M.musculus ATE1 MOUSE +1
D.melanogaster ATE1 DROME +1
C.elegans P90914 -1
A.thaliana Q9C776, ATE1 ARATH -1

4.1 Arginyltransferase 1

The first set of orthologous sequences of the five species is related to arginyl-
transferase 1. The Swiss-Prot IDs of the sequences and the information on the
existence of alternative splicing events for each of them are given in Tab. 1. No-
tice that A.thaliana has two orthologous sequences, Q9C776 and ATE1 ARATH,
to the others in InParanoid [15]. Thus, we have executed our program on two
different sets of orthologous sequences, where one includes only Q9C776 and
another includes only ATE1 ARATH. We have searched for good node-labeling
functions with several different parameter sets. A summary of the result in the
case where Q9C776 is included in the orthologous sequence set, is given in Tab. 2,
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Table 2. The column labeled with # shows the number of feasible labels at the root
node for each parameter set.

(k, α, α′, β) #

(5, 0, 0, 1) 0
(5, 0, 0, 2) 0
(5, 0, 0, 3) 0

(k, α, α′, β) #

(6, 0, 0, 1) 7
(6, 0, 0, 2) 0
(6, 0, 0, 3) 0

(k, α, α′, β) #

(7, 0, 0, 1) 157
(7, 0, 0, 2) 0

(k, α, α′, β) #

(7, 1, 0, 2) 0

which shows the parameter sets with which we have executed our program and
the number of feasible labels at the root node.

The 7 feasible labels at the root node in the result on the parameter set
(k, α, α′, β) = (6, 0, 0, 1) is as follows: CCCCAA, CCGTGT, GACGGT, GAGGCC, GCGTGC,
GCTAGG, and GGTCCG. Note that GCTAGG is overlapped with CUGCUA and UGCUA,
which are highly over-represented hexamer and pentamer sequences in the down-
stream intron regions adjacent to the brain-specific alternative exons [1]. In ad-
dition, CCCCAA and GAGGCC are substrings of 3’ splice sites of 25 brain specific
alternative exons used in [1]. It is quite interesting that, although our approach
and data are different from those in [1], similar sequences are found.

e7* e8*e6

e9

i6 i7 i8 e9

Fig. 4. Known isoforms of ATE1 HUMAN. The type of alternative splicing is mutually
exclusive. The j-th region occupied by at least one exon in the coding sequence is
denoted by ej . If ej is included in an alternative exon, an asterisk is attached to
ej . The exonic regions e1, . . . , e5, e10, . . . , e13 are omitted from this figure, which are
constitutive exons. The remaining regions are introns, which are denoted by ij .

We have done a further analysis to count the occurrences of each of the 7
hexamer sequences in the exonic and intronic regions of the coding sequence
of H.sapiens. The information of the known isoforms of the sequence, given in
Fig. 4, is available in the database Ensemble [16]. Notice that these hexamer
sequences are also substrings of the coding sequences of the five genes because α
is set to zero. Tab. 3 shows the number of occurrences of each of the 7 hexamer
sequences in the exons ej and introns ij. Interestingly, most of the occurrences
are located in the introns. Furthermore, i8, which flanks e∗8, has many occur-
rences. Recall that e∗8 is an alternatively splice exon. Thus, regulatory elements
of alternative splicing would be located in the intronic sequences flanking alter-
natively spliced exons. In addition, this result agrees with the observation shown
in [13] that intronic sequences flanking alternatively spliced exons are conserved
between human and mouse. Therefore, some of the 7 hexamer sequences would
be regulatory elements of alternatively splicing of the gene ATE1. Furthermore,
e9, e11, and e12 are currently constitutive, but they might be actually alterna-
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Table 3. The column labeled ej (ij) shows the number of the occurrences of each of
the 7 pentamer sequences in the region ej (ij). The column labeled U (D) is the last
(first) 200 bases of the upstream (downstream) intronic sequence flanking this coding
regions. If the value of a cell is zero, it is omitted.

U e1 i1 e2 i2 e3 i3 e4 i4 e5 i5 e6 i6 e∗7 i7 e∗8 i8 e9 i9 e10 i10 e11 i11 e12 i12 e13 D

GCTAGG 2 1 1 9 7 9 6 1
CCGTGT 1 3 4 3 4 2 2
GCGTGC 1 1 2 2 2
CCCCAA 1 3 1 2 2 9 8 8
GGTCCG 1 2
GAGGCC 1 1 3 4 1 8 5 16 11
GACGGT 2 2 1
total 1 1 3 9 5 12 3 28 25 37 30 1

tive exons, since the introns i9, i11, and i12, flanking e9, e11, and e12, respectively,
have relatively many occurrences. If ATE1 ARATH is used instead of Q9C776,
the results are quite similar to the previous case.

4.2 Protein Arginine N-Methyltransferase 1

The second set of orthologous sequences of the five species is related to protein
arginine N-methyltransferase 1. The Swiss-Prot IDs of H.sapiens, M.musculus,
D.melanogaster, and C.elegans are ANM1 HUMAN, ANM1 MOUSE,
Q9VGW7, and Q9U2X0. A.thaliana has three entries in Swiss-Prot which are
orthologous to the others. They are O82210, Q9SU94, and O81813. We have
obtained results on three different sets of orthologous sequences with various pa-
rameter sets. For example, the feasible labels at the root node for the orthologous
sequence set including O82210 with the parameter set (k, α, α′, β) = (5, 0, 0, 1)
is as follows: AACGC, ACACC, ACGCC, ACGCG, AGACC, AGGAC, CCAGA∗, CCCCC, CCGAC,
CGCAG, CTGAT∗, GACAG, GACCC∗, GAGGC∗, GAGGG, GGACC∗, GGATG, GGGCC, GGGGT,
GGGTA∗, GGGTG, TAAGT∗, TACGC, TATTC∗, TCCCC∗, and TGAGG∗. An asterisk indi-
cates that the sequence with it is a substring of 5’ or 3’ splice sites of the 25 brain
specific alternative exons used in [1]. Thus, possibly, alternative exons would have
specific patterns of 5’ and 3’ splice sites. We need further analysis on this issue.
We have also counted the occurrences of each of the pentamer sequences in each
of the exons and introns of the orthologous sequence of H.sapiens. Three iso-
forms of the gene of ANM1 HUMAN are known, given in Fig. 5. Most of the
occurrences are also located in the introns, as shown in the previous result. Fur-
thermore, it is interesting that the intron i1, which flanks the two alternative
exons e∗2 and e∗3, has the most occurrences (21%) of the pentamer sequences
(data not shown). Thus, this result also supports the hypothesis that the in-
tronic sequences flanking an alternatively spliced exon have regulatory elements
of alternative splicing.

4.3 Trifunctional Purine Biosynthetic Protein Adenosine-3

The third set of orthologous sequences of the five species is related to trifunc-
tional purine biosynthetic protein adenosine-3. The Swiss-Prot IDs of H.sapiens,
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e1* e2* e3* e7i1 i2 i3e4* e5* e6*

Fig. 5. Known isoforms of ANM1 HUMAN. The exonic regions e8, . . . , e15 are omitted
from this figure, which are constitutive exons.

M.musculus, D.melanogaster, C.elegans, and A.thaliana are PUR2 HUMAN,
PUR2 MOUSE, Q9VM53, Q20143, and PUR2 ARATH, respectively. PUR2 -
HUMAN and PUR2 MOUSE are known to have alternative splicing events, and
the others are not. The feasible label at the root node for the orthologous se-
quence set with the parameter (k, α, α′, β) = (5, 0, 0, 1) is only CCCCT. As in
the previous results, the upstream intron flanking an alternative exon having
alternative 3’ splice sites in the coding sequence of PUR2 HUMAN is one of the
regions having the most occurrences of the pentamer sequence (data not shown).

5 Concluding Remarks

Through our preliminary computational experiments, we have attained the hy-
pothesis that regulatory elements of alternative splicing are located in the in-
tronic sequences flanking alternatively spliced exons. Currently, we are planning
to execute computational experiments on all the sets of orthologous genes of
several species. Through such an exhaustive search, we can expect to detect
convincing regulatory elements of alternative splicing events.
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to use a supervised learning approach to iden-
tify sets of motif-based sequence characteristics, combinations of which can 
give the most accurate annotation of new proteins. We assess several of Inter-
Pro Consortium member databases for their informativeness for the annotation 
of full-length protein sequences. Thus, our study addresses the problem of inte-
grating biological information from various resources. Decision-rule algorithms 
are used to cross-map different biological classification systems in order to op-
timise the process of functional annotation of protein sequences. Various fea-
tures (e.g., keywords, GO terms, structural complex names) may be assigned to 
a sequence via its characteristics (e.g., motifs built by various protein sequence 
analysis methods) with the developed approach. We chose SwissProt keywords 
as the set of features on which to perform our analysis. From the presented re-
sults one can quickly obtain the best combinations of methods appropriate for 
the description of a given class of proteins. 

Introduction 

Availability of a wide variety of effective protein sequence analysis methods calls for 
an evaluation of their comparative performance and for development of approaches to 
integrated cross-method consistent annotation. The InterPro Consortium was formed 
in order to address this problem [1]. The InterPro database is a single resource collect-
ing sequence pattern data from PROSITE (regular expressions and profiles) [2], Pfam 
(hidden Markov models) [3], PRINTS (fingerprints) [4], and from several other data-
bases-participants. InterPro is a manually curated database, in which the curation 
process is supported by various automated procedures. 

One of the most straightforward approaches to characterizing a novel sequence is 
to compare it to the already annotated in InterPro proteins. While this potentially can 
produce high-quality functional predictions, the motif-focused nature of InterPro 
complicates the interpretation of such analyses, because in most cases it is impossible 
to find a single InterPro entry corresponding to the combination of motifs found in a 
given sequence. On the other hand, there are various systems for direct functional 
annotation of full-length protein sequences, such as GeneOntology (GO) [5] or Swis-
sProt [6]. The quality of annotation that one can get based on similarity to InterPro 
entries/motifs can thus be improved by combining these two annotation paradigms. A 
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correspondence between the annotation specific for a group of previously character-
ized full-length protein sequences and the domain/repeat architecture of a given se-
quence could help to achieve a more complete functional description of the protein 
encoded by the sequence. 

The analytical system presented in this work demonstrates an approach to linking 
keyword-based functional annotation in SwissProt to motif-architecture data from a 
subset of the oldest InterPro member databases using Machine Learning. In particular, 
the constructed classification system uses motif information to assign SwissProt key-
words to proteins. We chose to use SwissProt keywords as the testing ground for our 
method. We could have chosen another annotation source, for example, GeneOntol-
ogy, however, SwissProt keywords present one of the few independent from InterPro 
manually curated annotation resources. While GO IDs are assigned to only 67% of 
SwissProt proteins (to 3% of these they are assigned manually and to 97% via an 
automated system through InterPro), 83% of SwissProt proteins are covered by Swis-
sProt keywords, which are therefore a better candidate (data from SwissProt release 
43.1, UniProt 1.7). The approach taken here can, however, be easily extended to GO 
in the future. 

In this study we use supervised algorithms that are well suited to the situation 
where source data of diverse types need to be analysed together. A number of studies 
related to automated annotation of novel proteins have been previously reported 
[7,8,9,10], however, while our system can predict SwissProt keyword assignments to 
proteins, our main purpose is to identify those motif-based characteristics whose 
combinations can be used to achieve the most accurate annotation of new sequences. 
The problem we aim to address is the inference of such combinations – something 
that is nearly impossible to do manually. The idea of using features selected by an 
induction algorithm as inputs to the subsequent classification procedure has proven to 
be effective in various classification schemes. We show in this work that selected 
feature combinations, together with a formal index of their informativeness (informa-
tion content of these combinations useful for the purposes of protein functional anno-
tation), may serve as an aid in expert-driven curation of protein data. 

Data 

When using supervised classification algorithms it is necessary to present the source 
data (known as the training set in machine learning terms) in the form of examples of 
correct classifications. These examples consist of sets of characteristics (features) that 
are used to form predictor functions (classifiers) that assign a certain property (class 
label) to a previously unseen example correctly. 

All the motif-characteristics (called “signatures” in InterPro terminology) coming 
from the InterPro member databases form the set of features, while the corresponding 
SwissProt keywords make up the labels for the protein sequences. In order for our 
algorithms to make use of the diverse data described, the data need to be represented 
in a suitable, consistent format – we chose to use the bit vector representation, map-
ping the collection of InterPro signatures to a vector of 0’s and 1’s: each feature is set 
to 1 if the corresponding InterPro signature (i.e., motif) is found in the protein se-
quence and to 0 otherwise. 

Two different protein classifications, InterPro and SwissProt keywords, were 
mapped. Only proteins annotated simultaneously via InterPro signatures and Swiss-
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Prot keywords were used as examples of correct classification. Judging from the dis-
tribution of the number of keywords annotating the proteins, those keywords that are 
very general (the distribution tails off around keywords matching �200 proteins) were 
not used, as they are irrelevant for specific functional annotation. This threshold is 
based on the characteristic distribution of protein numbers in InterPro entries and, 
although its choice is somewhat arbitrary, it takes into account the majority of Swis-
sProt keywords, corresponding to reasonably small sets of proteins (it would not make 
sense to take into account a keyword that is assigned to nearly all proteins). Please, 
note that the decision on assigning a keyword to a protein is taken individually for any 
given keyword. This implies a separate classification problem for every keyword. As 
a result, 592 SwissProt keywords were selected and, respectively, 592 separate train-
ing sets were created (the chosen keywords are available as supplemental data). 

Methods 

To form the training sets, we used filter methods for feature subset selection and ROC 
curves analysis for finding optimal misclassification costs in our cost-sensitive classi-
fication scheme [11]. Classifiers were created in the form of decision rules and were 
used further to identify InterPro signatures most useful for the keyword-based func-
tional annotation of protein sequences. Finally, the relative informativeness of Inter-
Pro methods to the purposes of the annotation process was estimated. 

Training Set Construction 

The classification problem here is the two-class problem: given a SwissProt keyword 
we must decide whether or not to assign it to a given protein. Therefore, the training 
set should consist of proteins to which this keyword is assigned (positive examples) 
and those to which it isn’t (negative examples). Such a training set would, however, 
be highly imbalanced: the number of positive examples would often be much smaller 
than the number of negative ones because the number of proteins that are not labelled 
by any one keyword is much greater than of those that are. Previous works on this 
subject have largely ignored the imbalance problem, allowing the majority class 
(negative examples) to dominate over the information present in the minority class, 
leading to the creation of trivial classifiers (e.g., assign/not assign a keyword regard-
less of sequence characteristics of a given protein) [8]. The issue of the training set 
imbalance is particularly important in our scenario, since it is the positive examples 
that are in the minority and they are the ones of primary interest. Therefore, to ac-
count equally for properties of both positive and negative classes, the disproportion of 
the example types comprising the training set should be reduced. 

Feature Subset Selection 

It would be natural to form the training set by selecting proteins matched by the given 
keyword as positive examples and all others as negative. However, such a selection 
would saturate the training set with a lot of negative examples that are irrelevant for 
classification purposes. The learning procedure should take into account the cases 
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possessing similar sets of features, where the non-trivial problem of discrimination 
between the two classes exists. Indeed, cases where protein sequences contain motifs 
that occur in positive examples, but in combinations that result in negative decisions, 
are the ones that are hard to identify. On the other hand, proteins associated with sig-
natures coming only from negative examples are classified as negatives automatically. 
Selecting as negative examples those proteins that match any of the same motifs, as 
do the positive example proteins reduced the imbalance of the training set signifi-
cantly, discarding from 70% to 99% of negative instances per set as irrelevant. We 
also ranked all features according to the amount of mutual information shared with 
the label within each training set, keeping only 100 top-ranked features with mutual 
information more than zero as the most informative [12]. These data preparation steps 
are described schematically in Diagram 1. 

ROC Curves for Cost-Sensitive Classification 

Despite the preliminary filtering and feature subset selection steps, the posi-
tive/negative imbalance turns out to still be significant for most of the training sets. 
Therefore, we used a cost-sensitive learning scheme in order to prevent the occur-
rence of classifiers that are either trivial or highly biased towards the majority class. 
Positive and negative examples were given different weights, and ROC curves were 
constructed for each of the training sets by varying the weight ratio. While ROC 
curves are usually used to compare the performance of two classification methods 
against each other [11], we use this method here for the selection of optimal parame-
ters for our classification scheme. In the absence of any a priori assumptions about 
misclassification costs we used the most north-western point of each ROC curve to 
choose the weights’ ratio, thus maximizing the sum of TP (true positive) and TN (true 
negative) rates. 

Classification Procedure 

The mapping between InterPro motif architectures and SwissProt keywords was de-
fined as a set of decision rules that specify which combinations of motifs describe the 
same properties of protein sequences as a given keyword. See Table 1 for an example 
of one such rule-set, consisting of four rules. To construct a list of accurate decision 
rules, decision tree building algorithms may be used as the first step, and the trees 
would then be transformed into lists of rules. This approach is not always the best one 
to follow, since different branches of a decision tree have different accuracy rates and 
cover different subsets of the training set, thus requiring additional analysis for each 
derived rule. Alternatively, the decision tree learning procedure can be repeated itera-
tively, selecting the best branch (i.e., the best decision rule) at each step and discard-
ing those examples that are covered by this branch. Doing so, a hierarchical system of 
decision rules can be constructed, forming the desired classifier. The advantage of this 
method is that, although each rule is a part of a whole classifier, it can be considered 
and evaluated separately just by presenting those rules that are higher in the hierarchy 
as additional clauses to the one considered. The method used here was the one im-
plemented in the open source machine-learning package WEKA. We used WEKA’s 
J48.PART as the core algorithm within our cost-sensitive learning scheme [13]. 
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Table 1. Decision rules concerning keyword with ID 1031305. For instance, the first rule here 
says that if the PRINTS motif with ID PR00499 is not found in the sequence of a given protein 
and if the Pfam motif with ID PF04382 is not found either, then this keyword should not be 
assigned to that protein. Further, if this rule does not cover the given sequence, following rules 
can be tried sequentially. The last rule covers all the remaining cases. 

Rule If Then 
1 PR00499 is not found     and 

PF04382 is not found 
Keyword with ID 1031305  
is not assigned 

2 Not covered by Rule 1    and 
PS50001 is not found     and 
PF04382 is     found     and 
SM00150 is not found  

Keyword with ID 1031305  
is assigned 

3 Not covered by Rules 1-2 and 
SM00150 is     found 

Keyword with ID 1031305  
is assigned 

4 Not covered by Rules 1-3 
 

Keyword with ID 1031305  
is not assigned 

Informativeness Index 

Clearly, features that repeatedly appear in classification rules of high accuracy should 
be more informative and useful for annotation than others. Therefore, these are the 
features we seek to identify as optimal for accurate full-sequence annotation and for 
which we assessed their informativeness, as described below. The decision rules’ 
accuracy was measured by applying them directly to the training set. 

To measure the informativeness of the found feature combinations we identified 
for each SwissProt keyword the InterPro signatures that were selected by the classifi-
cation algorithm for constructing the corresponding decision rules. An index chosen 
as the measure of relative informativeness was calculated as follows: since the gener-
ated decision rules are organised into a hierarchical structure (the more examples a 
rule covers and the more accurate the rule is, the higher it is in the hierarchy), we 
assign higher values to signatures of higher rules. Each signature’s index is defined as 
the number of times it participates in all positive (ones saying that the keyword should 
be assigned) rules for a given keyword. Obviously, when annotating a new protein, 
only positive rules play a useful role. Thus, in the example in Table 1, all signatures 
have index 2, because they all participate in all positive rules (note that Rule 3 in-
cludes Rules 1-2, and, hence, all signatures composing those rules). These index 
counts were then converted into relative percentage contributions. These percentage 
contributions should not be confused with the actual information content of the fea-
tures. Informativeness indices provide a good approximation of information load per 
feature and, more importantly, the means for ranking features according to the infor-
mation carried by them. However, these indices have a different meaning than infor-
mation bits per feature and can be used only as relative estimates. 

As sets of signatures most relevant for keyword-based functional annotation were 
identified, we proceeded to estimate relative contributions of InterPro methods to the 
annotation of protein sequences in InterPro. We calculated the average informative-
ness indices (per method per entry) associated with a given InterPro method by, 
firstly, considering those SwissProt keywords that were assigned to proteins covered 
by the given entry and, secondly, calculating the proportion of signatures provided by 
each InterPro member database among the signatures within the rules generated for 
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these keywords (Diagram 2 presents a graphical depiction of these procedures). These 
indices are a relative measure of how much useful information in the annotation con-
text is delivered by the different methods. We performed this analysis for entries that 
contain signatures of more than one InterPro method and whose proteins are charac-
terised by the considered set of 592 keywords: 1035 entries. The results of our analy-
sis are presented in Table 3. 

Results 

Decision Rules 

All the decision rules obtained for the considered set of 592 keywords and their accu-
racy rates on the training sets are available as supplemental data. 3065 rules were 
generated with average accuracy of 71% on the training data; for 1782 rules it was 
≥90% and 1497 had 100% accuracy. While the primary aim of this work has been to 
discover optimal (for keyword-based functional annotation of proteins) combinations 
of features comprising the constructed rules, it is worthwhile to remark here that these 
rules can themselves be used for annotation with fairly high accuracy. For 24 key-
words no positive rules were obtained (all rules were negative or trivial, i.e., “never 
assign the keyword”) – rules generated for the 568 remaining keywords were used in 
the subsequent analysis. 

Table 2. Excerpt from supplemental data, Method informativeness for keyword-based annota-
tion. 

 

Table 3. Relative informativeness per method per InterPro entry for different InterPro member 
databases, average and maximum among the 1035 selected InterPro entries. 
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Method Informativeness for Keyword-Based Annotation 

For each of the 568 keywords, the relative informativeness index of each InterPro 
method was calculated as an intermediate step of the calculations described in the 
“Informativeness index” subsection of Methods. The informativeness indices of In-
terPro methods for the annotation of proteins characterised by a given SwissProt 
keyword are given in the supplemental data. For example, as Table 2 shows (an ex-
cerpt from the full supplemental data table), proteins characterised by the keyword 
“Potassium channel” are best annotated by motifs coming from PRINTS, while for 
those to which “Pentaxin” is assigned, “PROSITE Patterns” turns out to be the most 
effective source of information. 

General Method Informativeness 

Table 3 contains the calculated informativeness indices of InterPro methods, per In-
terPro method per entry. The informativeness index is a relative measure of useful 
information contribution towards keyword-based functional annotation and may be 
used to assess only the comparative performance of different InterPro methods. The 
average and maximum informativeness indices are given for each InterPro member 
database. The meaning of the values in this table is as follows, taking PRINTS as an 
example: its average informativeness index of 2.01 means that every PRINTS-
signature, contributing to an InterPro entry, on average carries 2.01% of information 
(the meaning of “information” here is explained in the “Informativeness index” sub-
section of Methods) towards annotation of proteins of this entry. At the same time, for 
some entries, a PRINTS signature can carry up to 100.00% of information useful for 
annotation of the respective proteins. 

Figure 1 contains plots of the cumulative distributions of numbers of keywords 
across the entire range of method informativeness for all the InterPro methods sur-
veyed. In general, the lower the graph for a given method, the higher the number of 
keywords about which the signatures derived by that method carry a significant share 
of information. This plot complements the data in Table 3 and clearly shows that 
Pfam dominates over the other member databases in terms of average informativeness 
towards keyword-based functional annotation of proteins. 

Discussion 

In the majority of cases accurate functional annotation of uncharacterised protein 
sequences is possible only by integrating different methods and types of information 
(cf. Figure 1). Often a human expert may find it difficult or impossible to identify the 
optimal combinations of data sources for the most efficient annotation. Supervised 
techniques are frequently considered to be the most effective approach when diverse 
types of data are to be analysed together [12]. In this study we considered the methods 
used by the member databases involved in the InterPro Consortium [1] and employed 
supervised learning algorithms as a means of assessing the informativeness of differ-
ent sequence analysis methods that are used for protein classification. We also identi-
fied those combinations of methods that are optimal for keyword-based functional 
annotation of proteins. 
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Fig. 1. Plots of the cumulative distributions of numbers of keywords across the range of infor-
mativeness indices (from 0 to 100%). Pfam is clearly the most informative method on average.

 

The features (InterPro signatures) selected by the used classification algorithm and 
the combinations in which they appear in the constructed classifiers represent subsets 
of InterPro methods that are most efficient in protein annotation. InterPro signatures 
that are not included in the rules could require additional consideration or could be 
seen as carriers of information about proteins’ functional properties that are not de-
scribed by the considered keywords. 

Our analysis underscores the significance of all the methods involved in InterPro. 
However, it shows that they should be treated differently when classifying different 
groups of proteins. The results indicate that several subsets of proteins annotated with 
SwissProt keywords can be characterised using combinations of only a few of the 
available methods. These combinations are not trivial and can be easily extracted 
manually by searching through the lists of signatures. In fact, our approach comple-
ments expert annotation and does not contradict it. The process of integration of dif-
ferent sequence analysis methods would benefit from the fusion of expert opinion and 
automated assessment of the results. As for the properties of the considered methods, 
some of them are important for the isolation of vast groups of functionally related 
proteins, while others are critical for providing highly specific classifications. It is 
also interesting that the best coverage and specificity of classification can be achieved 
for different groups of proteins by using different methods (see Table 3 and classifica-
tion results for the keywords, excerpted in Table 2, full data in the supplement). For 
instance, informativeness indices of signatures comprising the decision rules for the 
keyword "Pentaxin" indicate the effectiveness of PROSITE patterns [14] in identify-
ing the group of proteins characterised by this keyword. As a family with a distinct 
function (lipoprotein ligand-binding), according to InterPro it can be described by a 
number of other methods, such as PRINTS, Pfam, ProDom and SMART. Therefore, 
our study confirms that PROSITE patterns are particularly strong in this case [14], 
because the functionality of these proteins is defined by the presence of a binding site. 
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Our results show that, on average, Pfam, PROSITE patterns and PRINTS are the 
most useful sources of information towards keyword-based functional annotation. 
Pfam has a broad area of application, while at the same time SMART, TIGRFAMs 
and PROSITE profiles are highly informative only within certain groups. Indeed, (cf. 
Figure 1) for the majority of keywords the informativeness of the latter methods is 
comparatively low, while they, in combinations with other methods, can characterise 
some other keywords fully. It is interesting to note that we did not find, among the 
selected 1035 entries, any, whose keywords can be fully characterised by SMART, 
ProDom or PROSITE profile signatures (Table 3). Also we did not find any Swis-
sProt keywords assigned to proteins that were fully described (via generated decision 
rules) solely by these methods. We would suggest, then, that methods with small 
average informativeness indices should not be used for protein functional annotation 
on their own, however, in combinations with the other methods could augment the 
annotation with specific details. 

Conclusions 

Supervised classification methods have proven to be effective for the prediction of 
properties of uncharacterized objects on the whole and for feature subset selection 
problems specifically. Classification results may be approached as providers of opti-
mal feature sets for subsequent analysis. Our study demonstrates the effectiveness of 
this approach and provides computationally supported guidance in selecting best 
methods for expert driven annotation of proteins and protein families. 
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Abstract. We present a framework for improving local protein align-
ment algorithms. Specifically, we discuss how to extend local protein
aligners to use a collection of vector seeds [3] to reduce noise hits. We
model picking a set of vector seeds as an integer programming problem,
and give algorithms to choose such a set of seeds. A good set of vector
seeds we have chosen allows four times fewer false positive hits, while
preserving essentially identical sensitivity as BLASTP.

1 Introduction

Pairwise alignment is one of the most important problems in bioinformatics.
Here, we continue an exploration into the seeding and structure of local pairwise
alignments, and show that a recent strategy for seeding nucleotide alignments
can be expanded to protein alignment. Heuristic protein sequence aligners, ex-
pemplified by BLASTP [1], find almost all high-scoring alignments. However, the
sensitivity of heuristic aligners to moderate-scoring alignment can still be poor.
In particular, alignments with BLASTP score between 40 and 60 are commonly
missed by BLASTP, even though many are of truly homologous sequences. We
focus on these alignments, and show that a change to the seeding strategy gives
success rates comparable to BLASTP with far fewer false positive hits.

Specifically, multiple spaced seeds [10], and their relatives, vector seeds [3],
can be used in local protein alignment to reduce the false positive rate in the
seeding step of alignment by a factor of four. We present a protocol for choosing
multiple vector seeds that allows us to find good seeds that work well together.
Our approach is based on solving a set-cover integer program whose solution
gives optimal thresholds for a collection of seeds. Our IP is prone to overtraining,
so we discuss how to reduce the dependency of the solution on the set of training
alignments. The problem we are trying to solve is NP-hard to approximate to
any constant factor, so we present heuristics to solve it, though most instances
are of moderate enough size to use integer programming solvers.

Our successful result here contrasts with our previous work [3], in which
we introduced vector seeds. There, we found that using only one vector seed
would not substantially improve BLASTP’s sensitivity or selectivity. The use
of multiple seeds is the important change in the present work. This successful
use of multiple seeds is similar to what has been reported recently for pairwise
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nucleotide alignment [9, 13, 12], but the approach we use is different since protein
aligners require extremely high sensitivity.

Our results confirm the themes developed by us and others since the initial
development of spaced seeds. The first theme is that spaced seeds help in heuris-
tic alignment because the very surprisingly conserved regions that one uses as a
basis for building an alignment happen more independently in true alignments
than for unspaced seeds. In protein alignments, there are often many small re-
gions of high conservation, each of which has a chance to have a hit to a seed in
it. With unspaced seeds, the probability that any one of these regions is hit is
low, but when a region is hit, there may be several more hits, which is unhelpful.
By contrast, a spaced seed is likely to hit a given region fewer times, wasting
less runtime, and will also hit at least one region in more alignments, increasing
sensitivity.

The second theme is that the more one understands how local and global
alignments look, the more possible it is to tailor alignment seeding strategies to
a particular application, reducing false positives and improving true positives.
Here, by basing our set of seeds on sensitivity to true alignments, we choose a set
of seed models that hit diverse types of short conserved alignment subregions.
Consequently, the probability that one of them hits a given alignment is high,
since they complement each other well.

2 Background: Heuristic Alignment and Spaced Seeds

Since the development of heuristic sequence aligners [1], the same approach has
been commonly used: identify short, highly conserved regions, and build local
alignments around these “hits.” This avoids the use of the Smith-Waterman
algorithm [11] for pairwise local alignment, which has Θ(nm) runtimes on input
sequences of length n and m. Instead, assuming random sequences, the expected
runtime is h(n, m)+a(n, m), where h(n, m) is the amount of time needed to find
hits in the two sequences, and a(n, m) is the expected time needed to compute
the alignments from the hits. Most heuristic aligners have h(n, m) = Θ(n +
m), while a(n, m) = Θ(nm/k) for some large constant k. (Even when we align
sequences with true homologies, most hits are between unrelated positions, so the
estimation of the runtime need not consider whether the sequences are related.)
It is the speedup factor of k that is important here.

Most heuristic aligners look at the scores of matching characters in short
regions, and use high-scoring short regions as hits. For example, BLASTP [1]
hits are three consecutive positions in the two sequences where the total score,
according to a BLOSUM or PAM scoring matrix, of aligning the three letters in
one sequence to the three letters of the other sequence is at least +13. Finding
such hits can be done easily, for example by making a hash table of one se-
quence and searching positions of the hash table for the other sequence, in time
proportional to the length of the sequences and the number of hits found.

To generalize BLASTP’s hits, we defined vector seeds [3]. A vector seed is
a pair (v, T ), where v = (v1, . . . , vk) is a vector of position multipliers and
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T is a threshold. Given two sequences A and B, let si,j be the score in our
scoring matrix of aligning the A[i] to B[j]. If we consider position i in A and
j in B, we then get an hit to the vector seed at those positions when v ·
(si,j , si+1,j+1, . . . , si+k−1,j+k−1) ≥ T . In this framework, BLASTP’s seed is
((1, 1, 1), 13).

Vector seeds generalize the earlier idea of spaced seeds [10] for nucleotide
alignments, where both scores and the vector are 0/1 vectors and where T , the
threshold, equals the number of 1s in v. A spaced seed requires an exact match
in the positions where the vector is 1, and the places where the vector is 0 are
“don’t care” positions.

Spaced seeds have the same expected number of junk hits as unspaced seeds.
For unrelated random noise DNA sequences, this is nm4−w, where w is the
number of ones in the seed (its support). Their advantage comes because more
distinct internal subregions of a given alignment will match a spaced seed than
the unspaced seed, because the hits are more independent. The probability that
an alignment of length 64 with 70% conservation matches a good spaced seed
of support 11 can be greater than 45%, because there are likely to be more
subregions that match the spaced seed than the unspaced seed; by contrast, the
default BLASTN seed, which is eleven consecutive required matches, hits only
30% of alignments.

Spaced seeds have three advantages over unspaced seeds. First, their hits are
more independent, which means that it is more likely that a given alignment has
at least one hit to a seed; fewer alignments have many. Second, the seed model
can be tailored to a particular application: if there is structure or periodicity to
alignments, this can be reflected in the design of the seeds chosen. For example,
in searching for homologous codons, they can be tailored to the three-periodic
structure of such alignments [5, 4]. Finally, the use of multiple seeds allows us
to boost sensitivity well above what is achievable with a single seed, which for
nucleotide alignment can give near-100% sensitivity in reasonable runtime [9].

Keich et al. [8] have given an algorithm for a simple model of alignments to
compute the probability that an alignment hits a seed; this has been extended by
both Buhler et al. [5] and Brejova et al. [4] to more complex sequence models.
Several authors [10, 9, 3, 5, 6, 12] have also proposed using multiple seeds, and
given heuristics to choose them. This problem was recently given a theoretical
framework by Xu et al. [13].

3 Choosing a Good Set of Seeds

Spaced seeds have made substantial impact in nucleotide alignments, but less
in protein alignment. Here, we show that they have use in this domain as well.
Specifically, multiple vector seeds, with high thresholds, give essentially the sen-
sitivity of BLASTP with four times fewer noise hits. Slightly fewer alignments
are hit, but the regions of alignment hit by the vector seeds are all of the same
good ones as hit by the BLASTP seed and a few more. In other words, BLASTP
hits more alignments, but the hits found by BLASTP and not the vector seeds
are mostly in areas unlikely to be expanded to full alignments.
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Find hits to 
any member 
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Filter for hits
in locally
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around hits
remaining
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approach:
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Fig. 1. Flowchart contrasting BLASTP’s approach to heuristic sequence alignment to
the one proposed here. The only difference is in the initial collection of hits. The smaller
collection of hits found with vector seeds gives as many hits to true alignments that
survive to the third stage as does BLASTP, yet far fewer noise hits must be filtered
out.

We adapt a framework for identifying sets of seeds introduced by Xu et al.
[13]. We model multiple seed selection as a set cover problem, and give heuristics
for the problem. For our purposes, one advantage of the formulation is that
it works with explicit alignments: since real alignments may not look like a
probabilistic model, we can pick a set of seeds for sensitivity to a collection of
true alignments. Unfortunately, this also gives rise to problems, as the thresholds
may be set high due to overtraining for a given set of alignments.

3.1 Background Rates

One important detail that we need before we begin is to the background hit
rate for a given vector seed. We noted previously [3] that this can be computed,
given a scoring matrix. Namely, from the scoring matrix, we can compute the
distribution of letters in random sequences implied by the matrix; this can then
be used to compute the distribution of scores found in unrelated sequences. Using
this, we can compute the probability that unrelated sequences give a hit to a
given seed at a random position, or indeed the probabiltiy distribution on the
score for a given seed vector at a random position.

For the default BLASTP seed, the probability that two random unrelated
positions have a hit is quite high, 1/1600. Because of this high level of false posi-
tives, BLASTP must filter hits further, in hopes of throwing out hits in unrelated
sequences. Specifically, BLASTP rapidly examines the local area around a hit,
and if this region is not also well conserved, the hit is thrown out. Sometimes,
this filtering throws out all of the hits found in some true alignments, and thus
BLASTP misses them, even though they hit the seed.

Our goal in using vector seeds here is to reduce the false positive rate, while
still hitting the overwhelming majority of alignments, and hitting them in places
that are highly enough conserved as to make a full alignment likely. A flowchart
of our proposal, and the approach of BLASTP, is in Figure 1.

For a set Q of vector seeds, we say that its false positive rate is the probability
that any seed in Q has a hit to two random positions in unrelated sequences.
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This is not equal to the sum of the false positive rates for all seeds in Q, since hits
to one seed may overlap hits to another. However, we will use this approximation
in our optimization.

3.2 An Integer Program to Choose Many Seeds

Here, we give an integer program to find the set of seeds that hits all alignments
in a given training set with overall lowest possible false positive rate. Since our
IP trivially encodes the Set-Cover problem, it is NP-hard to solve, or even to
approximate to a sublogarithmic factor. However, for moderate-sized training
sets, we can solve it in practice, or use simple heuristics to get good solutions.

Given a set of vector seeds Q = {(v1, T1), . . . , (vn, Tn)}, we say that they hit
a given alignment a if any member of Q hits the alignment. Our goal in picking
such a set will be to minimize the false positive rate of the set Q, given that
we hit all alignments in a collection A. We note that this optimization goal is
the alternative to the goal of Xu et al. [13], which maximized seed sensitivity
when a maximum number of spaced seeds is allowed. This alternative goal is
appropriate for protein alignment, however: we want to achieve extremely high
sensitivity, as close to 100% as possible.

The Integer Program. Suppose we are given a collection of alignments A =
{a1, . . . , am} and a set of seed vectors V = {v1, . . . , vn}. We will choose thresh-
olds (T ∗

1 , . . . , T ∗
n) for the vectors of V such that the vector seed set Q∗ =

{(v1, T
∗
1 ), . . . , (vn, T ∗

n)} hits all alignments in A and the false positive rate of
Q∗ is as low as possible. The T ∗

i may be ∞, which corresponds to not choosing
the vector vi at all.

Each alignment a must be hit, so one of the thresholds must be low enough
to hit a. To verify this, we compute the best-scoring hit for each vector vi in
each alignment aj ; let the score of this hit be Ti,j . If we choose T ∗

i so that it is
at most Ti,j , then the vector seed (vi, T

∗
i ) will hit alignment a.

To model this as an integer program, we have a collection of integer variables
xi,T for each possible threshold value for seed vi. The scores at a position come
in a small range of integers, the possible set of reasonable thresholds form a
small range. Variable xi,T is 1 when the threshold for seed vector xi is at most
T ; for each vector vi, its threshold chosen is the smallest T where xi,T = 1.

To compute the false positive rate, we let ri,T be the probability that a
random place in the background model has score exactly T according to seed
xi. We add these up for all of the false hits above the chosen thresholds. Our
integer program is as follows:

min
∑
i,T

xi,T ri,T , such that (1)

∑
i

xi,Ti,j ≥ 1 for all alignments aj (2)

xi,T ≥ xi,T−1 for all thresholds T above the minimum (3)
xi,T ∈ {0, 1} for all i and T . (4)
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The second constraint requires that when we choose a given threshold, we
take all hits scoring at least that threshold. Our framework is quite general:
given any collection of alignments and the sensitivity of a collection of seeds to
the alignments, one can use this IP formulation to choose thresholds to hit all
alignments while minimizing false positives.

NP-Hardness. Our problem of computing the best set of seeds is NP-hard, and
NP-hard to even approximate to within a logarithmic factor. We can straight-
forwardly represent an intance of Set-Cover as an instance of this problem.

An instance of Set-Cover is a ground set S and a collection T of subsets of S;
the goal is the smallest cardinality subset of T whose union is S. An instance of
Set-Cover is transformed into an instance of our problem by making an alignment
for each element of S whose positional scores are 0/1 and a different seed vector
for each member of T , each of which has the same number of 1s, and each of
which has only one allowed threshold, equal to its number of ones. For a given
element s of S, we add a region to its representing alignment for each of the
members of T that contains s, which only matches the seed for that member of
T . The construction is straightforward.

As a result, minimizing the total false positive rate while still matching all
alignments will correspond to picking the smallest cardinality set of seeds, or
correspondingly, the smallest Set-Cover. Also, the non-approximability result
for Set-Cover [7] translates to this domain: the problem is not approximable to
within a logarithmic factor of optimality unless P = NP .

Expansions of the Framework. In our experiments, we use the vector seed re-
quirement as a threshold; one could use a more complicated threshold scheme to
focus on hits that would be expanded to full alignments. That is, our minimum
threshold for Ti,j could be the highest-scoring hit that is expanded to a full align-
ment of seed vector vj in alignment ai. We could also have a more complicated
way of seeding alignments, and still, as long as we could compute false positive
rates, we could require that all alignments are hit and minimize false positive
rates.

Also, we can limit the total number of vector seeds used in the true solution
(in other words, limit the number of vectors with finite threshold). We do this by
putting an upper bound on

∑
i xi,T for the maximum threshold T . In practice,

one might want an upper bound of 4 or 8 seeds, as each chosen seed requires a
method to identify hits, and one might not want to have to use too many such
methods in the goal of keeping fewer indexes of a protein sequence database, for
example.

Finally, we might want to not allow seeds to be chosen with very high thresh-
old. The optimal solution to the problem will have the thresholds as on the seeds
as high as possible while still hitting each alignment. This allows overtraining:
since even a tiny increase in the thresholds would have caused a missed align-
ment, we may easily expect that in another set of alignments, there may be
alignments just barely missed by the chosen thresholds. This is particularly pos-
sible if thresholds are allowed to get extremely high and only useful for a single
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alignment. This overtraining happened in some of our experiments, so we low-
ered the maximum so that they were either found in a fairly narrow range (+13
to +25), or set to ∞ when a seed was not used. As one way of also address-
ing overtraining, we considered lowering the thresholds obtained from the IP
uniformly, or just lowering the thresholds that have been set to high values.

We note one simplification of our formulation: false hit rates are not additive.
Given two spaced seeds, a hit to one may coincide with a hit to the other, so
the background rate of false positives is lower than estimated by the program.
When we give such background rates later, we will distinguish those found by
the IP from the true values.

Solving the IP and Heuristics. To solve this integer program is not necessarily
straightforward, since the problem is NP-hard. In our experiments, we used sets
of approximately 400 alignments, and the IP has been able to solve directly
quickly, using standard algorithms.

Straightforward heuristics also work well for the problem, such as solving the
LP relaxation and rounding to 1 all variables with values close to 1, until all
alignments are hit, or setting all variables with fractional LP solutions to 1 and
then raising thresholds on seeds until we start to miss alignments.

We finally note that a simple greedy heuristic works well for the problem,
as well: start with low thresholds for all seed vectors, and repeatedly increase
the threshold whose increase most reduces the false positive rate, until no such
increase can be made without missing an alignment. This simple heuristic per-
formed essentially comparably to the integer program in our experiments, but
since the IP solved quickly, we used its results.

One other advantage to the IP formulation is that the false-positive rate from
the LP relaxation is a lower bound on what can possibly be achieved; the simple
greedy heuristic offers no such lower bound.

4 Experimental Results

Here, we present experiments with multiple seed selection in the context of pro-
tein alignments. One feature of our analysis is that we study not merely which
alignments are hit by a seed, but where they are hit. Most false hits occur in
regions where, surrounding the false hit, there is no particularly high score. This
is because they occur by chance, and the expected score of unrelated sequence
positions is negative. By contrast, many true hits happen in high-scoring local
sub-regions of an alignment. To reduce runtime, heuristic aligners only extend
hits found in these good local regions. This improves speed, but means that a
true alignment, even if it is hit by a seed, may still be missed if the hit was in a
bad part of the alignment.

Thus, we examine the scores in all ten amino acid-long window around each
hit, and characterize each alignment by both whether it is hit at all, and by
how good the best region around a hit to a seed, or a collection of seeds, is.
For moderate-scoring alignments, an ensemble of eight vector seeds gives com-
parable performance to BLASTP, finding hits in the same good local regions,
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while giving five times fewer false positives. Since the sensitivity of BLASTP in
these moderate-scoring alignments is poor, this offers either a much faster way
of equalling BLASTP’s performance, or the possibility of allowing higher false
positive rate and achieving far greater sensitivity.

4.1 BLAST Alignments

We begin by exploring several sets of alignments generated using BLASTP. Our
target score range for our alignments is BLASTP score between +40 and +60
(BLOSUM score +112 to +168). These moderate-scoring alignments can happen
by chance, but also are often true. Alignments below this threshold are much
more likely to be errors, while in a database of proteins we used, such alignments
are likely to happen to a random sequence by chance only one time in 10,000,
according to BLASTP’s statistics.

We begin by identifying a set of BLASTP alignments in this score range.
To avoid over-representing certain families of alignments in our test set, we did
an all-versus-all comparison of 8654 human proteins from the SWISS-PROT
database[2]. (We note that this is the same set of proteins and alignments we
used in our previous vector seed work [3].) We then divided the proteins into
families so that all alignments with score greater than 100 are between two
sequences in the same family, and there are as many families as possible. We
then chose ten sets of alignments in our target score range such that in each set,
we chose at most 8 from proteins in each family; we divided these ten sets into
five training sets and five testing sets.

We then considered the set of 35 vector patterns of length at most 7 that
include three or four 1s (the support of the seed). We used this collection of
vector patterns as we have seen no evidence that non-binary seed vectors are
preferable to binary ones for proteins, and because it is more difficult to find
hits to seeds with higher support than four, due to the high number of needed
hash table keys.

We computed the optimal set of thresholds for these vector seeds such that
every alignment in a training set has a hit to at least one of the seeds, while
minimizing the background rate of hits to the seeds and only using at most ten
vector patterns. Then, we examined the sensitivity of the chosen seeds for a
training set to its corresponding test set. The results are found in Table 1. Some
seed sets chosen showed signs of overtraining, but others were quite successful,
where the chosen seeds work well for their training set as well, and have low false
positive rate.

We took the best seed set with near-100% sensitivity for both its training
and testing data and used it in further experiments. This seed set is shown in
Figure 2. We note that this seed set has five times lower false positive rate than
does BLASTP, while still hitting all of its testing alignments but four (which
is not statistically significant from zero). We also considered a set of thresholds
where we lowered the higher thresholds slightly to allow more hits, and possibly
avoid overtraining on the initial set of alignment. These altered thresholds are
shown as well in Figure 2, and give a total false positive rate of 1/6900. (This
set of thresholds also all 402 test alignments for that instance.)
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Table 1. Hit rates for optimal seed sets for various sets of training alignments, when
applied to an unrelated test set. With a training set of approximately 400 alignments,
we find a set of seeds that typically hits approximately 99% of alignments. We used
the seed set from the third of these experiments for further experimentation.

Training False positive Test alignment
alignments rate fraction hit

404 1/12,600 407/423 (96%)
403 1/9200 401/407 (98.5%)
409 1/8000 398/402 (99.0%)
394 1/10,700 395/400 (98.75%)
415 1/9500 410/416 (98.5%)

Table 2. Seeds and thresholds chosen by integer programming for 409 test alignments.
The false positive rate of these 5 seeds is 1/8000, or five times lower than for BLASTP’s
seed. We also consider the set of thresholds where we lower the values discovered by
the IP by 1, except for the already low thresholds below 20; this gives false positive
rate 1/6900, or more than four times lower than BLASTP.

Seed vector IP Threshold Lowered threshold

(1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1) 21 20
(1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1) 21 20
(1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1) 20 20
(1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1) 19 19
(1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1) 23 22
(1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1) 18 18
(1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1) 20 20
(1, 1, 0, 1, 1) 21 20

4.2 All Alignments

We then considered a larger set of alignments in our target range of good, but
not great scores, to verify if the advantage of multiple seeds still holds. We used
the Smith-Waterman algorithm to compute all alignments between pairs of a
1000-sequence subset of our protein data set, and computed how many of them
were not found by BLASTP. Only 970 out of 2950 alignments with BLOSUM62
score between +112 and +168 had been identified by BLASTP, even though
alignments in this score range would have happened by chance only 1 time in
10000 according to BLASTP’s statistics.

Almost all of these 2950 alignments, 2942, had a hit to the BLASTP default
seed. Despite this, however, only 970 actually built a successful BLASTP align-
ment. Our set of eight seeds had hits to 1939 of the 1980 that did not build a
BLASTP alignment and to 955 of the 970 that did build a BLASTP alignment,
so at a first glance, the situation does not look good. However, the difference
between having a hit and having a hit in a good region of the alignment is where
we are able to show substantial improvement.

The discrepancy between hits and alignments comes because the BLASTP
seed can have a hit in a bad part of the alignment, which is filtered out. Typically,
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Table 3. Hits in locally good regions of alignments. Shown are the fraction of 2950
alignments found with a hit to a seed that is found in a region of length 10 whose total
subalignment score is above a given threshold. The default BLASTP seed hits more
alignments than a collection of seeds whose overall false positive rate is much lower.
However, when we filter for hits found in a locally good region, as does BLASTP,
the two strategies are comparable: approximately 48% of alignments have a hit in a
moderately high-scoring region for both approaches. The set of seeds, whose total false
positive rate is 40% lower than the ((1, 1, 1), 15) vector seed vastly outperforms it. If
we desire still higher sensitivity, the set of seeds with slightly higher thresholds gives
performance essentially identical to BLASTP once we start looking for even modestly
good regions of alignments, while still having four times fewer noise hits.

Subregion score Multiple seeds Seed
threshold Seed ((1, 1, 1), 13) Multiple seeds Thresholds raised ((1, 1, 1), 15)

Any region 99.3% 96.5% 97.0% 91.8%
+25 77.8% 73.2% 75.2% 63.9%
+30 47.7% 46.7% 47.6% 41.1%
+35 24.3% 24.3% 24.4% 23.0%
+40 13.0% 13.0% 13.0% 12.8%

such hits occur in a region where the source of positive score is quite short, which
is much more likely with an unspaced seed than with a spaced seed. We looked
at all of the regions of length 10 amino acids of alignments that included a hit to
a seed (either the BLASTP seed or one of the multiple seeds), and assigned the
best score of such a region to that alignment; if no ungapped region of length
10 surrounded a hit, we assumed it would certainly be filtered out. The data
are shown in Table 3, and show that of the alignments hit by the spaced seeds,
they are hit in regions that are essentially identical in conservation to where
the BLASTP seed hits them. For example, 47.7% of the alignments, contain a
10-amino acid region around a hit to the ((1, 1, 1), 13) seed with BLOSUM score
at least +30, while 46.7% contain such a region surrounding a hit to one of the
multiple seeds with higher threshold. If we use the lower thresholds that allow
slightly more false positives, their performance is actually slightly better than
BLASTP’s.

Table 3 also shows that the higher-threshold seed ((1, 1, 1), 15), which has
worse false positive rate (1/5700) than our ensembles of seeds, performs sub-
stantially worse: namely, only 64% of the alignments have a hit to the single
seed found in a region with local score above +25, while 73% of the alignments
have a hit to one of the multiple seeds with this property. This single seed strat-
egy is clearly worse than the multiple seed strategy of comparable false positive
rate, and the optimized seeds perform comparably to BLASTP in identifying
the alignments that actually have a core conserved region.

Our experiments show that multiple spaced seeds can have an impact on local
alignment of protein sequences. Using many spaced seeds, which we picked by
optimizing an integer program, we find seed models with a comparable chance of
finding a good hit in a moderate-scoring alignment than does the BLASTP seed,
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with four to five times fewer noise hits. The difficulty with the BLASTP seed is
that it not only has more junk hits, and more hits in overlapping places, it also
has more hits in short regions of true alignments, which likely to be filtered and
thrown out.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have shown the first true success in using spaced seeds for protein homology
search detection. Our result shows that using multiple vector seeds can give
sensitivity to good parts of local protein alignments essentially comparable to
BLASTP, while reducing the false positive rate of the search algorithm by a
factor of four to five.

Our set of vector seeds is chosen by optimizing an integer programming
framework for choosing multiple spaced seeds when we want 100% sensitivity to
a collection of training alignments. Using this framework, we identified a set of
seeds for moderate-scoring protein alignments whose total false positive rate in
random sequence is four times lower than the default BLASTP seed. This set
of seeds had hits to slightly fewer alignments in a test set of moderate-scoring
alignments found by the Smith-Waterman algorithm than found by BLASTP;
however, the BLASTP seeds hit subregions of these alignments that were actually
slightly worse than hit by the spaced seeds. Hence, given the filtering used by
BLASTP, we expect that the two alignment strategies would give comparable
sensitivity, while the spaced seeds give four times fewer false hits.

Future Work. The most important future work for protein alignments with mul-
tiple seeds is to try them out in a full local aligner; to that end, we are currently
studying the expansion of existing heuristic protein aligners to use spaced and
multiple seeds. Recently, it has been shown that the use of a surprisingly small
number of spaced seeds can give near complete sensitivity to high-scoring align-
ments in the case of nucleotide alignments [9], but we do not expect that this
will extend to the case of protein alignments. The difficulty is that protein align-
ments include more and shorter highly conserved regions, which is why it is hard
to do better than the default unspaced seed.

Finally, we are interested in other appplications of alignment, both inside
bioinformatics and outside, where our two goals of hit independence and design-
ing hit structures are compatible with the domain. For example, we are interested
in how to improve RNA alignment, to improve protein alignments in programs
like PSI-BLAST, and whether spaced seeds have application in local search in
music databases.
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Abstract. This paper presents an efficient algorithm for aligning a
query amino-acid sequence to a protein 3D structure template. Solving
this problem is one of the main steps of the methods of protein structure
prediction by threading. We propose an integer programming model and
solve it by branch-and-bound algorithm. The bounds are computed using
a Lagrangian dual of the model which turns out to be much easier to solve
than its linear programming relaxation. The Lagrangian relaxations are
computed using a dynamic programming algorithm. The experimental
results show that our algorithm outperforms the commonly used meth-
ods. The proposed algorithm is general enough and can be easily plugged
in most of the threading tools in order to increase their performance.

Keywords: protein threading, protein structure prediction, sequence-
structure alignment, integer programming, dynamic programming, La-
grangian relaxation and duality, subgradient optimization.

1 Introduction

The problem of determining the three-dimensional structure of a protein given
its one-dimensional sequence is one of the grand challenges confronting the com-
putational biology today [1, 2]. The knowledge of the 3D structure of the proteins
is essential for understanding their biological functions. The experimental meth-
ods of structure determining are still expensive and slow and cannot cope with
the explosion of sequences becoming available. That is why the progress of the
molecular biology depends on the availability of reliable and fast computational
structure prediction methods.

One of the most promising computational approaches to the problem is pro-
tein threading [3]. It is based on the assumption that the number of the possible
protein structures is limited. Each structure defines an equivalence class and
the problem reduces to classification of the query sequence into one of these
classes. Threading is a complex and time consuming computational technique
consisting of the following main steps [3]: (i) constructing a database of structure
templates; (ii) choosing a score function evaluating each possible alignment of a
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query sequence and a structure template; (iii) finding the best (with respect to
the score function) alignment of the query sequence and each of the structure
templates in the database; (iv) choosing the most appropriate template based
on the (normalized) scores of the optimal alignments found on the previous step.

This paper deals with the third step of the above procedure, which is the
most time consuming one, because of the huge number of the possible query-to-
template alignments. Below we present a general mathematical model of protein
threading problem, compatible with most of the existing approaches [3–10].

A structure template is an ordered set of m blocks. Block i has length li, i =
1, . . . , m and represents a sequence of contiguous amino-acid positions. Blocks
usually correspond to conserved elements of the 2D structure (α-helices and β-
sheets). The template also contains information about the pairwise interactions
between residues belonging to the blocks. For our purposes it is convenient to
generalize this information to a set E of interactions (links) between blocks. In
this way we obtain the so-called generalized contact map graph, whose vertices
are the blocks and whose edges are the interactions between them.

An alignment or threading of a query sequence of length N amino-acids and
a template is covering of segments of the query sequence by the template blocks.
The blocks must preserve their order and are not allowed to overlap. A threading
is completely determined by the starting positions of all blocks. In order to
simplify our notations, we will use relative positions [4]. If the absolute position
of block i is j, then its relative position is j −

∑i−1
k=1 lk. In this way the possible

(relative) positions of each block are between 1 and n = N+1−
∑m

i=1 li. Formally,
the set of possible threadings can be represented as T = {π = (π1, . . . , πm) :
1 ≤ π1 ≤ . . . πm ≤ n}. It is easy to see that the number of possible threadings
(the search space size of the threading problem) is |T | =

(
m+n−1

m

)
, which is a

huge number even for small threading pairs.
The scoring function incorporates all biological and physical knowledge on

the problem. It describes the degree of compatibility between sequence residues
and their corresponding positions in the structure template. The choice of an
adequate scoring function is essential for the quality of the threading method.
It is complex matter which is beyond the scope of this paper. For our purposes
we only assume that the scoring function is additive and can be computed by
considering no more than two blocks at a time. These assumptions allow to
represent the score function in the following way. Let

cijl, i = 1, . . . , m− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ l ≤ n (1)

be the score of the segment (called loop) between blocks i and i + 1 when block
i is on position j and block i + 1 is on position l. To simplify our notations, we
suppose that the scores of the loops before the first block and after the last block
are incorporated in c1jl and cm−1,j,l. The coefficients cijl can also incorporate
the scores of putting block i on the jth position and the scores generated by the
interaction between blocks i and i + 1. Let R ⊆ E be the set of remote links
(interactions between non-adjacent blocks) and let

cijkl, (i, k) ∈ R, 1 ≤ j ≤ l ≤ n (2)
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be the score generated by the interaction between blocks i and k when block i
is on position j and block k is on position l. Using these notations, the score of
threading π is

ϕ(π) =
m−1∑
i=1

ciπiπi+1 +
∑

(i,k)∈R

ciπikπk
(3)

and the threading problem can simply be stated as

min{ϕ(π) : π ∈ T } . (4)

It has been proved that the above problem is NP-hard [11]. Moreover, it is
MAX-SNP-hard [12], which means that there is no arbitrarily close polynomial
approximation algorithm, unless P = NP. In spite of these discouraging theo-
retical results, several threading algorithms have been developed, including a
divide-and-conquer approach by Xu et al. [5] and a dedicated branch-and-bound
algorithm by Lathrop and Smith [4]. Recently two algorithms based on Mixed
Integer Programming (MIP) models have been proposed by Andonov et al. [7,
8] and Xu et al. [6]. It is interesting to note that all these algorithms perform
surprisingly well on real life instances, and especially when a query is threaded
to itself. Probably it is due to the nature of the scoring functions used, which
strongly attract the blocks to their optimal positions and guide the search in the
huge space of possible threadings. Nevertheless, the above algorithms can solve
only moderate size instances in reasonable time and are still very computation-
ally expensive.

The problem (4) is solved many times in the threading process. The query
is aligned to each template from the database. In order to normalize the scores,
some methods need to thread a large set of queries to each template from the
database [10]. The designers of score functions need millions of alignments in or-
der to tune their parameters. That is why a really efficient threading algorithm
is needed. In the following sections we present an algorithm which to the best of
our knowledge outperforms the existing methods and hopefully meets the effi-
ciency requirements. Our algorithm is based on a MIP model. The advantage of
MIP models proposed in [8, 6] is that their linear programming (LP) relaxations
give the optimal solution for most of real life instances. Their drawback is their
huge size (both number of variables and number of constraints) which makes
even solving the LP relaxation slow. Our model suffers from the same drawback
but instead of solving its LP relaxation, we consider a Lagrangian relaxation
which turns out to be much easier to solve.

2 Optimization Algorithm

A classical approach to attack a hard optimization problem like (4) is to consider
a relaxation which is easier to solve than the original problem and provides tight
lower bound on the optimal objective value. A relaxation of (4) is an optimization
problem of the form min{ϕ′(π) : π ∈ T ′}, where T ⊆ T ′ and ϕ(π) ≥ ϕ′(π) for
π ∈ T .
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2.1 Relaxation of the Feasible Set

Let us suppose for a moment that there are no remote interactions between the
blocks (R = ∅). In this case the problem (4) may be easily solved in O(mn2)
time using the dynamic programming recurrence

F (i + 1, l) = min
1≤j≤l

{F (i, j) + cijl}, i = 1, . . . , m− 1, l = 1, . . . , n (5)

with F (1, j) = 0, j = 1, . . . , n. The remote links are what makes the problem
difficult. In order to take them into account, let αik and βik, (i, k) ∈ R be
the positions of blocks i and k. Using these notations, we can reformulate the
problem (4) in the following way

Minimize
m−1∑
i=1

ciπiπi+1 +
∑

(i,k)∈R

ciαikkβik
(6)

subject to 1 ≤ π1 ≤ · · · ≤ πm ≤ n (7)
αik = πi, βik = πk, (i, k) ∈ R . (8)

The constraints (8) make the problem difficult and we will relax a part of them.
Let C be a set of blocks covering all links in R, that is, if (i, k) ∈ R then i ∈ C
or k ∈ C. We partition the set of links into two subsets Rα and Rβ, such that
if (i, k) ∈ Rα then i ∈ C and if (i, k) ∈ Rβ then k ∈ C (if the both ends of
some link are in C, then we break the tie arbitrarily). We relax the constraints
βik = πk for the links in Rα and αik = πi for the links in Rβ. In this way each
link has a fixed end and a free end. In order to make the relaxation tighter,
we impose some extra constraints on the order of the free ends of the links and
replace (8) by the following set of constraints

αik = πi, (i, k) ∈ Rα (9)

βik = πk, (i, k) ∈ Rβ (10)
1 ≤ αik ≤ βik ≤ n, (i, k) ∈ R (11)
βik1 ≤ βik2 , (i, k1) ∈ Rα, (i, k2) ∈ Rα, k1 < k2 (12)

αi1k ≤ αi2k, (i1, k) ∈ Rβ , (i2, k) ∈ Rβ , i1 < i2 . (13)

Figure 1 shows an example of the original and the relaxed constraints. It is easy
to show that the problem of minimizing (6) subject to constraints (7), (9)-(13)
is a relaxation of the original threading problem (4). In the rest of this section
we give an algorithm to solve it.

Consider a block i ∈ C and let (i, k1), . . . , (i, kp), i < k1 < . . . kp be all the
links in Rα with beginning i. Let Gα(i, j, s, l) be the minimal score contribution
of the links (i, k1), . . . , (i, ks) when block i is on position j and the position of
block ks is at most l. Then the minimal contribution of the links (i, k1), . . . , (i, kp)
when block i is on position j is given by Gα(i, j, p, n). These contributions can
be computed using the recurrences

Gα(i, j, s, j) = Gα(i, j, s− 1, j) + cijksj (14)
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Fig. 1. Example of threading instance with m = 7 blocks and n = 5 free posi-
tions. Columns correspond to blocks and rows to positions. The set of remote links
is R = {(1, 4), (2, 4), (4, 6), (4, 7)}. It is covered by the block set C = {4}. The solid
lines connect the points representing the block positions as defined by the π-variables.
The dashed lines connect the points representing the block positions as defined by α-
and β-variables. (a) solution satisfying constraints (7) and (8); (b) solution satisfying
constraints (7) only; (c) solution satisfying constraints (7) and (9)-(11); (d) solution
satisfying constraints (7) and (9)-(13).

for s = 1, . . . , p, j = 1, . . . , n, and

Gα(i, j, s, l) = min{Gα(i, j, s− 1, l) + cijksl, G
α(i, j, s, l − 1)} (15)

for s = 1, . . . , p, 1 ≤ j < l ≤ n, with Gα(i, j, 0, l) = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ l ≤ n.
Symmetrically, consider a block k ∈ C and let (i1, k), . . . , (iq, k), i1 < . . . iq <

k be all the links in Rβ with end k. Let Gβ(s, j, k, l) be the minimal score
contributions of the links (i1, k), . . . , (is, k) when block k is on position l and
the position of block is is at most j. Then the minimal contribution of the links
(i1, k), . . . , (iq, k) when block k is on position l, Gβ(q, l, k, l), can be computed
using the recurrences

Gβ(s, 1, k, l) = Gβ(s− 1, 1, k, l) + cis1kl (16)

for s = 1, . . . , q, l = 1, . . . , n, and

Gβ(s, j, k, l) = min{Gβ(s− 1, j, k, l) + cisjkl, G
β(s, j − 1, k, l)} (17)

for s = 1, . . . , q, 1 < j ≤ l ≤ n, with Gβ(0, j, k, l) = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ l ≤ n.
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Let H(i, j), i ∈ C, j = 1, . . . , n be the contribution of all remote links with
fixed end i when block i is on position j (H(i, j) is the sum of the corresponding
Gα and Gβ) and let H(i, j) = 0 for i �∈ C, j = 1, . . . , n. To solve the relaxation
it is sufficient to apply the recurrences (5) modified in the following way

F (i+1, l) = min
1≤j≤l

{F (i, j)+cijl+H(i+1, l)}, i = 1, . . . , m−1, l = 1, . . . , n (18)

with F (1, j) = H(1, j), j = 1, . . . , n. The time complexity of computing Gα and
Gβ is O(rn2), where r = |R|, which gives an overall complexity O((m + r)n2) of
the described algorithm. In the worst case r is of order m2, hence the complexity
is O(m2n2). However, for real-life instances in most of the cases r is of order m,
hence the complexity is O(mn2).

Lathrop and Smith [4] use similar algorithm to compute the lower bounds in
their branch-and-bound algorithm. The difference is that in their case C is the
set of all blocks participating in remote links and each link (i, k) is considered
twice – as belonging to Rα and to Rβ . The coefficients cijkl of each of the two
copies of the link are divided by two.

The quality of the bounds produced by the relaxation described above de-
pends on the choice of the set C. There are many ways to choose a set of blocks
covering all the remote links. Intuitively, a smaller set C involves more restric-
tions on the positions of the free ends of the links and hence a tighter relaxation.
On the other hand, the problem of finding a minimal vertex subset covering
all the edges of a graph is NP-hard (see [13], p. 144). That is why we use a
simple greedy algorithm to determine the set C: find the block with maximal
degree, put it in C and delete all links in which this block participates; repeat
this procedure until there are no more links.

2.2 Lagrangian Relaxation and Dual

To make the relaxation presented in the previous section stronger, we use a stan-
dard optimization technique called Lagrangian relaxation. For a general presen-
tation of this method and proofs of the facts used in this section, the reader is
referred to any good integer optimization textbook, for example [13]. The main
idea of Lagrangian relaxation is to take into account the relaxed constraints by
adding in the objective function terms which penalize the violation of these con-
straints. In order to use Lagrangian relaxation we need to present our problem
as MIP. We introduce binary variables xijl, i = 1, . . . , m− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ l ≤ n and
yijkl, (i, k) ∈ R, 1 ≤ j ≤ l ≤ n. The variable xijl is one iff block i is on position
j and block i + 1 is on position l and yijkl = 1 iff block i is on position j and
block k is on position l. The connection between these variables and π, α, and
β notations from the previous section is the following:

πi = j and πi+1 = l iff xijl = 1 (19)
αik = j and βik = l iff yijkl = 1 . (20)
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Using these variables the protein threading problem can be rewritten as

Minimize
m−1∑
i=1

∑
1≤j≤l≤n

cijlxijl +
∑

(i,k)∈R

∑
1≤j≤l≤n

cijklyijkl (21)

subject to
∑

1≤j≤l≤n

x1jl = 1 (22)

j∑
l=1

xi−1,l,j −
n∑

l=j

xijl = 0, i = 2, . . . , m− 1, j = 1, . . . , n (23)

n∑
l=j

xijl −
n∑

l=j

yijkl = 0, (i, k) ∈ R, j = 1, . . . , n (24)

l∑
j=1

xk−1,j,l −
l∑

j=1

yijkl = 0, (i, k) ∈ R, l = 1, . . . , n (25)

xijl ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , m− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ l ≤ n (26)
yijkl ∈ {0, 1}, (i, k) ∈ R, 1 ≤ j ≤ l ≤ n . (27)

The constraints (22) and (23) define a feasible threading in the terms of x-
variables. They correspond to (7). The constraints (24) and (25) connect the
x-variables and the y-variables. They correspond to (8).

Andonov et al. [7, 8] and Xu et al. [6] propose similar MIP models for the
protein threading problem. They use the standard branch-and-bound algorithm
with LP bounds (constraints (26) and (27) are replaced by 0 ≤ xijl ≤ 1 and
0 ≤ yijkl ≤ 1) to solve them. In this paper we explore the specific structure of
the above model and define a Lagrangian relaxation which can be easily solved
by the algorithm from the previous section. The advantage of this approach is
that we obtain tighter bounds with less computational efforts.

As in the previous section, we relax the constraints

l∑
j=1

xk−1,j,l −
l∑

j=1

yijkl = 0, (i, k) ∈ Rα, l = 1, . . . , n (28)

n∑
l=j

xijl −
n∑

l=j

yijkl = 0, (i, k) ∈ Rβ, j = 1, . . . , n . (29)

We associate Lagrangian multipliers λl
ik to the constraints (28) and λj

ik to (29).
The constraints imposing an order on the free ends of the links (12) and (13) can
also be expressed as linear constraints on the y-variables and added to the model.
In this way we obtain a Lagrangian relaxation which can be shortly written as

zLR(λ) = min{cx + dy + λ(Cx + Dy) : (x, y) ∈ X} , (30)

where: x is the vector of the variables xijl ; y is the vector of the variables yijkl;
c is the vector of the coefficients cijl; d is the vector of the coefficients cijkl;
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(C, D) is the matrix of the relaxed constraints (28) and (29); λ is the vector
of the Lagrangian multipliers λl

ik and λj
ik; and X is the relaxed set of feasible

threadings.
It is well known that zLR(λ) is a lower bound on the optimal objective value

of the original problem for any λ ∈ IRrn. In the previous section we have shown
how to solve the Lagrangian relaxation for λ = 0. The same algorithm can
be used to solve the relaxation for any λ if the score coefficients are modified
appropriately (c is replaced by c + λC and d is replaced by d + λD).

The problem of finding the tightest among the Lagrangian relaxations,

zLD = max
λ∈IRrn

zLR(λ) , (31)

is called Lagrangian dual. There are two commonly used methods to solve the
Lagrangian dual – column generation and subgradient optimization. In our algo-
rithm we use the second one since the experiments have shown that it performs
better and diverges faster for our problem. Below we give a short description of
the subgradient algorithm used.

Initialization: Let λ0 = 0, θ0 = 1, t = 0.
Iteration t: Solve the Lagrangian relaxation for λ = λt. Let (xt, yt) be the

solution found. Let st = −Cxt − Dyt (it is known that st is a subgradient of
zLR(λ) for λ = λt). If st = 0 (that is, if (xt, yt) is feasible for the original problem)
then stop ((xt, yt) is optimal solution of the original problem). Otherwise let
θt+1 = θtρ. If θt+1 < ε then stop. Otherwise let λt+1 = λt + θt+1s

t, t = t + 1.
The parameters 0 < ρ < 1 and ε determine the decrease of the subgradient

step and when to stop. In our implementation ε = 0.01 and ρ is chosen so that the
algorithm stops after 500 iterations. This procedure guarantees that λt converges
to the optimal value of λ when t → ∞ (provided that θ0 and ρ are sufficiently
large). In practice, we have no guarantee to find the real optimum. Moreover, the
sequence zLR(λ0), zLR(λ1), . . . is not monotonically increasing and that is why
the lower bound provided by the subgradient optimization is maxt{zLR(λt)}
which is not always zLD.

2.3 Branch-and-Bound Algorithm

We use a best-first branch-and-bound algorithm to solve the protein threading
problem. The lower bounds at each node are computed using Lagrangian dual
as described in the previous section. Since zLR(λt) is a lower bound on the
optimal objective value for each t, the subgradient optimization can be stopped
prematurely if at some iteration t, zLR(λt) is greater or equal to the current
record. In addition, each subgradient iteration provides a feasible solution of the
original problem (the one determined by the values of the xt-variables). The
objective value of this solution is compared to the current record and the record
is updated if necessary.

The splitting of a problem in a given node of the branch-and-bound tree
into subproblems is done by restricting the possible positions of the blocks.
Let in a given node the possible positions of block i be between li and ui,
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i = 1, . . . , m. The dynamic programming recurrences can be easily modified
to take into account these restrictions, or alternatively, the score coefficients
corresponding to impossible positions can be set to +∞. Consider the solution
(π, α, β) of the relaxation of the subproblem of this node. Let (i, k) be the link
for which the difference |ciπikπk

− ciαikkβik
| is maximal. If this maximum is zero

then the solution is feasible for the original problem and we are done. Otherwise,
suppose that (i, k) ∈ Rβ, then πi �= αik. Let γ = �πi+αik

2 �. Then we split into
two subproblems by setting l′i = li, u′

i = γ for the first of them and l′′i = γ + 1,
u′′

i = ui for the second one. In the case (i, k) ∈ Rα we split on block k in similar
way.

3 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the performance of our algorithm and to test it on real
problems, we integrated it in the structure prediction tool FROST [9, 10]. In
our experiments we used the structure database of FROST, containing about
1200 structure templates, as well as its score function. FROST uses a specific
procedure to normalize the alignment scores. For each template in the database
this procedure selects 5 groups of about 200 sequences each one. The lengths
of the sequences in each group are equal. Each of the about 1000 sequences is
aligned to the template. The values of the score distribution function F in the
points 0.25 and 0.75 are approximated by this empirical data. When a “real”
query is threaded to this template, the raw alignment score S is replaced by
the normalized distance F (.75)−S

F (.75)−F (.25) . This procedure involves about 1,200,000
alignments and is extremely computationally expensive. On the other hand, the
procedure needs to be repeated after each change of the score function parame-
ters. The implementation of Lathrop and Smith’s algorithm [4] used by FROST
is not able to produce the required alignments in reasonable time. That is why
FROST uses a heuristic steepest-descend-like alignment algorithm to compute
the distributions. Even using this approximate algorithm, the computing of score
distributions of all templates takes a couple of months on a 16 PC cluster.

To test the efficiency of our algorithm we used the data from 9,136 threadings
made in order to compute the distributions of 10 templates. Figure 2 presents
the running times for these alignments. The optimal threading was found in less
than one minute for all but 34 instances. For 32 of them the optimum was found
in less than 4 minutes and only for two instances the optimum was not found
in one hour. However, for these two instances the algorithm produced in one
minute a suboptimal solution with a proved objective gap less than 0.1%.

It is interesting to note that for 79% of the instances the optimal solution
was found in the root of the branch-and-bound tree. This means that the La-
grangian relaxation produces a solution which is feasible for the original problem.
The same phenomenon was observed in [6–8] where integer programming mod-
els are solved by linear relaxation. The advantage of our method is that the
Lagrangian relaxation is solved much faster by our dedicated algorithm than the
linear relaxation by general purpose simplex method. For comparison, the times
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Fig. 2. Running times of 9,136 threading instances as a function of the search space
size. The experiment is made on 1.8GHz Pentium PC with 512MB RAM.

to solve instances of size of order 1038 reported in [8] are more than one hour,
while instances of that size are solved in about 15 seconds by our algorithm.

We compared our algorithm (L) to two other algorithms used by FROST
– a steepest-descent heuristic (H) and an implementation of the branch-and-
bound algorithm from [4] (B). The comparison was made over 952 instances
(the sequences threaded to the template 1ASYA when computing its score dis-
tribution). Each of the three algorithms was executed with a timeout of 1 minute
per instance. We compare the best solutions produced during this period. The
results of this comparison are summarized in Table 1. For the smallest instances
(the first line of the table) the performance of the three algorithms is similar, but
for instances of greater size our algorithm clearly outperforms the other two. It
was timed out only for two instances, while B was timed out for all instances. L
finds the optimal solution for all but 2 instances, while B finds it for no instance.
The algorithm B cannot find the optimal solution for any instance from the
fourth and fifth lines of the table even when the timeout is set to 2 hours. The
percentage of the optima found by H degenerates when the size of the problem
increases. Note however that H is a heuristic algorithm which produces solu-
tions without proof of optimality. Table 2 shows the distributions computed by
the three algorithms. The distributions produced by H and especially by B are
shifted to the right with respect to the real distribution computed by L. This
means that for example a query of length 638AA and score 110 will be consid-
ered as significantly similar to the template according to the results provided by
B, while in fact this score is in the middle of the score distribution.

The use of our algorithm made possible to compute the exact score distribu-
tions of all templates from the FROST database for the first time. An experiment
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Table 1. Comparison between three algorithms: branch-and-bound using Lagrangian
relaxation (L), heuristic steepest-descent algorithm (H), and branch-and-bound of
Lathrop and Smith (B). The results in each row are average of about 200 instances.

query m n |T | average time(s) opt(%)
length L H B L H B

342 26 4 3.65e03 0.0 0.1 0.0 100 99 100
416 26 78 1.69e24 0.6 43.6 60.0 100 63 0
490 26 152 1.01e31 2.6 53.8 60.0 100 45 0
564 26 226 1.60e35 6.4 56.6 60.0 100 40 0
638 26 300 1.81e38 12.7 59.0 60.0 99 31 0

Table 2. Distributions produced by the three algorithms.

query distribution (L) distribution (H) distribution (B)
length F (.25) F (.50) F (.75) F (.25) F (.50) F (.75) F (.25) F (.50) F (.75)

342 790.5 832.5 877.6 790.5 832.6 877.6 790.5 832.5 877.6
416 296.4 343.3 389.5 299.2 345.4 391.7 355.2 405.5 457.7
490 180.6 215.2 260.4 184.5 219.7 263.4 237.5 290.4 333.0
564 122.6 150.5 181.5 126.3 157.5 187.9 183.3 239.3 283.4
638 77.1 109.1 142.7 87.6 118.5 150.0 154.5 197.0 244.6

on about 200 query proteins of known structure shows that using the new algo-
rithm improves not only the running time of the method, but also its quality.
When using the exact distributions, the sensitivity of FROST (measured as the
percentage of correctly classified queries) is increased by 7%. Moreover, the qual-
ity of the alignments produced by our algorithm (measured as the difference with
the VAST alignments) is also about 5% better compared to the quality of the
alignments produced by the heuristic algorithm.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we presented an efficient algorithm for threading a query sequence
to a structure template. The algorithm is based on standard combinatorial op-
timization techniques adapted to the problem. The integration of this algorithm
in the structure prediction tool FROST allows to reduce the time of computing
the score distributions of the templates, a procedure which must be repeated
after each modification of the score function, from several months to a couple
of days. The experiments show that the algorithm helps not only to improve
the running time, but also the prediction accuracy. The model used is based on
several assumptions widely adopted by the protein threading community. It can
be easily plugged in most of the existing threading methods. The performance
of the algorithm can be further improved by tunning some of its parameters,
such as the choice of the link covering set C and the subgradient optimization
parameters. Another open question is the adaptation of the algorithm to local
query-to-structure alignment needed to predict the structure of multi-domain
proteins.
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Abstract. Protein-protein interfaces, which are regions of interaction
between two protein molecules, contain information about patterns of
interacting functional groups. Recognition of such patterns is useful both
for prediction of binding partners and for the development of drugs
that can interfere with the formation of the protein-protein complex.
We present a novel method, Interface-to-Interface (I2I)-SiteEngine, for
structural alignment between two protein-protein interfaces. The method
simultaneously aligns two pairs of binding sites that constitute an inter-
face. The method is based on recognition of similarity of physico-chemical
properties and shapes. It assumes no similarity of sequences or folds of
the proteins that comprise the interfaces. Similarities between interfaces
recognized by I2I-SiteEngine provide an insight into the interactions that
are essential for the formation of the complex and can be related to its
function. Its high efficiency makes it suitable for large scale database
searches and classifications.

Web server: http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/I2I-SiteEngine

1 Introduction

Most of the cellular processes are governed by association and dissociation of
protein molecules. The understanding of such processes can shed light on the
mechanism of molecular recognition. A protein-protein interface is defined by
a pair of regions of two interacting protein molecules that are linked by non-
covalent bonds. Analysis and classification of protein-protein interfaces [1, 2] is
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the first step in deciphering the driving forces stabilizing molecular interactions.
Recognition of certain interface binding organizations shared by different protein
families suggests their important contribution to the formation and stability
of protein-protein complexes. This may constitute targets for drug discovery
and assist in predicting side effects. Furthermore, similar interfaces suggest not
only similar binding organizations, but also similarity in binding partners and
function and may provide hints for potential drug leads that will mimic them.

While sequence patterns have been widely used for functional annotations [3],
many functionally similar binding sites are sequence order independent [4]. In
such cases methods that assume sequence order may be inapplicable. A sequence
order independent method was used by Keskin et al. [5] for clustering of all the
known structures of protein complexes. The geometric hashing procedure used in
their method considered only the geometric constraints between the interface Cα

atoms. However, side chains play an important role in the interaction between
two molecules. Current methods that do consider side chain atoms align single
binding sites and do not consider their interacting partner [4, 6–8].

This paper presents a novel method, Interface-to-Interface (I2I)-SiteEngine,
to recognize similarities between protein-protein interfaces independent of the se-
quence or the fold of the proteins that comprise them. In addition to geometric
considerations used in previous alignment methods, this method takes into ac-
count biological considerations in the form of physico-chemical properties of the
interacting atoms (both backbone and side-chain). The novelty of I2I-SiteEngine
is in recognition of patterns of interacting functional groups shared by a pair
of interfaces. Extending the algorithmic approach of our previous method for
comparison of small molecule binding sites, SiteEngine [8], the current method
performs a simultaneous alignment of two binding sites that constitute an inter-
face. Such a simultaneous alignment not only improves the performance of the
algorithm, but also may provide more significant biological results. The method
introduces a hierarchical scoring scheme which is similar to SiteEngine, but is
applied simultaneously to both sides of the interface. First, using a low-resolution
representation by chemically important surface points, it performs efficient scor-
ing and filtering of all possible solutions, while retaining the correct ones. Then,
as the number of potential solutions is reduced to a smaller subset, the resolution
of the molecular representation is increased, leading to more precise calculations.
These compare the similarity of the surfaces as well as of local shapes of the chem-
ically similar regions. In this paper we focus on the algorithmic improvements
that are introduced by I2I-SiteEngine to specifically treat pairs of binding sites
that interact with each other.

We apply the method on a pilot dataset to define clusters that contain similar
interfaces. Some of the clusters include similar interfaces comprised by proteins
with different structural folds. We analyze these clusters and show biological
applications which emphasize the importance of such classifications and of pro-
cedures to search them.
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2 Method

Problem Definition. We define an interface as an unordered pair of interact-
ing binding sites (A and B), that belong to two non-covalently linked protein
molecules. Two interfaces are considered to be similar, if the binding sites that
comprise them share similar physico-chemical properties and shapes. Given two
interfaces I=(A, B) and I ′=(A′, B′) the goal is to find the best alignment be-
tween them. Specifically, let S denote a set of scoring functions that are used to
measure the similarity of the aligned properties. The problem which is heuristi-
cally solved by I2I-SiteEngine can be formalized as follows: find a rigid transfor-
mation T (rotation and translation) that maximizes the value of S(I, T (I ′)).

In addition, we assume that the correspondence between the binding sites of
the two complexes is unknown, meaning that the binding site A, can be aligned
either to A′ or to B′. Since the algorithmic procedures that are applied in both
cases are the same, the description below refers only to the first option. However,
both alignments are considered by the method and the solution that provides
the highest score is selected.

Below we present the main stages of the algorithm that include: (1) repre-
sentation; (2) calculation of the candidate transformations, T , by a matching
algorithm (3) scoring the solutions by the set of functions S.

Representation. Efficient, biologically significant, representation of each bind-
ing site is crucial for the recognition of functional similarities between unrelated
proteins. As depicted in Figure 1, each binding site is represented by the sur-
face of its binding region and by the set of its important functional groups.

Fig. 1. An interface as a pair of interacting binding
sites. Pseudocenters are represented as balls and the
surface patches as dots. Hydrogen bond donors are
blue, acceptors - red, donors/acceptors - green, hy-
drophobic aliphatic - orange and aromatic - white.

The interacting surface is
defined by a set of its
solvent accessible surface
points [9] that are located
less than 4Å from the
surface of the other pro-
tein. Following the defini-
tion of Schmitt et al [6],
each amino acid of a pro-
tein is represented as a set
of its important functional
groups, localized by pseu-
docenters, according to the
interactions in which it
may participate. Each sur-
face point is assigned a
physico-chemical property according to the functional group to which it be-
longs and only surface exposed pseudocenters are retained. Surface points that
are represented by the same pseudocenter constitute a physico-chemical surface
patch. A patch center is the surface point nearest to the center of gravity of the
patch. The average curvature of the surface patch is estimated by the solid angle
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shape function [10,11] computed at the patch center. This parameter of shape is
assigned to the corresponding original pseudocenter and is used throughout the
algorithm for fast shape comparisons. In addition, a set of all the patch centers
of the interface is used in a subsequent stage as a low resolution representation
of the surfaces.

Fig. 2. Interacting triangle
(I-triangle). Pseudocenters are
represented as balls (colored as
in Figure 1) and the surfaces
of the two molecules as green
dots. Dotted lines represent the
interactions.

The Matching Algorithm. In this stage we
compute all of the candidate transformations,
T , that superimpose one interface onto the
other. When considering protein-protein inter-
faces, we are supplied with valuable informa-
tion regarding the functional groups of two
binding sites that interact with each other.
Utilizing this information increases the speed
and the quality of the alignment. Therefore,
in the matching stage, for each binding site
we consider only interacting pseudocenters
which have a complementary physico-chemical
property (with which it can interact) at the
other binding site. Specifically, hydrogen bond
donors are complementary to acceptors, while hydrophobic aliphatic and aro-
matic pseudocenters can interact only with similar features. Assuming that at
least three such pseudocenters must be present in each interface, we define each
triplet of interacting pseudocenters as an I-triangle.

Fig. 3. Overview of the matching algorithm.

The flow of the matching
algorithm is presented in Fig-
ure 3. Given two interfaces
I=(A, B) and I ′=(A′, B′) the
first stage is to recognize the
interacting triangles of each in-
terface. This is achieved by a
supplementary hashing proce-
dure that stores all triplets of
pseudocenters from the bind-
ing sites B and B′. These
hash tables are used to check
each triplet of pseudocenters
from the binding sites A and
A′ whether it can form three
interaction thus creating an
I-triangle. Specifically, each
triplet of pseudocenters of A
(A′) is used to access the hash
table of B (B′) to check whether there are three centers in B (B′) that have
complementary properties at suitable spatial locations.
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Specifically, each triplet of pseudocenters of A (A′) is used to access the
hash table of B (B′) to check whether there are three centers in B (B′) that
have complementary properties at suitable spatial locations. If a triangle of A is
recognized as an I-triangle, it is stored in the main matching hash table, which
we denote I2I-Hash. If a triangle of A′ is recognized as an I-triangle it is used to
access the I2I-Hash of A to look for a similar I-triangle (similar physico-chemical
properties, curvatures and side lengths1). If found, the two I-triangles are used to
define a candidate transformation (rotation and translation) that superimposes
one interface onto the other.

The keys to all the hash tables are the three parameters of the side lengths
of a triangle and an additional index, that encodes the properties of the nodes.
Nodes that can function both as hydrogen donors and acceptors are encoded
twice, once as a donor and once as an acceptor. The hash tables of B and B′ are
accessed with the index of complementary properties and additional distance
constraints are imposed to ensure that the matched nodes are located close
enough to interact with each other.

The Scoring Functions. In this stage we evaluate the candidate transformations
that superimpose one interface onto another and select the one that provides
the best alignment of physico-chemical properties and shapes. Here we extend
the scoring procedures presented in the SiteEngine method [8] to a simultaneous
comparison between two pairs of binding sites.

Surface Scoring. We use two scoring functions to compare shapes and physico-
chemical properties of the surfaces superimposed by each candidate transfor-
mation. Both scoring schemes apply each candidate transformation to a certain
set of surface points and compare the physico-chemical properties as well as
the shapes of the corresponding regions of the two interfaces. The first score,
Fast Low-Resolution Score, applies this concept to a set of patch centers, which
provide a low-resolution representation of the surfaces of the interface. The com-
putation of this score is extremely fast and it efficiently estimates the potential
similarity of the regions superimposed by a candidate transformation. The high
ranking solutions are further clustered according to the RMSD between the
pseudocenters under the candidate transformation. After the number of candi-
date solutions is reduced, the second score, the Overall Surface Score, performs
a thorough comparison of the overall surfaces aligned by each transformation
using a higher level of resolution of molecular representation.

1:1 Correspondence Score. For each retained candidate transformation, we de-
termine a one-to-one correspondence between the two sets of pseudocenters of
the two interfaces. A set of pseudocenters of an interface I=(A, B) is the union of
the sets of pseudocenters of binding sites A and B that constitute it. The corre-
spondence is obtained by calculating the maximum weight match in a weighted

1 The side lengths of the triangles are similar up to a user defined threshold (3.0Å in
this paper).
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bipartite graph [12,13], which represents the largest set of pairs of similar pseudo-
centers. The construction of a weighted bipartite graph for comparison between
two protein-protein interfaces I=(A, B) and I ′=(A′, B′) is performed in the fol-
lowing way: (1) Each pseudocenter from binding sites A, B, A′ and B′ defines
a node. (2) Assuming that a candidate transformation aligns a binding site A
to A′ and a binding site B to B′, edges of a bipartite graph can only connect
nodes of A to A′ and nodes of B to B′. Following these restrictions, an edge
is added between each pair of pseudocenters that have similar spatial locations
and physico-chemical properties. (3) Each edge is assigned a weight that re-
flects the differences in distance and shape between the nodes. The maximum
weight match [13] in this graph, provides a 1:1 correspondence between sub-
sets of pseudocenters of the two interfaces. Due to restriction on the creation
of the edges we obtain two separate 1:1 correspondences: one between subsets
of pseudocenters of A and A′, and another between subsets of B and B′. The
obtained 1:1 correspondence is used for two purposes: One is to improve each
candidate transformation by the Least-Squares Fitting method [14]. The other
is to score this transformation by summing the similarity scores between the
matched pseudocenters and their corresponding surface regions.

Final Ranking. Each candidate transformation is assigned a score, S(I, T (I ′)),
which is the weighted sum of all the score functions described above. A candidate
transformation with the highest score is selected. When searching a dataset of
interfaces for those that are similar to a specific interface of interest, the score
of each comparison is normalized by the score of the query compared to itself.
We denote this score as Match Score and it represents how much of the binding
pattern of interest was found to match during the search.

Complexity and Running Times. The complexity of the algorithm is O(N ·K ·m),
where N is the maximal number of I-triangles of an interface, K is the maximal
number of I-triangles retrieved in a hash table query, and m is the number of
pseudocenters in the largest binding site (selected within A, B, A′, B′). Theo-
retically, when matching triplets of arbitrary nodes, N ·K is O(m6). However,
in practice, since we consider only I-triangles and limit their side lengths to be
within a predefined range, N ·K is proportional to m2 and the overall running
time of the algorithm is O(m3). For a typical interface in our pilot dataset m∼70.
The mean overall CPU time, measured for the comparisons of this study is 28
seconds (3.0 GHz Xeon processors, 4GB memory). For each comparison the run-
ning time includes the application of the method twice for the selection of the
highest ranking correspondence between the binding sites. It does not include
the preprocessing of the surfaces and grids, which is done offline in a matter of
seconds. Sample running times of specific algorithm executions are provided in
Table 1. The I2I-SiteEngine method, as well as additional details regarding its
implementation and default parameters are available on line at our web server
http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/I2I-SiteEngine.
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3 Classification of Protein-Protein Interfaces

We applied I2I-SiteEngine to classify a pilot dataset consisting of 64 common
protein-protein interfaces. As a result, these were clustered into 22 different
groups, which are detailed on our website. Protein complexes with interfaces that
belong to the same cluster are considered to share similar spatial and chemical
organizations of their interacting regions.

Similarity Ranking and Clustering. The first stage was to rank the dataset pro-
teins according to their similarity to each other. To achieve this, I2I-SiteEngine
was applied to all pairs of dataset interfaces (except for where surface area dif-
fers by more than 50% of the smaller interface). Specifically, each time a certain
interface is used as a query. The query is compared to all other dataset inter-
faces, ranking them in a decreasing order according to their similarity to this
query. Table 1 provides three examples of such comparisons. The query inter-
faces in these examples were: (a) Clip bound to class II Mhc Hla-Dr3 (1a6a),
(b) Trypsin(ogen) complexed with Pancreatic Trypsin inhibitor (1bzx) and (c)
Glycine N-Methyltransferase (1d2h). The top ranking solutions are the interfaces
that are most similar to the query. As can be seen, many of them are comprised
of proteins that share very low sequence similarity with the query. In addition,
most of these proteins have totally different overall protein folds. Therefore, the
similarity between them can not be recognized by sequence alignment meth-
ods or by structural alignment methods that align the overall backbones of the
proteins. Yet, the similarity of these interfaces is successfully recognized by I2I-
SiteEngine. In the next stage, a clustering algorithm uses the rank lists of all
pairwise comparisons to cluster the interfaces into different groups. In this pre-
liminary implementation we applied a greedy clustering procedure that performs
several iterations with decreasing cut off values defined by the Match Score.

The Obtained Clusters. Following the classification procedures, two types of in-
terface clusters were obtained. The full clusters list is detailed on our website:
http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/I2I-SiteEngine. Here we present few ex-
amples of relatively large clusters that are divided to two types: (1) similar
interfaces comprised by proteins with similar overall folds, (2) similar interfaces
comprised by proteins with different overall folds. While type 1 is more straight-
forward, type 2 can suggest either preferred binding organizations or similar
functions shared by unrelated proteins.

Consider the rank lists of three clusters presented in bold in Table 1. Table
1(a) presents an example of a type 1 cluster composed of MHC-antigen interfaces.
Although in this cluster the MHC molecules are bound to different peptides
the similarity between their interfaces is successfully recognized and thus they
are clustered together. A more interesting type 2 cluster is presented in Table
1(b). This well-studied [4] functional class of ’serine protease with inhibitor’ is
comprised of two different folds: the Trypsin-like serine proteases with inhibitor
(ranked 1-4 in the Table) and the Subtilisin-like with inhibitor (ranked 5-6). In
spite of the different overall folds of the chains, these proteins exhibit a similar
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Table 1. The ten top ranking solutions obtained when three interface queries (ranked
1) were searched against the pilot dataset: (a) Clip bound to class II Mhc Hla-Dr3
(1a6a), (b) Trypsin with inhibitor (1bzx), and (c) Glycine N-Methyltransferase (1d2h).
For each comparison, the first column presents the PDB codes followed by the cor-
responding chains, in the order determined by the correspondence identified by the
method. Column two presents the score that indicates the extent of similarity. Column
three presents the overall sequence similarity to the query chains, e.g. 1sbnEI - 15/13,
means that sequence similarity of chains E of 1sbn and of 1bzx is 15%, and of chains I
is 13%. Column four presents the algorithm running times. In bold are the interfaces
that later on were classified to belong to the same cluster as the query.

Rank (a) Rank List of 1a6a (b) Rank List of 1bzx (c) Rank List of 1d2h
PDB Match

Score
Seq.
Sim.(%)

Time
(sec.)

PDB Match
Score

Seq.
Sim.(%)

Time
(sec.)

PDB Match
Score

Seq.
Sim.(%)

Time
(sec.)

1 1a6aBC 100 100/100 8 1bzxEI 100 100/100 14 1d2hAB 100 100/100 5
2 1aqdBC 52 88/20 8 1tgsZI 56 64/14 21 1axcCA 38 14/14 7
3 1dlhBC 44 87/20 8 1gl1AI 51 41/17 15 1kbaBA 34 5/5 5
4 1d9kDP 38 60/6 10 1acbEI 48 40/13 16 1cdtBA 34 8/8 7
5 1jk8BC 38 61/6 9 3tecEI 37 13/13 15 1c1yBA 34 6/11 6
6 1f3jBP 35 60/6 10 1sbnEI 36 15/13 18 1kklAH 33 12/9 6
7 1ydtEI 27 13/5 13 1h28BE 28 15/8 11 1czvAB 32 12/12 4
8 1axcAC 27 13/1 11 1cxzAB 27 17/12 13 1b77AB 32 15/15 4
9 1gl1AI 26 15/5 13 1c1yAB 27 18/10 12 1ao7AD 30 15/11 3
10 1c1yBA 25 12/1 10 1d9kDP 27 15/3 12 3tecIE 30 7/16 10

function that is related to the interface properties. As expected, our method
grouped together all interfaces of serine proteases with inhibitors bound to their
catalytic region.

Another interesting example of a type 2 cluster can be seen in Table 1(c).
The cluster contains complexes that are comprised of a total of 7 different folds:
(1) Methyltransferases (1d2h), (2) Snake toxin-like (1cdt,1kba), (3) DNA clamp
(1axc,1b77), (4) PEP carboxykinase-like bound to Hpr-like (1kkl), (5) Galactose-
binding domain-like (1czv), (6) P-loop containing nucleoside triphosphate hy-
drolases bound to Beta-Grasp (1c1y), (7) Defensin-like (1dfn, which was added
to this cluster at the last iteration of the clustering algorithm and therefore is
not presented in the Table). Figure 5 presents a superimposition of members
of this cluster according to the transformation obtained by the alignment of
corresponding interfaces. Figure 5(a) shows the alignment Coagulation factor
V and Cardiotoxin V4II. Figure 5(b) shows the alignment between Glycine N-
Methyltransferase and Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen. In both cases, meth-
ods for sequence comparison [3] failed to recognize any significant pattern. All of
the proteins in this cluster perform different functions, but are recognized to have
similar interfaces. This may suggest that similar interface binding organizations
can be shared by different protein families.

4 Additional Applications

Besides its usefulness for classification of interfaces, our method can be also
applied to search databases of protein-protein interfaces. Searches of this type
have two major biological applications: (1) fast classification of newly determined
complexes. (2) prediction of binding partners and binding modes by recognition
of similarity to known complexes. In the first application, an interface of a ’newly’
determined complex is extracted, compared to known interfaces and classified.
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This may provide valuable knowledge regarding the interface and its biological
function. In the second, a complete protein structure is compared to a database
of known interfaces to predict its potential binding sites.

These database searches can be performed more efficiently with the help
of a dataset of classified interfaces. Instead of comparing to each interface, we
compare only to cluster representatives, thus gaining efficiency and speed. The
representative of each cluster is selected as the largest interface of that cluster.
Below, we provide examples of the two search procedures applied on the cluster
representatives of our pilot dataset.

Interface Type Recognition. In this section we describe classification of ’new’
interfaces that were not used in the pilot dataset. A new interface (query) is
compared to all the cluster representatives, except for those whose surface area
differs by more than 50% from the query. These examples show the correctness
of the obtained clusters and of their representation by representative interfaces.

Beta-Defensin BD. In the following example, an interface of Beta-Defensin BD
(1fd4) was compared to all cluster representatives. The top ranking interface
was that of G-protein Rap1A in complex with the Ras-Binding-Domain (RBD)
of C-Raf1 Kinase (1c1y). Examination of the cluster members represented by
this complex revealed an interface comprised by Defensin HNP-3 protein (1dfn),
which belongs to the same Defensin family as the query. Although the compar-
ison was only between Beta-Defensin BD and the cluster representatives (none
of which is from Defensin family), the resulting classification was correct.

Fig. 4. The interfaces of subtilisin Carlsberg
with Eglin C (1cse) and Trypsin with An-
imal Kazal-type inhibitor (1tgs). The sur-
faces are depicted as green dots and the
pseudocenters as balls (1cse smaller, 1tgs
larger, colored as in Figure 1. The catalytic
residues of 1tgs (S195-H57-D102) are black
and of 1cse (S221-H64-D32) are brown.

Subtilisin Carlsberg with Eglin C.
When the interface of Subtilisin
Carlsberg in complex with Eglin C
(1cse) was compared to all of the
cluster representatives, the interface
formed by Trypsin complexed with
Animal Kazal-type inhibitor (1tgs)
received the highest rank. In spite of
the fact that this representative inter-
face belongs to a fold different from
that of the query, the ’new’ interface
was correctly classified to belong to
the cluster of serine proteases in com-
plex with an inhibitor.

SH3 Domain with a Peptide. An-
other example is classification of an
interface of Abl tyrosine kinase SH3
domain complexed with a peptide.
Once again, this interface was compared to all the representatives. The top
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. (a) Coagulation factor V (PDB:1czv, chain A - blue, chain B - red) and Car-
diotoxin V4II(PDB:1cdt, chain A - green, chain B - yellow) (b) Alignment between
Glycine N-Methyltransferase (PDB:1d2h, chain A - blue, chain B - red) and Prolif-
erating Cell Nuclear Antigen (PDB:1axc, chain A - green, chain C - yellow). (c) Su-
perimposition of the three top ranking results obtained in searching with a complete
structure of G-protein cH-p21 Ras (yellow). In blue are the G-proteins of the recog-
nized solutions. In green (1c1y), purple (1cxz) and red (1cee) are the binding partners
of these interfaces that can potentially bind to the query.

ranking interface was the catalytic domain of Prommp-2 E404Q mutant com-
plexed with inhibitor (1eak). The cluster represented by this interface contains
another interface created by c-Src tyrosine kinase SH3 domain complexed with
a peptide. As previously, this classification shows the consistency of the method.
It is interesting to note that all of the peptides that create the interfaces of this
cluster contain at least three Proline residues. Spatial similarity of two of these
was recognized by the method. The matching of these relatively rigid residues
may be an explanation for the obtained classification.

Prediction of Binding Partners and Binding Modes. Here we show how the
presented method and classification can be used to predict the potential binding
partners and modes of a cH-p21 Ras (G-protein). In this application we search
the complete surface of this protein for the presence of a binding site, similar to
those that constitute known interfaces. Such recognition can provide information
regarding its potential binding partners and their binding modes.

From the algorithmic standpoint, in this application we combine the ap-
proaches of I2I-SiteEngine and SiteEngine. In the matching stage all I-triangles
of an interface are compared to all triangles of the complete protein. The two
binding sites of the interface are scored separately. A region of a protein that
achieves the highest score in a comparison to one of the binding sites is selected.
The binding partners of that site can potentially bind to the recognized region.
The superimposition of the complex of the interface on the protein provides pre-
diction of its binding mode. When ranking the results of searching for different
interfaces on the surface of a protein it is important to prevent the automatic
selection of large interfaces, which have more features, thus receiving a higher
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score. Therefore, we divide the score of each pairwise comparison by the normal-
ized score of the same binding site when it is searched in its native protein [8].

In order to predict potential binding sites of the G-protein cH-p21 Ras (1he8),
its complete protein structure was compared to all of the representative inter-
faces. Three top ranking solutions were: (1) G-protein RhoA in complex with
effector domain of the protein kinase pkn/prk1 (1cxz), (2) G-protein CDC42
in complex with the Gtpase binding domain of Wasp (1cee) and (3) G-protein
Rap1A in complex with c-Raf1 RBD (1c1y). Therefore, the binding partners
of these three proteins may potentially bind to G-protein cH-p21 Ras at the
recognized regions. Whereas in the first two cases we do not have any specific
information regarding the correctness of the prediction, the third interface is cre-
ated by an RBD domain similar to the one that binds to the query protein [15].
Figure 5(c) presents the superimposition of all these three top scoring interfaces
on the query by the transformation recognized by the comparison of the cor-
responding interfaces. Here we have shown the correctness of the method by
examples that can be verified by methods of sequence and structural alignment.
However, the presented method considers only the surfaces and the functional
groups of the interfaces and thus can recognize similarities shared by proteins
with different overall sequences or folds. Thus it can recognize similarities that
can not be detected by other methods.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Recognition of similar patterns of interactions between evolutionary unrelated
proteins is important for various biological applications. Here we presented a
method that can recognize such similarities without any assumption regard-
ing the similarity of the sequences or the folds. Our method considers physico-
chemical and geometrical considerations of the side-chains as well as the back-
bone. It is efficient and can be applied to large scale database searches and
classifications. However, it has several weaknesses. First, it addresses protein
molecules as rigid bodies and considers flexibility only through a set of thresh-
olds that allow a certain variability in the locations. Second, there is no implicit
treatment of electrostatic potentials that are known to have an impact on the
protein interactions. Such issues will be addressed in future research.

We have applied our method to classify a pilot dataset of protein inter-
faces and have shown its usefulness for searching applications. Although the
constructed dataset is limited in size, it is sufficient to already show a clear
representation of the interfaces clusters. Motivated by this experience we intend
to apply I2I-SiteEngine to all PDB complexes for the complete classification of
known interfaces. We hope that this will suggest preferred chemical organizations
shared by similar interfaces. The insight we have gained from the pairwise in-
terface alignment will facilitate the development of a tool for multiple interfaces
alignment based on functional groups that is currently under development.
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Abstract. The problem of identifying sequence domains is essential for
understanding protein function. Most current methods for protein do-
main identification rely on prior knowledge of homologous domains and
construction of high quality multiple sequence alignments. With rapid
accumulation of enormous data from genome sequencing, it is impor-
tant to be able to automatically determine domain regions from a set of
proteins solely based on sequence information.
We describe a new algorithm for automatic protein domain detection that
does not require multiple sequence alignment and differs from alignment
based methods by allowing arbitrary rearrangements (both in relative
ordering and distance) of the domains within the set of proteins under
study. Moreover, our algorithm extracts domains by simply performing a
comparative analysis of a given set of sequences, and no auxiliary infor-
mation is required. The method views protein sequences as collections
of overlapping fixed length blocks. A pair of blocks within a sequence
gets a “vote of confidence” to be part of a domain if several other se-
quences have similar pairs of blocks at roughly the same distance from
each other. Candidate domains are then identified by discovering regions
in each protein sequence where most block pairs get strong votes of con-
fidence. We applied our method on several test data sets with a fixed
choice of parameters. To evaluate the results we computed sensitivity
and specificity measures using SMART-derived domain annotations as a
reference.

1 Introduction

With the rapidly increasing amount of sequence data coming from various
genome projects, one of the major goals of comparative genomics is to deter-
mine molecular and cellular functions of proteins encoded by these genomes.
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A general approach for functional characterization of unknown proteins is to
infer protein functions based on sequence similarity to annotated proteins in
sequence databases using database search tools such as BLAST [1] and FASTA
[2]. Such automated procedures are fast and powerful, but also limited [3]. In
particular they do not take into consideration the modular organization of pro-
teins. Many proteins consist of multiple independently evolving domains [4].
A protein domain is generally defined as a region within a protein that either
forms a specific function, such as substrate binding, or constitutes a stable, com-
pact structural unit. Ignoring the modularity of protein sequences may lead to
false transfer of annotation between proteins that have distinct functions but
share some highly conserved domains. Therefore, automated techniques for the
identification of protein domains can greatly contribute to the understanding of
protein function and provide insights into physiology of an organism.

Many methods have been developed to classify proteins into distinct families
based on identification of a shared domain. Most of them start with a seed mul-
tiple sequence alignment (MSA) of proteins that are known to be functionally
related or represent conserved domains and then use the alignment to charac-
terize the domain family. For example, Pfam [5, 6] and SMART [7] use Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) built from the seed alignments as profiles for each do-
main family, BLOCKS [8] constructs position specific matrices, while Prosite
[9] defines motif signatures of the functional sites. All of those methods depend
crucially on carefully chosen seed alignments. Manual selection of sequences to
be included in the seed alignments and hand editing of MSAs by experts is often
required to ensure the quality of the seed alignments. Furthermore, alignment
tools will often not handle remotely related sequences. These problems led us to
investigate alternative methods in which protein domains or conserved regions
are identified automatically in a set of proteins from sequence information alone,
allowing for domain reordering and avoiding the need for seed alignments.

Our algorithm predicts candidate domain regions by comparative sequence
analysis of protein sequences. Each protein sequence is viewed as a collection of
overlapping fixed length blocks. Similarities between pairs of blocks are calcu-
lated from un-gapped sequence alignments using a specific substitution matrix.
A pair of blocks within a sequence gets a “vote of confidence” if several other
sequences have similar pairs of blocks separated from each other at roughly sim-
ilar distance. Candidate domains are then identified by discovering regions in
each protein sequence where most block pairs get strong votes of confidence. By
appropriately adjusting various parameters such as what constitutes block sim-
ilarity and when does a pair of blocks get a vote from another sequence, we get
a non-local alignment technique that allows us to detect shared domains among
sequences that may be remotely related. We evaluated our algorithm using the
InterPro [10] annotation. InterPro is a comprehensive documentation resource
of protein families, domains and functional sites, where the major protein sig-
nature databases, PROSITE [9], Pfam [5, 6], PRINTS [11], ProDom [12] and
SMART [13] have been manually integrated and curated. Because of inconsis-
tencies among annotations from these different databases, and possible omissions
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of putative domains, accuracy metrics with respect to manually annotated data
can be misleading. Therefore, we also evaluated our algorithm on synthetic data
sets constructed by embedding annotated domains into protein sequences gen-
erated by random sampling of regions without domain annotations.

2 Algorithm

Our algorithm can be viewed as composed of three phases. In the first phase
(Witness Matrix), we compare each protein sequence σ with all other sequences
to extract the pairs of amino acid positions in σ that are potentially correlated
i.e. are part of the same domain. In the second phase (Segment Matrix), we
translate this pairwise correlation information into a score for each amino acid
position in σ, indicating the likelihood of that position being a domain. In the
third and the final phase (Domain Extraction), we use a relative thresholding
scheme to label each amino acid position as a domain or a non-domain position.
We next describe these phases in detail.

The Witness Matrix. The first phase of the algorithm is to create a matrix W
for each protein sequence σ, in a given set of proteins P , which collects evidence
on which pairs of amino acids in σ are likely to be in a domain. The entry W [i, j]
contains a subset P ′ ⊆ P such that each sequence in P ′ is a vote for the pair of
locations i, j in σ being contained in some domain.

Definition 1 (Block). A block in a sequence σ is a substring of length b for
some fixed parameter b. We will denote by σ(i) the block in σ that starts at
location i.

Definition 2 (Block Similarity Function). A block similarity function f is
a Boolean function that is true of a pair of blocks iff the two blocks are “similar”
to each other.

Fix any sequence σ ∈ P . We will describe the construction of the witness
matrix W for σ. The construction scheme is identical for all sequences. For
each pair of blocks σ(i), σ(j) (possibly overlapping), we perform the following
computation. For each sequence σ′ ∈ P , we check if there is a pair of blocks
σ′(i), σ′(j′) such that:

(i) f(σ(i), σ′(i′)) and f(σ(j), σ′(j′)), and
(ii) (j′ − i′)/s ≤ j − i ≤ s(j′ − i′), where s is the stretch parameter.

If so, we add σ′ as a witness for all pairs of amino acid positions x, y in σ
where x is in σ(i) and y is in σ(j).

In this phase of the algorithm we determine which block pairs of the sequence
σ are preserved across the protein set P , and thus likely to be together in a
domain. The intuition is that a pair of blocks contained within a domain will also
appear in other sequences sharing the same domain. In addition, we want to filter
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block pairs that appear often but in different relative order, or with significantly
different distances, as they are likely to be part of related but different domains.

The block similarity function should absorb local amino acid substitutions
and a limited number of insertions and deletions between homologous blocks
without introducing too many false positives. A possible choice for similarity
function is gapped alignment with a substitution matrix and an alignment score
cutoff value. As a reasonable approximation for relatively small block sizes, as
well as for efficiency reasons, we have used un-gapped alignment. The stretch
parameter allows for more significant mutation events such as larger gaps, inserts,
or deletes.

The Segment Matrix. The second phase of the algorithm refines the witness
information gathered above to classify each amino acid position in σ as a domain
or a non-domain position. To do so, we define the notion of a segment in a
sequence: a segment [s, e] is a substring of σ that starts at location s and ends
at location e in σ. For each segment [s, e], we compute a score M [s, e] as follows:

(a) For each sequence σ′ ∈ P , we compute total number of pairs (i, j) where
s ≤ i, j ≤ e such that σ′ ∈ W [i, j]. Let n(σ′) denote this count.

(b) A sequence σ′ ∈ P is said to be relevant to a segment [s, e] if n(σ′) is a
significant fraction of the total number of pairs in [s, e] (say, (e− s + 1)2/2).
The score M [s, e] is defined to be the sum of the counts n(σ′) of the k
relevant sequences with the highest count, normalized by (e − s + 1)2, the
total number of pairs in the segment [s, e].

For a segment, we are interested in only relevant sequences σ′ ∈ P and
filter the others to penalize for gaps, and to prevent accumulation of votes due
to noise that may potentially outscore conserved but infrequent domains. We
further select the top k of the highest voters to hedge against over-represented
domains and more conserved stretches within a domain (normalize the score). An
example is given in Fig. 1 where the domain with accession number IPR000008
(for clarity denoted by 8) is found to appear more often (it is shared by large
fraction of the sequences) than the rest of the domains in the studied data set.

Domain Extraction. Once we have computed the matrix M , we next define an
array A of length |σ| such that the entry A[i] is the score M [s, e] corresponding to
the highest scoring segment of length at least B that contains location i (Through
the parameter B we filter noise from small frequently occurring regions as can
be seen in Fig. 1). Let amax be the highest entry in the array A. We now pick
a threshold θ ∈ (0, 1] and classify each location i in σ as domain or non-domain
by the following simple rule: if A[i] ≥ θamax, then location is part of a domain
and it is a non-domain location otherwise.

2.1 Complexity

We now analyze the worst case running time of the algorithm in terms of the
number of proteins sequences, say m, the length n of each protein sequence, and
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Fig. 1. The ‘heatmap’ in the left panel shows the list sizes in the witness matrix W ,
for each pair of positions (i, j). Here, W is computed for the example sequence Q19024.
Sizes of less than 30 are not shown for clarity. The corresponding segment matrix M
(in the right panel) shows the computed segment scores (k = 20) where a point (s, e)
represents a segment that starts at position s and ends at e. The rectangular boxes
outline the actual domain boundaries (SMART) for the example sequence.

the maximum domain size d (typically between 300 and 400 amino acids). For
sequences σ and σ′, we can compute for all blocks in σ the respective sorted lists
of similar blocks, identified by their starting positions, in σ′ in O(n2) time via
dynamic programming by reusing computations for overlapping blocks. Similarly,
once the witness matrix for σ is constructed, we compute the segment scores in
O(mn2) time reusing information from overlapping segments.

The dominant term in the algorithm complexity is the computation of the
witness lists for the O(nd) ordered block pairs in σ. Recall that blocks that are
further than d positions apart are not in a domain by definition. Given a pair of
blocks in σ of distance d′ ≤ d positions and their corresponding similar blocks
in σ′, we determine if σ′ is a witness for that pair by essentially merging the two
sorted lists of similar blocks. More precisely, we add d′ to each entry in the first
list and do the merge in time proportional to the sizes of the lists. This allows
us to compute the corresponding block pair in σ′ that is of distance closest to d′

in O(n) time (each list is at most n in size). In practice, however, lists of similar
blocks are significantly shorter than n depending on the similarity threshold we
use and the sequence complexity. The experiments we performed suggest that
the algorithm in fact spends most time in computing block similarity.

To summarize, the running time per sequence against the whole protein data
set is proportional to mn2d.

3 Implementation and Evaluation

A platform-independent, preliminary version of the method was implemented in
Java. It was used and tested on various Windows and Linux machines running
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Sun’s Java 2 platform. Several parameters control the behavior of the algorithm.
We used blocks of size 25 each, and computed block similarity using un-gapped
alignment with amino acid substitution matrix BLOSUM62 [14], using a cutoff
level of 30. The stretch factor we allowed between pairs of block was set to 1.5
and the maximum allowed distance between blocks to 400 amino acids (aa). For
each position in the sequence, we computed its likelihood of being a domain by
considering the top 20 voters for each of the regions that contain the amino acid
of length at least 50, and normalizing by the highest score. We used these choices
of parameters for all the data sets we studied.

3.1 Data Sets

To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, we studied four different data sets
and their domain annotations that are available from InterPro database at the
EBI1. From the corresponding protein families we have chosen random subsets
that are typically annotated with both SMART and Pfam. Table 1 summarizes
the selected data sets.

Table 1. Test data sets.

Accession Number of Average Coverage Masked
No Description Sequences Length by SMART Positions

1. IPR001192 Phosphoinositide-specific 704 708aa 44% 8%
phospholipase C (PLC), and

IPR001565 synaptotagmin
2. IPR008936 Rho GTPase activation 1916 795aa 43% 9%

protein, and
IPR001849 Pleckstrin-like

3. IPR001356 Homeobox 1011 348aa 28% 15%
4. IPR001245 Tyrosine protein kinase 1701 706aa 57% 7%

The low complexity regions in the input sequences were masked using the
software seg [15] with default parameters ‘12 2.2 2.5 -x’. The ‘Masked Position’
column in Table 1 shows the average percentage of low complexity positions in
a sequence for each data set.

3.2 Evaluating Performance

We assessed the quality of the algorithm’s output based on the specificity and
sensitivity measures using SMART-derived domain annotations as a reference.
Specificity is the ratio of accurately predicted domain positions to the total
number of predicted domain positions by our algorithm. Sensitivity is the pro-
portion of accurately predicted domain positions over total number of actual

1 http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro
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domain positions. Given an accurate reference annotation, the ideal domain dis-
covery method will have both specificity and sensitivity equal to 1. On the other
hand, a naive algorithm that marks the entire protein sequence as a domain will
have perfect sensitivity, but specificity equal to the percentage of total positions
covered by the reference annotation (see Table 1).
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Fig. 2. Trade-off between specificity and sensitivity for threshold θ ranging from 0.9
to 1. High threshold implies lower sensitivity but higher specificity.

Figure 2 shows the trade-off between average per sequence sensitivity and
specificity when the likelihood threshold θ is varied from 0.9 to 1 (step 0.01). In
addition we removed sequences with less than 10% sensitivity (between 5 and
10% of the input data). We also computed an adjusted specificity-sensitivity
curve to eliminate bias introduced around the domain boundaries (summary
of actual values is given in Table 2). More precisely, we have ignored ±5aa
around the SMART annotated domain boundaries when computing specificity
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Table 2. Average specificity and sensitivity for threshold θ = 0.98 using SMART
annotation as a reference.

Sensitivity Specificity
Data Set (ignored ±5aa)

1. 0.78 0.83
2. 0.67 0.83
3. 0.96 0.74
4. 0.86 0.88

Sensitivity Specificity
Data Set (ref. extended by 10aa)

1. 0.74 0.88
2. 0.64 0.88
3. 0.94 0.88
4. 0.84 0.90
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Fig. 3. Trade-off between specificity and sensitivity for extended annotated domain
boundaries by 10aa.

and sensitivity. The significant improvement in both sensitivity and specificity
when ignoring 5aa around the domain boundaries is evidence that our method
find the rough location of domains even when it fails to identify the domains’
exact boundaries.

To test if our algorithm consistently overmatches the annotated domains due
to its methodology we have also performed the following experiment. We ex-
tended the SMART-derived domain annotations by 10aa at each of the domain
boundaries and computed the specificity and sensitivity measures removing out-
liers with less than 10% sensitivity and varying the threshold as above (summary
of results shown in Fig. 3). We again observe a significant increase in specificity.
The result implies, especially in the case of data set 3 (where we also observe the
highest sensitivity) that one weakness of the current approach is a tendency to
extend the domain boundaries by several amino acids. One explanation is that
blocks partially overlapping with a domain are classified as being part of it, if
their common portion is sufficiently well preserved (depending on the similarity
cutoff level and the size of the overlap) in the remaining (witness) instances of
the same domain. Also, small extensions of conserved regions may still get a
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high enough votes of confidence for lower values of the threshold θ and thus help
incorrectly classify the extensions as domain positions.

Synthetic Data Sets. One of the challenges in evaluating the performance
is lack of perfect agreement between known domain annotations. In order to
overcome this difficulty we created a synthetic data set with near “perfect” an-
notation and yet containing realistic domain sequences. We embedded actual
SMART-derived sequence domains from data set 1 in random proteins preserv-
ing their relative order and distance. We generated the random protein sequences
by first building a dictionary with all words of size 3 that appear in non-domain
regions of the original sequences, and then sampling from these words at ran-
dom based on their frequencies. The computed results are shown in Fig. 4. We
obtained more than 97% specificity when we extended the domain boundaries
of the SMART annotation as outlined above. This suggests that we can further
improve the method in terms of specificity by taking into a special consideration
blocks at tentative domain boundaries without increasing the top k parameter
(Fig. 5).
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tivity for data set 3 for parameter top
k = 20, 30, and 50.

4 Discussion and Future Directions

The experimental results of our method are encouraging. We were able to obtain
simultaneously good sensitivity and specificity for the studied data sets based
exclusively on the available sequence information with a fixed, predetermined,
set of parameters. The method can further be improved, and at each step of the
algorithm several variations are possible. To determine block correspondence
between two sequences, we can apply (un)gapped alignment or use the longest
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Fig. 6. Alternative domain annotations for two example sequences Q19024 (left) and
O94848 (right). The annotations include ProDom (PD), PRINTS (PR), Pfam (PF),
PROSITE, Profile (PS), SMART (SM), and the extracted domain positions by our
algorithm (ATDD) for θ = 0.98 and k = 20.

common subsequence (LCS) as a similarity measure. The segment evaluation
function may be more sophisticated taking into account the distribution of the
correlated amino acids within a region. Also, we feel that the domain (bound-
aries) extraction procedure may be further improved taking into account all of
the collected information by the method.

Block Similarity. We have performed limited number of experiments using
gapped alignment [16] to determine block similarity and found that results are
similar to that of using un-gapped alignment. We have also evaluated data set
1 using the LCS measure with a 0/1 substitution matrix as our block similarity
function. The substitution matrix was obtained from the equivalency set based
on chemical nature of amino acids2. For block size of 25 we considered two blocks
to be similar if their LCS is more than 17. We determined that in such a setting
specificity increases but sensitivity is poor.

Segment Evaluation. We have described and assessed a segment evaluation
function based on the density of votes (number of votes divided by total num-
ber of possible votes for a segment) and number of relevant sequences for that
segment. Another possibility is to weight votes based on the distance of the
corresponding block pairs. Such scheme decreases the penalty of small gaps but
potentially merges near-by domains. We have computed the sensitivity and speci-
ficity of such method using the existing domain extraction procedure for data
set 1. We determined that its performance is comparable to the current method
modulo a small shift in the threshold values used since the method favors longer
domains within a sequence. This bias leads to an increase in specificity but a
decrease in sensitivity.

Domain Extraction. The current method to compute the domain positions
is quite simplistic and leads to occasional fusion of consecutive proposed do-
mains (see left panel of Fig. 6). Another problem is that uniform thresholding
2 http://cbcsrv.watson.ibm.com/Tspd.html
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(θ) potentially misses some of the domains – in multi-domain proteins, all do-
mains to be discovered, either there should be comparable evidence (votes) in
the considered data set for all the different domains, or the threshold should be
sufficiently low without hurting the specificity of the method. This problem is
partially solved by considering only the top voters for all regions in the input
sequence. To improve the method we can use non-uniform threshold for different
regions in the sequence under consideration, as well as, the gathered information
of which positions are part of the same domain to delineate domain boundaries
more accurately.
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Abstract. We give an algorithm that locally improves the fit between two pro-
teins modeled as space-filling diagrams. The algorithm defines the fit in purely
geometric terms and improves by applying a rigid motion to one of the two pro-
teins. Our implementation of the algorithm takes between three and ten seconds
and converges with high likelihood to the correct docked configuration, provided
it starts at a position away from the correct one by at most 18 degrees of rota-
tion and at most 3.0Å of translation. The speed and convergence radius make
this an attractive algorithm to use in combination with a coarse sampling of the
six-dimensional space of rigid motions.

1 Introduction

Protein interactions are the molecular basis for many essential components of life. In
this paper we contribute to the growing body of work on protein docking, which is the
computational approach to predicting protein-protein interactions.

Field of Protein Docking. The reliable prediction of protein interactions from three-
dimensional structures alone is one of the grand challenges in computational biology.
There is ample experimental evidence from X-ray crystallography and other structure
determination methods that interactions require proteins to exhibit extensive local shape
complementarity. Nevertheless, the precise mechanism that brings about interactions is
poorly understood. The observed shape complementarity of docked proteins suggests
we start with the geometric structures of individual proteins and search for a good local
fit. This raises intriguing but hard questions about the relative importance of physical
forces (e.g. van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonds, ion pairs, etc.) and shape, par-
ticularly as to the precise meaning of shape when objects are not rigid.

The known structures of protein complexes form a benchmark for computational
tools and the attempt to reassemble proteins to their observed, native configurations is
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referred to as bound protein docking. Even if we ignore physical forces and focus exclu-
sively on shape, the high dimension of the search space makes this a difficult problem.
Following the policy of small steps, it thus makes sense to simplify the problem by as-
suming rigidity. The task in rigid protein docking is to find a motion that positions one
rigid protein relative to the other into the correct docked configuration. The dimension
of the search space is still high, three for translations plus three for rotations. Imple-
mentation of a fast and accurate rigid docking algorithm would allow for future meth-
ods that add the higher dimensionality of conformational changes seen in real docking
problems. Possible approaches to flexibility include tolerance to collisions [8, 14] and
pre-calculation of multiple residue conformations [16].

Prior Work. Many different approaches have been taken to solving the rigid docking
problem and we refer to several survey articles in the general area [7, 10, 13]. All of
these methods consist of essentially two parts. First, one creates a scoring function
that discriminates correctly docked conformations from incorrect ones. The scoring
is based primarily on shape recognition but often includes electrostatics or hydrogen
bonds. Because of the size of the search space and the number of atoms for each protein,
simplifications or data reduction methods are often employed. Second, one creates a
search algorithm that finds the correct solution using the scoring function. Many rigid
protein docking algorithms based primarily on shape have been implemented using
diverse approaches to search the space of rigid motions, including cube coverings, fast
Fourier transforms, spherical harmonics, and geometric hashing. One major limitations
in these methods is that they can yield anywhere from a few to thousands of false
positives, incorrect configurations that have a higher score than the native configuration.
Thus, a re-ranking of the docked configurations is usually implemented based on a
wide variety of methods including solvation potentials, empirical atom-atom or residue-
residue contact energies, optimal positioning of hydrogen bonds, etc. Bespamyatnikh et
al. developed a shape-based docking algorithm and demonstrated that it correctly docks
a diverse set of 25 protein complexes without any false positives [3]. This result was
achieved using a scoring function that approximates the van der Waals interactions by
counting pairs of atoms and by high-resolution sampling of the space of rigid motions.
The major limitation of this method is the amount of computation time needed, with
even a modest size problem taking a day on a cluster of 100 processors. This does not
allow for facile experimentation or implementation of flexibility.

Local Search. We envision a more efficient algorithm that first uses a coarse sampling
in the space of rotations to generate a set of possible solutions with at least one not
too far from the correct docking configuration. The second step is a rapid search for
the solution using a local improvement method. Based on our previous results [3], the
correct docking configuration will yield the highest score following this second step. A
multistage local search method for rigid protein docking has been recently reported that
mimics the physical events of protein binding [5]. Starting from complexes as much
as 10Å root-mean-square-distance from the native configuration, the method guides
protein docking, first with desolvation and electrostatics, then adding partial van der
Waals potentials as the proteins come closer together. This energy funnel method was
shown to work well with a set of eight different complexes, but appears computationally
expensive.
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Our Results. As in [5], we do not explicitly address the generation of initial configu-
rations in this paper. Instead the main question we pursue is the convergence radius of
our local search heuristic. In other words, how far away from the native configuration
can we start and still have a good chance to recover (a good approximation of) the na-
tive configuration? For the time being, we do not have any theoretical results and our
approach to finding answers is purely experimental and restricted to the case of known
structures of docked proteins.

We performed computational experiments using the barnase-barstar complex whose
structure can be found in the protein databank [2]. Our findings show that the chances
of recovering the correct, native configuration are about 80% provided we start with
a configuration generated by a local perturbation with rotation angle at most 18◦ and
translation distance at most 3.0Å. We extended the experiments to nineteen additional
protein complexes and found that the bounds on the local perturbation are about the
same and perhaps universal for protein complexes.

Outline. Section 2 introduces the geometric and algorithmic background used in this
paper. Section 3 presents the local search heuristic. Section 4 describes the results of
the computational experiments that test the performance of the heuristic. Section 5 sum-
marizes our findings and points toward future directions.

2 Background and Definitions

In this section, we introduce the notation and the main geometric and algorithmic con-
cepts used in the design of our local search heuristic.

Notation and Assumptions. We use solid spheres to represent atoms and space-filling
diagrams to model proteins as unions of such spheres. Writing ai for the center and ri

for the radius of the i-th sphere, we let A = {Ai = (ai, ri) | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} be the set of
spheres defining the first protein. Similarly, we let B = {Bj = (bj , sj) | 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
be the set of spheres defining the second protein. Following the work of Bespamyatnikh
et al., we say Ai and Bj collide if the two spheres overlap, and they score if they are
within a pre-specified distance but do not overlap. Formally,

score(i, j), collision(i, j) =

⎧⎨⎩
0, 1 if ‖ai − bj‖ < ri + sj ,
1, 0 if ri + sj ≤ ‖ai − bj‖ ≤ ri + sj + λ,
0, 0 if ri + sj + λ < ‖ai − bj‖,

where the constant is experimentally set to λ = 1.5Å [3]. The total score and the
total collision number are Score(A,B) =

∑
i,j score(i, j) and Collision(A,B) =∑

i,j collision(i, j). Using a second constant, χ, we can now formally define the rigid
docking problem as finding a rigid motion μ that maximizes the total score between A
and μ(B) while keeping the number of collisions at or below χ. The second threshold
is experimentally set to χ = 5 [3]. Using van der Waals radii for the spheres, physics
dictates that there are no collisions at all, but in order to compensate for measurement
errors and other modeling inaccuracies, we allow for a small number of violations of
that dictum. We make two assumptions on the geometric input data motivated by the
application to organic molecules. To state them, let δ be the minimum distance between
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centers of any two spheres in A or in B, and let Rmin and Rmax be the minimum and
maximum radii of the spheres in these sets.

I. There are constants c ≤ C such that Rmax/C ≤ δ ≤ Rmin/c.
II. The difference between the extreme radii satisfies Rmax −Rmin < λ.

We note that Assumption II is implied by Assumption I and C − c < λ/δ, requiring
that the two constants in I are not too different. Our algorithm crucially depends on
Assumption I, and it makes use of Assumption II, but that dependence could be avoided.
In the data retrieved from the protein databank [2], we observe δ = 1.18Å and get
c = 1.14 and C = 1.60. In our experiments, we use only five different radii, between
1.348Å and 1.880Å, which clearly satisfy Assumption II.

Preprocessing. Consider a sphere B with radius s = (Rmin + Rmax)/2. It scores with
a sphere Ai iff its center b lies in the shell centered at ai whose inner and outer radii
are ri + s and ri + s + λ, respectively. Consistent with the terminology introduced
above, we define the score of B equal to the number of shells that contain b. Each
sphere in A defines a shell, giving an arrangement of 2m (non-solid) spheres that de-
compose R3 into cells of constant score, as considered in [6]. The arrangement is useful
for distinguishing desirable from undesirable positions for the sphere B but it has two
drawbacks, namely it suggests regions and not specific positions, and not all spheres in
B have radius s. We remedy both by replacing the shell around ai by its mid-sphere,

Si = {x ∈ R3 | ‖x− ai‖ = ri + s +
λ

2
}.

By Assumption II, Si lies within the shell around ai defined for each radius r in
[Rmin, Rmax]. The mid-spheres intersect pairwise in circles and triplewise in points,
the latter being the vertices of the arrangement. We use some of these vertices as target
positions for the spheres Bj in B, as illustrated in Figure 1. We compute and evaluate
these vertices in a preprocessing step, which we now describe.

Step 1. Compute the set of vertices of the arrangement of mid-spheres.
Step 2. For each vertex u, compute the score of Bu = (u, s) and the number of

collisions between B′
u = (u, s + τ) and spheres in A.

Step 3. Let U be the set of vertices u for which B′
u has zero collisions and there is

no vertex v ∈ U nearby that dominates u in terms of scoring.

The constant τ used in Step 2 will be discussed shortly. Step 1 is greatly helped
by Assumption I, which implies that each mid-sphere intersects only a constant number
of other mid-spheres. It follows that the number of vertices is only O(m), and using
the grid data structure of Halperin and Overmars [9] we find them in time O(m log m).
Using the same data structure, we compute the scores and collision numbers of the
spheres Bu and B′

u in time O(m log m).
The purpose of the vertices is to act as target locations for the spheres in B. It thus

makes sense to eliminate vertices u for which the enlarged sphere B′
u has non-zero

collisions with spheres in A. We use the experimentally determined constant τ = 0.2Å
for the enlargement. Of the remaining vertices, we keep only the ones with locally
maximum score. More specifically, we remove a vertex u for which there is a vertex v
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Fig. 1. The dotted circles represent mid-spheres. The vertices formed by the mid-spheres are black
or white depending on whether a sphere centered at that vertex forms a near collision or not. The
region of scoring, non-colliding positions is shaded.

at distance at most λ/2 such that the set of spheres Ai scoring with Bu is a proper subset
of the set scoring with Bv . Although the vertices do not observe a constant separation
bound, it is easy to prove from Assumption I that there are only a constant number of
vertices within a constant distance from any point in space. We can therefore use the
same grid data structure to implement Step 3 within the same time bound as the first
two steps. It follows that all three preprocessing steps together take time O(m log m).
We note that instead of one we may use several arrangements, each catering to a small
range of radii of spheres in B. In our implementation, we use five arrangements, one
each for the five different radii in our data sets. As long as the number of arrangements
is a constant, the running time is not affected by more than a constant factor.

Least Square Rigid Motion. In the local search heuristic, we will repeatedly compute
local rigid motions by solving a least-square optimization problem. An instance is given
by a subset G = {g1, g2, . . . , g�} of the vertices in U , a subset Z = {z1, z2, . . . , z�}
of the centers of spheres in B, and a bijection between G and Z specified by shared
indices. The objective is to find a rigid motion μ that minimizes the sum of square
distances,

∑�
k=1 ‖gk − μ(zk)‖2. The problem of computing μ is known as the abso-

lute orientation problem in computer vision. Every rigid motion can be written as a
translation followed by a rotation about the origin. Assuming the centroid of the ver-
tices is the origin,

∑�
k=1 gk = 0, the translational component of the optimal motion

necessarily moves the centroid z̄ = 1
�

∑�
k=1 zk to the origin. It remains to compute

the optimal rotation for the points zk − z̄, which reduces to solving a small eigenvalue
problem. The matrix for this problem can be computed in time O(�) from the sets G and
Z , using either the formalism of rotation matrices [15] or that of quaternions [11]. We
remark that the reduction to an eigenvalue problem allows for more general correspon-
dences between G and Z than bijections, and it can be modified to use a set of weights
W = {w1, w2, . . . , w�}. In other words, we can compute in time O(�) the rigid motion
μ = OptRM(G, Z, W ) that minimizes

∑�
k=1 wk‖gk − μ(zk)‖2.
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3 Local Search Heuristic

In this section, we describe the algorithm that locally improves the fit between the space-
filling representations of two proteins. We begin by explaining the overall structure of
the algorithm and follow up by detailing its loops.

High-Level Structure. Given sets of spheres A and B, we aim at finding a local rigid
motion that we can apply to B to improve the fit. By a local rigid motion we mean a
rigid motion that is small, and we will be specific in Section 4 about how small. Here,
we focus on the structure of the algorithm, which repeatedly solves one of two types of
weighted least-square problems. The types are distinguished by the intended effect on
the fit:

– score-improving instances are prepared and solved in the outer loop, and
– collision-reducing instances are prepared and solved in the inner loop.

The success of the algorithm crucially depends on how we define these instances. We
follow two intuitions:

1. worthwhile target positions for spheres in B are collision-free and locally maximize
the score;

2. an effective collection of target positions is approximately congruent to the config-
uration of corresponding sphere centers.

We satisfy the first intuition by using the vertices in U and the second intuition by
limiting our attention to spheres and vertices that are near each other. Letting Z be the
set of centers of spheres in B that have a vertex in their neighborhood, we define a
bijection between Z and a subset G of the vertices; we refer to G as the set of tentative
goals. Assuming a set of weights, W , and a bijection between Z and G, we can now
describe the algorithm.

for #outer times do
prepare a score-improving instance of the least-square problem,
compute μ = OptRM(Z, G, W ), and let B = μ(B)
while Collision(A,B) > χ and μ is not negligible do

prepare a collision-reducing instance of the least-square
problem, compute μ = OptRM(Z, G, W ), and let B = μ(B)

endwhile
endfor; return best fit encountered during the iteration.

We cannot prove, and indeed do not expect, that the algorithm always successfully finds
a fit with sufficiently high score and small collision number. We therefore implement the
algorithm with a constant limit, #inner, on how often the inner loop can be repeated. the
outer loop #outer times and return the best fit encountered during any of the iterations.

Score-Improving Outer Loop. We describe how to prepare an instance of the weighted
least-square problem that aims at improving the score of the fit. We define a distance
threshold, Dj , for each sphere Bj in B, and we let the corresponding tentative goal of
Bj be a vertex uj in U within distance Dj from bj that maximizes the score as computed
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in the preprocessing step. If there is no vertex within distance Dj from bj , the tentative
goal of Bj is undefined. We let Z be the set of centers of spheres with tentative goals,
and G the corresponding set of tentative goals. Finally, we set all weights to one.

It remains to describe how we choose the distance threshold Dj = min{D, dj},
where D is a general and dj is an individual threshold. The general threshold depends
on the current fit betweenA and B and gets smaller as the fit gets better. The individual
threshold depends on whether or not Bj collides with a sphere inA. Let Ai ∈ A be the
sphere that minimizes ‖bj − ai‖ − sj − ri. If Ai and Bj are disjoint then we choose
dj small enough so that moving bj within this limit avoids a collision. Otherwise, we
choose dj large enough to give Bj a chance to undo the collision:

dj =
{
‖bj − ai‖ − sj − ri if ‖bj − ai‖ ≥ sj + ri,
‖bj − ai‖+ sj + ri + λ if ‖bj − ai‖ < sj + ri.

When we compute the sphere Ai of Bj , we do not have to look farther than distance
D+sj +Rmax from bj . Since this is a constant, we can again use the grid data structure
and explore the neighborhood of bj in constant time. After collecting Z and G, we
compute the optimal rigid motion, μ, and apply it to B. We expect that the total score
increases but there is no guarantee that this really happens. Simultaneously, the total
collision number may also increase.

Collision-Reducing Inner Loop. This brings us to the preparation of instances of the
weighted least-square problem that aim at reducing the number of collisions. We distin-
guish spheres Bj with and without collisions. If Bj collides with at least one sphere in
A then we find the closest collision-free position in U within distance D + sj from bj

and let it be the tentative goal of bj . If Bj scores and has no collision then we encourage
it to stay put by setting its tentative goal equal to its own center, bj . Let Z contain the
centers of all spheres Bj that receive tentative goals, and let G be the corresponding
set of tentative goals. Finally, we use weights to counterbalance the usual relative abun-
dance of collision-free spheres. Letting F ⊆ Z be the subset of centers of collision-free
spheres, we set the weight of a sphere center zk ∈ Z equal to

wk =
{

1 if zk ∈ F,

ω/‖zk − gk‖2 if zk ∈ Z − F,

with weight factor ω. Initially, we set ω = |F |/|(Z − F )|, but if this leads to an increase
in the number of collisions we adjust the weight factor as explained shortly. After com-
puting Z , G, and W , we determine the optimal rigid motion, μ, and apply it to B. We
expect that the total number of collisions decreases but there is no guarantee that this
really happens. Simultaneously, the total score may decrease although we counteract
that tendency by including collision-free scoring spheres in the weighted least-square
problem.

Adjusting the Weight Factor. If the rigid motion μ = OptRM(Z, G, W ) leads to an
increase in the number of collisions, then we adjust the weight factor, ω, and redo the
step in the inner loop. Recall that the rigid motion μ = OptRM(Z, G, W ) minimizes

Error(μ′) =
∑

zk∈F

‖μ′(zk)− zk‖2 +
∑

zk∈Z−F

wk‖μ′(zk)− gk‖2,
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where the minimum is taken over all rigid motions μ′. We set

ωnew =
∑

zk∈F

‖μ(zk)− zk‖2
/ ∑

zk∈Z−F

(
1− ‖μ(zk)− gk‖2

‖zk − gk‖2

)
.

We then set ω = ωnew and repeat the computations unless Collision(A, μ(B)) ≤
Collision(A,B). Experimentally, the adjustment is not always needed, and if necessary
it seems to take at most four iterations. In our implementation, we limit the number of
iterations to at most a constant #wf . If the iteration ends with higher collision number
for μ(B) than for B then we set μ = id.

Implementation and Running Time. We complete the description of the algorithm by
defining the constants we used but have left unspecified. Most importantly, we use a dis-
tance threshold D in the preparation of various least-square problems. In the inner loop,
we use D = 2Å for the collision reducing instances. The situation is more complicated
in the outer loop, where D depends on the current fit. Assuming Score(A,B) > 180,
we set

D =

⎧⎨⎩
2Å if Collision(A,B) ≤ 5,
3Å if 5 < Collision(A,B) ≤ 15,
4Å if 15 < Collision(A,B) ≤ 30.

We set D = 4.5Å if Collision(A,B) > 30 or Score(A,B) ≤ 180. The other constants
we use are the upper bounds on the number of iterations, #inner = 20, #outer = 13,
and #wf = 5. In each case, the search for the tentative goal of a sphere Bj is limited
to a constant size neighborhood. Assumption I implies that there are only a constant
number of spheres and vertices to consider, which takes only constant time. The total
amount of time needed for an iteration of either loop is therefore bounded by O(n).
However, the constant number of spheres and vertices searched for each Bj can be
rather large, warranting the implementation of a hierarchical search structure, e.g., the
kd-tree, assisting the grid data structure. The total number of iterations is again at most
a constant. It follows that the running time of the entire algorithm is O(n), not including
the time for preprocessing, which has been accounted for in Section 2.

We have implemented the algorithm in C++ and refer to the software as LILAC.
Depending on the protein complex, LILAC takes between half a minute and five minutes
for the preprocessing step, and between three and ten seconds for a local search, on a
PC with a Pentium III processor with clock speed of 929 MHz and memory of 600 MB.
Our main focus is on accelerating the search since we are interested in applications in
which the preprocessing time can be amortized over a potentially large number of local
searches.

4 Experimental Results

We applied the software to a number of known protein-protein complexes. In this sec-
tion, we describe these experiments and analyze the results we obtain.

Statement of Questions. We test the effectiveness of the local search heuristic by run-
ning LILAC on a number of protein-protein complexes with known structure. For each
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such complex, we generate two sets of spheres,Anat and Bnat, one for each protein. We
then perturb the native configuration by applying a local rigid motion π to the second
set and use the local search heuristic onA = Anat and B = π(Bnat), obtaining another
rigid motion, μ. Define C = μ(B) = μ(π(Bnat)). In the ideal case, μ is the inverse of π
and C = Bnat. In general, we measure how different C is from Bnat and use this infor-
mation to distinguish successful from unsuccessful applications of the search heuristic.
Letting B∗

nat ⊆ Bnat be the set of scoring spheres in the native configuration, we define
C∗ = μ(π(B∗

nat)) and compute the root-mean-square-distance between corresponding
centers,

RMSD∗ = RMSD(B∗
nat, C∗) =

√√√√1
�

∑
bj∈B∗

nat

‖bj − μ(π(bj))‖2,

where � = |B∗
nat|. Recall the main question formulated in Section 1, which we can now

rephrase to asking how much the native configuration can be perturbed so we still have
a good chance to recover the complex using our local search heuristic. To approach this
question, we let b̄∗ be the centroid of the centers of the spheres in B∗

nat and we write
each rigid motion, π, as a rotation about b̄∗ followed by a translation. We measure the
rotation and the translation separately, letting θ(π) be the angle of the rotation and t(π)
be the distance of the translation. Using oriented rotation axes, we may assume that
both the angle and the distance are non-negative. A local rigid motion is one for which
θ and t are small. We can now rephrase our main question again.

QUESTION A. What are the largest thresholds Θ and T such that for a perturbation
with θ(π) ≤ Θ and t(π) ≤ T we have a good chance the local search heuristic
recovers a good approximation of the native configuration?

We also address several related, more detailed questions, such as whether or not the
success rate of the search heuristic is influenced by the angle between the rotation axis
and the translation vector, or by the number of collisions in the perturbed starting con-
figuration. The second main question addresses the variation over different complexes.

QUESTION B. Does the behavior or the search heuristic depend significantly on the
protein complexes or are there universal thresholds T and Θ that apply to all or
most complexes?

Statistical results of the experiments aimed at answering the two questions are now
presented.

Convergence Thresholds. Our first experiment explores the dependence of the perfor-
mance of the local search heuristic on the size of the initial perturbation. We use the
experimentally well-studied barnase-barstar complex (1BRS) as a test case. In this com-
plex, the ribonuclease (barnase) exhibits extensive geometric surface complementarity
docked to its natural protein inhibitor (barstar). The interaction surface is large, measur-
ing about 800Å

2
, and contains many of the features typically seen at protein interfaces,

including a few hot-spot residues that contribute the majority of the interaction energy,
electrostatic interactions, buried water molecules and the lack of a deep binding groove
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Fig. 2. The success rate of the local search heuristic as a function of the rotation angle and trans-
lation distance. Each prism corresponds to a pair θ, t and represents 1,024 trials. Of course for
θ = t = 0.0 all rigid motions are the same. The height of a prism gives the percentage of
successes within the corresponding collection of trials.

that characterizes small molecule binding. To define a perturbation, we select two direc-
tions u,v ∈ S2, an angle θ and a distance t. The thus specified perturbation first rotates
by θ around the oriented axis passing through b̄∗ in the direction u and second translates
by adding tv. We note that a uniform sampling of directions, angles, and distances fa-
vors small over large rigid motions. While generally undesirable, this bias is acceptable
in our application, which focuses on local rigid motions. We sample the space of per-
turbations using 32 directions (defined by the vertices and face normals of the regular
icosahedron), 10 angles (0◦, 3◦, . . . , 27◦), and 10 lengths (0Å, 0.5Å, . . . , 4.5Å). This
gives a total of about one hundred thousand perturbations or trials. For each trial, we
compute the score, collision number, RMSD∗ of the native, perturbed, and computed
configurations. We declare a trial successful if the computed configuration has score at
least some fraction of the native score and small RMSD∗. To be specific, we consider
the computation of C from π(B) a success if

Score(A, C) ≥ p · Score(A,Bnat) and

RMSD(B∗
nat, C∗) ≤ ε,

where we use p = 0.9 and ε = 1.5Å. We note that Collision(A, C) ≤ χ is under-
stood since this is the threshold used in the search heuristic. The results of this exper-
iment are displayed in Figure 2. Using these results, we set Θ = 18◦ and T = 3.0Å.
For convenience, we introduce a norm to measure the size of a perturbation, ‖π‖ =
[(θ(π)/Θ)2 + (t/T )2]1/2. We use it to display the experimental results with graphs of
one-dimensional functions, such as in Figure 3. We looked into the question of whether
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or not the search heuristic performs better for some perturbations than others. Compar-
ing the RMSD∗ caused by rotations versus by translations it seems that the algorithm
is about twice as sensitive to the rotational part of the perturbation. We did not find any
correlation between the success rate and the angle formed by the directions defining the
rotation and the translation. We also did not find any correlation between the success
rate and the number of collisions in the initial, perturbed configuration.

Universality of Convergence Thresholds. We repeated the same computational experi-
ment for nineteen additional protein complexes to test the applicability of our algorithm
to a diverse set of protein-protein complexes. The types of interactions tested include
some that fall into commonly observed classes such as protease-inhibitor complexes
or antibody-antigen complexes, and some that are one-of-a-kind complexes, often with
broad featureless interfaces that have historically been harder to dock by computational
methods. We used the same thresholds, Θ = 18◦ and T = 3.0Å to define the norm of
a perturbation and p = 0.9 and ε = 1.5Å to distinguish successful from unsuccessful
trials. As shown in Figure 3, the results exhibit the same trend as those for 1BRS. The
search heuristic was more successful for twelve and less successful for seven of the
additional complexes. The answer to Question B is therefore that the thresholds Θ and
T appear to be universal for protein complexes. Of course, this applies only to bound,
rigid structures.
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Fig. 3. Left: comparison of success rates obtained for different root-mean-square thresholds ε =
0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5Å. Right: comparison of success rates for different complexes, while setting
p = 0.9 and ε = 1.5Å.

5 Discussion

The main contribution of this paper is a local improvement algorithm for rigid protein
docking and an experimental study of its performance. Comparison of our algorithm to
other docking methods is beyond the scope of this paper as we have presented here only
a local improvement step, not an overall docking method. The results are encouraging
but we hope to improve them through additional tests and fine-tuning of the various
steps in the algorithm. We plan to use this algorithm to accelerate the exhaustive search
method of Bespamyatnikh et al. [3] using a coarse sampling of rigid motions that relates
to the observed convergence radius. We also plan to use the algorithm in combination
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with more sophisticated strategies for coarse sampling that are based on protein shape
measurements [1].

The most important new research direction is the inclusion of flexibility in protein
docking. This can be approached in a variety of ways, including the use of rigidity anal-
ysis of protein structures [12], normal mode analysis [4], and ensembles of alternative
configurations [16]. The experimental results reported in [3] suggest that a successful
prediction of protein interaction is possible based on geometric criteria only but re-
quires a fine sampling of the space of rigid motions and careful accounting of details.
Any method incorporating flexibility will sacrifice some of the specificity we find in
rigid docking and will need to balance speed and specificity.
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Abstract. The identification of peptides from tandem mass spectra is
an important part of many high-throughput proteomics pipelines. In
the high-throughput setting, the spectra are typically identified using
software that matches tandem mass spectra with putative peptides from
amino-acid sequence databases. The effectiveness of these search engines
depends heavily on the completeness of the amino-acid sequence database
used, but suitably complete amino-acid sequence databases are large, and
the sequence database search engines typically have search times that are
proportional to the size of the sequence database.

We demonstrate that the peptide content of an amino-acid sequence
database can be represented by a reformulated amino-acid sequence
database containing fewer amino-acid symbols than the original. In some
cases, where the original amino-acid sequence database contains many
redundant peptides, we have been able to reduce the size of the amino-
acid sequence to almost half of its original size. We develop a lower bound
for achievable compression and demonstrate empirically that regardless
of the peptide redundancy of the original amino-acid sequence database,
we can compress the sequence to within 15-25% of this lower bound.
We believe this may provide a principled way to combine amino-acid
sequence data from many sources without unduly bloating the resulting
sequence database with redundant peptide sequences.

1 Introduction

The identification of peptides from tandem mass spectra is an important part of
many high-throughput proteomics pipelines. In the high-throughput setting, the
spectra are typically identified using software that matches tandem mass spectra
with putative peptides from amino-acid sequence databases. The effectiveness of
these search engines depends heavily on the completeness of the amino-acid
sequence database used, but suitably complete amino-acid sequence databases
are large, and the search engines typically have search times that are proportional
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to the size of the sequence database. See [1, 2] for an extensive discussion of the
running time cost of these search engines.

An inherent weakness of sequence database search engines such as
SEQUEST [3], Mascot [4], and SCOPE [5], is that they struggle to identify
the tandem mass spectra of peptides whose sequence is missing from the se-
quence database. The obvious solution, then, is to construct amino-acid sequence
databases containing more of the peptide sequences that we might need in order
to identify tandem mass spectra. For example, the sequences of all protein iso-
forms listed as variant annotations in Swiss-Prot [6, 7] records can be enumerated
using the program varsplic [8, 9]. The resulting amino-acid sequence database
is more than 1.5 times the size of Swiss-Prot, but at most, it contains about 2%
additional peptides candidates. Since sequence database search engines typically
have search times proportional to the size of the input sequence database, this
increase in search time is a significant cost. Similarly, when we form the union
of a number of sequence databases in order to create a comprehensive search
database, merely ensuring non-redundancy at the protein sequence level leaves
significant peptide level redundancy. In this paper, we strive to rewrite amino-
acid sequence databases in such a way that most of the peptide redundancy is
eliminated without losing any peptide content.

Current mass spectrometers are capable of reliably acquiring tandem mass
spectra from ions with mass of up to about 3000 Daltons. However, the tan-
dem mass spectra from peptides with more than 20 amino-acids or charge
state 4 or more are rarely successfully interpreted by current sequence database
search engines. Further, most peptide identification workflows digest proteins
with trypsin, which cuts at either lysine or arginine (unless followed by proline).
These amino-acids occur with sufficient frequency that peptides longer than 25
amino-acids are rare. Bearing all this in mind, we can conservatively upper-
bound the length of peptides that sequence database search engines need to
consider at about 30 amino-acids. We adopt the terminology of DNA sequence
analysis and refer to a sequence of k amino-acids as a k-mer. The peptide con-
tent of an amino-acid sequence database is therefore represented by the set of
30-mers it contains.

We will refer to a number of commonly used amino-acid sequence databases
to demonstrate our approach. We will refer to the Swiss-Prot section of the
UniProt Knowledgebase [6, 7] as Swiss-Prot. The union of the Swiss-Prot,
TrEMBL, and TrEMBL-New sections of the UniProt Knowledgebase will be
referred to as UniProt. Many Swiss-Prot and UniProt entries contain protein
isoform annotations, but only a single sequence is provided per entry. To con-
struct a sequence database containing all of these isoforms, we use varsplic [8,
9] with the command line options

-which full -uniqids -fasta -varsplic -variant -conflict

to enumerate all original sequences plus all splice forms, variants and conflicts.
These sequence databases will be referred to as Swiss-Prot-VS and UniProt-
VS respectively. MSDB [10] (Mass Spectrometry protein sequence DataBase)
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Table 1. Sequence statistics of some sequence databases used for peptide identification
via tandem mass spectrometry.

Sequence Sequence Distinct
Database Length 30-mers Overhead

IPI-HUMAN 20358846 12115520 68%
IPI 54145883 29769766 81%
Swiss-Prot 56454588 44374286 27%
Swiss-Prot-VS 89541275 45307827 97%
UniProt 472581860 274510105 72%
UniProt-VS 506796094 275391669 84%
MSDB 481919777 276523755 74%
NRP 495502241 283160529 75%
NCBI-nr 619132252 378721915 63%
UnionNR 674700840 385369671 75%
Union 2157353500 385369671 460%

is a composite non-identical protein sequence database built from a number of
primary source databases. MSDB is often used in conjunction with the Mascot
sequence database search engine for protein identification. NCBI-nr [11] is a
composite, non-redundant protein database from NCBI constructed from various
sources. NRP [12] is a composite, non-redundant protein sequence database from
the Advanced Biomedical Computing Center at NCI in Frederick, MD. The
international protein index [13] (IPI) sequence databases, from EBI, are human,
mouse and rat sections from Swiss-Prot, TrEMBL, RefSeq and Ensembl. We
denote the human protein index by IPI-HUMAN, and the union of the three
pieces as IPI. Finally, we form the concatenation of each of these comprehensive
sequence databases to form a new comprehensive sequence database, Union,
comprising UniProt-VS, MSDB, NCBI-nr, NRP, and IPI. For completeness, we
also do the standard exact protein sequence redundancy elimination for Union,
since its constituent sequence databases contain common protein entries. The
protein level non-redundant version of Union is called UnionNR. Table 1 shows
the size, or sequence length, of these sequence databases, as well as the number
of distinct 30-mers they contain.

Suppose that we could rewrite each of these amino-acid sequence databases
as a new amino-acid sequence database that is:

Complete
Every 30-mer from the original sequence database is present,

Correct
Only 30-mers from the original sequence database are present, and

Compact
No 30-mer is present more than once.

Suppose further that such a complete, correct and compact sequence database
consists of a single sequence. Since the sequence is complete, a sliding 30-mer
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window on this sequence will generate all the 30-mers of our original sequence
database. Therefore, this sequence has at least as many amino-acids as our origi-
nal sequence database has distinct 30-mers. Hence the number of distinct 30-mers
of our original sequence database is a lower bound on the size of any complete
sequence database. The column Overhead of Table 1 shows the amount of ad-
ditional sequence contained in various sequence databases over and above this
lower bound. We will demonstrate how to construct complete, correct, compact
sequence databases that come as close as possible to this lower bound.

We note that the well known shortest (common) superstring (SCS) prob-
lem [14, 15] cannot be applied as it does not guarantee its output to be correct or
compact. Further, since the input sequences must be represented intact, the SCS
cannot take advantage of redundancy in the interior of the protein sequences.

2 Sequence Databases and SBH-Graphs

In order to compress the amino-acid sequences of our input sequence database,
we must first build a representation of its 30-mers.

Sequencing-by-Hybridization, proposed by Bains and Smith [16], Lysov et.
al. [17], and Drmanac et. al. [18], is a technique by which DNA is interrogated
by hybridization to determine the presence or absence of all possible length k
DNA sequences. The information from these experiments can be represented
in a graph, which we call the SBH-graph, first proposed by Pevzner [19]. The
graph contains a directed edge for every observed k-mer probe, from a node
representing the first (k − 1)-mer of the probe to a node representing the last
(k−1)-mer of the probe. Determining the original DNA sequence is then a matter
of finding a path through the SBH-graph that uses every edge, representing an
observed k-mer, at least once. See Figure 1 for a small SBH-graph example. As
shown in Figure 1, each node has its (k − 1)-mer sequence associated with it,
while each edge holds the nucleotide that is appended to the sequence at the
tail of the edge to form the k-mer it represents. We will use a SBH-graph to
represent all the k-mers of our input sequence database.

We point out the connection here to de Bruijn graphs [20]. The SBH-graph
is really just a subgraph of a de Bruijn digraph. A de Bruijn graph has edges
for all k-mers from the alphabet, and hence nodes for all (k − 1)-mers from the
alphabet. A de Bruijn sequence is a circular sequence from the alphabet that
represents all k-mers of the alphabet exactly once. A de Bruijn sequence can be
enumerated by constructing an Eulerian tour on the corresponding de Bruijn
graph, which happens to be an Eulerian graph. We call our de Bruijn subgraphs
SBH-graphs to emphasize that we are representing some subset of all the k-mers,
those k-mers found in the input sequence database. Despite this distinction, the
de Bruijn sequence represents the motivation for the results to follow.

Given G, the SBH-graph representation of the k-mers of the sequence
database S, we can identify the sequences of S with paths of G. In fact, any
sequence s containing only k-mers of S can be represented by a path on G.
Given s, we first locate the node representing the first (k−1)-mer of s. The edge
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Fig. 1. SBH-graph for 4-mers from the sequences: ACDEFGI, ACDEFACG, DEFGE-
FGI.

representing the first k-mer of s must be present since s contains only k-mers
from S. We follow this edge, and look for an edge representing the next k-mer
of s. The series of edges traced by this procedure corresponds to a path on G.
Conversely, we construct the sequence represented by some path by outputting
the (k − 1)-mer of the initial node of the path and then the sequence on each
edge of the path.

With this understanding of the equivalence of sequences on the k-mers of
S and paths on the SBH-graph, we must now determine what the complete,
correct, compact constraints imply for paths on our SBH-graph. Since each edge
of the SBH-graph represents a distinct k-mer from our input sequence database,
we obtain a complete, correct, compact sequence database by finding a path set
that uses each edge exactly once and by generating the sequences represented
by these paths.

Next, we must quantify the size of our new amino-acid sequence database.
Let S′ = {s′1, . . . , s′l} be our complete, correct, compact sequence database, and
let Nk be the number of distinct k-mers in our original sequence database. Since
S′ is complete, correct, and compact, we know that all k-mers are observed,
no extra k-mers are observed, and that each k-mer window generates a distinct
k-mer. Therefore

Nk =
l∑

i=1

windows(s′i) =
l∑

i=1

length(s′i)− (k − 1)

=⇒ l(k − 1) + Nk =
l∑

i=1

length(s′i)

Consequently, the size of S′ is

|S′| = length(s′1) + 1 + · · ·+ 1 + length(s′l) = Nk + lk − 1
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Fig. 2. Compressed SBH-graph for 4-mers from the sequences: ACDEFGI, ACDE-
FACG, DEFGEFGI.

The extra character we output with each sequence is an end-of-sequence marker,
necessary to ensure we don’t consider k-mers that straddle the end of one se-
quence and the start of the next. We can, of course, suppress the last end-of-
sequence marker.

The important thing to notice here is that the only parameter we are free to
change in order to reduce the size of S′ is the number of sequences it contains.
Therefore, constructing a minimum size complete, correct, compact sequence
database is equivalent to minimizing the number of paths in a SBH-graph path
set such that each edge is used exactly once.

The best possible scenario, then, is that our SBH-graph admits an Eulerian
path. In this case, one path is sufficient. Note that this lemma effectively restates
our lower bound on the minimum size of any complete sequence database.

Lemma 1. The set of k-mers of S can be represented by a complete, correct,
and compact sequence database of size (k− 1)+Nk if and only if the SBH-graph
of S admits an Eulerian path.

In this work, we will use a compressed SBH-graph to represent the k-mers
of our sequence database. The compressed SBH-graph (CSBH-graph) represents
the same information as the SBH-graph, except that paths through trivial nodes,
those with in and out degree one, are turned into a single edge. Where an edge
of the CSBH-graph replaces a path through trivial nodes, we associate the con-
catenation of the character on the edges of the path with the new edge. Figure 2
shows the CSBH-graph corresponding to the SBH-graph of Figure 1. It should
be clear that all of the preceding discussion, including Lemma 1, holds just as
well for CSBH-graphs as for SBH-graphs.

Lemma 2. The set of k-mers of S can be represented by a complete, correct,
and compact sequence database of size (k−1)+Nk if and only if the CSBH-graph
of S admits an Eulerian path.

We use the CSBH-graph instead of the SBH-graph because it is much smaller,
with many fewer nodes and edges. However, building the CSBH-graph for a
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Table 2. SBH-graph and CSBH-graph sizes for some sequence databases used for
peptide identification via tandem mass spectrometry.

Sequence SBH-graph CSBH-graph
Database Nodes Edges Nodes Edges

IPI-HUMAN 12119290 12115520 115246 111476
IPI 29645471 29769766 545356 669651
Swiss-Prot 44352317 44374286 550060 572029
Swiss-Prot-VS 45259553 45307827 609679 657953
UniProt 274510105 274510105 4075920 4445958
UniProt-VS 274995795 275391669 4132200 4528074
MSDB 276094660 276523755 4313501 4742596
NRP 282706577 283160529 4443077 4897029
NCBI-nr 384256196 378721915 5534281 5978394
Union(NR) 384866007 385369671 5758507 6262171

given amino-acid sequence database is non-trivial, particularly for k = 30 and an
alphabet of size 20. Clearly we could first build the SBH-graph and remove trivial
nodes, but the initial cost to build the SBH-graph quickly becomes prohibitive.
We avoid these issues by constructing the CSBH-graph directly, using a suffix-
tree data-structure. Table 2 shows the sizes of the SBH and CSBH-graphs for
each of the sequence databases of Table 1.

3 Optimal Complete, Correct,
Compact (C3) Enumeration

For a directed graph G = (V, E), we define δi(v) and δo(v) to be the in and
out degree of node v ∈ V . Further, we define b(v) = δi(v) − δo(v). b(v) is called
the degree deficit if b(v) < 0 and the degree surplus if b(v) > 0. A node v
with b(v) = 0 is called balanced, otherwise it is called unbalanced. A graph
or connected component is called balanced if all of its nodes are balanced and
unbalanced otherwise. We define V+ to be the set of surplus degree nodes and
n+ to be number of these nodes. Similarly, we define V− to be the set of deficit
degree nodes and n− to be the number of these nodes. The total degree surplus
is defined to be B+ =

∑
v∈V+

b(v) while the total degree deficit is defined as
B− =

∑
v∈V− b(v). The degree surplus of a connected component C ⊆ V is

defined to be B+(C) =
∑

v∈V+∩C b(v), with the B−(C) defined analogously.
In practice, CSBH-graphs built from amino-acid sequence databases with

k = 30 fail to be Eulerian on two counts. First, very few nodes of the graph
are balanced, and second, the graphs usually have more than one connected
component. Table 3 shows the extent to which the CSBH-graphs of 30-mers
built for our test set of amino-acid sequence databases fail to be Eulerian.

We must, of course, have at least one path in our path set per component.
For each balanced component, we require exactly one path, an Eulerian tour, as
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Table 3. CSBH-graph statistics of some sequence databases used for peptide identifi-
cation via tandem mass spectrometry.

Degree Total Degree Total
Sequence Surplus Surplus Deficit Deficit Components
Database Nodes Degree Nodes Degree (Balanced)

IPI-HUMAN 57275 57971 56975 57971 23076 (1)
IPI 267896 273052 267329 273052 35728 (2)
Swiss-Prot 270279 276262 270228 276262 93611 (0)
Swiss-Prot-VS 299410 307551 299154 307551 93624 (0)
UniProt 1992448 2086977 1988855 2086977 626503 (5)
UniProt-VS 2019828 2116632 2015947 2116632 626470 (5)
MSDB 2112761 2213341 2101795 2213341 629636 (6)
NRP 2175883 2281329 2164551 2281329 643496 (6)
NCBI-nr 2712544 2826497 2701270 2826497 850325 (7)
Union(NR) 2822070 2943180 2810160 2943180 863078 (8)

per Lemma 2. We denote the number of balanced components by m. What then,
for unbalanced components? Lemma 3 prescribes a lower bound on the number
of paths required.

Lemma 3. If C is an unbalanced component of a CSBH-graph, then we require
at least B+(C) paths, in order to use each edge exactly once.

Proof. Given a path set, suppose we consider each path, in turn, and delete its
edges from C. The deletion of the edges of a path from s to t increases b(s)
by one, decreases b(t) by 1, and leaves the remaining b(v), v �= s, t unchanged.
Since the path set uses every edge exactly once, when the process is complete we
must have b(v) = 0 for all nodes v ∈ V . Therefore, there must have been −b(v)
paths starting at nodes v ∈ V− ∩C and b(v) paths ending at nodes v ∈ V+ ∩C.
Therefore, we require at least max{B+(C),−B−(C)} paths in the path set, each
of which starts at a node of V− ∩C and ends at a node of V+ ∩C. By induction
on the edges of C, it is straightforward to show that B+(C) = −B−(C). ��

What we have shown then is that our path set must contain at least B+ +m
paths. All that remains is to demonstrate how this bound can be achieved.

Lemma 4. Given an unbalanced component C of a CSBH-graph G, there exists
a path set of size B+(C) that uses each edge exactly once.

Proof. We add B+(C)− 1 artificial restart edges from nodes of V+ ∩C to nodes
of V− ∩C. The edges are added in such a way that v ∈ V+ ∩C has at most b(v)
outgoing restart edges, while v ∈ V− ∩ C has at most −b(v) incoming restart
edges. The resulting CSBH-graph must contain exactly two unbalanced nodes,
s with b(s) = −1 and t with b(t) = 1. Therefore, we can construct an Eulerian
path between s and t that uses every edge exactly once. This Eulerian path can
then broken into B+(C) paths at the restart edges and the lemma is shown. ��
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Fig. 3. Compressed SBH-graph with artificial edge (dashed) for 4-mers from the se-
quences: ACDEFGI, ACDEFACG, DEFGEFGI.

Thus, we have demonstrated how to construct a complete, correct, compact
sequence database of minimum size.

Theorem 1. Let G be the CSBH-graph of an input sequence S for some mer
size k with m balanced components and total degree surplus B+. Then the optimal
complete, compact, correct sequence database with respect to S and k has size

Nk + k(m + B+)− 1.

Figure 3 shows the CSBH-graph of Figure 2 with its required B+−1 = 2−1 =
1 artificial restart edge(s) inserted. The Eulerian path of this graph leads to the
minimum length 4-mer enumeration: DEFACG, ACDEFGEFGI; which uses 17
characters, instead of the original 25 characters, to represent 10 distinct 4-mers.
The lower bound implied by Lemma 2 is 13 characters.

4 Computational Experiments

Table 4 shows the performance of the C3 30-mer enumeration strategy as a
compression technique for the amino-acid sequence databases of Table 1.

We notice that despite the widely varying degree of overhead of the original
sequence databases, the overhead of the compressed version is typically in the
15-25% range. For those sequence databases, such as Swiss-Prot, which have
little overhead, the compression is not particularly impressive, but for those
sequence databases containing lots of peptide level redundancy, such as Swiss-
Prot-VS, UniProt-VS, or Union, the compression is significant. Even for sequence
databases with moderate overhead, the compression is substantial. This compres-
sion technique has reduced each of the sequence databases to approximately the
same level of peptide redundancy.

Most encouraging is the performance of the compression on the Swiss-Prot-
VS, UniProt-VS and Union sequence databases. These sequence databases are
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Table 4. Size of optimal complete, correct, compact 30-mer enumerations for sequence
databases used for peptide identification via tandem mass spectrometry.

Sequence C3 30-mer Compression
Database Enumeration Overhead Compression Bound

IPI-HUMAN 13854679 14.35% 68.05% 59.51%
IPI 37961385 27.52% 70.11% 54.98%
Swiss-Prot 52662145 18.68% 93.28% 78.60%
Swiss-Prot-VS 54534356 20.36% 60.90% 50.60%
UniProt 337119564 22.81% 71.34% 58.09%
UniProt-VS 338890778 23.06% 66.87% 54.34%
MSDB 342924164 24.01% 71.16% 57.38%
NRP 351600578 24.17% 70.96% 57.15%
NCBI-nr 463517034 22.39% 74.87% 61.17%
UnionNR 473665310 22.91% 70.20% 57.12%
Union 473665310 22.91% 21.96% 17.86%

constructed specifically to create richer peptide candidate lists, but they neces-
sarily contain many redundant peptide candidates. As discussed in the introduc-
tion, the Swiss-Prot-VS sequence database contains about 2% additional distinct
30-mers, despite being more than 1.5 times the size of Swiss-Prot. After compres-
sion, Swiss-Prot-VS is smaller than the original Swiss-Prot sequence database.
With no modification of existing search engines, we can search all the isoforms
of Swiss-Prot in less time than it would take to search the original Swiss-Prot
sequence. The Union sequence database is compressed to about three quarters of
the size of one of its constituents, NCBI-nr. Again, without any modification to
our existing search engines, we can search all isoforms of UniProt, all of MSDB,
all of NRP, all of IPI, and all of NCBI-nr in less time than it takes to search the
original NCBI-nr sequence.

5 Conclusion

We have shown that the peptide content of an amino-acid sequence database can
be represented in a reformulated amino-acid sequence database containing fewer
amino-acid symbols than the original. We have demonstrated how to construct
an enumeration of all k-mers of a sequence database that is complete, correct and
compact, and shown that this representation is as small as possible. We believe
that this technique will be most useful for sequence databases that contain lots
of peptide level redundancy, such as those constructed to enumerate protein
isoforms or merge sequence databases from different sources. In some cases, this
technique makes it possible to search a richer set of peptide candidates using
sequence databases that are no bigger than their less expressive counterparts.

There remains much work to be done. We have not addressed a number of
issues that must be resolved before we can use such a sequence database with
Mascot or SEQUEST. In the process of our k-mer enumeration, our amino-
acid sequences lose all explicit connection to their original protein sequence and
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annotation. We have effectively decoupled the problem of associating peptide se-
quences with spectra and the problem of determining which proteins the peptides
represent. Fortunately, searching for exact peptide sequences in large sequence
databases can be done very quickly using well established string matching tech-
niques, particularly since we only need to do this for 10-20 peptides per spectrum.
The key piece of infrastructure required to accomplish this is a tool that can take
a Mascot or SEQUEST output file and a sequence database as input, and output
a new Mascot or SEQUEST output file with the protein information inserted
appropriately.

For some use cases, our requirement that we represent all 30-mers is too
strong. In particular, for identification of tandem mass spectra, we often search
only for those peptides that have trypsin digest motifs at each end. A complete,
correct, compact tryptic peptide enumeration would be a natural specialization
of this work. However, in order to implement this, we would need either to be
able to build a CSBH-graph like data-structure for variable length mers, or to
consider tryptic fragment “characters” as input to the problem.

For those use cases, such as peptide identification, in which 30-mers are
merely an upper bound on the length of relevant sequences, we note that there
is no particular advantage in insisting that all 30-mers are distinct, since this
guarantees nothing about the number of occurrences of shorter sequences. In fact,
we believe that it should be possible to compress our input sequences databases
still further by relaxing the compactness constraint, permitting k-mers to appear
more than once in the output. Instead of adding restart edges, we may, perhaps,
reuse edges to get from the end of one path to the start of another. Given the
similarity of this variant of the problem to the well known “Chinese Postman
Problem” [21], we believe that this variant may also be solved to optimality in
polynomial time using some sort of matching formulation.

A less obvious application of this k-mer enumeration is in suffix tree com-
pression. For applications such as the peptide candidate generation [1], in which
we only traverse the suffix tree nodes to a bounded depth k, the suffix tree of
the k-mer enumeration contains the same suffixes (to depth k) as our original
sequence database’s suffix tree. However, since the memory requirements of suf-
fix trees are linear in size of the underlying sequence, the suffix tree built on the
k-mer enumeration will require a smaller memory footprint.
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Abstract. Haplotype inference problem asks for a set of haplotypes ex-
plaining a given set of genotypes. Popular software tools for haplotype
inference (e.g., PHASE, HAPLOTYPER) as well as new algorithms re-
cently proposed for perfect phylogeny inference (DPPH) are often not
well scalable. When the number of sites (SNP’s) comes to thousands
these tools often cannot deliver answer in reasonable time even if the
number of haplotypes is small. In this paper we propose a new linear al-
gebra based method which drastically reduces the number of sites in the
original data. After solving a reduced instance, linear decoding allows to
recover haplotypes of full length for given genotypes. Experiments show
that our method significantly speeds up popular haplotype inference tools
while finding almost the same solution practically in all cases thus not
compromising the quality of the known haplotype inference methods.

Keywords: Haplotype inference, linear independence, perfect phylogeny

1 Introduction

In diploid organisms each chromosome has two “copies” which are not completely
identical. Each of two single copies is called a haplotype, while a description of
the data consisting of mixture of the two haplotypes is called a genotype. For
complex diseases caused by more than a single gene it is important to obtain
haplotype data which identify a set of gene alleles inherited together. In haplo-
type description it is important only positions where the two copies are different
which are called single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP’s). A SNP is a single
nucleotide site where exactly two (of four) different nucleotides occur in a large
percentage of the population. The SNP-based approach is the dominant one,
and high density SNP maps have been constructed across the human genome
with a density of about one SNP per thousand nucleotides.

In general, it is costly and time consuming to examine the two copies of a
chromosome separately, and genotype data rather than haplotype data are only
available, even though it is the haplotype data that will be of greatest use. Data
from m sites (SNP’s) in n individual genotype are collected, where each site
can have one of two states (alleles), which we denote by 0 and 1. For each in-
dividual, we would ideally like to describe the states of the m sites on each of
the two chromosome copies separately, i.e., the haplotype. However, experimen-
tally determining the haplotype pair is technically difficult or expensive. Instead,
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the screen will learn the 2m states (the genotype) possessed by the individual,
without learning the two desired haplotypes for that individual. One then uses
computation to extract haplotype information from the given genotype informa-
tion. Several methods have been explored and some are intensively used for this
task [5, 6, 9, 11, 17, 15, 16]. None of these methods are presently fully satisfactory,
although many give impressively accurate results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give a
formal definition of the Haplotype Inference problem. In Section 3 we describe
intuition behind suggested linear reduction of haplotype inference methods. In
Section 4 we describe the linear reduction in terms of matrix multiplication and
in Section 5 we describe a graph based decoding algorithm which fixes errors
introduced by matrix multiplication. In Section 6 we show how the proposed liner
reduction drastically reduces the runtime of DPPH [1, 2] without compromising
quality, compare original and linearly reduced HAPLOTYPER [16] and PHASE
[19].

2 The Haplotype Inference Problem

The input and the output of the Haplotype Inference problem admits the fol-
lowing traditional combinatorial description (see e.g., [3]).

The input population is given in the form of an n × m genotype matrix
G = {gij} with all values gij ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Each row gi, i = 1, . . . , n, of the matrix
G corresponds to a genotype and each column sj , j = 1, . . . , m, corresponds
to a site of interest on the chromosome, namely, a SNP. When the site sj is
homozygous for the genotype gi, then gij = 0 if the associated chromosome site
has that state 0 on both copies and, respectively, gij = 1 if the site has state 1
on both copies. When the site sj is heterogenous for the genotype gi, i.e., the
site has different state on the two copies, then gij = 2.

The output of Haplotype Inference problem is a 2n × m haplotype matrix
H = {hij}, with all values hij ∈ {0, 1}. A consecutive pair of rows (h2i−1, h2i)
corresponds to a pair of haplotypes which is a feasible “explanation” of the
genotype vector gi, i = 1, . . . , n. For any homozygous site sj of the genotype gi,
i.e., the site with value 0 (respectively, 1), the corresponding haplotypes should
both have value 0 (respectively, 1) in its j-th position, i.e., if gij = 0, then
h2i−1,j = h2i,j = 0 and if gij = 1, then h2i−1,j = h2i,j = 1. For any heterogenous
site sj of the genotype gi, i.e., the site with value 2, the corresponding haplotypes
should have different values in its j-th position, i.e., if gij = 2, then h2i−1,j =
1− h2i,j .

Thus, the Haplotype Inference problem asks for a haplotype matrix H which
is a feasible “explanation” of a given genotype matrix G. Although the input
and the output of the Haplotype Inference problem are very well formalized, it
is still ill-formulated since, in general as well as in common biological setting,
there is exponential number of possible haplotype matrices for the same input
matrix. Indeed, an individual genotype with k heterozygous sites can have 2k−1

haplotype pairs that could appear in H . Without additional biological insight,
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one cannot deduce which of the exponential number of solutions is the best, i.e.,
the most biologically meaningful.

In this paper, we try to avoid discussing the genetic models referring reader to
the rich literature (see, e.g., [5]). Nevertheless, in order to measure the quality of
the proposed linear reduction we compare the original methods with the linearly
reduced methods as well as with the original simulated and real data.

3 Linear Dependence of Sites, Haplotypes and Genotypes

In this section we give motivation and informal description of ideas behind sug-
gested linear reduction of haplotype inference methods.

Usually, in genetic sequences derived from human haplotypes (see [10, 18]),
the number of sites is much larger than the number of individuals. Because of
such disproportion many columns corresponding to SNP sites are similar. Indeed,
as noted in [18], the number of synonymous sites in real data is considerably large,
here two sites are synonymous (or equivalent) if the corresponding 0-1-columns
either the same or the complimentary (i.e., the same after each entry x is replaced
with 1− x). It is common to keep only one site out of several synonymous sites
since they are assumed not to carry any additional information [18]. Thus if the
site column si is equal or complementary to the site column sj , then one of them
can be dropped. From haplotype inference point of view, we infer the haplotypes
in one of the synonymous sites the same way as in another.

In this paper we make the next inductive step: if k columns are “dependent”,
or k-th site can be “expressed” in terms of k − 1 others, then we suggest to
drop the k-th site. Indeed, the k-th site arguably does not carry any information
additional to one which we can derive from the first k−1 sites. Inductively, if we
decide how to infer haplotypes in the first k−1 site, then we should consistently
infer haplotypes in the k-th site.

In order to make this idea work, we need to formalize the notion of “depen-
dent” or “expressed” in a such way that it should be easy and fast to derive
and manipulate. The most suitable approach is to rely on the standard linear
dependence. Unfortunately, two synonymous 0− 1-columns are not linearly de-
pendent in a standard arithmetic. It is not difficult to see that replacing 0’s with
-1’s will resolve that issue. Indeed, in the new notations, multiplication by (−1)
corresponds to complementing the column in the traditional notations. Thus

Remark 1. In (−1, 1)-notations, two sites are synonymous if and only if they are
collinear (i.e., linearly dependent).

We also need to change notations for genotypes. Ideally, a genotype obtained
from two haplotypes should be linear dependent from these haplotypes, then we
can hope that linear dependency between columns of the genotype matrix will
correspond to linear dependency between columns of the haplotype matrix. It
is easy to see that replacing 0’s with -1’s (as for haplotypes) and replacing 2’s
with 0’s makes this idea work. In the new notations,
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Remark 2. In (−1, 1, 0)-notations, a genotype vector g is obtained from haplo-
type vectors h and h′ if and only if g = (h + h′)/2.

In the rest of the paper we apply linear algebra to haplotype inference using
new notations. The proposed linear reduction consists of the following three
steps:

1. (encoding) reduce the genotype matrix by keeping only linearly independent
sites and dropping all linearly dependent sites;

2. apply an arbitrary haplotype inference method to the resulted site-reduced
genotype matrix obtained;

3. (decoding) complement the inferred site-reduced haplotype matrix with lin-
early dependent column-sites which are obtained using original linear com-
binations of inferred haplotype columns.

Obviously, the number of linearly independent columns r cannot be more
than the size of population, i.e., the number of rows. Also, Remark 2 implies
that r is at most h, where h is the number of haplotypes. In this paper we
explore how the linear reduction can reduce the runtime for all known haplotype
inference methods.

4 Implementation of Linear Reduction
Based on Matrix Multiplication

In this section we describe linear algebra behind the suggested implementation of
our linear reduction. Everywhere further we will only use new (−1, 1, 0)-notations
for genotypes and haplotypes.

Let G be a (−1, 1, 0)-genotype matrix consisting of n rows corresponding
to genotypes and m columns corresponding to SNP sites. We will modify the
(−1, 1)-haplotype matrix H by removing all duplicate rows, i.e., if a haplotype
is used for different genotypes, then only a single its copy remains in H . Let
the modified matrix H ′ has h rows. The dependency between G and H ′ can be
expressed as a graph X = (H, G) with h vertices corresponding to haplotypes
and n edges corresponding to genotypes – an edge connects two vertices if the
corresponding genotype row is a sum of the corresponding two haplotype rows.
Let IX be an n × h incidence matrix of the graph X , i.e., each of row ei of IX

corresponds to a genotype gi and consists of all 0’s except exactly two 1’s in two
columns corresponding to the two vertices-haplotypes connected by ei. Thus,
using matrix multiplication we can express this dependency as follows

G =
1
2
IX ×H ′ (1)

One can reformulate the Haplotype Inference problem as follows: given a
(−1, 1, 0)-matrix G, find a (−1, 1)-matrix H ′ and a graph X , such that the
equality (1) holds. In other words, the Haplotype Inference problem becomes
equivalent to a matrix factorization problem (1).
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Let rh = rank(H ′) be the rank of the matrix H ′. Note that the number
of sites is often larger than the number of haplotypes, m >> h, therefore
rank(H ′) << m often coincide with the number of rows h. The matrix H ′

can be represented as follows

H ′ = Hrh × (Erh|C) (2)

where the matrix Hrh consists of rh linearly independent columns of H ′ and
(Erh|C) is a (rh × m) matrix with the first rh columns and rows forming the
identity matrix Erh (1’s on the main diagonal and 0’s elsewhere) and C is a
(rh× (m− rh)) matrix. Substituting (2) into (1), we obtain

G =
1
2
IX ×Hrh × (Erh|C) (3)

On the other hand, using O(n2m) Gaussian elimination, we can extract r =
rank(G) linearly independent columns from the matrix G such that

G = Gr × (Er|C′) (4)

where the matrix Gr consists of r linearly independent columns of G and (Er|C′)
is a (r×m) matrix with the first r columns forming the identity matrix Er and
C′ is a (r × (m− r)) matrix.

If rank(IX ) = rh (note that rank(IX ) ≤ rh), then r = rh. If we can choose
the same linearly independent sites for G and H , then (3) and (4) implies that
C = C′ and

Gr =
1
2
IX ×Hrh (5)

Thus, we have reduced the Haplotype Inference problem (1) to the linearly
reduced Haplotype Inference problem (5). Indeed, in time O(n2m) we find rep-
resentation (4), then after solving factorization (5), we can find H ′ using (2) in
time O(h2m). For example, the PPH problem can be solved in time O(n2m)
rather than in time O(nm2).

5 Fixing Caveats in Linear Reduction Approach

Unfortunately, the plan described in the previous section, may fail due to the
following two caveats. First, the factorization problem (5) can have more solu-
tions than the original problem (1). Secondly, it is possible that the matrix H ′

obtained from (2) contains entries not equal to -1 and 1 or, even worse, there is
no feasible matrix H ′ which can be obtained from Hrh. In this section we show
how to enhance the original linear reduction idea to deal with the above two
caveats.

In our experiments we have found that sometimes the matrix multiplication

Hrh × (Er|C′) (6)
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which presumably gives the decoded complete haplotype matrix H ′, results in
non-feasible product with entries unequal to -1 and 1. This happens when the
matrix IX does not have full column rank, i.e., when rank(IX) is less than the
number of columns of IX . The following theorem characterizes nontrivial graphs,
i.e., graphs which have full column rank incidence matrix IX .

Theorem 1. The graph X is nontrivial if and only if each connected component
of X is not bipartite.

Proof. Let the graph X = (V, E) have a bipartite connected component with
vertex set C, i.e., C = CA ∪ CB and all edges with at least one endpoint in C
should connect a vertex from CA with a vertex from CB . Then the sum of all
columns corresponding to CA equals to the sum of all columns corresponding to
CB since whenever CA-column has 1 in a certain row, the 1 corresponding to
the opposite endpoint of the edge will be in CB columns in the same row.

It is easy to see that X is nontrivial if and only if each connected component
is nontrivial. Wlog assume that X is a connected graph with an odd cycle B.
By removing edges we can assume that X is a connected graph with a single
odd cycle. If X does not have leaves, then X = B and by sorting vertices of
X in order of the traversal of B, we obtain that IX is a square matrix with
det(IX) = 2. If X has a leaf l, then by induction IX−l has full column rank and
r(IX ) = r(IX−l) + 1 since the column l has a single 1 in a new row.

The following remark shows why one would prefer a nontrivial graph X .

Remark 3. Let X be a trivial graph. Then there exists such a genotype matrix
G and two different haplotype matrix H1 and H2 such that G = 1

2IX ×H1 and
G = 1

2IX ×H2.

Proof. If X is a trivial graph, then there exists a connected component X ′ which
can be colored into 2 colors. It is easy to see that we can find a matrix H with
a column C having all 0’s in the rows corresponding to the genotypes-edges
from X ′. We can color all vertices of X ′ into two colors (−1) and 1 such that no
two adjacent vertices will have the same color. Obviously, such phase assignment
corresponding to H1 is feasible as well as “opposite” phase assignment H2 = −H1

obtained from H1 by multiplying each phase assignment in X1 by (−1).

Note that the probability that X is nontrivial is very high when the number
of edges (genotypes) is large enough with respect to the number of haplotypes.
Nevertheless, we propose a simple decoding algorithm which reconstructs H ′

from Hrh which relies on the reconstruction of the graph X rather than on the
matrix multiplication.

As soon as the haplotype graph Xr for the reduced set of sites of size r is
obtained by any haplotype inferring algorithm, we need to extend this graph to
the graph Xm for all m sites. Very often the graphs Xr and Xm are isomorphic,
i.e., they are the same graphs but with the different labels – Xr-vertices (resp.
edges) are labeled by haplotypes (resp. genotypes) with the reduced set of r sites
while Xm-vertices (resp. edges) are labeled by haplotypes (resp. genotypes) with
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Input: The reduced genotype matrix G = {sij}, the graph Xr and the haplotype
matrix Hr

Output: The graph Xm and the haplotype matrix H ′

For each site sj and each connected component C of Xr do
(1) Find an edge ei with with non-zero label sij

(2) Label one endpoint u of ei with sij , i.e., su,j = sij

(3) In breadth-first-search manner, propagate the labels over C:
for each edge ei = (u, v), sv,j = su,j − sij

Output haplotype matrix H ′ which are the labels of the vertices of the graph Xm.

Fig. 1. The Decoding Algorithm.

the required site-length of m. The following Decoding Algorithm (see Figure 1)
will always restore Xm from Xr if Xm and Xr are isomorphic.

Note that the Decoding Algorithm would stuck at the step (1) if all edges of a
connected components have a zero label for a certain site. But in this case, as we
know from Remark 3, the solution is not unique if the connected component is
bipartite and no feasible labels are possible otherwise. Therefore we have proved
the following

Theorem 2. The Decoding Algorithm correctly reconstructs the graph Xm for
the original Haplotype Inference problem from the graph Xr for the site-reduced
Haplotype Inference problem if Xm and Xr are isomorphic and such reconstruc-
tion unique.

Unfortunately, it is possible that the graphs Xr and Xm are not isomorphic.
Indeed, consider the following two genotypes with three sites:

g1 = (1, 0, 1) and g2 = (0,−1,−1) (7)

The reduced site set includes the first two sites since the third column-site
just equals the sum of the first two column-sites. The corresponding reduced
haplotype graph Xr has 3 vertices labeled h1 = (1, 1), h2 = (1,−1) and h3 =
(−1,−1) and edges g1 = (h1, h2) and g2 = (h2, h3) (see Figure 2(a)), while Xm

has 4 vertices (see Figure 2(b)).
Thus, if the graphs Xm and Xr are not isomorphic, then we should apply

splitting of vertices. Fortunately, in our extensive experimental study we never
got any instance where splitting was necessary.

6 Experimental Results

In generating the test data, following [3] we have used the haplotype genera-
tor ms [14]. This generator is a well-known standard based on the coalescent
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h1

h3

h2
g1=(1,0)

g2=(0,-1)

(1,1)

(1,-1)

(-1,-1)

h1

h3

h2
g1=(1,0,1)

g2=(0,-1,-1)

(1,1,1)
(1,-1,1)

(-1,-1,-1)

h2
(1,-1,-1)

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) The reduced haplotype graph with 3 vertices. (b) Result of splitting of the
vertex h2 into two vertices ).

Table 1. The comparison of the running times of DPPH and Linearly Reduced DPPH.
Each value is averaged over 100 datasets. E and D is the CPU time for encoding and
decoding and RD is DPPH runtime for the reduced instance.

Datasets Average Running Time (seconds)
DPPH Linearly Reduced DPPH

sites pop Total Total E and D RD
30 50 0.0297 0.0141 0.0042 0.0099
100 100 0.2168 0.0793 0.0446 0.0374
300 150 1.9243 0.2144 0.1499 0.0645
500 250 7.9553 0.5825 0.4548 0.1277
1000 500 56.4723 2.6373 2.2311 0.4062
2000 1000 549.415 9.4355 8.0125 1.4230

model of SNP sequence evolution. The ms generator has capability to generate
a given number of haplotypes with the prescribed number of sites and recom-
bination rate. In our tests, we have generated 2n haplotypes for n sites, and
then randomly paired them to obtain n genotypes. For the Table 1 we have set
the recombination rate to 0. For all other testcases the recombination rate is
specified in the corresponding tables. Although in principle, the linearly reduced
haplotype inference methods may need to split vertices (see Section 2), in all
our testcases it is never happened.

Three different methods of perfect phylogeny reconstruction (DPPH [1, 2],
GPPH [12], and HPPH [8]) have been compared in [3]. The experimental data
show that the fastest method DPPH is slowly increases advantage in runtime
over the second best HPPH achieving factor of 3 for the largest instances. In
Table 1, using similar testcases we compare DPPH with the suggested in this
paper Linearly Reduced DPPH. For the Linearly Reduced DPPH we report
separately the total CPU time as well as time taken by linear encoding and
decoding and time taken by DPPH to solve the reduced instance. Our results
show that the advantage in runtime of Linearly Reduced DPPH grows fast with
testcase size and reaches factor of 60 for the largest instances. In all testcases,
if DPPH finds a unique solution for the Haplotype Inference problem, then so
does the Linearly Reduced DPPH and the solution is identical.

In Tables 2 and 3 we compare the runtime and quality of haplotype inference
of the standard PHASE [19] and proposed Linearly Reduced PHASE. As we
can see, the runtime is drastically reduced while the quality (measured in the
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Table 2. The comparison of the running times of PHASE and Linearly Reduced
PHASE. Each value is averaged over 25 datasets.

Datasets Average Running Time (seconds)
PHASE Linearly Reduced PHASE

sites pop Total Total E and D RP
60 30 201.9131 42.2205 0.1093 42.2124
60 60 501.2166 148.2856 0.0262 148.2594
100 50 1019.1806 162.4863 0.0392 162.4471
100 100 2103.3299 274.7445 0.0722 274.6722
140 70 2367.4557 141.2005 0.0606 141.1399
140 140 4460.5307 179.8020 0.1012 179.7008

Table 3. The comparison of the quality of haplotyping of Linearly Reduced PHASE
(LRP) and PHASE (P) vs the original haplotypes (O). Here the difference in haplotype
data sets, Hapset1/Hapset2 is the arithmetic mean of numbers of false-positive and
false-negative haplotypes over the number of haplotypes Hapset2 times 100%. Each
value is averaged over 25 datasets.

Datasets Recombination Rate
0 4 16 40

sites pop LRP/P LRP/O P/O LRP/P LRP/O P/O LRP/P LRP/O P/O LRP/P LRP/O P/O
60 30 6.25 9.91 8.84 10.53 14.25 11.98 19.42 20.07 12.80 20.08 17.55 15.92
60 60 6.47 9.28 7.99 10.76 8.88 10.15 8.05 9.86 6.62 10.72 12.68 9.19
100 50 9.02 12.92 11.46 9.00 10.24 8.88 12.84 14.81 11.28 22.38 22.61 10.36
100 100 5.88 8.39 8.46 6.01 8.14 7.63 5.66 8.78 5.07 7.34 9.38 6.64
140 70 8.39 9.38 10.02 8.59 8.91 9.84 9.32 6.25 8.48 12.92 11.60 10.49
140 140 6.29 9.66 11.11 7.97 10.18 9.82 9.28 11.17 10.54 12.65 14.37 11.56

Table 4. The comparison of the quality of haplotyping of Linearly Reduced PHASE
(LRP) and PHASE (P) vs the original haplotypes (O) over the instances with nontrivial
graphs.

Datasets Recombination Rate
0 4

sites pop LRP/P LRP/O P/O LRP/P LRP/O P/O
60 30 1.28 1.91 2.23 1.18 4.71 4.71
60 60 2.68 4.46 3.57 7.10 5.41 7.88
100 50 3.71 3.71 5.56 4.34 6.08 5.21
100 100 4.17 6.70 7.29 4.57 5.32 6.01
140 70 5.92 7.77 8.51 6.12 5.33 7.45
140 140 5.05 8.19 10.50 4.78 8.08 8.28

average number of errors versus original haplotypes) is practically the same.
Table 4 compares the quality of the standard and linearly reduced PHASE’s for
the cases when genotypes form nontrivial graphs. One can easily see that the
quality of the both methods is much better than in the general case. Moreover,
the Linearly Reduced PHASE consistently beats in quality the original PHASE.

Similarly, the Table 5 and 6 compare the runtime and quality of haplotype
inference of the standard HAPLOTYPER [16] and proposed Linearly Reduced
HAPLOTYPER. Table 7 shows that the quality considerably improves for the
nontrivial graphs for HAPLOTYPER similar to what happend with PHASE.

The last two tables are devoted to biological datasets. The first three testcases
are derived from the drosophila haplotypes and last two testcases are derived
from the 616 kilobase region from [7].
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Table 5. The comparison of the running times of HAPLOTYPER and Linearly Re-
duced HAPLOTYPER. Each value is averaged over 25 datasets.

Datasets Average Running Time (seconds)
HAPLOTYPER Linearly Reduced HAPLOTYPER

sites pop Total Total E and D RH
40 20 0.0943 0.0291 0.0019 0.0272
40 40 0.1578 0.0801 0.0072 0.0729
80 40 0.3516 0.1335 0.0242 0.1093
80 80 0.6382 0.2580 0.0415 0.2165
100 50 0.6631 0.1747 0.0562 0.1185
100 100 1.2606 0.6035 0.0646 0.5389

Table 6. The comparison of the quality of haplotyping of Linearly Reduced HAP-
LOTYPER (LRH) and HAPLOTYPER (H) vs the original haplotypes (O). Here the
difference in haplotype data sets, Hapset1/Hapset2 is the arithmetic mean of numbers
of false-positive and false-negative haplotypes over the number of haplotypes Hapset2
times 100%. Each value is averaged over 25 datasets.

Datasets Recombination Rate
0 4 16 40

sites pop LRH/H LRH/O H/O LRH/H LRH/O H/O LRH/H LRH/O H/O LRH/H LRH/O H/O
40 20 11.33 16.31 13.44 18.44 21.28 11.48 21.32 22.42 16.86 24.86 28.97 18.85
40 40 9.84 15.72 12.40 9.21 12.21 8.71 9.43 14.10 11.46 14.93 18.58 16.18
80 40 12.83 17.84 16.92 13.62 18.74 15.11 17.47 20.74 15.46 27.11 30.99 20.94
80 80 15.30 26.85 22.53 10.96 15.87 11.43 11.51 15.38 12.13 16.77 18.38 10.32
100 50 17.76 25.03 17.25 11.98 16.69 11.87 14.21 17.76 13.64 20.42 21.87 13.07
100 100 8.67 15.28 11.83 6.69 11.46 9.90 11.51 13.87 9.67 20.58 21.91 11.82

Table 7. The comparison of the quality of haplotyping of Linearly Reduced HAP-
LOTYPER (LRH) and HAPLOTYPER (H) vs the original haplotypes (O) over the
instances with nontrivial graphs.

Datasets Recombination Rate
0 4

sites pop LRH/H LRH/O H/O LRH/H LRH/O H/O
40 20 4.12 10.01 7.05 8.82 8.82 5.88
40 40 6.19 8.48 5.35 2.61 5.71 5.71
80 40 2.38 11.36 9.09 4.11 11.80 11.10
80 80 4.16 6.69 7.29 0.76 6.25 7.03
100 50 4.71 7.41 9.26 4.16 9.45 5.41
100 100 3.48 10.46 9.30 6.96 9.58 7.50

Table 8. The comparison of the running times on real data.

sites pop H LRH PHASE LRP
43 11 0.0903 0.00846 37.5904 2.8928
43 22 0.1276 0.0192 59.8368 5.5232
43 33 0.1712 0.0318 105.0596 8.6668
21 95 0.3250 0.2310 381.6423 321.4914
50 48 0.5510 0.0720 617.3057 262.6013

We also tried to randomly permute columns before running our algorithms.
This allows to choose a random basis. Unfortunately, such method doesn’t show
significant improvement in quality.
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Table 9. The comparison of Linearly Reduced HAPLOTYPER (LRH), HAPLO-
TYPER(H), Linearly Reduced PHASE (LRP), PHASE (P), and original haplotypes
(O) on biological data.

sites pop LRH/H LRH/O H/O LRP/P LRP/O P/O
43 11 8.62 11.33 8.89 7.84 11.17 8.22
43 22 1.99 7.11 6.22 1.79 7.89 6.88
43 33 1.48 6.01 6.89 2.23 7.33 6.22
21 95 6.52 2.53
50 48 2.54 0.29

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have suggested a linear reduction method which drastically reduces the run-
time of haplotype inference while not significantly compromising the quality of
inference. For the perfect phylogeny reconstruction we reduce the runtime by
factor of 60.

In our future work, we will explore possibility of finding a basis of genotype
matrix without 4-gamete-rule-violations even though the given instance contain
such violations. Then haplotype inference can be done based on perfect phy-
logeny model.

Also we are going to investigate an application of the suggested linear reduc-
tion to finding a small number of representative sites sufficient to distinguish all
haplotypes. The known methods still find such a set of too large size while linear
reduction offers comparatively small number of sites.
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Abstract. We present a new integer programming formulation for the
haplotype inference by pure parsimony (HIPP) problem. Unlike a pre-
vious approach to this problem [2], we create an integer program whose
size is polynomial in the size of the input. This IP is substantially smaller
for moderate-sized instances of the HIPP problem. We also show several
additional constraints, based on the input, that can be added to the IP to
aid in finding a solution, and show how to find which of these constraints
is active for a given instance in efficient time. We present experimental
results that show our IP has comparable success to the formulation of
Gusfield [2] on moderate-sized problems, though it is is much slower.
However, our formulation can sometimes solve substantially larger prob-
lems than are practical with Gusfield’s formulation.

1 Introduction

Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms, or SNPs, constitute a large portion of genomic
variation in human populations. Diploid organisms contain pairs or chromo-
somes, one inherited from each parent. The DNA sequence of each chromosome
is its haplotype, and knowing this sequence is useful in identifying the origin
of genetic disease. However, current sequencing technology can only determine
the genotype: the conflation of the pair of haplotypes. This limitation gives the
haplotype inference problem: determining haplotype sequences of a number of
chromosomes, given genotypes derived from them.

Several statistical and inference methods have been proposed for this prob-
lem. In 1990, Clark [1] proposed an inference method to attempt to solve this
problem. In 2001, Stephens et al. presented a statistical approach to the problem
[9]. In 2002, Niu et al. [8] presented a Bayesian approach to the problem.

Recent work by Gusfield in 2003 [2], and by Wang and Xu in 2003 [10] has ex-
plored the effectiveness of the parsimony condition for haplotype inference. This
optimization condition seeks the minimum number of haplotypes that explain a
given set of genotypes. The algorithms in these papers expand all sets of possi-
ble explaining parents for each genotype, giving exponential-sized formulations.
Gusfield [2] formulated the problem as an integer program, and showed that it
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can be used to optimize the pure-parsimony objective for problems of moderate
size. However, the exponential size of Gusfield’s IP makes it impractical for some
problems. Specifically, Halldórsson et al. in 2002 noted that for haplotype infer-
ence, exponential-time algorithms are only practical for SNPs around a gene,
and that polynomial-time algorithms are needed for SNPs across regions span-
ning multiple genes [4]. Here we present a polynomial-sized integer programming
formulation for the haplotype inference by pure parsimony problem (Section 3),
and discuss its usefulness.

Unlike previous approaches, our polynomial-sized formulation does not ex-
pand possible explaining parents, but has decision variables representing the
haplotype sequences themselves. In addition to the polynomial-sized formula-
tion, we present constraints that can be added to the formulation to assist in
solving it (Section 4). One of these classes of cuts is a class of data-driven con-
straints based on patterns in the input genotype data. These constraints have
interesting property that as the size of the pattern increases, the constraints
become stronger, and have great usefulness in solving our instances.

Finally, we present experiments that show that our formulation can solve
problems of the same size as previous formulations, and that it can solve much
larger problems that are outside of the range of exponential formulations.

We note that very recently, Dan Gusfield [3] has alerted us to the existence
of another paper with a different polynomial-sized integer program for the same
problem [7]. This program is similar to ours, but its authors do not present cuts
for the problem, and as such, experienced poor performance when they tried to
solve it.

2 Models and Notation

We first formally define the haplotype inference by pure parsimony problem
(HIPP). Our input will be genotype vectors. Formally, a genotype g is a string
g = (g[1], g[2], . . . , g[m]) of length m over the alphabet A = {0, 1, 2}, so g ∈
{0, 1, 2}m. Let G = (g1, g2, . . . , gn) be a collection of genotypes.

We wish to explain the genotypes using haplotypes. A haplotype h = (h[1],
h[2], . . . , h[m]) is a binary string of length m, so h ∈ {0, 1}m. A pair of haplotypes
h1 and h2 is an explaining pair for genotype g if the following hold:

– For every position i where g[i] = 0, h1[i] = 0 and h2[i] = 0
– For every position i where g[i] = 1, h1[i] = 1 and h2[i] = 1
– For every position i where g[i] = 2, either h1[i] = 0 and h2[i] = 1, or h1[i]

= 1 and h2[i] = 0

Here, genotype positions with letter 0 and 1 correspond to homozygous po-
sitions on both chromosomes. Genotype positions with letter 2 correspond to
heterozygous positions on the chromosomes. If h1 and h2 are an explaining pair
for genotype g, then h1 and h2 are possible parents of g. We order the parents
of a genotype lexicographically, to resolve one ambiguous site in the genotype.

Given n genotypes G = (g1, g2, . . . , gn), each of length m, the haplotype
inference by pure parsimony problem is to find a minimum cardinality set of
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haplotypes H , such that each genotype in G has an explaining pair in H . This
problem was shown to be NP-Hard by Lancia et al. in 2002 [6].

3 Integer Linear Programming Formulation

In this section, we present an integer programming formulation for the HIPP
problem. Previous approaches to this problem [2] have focused on enumerat-
ing all possible explaining pairs for each genotype. This approach gives rise to
exponential-sized problem formulations. If a genotype has k positions with let-
ter 2, then that genotype has 2k−1 possible explaining pairs. As the length of
the genotypes and the number of heterozygous positions in a problem instance
increases, the exponential size of these formulations makes them impractical. In
contrast, our integer program (IP) is of polynomial size.

An IP is a linear objective function we wish to optimize, subject to a system
of linear constraints. Our polynomial-sized IP for the HIPP problem encodes
the solution without expanding possible explaining parents of a given genotype.
Instead, we represent the actual haplotypes that explain each genotype. For each
genotype gi, we create binary variables representing each of the m characters of
the explaining haplotypes. We say that gi is explained by h2i−1 and h2i. For
genotype gi, the variable that represents the h2i−1[k] is y2i−1,k and the variable
that represents h2i[k] is y2i,k. There are 2nm of these variables.

Our IP includes a set of constraints ensuring that solutions to the IP properly
explain every genotype. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ k ≤ m:

y2i−1,k = 0 and y2i,k = 0, if gi[k] = 0 , (1)
y2i−1,k = 1 and y2i,k = 1, if gi[k] = 1 , and (2)

y2i−1,k + y2i,k = 1, if gi[k] = 2 . (3)

There are O(nm) constraints of this form, each with O(1) non-zeros.
The parsimony condition requires the program to count the number of unique

haplotypes explaining the input genotypes. We use variables to mark pairwise
differences between the haplotypes. For each pair of haplotypes 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 2n,
we create a variable di,j . We will force di,j to 1 if hi �= hj. There are O(n2) of
these variables. If hi �= hj , then there will be some position k in the haplotypes
where hi[k] = 1 and hj[k] = 0 or vice versa. To force di,j to 1 when hi �= hj , we
add these constraints for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 2n and 1 ≤ k ≤ m:

yi,k − yj,k ≤ di,j , (4)
yj,k − yi,k ≤ di,j . (5)

Recall that yi,k and yj,k are binary variables. Thus, if they are not equal, one
of the two constraints (4) or (5) will be equivalent to 1 ≤ di,j , forcing di,j to 1.
There are O(n2m) constraints of this form, each with 3 non-zeros. Recall that if
gi[k] is 0 or 1, then the value of y2i−1,k and y2i,k are known based on the input.
Thus, some of the di,j may be forced to 1 based directly on the input.
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Finally, we count unique haplotypes. For each haplotype hi, we introduce a
binary variable xi which is 1 if hi is unique in (h1, . . . , hi). There are 2n such
variables. We set x1 = 1 since h1 is the only haplotype in (h1). If haplotype hi

is unique in (h1, . . . , hi), then
∑

j<i dj,i = i − 1, while if it is found more than
once, this sum is strictly less than i − 1. We thus add the following constraint
for each i between 2 and 2n, inclusively:

xi ≥ 2− i +
i−1∑
j=1

dj,i . (6)

There are O(n) constraints of this form, each with O(n) non-zeros.
This gives us the final formulation for the IP:

minimize
2n∑
i=1

xi, such that

y2i−1,k = 0 and y2i,k = 0, for all i, k such that gi[k] = 0 ,

y2i−1,k = 1 and y2i,k = 1, for all i, k such that gi[k] = 1 ,

y2i−1,k + y2i,k = 1, for all i, k such that gi[k] = 2 ,

di,j ≥ yi,k − yj,k, for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 2n and 1 ≤ k ≤ m ,

di,j ≥ yj,k − yi,k, for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 2n and 1 ≤ k ≤ m ,

xi ≥ 2− i +
i−1∑
j=1

dj,i, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n ,

xi, yi,k, di,j ∈ {0, 1}, for all i, j and k .

This IP has O(n2m) constraints, Θ(nm + n2) variables and O(n2m) non-
zero entries in the constraint matrix. All non-zero entries are +1 or −1, with the
exception of the 2n constraints on the xi, which include numbers only of size at
most 2n. The IP can be stored in O(n2m) space.

4 Cuts and Extensions

Solving an IP is NP-Hard. Typically, one solves an IP by relaxing the program,
replacing integrality constraints with corresponding range constraints, producing
the linear program (LP) relaxation. Feasible solutions to the IP are also feasible
for the LP relaxation, so an optimal solution to the LP relaxation gives a lower
bound on the optimal solution to the IP.

The LP relaxation can be solved efficiently. If its solution is integral, it opti-
mizes the IP. Otherwise, a common approach is to find new constraints, called
valid cuts, violated by the solution to the LP relaxation, but satisfied by all
feasible integer solutions. Or, one can branch by picking a single variable and
creating a series of new programs where it is set to each of its possible integer
values. The best solution found is the optimal solution to the original IP. Adding
valid cuts during branching is called branch-and-cut.
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Unfortunately, the IP formulation in the previous section does not behave well
under LP relaxation. In heterozygous positions in genotypes, the yi,k variables
will often have value 0.5 in the LP solution. This does not resolve the haplotypes,
and also allows the di,j variables to have value zero, giving no information. Thus,
we need to strengthen the formulation. In this section, we describe a series
of enhancements to tighten the gap between the optimal solution to the LP
relaxation and the optimal solution to the IP. We both augment the objective
function and show several new valid constraints.

Augmented Objective Function. A weakness of our IP (and of the LP relaxation)
is that optimal solutions may allow di,j = 1 even when hi = hj . This is largely
harmless for the IP, but in the case of the LP, it allows the yi,k variables to take
fractional values. Fundamentally, it also violates our intuition in designing the
program itself. The di,j variables should only equal 1 when hi �= hj . To bias the
di,j variables towards 0, we extend the objective function to take into account
a secondary goal of minimizing the sum of the di,j variables. To ensure that an
optimal solution still minimizes the number of unique explaining parents, the
coefficients of the di,j variables must be such that their total sum is strictly less
than 1. In addition, we ensure that the coefficients of the di,j variables are of
the same scale. If all of the di,j variables have the same coefficient, there may
be many possible solutions with the same objective value, which is inconvenient
for a branch-and-cut algorithm. Hence, we add a small random number ri,j to
each coefficient, which gives the following extended objective function:

minimize
2n∑
i=1

(xi) +
2n∑
i=2

i−1∑
j=1

(ε + ri,j) · di,j . (7)

By choosing ε so that 8εn2 < 1, and enforcing that each 0 ≤ ri,j < ε
2 we

ensure that the coefficients are all in the same scale and that sum of all the
coefficients is strictly less than 1.

Transitivity Constraints. The di,j variables are to equal 1 if hi and hj are dif-
ferent and 0 otherwise. The expanded objective function partially obtains this
behavior, but adding new constraints can help further. We add the following
transitivity constraints for all 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ 2n:

di,j + di,k ≥ dj,k , (8)
di,j + dj,k ≥ di,k , (9)
di,k + dj,k ≥ di,j . (10)

Consider three haplotypes hi, hj and hk. If hi = hj and hi = hk then we can
conclude that hj = hk. Therefore, if di,j and di,k are both 0, constraint (8) forces
dj,k to also be 0. The constraint also enforces the contrapositive: If hj �= hk then
dj,k = 1 and constraint (8) ensures that di,j + di,k ≥ 1. Since these variables are
binary, this constrains at least one of hj and hk to be different from hi.
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While it is possible that integer solutions to the IP will violate this new
constraint, there are always equivalent integer solution that do not. We show
that these constraints are still valid for an optimal solution to the HIPP problem
by considering any optimal solution to the problem. If we modify the solution
such that di,j = 1 if hi and hj are different, and di,j = 0 when hi and hj are
the same, leaving all other variable the same, this is an optimal solution for the
HIPP instance that satisfies all the transitivity constraints.

Data-Driven Cuts. We next consider cuts that depend on input data patterns.
These constraints are violated by many fractional solutions. They thus close the
gap between the optimal solutions of the LP relaxation and the IP.

Consider input genotypes g1 and g2, and suppose there exists a k such that
g1[k] = 2 and g2[k] = 0. Then d1,3 + d2,3 ≥ 1, since both parents of g1 can not
be 0 at position k, while both parents of g2 must be 0 at position k. This can be
concluded directly from the transitivity constraint (10) d1,3 + d2,3 ≥ d1,2, since
the parents of g1 must be different, and d1,2 = 1. In general, if

gi[k] =2
gj [k] =0

then the following are valid cuts:

d2i−1,2j−1 + d2i,2j−1 ≥ 1 , (11)
d2i−1,2j + d2i,2j ≥ 1 . (12)

This first pair of constraints is implied by the transitivity constraints, but
these data-driven cuts can be extended to stronger cuts based on larger patterns.
Consider once again two genotypes, but consider two characters in each, say k1

and k2. Then an occurrence of

gi[k1, k2] =20
gj [k1, k2] =02

gives the valid constraint:

d2−1i,2j−1 + d2i,2j−1 + d2i−1,2j + d2i,2j ≥ 3 . (13)

This constraint requires that at most one parent of gi is the same as a parent
of gj. Assume without loss of generality that the first parent of gi equals the
first of gj. Then both parents have value 0 in positions k1 and k2. The second
haplotype for gi has h2i[k1, k2] = 10, while the second haplotype for gj has
h2j [k1, k2] = 01, so they match none of these haplotypes. This shows that the
constraint d2−1i,2j−1 + d2i,2j−1 + d2i−1,2j + d2i,2j ≥ 3 is valid for all feasible
integer solutions to the IP.

This new constraint is strictly stronger than the transitivity constraints ((11)
and (12)). Consider the fractional solution d2i−1,2j−1 = d2i,2j−1 = d2i−1,2j =
d2i,2j = 1

2 . These variable assignments satisfy d2i−1,2j−1 + d2i,2j−1 ≥ 1 and
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d2i−1,2j + d2i,2j ≥ 1, but violate the new constraint d2−1i,2j−1 + d2i,2j−1 +
d2i−1,2j + d2i,2j ≥ 3, which forces the average of the four pairwise difference
variables to be greater than 3

4 .
This pattern extends extends generally to � length patterns in � strings.

As before, we generate a constraint pattern that allows at most one parent of
the first genotype gi to be the same as a parent of the remaining � − 1 geno-
types gj1 , gj2 , . . . , gj�−1 in the pattern. The pattern enforces that the genotypes
gj1 , gj2 , . . . , gj�−1 all have different parents. This is established by having for each
pair, a character position ki where one string has a 1 and the other a 0. There
will be one column k1 in which gi[k1] = 2 and all other characters will be the
same non-2 value. This column k1 guarantees that if h2i−1 equals one of the
other parents, then h2i is different from all the other parents. Finally, we will
have a column k� in which gi[k�] is not 2, and all other genotypes are 2. This
column, as in the previous constraint, forces the parents of each gj to be different
from each other and thus equal to only one of gi’s parents. When such a pattern
occurs, we obtain the valid cut:

�−1∑
x=1

(d2i−1,2jx−1 + d2i−1,2jx + d2i,2jx−1 + d2i,2jx ) ≥ 4�− 5 .

This constraint allows at most one parent of the first genotype gi to be a parent
of at most one of the � − 1 remaining genotypes. It forces the average of the
pairwise difference variables to be at least 4�−5

4�−4 .
For example, here is a case for � = 4:

gi[k1, k2, k3, k4] =2220
gj1 [k1, k2, k3, k4] =0002
gj2 [k1, k2, k3, k4] =0012
gj3 [k1, k2, k3, k4] =0112

From the argument above, this pattern gives the valid cut:

3∑
x=1

(d2i−1,2jx−1 + d2i−1,2jx + d2i,2jx−1 + d2i,2jx ) ≥ 11 . (14)

This constraint is stronger than the constraints for the sub-patterns of length
3. By assigning all pairwise difference variables the fractional value 7

8 , all of the
length-3 constraints will be satisfied. However, the length-4 constraint is violated
by this fractional solution, since 12 · 7

8 < 11.
These patterns do not strictly need to occur as described. In particular, the

final column k� is establishing that for each gj , there exists a column where gi

is 0 or 1 and gj is 2. This condition need not occur in the same column for all
gj . Also, the forced differences between genotypes gj1 , gj2 , . . . , gj�−1 need not all
occur in a block, but could occur at differing positions.

We can compute all forced pairwise differences between the genotypes in
O(n2) time. Moreover, this work is done while constructing the IP. Also, for
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each genotype we can mark if it contains a 2 or not in O(nm) time. For a
fixed � and genotypes gi, gj1 , . . . , gj�−1 , we can test the above conditions by first
examining fixed di,j variables, and then searching for a column k1 with gi[k1] = 2
and all other characters equal to the same non-2 value. For a fixed �, we can find
all such constraints by brute force in O(n

(
n

�−1

)(
�
2

)
�m) time.

In practice, cuts for � ≥ 3 are not practical to find with this simple brute-force
algorithm. However, they form a general class of valid cuts, getting stronger as
� increases, which can be found in polynomial time.

Permutation Constraints. One drawback our IP is that its feasible region de-
pends on the order of the genotypes. Under the LP relaxation, the di,j variables
may take fractional values. If two such variables in the same constraint take
value 0.5, the xi variable can be set to 0. Under a different ordering, it might be
possible that more xi variables are assigned the value 1 under the relaxation.

This order dependency introduces an interesting class of permutation con-
straints. In a second instance of the problem with a different genotype order,
the underlying problem would still be the same, so the objective function value
would be, too. Conceptually, the permutation constraints combine these two pro-
grams such that each has its own xi variables, but all other variables are shared.
We then add the constraint that the two objective function values are equal.

Let π be a permutation of {1, . . . , 2n}. Define new variables xπ
1 , . . . , xπ

2n, and
add constraints analogous to those defined for the xi’s. Let di,j = dj,i if i > j,
then for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n we have:

xπ
i ≥ 2− i +

j<i∑
j=1

dπ(j),π(i) . (15)

These constraints are equivalent to constraints (6), only with a different ordering.
For integer points, these xπ

i count the number of unique haplotypes used, just
as before. Therefore the additional valid cut can be added:

2n∑
i=1

xi =
2n∑
i=1

xπ
i , (16)

which forces the number of unique haplotypes for both orders to be equal.
If the sum constraint (16) is violated, we arbitrarily increase the needed

x variables. This will not change any of the other types of variables in the
formulation. We would like to have the property that if xi = 1 then, for all j
less than i, di,j = 1, and similarly for xπ

i . This can be forced by adding this
constraint for all j < i:

xπ
i ≤ dπ(j),π(i) . (17)

Some permutation constraints will strengthen the LP relaxation. However,
there are (2n)! possible permutations. Given a fractional solution, it is not clear
how to identify permutations with constraints violated by that solution. In ad-
dition, these constraints add additional variables to the problem, which may
increase the runtime of solving the LP relaxation.
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5 Experiments

We have given a polynomial-sized IP formulation for the HIPP problem. How-
ever, since in general solving an IP is NP-Hard, we need to explore if we can
solve our IP in reasonable time. Previous papers [2, 10] have addressed whether
the parsimony condition is effective for haplotype inference. Thus, we restrict
our attention to the problem of solving maximum parsimony.

Here, we present the model used for our experiments and show our findings
on both problems of size comparable to those solved by Gusfield [2] and on
significantly larger problems. Our results show that on small problems, there is
no significant difference in the fraction of instances solved. We also show that
we can solve problems that are impractical for exponential formulations in one
third of the cases.

Implementation. We created a branch-and-cut implementation to solve instances
of the HIPP problem. We use CPLEX 8.1.1 to solve the LP relaxations, and
then add cuts or set branched variables directly. Commercial LP solvers provide
powerful IP solvers which may have some success solving this problem. However,
implementing the simple branch-and-cut algorithm allows us to explore different
branching rules and cuts.

We branch only on the pairwise difference variables di,j , because they have
strong influence on the IP. If all di,j variables are integral and all transitivity
constraints are satisfied, there is an integral solution to the problem with the
same objective value. In practice, when the di,j variables solved to integer values,
all other variables were assigned integer variables by the solver. Setting a di,j to
0 is very strong: it forces the corresponding parents to be equal. However, there
is still flexibility in the actual values of those parents.

We added data-driven constraints based on 2 column patterns and transi-
tivity constraints when violated by the solution to the LP relaxation. We use
the number calls to the LP solver, or equivalently the number of branches, as a
measure of the ease in solving the problem.

We also implemented Gusfield’s RTIP formulation [2] to compare the effec-
tiveness of our IP with his.

Data Generation. We experimented with simulated data. We created parent
haplotypes using Hudson’s program ms [5]. It simulates neutral evolution and
recombination. We then paired haplotypes randomly to produce offspring pop-
ulations. The model in ms allows multiple identical haplotypes to be created.
We eliminated all duplicates, creating harder instances of the problem, because
completely resolved genotypes are less likely. Thus, our input sets are harder
than those created in previous experiments with HIPP data.

We generated two classes of data sets. First, we ran experiments on inputs of
sizes comparable to those used by Gusfield [2]. The data consist of collections of
n = 50 offspring with haplotypes of length either m = 10 or 30. The second class
of inputs are designed to be problem instances that are too large to formulate
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in an exponential formulation. In these cases, we use collections of 30 offspring
with haplotypes of length 50, 75 and 100.

Problem Results. We wished to show that our formulation can solve problem
instances comparable to those solved by Gusfield. We generated four data sets of
inputs with sizes equal to those tested in his work. Each set consists of 15 problem
instances, each with 50 population members. We tested data sets with both 10
sites, and 30 sites. In the 10-site experiments, we evaluated recombination levels
of 0, 4 and 16. The results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Results for populations of size 50. Minimum and maximum number of
branches are reported over the solved instances. For small recombination, the success
rate is comparable to that reported by Gusfield [2].

# of Recombination Max # of 2s Fraction Solved Branch Min # Max #
Sites Level in a genotype Poly Exp Limit Branches Branches

10 0 8 15/15 15/15 2000 1 1064
10 4 9 15/15 15/15 2500 1 2254
10 16 9 12/15 15/15 3000 48 2716
30 0 23 11/15 7/15 2000 44 1808

With 10 sites and no recombination, our program was able to find the optimal
solution to our IP formulation in every instance. The time to solve these instances
was slower than other HIPP programs. The reason for this is that our problem
sizes are cubic in the number of offspring, leading to larger formulations on
these simple problems. Also, as recombination increased, our program performed
worse. This is interesting, since in Gusfield’s formulation, runtimes improved as
recombination increased.

With 30 sites and no recombination, our program found optimal solutions
to the IP in 11 of 15 instances. There is no significant difference between this
result and the reported 13 out of 15 instances solved by Gusfield’s formulation.
However, our implementation of Gusfield’s RTIP formulation was only able to
solve 7 out of 15 instances within a two hour time limit. For the RTIP formula-
tion, 6 of the instances where solved less than 5 seconds, with the final instance
taking just under 1 hour. In each case, the RTIP was solved with only one call
to the LP solver. Of the 11 solution to our IP, 7 were solved within 6 minutes,
and only 1 took more than 35 minutes.

These experiments show that we can solve problem instances comparable to
those of previous formulations.

Larger Problem Instances. The advantage of a polynomial-sized IP formulation
is that one can formulate the IP for larger problems. We generated problem
instances that would not be solvable with exponential-sized IP formulations.

Each group of tests were of populations with 30 offspring. The number of
sites evaluated were 50, 75 and 100 sites. Even with only 50 sites, our input data
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Table 2. Results for populations of size 30. Minimum and maximum number of
branches are reported over the solved instances. Even on large inputs, the formula-
tion can often be solved.

# of Max No. of 2s Fraction Branch Min # Max #
Sites in a genotype Solved Limit Branches Branches

50 42 27/50 2000 34 1698
75 52 4/10 2500 11 1265
100 68 3/10 3000 388 2616

contained genotypes with approximately 30 heterozygous sites. At these levels,
exponential approaches are not practical, as a given genotype can be explained
by billions of haplotype pairs. The results are summarized in Table 2.

Of the problems with 50 sites, more than half of the instances could be solved,
often with very few branches. With 75 and 100 sites, approximately one third of
the instances solved.

The IP formulations remained very small, even for large inputs. For the 50
site problems, we reached a maximum of 2614 variables, much smaller than an ex-
ponential IP formulation would achieve. The largest problem instance had 80326
constraints when the algorithm terminated, of which 3031 of the constraints were
added as valid cuts. The number of variables has very little dependency on the
number of sites. With 100 sites, only 3598 variables were needed in the largest
formulation. By contrast, an exponential-sized IP would require billions of con-
straints. (Note that some of the variables are preset to 0 or 1 because of the
data; we only have to find values for y variables for heterozygous positions. The
small increase in the number of variables is due to the increase in the number
of 2s in the input.) We needed 144847 constraints in the largest formulation. At
this size, the LP solver we were using became significantly slower.

For moderate-sized instances of the problem, we still have a reasonable likeli-
hood of successful solution, even when exponential-sized solvers would be creat-
ing hopelessly large IPs. Moreover, adding data-directed cuts helps substantially
in solving the problems.

6 Conclusions

Pure parsimony has been shown to be a reasonable objective function for the
haplotype inference problem [2, 10]. All previous exact approaches to the HIPP
problem use a formulation that involves either explicitly or implicitly expanding
out possible parents, leading to exponential problem size.

Instead, we have given a polynomial-sized IP formulation of the HIPP prob-
lem. Our approach is different from previous IP approaches to this problem in
that we do not expand out all explaining parents. In addition, we have shown
how to strengthen the problem using valid cuts derived from properties of the
input genotypes. Our experiments show that although our formulation takes
longer to solve, we can solve problems the same size as previous formulations.
Our formulation is also capable of solving problem instances significantly larger
than previous formulations.
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Abstract. We study the single individual SNP haplotype reconstruction
problem. We introduce a simple heuristic and prove experimentally that
is very fast and accurate. In particular, when compared with a dynamic
programming of [8] it is much faster and also more accurate. We expect
Fast Hare to be very useful in practical applications. We also introduce
a combinatorial problem related to the SNP haplotype reconstruction
problem that we call Min Element Removal. We prove its NP-hardness
in the gapless case and its O(log n)-approximability in the general case.

1 Introduction

A Single Nucleotide Polymorphism, or SNP (pronounced “snip”), is a small
genetic change, involving a single base, that can occur within a person’s DNA
sequence. In other words, a SNP is a single position (base) in the human DNA
where variability across a set of individuals is observed (see Figure 1). SNPs are
the most frequent form of human genetic variability and it is hoped that their
understanding will increase our ability to treat humane diseases, among other
things [6, 9].

In this paper we present a fast and accurate heuristic for the single individual
SNP haplotyping reconstruction. This problems was introduced in [5] and can
be described in the following way. Roughly, we have a set of small fragments of
two original strings, called haplotypes. The problem asks for reconstructing the
haplotypes from the fragments, in spite of the fact that the latter may contain
reading errors. Contrary to what happens in the case of fragment assembly here
we know the span of a fragment, i.e. the set of positions it covers. More precisely,
we have two strings of A’s and B’s called the red and the blue haplotypes. (The
following is not meant to be an accurate description of the way the biological
data are generated, but as a way to describe the computational problem.) The
two haplotypes correspond to the projection of the two DNA strands of a certain
individual to those positions that are known to be SNPs. That is, we just consider
those positions along the DNA known to be SNPs (see Figure 2).

Without loss of generality we can assume that the two haplotypes are strings
of A’s and B’s of the same length, rather than strings over the four letter alphabet
A, C, G, T [5]. Consider the following process. The blue and red haplotypes are

I. Jonassen and J. Kim (Eds.): WABI 2004, LNBI 3240, pp. 266–277, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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SNP SNP SNP

↓ ↓ ↓

DNA strand 1 → acgta G agaatacag A ttacagatacacag T tcacaggctaa
DNA strand 2 → acgta C agaatacag A ttacagatacacag A tcacaggctaa
DNA strand 3 → acgta G agaatacag A ttacagatacacag A tcacaggctaa
DNA strand 4 → acgta G agaatacag T ttacagatacacag A tcacaggctaa

Fig. 1. SNP’s in the DNA.

chromosome c, paternal: acgtaGagaatacagAttacagatacacagTtcacaggctaa
chromosome c, maternal: acgtaCagaatacagAttacagatacacagAtcacaggctaa

Haplotype 1 → G A T
Haplotype 2 → C A A

Fig. 2. The two haplotypes of a single individual.

copied many times, and each copy is then broken into fragments. Let F :=
{f1, . . . , fn} be the set of fragments. An unknown subset of these fragments are
read and arranged in a matrix M whose columns are the SNPs (i.e. column i
correspond to position i of the haplotype) and whose rows are the fragments.
If fragment fk goes from position i to position j, the entries M [k, �], for � �∈
{i, i + 1, . . . , j}, will be set to −, denoting lack of information, while the entries
M [k, �] for i ≤ � ≤ j will be either A or B. An entry whose value is− will be called
a null entry. This process corresponds to the shotgun sequencing process used to
generate and read the fragments out of DNA strands. The crucial point is that in
building the matrix M we lose important information in two different ways. First,
we lose the information concerning the strand to which the fragment belongs,
i.e., we do not know if a fragment comes from the red or the blue haplotype. The
second loss of information is that a certain number of non null matrix entries
are corrupt, i.e. we have an A while we should have B, and viceversa. This
corresponds to the fact that the hardware that reads DNA fragments commits
reading errors. The biologist estimate of the error rate is between 3% and 5%.

We can now define our computational problem,

Plotter Reconstruction: Given the matrix M , reconstruct the red
and blue haplotypes as accurately as possible.

Whether and with what accuracy the problem can be solved depends on several
factors. One is the percentage of reading errors. Another important aspect is
the number of fragments that cover a given position, or coverage. Clearly, if the
coverage for a certain position is very low, it is unlikely that we can reconstruct
the two strands in that position with good accuracy. In practice, the coverage
can be assumed to be around 10 (with roughly half of the fragments coming from
each strand). In this paper, we present some heuristic algorithms that, given M ,
produce two haplotypes. The accuracy of the solution is the number of positions
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of the (hidden) blue and red haplotypes that are guessed correctly. For instance,
assume that the true strands are

red = AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

blue = BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

and that the output is

s1 = BBBBBBBABBBBBBABB

s2 = AAABAAAAA--AAABAA.

If we identify s1 with the blue haplotype we have that 6 positions are wrong, two
of which due to − (when we identify the output strings with red and blue we
can chose the best out of the two possibilities). The main result of this paper is
a thorough empirical study demonstrating that our heuristic Fast Hare is both
accurate and fast for realistic scenarios. In particular, it is much faster than
the dynamic programming algorithm of [5], and also somewhat more accurate.
We remark that, given the regrettable unavailability of real data in the public
domain, we had to rely on realistic synthetic data, including SNP sequences
generated with the well-known generator CelSim [7].

As observed in [5] it is the presence of reading errors that makes the problem
challenging. Consider the following graph G(M) in which rows (fragments) corre-
spond to vertices and where ij is an edge if the ith row and the jth have a conflict.
Denoting with ri the ith row, we say that ri and rj have a conflict if there exists
a column k such that A = M [i, k] �= M [j, k] = B or B = M [i, k] �= M [j, k] = A
(− does not give raise to conflicts). In words, two fragment conflict if they share
a common position but have differing values for that position. In [5] it is ob-
served that if there are no reading errors then G(M) is bipartite. Hence the two
original haplotypes can be recovered simply by computing the two sides of the
bipartition. In particular, the reconstruction is unique if G(M) is connected. The
converse is not strictly true, but essentially true in most cases. When G(M) is
bipartite we say that M is bipartisan. The presence of reading errors can induce
odd cycles and it makes this approach unfeasible. For this reason the authors
of [5] introduce the following computational problem:

Min Fragment Removal: Given M , remove the smallest number of
rows so that the remaining matrix is bipartisan.

In [5, 8] the complexity of this and related problems is analyzed, and a polyno-
mial time dynamic programming algorithm is given for the gapless case of Min
Fragment Removal. A fragment matrix M is gapless if every row consists of a
(possibly empty) sequence of −, followed by a sequence of A’s and B’s, followed
by a (possibly empty) sequence of of −. That is, a matrix is gapless if every
fragment is a contiguous substring of one of the two haplotypes. The gapless
case is perhaps the most relevant from the point of view of the applications and
it is the one considered in this paper. It is also the most challenging from the
algorithmic point of view (both for upper and lower bounds).
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Once an algorithmic solution A for Min Fragment Removal is developed
there are two possible approaches. On the one hand, one can study, empirically
or otherwise, how well A solves Min Fragment Removal. However, given
that the original motivation is to try to solve Plotter Reconstruction, a
second, equally sensible approach would be to study how well A solves Plotter
Reconstruction (this would also show how good an approach is to use Min
Fragment Removal in order to solve Plotter Reconstruction). This is
what we do in this paper. We perform an empirical study of how accurately and
how quickly the dynamic programming solution developed in [8] solves Plotter
Reconstruction. We shall refer to this algorithm as DynProg. As already
mentioned, a comparison between DynProg and our heuristic Fast Hare shows
the latter to be not only much faster but also more accurate. This shows that
a more direct approach to Plotter Reconstruction is to prefer to a more
round-about approach in which an auxiliary combinatorial problem such as Min
Fragment Removal is introduced. This general conclusion is further confirmed
by the discussion below.

In the same spirit of [5, 8] we introduce the following problem,

Min Element Removal: Given a gapless M , change the smallest num-
ber of non null entries in order to make M bipartisan.

This problem was independently introduced by Lancia before us, but in an un-
published manuscript (pers. comm.). This problem formulation is a different
approach to solving Plotter Reconstruction satisfactorily. One devises an
algorithmic solution for Min Element Removal and then sees how well it
solves Plotter Reconstruction.

In this paper, we also study the complexity of Min Element Removal (in
the gapless case, the most difficult and interesting case). We prove that the prob-
lem is NP-hard, and that it is O(log n)-approximable in polynomial-time. From
the practical point of view, we have also developed an exact dynamic program-
ming algorithm. But since its performance is quite comparable to DynProg, we
do not discuss it. This further confirms that the more direct approach embodied
by Fast Hare to solve Plotter Reconstruction pays off. As a final remark,
we note that Fast Hare is able to process also fragments with gaps, but since our
emphasis here is on the comparative analysis with DynProg we have limited
ourselves to the gapless case.

2 Complexity Results for Min Element Removal

In this section we briefly present some complexity results concerning Min Ele-
ment Removal.

Theorem 1. Min Element Removal is NP-hard even in the gapless case.

Proof. (Sketch) Min Element Removal is a special case of Hypercube Seg-
mentation [3].
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Theorem 2. Min Element Removal is O(log n)-approximable in polynomial-
time in the general (not necessarily gapless) case.

Proof. (Sketch) Min Element Removal can be reduced to the problem of
removing the smallest number of vertices from a graph in order to make it
bipartite [2].

We have also developed a dynamic programming algorithm of complexity
O(32kn) that solves Min Element Removal exactly, where n is the number
of rows of the input matrix and k is the maximum length of a fragment. In
realistic applications the value of k is between 3 and 8, so that the algorithm
is expensive but practical. In practice we have found it to have a performance
similar to DynProg. For this reason it is not further discussed in this paper.

3 The Heuristic Fast Hare

In this section we describe our heuristic Fast Hare. The input to Fast Hare is a
SNP-fragment matrix M with n rows and m columns, together with a parameter
t that will be introduced in the sequel. The output consists of three objects:

– Two haplotypes of length n, i.e. two n-bit strings h1 and h2 over the alphabet
{−, A, B}. These are the algorithm’s guesses of the blue and red haplotype.

– A SNP-fragment matrix M ′ with m columns and n rows. In this matrix the
non null entries of each row of M can be modified.

– A partition of the rows of M (fragments) into two groups. Each group cor-
responds to one of the two haplotypes in output.

We need some notation. Let nx be the number of entries of column c that
are equal to x. Let fA := nA/(nA + nB) and fB := nB/(nA + nB). The column
under consideration will be clear from the context.

For x, y ∈ {−, A, B} let

d(x, y) :=

⎧⎨⎩
+1 if (x = y = A) or (x = y = B)
−1 if (x = A and y = B) or (x = B and y = A)
0 otherwise.

(1)

Given two strings S := s1, . . . , sn and T := t1, . . . , tn over the alphabet
{−, A, B}, let

D(S, T ) :=
n∑

i=1

d(si, ti). (2)

Basically D(X, Y ) counts the number of matches minus the number of mis-
matches between the two strings, without − contributing to it. As we shall see
below, Fast Hare builds the two haplotypes from left to right, inserting the frag-
ments one at a time. In order to decide which haplotype the current fragment
should be assigned to one could be tempted to take only the mismatches into
account. Figure 3 shows why this is not a good idea.
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Haplotype h1: ABAAAAAAAAAA
Haplotype h2: ABBABB - - - - - -

Fragment fi: - - - AABAAAAAA

Fig. 3. By considering the number of mismatches only the fragment could be assigned
to what clearly is the wrong haplotype. If one counts in the number of matches the
problem is avoided.

Let S := {M [i1,−], . . . , M [ik,−]} be a set of rows of a SNP-fragment matrix
M . Let Ac(S, M) be the number of A’s in the set {M [i1, c], . . . , M [ik, c]}, and
similarly for Bc(S, M). That is, Ac(S) (Bc(S)) is the number of A’s (B’s) in col-
umn c when restricted to the rows in S. Given S and M , the consensus haplotype
of S and M , denoted as h(S, M) is the string h(S, M) := h1(S, M), . . . , hm(S, M)
where,

hc(S, M) :=

⎧⎨⎩
A if Ac(S, M) > Bc(S, M)
B if Bc(S, M) > Ac(S, M)
− otherwise

(3)

Let us now describe the heuristic Fast Hare. Fast Hare divides the rows of
the input M (i.e. the fragments) into two groups; then each group is transformed
into a haplotype. Finally the two haplotypes are used to compute the output
matrix M ′.

The first step of Fast Hare is the elimination of all columns of M in which
fA ≤ t or fB ≤ t. In our experiments we set t := 0.2. Let M̂ denote the new
matrix. The intuition is that if (the non null part of) a column consists for more
than 80% of the same character, say, A, then the remaining B entries are very
likely to be reading errors. These position do not help us to decide in which of
the two groups the fragments should be placed and are therefore discarded. In
the final output matrix M ′ these discarded columns are inserted by converting
all non null entries to the majority value, i.e. if there are more A’s then all B’s
are converted into A’s, and viceversa. For future reference, we say that if the
non null entries of a discarded column k become all A’s the column is A-fied,
while if they become all B’s then it is B-fied.

The second step is to sort the rows of M̂ by the starting positions of the non
null stretch. That is, if r1 is non null in the interval [i1, . . . , j1] and r2 is non
null in the interval [i2, . . . , j2], then r1 ≤ r2 if and only if i1 ≤ i2. Let r1, . . . , rn

denote the row ordering so obtained.
The third step is to process the rows of M̂ (i.e. the fragments) according to

the row ordering with the aim of partitioning them into two groups S1 and S2.
We start by placing r1 into S1. To place ri we compute the consensus haplotypes
h(S1, M̂) and h(S2, M̂) and place ri in the group corresponding to the largest
value of D(·, ·). That is, if D(ri, h(S1, M̂)) ≥ D(ri, h(S2, M̂)) we place ri in S1,
otherwise we place ri in S2.

The haplotypes produced by Fast Hare are h(S1, M̂) and h(S2, M̂) aug-
mented by the bits of the columns discarded by step 1. If column k is A-fied
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then position k of both haplotypes will also be A, while if column k is B-fied it
will be B. Let us denote the final haplotypes as h1 and h2.

The third and final object output by Fast Hare is the output matrix M ′,
computed in the following way. Let r be the kth row (fragment) of the input
matrix M , and let Si the group r belongs to. Then r is matched to hi and all
non null positions of r that differ from the haplotype are changed. The resulting
row becomes the kth row of M ′.

The running time of Fast Hare is O(n log n+nm). A contribution of O(n log n)
is due to the sorting of the rows. The contribution of O(nm) is due to the
inductive procedure used to compute the two groups of fragments, and to the
initial preprocessing used to eliminate the columns.

4 The Instances

As remarked in the introduction, to the best of our knowledge real data in
the public domain are not available. We have therefore generated artificial data
under some realistic assumptions.

The haplotypes we used were strings of about 100 characters, generated ac-
cording to two approaches. In the first approach, a first haplotype h1 of length
n ≈ 100 is generated at random. The second haplotype h2 has the same length
and is generated by flipping each bit of h1 at random in such a way that the
hamming distance (i.e. the number of positions in which the two differ) between
h1 and h2 is equal to a parameter d. Then, we make c copies of each haplotype
and each copy is broken uniformly at random in order to generate k fragments
for each copy. Finally, each bit of every fragment is flipped with probability p.
This corresponds to introducing reading errors. Realistic values for the param-
eters are as follows: d ≈ 0.2; c = 5, . . . , 10; k ≈ 20 and, p ∈ [0.02, 0.05]. The
value of c defines the coverage, i.e. the number of fragments that cover the same
position of the haplotype. The value of k is chosen so that the expected length
of a fragment is between 3 and 7. We shall refer to this group of instances as the
home made instances.

This set of instances is quite realistic except perhaps for the fact that the
procedures used to break the DNA do produce random fragments, but the breaks
do not occur with uniform probability at all positions.

To obviate this problem we have made use of CelSim, a well-known simu-
lator of the shotgun assembly process [7]. In this case two haplotypes are first
generated according to the same procedure described above. These two strings
have hamming distance equal to d. Subsequently, CelSim is invoked to produce
f fragments, each of which of length between lMin and lMax. The output frag-
ments are then processed to plant reading errors with probability p, as above.
To summarize, the parameters of this procedure are d, f , lMin, lMax, and p. We
shall refer to these instances as the CelSim instances. Since CelSim generates
the fragments by extracting a fragment at random from the haplotype (as op-
posed to breaking a haplotype into fragments) we have computed the value of
f in order to have on average the same coverage specified for the home made
instances.
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For each input we have run each algorithm once. When the variance was low
we have run 100 tests (each point of our data plot corresponds to the average
over 100 runs). Low variance was observed for example when testing the running
times. For tests with higher variance, typically those measuring the accuracy of
the algorithms under various metrics, each point of the data plots is the average
over 500 runs. We thus expect our observations to be quite robust.

5 Implementation Issues

We ran our experiments on an Intel Pentium III 1266 MHZ with a 1 GByte of
RAM. The operating system was Linux RedHat 8.0 and the compiler was g++
version 3.2.

6 Performance Evaluation

In this section we describe our evaluation of Fast Hare and of DynProg. The
input for both algorithms is a SNP-fragment matrix M with n rows and m
columns generated from two haplotypes red and blue according to the procedures
described in § 4. In the following discussion we shall refer to the set of fragments
before reading errors are planted as the perfect fragments.

We are interested in evaluating the following parameters:

1. Percentage of haplotype positions that are guessed wrongly. That is, denoting
with H the hamming distance, with hi a true haplotype and with si the
output of the algorithm, min{H(h1, s1) + H(h2, s2), H(h1, s2) + H(h2, s1)}.

2. Percentage of errors in the output fragments. This metric is described in
detail below.

3. Running time.

Not surprisingly, Fast Hare is much faster than DynProg. The running time
is reported in Figure 4, for which home made input instances have been used.

Concerning (1), recall that DynProg removes rows in order to produce a bi-
partisan output matrix M ′. If the conflict graph G(M ′) is not connected however
the bipartition is not uniquely determined and thus there is no unique way two
reconstruct the two haplotypes. In order to make a significant comparison we
therefore limited ourselves to using only those input matrices for which G(M ′)
is connected, so that the two haplotypes are unambiguously determined. The
results are shown in Figure 5. As it can be seen, Fast Hare is slightly more
accurate for this set of instances. Here too we used home made instances.

We also performed some experiments whose aim is to assess the tendency
of the algorithms to create disconnected outputs. Note that Fast Hare too can
create an output matrix whose conflict graph is disconnected. The results are
shown in Figure 6. DynProg creates disconnected outputs more frequently than
Fast Hare. In our opinion this is another very useful property of Fast Hare. The
instances used were home made.
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Fig. 4. Running Time. Each point is the average over 100 runs, using home made
instances. For each run a new input was generated. The haplotypes were 100 bits long,
differing on 20% of the bits. Each haplotype was broken into 25 fragments. In order to
increase the number of input fragments (x-axis) the number of copies of each haplotype
was varied between 2 and 16.

Fig. 5. Errors in the haplotypes. Every dot is the average over 500 runs (one run, one
input), using home made instances that are not disconnected by DynProg. Haplotypes
were 100 bit long, differing on 20% of the bits. Each haplotype was copied 10 times
and broken into 20 fragments.

The above discussion motivates the introduction of a different criteria to
evaluate the two algorithms on all inputs, as opposed to limiting the comparison
to instances that will not be disconnected. This is done by using the percentage
of errors in the fragments. The “life” of a fragment can be described as follows.
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Fig. 6. Creating a disconnected output. The value of R (y-axis) is defined as follows.
Consider the input fragments before reading errors are planted. Let U be the SNP-
fragment matrix defined by these fragments, and let G(U) be the conflict graph. And
let M ′ be the matrix output by the algorithm. R is the ratio between the number of
connected components of G(M ′) and that of G(U). Here haplotypes were 100 bits long,
differing on 20% of the positions. The instances were home made. Each haplotype was
copied 10 times and broken into 20 fragments. Each point is the average over 500 runs.
The x-axis is the percentage of reading errors planted in the fragments.

Initially the fragment is perfect, i.e. without reading errors. Then reading errors
might be planted in it. Third, the algorithm processes the fragments. In the
case of DynProg a fragment can only be eliminated, while Fast Hare does not
eliminate any fragment but it can modify it (this happens when the fragment
is compared with the output haplotype). We want to measure the percentage
of non null entries of the fragments that are wrong. Let P denote the matrix
defined by the perfect fragments, i.e. the input matrix before reading errors are
planted. Let M ′ denote as usual the output matrix, and define

f(x, y) :=
{

1 if − �= x �= y �= −
0 otherwise (4)

and,

g(x) :=
{

1 if x �= −
0 otherwise . (5)

Then, the percentage of errors in the fragments is given by,∑
ij f(P [i, j], M ′[i, j])∑

ij g(M ′[i, j])
. (6)

where i and j ran over the rows and columns of M ′. DynProg can make two
kinds of mistakes. A false negative occurs when a row (fragment) without reading
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error is discarded, and a false positive when a row (fragment) with reading errors
is retained in the final matrix. Note that only false positives contribute to this
metric. Figure 7 shows how well the two algorithms perform with respect to this
metric, for CelSim as well as home made instances. Both algorithms behave very
well, but Fast Hare is somewhat superior.

To summarize, our experiments show that Fast Hare is a fast and accurate
heuristic for SNP haplotype reconstruction and we expect it to be quite effective
in practical scenarios.

Fig. 7. Errors in fragments. The left hand side refers to home made instances, while
the right hand side it refers to CelSim instances. Here each haplotype has 100 bits,
and the two haplotypes differ on 20% of the positions. The coverage for each positions
is 10. For home made instances each haplotype is broken into 20 random pieces, while
for CelSim instances the min and max fragment length is between 3 and 6. The error
(y-axis) is plotted against the percentage of reading errors planted in the fragments
(x-axis). Each point is the average over 100 runs.
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Abstract. Recent studies have shown that the chromosomal recombina-
tion only takes places at some narrow hotspots. Within the chromosomal
region between these hotspots (called haplotype block), little or even no
recombination occurs, and a small subset of SNPs (called tag SNPs) is
sufficient to capture the haplotype pattern of the block. In reality, the tag
SNPs may be genotyped as missing data, and we may fail to distinguish
two distinct haplotypes due to the ambiguity caused by missing data. In
this paper, we formulate this problem as finding a set of SNPs (called ro-
bust tag SNPs) which is able to tolerate missing data. To find robust tag
SNPs, we propose two greedy and one LP-relaxation algorithms which
give solutions of (m + 1) ln K(K−1)

2
, ln((m + 1)K(K−1)

2
), and O(m ln K)

approximation respectively, where m is the number of SNPs allowed for
missing data and K is the number of patterns in the block.

Keywords: approximation algorithm, haplotype block, missing data,
SNP

1 Introduction

In recent years, Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) [9] have become more
and more popular for association studies of genetic diseases or traits. Although
the cost of genotyping SNPs is gradually reducing, it is still uneconomical to
genotype all SNPs for association study [1]. However, recent findings [3, 5, 6]
showed that the chromosomal recombination only occurs at some narrow
hotspots. The chromosomal region between these hotspots is called a “haplo-
type block.” Within a haplotype block, there is little or even no recombination
occurred, and the SNPs in the block tend to be inherited together. Due to the
low haplotype diversity within a block, the information carried by these SNPs
is highly redundant. Thus, a small subset of SNPs (called “tag SNPs”) is suf-
ficient to capture the haplotype pattern of the block. Haplotype blocks with
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Fig. 1. The influence of missing data and corresponding auxiliary tag SNPs.

corresponding tag SNPs are quite useful and cost-effective in association studies
as it does not require genotyping all SNPs. Many studies have tried to minimize
the number of tag SNPs required in each block. In a large-scale study of chromo-
some 21, Patil et al. [5] developed a greedy algorithm to partition the haplotypes
into 4,135 blocks with 4,563 tag SNPs. Zhang et al. [6, 7] used a dynamic pro-
gramming approach to reduce the numbers of blocks and tag SNPs to 2,575 and
3,562, respectively. Bafna et al. [1] showed that the problem of minimizing tag
SNPs is NP-hard and gave efficient algorithms for special cases of this problem.

In reality, a tag SNP may be genotyped as missing data if it does not pass the
threshold of data quality [5, 8]. However, missing data may cause ambiguity in
identification of an unknown haplotype sample. Figure 1 illustrates the influence
of missing data when identifying haplotype samples. In this figure, a haplotype
block1 (Figure 1 (A)) defined by 12 SNPs is presented. Each column represents
a haplotype pattern (P1, P2, P3, and P4) and each row represents a SNP locus
(S1, S2, ..., and S12). The black and grey boxes stand for the major and minor
alleles at each SNP locus, respectively. Suppose we select SNPs S1 and S12

as tag SNPs. The haplotype sample h1 is identified as haplotype pattern P3

unambiguously (Figure 1 (B)). Consider haplotype samples h2 and h3 with one
tag SNP genotyped as missing data (Figure 1 (C)). h2 can be identified as
haplotype patterns P2 or P3, and h3 can be identified as P1 or P3. As a result,
these missing data result in ambiguity when identifying haplotype samples.

Although we can not avoid the occurrence of missing data, the remaining
SNPs within the haplotype block may provide abundant information to resolve
the ambiguity. For example, if we re-genotype an additional SNP S5 for h2

(Figure 1 (D)), h2 is identified as haplotype pattern P3 unambiguously. On

1 This haplotype block is redrawn from the haplotype database of chromosome 21
published by Patil et al. [5, 10]. We follow the same assumption as Patil, Zhang, and
Bafna et al. that all SNPs are biallelic (i.e., taking on only two values).
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Fig. 2. A set of robust tag SNPs and haplotype samples with missing data.

the other hand, if SNP S8 is re-genotyped (Figure 1 (E)), h3 is also identified
unambiguously. These additional SNPs are referred to as “auxiliary tag SNPs,”
which can be found from the remaining SNPs in the block and are able to resolve
the ambiguity caused by missing data.

Alternatively, instead of re-genotyping auxiliary tag SNPs whenever encoun-
tering missing data, we work on a set of SNPs which is not affected by the
the occurrence of missing data. For example (see Figure 2), suppose we select
SNPs S1, S5, S8, and S12 to be genotyped. Note that no matter which SNP
is genotyped as missing data, the remaining three SNPs can still identify hap-
lotype samples unambiguously. We refer to these SNPs as “robust tag SNPs,”
which correctly identify haplotype samples regardless of missing data occurred
at any SNP locus. When the occurrence of missing data is frequently, the cost
of re-genotyping processes can be reduced by robust tag SNPs.

This paper studies the problems of finding robust and auxiliary tag SNPs.
Our study indicates that auxiliary tag SNPs can be found efficiently if robust
tag SNPs have been computed in advance. This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we formulate the problem of finding robust tag SNPs and prove its
NP-hardness. Section 3 gives a greedy algorithm to find robust tag SNPs with
(m + 1) ln(K(K−1)

2 ) approximation, where m is the number of SNPs allowed for
missing data and K is the number of patterns in the block. Section 4 illustrates
the second greedy algorithm which gives a better solution of ln((m +1)K(K−1)

2 )
approximation. Section 5 describes an iterative LP-relaxation algorithm which
returns a solution of O(m ln K) approximation. Section 6 presents an efficient
algorithm to find auxiliary tag SNPs when robust tag SNPs have been computed
in advance. In Section 7, we show the experimental results of our algorithms
applied to the public haplotype database. Finally, concluding remarks are given
in Section 8.

2 Finding Robust Tag SNPs

Assume we are given a haplotype block consisting of N SNPs and K haplotype
patterns. This block is denoted by an N ×K matrix Mh. Let Mh[i, j] ∈ {1,2}
for each i ∈ [1, N ] and j ∈ [1, K], where 1 and 2 represent the major and minor
alleles, respectively. Define C as the set of all SNPs in Mh. The problem of finding
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a set of robust tag SNPs C′ ⊆ C which allows at most m SNPs genotyped as
missing data is defined as follows.

Problem: Minimum Robust Tag SNPs (MRTS)
Input: An N ×K matrix Mh and an integer m.
Output: The minimum subset of SNPs C′ ⊆ C which satisfies:

(1) for each pair of patterns Pi and Pj , these is a SNP Sk ∈ C′ such that
Mh[k, i] �= Mh[k, j];
(2) when at most m SNPs are discarded from C′ arbitrarily, (1) still holds.

We reformulate MRTS to a variant of the set covering problem [4]. Each SNP
Sk ∈ C (the k-th row in Mh) is reformulated to a set S

′
k = {(i, j) | M [k, i] �=

M [k, j] and i < j}. For example, suppose the k-th row in Mh is {1,1,1,2}. The
corresponding set S

′
k = {(1, 4), (2, 4), (3, 4)}. In other words, S

′
k stores the pair of

patterns distinguished by the SNP Sk. Let P be the set that contains each pair
of these K patterns (i.e., P = {(i, j) | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ K} = {(1, 2), (1, 3), ..., (K −
1, K)}). For each pair of patterns, C′ must contain more than m SNPs which are
able to distinguish it. Otherwise, if C′ contains m (or less) SNPs for some pair
of patterns and they are all genotyped as missing data, it may cause ambiguity
since no SNPs can distinguish this pair of patterns.

Lemma 1. C′ ⊆ C is the set of robust tag SNPs which allows at most m SNPs
genotyped as missing data iff each element in P is covered by the reformulated
sets of C′ for at least (m + 1) times.

Now we show the NP-hardness of the MRTS problem, which implies there is no
polynomial time algorithm to solve MRTS unless P=NP.

Theorem 1. The MRTS problem is NP-hard.

Proof. When m = 0, MRTS is the same as the original problem of finding mini-
mum number of tag SNPs, which is known as the minimum test set problem [4,
7]. Since the minimum test set problem is NP-hard and can be reduced to a
special case of MRTS, MRTS is NP-hard. �

3 The First Greedy Approximation Algorithm

In this section, we describe an approximation algorithm to solve MRTS by a
greedy approach. By Lemma 1, we need to select a subset of SNPs C′ ⊆ C such
that each element in P is covered for at least (m + 1) times. Assume that the
SNPs selected by this algorithm are stored in a (m + 1)×|P | table (see Figure 3
(A)) and each grid is empty initially. At each iteration of the algorithm, a SNP is
selected to cover the grids of the column (i, j), where (i, j) stands for the patterns
Pi and Pj distinguished by this SNP. Let Ri be the set of uncovered grids at the
i-th row. This algorithm works by covering the grids from the first row to the
(m+1)-th row, and greedily selects a SNP which covers most uncovered grids in
the i-th row at each iteration. In other words, while working on the i-th row, a
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Fig. 3. The SNPs selected by the first greedy algorithm.

SNP is selected if its reformulated set S maximizes |S ∩Ri|. Figure 3 illustrates
an example for this algorithm with m = 1, where SNPs S1, S4, S2, and S3 are
selected in order. Then, the uncovered grids in other rows are updated according
to the remaining elements in S (i.e., S − Ri). When all grids in this table are
covered, each pair of patterns is covered by (m + 1) SNPs. Thus, the set of
SNPs in the table is the set of robust tag SNPs which allows at most m SNPs
genotyped as missing data.

Algorithm: Greedy-Robust-Tag-SNPs-1(C, P, m)
1 Ri ← P , ∀i ∈ [1, m + 1]
2 C′ ← φ
3 for i = 1 to m + 1 do
4 while Ri �= φ do
5 select and remove an S from C that maximizes |S ∩Ri|
6 C′ ← C′ ∪ S
7 j ← i
8 while S �= φ and j ≤ m + 1 do
9 Stmp ← S ∩Rj

10 Rj ← Rj − Stmp

11 S ← S − Stmp

12 j ← j + 1
13 endfor
14 return C′

The time complexity of this algorithm is analyzed as follows. At Line 4, the
number of iterations of the intermediate loop is bounded by |Ri| ≤ |P |. Within
the loop body (Lines 5-12), Line 5 takes O(|C||P |) because we need to check all
SNPs in C and examine the uncovered grids of Ri. The inner loop (Lines 8-12)
takes only O(|S|). Thus, the entire program runs in O(m|C||P |2).

We now show the solution C′ returned by the greedy algorithm is not too
larger than the optimal solution C∗. Suppose the algorithm selects the k-th SNP
when working on the i-th row. Let S

c

k be the set of grids in the i-th row covered
by the k-th selected SNP (i.e., S

c

k = S ∩Ri at Line 5 in Greedy-Robust-Tag-
SNPs-1). We incur 1 unit of cost to each selected SNP [2], and spread this cost
among the grids in S

c

k. In other words, each grid at the i-th row and j-th column
is assigned a cost Ci

j (see Figure 4), where
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Fig. 4. The cost Ci
j of each grid for the first greedy algorithm.

Ci
j =

⎧⎨⎩
1

|Sc

k|
if the algorithm selects the k-th SNP
when working on the i-th row;

0 otherwise.

Since each selected SNP is assigned 1 unit of cost, the sum of Ci
j for each grid

in the table is equal to |C′|, i.e.,

|C′| =
m+1∑
i=1

K(K−1)
2∑

j=1

Ci
j . (1)

Let Ri
k be the number of uncovered grids in the i-th row before the k-th iteration

(i.e., (k − 1) SNPs have been selected by the algorithm), and C′
i be the set of

SNPs selected by the algorithm to cover the i-th row. We can rewrite (1) as

m+1∑
i=1

K(K−1)
2∑

j=1

Ci
j =

m+1∑
i=1

∑
k∈C′

i

(Ri
k−1 −Ri

k)
1
|Sc

k|
. (2)

Lemma 2. The k-th selected SNP has |Sc

k| ≥
Ri

k−1
|C∗| .

Proof. Suppose the algorithm is working on the i-th row at the beginning of the
k-th iteration. Let C∗

k be the set of SNPs in C∗ (the optimal solution) that has
been selected by the algorithm before the k-th iteration, and the set of remaining
SNPs in C∗ be C ∗̄

k
. We claim that there exists a SNP in C ∗̄

k
which can cover at

least Ri
k

|C∗̄
k
| grids in the i-th row. Otherwise (i.e., each SNP in C ∗̄

k
covers less than

Ri
k

|C∗̄
k
| grids), all SNPs in C ∗̄

k
will cover less than ( Ri

k

|C∗̄
k
| × |C ∗̄

k
| = Ri

k) grids in the
i-th row. But since C∗

k ∪ C ∗̄
k

= C∗, this implies that C∗ can not cover all grids
in Ri

k, which is a contradiction. Because all SNPs in C ∗̄
k

are candidates to the

greedy algorithm, the k-th selected SNP must cover at least Ri
k

|C∗̄
k
| grids in the

i-th row, which implies |Sc

k| ≥
Ri

k−1
|C∗| since |C∗| ≥ |C ∗̄

k
| and |Ri

k| ≤ |Ri
k−1|. �

Theorem 2. The first greedy algorithm gives a solution of (m + 1) ln K(K−1)
2

approximation.
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Fig. 5. The SNPs selected by the second greedy algorithm.

Proof. Define the d-th harmonic number as H(d) =
∑d

i=1
1
i and H(0) = 0. By

(2) and Lemma 2,

m+1∑
i=1

K(K−1)
2∑

j=1

Ci
j =

m+1∑
i=1

∑
k∈C′

i

(Ri
k−1 −Ri

k)
1
|Sc

k|
≤

m+1∑
i=1

∑
k∈C′

i

(Ri
k−1 −Ri

k)
|C∗|
Ri

k−1

=
m+1∑
i=1

∑
k∈C′

i

(
Ri

k−1∑
l=Ri

k
+1

|C∗|
Ri

k−1

)

≤ |C∗|
m+1∑
i=1

∑
k∈C′

i

Ri
k−1∑

l=Ri
k+1

1
l

(l ≤ Ri
k−1)

= |C∗|
m+1∑
i=1

∑
k∈C′

i

(
Ri

k−1∑
l=1

1
l
−

Ri
k∑

l=1

1
l
)

≤ |C∗|
m+1∑
i=1

∑
k∈C′

i

(H(Ri
k−1)−H(Ri

k))

≤ |C∗|
m+1∑
i=1

(H(Ri
0)−H(Ri

|C′
i|))

≤ |C∗|(m + 1)max{H(Ri
0)} (Ri

|C′
i| = 0 and H(0) = 0 )

≤ |C∗|(m + 1) ln |P | . (H(Ri
0) ≤ H(|P |)) (3)

By (1) and (3), we get

|C′|
|C∗| ≤ (m + 1) ln |P | = (m + 1) ln

K(K − 1)
2

.

�

4 The Second Greedy Approximation Algorithm

This section gives the second greedy algorithm which returns a solution of better
approximation than that in Section 3. Let Ri be the set of uncovered grids at
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the i-th row. Unlike the row-by-row manner of the first algorithm, this algorithm
greedily selects a SNP that covers most uncovered grids in the table (i.e., its
reformulated set S maximizing |S ∩ (R1 ∪ · · · ∪Rm+1)|). Figure 5 illustrates an
example for this algorithm with m = 1, where the SNPs S1, S2, S4, and S5 are
selected in order. Let T be the collection of Ri (i.e., the set of all uncovered grids
in the table). If all grids in the i-th row are covered (i.e., Ri = φ), we remove Ri

from T . This algorithm runs until T = φ (i.e., all grids in the table are covered).

Algorithm: Greedy-Robust-Tag-SNPs-2(C, P, m)
1 Ri ← P , ∀i ∈ [1, m + 1]
2 T ← {R1, R2, · · · , Rm+1}
3 C′ ← φ
4 while T �= φ do
5 select and remove an S from C that maximizes |S ∩ (R1 ∪ · · · ∪Rm+1)|
6 C′ ← C′ ∪ S
7 for each Ri ∈ T and S �= φ do
8 Stmp ← S ∩Ri

9 Ri ← Ri − Stmp

10 S ← S − Stmp

11 if Ri = φ then T ← T −Ri

12 endfor
13 return C′

The time complexity of this algorithm is analyzed as follows. At Line 4, the
number of iterations of the loop is bounded by |T |=(m + 1)|P |. Within the
loop, Line 5 takes O(|C||P |) time because we need to check each SNP in C and
examine if it can cover any uncovered grid in each column. The inner loop (Lines
7-12) is bounded by O(|S|) < O(|P |). Thus, the running time of this program is
O(m|C||P |2).

We now evaluate the solution returned by the second greedy algorithm. Let
C′ and C∗ be the set of SNPs selected by this algorithm and the optimal solution,
respectively. Define |Sc

k| as the number of grids in the table covered by the k-th
selected SNP, and Tk as the number of uncovered grids in the table before the
k-th iteration. We have the following lemma similar to Lemma 2 and the proof
is omitted.

Lemma 3. The k-th selected SNP has |Sc

k| ≥
Tk−1
|C∗| .

Theorem 3. The second greedy algorithm gives a solution of ln((m+1)K(K−1)
2 )

approximation.

Proof. Each grid at the i-th row and j-th column is assigned a cost Ci
j = 1

|Sc

k |
if

it is covered by the k-th selected SNP. The sum of Ci
j for each grid is

|C′| =
m+1∑
i=1

K(K−1)
2∑

j=1

Ci
j =

|C′|∑
k=1

(Tk−1 − Tk)
1
|Sc

k|
(see (1) and (2))
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≤
|C′|∑
k=1

(Tk−1 − Tk)
|C∗|
Tk−1

(by Lemma 3)

≤ |C∗|(H(T0)−H(T|C′|)) (see the proof in Theorem 2)
≤ |C∗| ln((m + 1)|P |). (4)

By (4), we have

|C′|
|C∗| ≤ ln((m + 1)|P |) = ln((m + 1)

K(K − 1)
2

) .

�

5 The Iterative LP-Relaxation Algorithm

In practice, a probabilistic approach is sometimes more useful since the random-
ization can explore different solutions. In this section, we describe an alternative
method to find robust tag SNPs by an iterative LP-relaxation algorithm. The
MRTS problem is reformulated to an Integer Programming (IP) [4] problem, and
an algorithm for this reformulation is described as follows.

Step 1. Given a haplotype block of N SNPs and K haplotype patterns. Let
X = {x1, x2, ..., xN} be integer variables for the N SNPs, where xk = 1
if the SNP Sk is selected and xk = 0 otherwise. Define D(Pi, Pj) as the
set of SNPs which are able to distinguish Pi and Pj patterns. To allow at
most m SNPs genotyped as missing data, each pair of patterns must be
distinguished by at least (m + 1) SNPs (see Section 2). In other words, for
each set D(Pi, Pj), at least (m + 1) SNPs have to be selected to distinguish
Pi and Pj patterns. Thus, this problem can also be defined as follows:

Minimize
N∑

k=1

xk

Subject to
∑

k∈D(Pi,Pj)

xk ≥ m + 1, for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ K, (5)

xk = 0 or 1.

This reformulated problem is the IP problem, which is known to be NP-hard.
Step 2. We relax the integer constraint of xk, and the IP problem becomes a

Linear Programming (LP) problem defined as follows:

Minimize
N∑

k=1

yk

Subject to
∑

k∈D(Pi,Pj)

yk ≥ m + 1, for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ K, (6)

0 ≤ yk ≤ 1.
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Define OPT(LP) and OPT(IP) as the optimal solution of above LP and IP
problems, respectively. Since the solution space of LP includes that of IP,
OPT(LP) ≤ OPT(IP)=OPT(MRTS).

Step 3. Let y1, y2, ..., yN be the values of the optimal solution in (6), where
0 ≤ yk ≤ 1. We assign 0 or 1 to xk by the following randomized rounding
method:

Assign
{

xk = 1 with probability yk,
xk = 0 with probability 1− yk.

Step 4. The randomized rounding may invalidate some of the inequalities in
(5). We repeat Steps 1, 2, and 3 for those unsatisfied inequalities until all of
them are satisfied. Then we construct a final solution by the following rule:

Assign
{

xk = 1 if xk is assigned to 1 in any one of the iterations;
xk = 0 otherwise.

The following theorem gives the approximation bound of this algorithm, and the
proof is omitted.

Theorem 4. The iterative LP-relaxation algorithm gives a solution of O(m
lnK) approximation.

6 Finding Auxiliary Tag SNPs

This section describes the problem of finding auxiliary tag SNPs. Define Mh as
in Section 2 and Ctag ⊆ C as the set of tag SNPs genotyped from a haplotype
sample (with missing data). A formal definition for this problem is given below.

Problem: Minimum Auxiliary Tag SNPs (MATS)
Input: An N ×K matrix Mh, and a set of tag SNPs Ctag .
Output: The minimum subset of SNPs Caux ⊆ C − Ctag such that each pair

of ambiguous patterns can be distinguished by SNPs in Caux.

Theorem 5. MATS is NP-hard.

Proof. Consider that all tag SNPs are genotyped as missing data. This problem
is just like finding another set of tag SNPs to distinguish those K patterns, which
is already known as NP-hard [1]. �

Although the MATS problem is NP-hard, we show that auxiliary tag SNPs can
be found efficiently when robust tag SNPs have been computed in advance, which
is described as follows. Without loss of generality, assume that these robust tag
SNPs are stored in an (m + 1)× |P | table Tr (see Section 3).

Step 1. The patterns that match the haplotype sample are stored into a set
A. For example (see Figure 6), if we genotype SNPs S1, S2, and S3 for the
sample h2 and S1 is missing data, patterns P1 and P3 both match h2.
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Fig. 6. An example to find the auxiliary tag SNPs.

Fig. 7. The comparison of two greedy al-
gorithms.

Table 1. The total number of robust tag
SNPs found by the three algorithms.

Step 2. If |A|=1, the sample is identified unambiguously and we are done (e.g.,
h1 in Figure 6). If |A| > 1 (e.g., h2), for each pair of ambiguous patterns in
A (e.g., P1 and P3), traverse the corresponding column in Tr, find the next
unused SNP (e.g., S4), and add the SNP to Caux. As a result, the SNPs
in Caux can distinguish each pair of ambiguous patterns and thus are the
auxiliary tag SNPs for the haplotype sample.

The worst case of this algorithm is that all SNPs in Ctag are genotyped as missing
data, and we need to traverse each column in Tr. Thus, the running time of this
algorithm is O(|Tr|) = O(m|P |).

7 Experimental Results

We apply two approximation algorithms mentioned in Sections 3 and 4 to the
public haplotype database of Human Chromosome 21 [5, 10]. This data set in-
cludes 20 haplotypes of 24,047 SNPs spanning over about 32.4MB. We evaluate
these two algorithms with respect to m (i.e., the number of SNPs allowed to be
genotyped as missing data). Let Sa be the average number of robust tag SNPs
for each block. Figure 7 plots Sa with respect to m for both algorithms. Note
that since m SNPs are allowed to be genotyped as missing data, the set of robust
tag SNPs must contain more than m SNPs. We observe that Sa grows linearly
with respect to m for both algorithms. Therefore, this phenomenon indicates
that the result of both algorithms is still close to the optimal solution even when
m increases.

We also test the greedy and iterative LP-relaxation algorithms on a simulated
large block composed of 80 haplotypes samples and 160 SNPs. The iterative
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LP-relaxation algorithm is executed for 10 runs and we output the minimum
solution among them. Table 1 lists the number of robust tag SNPs found by
each algorithm with respect to m. The solution returned by the iterative LP-
relaxation algorithm is close to those by greedy approaches.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we study the problems of finding robust and auxiliary tag SNPs.
One future direction is to assign weights to different types of SNPs (e.g., SNPs in
coding or non-coding regions), and design algorithms for the selection of weighted
tag SNPs.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a more efficient algorithm for com-
parison of minisatellites which has complexity O(n′3 + m′3 + mn′2 +
nm′2 + mn) where n and m are the lengths of the maps and n′ and m′

are the sizes of run-length encoded maps. We show that this algorithm
makes a significant improvement for the real biological data, dividing the
computing time by a factor 30 on a significant set of data.

1 Introduction

Comparing sequences is a long-addressed problem in computer science as well as
in biology. Numerous algorithms have been designed starting from diff in Unix
and ending (for the moment) at the subquadratic algorithm of Crochemore et
al. (see [13]). Our interest in this paper is devoted to a structured comparison
of sequences when complex operations can be used to transform strings. These
notions intervene naturally in the algorithmic study and treatment of minisatel-
lites – a very important concept in biology. These genomic subsequences are
commonly used to understand the dynamic of mutations in particular for inter-
allelic gene conversion-like processes at autosomal loci [8, 9]. Jobling et al. [7]
have characterized the Y-specific locus MSY1, a haploid minisatellite, which is
composed of 48 to 114 copies of a repeat unit of length 25, rich in AT and pre-
dicted to form stable hairpin structures. These sequences are of great interest
since they constitute markers for Y chromosome diversity: therefore they allow
to trace male descendence proximity in populations.

Modelling minisatellite evolution is therefore necessary in order to provide
biologists with a rigorous tool for comparing sequences and establishing likely
conclusions as to their proximity. Bérard and Rivals [6] have proposed a com-
binatorial algorithm to solve the edit distance problem for minisatellites: they
considered the five operations – amplification, contraction, mutation, insertion,
deletion – with symmetric costs for each type of operation and designed an O(n4)
algorithm. We showed in [4] that it is possible to take into account the general-
ized cost model, and we designed an algorithm which runs in time O(n3), thus
being more efficient even in a more involved context. In this paper we propose
a new enhancement of the method, by making use of a renewed vision based on
the run-length encoding.

A string s is called run length encoded if it is described as an ordered sequence
of pairs (x, i), often denoted xi, where x is an alphabet symbol and i is an integer.

I. Jonassen and J. Kim (Eds.): WABI 2004, LNBI 3240, pp. 290–301, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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Each pair corresponds to a run in s consisting of i consecutive occurrences of x.
For example, the string aaaabbbbcccabbbbcc is encoded as a4b4c3a1b4c2. Letters
of two consecutive runs are different. Such a run-length encoded string can be
significantly shorter than the standard string representation. Run-length encod-
ing is a usual image compression technique, since many images typically contain
large runs of identically-valued pixels. Among biological sequences, minisatellites
are ideal ones for using the run-length encoded technique, because basically they
consist of a large number of tandem repeats.

Different algorithms have been developed for comparing run-length encoded
(RLE) strings. Bunke and Csirik [3] as well as Apostolico, Landau, and Skiena
[1] present algorithms for the LCS problem on RLE strings. Mäkinen, Navarro
and Ukkonen in [5], Arbell, Landau and Mitchell in [2] and Crochemore, Landau
and Ziv-Ukelson in [13] presented algorithms for edit distance of RLE strings.

In this paper, we extend these algorithms and propose an algorithm for com-
puting the transformation distance between two RLE minisatellite maps. The
framework we propose has its full generality; operation costs can be almost ar-
bitrary with the only feature that amplifications and contractions are of low
cost.

In Section 2, we describe the mathematical model for the minisatellite evo-
lution, and we state the problem in its general form.

In Section 3, we state different lemmas which are essential to prove the cor-
rectness of our algorithm.

In Section 4, we show how our method can be adapted for the simplest
transformation distance using the arch concept developed by Bérard and Rivals
[6].

Section 5 is dedicated to the algorithm. It consists of two parts: Preprocessing
and the Core algorithm both of which use the dynamic programming method.

In section 6, we discuss about the performance of the new algorithm compared
with the previous ones on randomly generated data and real biological data. We
show that our new algorithm works much faster on the real minisatellite data.

2 Model Description

The symbols are elements from a finite alphabet Σ. We will use the letters x, y,
z,... for the symbols in Σ and s, t, u, v,... for strings1 over Σ. The empty string is
denoted by ε. We will denote by s[i] the symbol in position i of the string s (the
first symbol of a string s is s[1]). The substring of s starting at position i and
ending at position j is denoted by s[i..j] = s[i]s[i + 1] . . . s[j]. A substring s[i..j]
is called a run if s[i− 1] �= s[i] = s[i + 1] = s[i + 2]...s[j − 1] = s[j] �= s[j + 1]. A
string obtained by replacing each of the runs of string s by a letter of that run
is called the compact representation of s and is denoted by s′.

1 Throughout the paper we use the word string to designate what biologists call se-
quences or maps [6]. The word sequence will refer to a sequence of operations on a
string.
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In the evolutionary model, five elementary operations are considered on
strings. These operations are mutation (replacement), insertion, deletion, ampli-
fication and contraction. The first three are the well-known string edit distance
operations (see for example [12]). The last two are new operations which are
significant in the study of the evolution of minisatellite strings and more gener-
ally whenever large substrings in the genome are multiply repeated or deleted.
Amplification of a symbol x in a string s amounts to repeating this symbol after
one of its occurrences in s. A p -plication of a symbol x which is an amplification
of order p amounts to p − 1 times repeat symbol x after the initial symbol x.
Conversely, the p -contraction of a symbol x means to delete p − 1 consecutive
symbols x provided that the symbol just before them is also an x. Given two
strings s and t, there are infinitely many sequences of elementary operations
which transform the string s into the string t. Among this infinity, some evo-
lution sequences are more likely; in order to identify them, we introduce a cost
function for each elementary operation depending on the symbols involved in the
operation: I(x) and D(x) are the costs of an insertion or a deletion of symbol
x. M(x, y) is the cost of the replacement of symbol x by symbol y in the string.
For p > 1, Ap(x) is the cost of a p -plication of symbol x in the string and finally
Cp(x) is the cost of a p -contraction of a symbol x. In this paper we consider
only the amplifications (and contractions) of order 2. Whenever we use the terms
amplification and contraction, we mean duplication and 2-contraction. Note that
the costs can be non symmetric (I(x) may be different from I(y), etc.). We sup-
pose that the mutation cost function satisfies the triangle inequality property:
M(x, y) + M(y, z) ≥ M(x, z) for all different x, y, z in Σ ∪ {ε}. In addition,
M(x, x) = 0 for any symbol x and all other values of all of the cost functions
are strictly greater than zero. These hypotheses do not reduce the generality of
our statements. The main hypothesis to consider in comparison of minisatellites
is the following:

Hypothesis 1 The cost of duplications (and contractions) is less than the cost
of all other operations.

A transformation of s into t amounts to applying a sequence of operations on
s transforming it into t. When s is transformed into t by a sequence of operations
we write by s

∗→ t and when s is transformed into t in one elementary operation
we use the notation s→ t. The cost of a transformation is the sum of the costs
of its operations. The transformation distance from s into t is the minimum cost
for a possible transformation from s into t. The transformation which gives this
minimum is called optimal transformation (it is not necessarily unique). Our
objective in this paper is to find this distance between two strings and one of
their optimal transformations. In the next section we will study the optimal
transformation properties.

It will be convenient to add an extra special symbol $ to the alphabet and
to consider that the value of all the functions with $ as one of their variables is
∞ (with exception of M($, $) = 0). Whenever we are asked to find the trans-
formation distance between strings s and t, we will compute the optimal trans-
formation of $s into $t. By our assumption these two values are equal. This is a
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way to forbid any insertion (and deletion) at the beginning of strings. (So from
now without loss of generality we suppose that the insertions (and deletions) are
allowed only after symbols.)

3 Optimal Transformation Properties

A transformation applies a sequence of operations on a string s and the result
will be a string t. This sequence is called transformation sequence from s into
t. In a transformation of s into t, each symbol of s, generates a substring of
t: this substring can be the empty string. The symbols of s which generate a
non-empty substring of t are called generating symbols and the other symbols
are called vanishing symbols.

Now consider the transformation of one symbol x to a non-empty string s:
This transformation is called generation. The generations which use only mu-
tations, amplifications and insertions are called non-decreasing generations. A
non-decreasing generation can be represented by a tree. The tree construction
rules are the following:
1) The root of the tree has label x.
2) For any duplication of a symbol y, add two new nodes with label y as children
of that node.
3) The insertion of a letter z after a symbol y is shown by adding two children
to the corresponding node y which have labels y and z from left to right.
4) The mutation of a symbol y into z is represented by a single child with label
z for the node with label y.

Fig. 1. The tree representation of a non-decreasing generation.

Each internal node in the tree corresponds to an operation. As shown in
the Figure 1, different generation sequences can have the same tree represen-
tation. They differ by the order of operations but their costs are the same. A
distinguished generation sequence that one can construct for a given tree is the
sequence which is obtained by a left depth first search of the tree (visit the chil-
dren of a node from left to right). This sequence is called left-to-right generation
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sequence. We recall two lemmas about the optimal transformation properties
from [4]. The proofs are given in [4].

Lemma 1. (The generation lemma):
The optimal generation of a non-empty string s from a symbol x can be achieved
by a non-decreasing generation.

Lemma 2. (The independency of contractions)
There exists an optimal transformation of a string s into string t in which all
the contractions are done before all the amplifications.

Symmetrically, the optimal reduction of a non-empty string s to a single symbol
x can be obtained by using only mutations, deletions and contractions. Now
we study the properties of runs in an optimal transformation. The next lemma
considers a transformation of a single run string into another single run string.

Lemma 3. (Transformation of xk into yl)
The cost of the optimal transformation of the string s = xk into t = yl is:
For k ≤ l:
(1) (k − 1)× C2(x) + M(x, y) + (l − 1)×A2(y) if M(x, y) ≥ A2(y) + C2(x)
(2) k ×M(x, y) + (l − k)×A2(y) if M(x, y) < A2(y) + C2(x)
For k > l:
(3) (k − 1)× C2(x) + M(x, y) + (l − 1)×A2(y) if M(x, y) ≥ A2(y) + C2(x)
(4) k ×M(x, y) + (k − l)× C2(x) if M(x, y) < A2(y) + C2(x)

Proof: Let u be the number of x’s which are mutated into y. Then k − u
contractions on s = xk are necessary to delete the extra symbols. If l ≥ k then
l − u duplications should be applied after the mutations. The total cost can be
expressed as a function of u: f(u) = u×M(x, y)+(l−u)×A2(y)+(k−u)×C2(x).
This linear function of u is minimized at u = 1 or u = k depending on the sign
of M(x, y) − A2(y) − C2(x). These two possible cases for the minimum are the
expressions (1) and (2) of the lemma. A similar proof can be considered in the
case l < k for the expressions (3) and (4). Note that M(x, y) = 0 if x = y. �

Hypothesis 1 leads us to the following fact:

Fact 1 There exists an optimal generation of a non-empty string t from a single
symbol x in which for every run of size k > 1 in t, the k− 1 right symbols of the
run are generated by duplications of the leftmost symbol of the run.

Lemma 4. (First run lemma)
There exists an optimal transformation of string s into string t in which for any
generating symbol x the following is true: If x generates t[i..j] and t[i] is not the
first symbol of a run in t then the first run in t[i..j] has length one.

Proof: Consider an optimal transformation of s into t. Let x be the rightmost
symbol which violates the statement of the lemma. This means that the first run
in t[i..j] generated by x is a run of length at least two and t[i− 1] = t[i]. If we
move t[i] from this generated substring to the substring immediately generated
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at its left, the total cost remains the same (Fact 1). By iterating this operation
the first run generated by x will have length one. By iterating the whole proce-
dure all the symbols will satisfy the lemma statement. �

Lemma 4 is important for the design of our algorithm. In fact in an optimal
transformation of string s into string t, if s[n] is a generating symbol it will
generate a suffix of t and there are O(m′) candidate suffixes in t (and not O(m))
for this generation.

Lemma 5. (Generating and vanishing symbols of a run)
There exists an optimal transformation of s to t such that for any run in s, all
the vanishing symbols are at the right of all the generating symbols.

Proof: Consider a run of size k = kv +kg such that kv symbols are vanishing and
kg symbols are generating. If kg = 0 the statement of the lemma is correct. If
kg > 0, the reduction of kv symbols costs minimum when they have an identical
symbol at their left because all these symbols can use contractions for their
deletions. �

We call a substring of s a vanishing substring if all the symbols of the sub-
string are vanishing symbols. A vanishing substring is maximal if there is no
other vanishing symbol just before or just after it. By lemma 5, there exists
an optimal transformation of s into t in which the last symbol of all maximal
vanishing substrings of s is the last (rightmost) symbol of some run in s. This is
an important fact for the design of our algorithm. In a transformation of string
s (with compact form s′) into string t, the maximum number of maximal van-
ishing substrings is not more than n′ = |s′| and the rightmost symbol of any of
these vanishing substring is one of the n′ special positions in s.

Consider a maximal vanishing substring s[i..j] and let i′ be the smallest
number in the interval [i, j] which is a first symbol of a run in s if such a
number exists. If i′ exists the evolution can be considered as two reductions:
First s[(i′−1)..j] is reduced into s[i′−1] and then s[(i−1)..(i′−1)] is reduced into
s[i− 1]. The rightmost symbol of both of these reductions is a rightmost symbol
of some run in s, so the whole number of these reductions in a transformation
is O(m′). As a conclusion we have the following lemma.

Lemma 6. (Reduction types)
There exists an optimal transformation of s into t, in which the last symbol
of any reduced substring (reduction) is the last symbol of a run in s and the
reduction is one of the two following types:
(a) Some complete runs of s vanish.
(b) A suffix of one of the runs of s vanishes.

4 Arch Representation

Bérard and Rivals [6] use the notion of arches in order to represent the duplica-
tions (and contractions). For a given string s an arch is identified by a pair of
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integers (i, j) such that i < j and s[i] = s[j]. Two arches are called compatible if
both of the duplications (or contractions) can happened together in an evolution
history. Formally, two arches (i, j) and (i′, j′) where i ≤ i′ are incompatible if
i < i′ < j and j′ ≥ j. Two arches are compatible if they are not incompatible
(Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Different cases for compatible and incompatible arches.

In their simple model, where the cost of operations does not depend on the
symbols, they show that the minimum generation cost of a substring can be
computed from the maximum number of compatible arches in the substring.
The following proposition shows how one can compute the maximum number of
the compatible arches faster using the runs idea:

Proposition 1 Let s′ be the string obtained by replacing each run of the string
s by a single letter. The maximum number of compatible arches in s equals the
maximum number of compatible arches in s′ plus the difference of lengths of the
strings s and s′.

Proof: Let n and n′ be the lengths of the strings s and s′ respectively. The proof
consists of two parts.

Let k′ be the maximum number of compatible arches in s′. Let A′ be a set of
k′ compatible arches in s′. We construct a set A of arches in s in the following
way: For each pair (i′, j′) in A′, add an arch connecting the last symbol of the
i′-th run to the first symbol of the j′-th run (inter-run arches). Add all arches of
the form (i, i+1) into A (in-run arches). The number of in-run arches is n−n′.
All of the arches in A are compatible; hence we have at least k = k′ + (n − n′)
compatible arches in s.

Let k be the maximum number of compatible arches in s and A be a set
of k compatible arches in s. If the number of in-run arches of form (i, i + 1) in
A is less than n − n′, then there exists an in-run arch of form (i, i + 1) which
is not included in A. Let (i, i + 1) be the leftmost such arch. By definition of
the incompatible arches, in A there is at most one arch with i + 1 as the right
endpoint (Figure 2(f)). So there is at most one arch in A incompatible with
(i, i + 1). By maximality of A, there is exactly one arch in A incompatible with
(i, i+1). We replace this arch by (i, i+1) in A. By iterating the same procedure,
we arrive to a set of k compatible arches such that n − n′ are in-run arches of
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form (i, i + 1). Since all the possible in-run arches of form (i, i + 1) are present
in this set, there is at most one inter-run arch between two given runs. If we
reduce every run to a single symbol and keep only the inter-run arches, we ob-
tain a set of k′ = k−(n−n′) compatible arches for s′. This completes the proof.�

As a result of this proposition, instead of computing the maximum number
of compatible arches in a string s, one can compute the maximum number of
compatible arches in s′ (which is eventually much smaller than s) and add n−n′

to the computed value. Let MA[i, j] be the maximum number of compatible
arches in substring s′[i..j]. The simple dynamic programming algorithm given in
Figure 3 computes the maximum number of compatible arches for all substrings
of s′. The proof is easy and is omitted. The time complexity is O(n′3).

Algorithm 1 Compatible Arches

If i ≥ j Then MA[i, j] = 0

Else MA[i, j] = max

{
MA[i + 1, j]
MA[i, k − 1] + MA[k, j] + 1 if s′[i] = s′[k], ∀i < k ≤ j

Fig. 3. Recurrence relations for Maximum Compatible arches calculation.

5 The Algorithm

In this section we describe an algorithm to compute the transformation distance
from a string s into a string t. Firstly, in the preprocessing part we determine
the cost of generation of substrings of the target string t from any given symbol
in the alphabet. Then we will compute the transformation distance from s to t
by applying a dynamic programming algorithm using the preprocessing results.

5.1 Pre-processing

Let t[i..j] be the string generated by a symbol x. The compact representation of
this substring is (t[i..j])′. By Fact 1 and the proof of Proposition 1, the optimal
cost of x

∗→ t[i..j] can be obtained by adding all duplication costs of two identical
neighbor symbols in t[i..j] into the optimal cost of the generation x

∗→ (t[i..j])′.
Let b(i) denotes the number of the runs including t[i]. NDup[i] is defined as
below:

NDup[1] = 0 and ∀ 1 < i NDup[i] = NDup[i− 1] +
{

0 if t[i] �= t[i− 1]
A2(t[i]) if t[i] = t[i− 1]

If t′ is the compact representation of t, the minimum generation cost of
t[i..j] from a symbol x denoted by Gt(x, i, j) is equal to (NDup[j]−NDup[i])+
Gt′ [x, b[i], b[j]]. The table Gt′ is computed by dynamic programming algorithm
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given in Figure 4. This algorithm is a simplified version of the pre-processing
algorithm given in [4]. The proof is identical to the proof in [4].
Symmetrically to Gt(x, i, j), we compute Ks(x, i, j) which is the minimum cost
of reduction of s[i..j] into the symbol x. The complexity of the preprocessing part
for a fixed alphabet is O(n + m + n′3 + m′3) in time and O(m + n + n′2 + m′2)
in space.

Algorithm 2 Generation Costs

Initialization:
∀ 0 < i ≤ m′, ∀x ∈ Σ : Gt′ [x, i, i] = M(x, t′[i])

Recurrence:
∀i < j ∀x ∈ Σ :

1) T [x, i, j] = min

{
A2(x) + mini<k≤j{Gt′ [x, i, k − 1] + Gt′ [x, k, j]}
Gt′ [y, i + 1, j] + I(y) if t′[i] = x, ∀y ∈ Σ

2)Gt′ [x, i, j] = miny∈Σ{T [y, i, j] + M(x, y)}

Fig. 4. Recurrence relations for generation costs.

5.2 Core Algorithm: Dynamic Programming Algorithm

An optimal transformation which satisfies the lemmas 4, 5 and 6 is called a
good optimal transformation. Dynamic programming is the tool to find a good
optimal transformation of string s into string t. Let TD[i..j] be the minimum
cost for a transformation of s[1..i] into t[1..j] which can be extended into a good
transformation of s[1..n] into t[1..m]; n′ and m′ denote the number of runs in
strings s and t respectively. Let es(k) be the position of the last element of the
k-th run in s for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n′. Es is the set of all values of es(k) for 1 ≤ k ≤ n′.
For each i ≤ n, e∗s(i) is defined as the largest es(k) < i for k ≥ 1 if such a k
exists and 0 otherwise; et(l), Et and e∗t (j) are defined similarly for 1 ≤ l ≤ m′

and 1 ≤ j ≤ m. All these functions can be computed in linear time, before the
execution of the core algorithm. The core algorithm is given in Figure 5.

Proposition 2 The Algorithm given in Figure 5 determines correctly the trans-
formation distance of s into t.

Proof Sketch: Let us explain how the recurrence relations given in Figure 5
determine the cost of a good optimal transformation. The first lines correspond
to the fact there is a special symbol $ in the head of the strings. We have four
different cases for the recurrence relation. Each case corresponds to different po-
sitions of the current indices w.r.t a run in s and t; then we apply repeatedly
Lemmas 4, 5 and 6 to the situation and evaluate systematically the costs of all
possible analyses that can be done. �
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Algorithm 3 Transformation Distance(S,T)
TD[0, 0] = 0
For i ← 1 to n do TD[i, 0] = ∞
For j ← 1 to m do TD[0, j] = ∞

For i ← 1 to n do
For j ← 1 to m do

TD[i, j] =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

A) if i /∈ Es and j ∈ Et

min{TD[i-1, l] + Gt(s[i], l + 1, j)} l≤j: l∈Et or l+1∈Et or l=j−1

B) if (i /∈ Es and i-1 /∈ Es) and j /∈ Et

min{TD[i-1, j-1] + Gt(s[i], j, j), TD[i-1, e∗t (j)] + Gt(s[i], e
∗
t (j) + 1, j)}

C) if (i ∈ Es or i-1 ∈ Es) and j /∈ Et

min

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
TD[i-1, j-1] + Gt(s[i], j, j)
TD[i-1, e∗t (j)] + Gt(s[i], e

∗
t (j) + 1, j)

{TD[i-1, l] + Gt(s[i], l + 1, j)} l≤j: l∈Et or l+1∈Et if i-1 ∈ Es

{TD[k, j] + Ks(s[k], k, i)}k<i: k∈Es or k>e∗s(i)

D) if i ∈ Es and j ∈ Et

min

{ {TD[i-1, l] + Gt(s[i], l + 1, j)} l≤j: l∈Et or l+1∈Et or l=j−1

{TD[k, j] + Ks(s[k], k, i)}k<i: k∈Es or k>e∗s(i)

Fig. 5. Recurrence relations for Transformation Distance.

The complexity of the algorithm is O(mn+mn′2 +nm′2) in time and O(mn)
in space. Analysis of the complexity can be done by computing the total com-
plexity of each single line in the recurrence relation separately and then adding
the results.

6 Discussion

In this section, we compare the running time of the algorithms presented in
this paper with the algorithms presented in [4] and [6]. For this aim we firstly
compare the running time on randomly generated strings on an alphabet Σ.
In a second part we run the three algorithms on a real biological database of
minisatallites.

Let us just remark that the number of runs R in a random sequence of
length n with equally distributed letters follows a Bernoulli law: P{R = k} =(
n−1
k−1

)
( |Σ|−1

|Σ| )k−1( 1
|Σ|)

n−k. The mathematical expectation of the number of runs

for a string of size n is 1 + (n− 1) |Σ|−1
|Σ| .

The number of runs of a string which is generated randomly on an alphabet
Σ grows linearly with n. The compact representations of randomly generated
strings have size proportional to n on the average. We observe on biological
minisattelite samples that the compact representation is much shorter than the
original string.
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Fig. 6. Five variant MSY1 repeats identified and a simple mutation table on them
based on the number of different nucleotides.

Table 1. Running times of different algorithms on random and biological datasets.

Algorithm Random sequences minisatellites data

PreProcessing Core PreProcessing Core

Bérard & Rivals(2002) 15.90 sec 1058.44 sec 16.37 sec 1062.23 sec

Behzadi & Steyaert(2003) 2.51 sec 1014.32 sec 2.49 sec 1012.38 sec

This paper 2.14 sec 810.93 sec 0.03 sec 32.54 sec

The MSY1 repeats are AT rich (75%-80%) sequences. Five variant repeats
designated were identified. Each of these repeats contains 25 bp. Repeat types
1-4 differ at two sites, a C/T transition at position 3, and a C/G transition
at position 13. The single type 5 repeat, differs from the type 2 repeat by a
transition at position 21.

We used a dataset provided by M. Jobling in which minisattelite maps for 690
Y chromosome from worldwide population samples were determined. The length
of each of these 690 sequences is between 48 and 118. We compute the trans-
formation distances between each pair of these strings by the three mentioned
algorithms. The running times are given in table 1. The PreProcessing part is
executed once for each of these strings and the core algorithm is considered for
any pairs of these strings (690×690 pairs). The given times correspond to the
total time needed for all these computations. Note that the random sequences
have the same lengths as the sequences in the database and the alphabet is the
same.

7 Conclusion

We have also considered a model in which we have amplifications (and contrac-
tions) of order greater than two. The results can be easily generalized.

As a final remark, let us just point out again, that the minisatellite problem
is an instance of the general problem of transforming a chain into another and
the framework is now at its maximum generality.
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Abstract. This paper considers the problem of inferring the optimal
nested arc-annotation of a sequence given another nested arc-annotated
sequence by maximizing the weighted alignment between the bases and
arcs in the two sequences. The problem has a direct application in pre-
dicting the secondary structure of an RNA sequence given a closely re-
lated sequence whose secondary structure is already known. The cur-
rently most efficient algorithm for this problem requires O(nm3) time
and O(nm2) space where n is the length of the sequence with known
arc-annotation while m is the length of the sequence to be inferred.
We present an improved algorithm which runs in min{O(nm2 log n),
O(nm3)} time and min{O(m2 + mn), O(m2 log n)} space. The time im-
provement is achieved by applying sparsification to the dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm, while the space is reduced to a more practical
quadratic complexity by using a Hirschberg-like traceback technique to-
gether with a simple compression.

1 Introduction

Recent research shows that RNA functions as catalysts and regulators in nucleic
acid processing and gene expression in addition to its commonly known interme-
diary role in DNA transcription and translation process. It is generally known
that much of RNA’s functionalities depend on its structural features. Unfortu-
nately, although massive amount of sequence data are continuously generated,
the number of known RNA structures is still very limited since experimental
methods, such as NMR and Crystallography, require expertise and long exper-
imental time. Therefore, computational methods for predicting RNA structure
are very useful.

There exist a number of computational approaches to predict the structure
of RNA in the literature. Basically, they can be classified into three categories:
Energy Minimization, Comparative, and Structure Inferring methods. The first
approach tries to compute the structure of an RNA molecule which has the
lowest free energy. Representatives of this approach are the methods of Nussi-
nov et al [16] and Zuker et al [15, 20, 21]. Since the current energy model is not
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accurate enough and RNA may not fold into the lowest energy structure, the
prediction accuracy of this method is usually not high. For the Comparative
method, we are given a number of RNA sequences which are expected to have
similar structure called the homologous sequences. By aligning those RNA se-
quences, we compute the consensus structure. Representatives of this approach
include Maximum Weighted Matching (MWM) [3, 18] and Stochastic Context
Free Grammars (SCFGs) [8, 7, 17]. The Comparative approach is currently the
best way to predict RNA structures [9, 12]. However, when the number of ho-
mologous sequences is not large enough, the accuracy can be low. If we only have
a few homologous RNA sequences where the structure of one of the sequences is
known, the RNA structure can be predicted using the Structure Inferring method
[2, 19]. Consider two sequences S1 and S2 of length n and m. Assuming that the
secondary structure of S1 is known, this method infers the secondary structure
of S2 by aligning S1 and S2. Bafna et al [2] propose a dynamic programming
solution to this problem and solve it using O(n2m2 + nm3) time and O(n2m2)
space. Zhang [19] improves their result and gives an algorithm which runs in
O(nm3) time and O(nm2) space. In this paper, we further improve the running
time of the inference algorithm to min{O(nm2 log n), O(nm3)} and at the same
time bring down the space requirement to min{O(m2 + mn), O(m2 log n)}.

Our improvement in the running time stems from sparsification. We observe
that the entries in every row and every column in the dynamic programming
tables are monotonically increasing, enabling us to calculate less entries in the
tables without losing any information. We also designed a new recursive dy-
namic programming algorithm that gives a better worst-case space requirement
in the case of computing only the score of the alignment of S1 and S2. Finally,
by incorporating the latter into an algorithm similar to Hirschberg’s traceback
[10] together with a simple compression method, we can recover the optimal
inferred structure from the table within the stated reduced space complexity.
Note that the space improvement is critical in our application since currently
the length of a typical RNA sequence used in lab experiments is around 3K to
5K bases. Assuming that n ≈ m, the memory requirement of an O(nm2) space
algorithm could easily reach over tens of gigabytes. This memory requirement is
not impossible to meet but it is highly impractical.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the formal statement
of the problem with some basic definitions. Section 3 presents the algorithm and
is divided into three parts. The first part presents the original algorithm given in
[19], noting the bottleneck of the computation. The following two parts present
our techniques to improve the running time of the algorithm. The Hirschberg-
like traceback algorithm is described in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes
this paper with some possible extensions of the problem.

2 Preliminaries

We use a slightly different notation from the one in [19] where the secondary
structure of the first sequence is represented as a tree. Each internal node in the
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tree represents a base pair and the bases in the loop created by the base pair
are the children of the node.

In our algorithm, we represent an RNA sequence and its secondary struc-
ture information using the arc-annotated sequence [4]. Consider a sequence S
over a fixed alphabet Σ = {A, C, G, U}. We define S[i] to be the ith character
in S and S[i..j] to be the substring of S in positions between i and j (inclu-
sive). For any x ∈ Σ, let Complement(x) be the complementary base of x
based on the Watson-Crick base pairing. For example Complement(A) is U and
Complement(G) is C. An unordered pair of positions (i, j), where i < j, in-
dicates that S[i] and S[j] form a base pair in the RNA structure. Such pair is
called an arc. For RNA sequences, it is required that S[j] = Complement(S[i])
and vice versa. A set P of arcs is called an arc-annotation, and the pair (S, P )
is called an arc-annotated sequence. Arc-annotated sequences are well-studied
[1, 4, 6, 11, 13, 14, 19] and are commonly used in computational biology to rep-
resent the structure of RNA and protein sequences. Since we are considering
RNA secondary structures, we assume that the RNA sequences we are deal-
ing with do not have any pseudoknots. The corresponding arc-annotation con-
struct for such RNA structures is the nested arc-annotation [1, 11, 13, 14] where,
given two arcs, either one is within the other, or they are completely disjoint
(∀(i1, j1), (i2, j2) ∈ P, i1 ∈ [i2, j2]⇔ j1 ∈ [i2, j2]). For any arc u ∈ P , we denote
ul and ur to be the left and the right endpoints of u, respectively. The size of
an arc u is denoted by |u| = ur − ul + 1. We say that position i is free if i is not
an endpoint of any arc in P . A position i is covered by an arc u if ul < i < ur

and there exist no other arc u′ such that u′
l < i < u′

r. The set of all positions
covered by u is called the arc cover of u, denoted by C(u).

Given two arc-annotated sequences (S1, P1) and (S2, P2), we can define the
similarity of the sequences by aligning the bases and the arcs in them. We need
to define a scoring function for each type of alignment. Let χ be the func-
tion to score the alignment of unpaired bases in the two sequences where, for
a, b ∈ {A, C, G, U,�}, χ(a, b) = β if a = b and 0 otherwise (’�’ denotes a blank
character). For any arc u, which represents paired bases in the RNA structure,
let δ be a scoring function for arcs alignment whose value is defined as:

δ((S1[ul], S1[ur]),(S2[j], S2[j′]))=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
α1 if S1[ul]=S2[j] and S1[ur]=S2[j′]
α2 if S1[ul] �=S2[j] and S1[ur] �=S2[j′]

but S2[j]=Complement(S2[j′])
−∞ otherwise

β, α1, and α2 are positive integer constants. Usually the parameters are set such
that β ≤ α2 ≤ α1 which reflects that an arc-alignment(α1 or α2) takes prece-
dence over single base alignment(β). Moreover, an arc alignment with exactly
the same base pairs should score higher (α1) since both bases and their arc are
aligned. One can also have constraints on the arc width. For example, when
|j− j′| is less than some minimum arc width parameter, we can define δ = −∞.
Now given the definition of the arc annotation and the scoring functions, we
formally state our problem (slightly altered from the one in [19]) as follows.
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The Weighted Largest Common Substructure(WLCS) of two arc annotated
sequences (S1, P1) and (S2, P2) is defined as the maximum weighted alignment
between S1 and S2 where free bases are aligned to free bases and arcs are
aligned to arcs. The WLCS score is then defined as the sum of all bases and
arcs alignment scores. The problem we address in this paper is: Given a nested
arc-annotated sequence (S1, P1) and a plain sequence S2, infer the nested arc-
annotation P2 for S2 that maximizes their WLCS score.

3 Algorithm Description

This section reviews Zhang’s algorithm (presented in [19]) for inferring the RNA
secondary structure P2 for S2 that maximizes the WLCS score between (S1, P1)
and (S2, P2). Let |S1| = n and |S2| = m. Let DP(i,i′)[j, j′], where 1 ≤ i ≤
i′ ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ j′ ≤ m, denotes the score of the weighted largest common
substructure between (S1[i..i′], P1) and S2[j..j′]. Note that DP(i,i′)[j, j′] = 0
whenever i > i′ or j > j′. Zhang presented an algorithm which runs in O(nm3)
time and uses O(nm2) space based on a two-step dynamic programming. Given
an arc u, the first step computes the value of DP for the arc-cover of u i.e.
computes DP(ul+1,ur−1)[j, j′] for all 1 ≤ j ≤ j′ ≤ m. Then, the next step
computes the value of DP for the whole arc u, that is DP(ul,ur)[j, j′] for all
1 ≤ j ≤ j′ ≤ m. Below are the three equations in [19] to compute the two steps
in the algorithm. Please refer to the paper for the proofs.

Lemma 1. (Lemma 4 in [19]) If either i′ is free or i′ is an endpoint of an arc
whose other endpoint is not in [i..i′ − 1],

DP(i,i′)[j, j′] = max

⎧⎨⎩
DP(i,i′−1)[j, j′ − 1] + χ(S1[i′], S2[j′]),
DP(i,i′−1)[j, j′] + χ(S1[i′],�),
DP(i,i′)[j, j′ − 1] + χ(�, S2[j′])

Lemma 2. (Lemma 5 in [19]) For any arc u ∈ P1 and i < ul,

DP(i,ur)[j, j′] = max
j−1≤j′′≤j′

{DP(i,ul−1)[j, j′′] + DP(ul,ur)[j′′ + 1, j′]}

Lemma 3. (Lemma 3 in [19]) For any arc u ∈ P1,

DP(ul,ur)[j, j′] = max

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
DP(ul+1,ur−1)[j+1, j′ − 1]+

δ((S1[ul], S1[ur]), (S2[j], S2[j′])),
DP(ul+1,ur−1)[j, j′],
DP(ul,ur)[j + 1, j′],
DP(ul,ur)[j, j′ − 1]

Definition 1. If i′ is free or i′ is a right endpoint of an arc whose left endpoint
is not in [i..i′], then given the table DP(i,i′−1), DP(i,i′) can be computed by using
Lemma 1. We define the computation of DP(i,i′) from DP(i,i′−1) as the operation
EXTEND(DP(i,i′−1)).
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WLCS(S1, P1, P2)
For every arc u ∈ P1 from the innermost to the outermost, left to right,

Step 1 : Compute DP(ul+1,ur−1) as follows.
For every i ∈ C(u) in increasing order,
– if i is free, compute DP(ul+1,i) by EXTEND(DP(ul+1,i−1)).
– if i = vr for some arc v, compute DP(ul+1,i) by

MERGE(DP(ul+1,vl−1), DP(vl,vr)).
– if i = vl, do nothing.

Step 2 : Compute DP(ul,ur) by ARC-MATCH(DP(ul+1,ur−1)).

Fig. 1. The algorithm from [19] described in terms of EXTEND, MERGE and ARC-
MATCH operations.

Definition 2. Consider any arc s. The operation MERGE(DP(i,sl−1), D
P(sl,sr)) is defined to be the computation of the table DP(i,sr) given DP(i,sl−1)

and DP(sl,sr) using Lemma 2.

Definition 3. Consider any arc s. The operation ARC-MATCH(DP(sl+1,sr−1))
is defined to be the computation of the table DP(sl,sr) given DP(sl+1,sr−1) using
Lemma 3.

Fig. 1 describes the procedure WLCS(S1, P1, S2) which computes DP(1,n)[j, j′]
for all 1≤ j ≤ j′≤m based on the algorithm in [19]. As analyzed in the latter,
EXTEND takes O(m2) time. There are O(n) free bases in S1; thus, all calls to
EXTEND require a total of O(nm2) time. The procedure MERGE will need to
fill O(m2) entries in the combined table, each requires O(m) time to compute
because we need to find the maximum over O(m) sums, in the worst case. Since
MERGE is only invoked on arcs and the number of arcs in P1 could reach O(n);
in total, all calls to MERGE require O(nm3) time. ARC-MATCH computes the
term in Lemma 3 over O(m2) (j, j′) pairs for each arc in P1. Based on a similar
argument on the number of arcs in P1, ARC-MATCH requires O(nm2) time.
As for the space requirement, assuming the standard traceback for inferring
the secondary structure of the sequence S2, we must store all intermediary DP
tables computed by WLCS(S1, P1, S2). The cardinality of the latter is bounded
by O(n) as the number of free bases and arcs are both bounded by O(n). In
conclusion, the time and space complexity of the whole algorithm is O(nm3)
and O(nm2), respectively.

3.1 The Sparsification Technique –
Monotonically Increasing Property of DP

The previous section shows that the bottleneck of the computation of the WLCS
score is in the procedure MERGE. Here, we describe how to speed up the com-
putation of MERGE by taking advantage of the properties of DP(i,i′).

Observation 1 For any i ≤ i′, DP(i,i′) satisfies the following properties.
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1. In every row j of DP(i,i′), the entries are monotonically increasing, i.e.,
DP(i,i′)[j, j′] ≤ DP(i,i′)[j, j′ + 1].

2. In every column j′ of DP(i,i′), the entries are monotonically decreasing, i.e.,
DP(i,i′)[j, j′] ≥ DP(i,i′)[j + 1, j′].

The observations above motivate the following definitions.

Definition 4. [5] For every row j of DP(i,i′), a position j∗ satisfying j ≤ j∗ ≤
m is defined to be a row interval point if DP(i,i′)[j, j∗−1] < DP(i,i′)[j, j∗]. The set
of row interval points j∗ in the jth row of DP(i,i′) is denoted by RowIPj(DP(i,i′)).

Definition 5. [5] For every column j of DP(i,i′), a position j∗ satisfying 1 ≤
j∗ ≤ j is defined to be a column interval point if DP(i,i′)[j∗, j] > DP(i,i′)[j∗ +
1, j]. The set of column interval points j∗ in the jth column of DP(i,i′) is denoted
by ColIPj(DP(i,i′)).

Lemma 4. Let α = max{β, α1, α2}. Then there are at most (min{α(i′ − i +
1), (m− j + 1)}) row interval points in any row j of DP(i,i′).

Proof. (Sketch) The total number of row interval points (which are all distinct)
in any row j of DP(i,i′) is bounded by the minimum of the maximum (integer)
score and the number of columns in the row. ��

Corollary 1. There are at most (min{α(i′ − i + 1), j′}) column interval points
in any column j′ of DP(i,i′).

In [19], for every (j, j′) pair where j ≤ j′, the procedure MERGE(DP(i,i′),
DP(i′+1,i′′)) tries every possible j′′ ∈ [j − 1..j′] to compute the one that maxi-
mizes

DP(i,i′)[j, j′′] + DP(i′+1,i′′)[j′′ + 1, j′] (1)

The following lemma states that it is unnecessary to consider all j′′ ∈ [j − 1..j′]
to find the maximum of (1).

Lemma 5. The equation from Lemma 2 can be computed by

DP(i,ur)[j, j′] =

max
j∗∈RowIPj(DP(i,ul−1))∪{j−1}

j∗≤j′

{DP(i,ul−1)[j, j∗] + DP(ul,ur)[j∗ + 1, j′]}

which checks at most (min{α(ul − i) + 1, (j′ − j + 1)}) candidates of j∗.

Proof. (Sketch) Let F (j′′)= DP(i,i′)[j, j′′]+DP(i′+1,i′′)[j′′+1, j′]. By Lemma 2,
DP(i,ur)[j, j′] = max{F (j − 1), maxj′′∈[j..j′] F [j′′]}. For each j′′ ∈ [j..j′], we
observe that there exists a j∗ ∈ RowIPj(DP(i,ul−1)) such that j∗ ≤ j′′ and
DP(i,ul−1)[j, j∗] = DP(i,ul−1)[j, j′′]. Furthermore, since j∗ ≤ j′′, we have
DP(ul,ur) [j∗+1, j′] ≥ DP(ul,ur)[j′′+1, j′]. Hence, for such j∗ we have F [j∗] ≥
F [j′′] resulting in maxj′′∈[j..j′] F [j′′] = maxj∗∈RowIPj(DP(i,ul−1))

F [j∗]. ��
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Corollary 2. The equation from Lemma 2 can be computed by

DP(i,ur)[j, j′] =

max
j∗+1∈ColIP

j′ (DP(ul,ur))∪{j′+1}
j∗+1≥j

{DP(i,ul−1)[j, j∗] + DP(ul,ur)[j∗ + 1, j′]}

which checks at most (min{α|u|+ 1, (j′ − j + 1)}) candidates of j∗.

By Lemma 5 and Corollary 2, the time complexity of MERGE(DP(i,i′−1),
DP(i′,i′′)) is improved to O(min{α(i′′−i′)m2, α(i′−i)m2, m3}).

3.2 The Recursive Dynamic Programming Algorithm

We now introduce a new algorithm WLCSr(S1, P1, S2) which computes the table
DP(1,n) using a carefully designed recursive dynamic programming algorithm.
This improved algorithm guarantees that each MERGE operation is applied only
on arcs whose size is at most half of its parent’s1.

Let us start with some definitions. The followings are with respect to a nested
annotated structure. An arc u is a parent of an arc v (denoted by Parent(v))
if ul < vl < vr < ur and there is no arc w such that ul < wl < vl < vr < wr < ur.
Conversely, v is referred as the child of the arc u. The set of children of an arc
u is denoted by Child(u). A core-arc, with respect to an arc u, is a child of u
which has the biggest size (denoted as core-arc(u)). All other children of u are
named side-arcs and form the set side-arcs(u). A terminal-arc is defined to be
an arc which has no child. For any arc u ∈ P1, the core-path CP (u) is an ordered
set of core-arcs {c1, c2, · · · , c�}, where c1 = u and for any ci, ci+1 is core-arc(ci)

WLCSr(S1, S2) first finds the largest arc u in [1..n] and processes every core-
arc c ∈ CP (u) from the innermost to the outermost. For terminal arcs t, DP(tl,tr)

can be computed by using EXTEND operations only. For the remaining arcs c,
DP(cl,cr) is obtained using a two-part computation. Let c′ be core-arc(c). Due
to the bottom-up ordering, DP(c′

l
,c′r) will have been computed at this point of

time. We first compute the value of DP(cl+1,c′
l
−1) (the LEFT Part phase) using

EXTEND and MERGE operations. Given DP(cl+1,c′
l
−1), we proceed using EX-

TEND and MERGE to compute DP(c′
l
,cr−1)(the RIGHT Part phase). In both

phases, whenever we encounter a side-arc s, we first compute DP(sl,sr) by recur-
sively calling WLCSr(S1[sl..sr], S2). Next, we apply MERGE on DP(cl+1,c′

l
−1)

and DP(c′
l
,cr−1) to compute DP(cl+1,cr−1). Finally, DP(cl,cr) is obtained by ap-

plying ARC-MATCH(DP(cl+1,cr−1)). If (1, n) ∈ P1, then u = (1, n) and we
are done. Otherwise, we need to compute DP(1,n) using the same two-part

1 The routine WLCS(S1, P1, P2) given in [19] computes the DP tables according to
the postorder of the nodes in their tree representation. The problem of this approach
is that we may need to perform MERGE on arcs with large sizes causing an Ω(nm2)
space requirement even if we only wish to compute the WLCS score of (S1, P1) and
S2. We shall prove this claim in the full version of this paper.
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WLCSr(S1, P1, S2) /* |S1| = n, |S2| = m */

– Let u be biggest arc in P1 and CoreArcs = CP (u).
– Let DP(i,i′) be the m × m score matrix of DP(i,i′)[j, j

′], 1 ≤ j ≤ j′ ≤ m.
– For the terminal-arc t ∈ CoreArcs,

• For k = tl + 1 to tr − 1
� Compute DP(tl+1,k) using EXTEND(DP(tl+1,k−1)).

• Compute DP(tl,tr) by ARC-MATCH(DP(tl+1,tr−1)).
– For every core-arc c ∈ CoreArcs in bottom-up order, c′ = core-arc(c)

• LEFT Part
For k = cl + 1 to c′l − 1 where k ∈ C(c),
◦ If k is free,

� Compute DP(cl+1,k) using EXTEND(DP(cl+1,k−1)).
◦ If k = sr for some s ∈ side-arcs(c),

� Compute DP(sl,sr) recursively by WLCSr(S1[sl..sr], P1, S2).
� Compute DP(cl+1,k) using MERGE(DP(cl+1,sl−1), DP(sl,sr)).

• RIGHT Part
For k = c′r + 1 to cr − 1 where k ∈ C(c),
◦ If k is free,

� Compute DP(c′
l
,k) using EXTEND(DP(c′

l
,k−1)).

◦ If k = sr for some s ∈ side-arcs(c),
� Compute DP(sl,sr) recursively by WLCSr(S1[sl..sr], P1, S2).
� Compute DP(c′

l
,k) using MERGE(DP(c′

l
,sl−1), DP(sl,sr)).

• Compute DP(cl+1,cr−1) by MERGE(DP(cl+1,c′
l
−1), DP(c′

l
,cr−1)).

• Compute DP(cl,cr) using ARC-MATCH(DP(cl+1,cr−1)).
– If u �= (1, n)

• Compute DP(1,ul−1) by the LEFT Part computation.
• Compute DP(ul,n) by the RIGHT Part computation.
• Compute DP(1,n) by MERGE(DP(1,ul−1), DP(ul,n)).

Fig. 2. The algorithm WLCSr(S1, P1, S2).

computation technique: first compute DP(1,ul−1), followed by DP(ul,n), and
then obtain DP(1,n) by MERGE(DP(1,ul−1), DP(ul,n)). Our complete algorithm
WLCSr(S1, P1, S2) is listed in Fig. 2.

Lemma 6. WLCSr(S1, P1, S2) runs in min{O(αnm2 log n), O(nm3)} time.

Proof. To obtain the execution time of WLCSr(S1, P1, S2), we analyze the total
execution time of the EXTEND, MERGE, and ARC-MATCH operations sep-
arately. The time required by EXTEND and ARC-MATCH operations is still
the same as in [19], namely O(nm2), as they are still applied at most once on
every free bases and arcs, respectively. Note that MERGE is now invoked on all
arcs which belong to the set side-arc(u) for some arc u ∈ P1 and on the merg-
ing of the LEFT part and the RIGHT part of all non-terminal arcs. For any
side-arc s, merging the table DP(sl,sr) into some table DP(i,sl−1) takes at most
O(min{α|s|m2, α(sl − i)m2, m3}) which is at most O(min{α|s|m2, m3}) time.
In the second type of MERGE invocations, we execute MERGE(DP(cl+1,c′

l
−1),
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DP(c′
l
,cr−1)) for all non-terminal arcs c where c′ =core-arc(c). The latter requires

O(min{α(c′l − cl)m2, α(cr − c′l)m
2, m3}) ≤ O(min{α(c′l − cl)m2, m3}). Let r be

an imaginary arc where r = (0, n + 1) and T (S1) be the total execution time for
all MERGE operations in WLCSr(S1, P1, S2).

T (S1) =
∑

c∈CP (r)

( ∑
s∈side-arcs(c)

T (S1[sl..sr])+O(min{α|s|m2, m3}
)
+

∑
c∈CP (r)

O(min{α(c′l − cl)m2, m3}) (2)

=
∑

s∈side-arcs(c)
c∈CP (r)

T (S1[sl..sr])+
∑

s∈side-arcs(c)
c∈CP (r)

O(min{α|s|m2, m3})+

∑
c∈CP (r)

O(min{α(c′l−cl)m2, m3}) (3)

=
∑

s∈side-arcs(c)
c∈CP (r)

T (S1[sl..sr]) + O(min{αnm2, m3}) (4)

Both the second and the third summation terms in (3) sum up to O(min{αnm2,
m3}) since all side-arcs s ∈ side-arcs(c) as well as the ranges [c′l..cl] for c ∈
CP (r) are non overlapping. Based on the fact that

∑
|s| ≤ |c| and |s| ≤ |c|

2 , by
inspection, the solution of the recurrence is O(αnm2 log n) if min{αnm2, m3} =
αnm2 or O(nm3) otherwise. Combining the running time of the three operations,
the lemma follows. ��

4 Traceback Using a Hirschberg-Based Technique

Using the standard traceback algorithm, one is required to store all DP tables
corresponding to any arc u ∈ P1. Alternatively, we can make use of the re-
cursive technique introduced by Hirschberg in [10] and use WLCSr(S1, P1, S2)
only to compute the WLCS score. We shall refer to the latter as the score-only
WLCSr(S1, P1, S2).

Lemma 7. Computing the score-only WLCSr(S1, P1, S2) requires
min{O(m2 log n), O(m2 + αmn)} space.

Proof. To compute the score-only WLCSr(S1, P1, S2), since we do not have
to traceback, we can just store the information needed to compute the align-
ment score. This corresponds to O(m2) space for the EXTEND and ARC-
MATCH operations. As for the MERGE operations, when there is no recursive
call involved (the second type of MERGE), the space requirement is also in
O(m2). Otherwise, referring back to Fig. 2, when we invoke the recursive call
WLCSr(S1[sl..sr], P1, S2), we observe that we need to store DP(i,sl−1) for some
fixed i. Storing only the row interval points takes O(min{α(sl− i)m, m2}) space
(by Lemma 4). Since recursive calls are only applied on side-arcs, we have at
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3 of the original region.

Lemma 9. We can always partition a gapped region into at most 4 non-overlap-
ping subregions, where at most one of them is continuous. Every subregion’s size
is at most 2

3 of the original region.

Fig. 3. The recursion on the partitioned continuous region by Lemma 8.

most O(log n) recursion levels giving an upper bound of O(m2 log n) on the space
complexity. We further claim that the space required is smaller than O(αnm)
since, in each recursion level x, we only store DP(ix,slx−1) where all of the inter-
vals [ix..slx−1] are disjoint. Hence,

∑
x O(α(slx − ix)m) ≤ O(αnm). Combining

the three terms, the lemma follows. ��

Following the idea of Hirschberg in [10], we compute the WLCS alignment
between (S1, P1) and S2 as follows,

1. Divide S1 into a constant number of non-overlapping regions S11, S12, ..S1c.
2. For each region S1i, find the region S2i in S2 such that the optimal WLCS

alignment will align S1i to S2i.
3. Recursively compute the optimal WLCS alignments between S1i and S2i for

i = 1, 2, .., c.

To do the first step, since S1 is arc-annotated, we must divide S1 in such a
way that we do not break any arc in P1. The solution is to divide S1 into inner
and outer regions. Given two points i1 and i2, 1 ≤ i1 ≤ i2 ≤ n, the inner region
with respect to i1 and i2 is S1[i1..i2] and the outer region is the concatenation
of S1[1..(i1 − 1)] and S1[(i2 + 1)..n] (see Fig. 3). The latter is also referred as a
gapped region since it has a discontinuous interval (S1[i1..i2] is removed). Let �
be a special character that denotes the gap in the sequence such that the gapped
region can be written as S1[1..(i1 − 1)] � S1[(i2 + 1)..n]. If a region has no gap
in it, we say it is continuous. We shall show that we can bound the size of each
region by φn for some constant φ, 0 < φ < 1. Due to space constraints, the
proofs of the following lemmas will appear in the journal version of this paper.

Lemma 8. We can always partition a continuous region into 2 non-overlapping
subregions, where one of them is continuous and the other is gapped. Every
subregion’s size is at most 2
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After dividing S1 into at most 4 subregions, where each is denoted by S1i for
i ≤ 4, we now need to compute the regions S2i in S2 to which the subregions
S1i is aligned by the optimal WLCS alignment.

Lemma 10. For any 1 ≤ i1 ≤ i2 ≤ n, we can compute 1 ≤ j1 ≤ j2 ≤ m, such
that the optimal alignment between (S1, P1) and S2 aligns S1[i1..i2] to S2[j1..j2],
within the same time and space complexity of the score-only WLCSr(S1, P1, S2).
Lemma 11. For any 1 ≤ i1 ≤ i2 ≤ i3 ≤ i4 ≤ n, we can compute 1 ≤ j1 ≤ j2 ≤
j3 ≤ j4 ≤ m, such that the optimal alignment between (S1, P1) and S2 aligns
S1[i1..i2] � S1[i3..i4] to S2[j1..j2] � S2[j3..j4], within the same time and space
complexity of the score-only WLCSr(S1, P1, S2).

By Lemmas 10 and 11, the second step of this algorithm can be executed
within the same time and space complexity of the score-only WLCSr(S1, P1, S2)
since the number of the subregions is constant. Next, we proceed by applying the
algorithm recursively on each pair (S1i, S2i). While applying the algorithm on
the continuous region is straightforward, the gapped region needs a bit of extra
care. In this case, � in S1i must be aligned to � in S2i because they represent
the subregion pair(s) computed in the other recursive call(s). To implement such
constraint, we add into the base scoring function the following cases: χ(�, �) = 0
and χ(�, x) = χ(x, �) = −∞ for x ∈ {A, C, G, U,�}. This way, the optimal
alignment between the two sequences is forced to align � in the first sequence to
� in the second in order to have a non-negative score.

Lemma 12. Our new algorithm can recover the optimal WLCS alignment in
min{O(αnm2 log n), O(nm3)} time and min{O(m2 log n) , O(m2+αmn)} space.

5 Concluding Remarks

Consider two homologous RNA sequences S1 and S2 where S1 has a known
structure. This paper presents an improved algorithm to solve the problem of
inferring the structure of S2 such that the WLCS score between the two struc-
tures are maximized. The same algorithm can easily be applied to the longest
arc-preserving common subsequence problem (LAPCS) (see, e.g., [4, 11]). In par-
ticular, we improve the time and space complexity of LAPCS (nested, plain)
problem from O(nm3) and O(nm2)[11] to min{O(nm2 log n), O(nm3)} and
min{O(m2 + mn), O(m2 log n)}.

One interesting extension of the problem discussed in this paper is to incorpo-
rate a more realistic, non-linear scoring function into the base and arc matching
function. Another possible direction is to attempt some special cases of crossed
arc-annotation structures, which can represent pseudoknotted structures in RNA
sequences, by applying the algorithm iteratively.
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Abstract. We present a mathematical framework for anchoring in
global multiple alignment. Our framework uses anchors that are hits
to spaced seeds and identifies anchors progressively, using a phylogenetic
tree. We compute anchors in the tree starting at the root and going to
the leaves, and from the leaves going up. In both cases, we compute
thresholds for anchors to minimize errors. One innovative aspect of our
approach is the approximate inference of ancestral sequences with acco-
modation for ambiguity. This, combined with proper scoring techniques
and seeding, lets us pick many anchors in homologous positions as we
align up a phylogenetic tree, minimizing total work. Our algorithm is
reasonably successful in simulations, is comparable to existing software
in terms of accuracy and substantially more efficient.

1 Introduction

We present new techniques for anchoring global multiple alignments. A novel
idea we discuss is the use of a mathematical model to adjust the parameters
of anchor finding algorithms. The goal is to obtain as many correct anchors as
possible while avoiding choosing any incorrect anchors.

We apply this idea to two different anchor choosing strategies. The first is
picking anchors for multiple global alignment at each node in a guiding phyloge-
netic tree, starting at the root, and working to the leaves. Using this, we anchor
the alignment at biologically relevant positions found in some sequences but not
all, guiding us towards a good and efficient multiple alignment.

We support this by changing the requirements on anchors at nodes of the
guide tree, using the tree structure and lengths of the regions being aligned.
We give a mathematical formulation to produce good choices for the size and
rarity of these anchors so few false ones are chosen, and we still obtain efficient
run time. To increase the prevalence of good anchors, we use spaced seeds [17].
These have advantages in many contexts [17, 16, 4, 5], but we focus on their most
important: they find more, and more independent anchors. Thus, we divide the
initial sequences into smaller bits to be aligned in lower nodes of the tree. This
strategy reduces run time while keeping high quality alignment.
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Second, we emphasize progressive anchoring of alignments based on exist-
ing alignments. Our goal is to use strategies for pairwise alignment in this pro-
cess, approximately inferring the ancestral sequences of alignments being aligned.
Rather than trying to do this exactly, we allow uncertainty in the ancestral se-
quence, using a broader alphabet allowing ambiguity. We show how to pick good
anchors in these sequences, with a log-odds framework for scoring sequence posi-
tions. Then, we give a seeding strategy to pick anchors in these alignments. The
regions in between these anchors can be aligned using any algorithm that aligns
alignments; we use a recently developed heuristic of Ma, Wang and Zhang [18].

Finally, we present experiments that show our method effectively aligns sim-
ulated sequences subject to much mutation and insertion. Our algorithms rarely
err in choosing anchors to align these sequences, which confirms our approach.
The heuristic for aligning alignments that we use makes occasional errors.

Our goal throughout is to give a more mathematical framework in which
more robust models of both sequence and its evolution can be incorporated into
designing effective anchoring strategies. Our current work primarily discusses
simple evolutionary models, but can be expanded to this more robust domain.

2 Related Work

Historically, multiple alignment algorithms have been applied to protein se-
quences. Typical algorithms have slow run time that grows rapidly with sequence
length. As such they are inappropriate for large DNA sequence comparison.

Instead, faster heuristics are needed. This problem has become a recent focus
of research. New aligners take advantage of two things: the evolutionary tree
for the sequences, and conserved regions that can anchor the alignment. For
example, MLAGAN [7] anchors alignments with local alignments discovered by
the program CHAOS [8] and builds alignments of alignments as it works its way
up the tree. MGA [13] anchors alignments based on maximum exact matches
found in all sequences. DIALIGN [19] builds multiple alignments by assembling
exact matches found between the sequences. It has been recently modified to use
CHAOS alignments as anchors [6]. A recent approach [21] adapts the Eulerian
path problem to this domain, but requires closely related sequences.

A common feature of many programs is their reliance on anchors in align-
ment. This shrinks the sequences to align, reducing run times. The types of
anchors they use vary quite a bit. Several programs [13, 19, 21] anchor with con-
secutive sequence matches, while others use local alignments [6, 7].

Choosing anchors is a basic task of many global multiple aligners. Another is
aligning two existing alignments, which is NP-hard [18] with affine gap penalties
and the standard sum-of-pairs scoring function. Several heuristics for this prob-
lem exist [7, 18, 14]. We use a recent heuristic due to Ma, Wang, and Zhang[18]
which appears promising, but we note that this is an area needing substantial
improvement. Our work focuses on the anchoring process.

Finally, we note that independent of our work, two recent programs have
appeared [1, 2] which also address this problem.
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3 Notation and Definitions

Our sequences are over the the 4-letter DNA alphabet Σ = {A, C, G, T}. We
denote the jth character of sequence Si by Si[j].

Alignments. We represent alignments by inserting a special character − into
the sequences. The resulting alignment A = (A1, . . . , Am) has all strings of equal
length. The jth column of the alignment A is all symbols found in position j of
the strings Ai; these symbols are aligned to each other.

To score an alignment, we use the sum-of-pairs score. Given an alignment
A, its score is the sum of the scores of the pairwise alignments induced by A on
all pairs of sequences, where we remove columns in which both sequences have
a gap. This scoring is used extensively in practice [9] and can be augmented by
placing weights on sequences [20], which we discuss in Section 7.

Seeds, anchors and fragments. Our anchors are hits to long spaced seeds [17].
These require matches in specific positions in the sequences. A seed is a binary
vector q; its number of 1s is its weight. Informally, positions in q with value 1
must match in all sequences; the others are “don’t care” positions. Formally, we
say that q hits at ((S1, p1) . . . , (Sk, pk)), where the Si are sequences and pi are
position offsets, when S1[p1 + c− 1] = S2[p2 + c − 1] = . . . = Sk[pk + c− 1] for
all positions c where q[c] = 1.

An anchor is a restriction on the chosen alignment. It requires the alignment
of certain positions in certain sequences. An anchor is a set of k triples (Si, pi, �i)
of sequences, start positions and anchor lengths. Anchors restrict the alignment,
requiring that regions between anchors should be homologous. This shrinks the
problems to solve, and gives anchor-based alignment its usefulness.

Our algorithms for finding anchors generate many we will not use. A fragment
is a possible anchor, discovered by a fragment detection algorithm; an anchor
choosing algorithm chooses a set of anchors from a set of fragments. The anchors
chosen must not conflict; that is, if i < j, and anchors αi and αj both refer
to positions in sequence Sk, then if (k, pi, �i) ∈ αi and (k, pj , �j) ∈ αj , then
pi + �i must be less than or equal to pj. (The beginning of the second anchor in
sequence k must follow the end of the first.) The most common anchor choosing
algorithms choose the largest or highest-scoring set of non-conflicting fragments
(e.g., [13]); we use this strategy here as well.

4 Anchors Down the Tree

Our anchor-based strategy uses a single phylogenetic tree. With a simple model
of evolution, we compute match thresholds for good anchors as we go down the
tree. Few anchors are chosen at the upper levels of most trees, as there is enough
mutation to prevent them. However, as we go down the tree, more anchors are
found. This progressive anchoring reduces the workload in the next phase, as we
build alignments up the tree.

4.1 Choosing Anchors at the Nodes Going Down
The anchors we produce going down the tree are hits to a good spaced seed,
1110010110111. This seed has the highest probability of all weight-9 seeds with
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length at most 13 of hitting local alignments across a wide range of sequence
identities and lengths. We cut this seed off if we need a seed with weight below
9, or repeat it if we need higher weight.

Our primary focus in this section is on choosing this weight. If we choose a
low weight seed, many chosen anchors will be false. If, instead, we choose too
high weight, so few anchors will be found that it becomes useless to anchor at
all. We first introduce good fragments, then a notion of alignment work, and
then introduce two kinds of bad anchors, and attempt to minimize them.

Good fragments. At any node in the tree, a good fragment is a set of ho-
mologous positions in all sequences below that node. Any fragment detection
algorithm will find a set of good fragments; let the longest such set of good frag-
ments be that fragment detection algorithm’s good anchor list. Our fragment
detection algorithm finds all hits to a spaced seed.

The distance between homologous hits in all sequences is random and can
be estimated by extending the algorithm of Keich et al.[15] to the context of
estimating the distance between seed hits. We compute the probability p that
all leaves below the current node have the same base at a homologous position.
The distribution of the length x between good fragments is the same as for seed
hits in a sequence of independent Bernoulli variables with hit probability p.

We approximate work remaining after anchor choice by the total m-dimen-
sional volume of blocks between anchors. Assuming only good fragments are
chosen, for sequences of length n, this is approximately npwE[xm]. Since x is
approximately geometrically distributed with mean 1/pw; this volume is approx-
imated [11]: it is npw[m!(p−w)m] = nm!pw(1−m). For a given weight w, we can
approximate the extent to which anchoring with seeds of that weight will help.

Bad fragments. Our fragment-detection algorithm will also generate bad frag-
ments. Given the set of possible fragments, and an anchor choosing strategy, we
must also control the number of bad anchors.

Bad fragments are among not entirely homologous positions. We consider two
types of bad fragments. A decoy addition fragment is a fragment which could be
inserted between two consecutive good fragments. Substitution fragments are
bad fragments that can replace a good fragment. An anchor choosing algorithm
that simply picks the longest sequence of non-conflicting fragments as anchors,
may choose either of these types of bad fragments, thus ruining the alignment
in their local area. Figure 1 shows these kinds of bad fragments. We choose a
seed whose weight will restrict the number of such bad fragments to be chosen
as anchors. If the expected number is close to zero, the expected number of bad
anchors of all types is, as well.

Numbers of bad anchors. Suppose that two good fragments with one good
fragment between them occur distance � apart. Suppose that the good fragments
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occur at positions 0 and � in all m sequences. Then any possible fragment occurs
at a position in [0, �]m. For simplicity, we assume a gapless alignment, so positions
with equal coordinate in two sequences are homologous. (This assumption can
be removed; we choose this simpler case here.)

There are �m − � possible choices of coordinates in [0, �]m that could give a
decoy addition or substitution fragment. In the �(�− 1) . . . (�−m + 1) positions
where all coordinates are different, it is easy to compute the probability of a hit
to a spaced seed of weight w when the sequences are random: it is 4−w(m−1).

However, for many possible bad fragments, some coordinates are equal. These
possible bad fragments are much more likely because a match between homol-
ogous positions is much more likely than between unrelated ones. For example,
the possible bad fragment at positions (120, 120, 180) is much more likely than
at (100, 28, 126), since the probability of a match in the homologous positions is
greater than 4−w. Thus, we must account for the number of equal coordinates
in positions that could give bad fragments.

Let the number of positions with k distinct coordinates in [0, �]m be αk,�,m.
We approximate the probability of a bad fragment in those positions as 4−w(k−1),
by assuming that homologous positions do match, and bound the expected num-
ber of bad fragments by

∑
i=1...m αi,�,m · 4−w(k−1).

The value of αi,�,m is αi,�,m =
(
�
i

)
[im −

∑
j<i

(
i
j

)
αj,j,w] . Since � is the sum

of two geometrically distributed variables, we can use the approximation for
E[�i] to approximate the number of bad anchors found between good fragments
two apart. Any such bad fragment has a high chance of being chosen by our
anchor-choosing algorithm.

Thus, for a given alignment length n, and a given expected distance � between
consecutive anchors, we can bound above the expected number of positions that
give rise to potential decoy or substitution anchors.

Each weight w gives rise to a different value of �, and to a different expected
number of bad fragments. Using our approximation, we choose a seed weight w,
differently each time we generate fragments, so that the expected number of bad
anchors chosen will be well below 1. In many cases, we cannot choose such an
anchor weight. Then, we choose no anchors, and recurse to lower levels of the
tree. This happens often in large trees, or in trees with much mutation.

5 Anchors Up the Tree

Our strategy of dividing sequences into homologous segments going down the
tree will reach the leaves. We have identified putatively homologous regions, and
now align these sequences, working from the leaves to the root.

The basic operation is alignment of alignments, multiple or pairwise. As we go
up the tree, the multiple alignments that we are aligning may be long. Optimal
alignment of multiple alignments is NP-hard [18], so we want to align short
segments. We again anchor: we identify homologous points in the alignments
and align the alignments between these anchors. To compute the fragments, we
estimate a consensus sequence for each alignment, and then use vector seeds [3]
to identify possible fragments.
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Fig. 2. Consensus symbols. We approximately infer the an-
cestral sequence at the nodes whose alignments are being
aligned. For identical letters, the ancestral inference is that
letter. When two ambiguous symbols have base[s] in com-
mon, their consensus is that base[s], while if the two symbols
disagree entirely, their consensus is their union. This process
is repeated going up the phylogenetic tree to the root.

Consensus sequences to obtain good anchors. We approximate the ancestral
sequences at the nodes whose alignments are being aligned. We thus find anchors
in only two sequences. This accommodates our biological intuition of evolution
and its representation in a mulitple alignment.

We infer consensus sequences of the alignments being aligned. Our approach
allows each position in the sequence to be a non-empty subset of the DNA al-
phabet, rather than a unique character. Our approach is essentially identical to
that of Fitch [12] for computing most parsimonious sequences in a phylogenetic
tree, except that we allow the constructed ancestral sequence to keep its ambi-
guity, and that some positions may be gaps, which are ignored. The ancestral
sequence is thus over the 15-letter IUPAC extended DNA alphabet. See Figure
2 for examples of this process.

Probabilities in consensus sequences. For a given tree, we now compute the
distribution of consensus symbols found at each node of the tree by our algo-
rithm. We then compute the distribution of pairs of consensus symbols found at
homologous positions in the two children of any internal node. This allows us to
score matches with a log-odds framework. We assume simple Jukes/Cantor-style
evolution, where every edge e has probability pe of mutation, with probability
pe/3 of having mutated to any other base.

Let Cz(c, b) be the probability that a position in the consensus sequence at
a given node z in the tree is the potentially ambiguous symbol c, given that the
true ancestral sequence at that site is the DNA base b. We seek these values for
all c and b at all nodes z of the tree.

Theorem 1. Given a tree on m taxa, the values of Cz(c, b) for all choices of z,
c and b can be computed in O(m) time.

Proof. The algorithm is tree-based dynamic programming. At the leaves of the
tree, the sequence is known. The consensus matches the true base, so Cz(b, b) = 1
for all DNA bases b, while for all symbols c �= b, Cz(c, b) = 0. Let Tx(b) be the
event that the true ancestral base at x is b.

Now, consider nodes x and y that are both children of node z. Suppose
we know Cx(cx, bx) and Cy(cy, by) for all values of cx, cy, bx and by. We are
computing Cz(c, b). Let Cc be all pairs (cx, cy) whose consensus is the symbol c.
We want to add up the probabilities of all entries in Cc for each choice of bx and
by, multiplied by the conditional probabilities of bx and by given that the true
value at z is b. This gives the following formula:
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Cz(c, b) =
∑

bx,by,

(cx,cy)∈Cc

[Pr[Tx = bx|Tz = b] Pr[Ty = by|Tz = b]Cx(cx, bx)Cy(cy, by)].

The probabilities can be found in the tree. These sums are over a constant
number of terms and can be computed in constant time at each node. ��

With these probabilities, we can compute the probability that at homologous
positions in sister taxa x and y, the consensus symbols are A and A/T. This is∑

bx,by,bz
[Pr[Tx(bx), Ty(by)|Tz(bz)]Cx(A/T, bx)Cy(A, by)]. We can also compute

the probability that at unrelated positions, the consensus symbols are A and
A/T. If the true sequences have the same frequency for each nucleotide, this
is 1

16

∑
bx∈Σ Cx(A/T, bx)

∑
by∈Σ Cy(A, by). We score this match in a log-odds

framework. For two consensus symbols cx and cy, let Sz(cx, cy) be the log-odds
ratio of seeing the two symbols in related and unrelated positions.

Finding consensus fragments. With consensus sequences, and a way to score
matches in them, we now discuss fragment finding. We locate positions that
match well using a spaced seed, and filter to accept fragments in positions with
a local alignment of high quality according to the scoring matrix.

Given two consensus sequences Cx and Cy, and a spaced seed v, we identify
a fragment at positions i in Cx and j in Cy when for all k such that vk = 1,
Cx[i + k − 1] ⊆ Cy [j + k − 1]] or vice versa. With these potential fragments, we
then add the scores at all positions in the seed. When this is above a threshold
T , we identify a fragment. (This is a slight modification of the original definition
of vector seeds [3].)

We use the same spaced seed as before (and repeats of it when we need
a support greater than 9) for this process, and pick the value of T as before:
over the set of possible thresholds and seed weights, we choose the one that
minimizes the expected total area between good anchors, setting the probability
of bad anchors as close to zero as possible.

Finally, we choose a set of anchors. We score each fragment according to
the score of all positions in the fragment. Then, we identify the set of non-
conflicting anchors of maximum total score. This can be done in O(k log k) time
[10] with k fragments. We divide the multiple alignments at our chosen anchors,
and align the alignments in the regions between the anchors. Then, we group
them together into a full alignment. We continue this process at other nodes
of the tree, working our way up to the root, until we produce a full multiple
alignment of all sequences.

6 Experiments

We have implemented a multiple aligner using our ideas. We present an overview
of its implementation, and discuss its performance in simulation experiments.

Our program is successful at producing good multiple alignments, and vali-
dates our ideas about choosing thresholds for anchors. Some problems do arise
due to errors in aligning alignments between anchors. With this in mind, we note
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that our algorithm produces alignments slightly worse than MLAGAN [7], while
not suffering severe slowdowns when aligning a large number of sequences.

Implementation details. Our aligner is implemented in C++, using the stan-
dard template library and the Boost C++ library.

The implementation differs from what we have described in that we have
added several filtering steps in both anchoring phases. The consensus fragment
detection algorithm does not allow hits at consensus sequence positions with
large amounts of ambiguity, since these would require a much larger hash table,
and usually give rise to fragments with score below the threshold. Also, when a
position hits too many other positions with the spaced seed, we ignore that hash
table entry: repetitive sequence gives useless anchors.

Experimental hypotheses. Our experiments test several hypotheses. We pro-
pose these hypotheses first, and then discuss results.

The first hypothesis is that on closely related sequences, the anchoring strat-
egy as we go down the tree produces good anchors, and, ultimately, multiple
alignments of very high quality. Our second hypothesis is that consensus an-
chors going up the tree, by themselves, also guide us to good alignments. Our
third hypothesis is that as the amount of mutation grows, our algorithm prop-
erly anchors the sequences, and produces good results, just with fewer anchors.
Next, we predict that allowing a moderate amount of insertion does not affect
the success of our anchor choosing. Finally, we predict that as the number of
sequences being aligned grows, the consensus anchoring will allow us to identify
proper anchors, and give faster run times than for programs like MLAGAN [7]
which require alignnent of all pairs of sequences.

All of our experiments are on simple simulated data. Our focus is on anchor-
ing, rather than full alignment, and we do not believe that our test data are
severely limited for this focus. However, we are in the process of revising our
mathematical models for more realistic settings.

6.1 Experimental Results

Our experiments have validated our hypotheses, though they also show some sur-
prises. We implemented our consensus anchor choosing strategy with a quadratic-
time chaining algorithm for simplicity, and because we are interested in subopti-
mal chains. This is a serious time bottleneck in long, very similar regions. Also,
while our anchor-choosing algorithms are successful, the algorithm we use to
align between anchors inserts too many gaps, especially when insertion muta-
tions are common.

Simple sequences for root anchors. We chose two simple 4-taxon trees, shown
in Figure 3. We used low mutation rates to keep anchors common, and simulated

Fig. 3. Trees used in our experiments. We show
the point mutation rates for each edge in both
trees. Subsequent experiments substantially in-
crease this mutation rate.
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Table 1. (a) Anchors going down the tree help in closely related sequences. For 100
kB sequences generated by the trees in Figure 3, we show how many anchors are chosen
at nodes of the tree. In 20 experiments, very few false anchors were chosen, and we
dramatically reduced the size of aligned regions. (b) Consensus anchors going up the
tree. Given 100 kB sequences generated by the trees in Figure 3, we show the mean
number of consensus anchors chosen at the nodes of the tree. Very few false anchors
were chosen, and these anchors allow substantial segmenting of the alignments into
homologous regions.

Mean number
of anchors

Tree Node chosen bad Seed weight

A 0 18 0 18
A 1 679 0 14
A 2 2988 0.1 12
B 0 50 0 17
B 1 4318 0.2 11
B 2 2613 0.25 12

Mean number of anchors
Tree Node chosen bad

A 0 799 0.15
A 1 1217 0
B 0 1140 0.1

(a) (b)

100 kB sequences with very few insertions. We show results in Table 1(a). Almost
no mistakes are made in the anchors as we move down the tree and the anchors
divided the sequence up into substantially smaller pieces. (When we examined
non-root nodes, we considered the entire sequence at the node.)

Simple sequences for consensus anchors. Here, we allowed much more muta-
tion to show that consensus anchors are useful in regions of lower conservation.
We used the same trees as before with 1.78 times as much mutation on each
edge, and the results are show in Table 1(b). As we go up the tree, the consensus
sequences may include errors caused by mistakes in previous alignment phases.
We are interested in how our anchor choosing algorithm performs assuming cor-
rect input, so we ignore anchors chosen in regions with existing errors. Noting
this, we observe that we made almost no errors in anchoring, though there are
errors in the alignment.

Increasing mutation. Here we examine only the consensus sequences since as
mutation increases in frequency it quickly becomes less likely to find anchors as
we go down. Using the same trees as before, but with still increasing mutation
rates we still found correct consensus anchors, though in smaller numbers. We
continued to avoid incorrect consensus anchors. Table 2 shows the results and
compares alignment level accuracies of our program with that of MLAGAN. Our
algorithm produces more errors, largely due to the algnment heuristic.

Increasing the frequency of insertion. Our previous experiments had few in-
sertions, and they were short. With point mutation levels comparable to our
second experiment, we then drastically increased the length of the insertions
and doubled and quadrupled their frequency. Here again our algorithm per-
formed well at choosing anchors, the majority of its mistakes again coming from
the alignment heuristic. Results are shown in Table 3.
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Table 2. Experiments with more mutation. As mutations increase, the number of
anchors found decreases, but we still set the threshold so that few bad anchors are
added. Anchors from “bad regions” are false anchors chosen from regions where the
multiple alignment is already incorrect.

Mutation amount Mean number of anchors Columns correct
Tree times reference chosen bad bad region our program MLAGAN

A 1 2566 0 2.5 99.79% 99.95%
A 1.8 799 0.15 1.45 99.66% 99.93%
A 2.2 295 0.2 0.4 99.39% 99.84%
A 2.6 101 0.25 0.05 98.59% 99.60%
B 1 3172 0.05 3.1 99.83% 99.94%
B 1.8 1140 0.1 1.24 99.72% 99.92%
B 2.2 483 0.05 0.85 99.67% 99.86%

Table 3. Experiments with more insertion. Added insertions diminish the quality of
our alignments, largely due to the heuristic that aligns alignments; anchors chosen
continue to be numerous and typically correct.

Number of insertions Mean number of anchors Columns correct
Tree times reference chosen bad bad region our program MLAGAN

A 2 787 0.05 4.65 96.84% 99.81%
A 4 779 0.25 11.25 93.58% 99.49%
B 2 1133 0.05 4.2 98.15% 99.83%
B 4 1127 0.05 8.15 96.79% 99.68%

More sequences. We tested the algorithm on increasing numbers of taxa. Here
we present only the quality of the alignment and the run time needed to produce
it. In this case we are again using a small number of short insertions, but a large
amount of point mutation, on random trees of 4, 8, 14, and 28 taxa. The results
of these experiments are in Table 4. We examined results when we increase the
score threshold used in anchoring; this tests what happens if we require slightly
more stringent requirements. The quality of alignment increases notably, with
moderate cost in run time. Our performance is comparable on large numbers of
taxa to MLAGAN, and our run times are faster on many sequences, due to the
consensus approach.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a mathematical framework for anchor-based large-scale mul-
tiple alignment. Our framework consists of picking anchors in sequences subject
to a phylogenetic tree, both working from the root of the tree to the leaves,
which is effective for closely related sequences, and working from the leaves of
the tree to the root, which is effective for more distant taxa.

Our ideas focus on avoiding bad anchors. By using spaced seeds [17], and
computing the weight of a seed needed to avoid picking bad anchors, we contin-
ually find good sets of anchors.

When working from the leaves of the tree to the root, we make a potentially
ambiguous estimate of the ancestral sequences found at each node of the tree.
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Table 4. Experiments with many sequences. Our algorithm performs efficiently and
with few errors, even as the number of sequences grows substantially.

# of sequences Aligner Run time (sec) Columns correct

4 Ours (threshold +0) 212 98.88%
4 Ours (threshold +1) 299 99.63%
4 Ours (threshold +2) 410 99.74%
4 MLAGAN 42 99.88%
8 Ours (threshold +0) 326 98.20%
8 Ours (threshold +1) 414 99.33%
8 Ours (threshold +2) 505 99.63%
8 MLAGAN 215 99.84%
14 Ours (threshold +0) 1165 95.03%
14 Ours (threshold +1) 1591 97.57%
14 Ours (threshold +2) 1887 98.83%
14 MLAGAN 2503 99.14%
28 Ours (threshold +0) 2644 89.17%
28 Ours (threshold +1) 3072 94.02%
28 Ours (threshold +2) 3995 96.37%
28 MLAGAN 18003 98.57%

We anchor alignments of alignments in the tree, using hits to a spaced seed,
scored with an appropriate log-odds scoring scheme. Again, we pick a threshold
for the seed to avoid picking false anchors in this phase as well.

Our strategy of choosing consensus anchors based on ambiguous ancestral
sequences and using a spaced seed allows us to have more, and more evenly
spaced, anchors in this alignment phase. This allows us to produce global mul-
tiple alignments of several species in efficient run times.

Our experiments on simulated sequences, show that our method, despite
using a heuristic for alignment of alignments that often makes insertion errors,
is competitive with existing programs for this problem, and, as the number of
sequences grows, our method is faster by a theoretical factor of the number of
sequences (and is also faster in practice).

Future work. We have presented a threshold choosing algorithm for simple
models of evolution, which straightforwardly adapts to more complicated ones,
such as for regions of low and high conservation. However, we have not incorpo-
rated these enhancements into our exisiting implementation.

Also, our scoring strategy for consensus sequences could be adapted to full
alignments. Most of the errors we currently produce are done between anchors:
the anchors found are correct, but the alignment is bad. If we only considered
unambiguous consensus sequences, this would be easy: we could just align them
directly. However, we are exploring how to align consensus sequences with ambi-
guities in them, and also if it is possible to do this in a way that approximately
respects proper gap penalties. Alternatively, we could extend the strategy so it
includes weights on the sequences being aligned. Finally, our anchors are based
only on hits in the forward directions of the sequences, and we are exploring how
to extend this to the context of inversion.
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Abstract. In this paper we propose a chaining method that can align a draft ge-
nomic sequence against a finished genome.  We introduce the use of an overlap 
tree to enhance the state information available to the chaining procedure in the 
context of sparse dynamic programming, and demonstrate that the resulting 
procedure more accurately penalizes the various biological rearrangements.  
The algorithm is tested on a whole genome alignment of seven yeast species.  
We also demonstrate a variation on the algorithm that can be used for co-
assembly of two genomes and show how it can improve the current assembly of 
the Ciona savignyi (sea squirt) genome.  

1   Introduction 

In bioinformatics, the development of novel biological techniques has created new 
computational challenges. This is perhaps best epitomized in the problem of sequence 
alignment, where the development of new sequencing techniques has led to the de-
mand for alignment algorithms capable of dealing with mega-base long regions while 
maintaining high sensitivity. While in the past it has been sufficient to use two general 
types of alignment methods, global (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) and local (Smith 
and Waterman, 1982), both approaches have been shown recently to be insufficient 
for alignment of long genomic sequences that have undergone rearrangements 
(Brudno et al, 2003c).  Alignment of draft sequence, where one or both of the se-
quences being aligned is split into a set of unordered contigs creates similar problems. 
Global algorithms cannot handle draft sequence at all, while local algorithms just 
report all the similarity that they find and do not reproduce the syntenic regions that 
exist between genomes. For many of the genomes currently being sequenced, there 
are no plans to finish the sequence, and as the number of draft genomes grows, there 
will be an increasing need for algorithms that can effectively align such sequences. 

Unfortunately, the problem of ordering a set of DNA sequences based on another 
set of (possibly unordered) DNA sequences has been shown to be MAX-SNP hard 
(Veeramachaneni et al 2002), even in the simpler case of ordering a set of contigs 
against a finished chromosome. To our knowledge Avid (Bray et al. 2003) and 
MUMmer 2.0 (Delcher et al. 2002) were the first programs to order a draft sequence 
based on a second, “finished” sequence based on effective heuristics.  
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Recently, sparse dynamic programming based chaining techniques have come to 
the forefront as a successful approach for fast sequence alignment. Typically, a local 
aligner produces sections of homology, called fragments. Chaining involves selecting 
a high scoring subset of these based on some objective criteria. Since the original 
demonstration that fragment chaining could be achieved in O(nlgn) time by Epp-
stein and colleagues (Eppstein et al. 1992) the method has been used to speed up 
global alignment (Delcher et al 1999). Recently Abouelhoda and Ohlebusch (2003) 
and Brudno et al. (2003c), have used different variations of the sparse dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm to find rearrangements between genomes. Lippert and colleagues 
have used a variation on the Brudno et al. (2003c) algorithm to find the differences 
between two assemblies of a genome (Lippert et al. 2004).  

In this work we use a sparse dynamic programming chaining algorithm to align 
and co-assemble draft genomes. In particular, we make two important modifications 
to the chaining with rearrangements algorithm (Brudno et al. 2003c, Lippert et al. 
2004). An unrelated gap penalty is introduced, to chain fragments that are on different 
contigs of the draft sequence. This formulation allows setting a threshold for the 
minimal sequence similarity necessary to include a contig in the ordering. We also 
introduce a new model for sparse dynamic programming that allows us to efficiently 
make intelligent chaining decisions and enforce penalties based not only on the last 
local alignment in the chain, but also on previous fragments.  Though the solution is 
no longer optimal with respect to the fore defined objective criteria, this technique 
improves the chains formed in practice. 

We test our draft alignment algorithm on sequences of the seven yeast genomes 
(Kellis et al. 2003, Cliften et al. 2003). The finished Saccharomyces cerevisiae ge-
nome was compared to four other yeasts of the sensu-stricto group, one from sensu-
lato, and one petite-negative yeast. While we are able to align accurately the four 
genomes of sensu-stricto, the alignment of the two more distant genomes is less reli-
able, both indicating the necessity for future work, and suggesting the extent to which 
draft genomic sequence can be used to shed light on a distant relative. 

We have also applied our chaining technique to the problem of co-assembling a 
genome. In this problem one is given two different assemblies, in draft form, of the 
same genome, with each assembly organized into contigs (contiguous pieces of the 
DNA sequence), which are joined into scaffolds (orderings of contigs) by the assem-
bly program based on the paired-read information. When one is given two assemblies 
of the same data, it becomes possible to correct the potential errors in each assembly, 
fill the gaps between contigs and label contigs that are potentially misassembled. Here 
we present a practical method for sequence co-assembly and test it on 19 regions 
constituting 10% of the Ciona savignyi genome. Our method was able to identify 
more than 60 potential misassemblies with only one false positive, and in all but two 
cases correctly ordered the contigs to build an assembly with larger contigs and scaf-
folds. 

2   Draft Sequence Alignment  

The goal of the draft sequence alignment problem is to map the sections of the fin-
ished sequence (Sequence 1)  to sections of the draft contigs  (Sequence 2).  This 
synteny map is used to construct a reference alignment with respect to the finished 
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sequence. We present an algorithm to solve this problem based on the Sparse Dy-
namic Programming (DP) technique (Eppstein et al 1992) that builds chains of frag-
ments (local alignments).  

2.1   Fragment Chaining 

Representation of Fragments: For the purpose of this paper, each fragment is repre-
sented as a 7-tuple (Start1, End1, Start2, End2, Score, Strand, 
CName). The first four numbers represent substrings of Sequence 1 and Sequence 2 
respectively. Score is assigned to the fragment by the local alignment algorithm 
that produced it. Strand is either +/- , representing either a hit of the reference on 
the forward or reverse strand of sequence 2. Finally CName is an identifier indicating  
which contig of Sequence 2 the fragment belongs to.  
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Fig. 1. Draft v/s Finished Alignment: Local alignments are chained together, series of frag-
ments that belong to the same contig, and that are rearrangement free form a single syntenic 
block. 

Scoring: Our scoring scheme is based on SLAGAN (Brudno et al 2003c). We find 
the highest scoring 1-monotonic chain, which is a subset of fragments that increase 
monotonically in Sequence 1 coordinates, but there is no requirement for monotonic-
ity on the Sequence 2 axis. Relaxing this requirement allows us to capture rearrange-
ments. We now describe a scoring scheme that scores chains, when the both se-
quences under consideration are finished sequences. 

 
For a chain C, score(C) = i (Fi.score – gcase(fi-1,fi)). 
 
Here gcase is one of 8 penalty functions. The 8 functions correspond to 8 cases 

based on (Strandi-1,Strandi,Transposition). Transposition is a boolean 

value that is TRUE if a transposition has occurred between the two fragments.  Each 
of these functions is an affine expression on the L1 distance between the end of one 
fragment and the start of the next fragment, and the difference in the diagonals of the 
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fragments. For a comprehensive description of the scoring functions and the algo-
rithm to find the best such chain refer to (Brudno et al 2003c). The algorithm runs in 
O(nlgn), where n is the number of fragments. 

 
Handling Contigs: We arrange the contigs in arbitrary order on the Sequence 2 axis. 
See Figure 1. We introduce a new scoring function gunrelated, which is applied if the 
adjacent functions belong to different contigs. This function is a large constant pen-
alty, though one could also use an affine function of the sequence 1 distance between 
the two fragments to penalize long stretches of sequence with no alignment. 

We modify the original sparse DP algorithm to handle contigs on the Sequence 2 
axis and the unrelated penalty without change in the asymptotic space or time re-
quirements.  

 

 

Fig. 2. 2a shows an inversion event being over penalized, 2b shows a contig splice event being 
penalized twice. 2c shows the structure of the overlap tree for three fragments (1,2,3) across 
two contigs (A,B). 

2.2   Scoring Issues  

In practice, the scoring scheme described above suffers from a few problems. Frag-
ment chaining methods score transitions between adjacent fragments on a chain in-
stead of scoring rearrangement events. Here are two cases where it affects the quality 
of the map produced.  

 
CASE 1: We pay both an inversion penalty, and a translocated inversion penalty for a 
simple inversion (Figure 2a). 
CASE 2: For local alignments from one contig spliced between local alignments from 
another contig, we pay the unrelated penalty twice (Figure 2b). 

 
One possible model that does capture nested rearrangements explicitly is a stochas-

tic pair-CFG. This is a generalization of a stochastic CFG (Eddy,Durbin 1994) that 
generates two sequences simultaneously. Though it is possible to write down a set of 
productions that capture all nested rearrangements, the task of finding the optimal 
parse is computationally expensive (O(N6) for  two sequences of length  N each.). To 
our knowledge, this formulation has not been proposed previously. One possible heu-
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ristic is to work with fragments produced by a local aligner, rather than individual 
basepairs. We introduce a further heuristic that adds information to the chaining pro-
cedure, to make better chaining decisions. 

The chaining procedure works in a top down manner. The sparse DP works by 
maintaining a set of active fragments, to which other fragments yet to be considered 
can chain. For each such active fragment F, we maintain a CINFOF query structure.  

Such a structure maintains a reference to the last fragment on the chain ending at F, 
for each value for the tuple (CName, Strand), if such a fragment exists.  Here 
CName ∈ ContigNames (which is the set of identifiers of all the contigs), 
Strand ∈ {+,-}. 

 
The scoring proceeds as follows: Fragment fChild (CNameChild, StrandChild) 

chains to fParent(CNameParent , StrandParent), we apply a penalty correspond-
ing to the minimum of  the following quantities: 
 
1. gcase(fChild ,CINFOfParent(CNameChild,+))  

2. gcase(fChild ,CINFOfParent(CNameChild, -))  

3. gunrelated. 

 
The issues of the previous scoring scheme described in the section are resolved: the 

transition in CASE 1 is penalized as a normal transition instead of an inverted translo-
cation as the third fragment is penalized against the first instead of the second,  
though it is chained to the second. Similarly, the transition in the CASE 2 is penalized 
as a normal transition instead of a contig transition event. 

2.3   Application of OvBSTs to the Context Fragment Chaining 

The following observation allows us to implement the CINFO structure efficiently:  If 
fragments fChild chains to fParent, then the contents of CINFOChild differs from that 

of CINFOParent only in the fragment corresponding to (CNameChild, Strand-

Child).  All other queries would return the same answer. We use a Overlapping Bi-
nary Search Tree (OvBST) (Burton and Huntbach 1985) to efficiently maintain the 
CINFO structure.  An OvBST is a collection of binary search trees each with a dis-
tinct root, but share paths. 

 
Let C be the number of contigs, n be the number of fragments. 
 

DATA STRUCTURE:  Each node of the OvBST has: key:= (CName, Strand); 
data:=(Reference to Fragment)  

 
SETUP:  Create statically a balanced binary search tree, over the key space (Con-
tigNameNames,{+,-}).  The time taken for this step is O(ClgC). 
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QUERY:  A query to the CINFO structure of a fragment is a binary search starting at 
the root corresponding to the fragment. This operation is performed identically to a 
find key operation in a regular search tree. It takes time O(lgC). 

 
CREATE: To create a CINFO structure for a fragment, given the CINFO structure 
for the parent. Let X be the node corresponding to the child’s (CName, Strand) 
in the parent’s CINFO structure. A copy is made of all the nodes on the path between 
X and the root of the parent. Note that all the pointers are copied as well. The data 
field in the node corresponding to the child is changed to refer to the child fragment. 
The operation takes time proportional to the height of the tree, which is O(lgC), 
and at most O(lgC) nodes are copied to make a CINFO structure for the child frag-
ment.  

 
The overlap tree modification allows the sparse DP algorithm to run in time   

O(nlgnlgC),and space O(nlgC) making it practical for genome-sized datasets. 

3   Whole Genome Alignment and Results 

Using the draft fragment chaining algorithm described above we have generated a 
whole genome alignment between S. cerevisiae and each of S. paradoxus, S. mikatae, 
S. kudriavzevii, S. bayanus, S. castellii and S. kluyveri by repeating the following 
steps for each of the 16 chromosomes of S. cerevisiae (the finished sequence) and 
each of the other genomes (the draft contigs): 

1. Generation of local alignments between the sequences using CHAOS (Brudno and 
Morgenstern 2002). We used an exact matching 12-mer as a minimal seed, and each 
local alignment after extension had to have a score of at least 2500 (see the LAGAN 
toolkit manual available from http://lagan.stanford.edu for an explanation of these and 
all other parameters).  

2. Generation of the 1-monotonic conservation map using the standard SLAGAN 
penalties. We used an unrelated penalty of 15000 for the five yeast genomes, and a 
lower 7000 unrelated penalty for S. kluyveri, which is not only the most distant to S. 
cerevisiae but also has the poorest assembly. 

3. Extension and alignment of all consistent subsegments in the 1-monotonic conser-
vation map with the LAGAN aligner (Brudno et al. 2003b). 

4. Glueing together the global alignments from step 3 to form a single global align-
ment between the chromosome and the draft contigs. Note that the expansion step 
may cause an overlap in the first sequence. This overlap is resolved by clipping the 
generated alignments. The optimal clipping point is found by a linear pass over the 
overlapping region. See (Brudno et al 2003c) for further explanation. 

The results of the alignment are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. In constructing the 
statistics for each species we considered only the exons alignable by a protein-based 
local aligner: those that were covered more that 90% of their length by TBLASTX 
(Altschul et al 1997)  alignments with a protein-level identity >  50%. 
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Table 1. Nucleotide Coverage Statistics: Table number of times nucleotides of each species 
was aligned. The numbers are in percentages. 
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��
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� �
�� �
� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�  

Table 2. Exon Conservation Statistics: Table shows the percentage of exons that have a par-
ticular percent conservation rate. The second column denotes the size of the  TBLASTX-
pruned set of exons for each species, as explained above.  

���������������������������������������
# Exons ��� ��	�� ��	�� ��	� �	�� ��	�� ��	���

S-paradoxus 13674 0.44 0.16 0.23 1.50 9.22 77.63 10.82
S-mik atae 12620 1.16 0.46 0.96 5.19 50.73 33.66 7.83
S-k udriavzevii 11446 0.96 0.67 1.65 10.76 57.60 20.33 8.04
S-bayanus 11694 0.84 0.62 2.25 14.80 60.32 13.77 7.41
S-castellii 5004 11.22 3.90 20.51 31.30 13.88 9.57 9.61
S-k luyveri 4606 16.44 6.56 20.16 24.09 13.07 10.63 9.09  

 
For all of the sensu-stricto sequences, more than 90% of the nucleotides of the as-

sembly were mapped to a single location in the yeast genome. An additional 5% was 
unmapped, while no more than 1.2% of any genome was mapped more than twice 
(see below for a discussion of the nucleotides mapped twice). These statistics attest to 
the specificity of the algorithm when comparing the more closely related sequence. 
Additionally, none of these four genomes had more than 2% of exons conserved at 
less than 55%, indicating that the resulting algorithm is sensitive enough to align the 
important coding elements. 

For the two more distant genomes our algorithm maintained a low false positive 
rate (~3% of the genome mapped to more than two places), but the exon conservation 
dropped significantly: 15% of the alignable S. cerevisiae exons were conserved less 
than 55% with S. castellii and 23% with S. kluyveri. These numbers reflect the lower 
biological conservation between S. cerevisiae and these genomes, and the difficulty in 
aligning a distant, highly fragmented genome (the S. kluyveri was the worst quality 
genome with the shortest contigs; S castelli, the third worst). 

It has recently been reported that the yeast genome has undergone whole genome 
duplication, followed by extensive loss of up to 90% of all genes through short dele-
tions (Kellis et al. 2004). This result correlates with the large number of nucleotides 
that we have found mapped twice from S. kluyveri and S. castellii to S. cerevisiae. 
Because the genes are lost over time, the most distant sequences are more likely to 
lose different genes, forcing the alignment of some contigs in two places, once for 
each of the two copies.  
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4   Draft Genome Co-assembly 

In this section we describe an algorithm to co-assemble two assemblies of the same 
genome, based on the sparse DP-chaining technique from above. The genome of 
Ciona savignyi has been sequenced to draft quality by a standard whole genome shot-
gun (WGS) strategy (http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/ciona/). WGS sequencing 
and assembly entails randomly breaking DNA from a genome into fixed-size pieces 
(inserts), and sequencing a ‘read’ from both ends of each insert (Fleischmann, Adams 
et al. 1995). Reads from opposite ends of a single insert are termed paired reads, and 
the distance between them on the sequence can be estimated by the size of the insert. 
An assembler program rebuilds the genomic sequence by combining reads with se-
quence overlaps into contigs. Contigs are organized into scaffolds by linking contigs 
using paired read information. 

Like most multi-cellular organisms, C. savignyi individuals carry exactly two cop-
ies of every chromosome in their genome, which are referred to as the two haplo-
types. One copy of each chromosome in an individual is inherited from each parent, 
and it is not possible to separate out individual chromosomes prior to WGS sequenc-
ing. Differences between copies of the same chromosome, called polymorphisms, can 
take the form of individual base pair substitutions or insertions and deletions that can 
range from a few base pairs to several thousand base pairs in length. It is these poly-
morphisms that make every individual within a species unique. 

 Polymorphism rates vary between species, and current WGS assembly programs 
(Arachne (Batzoglou et al. 2002, Jaffee et al. 2003), Phusion (Mullikin et al. 2003)) 
are not designed for highly polymorphic genomes: the polymorphism rate in the hu-
man genome is estimated to be only 0.1%. C. savignyi, on the other hand, has a very 
high rate of polymorphism, estimated to be more than 7%. When dealing with such a 
genome, the assembler (Arachne) places reads from the same position in the genome 
but from different haplotypes into separate contigs. The resultant assembly of C. savi-
gnyi thus contains two distinct copies of the genome, each of which is fractured. Ac-
cording to our observations, contigs and scaffolds contain several misassemblies be-
cause of the assembler’s handling of the varying rate of polymorphism across the 
genome.  

It is desirable to build a joint assembly of the two haplotype assemblies to each 
other for two primary reasons: (1) to identify regions of disagreement which highlight 
potential errors in the assembly, and (2) to provide a global alignment from which a 
C. savignyi single reference sequence can be built. Such a sequence can then be used 
to more accurately predict genes and other functional elements in the genome. 

4.1   Strategy for Draft – Draft Alignment 

Construction of a Bipartition: Initially the scaffolds are separated into two sets, 
each set corresponds to a single haplotype. Each scaffold is  represented as a node, 
and there is an edge between two contigs if there is significant local similarity be-
tween them. In the absence of large-scale duplications the resulting graph is bipartite, 
and all the nodes in each partition come from a single haplotype.  
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Genome Co-assembly: The underlying idea behind the co-assembly of two haplo-
types is that each haplotype can be used to establish an ordering of the contigs and 
scaffolds in the other haplotype. Each haplotype is now a set of contigs (contiguous 
stretches of DNA sequence). The contigs are ordered into scaffolds by assembly links. 
These assembly links are based on paired reads, and are less reliable than the contigs 
that they join. To order haplotype X we use all contigs of haplotype Y as the “chro-
mosomes” for the sparse DP-chaining algorithm described above. Because the two 
genomes being co-assembled are very similar (these genomes are from the same indi-
vidual), we use high thresholds for homology.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Dotted connections between contigs are assembly links and solid connections are align-
ment links. Contigs 1 & 2 are joined by both as the alignment link (through Contig A) con-
firmed the assembly link. Contigs 2 & 4 were joined by an alignment link, causing the rejection 
of the assembly links from contig 3 to both contigs 2 and 4. 

This step is summarized in Figure 3. Initially we set forward and backward links 
for each contig to its neighbors in the scaffold. Whenever two contigs 1 and 2 of X 
are aligned next to each other and against a single contig A of haplotype Y based on 
the chain from our sparse DP algorithm, 1 and 2 are said to be joined by an alignment 
link, and the forward and backward links of the two contigs are set to each other. Note 
that any contigs that lie between 1 and 2 can be separated out into a new scaffold: if 
the in-between contigs match any sequence, they will be aligned separately; if they do 
not match any sequence, we use the sequence from haplotype Y to fill the sequence 
gap (as between contigs 2 and 4 in Figure 3). If a contig has multiple forward or 
backward alignment links, it is labeled unreliable, as it could be a site of a mis-
assembly on the contig level (or a biological rearrangement). All links to unreliable 
contigs are removed. All connected components of the link graph are now joined into 
a contiguous sequence and the process is repeated in order to get a relative ordering of 
the connected components. During this step, only the reliable “scaffolds” of haplotype 
Y are used as a basis for ordering all of the “scaffolds” of haplotype X.  
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4.2   Co-assembly Results 

We applied the algorithm to nineteen genomic regions representing approximately 
10% of the C. savignyi genome. The nineteen regions contain a total of 38.8 Mbp of 
sequence, and are comprised of 3,283 contigs arranged into 211 scaffolds. The algo-
rithm above was used to order the contigs and scaffolds, and the results were analyzed 
manually for 1) incorrect ordering of scaffolds, 2) change of order between contigs 
within a scaffold, and 3) locations where one scaffold was inserted into another one. 

For some regions the algorithm ordered the scaffolds in two or three groups and 
did not order the groups; however, the overall ordering was correct in all cases. In 
nineteen cases the ordering of the contigs within a scaffold that was reported by our 
algorithm differed from the ordering given by the assembler (3 regions had 3 rear-
rangements, 3 regions had 2, and 5 had 1). Of these 19 rearrangements, 18 were 
judged to be true positives, with one false positive. In 16 of the 18 true rearrange-
ments the resulting sequence was correctly ordered with respect to the opposite haplo-
type, as determined by manual inspection of the resulting alignments. Additionally, in 
42 instances an entire scaffold was inserted into the middle of another scaffold, and 
all 42 of these cases were detected and ordered correctly. A full analysis of the co-
assembly of the genome of C. savignyi will be published separately (K. Small, A. 
Sidow, et al., manuscript in preparation). 

5   Conclusions 

One of the main requirements of sequence comparison algorithms is the ability to 
process megabase-long sequences in a reasonable amount of time. While there has 
been extensive work in developing effective local and global alignment algorithms, 
these methods have commonly been too inaccurate to align draft genomic sequences. 
Chaining is an attractive technique for alignment because it provides an O(nlgn)(n 
is the number of fragments) method for building larger alignments from short simi-
larities. The technique is also applicable for multiple alignment (Abouelhoda and 
Ohlebusch 2003), as each additional sequence only requires an additional factor of 
O(lgn), while in most other alignment methods the running time is exponential in 
the number of sequences. Recent work has shown chaining to be one of the most 
effective ways of speeding up global alignment and reducing the false positive rate of 
local alignment. Additionally sparse DP has been successfully used to detect and 
classify rearrangements and to compare genome assemblies. In the current work we 
apply chaining techniques to alignment of draft (incomplete) genomic sequence, and 
show that it can be used both to align draft contigs against a finished chromosome and 
to co-assemble two sets of draft contigs in order to build a more accurate assembly of 
a genome based on two independent assemblies.  

One shortcoming of chaining (and all other sparse DP) methods is that they are 
memoryless: the decision about the chaining of a particular fragment can only depend 
on the score of the chain leading up to it and not on the previous history. While it is 
possible to retrace the chain in order to find the relevant previous information (such as 
whether some piece of a sequence was already aligned) this would add an extra factor 
of O(n) to the run time, making the chaining approach much less practical. In this 
paper we introduce a method to add state to the sparse chaining methods while suffer-
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ing an O(lg C) runtime hit, where C is the number of “events” that is necessary to 
remember. This state information helps the fragment chaining algorithm to properly 
charge penalties for the various events that happen along the chain, and similar ap-
proaches can be useful in other algorithms that use sparse dynamic programming.  
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Abstract. Translation initiation sites (TIS) are important signals in cDNA se-
quences. Many research efforts have tried to predict TIS in cDNA sequences. In 
this paper, we propose using mixture Gaussian models to predict TIS in cDNA 
sequences. Some new global measures are used to generate numerical features 
from cDNA sequences, such as the length of the open reading frame down-
stream from ATG, the number of other ATGs upstream and downstream from 
the current ATGs, etc. With these global features, the proposed method predicts 
TIS with sensitivity 98% and specificity 92%. The sensitivity is much better 
than that from other methods. We attribute the improvement in sensitivity to the 
nature of the global features and the mixture Gaussian models. 

1   Introduction 

Translation Initiation Sites (TIS) are the positions in cDNA sequences to start con-
structing proteins. The translation from cDNA to proteins, as we know, starts from 
TIS in a cDNA sequence and ends at the first in-frame stop codon downstream. It 
means if we know the TIS in one cDNA sequence, we will know the corresponding 
protein. Therefore, correct recognition of TIS can help us understand the gene struc-
ture, and its product. 

Recognition of TIS in cDNA sequences is an important research topic that has 
been and is still being extensively examined [4,11-15]. In most cases, TIS is a tri-
nucleotide ATG1 (in DNA or cDNA) or AUG (in mRNA). However, there are nu-
merous ATGs in cDNA sequences and only about one in thirty ATGs acts as TIS – 
this ATG is a functional ATG. 

TIS is dependent on the position of ATG to the 5’-end of the cDNA sequences. As 
indicated in biological experiments, the first occurrence of codon ATG in a full-
length, error-free cDNA sequence is a TIS in most of the known messenger RNA 
sequences. This inspired the scanning model hypothesis [4,12,15], which postulates 
that the small (40S) subunit of eukaryotic ribosomes initially binds at the 5’-end of 
messenger RNA, migrates linearly downstream of the sequence, stops at the first 
AUG codon [15], and then translation process starts. Moreover, TIS is dependent on 
                                                           
1  There are rare cases that other codons, such as ACG and CUG, are served as translation 

initiation sites. These will not be considered in this paper. 
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the context of the AUGs. Kozak first derived the consensus motif GCCRCCatgG 
around the TIS with statistical method in [11]. Within this motif, the purine in posi-
tion2 -3 and G in position +4 are the most highly conserved. 

Although the scanning model hypothesis and consensus motif apply to most of the 
known messenger RNA sequences well, there are some notable exceptions [7,13,14] – 
the first ATGs are not TIS due to: 1) leaky scanning – the ribosome bypasses the first 
ATG codon – the putative start site – due to the very weak context, and translation 
starts from a downstream ATG with more optimal context; 2) reinitiation – translation 
starts from an ATG near the 5’-end of the messenger RNA and a small open reading 
frame (ORF) will be translated, but the ribosome continues scanning until the authen-
tic ATG is reached to construct the protein; 3) internal initiation – the ribosome binds 
near the real ATG codon directly without scanning, which is reported for several viral 
mRNAs. 

Advancement in technology has enabled more and more TIS to be verified by bio-
logical experiments. However, biological experiments are expensive and time-
consuming. Therefore, computational methods are needed to help predict TIS in a 
cDNA sequence accurately and efficiently. 

The consensus motif GCCRCCatgG around the TIS [11] was possibly the first at-
tempt to identify TIS with statistical meaning. Although it is often used in biological 
experiments as a preliminary step to identify TIS in cDNA sequences, the motif is 
very rough and can't predict TIS well, since many fragments in cDNA sequences can 
match this consensus motif. Different data mining methods have been tried on TIS 
prediction problem, such as neural network [19], linear discriminant analysis [22], 
and support vector machine [26]. The common approach to solving the TIS prediction 
problem is to generate the numerical data from the cDNA sequences first, and then 
apply some computational methods to predict TIS.  

To date, however, most of relevant features used in the existing prediction algo-
rithms are local information. Little attempt has been made to generate numerical 
global features to predict TIS. 

In this paper, we propose some measures to generate global features, and apply 
mixture Gaussian models to predict functional ATGs (which act as TIS) from all the 
occurrences of ATGs in cDNA sequences. With the global features, the proposed 
method can predict TIS with 98% sensitivity and 92% specificity, which represents a 
significant improvement in performance with respect to sensitivity. 

2   Related Works 

Several past efforts focused on TIS prediction using different data mining methods. 
Stormo et al used neural network to identify TIS in E. coli [24], which is probably the 
first application of neural network technique to predict TIS. The other applications of 
neural network with comparable prediction performance can be found in [6,9,19]. The 
numerical features used in these works are direct coding – which is a general way to 
generate numerical features from cDNA sequences: each nucleotide is encoded by 
four bits, 0001 for A, 0010 for C, 0100 for G, 1000 for T and 0000 for others. Coding 
difference between the region before and after TIS was used in [9]. 
                                                           
2  Numbering begins with the A of ATG as position +1 and increases downstream. The position 

just before ATG is numbered as -1 and decreases upstream. 
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Salamov et al developed the system ATGpr to identify TIS with linear discrimina-
tive analysis [22]. Six characteristics around ATG, such as the positional triplet 
weight matrix around an ATG and the ORF hexanucleotide characteristics were used 
to generate numerical data. Zien et al [26] engineered support vector machine to rec-
ognize TIS, probably with the best prediction performance so far. The measures they 
used to generate numerical features are as follows: direct coding, positional condi-
tional matrix and other measures. The first-order Markovian dependencies and a dy-
namic program have been applied to the TIS prediction problem in [20,23], and the 
generalized second-order profiles were used in [1]. In addition to statistical informa-
tion, Nishikawa et al [18] took the similarity of the cDNA sequences with protein 
sequences into consideration. The recent work by Nadershahi et al [17] compared 
several available computational methods for identifying TIS in EST data, and con-
cluded that ATGpr is the best in the examined methods. 

In the above efforts, the features used mainly take local information into account. 
As observed in [22,26], the data encoding measures affect the performance to recog-
nize TIS from cDNA sequences. The experiments conducted by Pedersen and Nielsen 
[19] showed that relevant global information could improve prediction significantly. 

3   Methods 

In this work, we first propose some global measures to generate numerical data from 
the cDNA sequences. Then we apply the mixture Gaussian models to predict TIS 
from all occurrences of ATGs. 

3.1   Proposed Measures to Generate Numerical Data 

Many different data encoding measures can be used to generate numerical data from 
genomic sequences [8], including special data encoding measures for recognition of 
TIS, such as the consensus motif GCCACCatgG [11], the positional triplet weight 
matrix around an ATG, and the ORF hexanucleotide characteristics [22]. All of these 
features are local features, which take only the local information into account. 

In the literature, some simple global features are also used, such as whether the 
ATG is the first ATG in the cDNA sequence. The first ATG is a strong feature to 
predict TIS from all occurrences of ATGs, which is supported by the scanning model 
hypothesis. 

After examining the sequences, we observe that the length of the ORF in the 
cDNA sequences follows different distributions conditioned on the starting ATG – 
whether it is a TIS or not. From the histograms of the proposed features in the later 
section, this property is very clear. In another work (under preparation), we have 
compared several local features and drawn some preliminary conclusions as follows: 
1) the direct coding measure generates too many features which makes each feature 
less meaningful and 2) the higher-order position weight matrix and ORF hexanucleo-
tide characteristics easily overfit the training data.  

After careful consideration and comparison, the following measures are chosen for 
our experiments. 
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1) Length of upstream sequence from current ATG 
2) Length of downstream sequence from current ATG 
3) Log ratio of values in (2) / values in (1) 
4) Number of upstream ATGs from current ATG 
5) Number of downstream ATGs from current ATG 
6) Log ratio of values in (5) / values in (4) 
7) Number of inframe upstream ATGs from current ATG 
8) Number of inframe downstream ATGs from current ATG 
9) Log ratio of values in (8) / values in (7) 
10) Number of upstream stop codons from current ATG 
11) Number of downstream stop codons from current ATG 
12) Log ratio of values in (11) / values in (10) 
13) Number of inframe upstream stop codons from current ATG 
14) Number of inframe downstream stop codons from current ATG 
15) Log ratio of values in (14) / values in (13) 
16) Length of open reading frame from current ATG 
 
The numbers of ATGs and stop codons have been used in previous works, but the 

log ratio and the length of the open reading frame have not been used before. When 
we calculate the log ratio, we add pseudo count 1 to each value involved, since some 
values may be 0 under some cases. Note that some features in the list are functions of 
other features, e.g., feature 3 is the log ratio of feature 2 and feature 1. There are five 
such groups in total. We have done experiments to drop some features to avoid this 
type of functions. But, under all those cases, the performance of the system would 
deteriorate. A reasonable explanation is that the algorithm cannot learn the derived 
functions among the features properly. 

3.2   Histograms of the Numerical Features 

A histogram is simply a pictorial representation of a collection of observed data. It is 
particular useful in forming a clear image of the true character of the data from a rep-
resentative sample of the population. Usually the range of the attribute is divided into 
7~15 bins and the frequencies of observations in each bin are counted and displayed 
in a graph. The graph will show how the observations distribute among the range. If 
the data follows a Gaussian distribution, the graph tends to cluster around an average 
and then taper away from this average on each side.  

The histograms of the positive and negative training data are shown in Figure 1 and 
Figure 2 separately. Comparing these two figures, we can see that the distributions of 
positive and negative data of each feature are quite different. In particular, the distri-
butions of all the log ratio features are near Gaussian. The means for the log ratio 
features for positive data are near 1, and the means for the log ratio features for nega-
tive data are around 0. It implies that the distributions of the features depend on the 
class labels. 
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Fig. 1. Histograms of the positive training data – one for each feature 

 

Fig. 2. Histograms of the negative training data – one for each feature 

3.3   Mixture Gaussian Models 

The task of predicting TIS from all occurrences of ATGs in cDNA sequences is car-
ried out as follows. Considering that the values of each feature are not randomly dis-
tributed, we make use of the histogram of each feature to distinguish TIS from all 
occurrences of ATGs. Referred to Figure 1 and 2, the peaks in the histograms of the 
positive data and negative data of each feature are quite different. The distributions of 
the positive data and the negative data of each feature can be approximated by mix-
ture Gaussian models, since mixture models can approximate any continuous density 
to arbitrary accuracy provided the model has sufficiently large number of components 
and the parameters of the model are chosen correctly [2]. 

Mixture Gaussian model is a type of density model, which comprises a number of 
component Gaussian functions. Suppose the number of the components in the mixture 

Gaussian model is M. The class conditional density function of a data point x  belong-
ing to class C is given by 
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where d is the dimension of the vector x , C
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In the TIS prediction problem, the model is a two-class, two-component mixture 
model (M=2) – later section shows that M=2 is enough to model the data. Class 1 
represents TIS. It is modeled by two 16 dimensional Gaussians (means and co-
variances) with associated mixing parameters. Class 2 represents the non-functional 
ATGs. It has a similar model as Class 1, but with different parameter values. 

The structure of the model is shown in Figure 3 as a graphical model. Note that the 
square nodes represent discrete values and the round nodes represent continuous val-
ues. Node class1/2 means that there are two classes, node component1/2 with arrows 
from node class means that there are two components for each class, and node Gaus-

sian means that the parameters C
mμ  and C

mΣ  depend on both the class and the compo-

nent. Given the model, the parameters C
mμ  and C

mΣ  of the Gaussian mixture can be 
determined by the EM algorithm [5] with the training data belonging to that class. 

In the E-step, the probability of each feature vector under different Gaussian com-
ponents is calculated based on the existing parameters of the model. The recurrent 
equation is as follows. 
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In the M-step, the parameters of the model are re-calculated as the sufficient statis-
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Fig. 3. The graphical representation of the mixture Gaussian model 
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where NC is the number of feature vectors belonging to class C. 
With two Gaussian distributions for the representation of feature values of TIS and 

non-functional ATGs, we can get the probability of each feature vector generated by 
different classes with formula (1). Then the probability of each feature vector 
belonging to class C is 
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where )(Cp  is the probability that a random feature vector belongs to class C, which 
is simply estimated from the training data. 

In our study, there are only two classes. An optimal threshold to classify a feature 
vector is determined as the probability to generate the feature vector under Class 1 
model which balances the sensitivity and specificity on the training data. 

4   Experiments 

To illustrate our observation we applied the mixture Gaussian models to a validated 
sequences set and compared the result with three other data mining methods. We also 
list the results from literature for reference. 

4.1   Data Set 

Data is always a big issue in any data mining research. Here we choose the validated 
sequences set which has already been used successfully in [9] (personal communica-
tion with A. G. Hatzigeorgiou). The original sequence set is extracted from Swissprot. 
The steps are as follows: 1) collect human protein sequences whose N-terminal sites 
are sequenced at the amino acid level (sequences manually checked by Amos Bai-
roch); 2) retrieve the full-length mRNAs for these proteins whose TIS had been indi-

Class 
1/2 

Component 
1/2 

Gaussian 
C
mμ and C

mΣ  
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rectly experimentally verified. 480 completely-sequenced and annotated human 
cDNAs were found; 3) divide the sequences set into training set and testing set before 
the experiments, 325 for training and 155 for testing. 

After we got the original sequences, we generated numerical data with the pro-
posed features. The feature vectors around TIS are positive data and those around the 
non-functional ATGs are negative data. There are 480 positives and 13628 negatives 
in total – the negatives are much more than the positives. This bias makes other clas-
sification methods difficult to recognize positives – many positives will be classified 
wrongly as negatives. This will be shown in the later section. 

4.2   Evaluation Measures 

Prediction accuracy is measured by sensitivity and specificity. Let RP be the number 
of the total real positive ATGs in the data set, TP be the number of the total real posi-
tive ATGs predicted as positive, RN be the number of the total real negative ATGs in 
the data set, and TN be the number of the total real negative ATGs predicted as nega-
tive. Sensitivity (Se) is defined as TP/RP, and specificity (Sp) is defined as TN/RN. 

4.3   Experiment Design 

Generating the numerical data is the first important step of the experiment. The se-
quences and the encoding measures have been mentioned above. The total sequences 
are split into two sets: 325 for training and 155 for testing. There are 325 positive 
ATGs and 9489 negative ATGs in training set, and there are 155 positive ATGs and 
4139 negative ATGs. 

The mixture Gaussian model is built in Matlab with support of the Bayes Net 
Toolbox (BNT) [16]. The BNT is a special software package for manipulating graphi-
cal models and Bayesian networks. It supports most of the important methods (infer-
ence, parameter learning, and structure learning) for graphical models. This makes 
training mixture Gaussian models easier. 

In our model, it contains three nodes: one for different classes, one for different 
components and one for all the Gaussian vectors. The parameters are learned by the 
EM algorithm. The EM algorithm works by starting with randomly initialized pa-
rameters, and then iteratively refines the model parameters to produce a locally opti-
mal maximum-likelihood fit or stops when the number of the maximum iterations 
reaches. The number of the maximum iterations is determined by experiments. It is 
set to 10 in our experiments. 

After the trained model is available, it is used to classify the training samples to de-
termine the threshold. We adopt such a strategy to choose a threshold: when such a 
threshold is chosen, the sensitivity and specificity on the training set should be bal-
anced – the sensitivity is equal to or approximately equal to the specificity. The value 
of the threshold is model-dependent, since each model is trained with random initial 
parameters. However, the performance on the testing data is similar when the testing 
data is tested with the same model. 
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Fig. 4. The relationship of the number of components and the sensitivity of the system on the 
testing data 

Another factor that affects the performance of the system is the number of compo-
nents in the model. We have tested with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 components separately. 
The classification result on the testing data is shown in the following Figure 4. 

From Figure 4, we know that there is an increase in sensitivity when the Gaussian 
model changes from one- to two-components. After that, the sensitivity remains 
around a stable value. Therefore we chose 2 as the number of components in our ex-
periments. 

4.4   Comparison with Other Methods 

Three other data mining methods – decision tree, support vector machine, and logistic 
regression – are adopted to build classification model with the same data to build 
mixture Gaussian model for comparison purpose. Decision tree method [21] is a de 
facto classification method to evaluate other classification method. Support vector 
machine [3] is possibly the classification method which have the best prediction result 
up to date, although it sometimes suffers from noisy data. Logistic regression [10] is a 
non-linear transformation of the linear regression, which applies to the case when the 
dependent variable is discrete. A well-known machine learning package Weka [25] 
has these three methods implemented. We ran these three methods with the default 
parameters on the same training and test data used in mixture Gaussian model. The 
results are shown in Table 1. 

From Table 1, we can see the mixture Gaussian model can predict TIS with very 
high sensitivity, and the system performs with balanced sensitivity and specificity. 
The other three methods are better in terms of specificity of the prediction results, but 
their sensitivities are quite lower. It means that many TIS are missed in the prediction 
– this makes the prediction less meaningful. 

The best results in the literature to predict TIS are listed in Table 2. In these works, 
the sequences used to generate these results are ESTs, not full-length cDNA se-
quences. The global features defined in this work are not considered in these works. 
Hence, we cannot run our method on their sequences. Consequently, we also cannot 
at this point conclude that our method is better than all or most of the existing meth-
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ods, although in terms of sensitivity and specificity our numbers are “better”. These 
results are listed here for reference only. 

5   Conclusion 

In our system, we have proposed new measures to generate global features and ap-
plied mixture Gaussian models for predicting TIS in cDNA sequences. The numbers 
of ATGs and stop codons around ATG have been used in literature before. Other 
features, such as the log ratio of the lengths of down stream sequences and upstream 
sequences from ATGs, the log ratio of the numbers of down stream ATGs and stop 
codons, the length of the open reading frame down stream the ATGs, are used for the 
first time to predict functional ATGs from non-functional ATGs. From the histograms 
of these features, we can observe that these features follow the Gaussian distribution 
or approximate Gaussian distribution. The mixture Gaussian models are natural and 
efficient to model these phenomena. 

Our mixture Gaussian model is trained with the EM algorithm. When the trained 
model is applied on the TIS prediction problem, it performs much better than other 
methods in terms of sensitivity. This means that the proposed global features and 
mixture Gaussian models are good for the TIS prediction problem. Two specific fea-
tures and their related features should be mentioned: One is the number of upstream 
ATGs, which contains the information of whether one ATG is the first ATG in the 
cDNA sequence and coincides with the scanning model hypothesis. The other is the 
number of downstream stop codons, which contains the information of whether there 
is a stop codon downstream – important information about the completeness of the 
ORF. 

A possible problem in the proposed method is that it requires full-length cDNA se-
quences to generate global features. Since it is getting easier to get full-length cDNA 
sequences and more full-length cDNA sequences are available now, this problem will 
be alleviated in the future.   

Table 1. The comparison of the results from 4 different methods – mixture Gaussian models, 
decision tree, support vector machine and logistic regression 

Method Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) 
Mixture Gaussian model 98.06 92.41 

Decision tree 80 99.68 
Support vector machine 67.74 99.37 

Logistic regression 76.77 99.46 

Table 2.  The results from literature. Note: The data for these three methods are from [26]. 
1) The original work for neural network is in [19]. 2) The original work for Salzberg method is 
in [23]. 3) The original work for SVM is in [26] 

Method Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) 
Neural network1 82.4 64.5 

Salzberg method2 68.1 73.7 

SVM3 78.4 76 
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Abstract. Computational heuristics are the primary methods for recon-
struction of phylogenetic trees on large datasets. Most large-scale phy-
logenetic analyses produce numerous trees that are equivalent for some
optimization criteria. Even using the best heuristics, it takes significant
amount of time to obtain optimal trees in simulation experiments. When
biological data are used, the score of the optimal tree is not known. As
a result, the heuristics are either run for a fixed (long) period of time, or
until some measure of a lack of improvement is achieved. It is unclear,
though, what is a good criterion for measuring this lack of improvement.
However, often it is useful to represent the collection of best trees so far in
a compact way to allow scientists to monitor the reconstruction progress.
Consensus and agreement trees are common such representations. Using
existing static algorithms to produce these trees increases an already
lengthy computational time substantially. In this paper we present effi-
cient online algorithms for computing strict and majority consensi and
the maximum agreement subtree.

1 Introduction

Reconstruction of the evolutionary history (phylogeny) of a set of organisms is
one of the fundamental problems in biology. Computational heuristics are the
primary methods of phylogeny reconstruction on large datasets (for example [3,
6, 7, 16, 22, 23, 26]). Most large-scale phylogenetic analyses (including Bayesian
methods) produce numerous trees that are equivalent for some optimization
criteria (such as maximum parsimony or maximum likelihood). Even using the
best heuristics, it takes significant amount of time to obtain optimal trees in
simulation experiments. As the number of taxa increases, the running time of
various heuristics increases substantially. When biological data are used, the
score of the optimal tree is not known. Therefore, at any given point in running
the heuristic, we do not know whether the current best score can be improved
if the program is run for longer time. As a result, the heuristics are either run
for a fixed (long) period of time, or “long enough” until some measure of a
lack of improvement is achieved (e.g. tree scores do not improve). It is unclear,
though, what is a good criterion for measuring this lack of improvement (one
such recently proposed criterion is the small topological difference between the
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majority consensus of the best and the second best trees so far [28]). However,
to allow scientists to monitor the reconstruction progress, often it is useful to
represent the collection of the best trees so far in a compact way. Consensus and
agreement trees are common such representations.

The existing static consensus and agreement methods take time polynomial
in the number of input trees, multiplied by the number of taxa, to compute a
single tree. Repeating this computation at every iteration of a phylogeny recon-
struction heuristic, when a new tree is added to the set of best-scoring trees,
is impractical. Such approach would significantly slow down an already lengthy
computation. The only way to avoid this repetitive computational penalty is
to update the consensus tree iteratively, using an on-line algorithm. This pa-
per introduces on-line algorithms for computing the two most common types of
consensus trees, strict and majority, and the maximum agreement subtree. The
consensus and binary tree agreement algorithms are efficient, robust, and are
simple to implement. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper explic-
itly addressing the issue of designing on-line algorithms for computing consensus
and agreement of phylogenetic trees.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides basic defini-
tions and a description of consensus and agreement techniques. The algorithms
for on-line strict and majority consensus are given in Sections 3 and 4, respec-
tively. The algorithm for online maximum agreement subtree is given in Section
5. Conclusions and directions of future work are discussed in Section 6.

2 Definitions

Taxon is the representation of the biological entity for which a phylogeny is
desired. We denote the set of taxa by S = {s1, ..., sn} and let n denote the
number of taxa.

A (rooted) phylogenetic or evolutionary tree is a (rooted) tree with every
internal (non-leaf and non-root) node of degree at least three and the leaves
labeled by taxa. We denote a particular tree by T . Unless otherwise specified, a
“tree” refers to a “phylogenetic tree”. A tree is binary or fully resolved if every
internal node has degree exactly three.

A bipartition is a pair of subsets of taxa defined uniquely by the deletion of
an edge in a tree. We denote a bipartition by A|B where A, B ⊆ S, B = S − A,
and the set of all the bipartitions of a tree T by C(T ).

A collection of bipartitions is compatible if there exists a tree T such that the
set of its bipartitions, C(T ), is exactly the given collection. A set of bipartitions is
compatible if and only if it is pairwise compatible [10, 11]. A pair of bipartitions
A1|B1 and A2|B2 is compatible if and only if at least one of the intersections
A1 ∩A2, A1 ∩B2, B1 ∩A2, or B1 ∩B2 is empty [5, 20]. A pair of clades A1 and
A2 is compatible if and only if A1 ∩ A2 ∈ {A1, A2, ∅}. Determining whether a
collection of m bipartitions over a set of n taxa is compatible can be done in
O(mn) time [15, 27].

A consensus method is a technique that combines a collection of trees (called
a profile) on the same set of taxa into a single tree representative of the profile
for some criteria. We denote the number of trees in a profile by k.
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Strict consensus [19] is the most conservative of the consensus methods and
produces a tree with only those bipartitions that are common to all the trees in
the profile. That is, given a profile T1, ..., Tk over a set of taxa S, the strict con-
sensus tree SC(T1, ..., Tk) is the tree uniquely defined by the set of bipartitions
C(SC) = ∩k

i=1C(Ti). The strict consensus tree of k trees can be computed in
time O(kn) [9].

A majority rule [2, 18, 19, 25], consensus tree is defined by the set of bi-
partitions that appear in more than half of the trees in the profile. That is,
given a profile T1, ..., Tk over a set of taxa S, the majority rule consensus tree
MRC(T1, ..., Tk) is the tree uniquely defined by the set of bipartitions
C(MRC) = {π, s.t. |{π ∈ C(Ti), 1 ≤ i ≤ k}| > k/2}. The majority consen-
sus tree always exists and is unique. The majority consensus tree of k trees can
be computed in time O(kn) [21].

A subtree of T induced by a subset of taxa R ⊆ S is a phylogenetic tree on
the leaves labeled by R that contains only the paths in T between the leaves in
R and the degree 2 nodes removed. We denote such a subtree T |R.

Given a collection of k trees T1, T2, ..., Tk with the leaves labeled by S1, S2, ...,
Sk respectively, an agreement subtree is a subtree induced by a set L ⊆ S =
∩k

i=1Si such that T1|L = T2|L = ... = Tk|L. Maximum agreement subtree, denoted
MAST (T1, ..., Tk) is an agreement subtree with the maximum size of the set L
[13]. There can be exponentially many (in the number of leaves) MAST for a
given collection of trees [17].

A rooted triple is a binary subtree of a rooted phylogenetic tree induced by
three leaves. If the leaves are labeled by a, b, c and a and b have a common
ancestor which is not the root of the subtree, it is denoted by ab|c. The set
of all the rooted triples of a tree T is denoted by r(T ). A subtree induced by
three leaves in which all the leaves have the subtree root as their least common
ancestor is called a fan and is denoted by (abc). The set of all the fans of a tree
T is denoted by f(T ).

A quartet is a binary subtree of an unrooted phylogenetic tree induced by
four leaves. We denote the quartet by its (unique) bipartition. The set of all the
quartets of a tree T is denoted by q(T ). A subtree induced by four leaves with a
single internal node is called a star and is denoted by (abcd), The set of all the
stars of a tree T is denoted by s(T ).

3 Online Strict Consensus

First, for the sake of completeness, we present the simple online algorithms for
the strict consensus. The strict consensus tree contains bipartitions common to
all the source trees. That is, if SC is the strict consensus tree of the set of source
trees T1, T2, ..., Tk, then

C(SC) = ∩k
i=1C(Ti).

We formulate the on-line strict consensus problem as follows.
Input: A set of evolutionary trees T1, T2, ..., Ti, ..., Tk arriving online one at

a time. All the trees are over the same set of leaves S = {s1, ..., sn}.
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Output: At each step i we wish to maintain the strict consensus tree SCi

of the trees T1, ..., Ti.
Solution: The strict consensus tree contains only those bipartitions that

appear in all the source trees. Hence, given a strict consensus tree of the first
i − 1 trees, SCi−1, the strict consensus tree of the first i trees is the strict
consensus of SCi−1 and Ti. That is,

C(SCi) = ∩i
j=1C(Tj) = ∩i−1

j=1C(Tj) ∩ C(Ti) = C(SCi−1) ∩ C(Ti).

The intersection of the sets of bipartitions of SCi−1 and Ti can be computed in
Θ(n) time.

Since it takes O(n) time to process the tree Ti, this solution is time-optimal.
A tree is uniquely defined by a set of its (compatible) bipartitions and can be
computed in linear time [15, 27]. Thus, there is no additional space requirements
beyond storing the set of O(n) bipartitions of the current consensus tree.

This algorithm is essentially Day’s strict consensus algorithm [9] (assuming
that the number of bits used to store each bipartition is O(log n). It can also be
viewed as a repetitive application of Day’s algorithm, which takes O(kn) time to
compute the strict consensus of k trees. Thus, we have shown that the following
statement is true.

Proposition 1. The time it takes to compute the strict consensus tree SCi with
the arrival of each new tree Ti is O(n) and the total time to compute the strict
consensus tree of k trees online is O(kn) and is optimal.

4 Online Majority Consensus

The majority rule tree contains those bipartitions that appear in more than half
of the source trees. That is, if M is the majority consensus tree of the set of
source trees T1, T2, ..., Tk, then

A|B ∈ C(M) if and only if |{C(Ti) s.t. A|B ∈ C(Ti)}| >
k

2
.

The solution for the on-line majority consensus is slightly more complicated
than that for the strict consensus.

Input: A set of evolutionary trees T1, T2, ..., Ti, ..., Tk arriving online one at
a time. All the trees are over the same set of leaves S = {s1, ..., sn}.

Output: At each step i we wish to maintain the majority consensus tree Mi

of the trees T1, ..., Ti.
Solution: We maintain a set of bipartitions that have appeared in all the

trees seen so far. For each bipartition we keep a count of the number of trees it
has appeared in up to this point. The majority tree at any point, by definition,
is the collection of bipartitions that have appeared in the majority of the trees.
When a new tree Ti arrives, we update the count on all the bipartitions that
appear in that tree. If any of these now make the majority, we add them to
the majority tree Mi. We check the counts on the bipartitions that were in
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the previous majority tree Mi−1. If any of the bipartitions now drop below the
majority, then we remove them from the majority tree. Below is the formal
description of the algorithm.

Algorithm OnlineMajority

1 C = ∅
2 FOR each new tree Ti DO
3 FOR each bipartition c ∈ C(Ti) DO
4 IF c /∈ C THEN
5 C = C ∪ {c}
6 count(c) = 0
7 count(c) + +
8 IF count(c) > i/2 THEN
9 C(Mi) = C(Mi−1) ∪ {c}
10 FOR each bipartition c ∈ C(Mi−1) DO
11 IF count(c) ≤ i/2 THEN
12 C(Mi) = C(Mi−1) − {c}
13 Build the tree Mi from C(Mi)
14 RETURN Mi

Line 3 is a Depth First Search (DFS) traversal of the tree Ti. The FOR loop
is executed in the order of the finish times of the DFS for the nodes associated
with the bipartitions. The set of bipartitions is maintained using any efficient im-
plementation of a set with a SEARCH operation (a dictionary). The correctness
and the time complexity of the algorithm are discussed below.

4.1 Correctness of the Online Majority Algorithm

Proposition 2. Given a majority tree Mi−1 and a new tree Ti, only the bipar-
titions inMi−1 or in Ti can be in the new majority tree Mi:

C(Mi) ⊆ C(Mi−1) ∪ C(Ti)

Proof. The count of any bipartition which is not in Mi−1 was at most (i−1)/2 <
i/2. If this bipartition is not in Ti then the number of trees it appears in has not
increased with the arrival of Ti. Thus, it cannot be in Mi.

With the arrival of a new tree T − i the algorithm checks the count of every
bipartition in C(Mi−1)∪C(Ti) and retains only those whose count is greater than
i/2. Thus, at every step i the tree T contains only the bipartitions that appear
in the majority of trees, therefore, by definition, T is the majority consensus tree
of the trees so far.

4.2 Running Time of the Online Majority Algorithm

Lemma 1. The time it takes to compute the majority consensus tree Mi with
the arrival of each new tree Ti is O(n × f(n)), where f(n) is the time of the
SEARCH operation of a dictionary data structure implementation.
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Proof. We use several data structures to store the information. The underlying
dictionary data structure is discussed below. The bipartitions of the current
majority tree in addition are stored in a linked list (although not duplicated)
with a pointer to the root (or the head of the linked list) which is null if the
bipartition is not in the current tree.

As we mention above, each new arriving tree Ti is traversed using DFS and
the bipartitions are processed in the order of their completion times. When each
new bipartition is processed, the time it takes to check whether it is in the current
set of bipartitions C (line 4) depends on the implementation of the dictionary
structure. Since the bipartitions in the majority tree have a pointer to the non-
null root, it takes constant additional time to check whether that bipartition
is in the current majority tree as well. If the bipartition is not in the current
majority tree, we add it to the linked list (in constant time, after the head) and
update its root pointer. After we finish processing the Ti tree, we traverse the
linked list of the majority tree, discarding the bipartitions whose count is less
than the majority. Again, we use a linear time algorithm [15, 27] to build the
tree in line 13. Thus, the total time for lines 7–14 is O(n). Therefore, the total
time for each new tree is O(n × f(n)), where f(n) is the time of the SEARCH
operation for a dictionary data structure and depends on the implementation.

Theorem 1. The time it takes to compute the majority consensus tree Mi with
the arrival of each new tree Ti is at most O(n) and the total time to compute
the majority consensus tree of k trees online is O(kn) and is optimal.

Proof. From Lemma 1 the time needed to compute the majority consensus with
the arrival of each new tree is O(n×f(n)), where f(n) is the time of the SEARCH
operation of a dictionary data structure. A standard implementation of a dictio-
nary data structure is a hash table. Given a uniform universal hash function with
h keys, the expected SEARCH time to access a table with s items is at most
O(1 + s/h). In our case, s = |C| is the total number of bipartitions in k trees,
which is at most kn. Making h a constant fraction of s gives a constant expected
time SEARCH operation, albeit with a possibly high constant. Thus, the total
running time for recomputing majority consensus using a hash table is O(n)
with O(|C|) space requirements. The O(n) running time is optimal since it takes
O(n) time process the input of a new tree and the O(|C|) space is necessary. For
a detailed implementation of a hashing table for bipartitions see Amenta et al.
[21]. Notice that for k trees the running time of our algorithm and Amenta et
al.’s algorithm is the same O(kn). Thus we provide yet another optimal linear
time algorithm for majority consensus, either online or off line.

5 Online Maximum Agreement Subtree

Maximum agreement subtree (MAST) represents yet another valuable piece of
information about a collection of trees. It shows how much of the phylogenetic
information is common to all the trees in the input. It looks at all the phyloge-
netic relationships, not only the bipartitions. We formulate the online version of
the MAST problem as follows.
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Input: A set of evolutionary trees T1, T2, ..., Ti, ..., Tk arriving online one at
a time. All the trees are over the same set of leaves S = {s1, ..., sn}.

Output: At each step i we wish to maintain a maximum agreement subtree
MASTi of the trees T1, ..., Ti.

MAST of two arbitrary trees is polynomial [14, 24] and for two binary trees
Cole et al. [8] present an O(n lg n) algorithm. For an arbitrary collection of k ≥ 3
trees the offline MAST problem is NP-hard [1]. However, it is fixed parameter
tractable. When the degree of even one tree in the input is bounded by d, both
Bryant [4] and Farach et al. [12] present an O(kn3 + nd) offline algorithm.

5.1 Greedy Online MAST

The simplest online algorithm is, of course, a greedy one:

MASTi = MAST (MASTi−1, Ti).

This algorithm is polynomial and for k trees its running time is O(kf(n)), where
f(n) is the running time for the MAST of two trees. However, when MASTi is
not unique we must make a decision which tree to retain. We cannot retain all
the trees since there may be exponentially many of them. We show that retaining
the wrong tree may have a dramatic effect on the size of subsequent agreement
subtrees.

Proposition 3. The greedy algorithm for the online MAST problem can produce
trees with unbounded size ratio with respect to the optimal tree.

Proof. Consider the following example described in Figure 1. The input trees
T1, T2, T3 arrive in order. There are three MAST (T1, T2) trees, all with 3 leaves.
However, if the algorithm chooses MAST2 = ((13)4) then MAST3 has three
leaves (and is optimal), while if MAST2 = ((12)4) or MAST2 = ((23)4) then
MAST3 is empty. Now consider the case when instead of the leaves there are
subtrees of size t each. In this case, all the choices for MAST2 are of size 3t.
However, one of them produces a MAST3 of size 3t, while the other two result
in a MAST3 of size 2t. We can now recursively build the subtrees 1, 2, 3, and
4, each a copy of the structure of the larger tree. Figure 2 shows the first level
of the recurrence. After j levels of the recursive structure being repeated, there
are 33j+1 possible MAST2 trees, each with 3j+1t leaves. However, only one of
them gives rise to the MAST3 with 3j+1t leaves, while others produce MAST3

with only 2j+1t leaves. Thus the wrong choice of a MASTi by the algorithm at
an earlier stage can arbitrarily badly affect the size of MASTk.

5.2 Online MAST Algorithm

As we have mentioned, we cannot retain all the MAST trees at every stage of
the algorithm. Recomputing MAST in a straight forward way when every new
tree Ti arrives is too expensive: it increases the computational time by a factor of
k. Instead, we modify a MAST algorithm to maintain a structure that allows to
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1 2 3 4 2

1T 2T 3T

MAST2

1 3 4 1 2 4 2 3 4

1 3 4

MAST3

1 2 3 4 1 43

Fig. 1. An example of a choice of MAST in earlier stages of the greedy algorithm
affecting the outcome of the later stages.

compute MASTi at every stage. Specifically, we will follow Bryant’s algorithm
[4, page 180] for computing MAST. The algorithm is a dynamic programming
algorithm that relies on the following fact ([4], Lemma 6.6), which we restate
here.

Lemma 2. A tree T is an agreement subtree of T1, ..., Ti if and only if

r(T ) ⊆ Ri =
i⋂

j=1

r(Tj) and f(T ) ⊆ Fi =
i⋂

j=1

f(Tj).

Note that using the property of intersection for any collection of sets A1, ..., Ai

i⋂
j=1

Aj =
i−1⋂
j=1

Aj ∩Ai,

it is easy to maintain the sets Ri and Fi online greedily.
For the simplicity of the discussion we also restate Bryant’s algorithm here.
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1T 2T 3T

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 43 2
1234 1234 1324

Fig. 2. The input trees T1, T2, T3 with the structure of the tree recursively repeated at
every leaf.

Algorithm BryantMAST(a, b)

1 IF a = b THEN RETURN 1
2 Construct:

A ← {x : ax|b ∈ R} ∪ {a}
B ← {x : by|a ∈ R} ∪ {b}
C ← {z : (azb) ∈ F}

3 Choose x∗ ∈ A that maximizes MAST (a, x∗)
4 Choose y∗ ∈ B that maximizes MAST (b, y∗)
5 FOR (each z ∈ C) DO

Choose z∗ ∈ {z′ ∈ C : zz′|a ∈ R} ∪ {z}
that maximizes MAST (z, z∗)

6 Construct a weighted graph G = (V, E)
V = C, (v, w) ∈ E ⇔ (avw) ∈ F , w(v) = MAST (v, v∗)

7 Choose maximum weight clique Q in G
8 RETURN MAST (a, x∗) + MAST (b, y∗) +

∑
z∈Q

MAST (z, z∗)

The algorithm fills in an n × n matrix of all leaf pairs with the sizes of the
respective MASTs. The actual MAST can be reconstructed from this matrix
using the standard dynamic programming trace of computation. The running
time of Bryant’s algorithm is O(kn3 + nd), where all trees have the maximum
degree at least d. When even one tree is binary (a common case when the input
trees are a result of a tree reconstruction heuristic), then there is no set F and
the algorithm reduces to steps 1, 2 (sets A and B only), 3, 4, and 8. The running
time in this case is O(kn3), which is the time it takes to construct the set R.

We are now ready to state and analyze the online MAST algorithm.

Theorem 2. Let the input trees T1, ..., Ti, ..., Tk have the corresponding maxi-
mum degrees d1, ..., di, ..., dk and let mini = min1≤i≤k di. The MAST of these k

trees can be maintained online in O(kn3 +
∑k

i=1 nmini) time.

Before we prove Theorem 2, we state an important corollary.

Corollary 1. If the tth input tree is the first binary tree in the input then the
MAST of these k trees can be maintained online in O(kn3+

∑t
i=1 nmini). Specif-

ically, if the first tree of the input is binary, the MAST of k trees can be main-
tained online in O(kn3).
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Proof. To maintain MASTi online, we use Bryant’s algorithm stated earlier.
When a new tree Ti with the maximum degree di arrives we update the sets Ri

and Fi of the common triples and fans using the intersection property:

R← R ∩ r(Ti), F ← F ∩ f(Ti)

Note, that the vertices of Ti of degree greater than mini−1 do not contribute
fans to the intersection and hence the set F is limited by the smallest di so far.
We then update the MAST matrix using Bryant’s algorithm. To maintain the
structure needed to compute the MAST, we need to maintain the sets A, B,
and C for every pair of vertices. Let us examine what can happen to those sets
as a new tree Ti arrives. As we are computing the new R, some triples may be
eliminated from the set. This would possibly eliminate elements from the sets A
and B. If this happens and those elements were the elements x∗ and y∗ (lines
3, 4) that maximize the corresponding MASTs, new maxima need to be found.
However, recalculating the sets A and B and choosing new maxima takes O(n).
Thus, redoing the procedure for each for each vertex pair would take O(n3) time
and, hence, would not increase the (asymptotic) running time over k input trees.

When the minimum maximum degree in first i trees is mini > 2, the most
computationally expensive step of the offline algorithm is line 7. The lines 5 and
6 still take O(n) time for each pair, O(n3) total for a new tree. However, any
time a fan is deleted from the set F , both a vertex and an edge can potentially
be removed from the graph G for every vertex pair. Moreover, the vertex weights
need to be recomputed. Thus, we need to recompute the maximum weight clique
S, possibly from scratch, for every pair, for every new tree. The maximum degree
of the graph G is no greater than the maximum size of a fan in the set F , that is
at most mini at the time MASTi is calculated. Thus, the line 7 adds O(nmini−2)
running time to the algorithm per vertex pair, O(nmini ) total for each new tree
Ti.

Thus, the total time to compute MASTi online using Bryant’s algorithm is
O(n3 + nmini) adding up to the total of O(kn3 +

∑k
i=1 nmini) for k trees.

The arrival of a binary tree Tt sets F = ∅, therefore all the calculations
related to the set C from then on are eliminated and only the lines 1,2,3,4, and
8 are executed. Thus, the computational time from that point on for each new
tree is O(n3). Therefore, the total computational time for k trees in this case is
O(kn3 +

∑t
i=1 nmini). When t = 1 this, of course, becomes O(kn3).

6 Conclusions

Phylogeny reconstruction heuristics on biological data cannot recognize when an
optimal or a “true” tree is produced. Thus, they need to use some criteria for
termination. Initial experiments show [28] that the lack of difference between the
consensus of the trees with the top score and the trees with the second best score
may be a good criterion. To use these criteria, we need to have algorithms that
maintain consensus of a sequence of trees on-line, as the new trees are generated
by a heuristic. Another or additional option is to rely on expert knowledge to
determine when the reconstruction process has been run sufficiently long. For
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this, scientists need to monitor the progress of the reconstruction presented in
a meaningful and compact way. Consensus and agreement trees are common
such representations. We have proposed and analyzed algorithms for the on-line
computation of strict and majority consensus trees and maximum agreement
subtree. We have shown that the on-line strict and majority consensus algorithms
are time and space-optimal. Thus these easy to implement algorithms can be used
to maintain stopping criteria or monitor the reconstruction progress without
substantially increasing the overall running time of the heuristic search. Finally,
we have also proposed an online maximum agreement subtree algorithm which
does not increase the overall computational time with respect to the best known
offline algorithms.

Clearly, we need experimental results to verify that the algorithms are ef-
ficient in practice. The ultimate goal is to develop a suite of tools that allow
compact and efficient online representation of the various aspects of the collec-
tions of trees arising in the phylogenetic reconstruction process.
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Abstract. It has been observed that the short nucleotide sequences in a variable
region, representing species level diversity in a set of 16S rDNA sequences car-
ries the genus specific signature. In this study our aim is to assess the relationship
of residues at different positions and thereby obtain consensus patterns using dif-
ferent statistical tools. If such patterns are found genus-specific then it would
facilitate in designing hybridization arrays to target even unexplored species of
the same genus in complex samples such as environmental DNA.
For obtaining consensus pattern from a set of aligned sequences, four different
methods were used on five bacterial genera. The patterns were tested for genus-
specificity using BLAST. In two out of the five genera, the consensus pattern was
highly genus-specific and was identified as a signature pattern representing the
genera. In other genera, although the sample sub-sequences had the edge on the
consensus pattern with respect to genus-specificity, there was not much difference
between the consensus pattern and the signature pattern of these genera.

1 Introduction

Determining patterns unique to a particular organism has been the issue of growing in-
terest since last decade. A promising target for use in microbial monitoring has been
the small sub-unit 16S rRNA sequence of ribosome. Molecular characterization of
16S rRNA made it possible to unravel evolutionary relationships amongst bacteria for
the first time in early 1980s (Fox et al., 1980). Large number of 16S rDNA sequences
representing essentially all known genera of bacteria are now available in databases like
Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/html) or the ARB project
site ( http://www.mpi bremen.de/molecol/arb/main.html).These sites provide necessary
software support to better understand the hierarchical database of sequences with asso-
ciated information (Zhang et al., 2002). Efforts are being made to use the available data
to design rapid systems to detect targeted bacteria.

It has been observed that 16S rDNA sequences are widely conserved, but despite
being conserved on evolutionary scale, they are still diverse enough to be distinguished
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from each other (Aman et al., 1995). Recently, we have shown that computationally de-
rived signature from the variable region of 16r DNA sequences could be used to design
genus-specific primers, which was successfully tested for genus Pseudomonas through
wet experiments (Purohit et al., 2003). Prior to this, Monstein et al. (1996) demonstrated
that genus-specific hybridization probes for Chlamydia, Helicobacter, and Mobiluncus
located within variable regions V3, V4 and V9 of 16S rDNA specifically bound to the
corresponding polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products obtained from pure cultures
of the three genera. Also, genus-specific oligonucleotides were designed, which allow
rapid detection of members of the genera Pseudonocardia and Saccharopolyspora by
measure of PCR specific amplification (Moron et al., 1999). In another study by Chen
et al. (2000), they identified a 20-bp oligonucleotide that is highly characteristic of
Xyl. Fastidiosa using the 16S rDNA sequence data. A signature region was identified
within 16S rDNA sequences of Aeromonas popoffii, which differentiates A. popoffii
strains from all other members of the genus Aeromonas (Demarta et al., 1999). There
are some online reports mentioning about the presence of signature oligonucleotides
to position any unknown bacterium in the established phylogenetic tree. A variable α
region in 16S rDNA sequences of genus Streptomyces has been used to select short
nucleotide sequences for detecting the species of this genus (Kataoka, 1997).

On similar lines, our main interest in this exercise is to select short signature pat-
tern(s) from the variable region of 16S rDNA sequence that would represent the genus.
Here, we envisaged two possibilities - first, the sub-sequence belonging to variable re-
gion itself can act as a signature to a genus and second, the consensus pattern/string
derived from the variable region of a set of aligned sequences belonging to genus can
also act as a signature to a genus. By consensus pattern we mean, a pattern developed
from the aligned sequences with or without considering the correlations of bases in
the columns of the alignment. To explore the second possibility, we used the existing
method of finding consensus patterns based on weight matrix as well as developed two
new methods that makes use of correlation of bases in the columns of aligned sequences.
Also a new method based on minimization of Hamming’s distance has been used to de-
termine the consensus pattern. Further, we define fitness of a pattern in terms of its
specificity to a genus using L2-norm. The system and methods part of the manuscript
describes the four methods and the fitness procedure, while the implementation part de-
scribes an experiment using 16S rDNA sequence data belonging to five closely related
bacterial genera. The results and discussion part details the fitness of consensus patterns
as well as the sample sub-sequences in each genus to arrive at the signature string for
each bacterial genus.

2 System and Methods

2.1 Consensus Pattern/String

To find a signature pattern s for a given set of sequences S = {s1, .., sn} common
approaches studied in the literature use consensus pattern: a sequence s minimizing∑n

i=1 d(si, s) and closest string: a sequence s minimizing δ such that for every si ∈ S,
d(si, s) ≤ δ. In both cases d can be considered as Hamming or as edit distance. How-
ever, for certain problems in DNA and protein sequence analysis, both consensus pat-
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tern and closest string deliver highly nonspecific signatures. Particularly in determining
the genus specific signature in short 16S rDNA sequences the strings do not deliver
satisfactory solutions.

Below, the methods for deriving consensus pattern for a given aligned sequence
s1, .., sn, each of length m, used in our experiments are described. The sequences are
typically over alphabet Σ = {A,C,G,T} for un-gapped alignment and in case of
gapped alignment Σ = {A,C,G,T,-}.

a) Weight matrix (Hertz and Stormo, 1999) We consider a simple matrix whose rows
correspond to symbols a ∈ Σ, columns correspond to positions i in sequences, with
1 ≤ i ≤ m, and elements of the matrix are the weights obtained by using following
expression:

ln
(fi(a) + p(a))/(m + 1)

p(a)
,

where fi(a) is the number of times symbol a appears at ith position and p(a) is the a
priori probability of a (0.25 for each letter) (Hertz and Stormo, 1999). The bases with
maximum scores in each column are selected to obtain the overall score; and the bases
with maximum scores in each column result into the consensus pattern. This method
does not consider correlation of bases amongst the columns of alignment.

b) Mutual information This method provides the inter-relationship of two or more
variables in a system, which has been successfully used for gene expression data by
Steuer et al., (2002). The variables, which are not statistically independent, suggest the
existence of some functional relation between them. There are several approaches to
quantify the linear dependence between the variables; and mutual information based on
information theory provides a general measure of dependencies between the variables
(Shannon, 1948).

The Shannon entropy is a good measure to study the positional conservation of bases
along the columns of alignment. It provides the average uncertainty of an outcome at
different positions and for the ith position is given by the expression

H(i) = −
∑
a∈Σ

pi(a) log2 pi(a),

where pi(a) is the probability that ith column is in state a. The joint entropy H(i, j) for
two columns i and j of alignment is defined analogously as

H(i, j) = −
∑
a∈Σ

∑
b∈Σ

pi,j(a, b) log2 pi,j(a, b),

where pi,j(a, b) is the joint probability that ith column is in state a, and jth column in
state b. Accordingly, the mutual information (MI) between the ith and the jth columns
is given by

M(i, j) = H(i) + H(j)−H(i, j).

Thus the alignment of length m results into m×m matrix of mutual information. Con-
sidering only upper-diagonal elements of the matrix M , the maximum of MI (maxMIi)
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for each row i across the columns j = i + 1, . . . , m is determined. The maxMI’s ob-
tained for each row are ranked from highest to lowest. By following the rank order,
select the row i and column j corresponding to maxMIi and determine the most fre-
quent base pair combination for the columns i and j of the alignment. Accordingly
these bases block the positions i and j in the consensus pattern. In the same way, the
remaining positions in the consensus pattern are blocked by strictly following the rank
order of maxMI’s.

c) Bivariate frequency distribution The correlation of bases in any two columns of
the aligned sequences can also be studied by considering the bivariate frequency distri-
bution of bases. Any two columns of an un-gapped alignment will have four states viz.
A,C,G and T. The paired states in these columns yields a frequency value for each cell
of the bivariate frequency table constituting a bivariate frequency distribution. In case
of gapped alignment, inclusion of an additional ’gap’ character yields a 5×5 table. The
four symbols A,C,G and T can be assigned numeric scores 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively;
while for gapped alignment score 5 is assigned to gap to quantify the correlation C
(Gupta, 1986), given by

C(i, j) =
1
m

∑k
a=1

∑k
b=1 a bfi,j(a, b)− μiμj

σiσj

for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , m (number of columns) with i �= j (in general m is the total number
of observations in all the cells), k takes value 4 or 5 depending on the un-gapped or
gapped alignment respectively, fi,j(a, b) is the number of times pairs of symbols corre-
sponding to a and b appears simultaneously at ith and jth positions. The expected value
μi is given by

μi =
1
m

k∑
a=1

afi(a)

and the standard deviation σi by

σi =

(
1
m

k∑
a=1

a2fi(a)− μ2
i

)1/2

.

The values μj and σj are defined analogously.
Such correlation between the pairs of aligned columns can be obtained for all the

possible combinations (i, j) to generate a correlation matrix. The maximum of abso-
lute correlation along the rows of matrix is determined that gives the best correlating
columns. The correlation coefficients so obtained can be ranked from highest to low-
est and the most frequent combination of bases in the columns is picked following the
rank order of correlation coefficients, resulting into a consensus pattern for a set of se-
quences.

d) Weighted consensus string The problem of finding a string s close to each string
in set S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} of sequences, each of length m, is well studied in com-
puter science. In a basic version, one defines closest string as a sequence minimizing
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δ such that d(si, s) ≤ δ for all si ∈ S. In the present context, the closest string s is
termed as consensus pattern for a set S if it minimizes

∑n
i=1 d(si, s). However, our

experiments showed that this approach gives unsatisfactory solutions to our problem
delivering highly non-specific consensus patterns. In this paper we define for a function
Fm : [0, m] → IR, a weighted consensus string as a median sequence s of length m
minimizing

n∑
i=1

Fm(d(si, s)),

where d(si, s) denotes Hamming distance. The weighted consensus string generalizes
in an obvious way the consensus pattern. We use in this case just weight function
Fm(x) = x. On the other hand for Fm(x) = mx, the weighted consensus string coin-
cides with the closest string (we assume here, without loss of generality, that m > n).
Another interesting function is Fm(x) = −mx. In this case the weighted consensus
string coincides with the farther string s defined as: a sequence maximizing δ such that
for every sequence si ∈ S, d(si, s) ≥ δ. The biological motivation and the compu-
tational complexity of finding the farther string has been described by Lanctot et al.,
(1999). It is well known that both problems of finding the closest string and the farther
string are NP-complete even for any alphabet Σ with |Σ| = 2. In this paper we show
a general NP-completeness result such that the result of (Frances and Litman, 1997)
follows as corollary. Define formally Weighted Consensus String problem for a given
family of functions Fm : [0, m]→ IR as follows:

INSTANCE: Set S of strings of length m over an alphabet Σ and a number B.
QUESTION: Is there a string s ∈ Σm such that

∑
v∈S Fm(d(v, s)) ≤ B?

Recall that a function is called strictly convex if its value at the midpoint of every in-
terval in its domain is less than the average of its values at the ends of the interval. In
other words, a function f(x) is strictly convex on an interval [a, b] if for any two points
x1, x2 ∈ [a, b], f

(
x1+x2

2

)
< f(x1)+f(x2)

2 . If the sign of the inequality is reversed, the
function is called strictly concave.

We say that the family of functions Fm : [0, m] → IR, with m = 1, 2, 3, . . ., is
p-computable if there exists an algorithm A and some polynomials p and q such that for
every integers m > 0 and x ∈ [0, m] A with input x computes A(x) in time p(m) such
that

|A(x)− f(x)| ≤ 2−q(m)

and for all integers x1, x2 ∈ [0, m] if f(x1) �= f(x2) then |f(x1)− f(x2)| > 2−q(m).

Theorem 1 If Fm : [0, m] → IR is a p-computable family of functions such that every
Fm is strictly convex in [0, m] then the Weighted Consensus String problem for Fm is
NP-complete even for any alphabet Σ with |Σ| = 2.

Note that Fm(x) = mx is p-computable and strictly convex in [0, m]. Hence the
completeness results for finding the closest strings of (Frances and Litman, 1997) fol-
lows. On the other hand if Fm is a linear function then, the problem can be solved in
linear time.
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In our experiments we have used the following weight functions: log2(x + 1), x,
x2, 2x, mx. The most specific signatures to the considered bacterial groups have been
obtained for Fm(x) = log2(x + 1). Note that our first three methods discussed in the
previous sections are computationally tractable. On the other hand, from the theorem
above, finding weighted consensus string for x2, 2x, and mx is hard. We conjecture
that the problem remains NP-complete for p-computable strictly concave functions. In
particular we conjecture that solving the problem for Fm(x) = log2(x+1) is hard, too.
However, our heuristics of finding the weighted consensus strings for these functions on
the high performance computer (SunFire 15K at the University of Lübeck, Germany)
work very well even for n = 50 and m = 32.

2.2 Fitness of Pattern Based on BLAST

The fitness of any pattern, in terms of its specificity to genus, can be tested based on
BLAST results. One of the online servers with BLAST program is available at Swiss
Bioinformatics Institute (SBI) web site. For a given query sequence s, the program
performs search against the target database and displays results with sequence Id, bac-
terial name, and matching score between the query sequence and sequences in the target
database. For a query sequence belonging to a bacterial genus, the BLAST program re-
sults into specific/non-specific or both the type of hits to the genus depending upon the
query sequence. Here by non-specific hit, we mean the hit other than the parent bacteria
to which the query sequence belongs. The fitness of a query sequence can be decided
based on number of specific hits (n sp), sum of scores of specific hits (sum sp), num-
ber of non-specific hits (n nsp) and the sum of non-specific hits (sum nsp). Thus, we
define ordered pairs (n sp, sum sp) and (n nsp, sum nsp) for a query sequence. L2-
norm for both these vectors can be obtained as L2-sp = (n sp2 + sum sp2)1/2 and
L2-nsp = (n nsp2 + sum nsp2)1/2 respectively. These L2-norm values can be used
to represent a query sequence as (L2-sp, L2-nsp). A sequence/pattern with high L2-sp
and low L2-nsp can be regarded as fittest and can be regarded as the signature pattern
of the bacterial genus.

3 Implementation

We had shown that for Pseudomonas, the genus-specific signature could be developed
from the variable region of 16S rDNA gene, which subsequently could be used to de-
sign primers for rapid detection of the genus in environmental samples. The identified
variable region is enclosed between the repeating marker CAGCAG. A sub-sequence be-
longing to this variable region and representing one of the sequences from the training
set yielded good specificity to genus Pseudomonas and was considered as signature
pattern for the genus (Purohit et al. 2003). However, in this exercise, our interest is
to derive consensus pattern from the training set comprising of all the sub sequences.
The consensus pattern may not be from the sample set but still is specific to the genus
and could be regarded as signature to the genus. Accordingly, the methods described
above were used on sub-sequences from the same variable region of Pseudomonas. In
addition four other bacterial families viz., Acinetobacter, Alcaligenes, Burkholderia and
Moraxella were also considered in the case study.
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16S rDNA

cctggtagtccatgccgtaaacgatgtctactagccgttggggcctttgaggctttagtggcgcacgtaacgcgat

aagtagaccgcctggggagtacggtcgcaagactaaaactcaaatgaattgacgggggccgcacaagcggtggagc

ggtgagtaatgcttaggaatctgcctattagtgggggacaacattccgaaaggaatgctnataccgcatacgccta

cgggggaaagcaggggatcttcggaccttgcgctaatagatgagcctaagtcagattagctagttggtggggtaaa

ggcctaccaaggcgacgatctgtagcgggtctgagaggatgatccgccacactgggactgagacacggcccagact

atgtggtttaattcgatgcaacgcgaagaaccttacctggtcttgacatagtaagaactttccagagatggattgg

tgcttcgggaacttacatacaggtgctgcatggctgtcgtcagctcgtgtcgtgagatgttgggttaagtcccgca

acgagcgcaaccctttccttatttgccagcgggttaagccgggaactttaaggatactgccagtgacaaactggag

gaaggcggggacgacgtcaagtcatcatggcccttacgaccagggctacacacgtgctacaatggtcggtacaaag

ggttgctacctagcgataggatgctaatctcaaaaagccgatcgtagtccggattggagtctgcaactcgactcca

tgaagtcggaatcgctagtaatcgcggatcagaatgccgcggtgaatacgttcccgggccttgtacacaccgcccg

tcacaccatgggaatttgttgcaccagaagtaggtagtctaaccgcaaggaggacgctt

agtttgatcatggctcagattgaacgctggcggcaggcttaacacatgcaagtcgagcggggaatagcggcggacg

tgggaagctagagtatgggagaggatggtagaattccaggtgtagcggtgaaatgcgtagagatctggaggaatac

cctacgggaggcagcagtggggaatattggacaatgggcgcaagcctgatccagccatgccgcgtgtgtgangaag

gccttttggttgtaaagcactttaagcgaggaggaggctacttggattaatactctaggatagtggacgttactcg

cagaataagcaccggctaactctgtgccagcagccgcggtaatacagagggtgcgagcgttaatcggatttactgg

Consistent
repeating
markers

aggctacttggattaatactctaggatagtg

gcgtaaagcgtgcgtaggcggcttcttaagtcggatgtgaaatccctgagcttaacttaggaattgcattcgatac

cgatggcgaaggcagccatctggcctaatactgacgctgaggtacgaaagcatggggagcaaacaggattagatacMost variable region

Fig. 1. The Most variable region enclosed between the two fixed repeating markers CAGCAG in
16S rDNA sequence.

The 16S rDNA sequences representing different species of each genus were re-
trieved from NCBI site. Only the complete sequences with size of around 1.5 kb were
considered during sampling, while partial sequences were ignored. Since the selected
five genera are taxonomically closely related, the sequences of respective families were
searched for the presence of above repeating hexamer. A program ’Repeat Tuple
Search’ available at www.ebi.ac.uk/˜lijnzaad/RepeatTupleSearch was
used to identify repeats in sequences. The repeating pattern CAGCAG was dominantly
observed in the sequences of all the genera with the same separating distance of 167
nucleotides, except for Acinetobacter in which one insertion was observed making the
separating distance 168 in sequences of this group. To know whether the repeating
markers possess a variable region like Pseudomonas, sub-sequences enclosed between
the repeats of CAGCAG in the respective groups were aligned. The randomness of nu-
cleotides across the columns of alignment was quantified using Shannon entropy. The
most variable region was observed between these repeats in each genus and surpris-
ingly the length and location of the region in each group were almost the same. Figure 1
shows the repeating pattern CAGCAG and the location of most variable region between
the repeating markers in sequences. A contiguous stretch of 31 nucleotides (32 in case
of gapped alignment), showing high variability was retrieved from each sequence of
the respective genera. During extraction, base pair AA at the 5′-end and a base pair TG
at the 3′-end were treated as fixed markers in Alcaligenes, Burkholderia, Moraxella
and Pseudomonas. In Acinetobacter, base pair AG was considered at 5′-end and the
same base pair TG at the 3′-end were treated as fixed markers constituting a stretch
of 31 bases. Finally, the aligned sets of sub-sequences of length (31/32) of respective
genera were analysed independently to obtain consensus pattern(s) using the methods
described above.
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Table 1. Consensus strings obtained for selected bacterial groups using four methods: Mutual
information (the 1-st string in each group), Bivariate frequency distribution (2-nd string), Weight
matrix (3-th string), and Weighted consensus string (4-th string).

Genus Consensus String Genus Consensus String

Acinetobacter AGGCTACTTTAGTTAATACCTAGGGATAGTG Moraxella AAAAGCTTATGGTTAATACCCATAAGCCCTG

AGGCTACTTTAGTTAATACCTAGGGATAGTG AAAAGCTTATGGTTAATACCCATAAGCCCTG

AGGCTACTTTAGTTAATACCTAGGGATAGTG AAAAGCTTATGGTTAATACCCATAAGCCCTG

AGGCTACTTTAGTTAATACCTAGAGATAGTG AAAAGCTAATGGTTAATACCCATGAGCCCTG

Alcaligenes AAACGGCGCGGGCTAATACCCCG TGCTACTG Pseudomonas AAGGGCAGTAACCTAATACGTTACT GTTTTG

AAACGGCACGGGCTAATACCCCG TGGAACTG AAGGGCATTAACCTAATACGTTAGT GTTTTG

AAACGGCGCGGGCTAATACCCCG CGGAACTG AAGGGCAGTAACCTAATACGTTGCT GTTTTG

AAACGTCGCGGGCTAATACCCCG TGGAACTG AAGGGCATTAACCTAATACGTTAGT GTTTTG

Burkholderia AAATCCTCGGGGCTAATACCGCCGGGGGATG

AAATCCTTGGCTCTAATATAGCCGGGGGATG

AAATCCTTGGTTCTAATATAGCCGGGGGATG

AAATCCTTGGTTCTAATATAGCCGGGGGATG

Although, the same repeating marker was observed dominantly in the sequences
of these five genera, it has been observed that Alcaligenes and Acinetobacter are not
very close to the other three genera based on their dinucleotide frequencies (Raje et
al. 2002). Hence these genera were considered to evaluate whether the variable region
within the same repeating marker yield the signature pattern for the respective genus.

4 Result and Discussion

The application of methods resulted into consensus patterns in different genera, which
are as shown in Table 1. In Acinetobacter, first three methods yielded the same con-
sensus pattern, while the pattern generated by last method differed only at one base
position compared to others. Similarly in Moraxella, the consensus pattern obtained by
using first three methods was same, while the last method yielded a pattern, which dif-
fered at two base positions compared to others. In Alcaligenes, Burkholderia and Pseu-
domonas, the patterns obtained by different methods were different from each other.
Another observation was that there are few positions in this stretch of 31 bases that are
highly conserved across the bacterial genera. For instance, a 5-tuple TAATA starting at
position 14 with reference to base 5′ base A is conserved in all the sequences of the
bacterial genera; while other base positions except base A at 5′-end and TG at 3′-end
show variations across the genera.

4.1 Fitness of Patterns in Different Groups

The fitness of each pattern was determined in terms of L2-norm by considering the spe-
cific and non-specific hits for each pattern, which resulted into scatter plots as shown
in Figure 2(a-e). This analysis provides critical evaluation of the pattern with their non-
specific hits since these consensus patterns finally would be used in the experiments
where due to heterogeneity of the target DNA their specificity is important. In order
to test the fitness of consensus patterns obtained using different methods, each pattern
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Fig. 2(a–e). The scatter plot of specifity vs. non-specifity of sample sequences and consensus
patterns based on L2-norm. The points indicated by arrow are the consensus patterns obtained by
using that method. The rest of the points indicate sample squences from the training set. BCS and
BCP are the best sample sequence and the best consensus pattern respectively.

was tested for its specificity using BLAST against 16S rDNA database. Similarly, all
the sample sequences from the training set were also tested for their specificity. Each
pattern resulted into specific and non-specific hits along with a matching score cor-
responding to each hit. Each point on the (L2-sp, L2-nsp) plane represents either a
consensus or a sample sequence. The encircled points in each figure represent either the
Best Consensus Pattern (BCP) or the Best Sample Sequence (BSS). We select the best
pattern/sample sequence for each group as follows. Let max-sp be the maximum value
among all L2-sp values for the group. The best sample/pattern is the sequence, which
minimises the Euclidean distance to (max-sp, 0). Accordingly, the best pattern amongst
the set of consensus patterns and the set of sample sequences were identified.

It has been observed that the consensus pattern is not necessarily the best repre-
sentative pattern of the genus. For instance, in Alcaligenes and Moraxella, a sample
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sequence from the training set was found better than the best consensus pattern, while
in Acinetobacter, the best consensus pattern coincides with the best sample sequence.
However, in Burkholderia and Pseudomonas, the consensus pattern was found better
than the respective sample sequences. The methods providing the best consensus pat-
terns in different genera are shown in Table 2. The extent of similarity between the BCP
and the BSS in each genus has been expressed in terms of edit distance as shown in Ta-
ble 2. Except Alcaligenes, there is marginal difference between these two types of best
patterns. In Alcaligenes, the BCP and BSS show mismatch at 12 positions, which is
also reflected on the BLAST results in Figure 2b. The specificity of BCP is much lower
than that of BSS unlike in other genera. In case of Burkholderia, the presence of base
T at the 19th position results into a signature sequence of the genus. In Moraxella, the
simultaneous occurrence of base A and G at positions 8 and 24, while in Pseudomonas,
the simultaneous occurrence of C and G at positions 12 and 20 results into the respec-
tive signature patterns of the genera. In brief, Table 2 reveals that there is not much
difference between the best consensus pattern and the best sample sequence in four out
of five genera and there are few sensitive base positions and the bases that govern the
specificity of patterns to the genus. The patterns indicated by asterisk can be regarded
as signature for the respective bacterial genus that could be used in designing genus
specific primers or even in designing hybridization arrays.

Earlier, Zhang et al. (2002) have established that highly specific patterns exist in the
bacterial 16S rDNA sequence data set in large numbers using a measure of signature
quality index. Although, the objective of our work matches with that of the work carried
out by Zhang et al., the approaches are different. They worked with oligonucleotides
of specific length in each sequence of database starting from the 5′-end till the 3′-end
of sequence. Contrary to this, we are targeting only the mis-matched region within the
sequence and focussing on the sub-sequences in this region. Secondly, they defined sig-
nature quality index as a measure to decide the belongingness of the oligonucleotide to
a particular phylogenetic cluster. We have used L2-norm based on the number of spe-
cific and non-specific hits as well as the extent of matching of the query sequence with
the target data set, which ultimately decides the fitness of query sequence as a signa-
ture of the bacterial family. Thus, with an additional level of information i.e. degree of
matching, we have established the suitability of a sequence as a signature to a particular
genus.

5 Conclusions

The genesis of this study was to derive consensus pattern for a bacterial genus and check
its fitness/specificity to the parent genus to decide whether it could be regarded as a
signature pattern. In this paper, we have demonstrated how consensus patterns could be
derived from the most variable region of 16S rDNA using four different methods. One
of patterns was identified as the best consensus pattern based on BLAST results. The
case study with five different genera revealed that there is no single method that could
provide the best consensus pattern.

Further, in Alcaligenes and Moraxella, the BCPs are not the signature patterns,
rather, the sample sequence provided better specificity than the BCPs. The reasons
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Table 2. Methods giving the best consensus string (BCS) and its edit distance from the best
sample string (BSS).

Group Method Edit distance#

WCS MI BFD WM
(0)

Acinetobacter × AGGCTACTTTAGTTAATACCTAGAGATAGTG (BCS)�
AGGCTACTTTAGTTAATACCTAGAGATAGTG (BSS)�
(12)

Alcaligenes × AAACGGCGCGGGCTAATACCCCG-TGCTACTG (BCS)
| |||| | | ||| ||

AAAAGGTTTCGGATAATACCC-GGAACTGATG (BSS)�
(1)

Burkholderia × AAATCCTTGGCGCTAATACAGCCGGGGGATG (BCS)
|

AAATCCTTGGCTCTAATACAGCCGGGGGATG (BSS)�
(2)

Moraxella × AAAAGCTAATGGTTAATACCCATGAGCCCTG (BCS)
| |

AAAAGCTTATGGTTAATACCCATAAGCCCTG (BSS)�
(2)

Pseudomonas × AAGGGCAGTAACCTAATACGTTGCT-GTTTTG (BCS)�
| |

AAGGGCAGTAAGCTAATACCTTGCT-GTTTTG (BSS)

�: indicates signature pattern for the group being better than the other; #: numbers in the paren-
thesis; MI: Mutual information; BFD: Bivariate frequency distribution; WM: Weight matrix;
WCS: Weighted consensus string.

could be the limited sequence data available on these genera, as regards species level
diversity. Secondly, it is quite possible that the consensus pattern derived from some
other variable region of 16S rDNA could be the signature pattern. Hence, it is neces-
sary to target different variable regions in 16S rDNA sequences to generate consensus
patterns, some of which could be the BCPs representing the genus. The combination of
such BCPs could be used to design hybridization arrays for authentic identification of
specific bacteria or even a group of bacteria.

Thus, a case study with few bacterial genera suggests that the relationship of bases
in the most variable region of 16S rDNA, as established through consensus pattern,
could have relevance to genus-specificity. However, to substantiate this conclusion, the
approach needs to be tested in large number of bacteria that would lead to a library of
genus-specific signatures. It is anticipated that such characteristic signatures could be
used in rapid identification of unknown cultures through wet experimentation.
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Abstract. The problem of reconstructing the duplication history of a
set of tandemly repeated sequences was first introduced by Fitch (1977).
Many recent works deal with this problem, showing the validity of the
unequal recombination model proposed by Fitch, describing numerous
inference algorithms, and exploring the combinatorial properties of these
new mathematical objects, which are duplication trees (DT). In this pa-
per, we deal with the topological rearrangement of these trees. Classical
rearrangements used in phylogeny (NNI, SPR, TBR, . . . ) cannot be ap-
plied directly on DT. We demonstrate that restricting the neighborhood
defined by the SPR (Subtree Pruning and Re-grafting) rearrangement
to valid duplication trees, allows exploring the whole space of DT. We
use these restricted rearrangements in a local search method which im-
proves an initial tree via successive rearrangements and optimizes the
parsimony criterion. We show through simulations that this method im-
proves all existing programs for both reconstructing the initial tree and
recovering its duplication events.

1 Introduction

Tandemly repeated DNA sequences consist of two or more adjacent copies of
a stretch of DNA. They arise from tandem duplication, in which a sequence of
DNA (which may itself contain several copies) is transformed into two adjacent
and identical sequences. Since copies are then free to evolve independently and
likely to undergo additional mutation events (substitutions, insertions, deletions,
etc.), they become approximate over time. Unequal recombination is widely
viewed as the predominant biological mechanism responsible for the produc-
tion of tandemly repeated sequences [6, 10, 19, 21, 26], at least when the basic
repeated motif is large, e.g. when it contains a gene.

Gene duplication (in tandem or not) is one of the most important evolution-
ary mechanisms for producing genes with novel functionalities [21]. Reconstruct-
ing the history of duplicated sequences would be very beneficial for scientists
studying their function and evolution. The problem of reconstructing the du-
plication history of tandemly repeated sequences was first considered by Fitch
[10]. It has not received much attention until recently, probably due to the lack
of available repeated sequence data, and also since there has been no dedicated
algorithm.
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However, several specific algorithms which take the ordered nature of
tandemly repeated sequences into account were recently described in the lit-
erature. In [3, 18, 30] the authors provide reconstruction algorithms based on
the parsimony principle, but these are limited either to the special case where
only single copy duplications occurred (i.e. when the duplicated fragment al-
ways contains a single basic copy), or to the analysis of short tandem repeats
(minisatellites). In [6] we present an exhaustive algorithm that computes the
most parsimonious duplication tree; this algorithm (by its exhaustive approach)
is limited to datasets of less than 15 repeats. Several distance based methods
have also been described. The WINDOW method [30] uses an agglomeration
scheme similar to UPGMA [27] and NJ [24], but the cost function used to judge
potential duplication is based on the assumption that the sequences follow a
molecular clock mode of evolution. The DTSCORE method [4] uses the same
scheme but corrects this limitation using a score criterion [2], like ADDTREE
[25]. This method can be used with sequences that do not follow the molecu-
lar clock mode of evolution which is, for example, essential when dealing with
gene families containing pseudo-genes that evolve much faster than functional
genes. An exact and polynomial distance based algorithm to reconstruct sin-
gle copy tandem duplication trees is also described in [5]. Finally, GREEDY
SEARCH [32] corresponds to a different approach divided into two steps: first a
phylogeny is computed with a classical reconstruction method (NJ), then, with
nearest neighbor interchange (NNI) rearrangements, a duplication tree close to
this phylogeny is computed. This approach is noteworthy since it implements
topological rearrangements which are highly useful in phylogenetics [29], but it
works blindly and does not ensure that good duplication trees will be found (cf.
section 5.2).

Topological rearrangements have an essential function in phylogenetic infer-
ence, where there are used to improve an initial phylogeny by subtree movement
or exchange. Rearrangements are very useful for all common criteria (parsimony,
distance, maximum likelihood) and are integrated into all classical programs like
PAUP* [28] or PHYLIP [7]. Furthermore, they are used to define various dis-
tances between phylogenies and are the foundation of many mathematical works.
Unfortunately, they cannot be directly used here, as shown by a simple example
given later. Indeed, when applied to a duplication tree, they do not guarantee
that another valid duplication tree will be produced.

In this paper, we describe a set of topological rearrangements to stay inside
the DT space and explore the whole space from any of its elements, then we show
the advantages of this approach for duplication tree inference from sequences.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the duplication
model introduced by [6, 10, 30], as well as an algorithm for recognition of du-
plication trees. Thanks to this algorithm, we restrict the neighborhood defined
by NNI and SPR to valid duplication trees (Section 3). We demonstrate that,
for NNI movement, this restricted neighborhood does not allow the exploration
of the whole DT space. On the other hand, we demonstrate that the restricted
neighborhood of SPR rearrangement allows the whole space of DT to be ex-
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plored. In this way, we define a local search method, applied here to parsimony
(section 4). In section 5, we compare (using simulations) this method to all the
other approaches, and in section 6 we conclude by discussing the positive results
obtained by our method, and indicate directions for further research.

2 Model

2.1 Duplication History and Duplication Tree

The tandem duplication model used in this article was first introduced by Fitch
(1977) [10] then studied independently by [6, 30]. It is based on unequal recom-
bination which is assumed to be the sole evolution mechanism (except punctual
mutations) acting on sequences. Although being a completely different biologi-
cal mechanism, slipped-strand mispairing leads to the same duplication model
[1, 3].

Let O = (1, 2, . . . , n) be the ordered set of sequences representing a locus, as
can now be observed. Initially containing a single copy, the locus grows through
a series of consecutive duplications. As shown in Figure 1(a), a duplication
history may contain simple duplication events. When the duplicated fragment
contains 2, 3 or k repeats, we say that it involves a multiple duplication event.
Under this duplication model, a duplication history is a rooted tree with n
labelled and ordered leaves, in which internal nodes of degree 3 correspond to
duplication events. In a real duplication history (Figure 1(a)), the time intervals
between consecutive duplications are completely known, and the internal nodes
are ordered from top to bottom according to the moment they occurred in the
course of evolution. Any ordered segment set of the same height then represents
an ancestral state of the locus. We call such a set a floor, and we say that two
nodes i, j are adjacent (i ≺ j) if there is a floor where i and j are consecutive.

Fig. 1. (a) Duplication history; each segment represents a copy; extant segments are
numbered. (b) Duplication tree (DT); the black points show the possible root locations.
(c) Rooted duplication tree (RDT) corresponding to history (a) and root position ρ1

on (b).
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However, in the absence of a molecular clock mode of evolution (which is
usually the case), it is impossible to recover the order between the duplication
events of two different lineages from the sequences. In this case, we are only able
to infer a duplication tree (DT) (Figure 1(b)) or a rooted duplication tree
(Figure 1(c)).

A duplication tree is an unrooted phylogeny with ordered leaves, whose topol-
ogy is compatible with at least one duplication history. Also, internal nodes of
duplication trees are partitioned into events (or “blocks” following [30]), each
containing one or more (ordered) nodes. We distinguish “simple” duplication
events that contain a unique internal node (e.g. b and f in Figure 1(c)) and
“multiple” duplication events which group a series of adjacent and simultaneous
duplications (e.g. c, d and e in Figure 1(c)). Let E = (si, si+1, . . . , sk) denote
an event containing internal nodes si, si+1, . . ., sk in left to right order. We say
that two consecutive nodes of the same event are adjacent (sj ≺ sj+1) just like
in histories, as any event belongs to a floor in all of the histories that are com-
patible with the DT being considered. The same notation will also be used for
leaves to express the segment order in the extant locus. When the tree is rooted,
every internal node u is unambiguously associated to one parent and two child
nodes; moreover, one child of u is “left” and the other one is “right”, which
is denoted as lu and ru, respectively. In this case, for any duplication history
that is compatible with this tree, son nodes of an event are organized as follows:
lsi ≺ lsi+1 ≺ . . . ≺ lsk

≺ rsi ≺ rsi+1 ≺ . . . ≺ rsk
.

In [6, 13] it was shown that rooting a duplication tree is different from rooting
a phylogeny: the root of a duplication tree necessarily lies on the tree path
between the most distant repeats on the locus, i.e. 1 and n; moreover, the root
is always located ”above” all multiple duplications, e.g. Figure 1(b) shows that
there are only three valid root positions, the root cannot be a direct ancestor
of 12.

2.2 Recursive Definition of Rooted and Unrooted Duplication Trees
A duplication tree is compatible with at least one duplication history. This sug-
gests a recursive definition, which progressively reconstructs a possible history,
given a phylogeny T and a leaf ordering O. We define a cherry (l, u, r) as a
pair of leaves (l and r) separated by a single node u in T and we call C(T ) the
set of cherries of T . This recursive definition reverses evolution: it searches for
a “visible duplication event”, “agglomerates” this event and checks whether the
“reduced” tree is a duplication tree. In case of rooted trees, we have:

(T, O) defines a duplication tree with root ρ if and only if:

(i) (T, O) only contains ρ, or
(ii) there is in C(T ) a series of cherries (li, ui, ri), (li+1, ui+1, ri+1), . . . , (lk, uk,

rk) with k ≥ i and lsi ≺ lsi+1 ≺ . . . ≺ lsk
≺ rsi ≺ rsi+1 ≺ . . . ≺ rsk

in O,

such that (T ′, O′) defines a duplication tree with root ρ,
where T ′ is obtained from T by removing li, li+1, . . . , lk, ri, ri+1, . . . , rk,
and O′ is obtained by replacing ( li, li+1, . . . , lk, ri, ri+1, . . . , rk) by
(ui, ui+1, . . . , uk) in O.
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The definition for unrooted trees is quite similar:

(T, O) defines an unrooted duplication tree if and only if:

(i) (T, O) contains 1 segment, or
(ii) same as for rooted trees with (T ′, O′) now defining an unrooted duplication

tree.

Those definitions provide a recursive algorithm, PDT (Possible Duplication
Tree), to check whether any given phylogeny with ordered leaves is a dupli-
cation tree. In case of success, this algorithm can also be used to reconstruct
duplication events: at each step the series of internal nodes above denoted as
(ui, ui+1, . . . , uk) is a duplication event. When the tree is rooted, lj is the left
child of uj and rj its right child, for every j, i ≤ j ≤ k. This algorithm can
be implemented in O(n) [13] where n is the number of leaves. Another linear
algorithm is proposed by Zhang et al. [32] using a top down approach instead of
a bottom-up one and applying only to RDT.

3 Topological Rearrangements for DT

This section shows how to explore the DT space thanks to SPR rearrangements.
First, we describe some NNI and SPR rearrangement properties with standard
phylogenies. But these rearrangements cannot be directly used to explore the
DT space. Indeed, when applied to a duplication tree, they do not guarantee
that another valid duplication tree will be produced. So we decided to restrict,
using PDT, the neighborhood defined by those rearrangements to duplication
trees. For the NNI movements the neighborhood is too restricted (as shown by
a simple example), and do not allow the whole DT space to be explored. On the
other hand, we can distinguish two types of SPR rearrangements which, when
applied to a rooted duplication tree guarantee that another valid duplication
tree will be produced. Thanks to this specific rearrangements, we demonstrate
that restricting the neighborhood of SPR rearrangements, using PDT, allows
the whole space of DT to be explored.

3.1 Topological Rearrangements for Phylogeny

There are many ways of carrying out topological rearrangements on phylogeny
[29]. We only describe NNI (Nearest Neighbor Interchange) and SPR (Subtree
Pruning Re-grafting) rearrangements.

The NNI movement is a simple rearrangement which exchanges a subtree
adjacent to the same internal edge (Figures 2 and 3). There are two possible
neighbors for each internal edge, so 2n− 6 neighbors for one tree (n represents
the number of leaves). This rearrangement allows the whole space of phylogeny
to be explored, i.e. there is a succession of NNI movements making it possible
to transform all phylogeny P1 into any phylogeny P2 [29].
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The SPR movement consists in pruning a subtree and re-grafting it, by its
root, to an edge of the resulting tree (Figure 5 and 6). We notice that the neigh-
borhood defined by the NNI rearrangement is included into the neighborhood
defined by SPR. This last rearrangement has a larger neighborhood of size O(n2).

3.2 NNI Rearrangements Do Not Stay in DT Space

The classical phylogenetic rearrangements (NNI, SPR, TBR, . . .) do not stay in
DT space. So, if we apply an NNI to a DT (Figure 2), the resulting tree is not
always a valid DT. This property is also true for SPR and TBR rearrangements,
since NNI rearrangements are included into this two rearrangement classes.

Fig. 2. Tree obtained by applying an NNI movement to DT is not always a valid DT:
T whose RT is an unrooted version; T ′ is obtained by applying NNI(5,4) around the
bold edge; none of the possible root positions of T ′ (a, b, c et d) leads to a valid RDT,
cf. tree (b) which correspond to root b in T ′.

3.3 Restricted NNI Does Not Allow the Whole Space
of DT to Be Explored

To restrict the neighborhood defined by NNI rearrangements to duplication trees,
each element of the neighborhood is filtered thanks to the PDT algorithm. But
this restricted neighborhood does not allow the whole space of DT to be explored.
Figure 3 gives an example of a duplication tree, T , the neighborhood of which
does not contain any DT. So its restricted neighborhood is empty, and there is
no succession of restricted NNI, allowing T to be transformed into any DT.

3.4 Restricted SPR Allows the Whole Space of DT to Be Explored

As before, we restrict, using PDT, the neighborhood defined by SPR rearrange-
ments to duplication trees. We name restricted SPR, SPR movements that
lead to duplication trees.

Main Theorem. Let T1 and T2 be any given DT; T1 can be transformed into
T2 via a succession of restricted SPR.

Proof. To demonstrate the Main Theorem, we define two types of special SPR
that ensure to stay within the space of rooted duplication trees (RDT). Thanks
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Fig. 3. Neighborhood computation of T an unrooted version of which is RT , with
an NNI movement; T ′ is obtained by exchanging subtrees 1 and (2, 5); none of the
possible root positions of T ′ (a, b et c) leads to a valid duplication tree, cf. tree (b)
which corresponds to root b in T ′; and it is the same for each neighbor of T obtained
by NNI.

Fig. 4. A 6 leaf caterpillar.

to these two types of SPR, we demonstrate that it is possible to transform all
RDT T into a caterpillar, i.e. a rooted tree in which all internal nodes belong
to the tree path between the leaf 1 and the tree root ρ, cf. Figure 4.

This result demonstrates the theorem. Indeed, let T1 and T2 be two RDT.
We can transform T1 and T2 into a caterpillar by a succession of restricted SPR.
So it is possible to transform T1 into T2 by a succession of restricted SPR, with
(eventually) a caterpillar as intermediate tree. This property holds since the
reciprocal movement of an SPR is an SPR. As the two SPR types proposed
ensure that we stay within the space of RDT, we have the desired result. Notice
that we reasoned with RDT, instead of DT, to simplify the proof. But it is
possible, with this property on RDT to infer the same property on DT. Indeed
two DT can be arbitrarily rooted, transformed one on an other using restricted
SPR, then unrooted.

The first special SPR allows multiple duplication events to be destroyed. Let
E = (si, si+1, . . . , sk) be a duplication event, rsi and lsk

respectively right son
of si and left son of sk, and let psi be the father of si. The DELETE rearrange-
ment consists of pruning the subtree of root rsi and grafting this subtree on the
edge (sk, lsk

), while lsi is renamed si and the edge (lsi , si) is deleted. Figure 5
represents this rearrangement.

Lemma 1. DELETE preserves the RDT property.
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Fig. 5. DELETE rearrangement.

Fig. 6. LEFT rearrangement.

Proof. Let T be the initial tree (Figure 5(a)), E = (si, si+1, . . . , sk) be an event of
T and T ′ be the resulting tree of the DELETE applying on T (Figure 5(b)). Sons
of nodes sj (i ≤ j ≤ k) are noted lsj and rsj . By definition, for any duplication
history being compatible with T we have lsi ≺ lsi+1 ≺ . . . ≺ lsk

≺ rsi ≺ rsi+1 ≺
. . . ≺ rsk

. So there is a way to (partly) agglomerate T (using PDT) such as these
nodes becomes leaves. The same agglomeration can be applied to T ′. Now, if we
agglomerate the event E of T , and if we reduce T ′ by agglomerating the cherry
(lsk

, gsi) then the event (si+1, . . . , sk), follows two identical trees.

By successively applying DELETE to any duplication tree, we remove all
multiple duplication events. The following SPR rearrangement allows duplica-
tions to be moved, on “simple” RDT, i.e. an RDT containing only simple
duplications. Let p be a node of a simple RDT T , l its left son, r its right son,
and x the left son of r. This rearrangement consists of pruning the subtree of
root x and grafting it on the edge (l, p) (Figure 6). This rearrangement is an
SPR (even an NNI); we name it LEFT since it moves the subtree root towards
the left. It is obvious that the tree obtained by applying such a rearrangement
to a simple RDT, is a simple RDT. We now establish the following lemma which
shows that any simple tree can be transformed into a caterpillar.

Lemma 2. Let T be a simple RDT, T can be transformed into a caterpillar by
a LEFT rearrangement succession.

Proof. In a caterpillar all internal nodes belong to the tree path between the
leaf 1 and the tree root ρ, and are ancestors of 1. If T is not a caterpillar, there
is an internal node d that does not belong to the path between 1 and ρ. So d
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is not an ancestor of 1. If r is the right son of its father, we can apply LEFT
to the left son of r. If r is the left son of its father, we consider its father: it
cannot be the ancestor of 1 since its sons are r and a node on the right of r.
And r is not on the path between 1 and ρ. So we can apply the same argument:
either it is adequate for performing the movement, or we consider its father
again. In this way, we necessarily obtain a node for which the rearrangement is
possible. T can be transformed into a caterpillar by successively applying the
LEFT rearrangement to all nodes which are not on the path between 1 and ρ, or
to one of their ancestors that is necessarily adequate. This concludes the proof
of the lemma 2 and therefore of the Main Theorem of the article.

4 Local Search Method

Given a set of aligned and ordered sequences (DNA or proteins), the aim is
to find the duplication tree that best explains these sequences, according to
usual criteria in phylogenetics, e.g. parsimony or minimum evolution. Few stud-
ies have focused on the computational hardness of this problem. Jaitly et al. [18]
shows that finding the optimal simple event duplication tree with parsimony
is NP-Hard and that this problem has a PTAS (Polynomial Time Approxima-
tion Scheme). Another closely related PTAS is given by Tang et al. [30] for the
same problem. Moreover, a polynomial distance-based algorithm of time com-
plexity O(n3) for reconstructing optimal single copy tandem duplication trees is
described in [5]. But it is commonly believed, as in phylogeny, that most duplica-
tion tree (especially multiple) inference problems are NP-Hard. This explains the
development of heuristic approaches [3, 6, 30, 32], and the same line is followed
here.

4.1 The LSDT Method

The topological rearrangements described in the previous section naturally yield
a local search method for DT. Our method, LSDT, follows a classical local search
procedure in which, at each step, we try to strictly improve the current tree. This
approach can be used to optimize various criteria, like least-squares, parsimony
or maximum likelihood. In this study, we adopted a parsimony approach, as
parsimony is commonly acknowledged [29] as being a good criterion when dealing
with little divergent sequences, which is the case with tandem duplicated genes
[6].

Algorithm 1 summarizes our local search procedure. The neighborhood of
the current DT, Tcurrent, is computed using SPR. As we explained before, we
use the PDT procedure to restrict the neighborhood to the valid DT. When
a tree is a valid DT, its parsimony is computed. That way, we select the best
neighbor of Tcurrent, for this criterion. If this DT improves the best parsimony
value obtained so far (the Tbest value), the local search restarts with this new
topology. If no neighbor of Tcurrent improves Tbest, the local search is stopped.
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Data: An initial DT, Tbest, its parsimony Pbest, and a set S of aligned and ordered
sequences.

Result: A locally optimal DT for the parsimony criterion.

while Tbest �= Tcurrent do
Tcurrent ← Tbest

foreach DT Tnew obtained by applying an SPR to Tcurrent do
if PDT(Tnew) = True then

if parsimony(Tnew , S) < Pbest then
replace Tbest by Tnew and Pbest by parsimony(Tnew, S)

return Tbest

Algorithm 1. Basic local search algorithm for DT.

4.2 Computing Parsimony

The algorithm that computes the parsimony value of a given tree topology [9, 17]
has a relatively high computational complexity: O(kn) where k represents the
site number of the alignment. The PDT algorithm, has a linear complexity in n.
Hence, the time complexity required by a rough implementation is O(n3 + kn3)
per local search step; as the neighborhood of any given DT is in O(n2): n3

corresponds to the computation of the restricted neighborhood and kn3 to the
parsimony computation of the neighborhood elements.

To speed up this process, we adapted techniques commonly used in phy-
logeny for fast calculation of parsimony. Our implementation uses a data struc-
ture implemented (among others) in DNAPARS [7] and described in [11, 15],
and it computes parsimony incrementally, as described in [14]. Thanks to these
improvements computing the neighbor with minimum parsimony of any given
duplication tree is achieved in O(n3 + kn2).

5 Results

5.1 Simulation Protocol

We applied our method, as well as other existing methods, to simulated datasets
obtained using the procedure described in [4]. We uniformly randomly generated
tandem duplication trees (see [13]) with 12, 24 and 48 leaves and assigned lengths
to the edges of these trees using the coalescent model [20]. We then obtained
molecular clock trees, which might be unrealistic in numerous cases, e.g. when
the sequences being studied contain pseudo-genes which evolve much faster than
functional genes. Therefore, we generated non-molecular clock trees from the
previous ones by independently multiplying every edge length by 1+0.8X , where
X was drawn from an exponential distribution with parameter 1.0. The trees
obtained have a maximum leaf-to-leaf divergence in the range [0.1, 0.35], and
the ratio between the longest and shortest root-to-leaf lineages (a measure of
departure from molecular clock) is about 3.0 on average. Both values are in
accordance with real data, e.g. gene families[6] or repeated protein domains [30].
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SEQGEN [23] was used to produce a 1000 bp-long nucleotide multiple align-
ment from each of the generated trees using Kimura two parameter model of
substitution [8], and a distance matrix was computed by DNADIST [7] from
this alignment using the same substitution model. 1000 trees (and then 1000
sequence sets and 1000 distance matrices) were generated per tree size. These
data sets were used to compare the ability of the various methods to recover
the original trees from the sequences or from the distance matrices, depending
on the method being tested. We measured the percentage of trees (out of 1000)
being correctly reconstructed (%tr). Due to the random process used for gener-
ating these trees and datasets, some short branches might not have undergone
any substitution (as during Evolution), and thus are unobtainable, except by
chance. When n and thus the branch number is high, it becomes hard or impos-
sible to find the entire tree. So we also measured the percentage of duplication
events in the true tree being recovered by the inferred tree (%ev). A duplication
event involves one or more internal nodes and is the lowest common ancestor
of a set of leaves; we say it “covers” its descendent leaves. However, the leaves
covered by a simple duplication can change when the root position changes. As
regards the true tree, the root is known and each event is defined by the set of
leaves which it covers. But the inferred tree is unrooted. To avoid ambiguity, we
then tested all possible root positions and chose the one which gave the highest
proximity in number of events detected between the true tree and the inferred
tree, where two events are identical if they cover the same leaves. Finally, we
kept the average parsimony value of each method (pars).

5.2 Performance and Comparison

Using this protocol, we compared: NJ [24], GREEDY-SEARCH (GS) [32] when
starting from the NJ tree, a modified version of GREEDY TRHIST
RESTRICTED (GTR) [3] to infer multiple duplication trees, WINDOWS [30],
DTSCORE [4], and 4 versions of our local search method corresponding to dif-
ferent starting duplication trees: GS+LSDT, GTR+LSDT, WINDOW+LSDT
and DTSCORE+LSDT.

The results are given in Table 1. First, we observe that with n = 48 the
true tree is almost never entirely found, for the reasons explained earlier. On
the other hand, the best methods recover 80 to 95% of the duplication events,
indicating that the tested datasets are relatively easy. NJ performs relatively
well, but it often outputs trees that are not duplication trees, which is unsatis-
factory (for 12 leaves 63% of the inferred trees are DT, only 0.7% for 48 leaves).
The GS approach is noteworthy, since it modifies the trees inferred by NJ to
transform them into duplication trees. However, GS is only slightly better than
NJ regarding the proportion of correctly reconstructed trees, but considerably
degrades the number of recovered duplication events, which could be explained
by the blind search it performs to transform NJ trees into duplication trees.
WINDOW also obtains relatively poor results, since the molecular clock is not
respected. When it is respected, its performance is similar to that of NJ (results
not shown), with the advantage that the inferred trees are duplication trees.
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Table 1. Performance comparison using simulations.

12 24 48
% tr % ev pars % tr % ev pars % tr % ev pars

NJ 44.6 90.8 − 9.0 86.0 − 0.0 79.7 −
GS 46.8 82.8 464 9.6 65.3 833 0.0 46.0 1493
GS+LSDT 61.9 93.5 −23 26.6 89.4 −110 1.9 82.2 −329

GTR 25.7 82.9 449 2.2 71.9 749 0.0 61.8 1223
GTR+LSDT 65.0 94.9 −9 28.5 91.2 −31 2.1 85.7 −77

WINDOW 26.4 85.5 445 3.3 75.8 736 0.0 67.2 1186
WINDOW+LSDT 65.1 95.0 −6 25.4 91.5 −19 1.7 86.1 −42

DTSCORE 55.2 92.5 442 18.8 89.0 722 0.7 83.6 1155
DTSCORE+LSDT 62.6 94.5 −2 28.9 92.3 −6 2.5 88.5 −15

GTR also obtains relatively poor results. Finally, DTSCORE obtains the best
performance among the 5 existing methods, whatever the topological criterion
considered.

Applying our method to starting trees produced by GS, GTR, WINDOW,
and DTSCORE reveals the advantages of the local search approach. The trees
produced by GS, GTR and WINDOW are very clearly improved, and, for most,
are better than those obtained by DTSCORE. DTSCORE trees are also im-
proved, even though this improvement is not very high from a topological point
of view. This could be explained by the fact that DTSCORE is already an accu-
rate method with respect to the datasets used. When we consider the parsimony
criterion, the gain achieved by LSDT is very appreciable for each start method.
This could be expected for GS, WINDOW and DTSCORE which do not opti-
mize this criterion. With n = 48, the gain for GS is about 329, thus confirming
that this method is clearly suboptimal; the gains for WINDOW and DTSCORE
are about 42 and 15, which are lower but still significant. The GTR results, which
optimizes parsimony, are more surprising since the gain (always with n = 48) is
about 77 on average, which is very high. It should be stressed that these gains are
obtained at low computational cost as dealing with any of the 48-taxon datasets
only requires about twenty seconds on a standard PC-Pentium 4.

6 Conclusion and Prospects

We demonstrated that restricting the neighborhood defined by the SPR re-
arrangement to valid duplication trees, allows the whole space of DT to be
explored. Thanks to these rearrangements, we defined a general local search
method which we used to optimize the parsimony criterion. We thus improved
the topological accuracy of all the tested methods.

Several research directions are possible. Finding the set of combinatorial con-
figurations for the SPR movement which necessarily produce a duplication tree,
could allow the neighborhood computation to be accelerated (for n = 48 only 5%
of trees which belong to the neighborhood defined by the SPR rearrangement
are duplication trees) and, furthermore, gain more insight into duplication trees
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which are just starting to be investigated mathematically [12, 13, 31]. Our local
search method could be improved with the help of different stochastic approaches
(taboo, noising, . . . ) in order to avoid local minima. Moreover, it would be rele-
vant to test this local search method with other criteria like maximum likelihood.
Finally, combining the tandem duplication events with speciation events, as de-
scribed in [22] and [16] for non-tandem duplications, would be relevant for real
applications where we have repeated sequences from several genomes.
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Abstract. In practice, one is often faced with incomplete phylogenetic
data, such as a collection of partial trees or partial splits. This paper
poses the problem of inferring a phylogenetic super-network from such
data and provides an efficient algorithm for doing so, called the Z-closure
method. Application to a set of five published partial gene trees relating
different fungal species illustrates the usefulness of the method and an
experimental study confirms its potential. The method is implemented
as a plug-in for the program SplitsTree4.

Keywords: Molecular evolution, phylogeny, partial trees, networks, clo-
sure operations.

1 Introduction

Traditionally, in molecular phylogenetics, 16S rRNA has been used as the phy-
logenetic marker of choice to infer the evolutionary history of a collection of
different species [18], which we will refer to as the species tree.

A gene tree is generated by considering some specific gene that is present
in all given species. Given the current and growing abundance of whole genome
sequences (see, e.g. [11]), for an increasing number of species it is now possible
to compute gene trees for many different genes. Comparison of individual gene
trees with the corresponding putative species tree may be useful e.g. when trying
to determine whether a given gene may have been involved in horizontal gene
transfer. Also, one may attempt to obtain a more reliable species tree by forming
a consensus tree from a set of gene trees.

A more recent approach to the gene trees vs. species tree problem is to
compute a consensus network [6, 8] that attempts to represent all phylogenetic
signals present in the given set of gene trees, simultaneously, up to a given level
of complexity. In the resulting network, regions of the evolutionary history that
are undisputed within the set of gene trees appear tree-like, whereas regions con-
taining conflicts are shown as “incompatibility boxes”, whose “dimensionality”
reflects the number of conflicting signals.

In practice, for a given set of taxa of interest, it is often the case that some
of the genes under consideration are not present in all genomes, or, although
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present, their sequence is unavailable. This problem is usually addressed by re-
moving those taxa from the analysis for which one of the genes is missing.

Therefore, it would be desirable to have a method that takes as input a
collection of partial trees defined on subsets of the full taxa set, and produces as
output a phylogenetic network representing all phylogenetic signals present in
the input partial trees.

In this paper we describe a first such super-network method, which we call
the Z-closure construction, and demonstrate its utility both by an experimental
study and also by application to a typical biological data set. In this approach,
partial splits are repeatedly extended using the Z-rule, a simple binary modi-
fication rule, until a closure under this rule has been obtained. The number of
computed splits is at most equal to the number of input splits and such a closure
can be computed efficiently.

In Section 2 we briefly introduce the basic underlying concepts of splits and
splits graphs. Then, in Section 3, we define the complete Z-closure and provide
an efficient algorithm for computing a (fixed order) Z-closure. We then define
two important properties and prove that one can be used to assign weights to
the edges in the network, and the other can often be used to compute a form of
strict consensus tree embedded in the network, in Section 4. This is followed, in
Section 5 by a discussion of how to compute the weights of the network edges.
The results of a first experimental study of the method is presented in Section 6.
In Section 7, we apply the method to five different partial gene trees showing
the phylogenetic relationships amongst different species of fungi, published in
[12, 13]. Finally, we discuss a number of variants of our approach and some other
possible application scenarios in Section 8.

We have implemented the Z-closure in the program SplitsTree4 [8].

2 Trees, Splits and Networks

Suppose we are given a set of taxa X = {x1, . . . , xn}. A (phylogenetic) X-
tree T = (V, E, ν, ω) is a connected, acyclic graph with node set V and edge
set E ⊆ 2V , together with a node labeling ν : X → V and edge weighting
ω : E → R≥0, such that every node of degree 1 receives a label. An X ′-tree T is
called a partial X-tree, if X ′ ⊆ X , and we define X(T ) = X ′.

Suppose we are given an X-tree T . Every edge e ∈ E partitions the tree T
into two components and thus defines a bipartitioning of X into two non-empty
and disjoint sets A and B, with A ∪ B = X . Any such bipartitioning of X is
called an X-split, written as S = A

B (or, equivalently, S = B
A ) [1]. For an X-split

S obtained from a tree in this way, we define the weight of S to be ω(S) = ω(e).
A split S is called trivial, if |A| = 1 or |B| = 1.

An X ′-split S is called a partial X-split, if X ′ ⊆ X , and sometimes we will
call S a full X-split, if X ′ = X . For an X-split S = A

B and taxon set X ′ ⊆ X ,
we define the split induced on X ′ as S|X′ = A∩X′

B∩X′ . Note that this may yield an
improper split ∅

X′ . We say that a split S = A
B in an extension of a second split

S′ = A′
B′ , if A′ ⊆ A and B′ ⊆ B, where at least one of the inclusions is proper.
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Suppose we are given two taxa x, y ∈ X . We say that a split S = A
B separates

x and y, if x ∈ A and y ∈ B, or vice versa, and we use Σ(x, y) to denote the set
of all splits S ∈ Σ that separate x and y.

Let Σ(T ) denote the split encoding of T , that is, the set of all X-splits defined
by edges in T . Two X-splits S1 = A1

B1
and S2 = A2

B2
are called compatible, if one

of the four following intersections is empty: A1∩A2, A1∩B2, B1∩A2 or B1∩B2

– otherwise they are said to be incompatible.
We have the following well-known result [2]: Suppose we are given an arbi-

trary set Σ of X-splits. Then Σ is the split encoding of some X-tree T , if and
only if Σ is compatible, that is, if all pairs of splits in Σ are compatible.

The split encoding of trees plays an important computational role in phy-
logenetics. For example, given a set of X-trees T1, . . . , Tk, we obtain the split
encoding of the strict consensus tree Tstrict as the set of all X-splits that oc-
curs in every input set Σ(Ti). Similarly, we obtain the majority consensus tree
Tmajority via the set of splits that occur in more than 50% of all input sets.
Finally, we obtain a (d-dimensional) consensus network as the set of all splits
that occur in a proportion of more than 1

d+1 of all input sets [6].
Suppose we are given an arbitrary set Σ of X-splits, not necessarily com-

patible. Every such set of splits can be represented by a splits graph G =
(V, E, ν, ω, σ), which consists of a connected graph G with vertex set V and
edge set E ⊆ 2V , together with a node labeling ν, edge weighting ω and a sur-
jective edge coloring σ : E → Σ. Additionally, we require that the coloring σ is
isometric, that is, for each pair of nodes v, w ∈ V , every shortest path from v
to w uses the same set Σ(v, w) ⊆ Σ of edge colors, and each such color is used
precisely once. Moreover, we require that Σ(ν(x), ν(y)) = Σ(x, y) for all pairs of
taxa x, y ∈ X . Finally, we assume that ω(e) = ω(σ(e)) for all edges e ∈ E. For
details, see [4].

Such a splits graph has the property that if one deletes all edges colored by
a given split S = A

B ∈ Σ, then one obtains precisely two components, one con-
taining ν(A) and the other containing ν(B). Thus, splits graphs contain phyloge-
netic trees as a special case and generalize them to a specific type of phylogenetic
network. We have developed and implemented algorithms for constructing and
visualizing splits graphs, see [4, 7, 8].

3 The Z-Closure Network

Suppose we are given a set of partial X-splits Σ. Our goal is to modify splits
in Σ so as to obtain a collection of full X-splits. We propose to achieve this
by repeatedly applying the following simple transformation, which we call the
Z-rule:

For any two splits S1 = A1
B1
∈ Σ and S2 = A2

B2
∈ Σ:

if A1 ∩A2 �= ∅, A2 ∩B1 �= ∅, B1 ∩B2 �= ∅ and A1 ∩B2 = ∅, then
replace S1 and S2 by S′

1 = A1
B1∪B2 and S′

2 = A1∪A2
B2

.

In short-hand, we write A1
B1

Z
A2
B2
−→ A1

B1∪B2
, A1∪A2

B2
, where the three lines ar-

ranged in a “Z” connect those pairs of split parts that are required to have a
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non-empty intersection, hence the name “Z”-rule. This rule was introduced by
C. Meacham in the context of inferring phylogenies from multi-state characters
[3, 10, 15]. Note that application of the Z-rule will sometimes simply reproduce
the two input splits S1 and S2, in which case we say that the Z-rule does not
apply.

We obtain a (fixed order) Z-closure Σ̄ by repeatedly applying the Z-operation
to all splits originally contained in, or derived from, the input set Σ, in some fixed
order. We define the complete Z-closure as the set of all splits that occur in at
least one (fixed order) Z-closure. To avoid excessive notation, we will also use Σ̄
to denote the complete Z-closure, but will always distinguish sharply between a
Z-closure and the complete Z-closure. In both cases, we are particularly interested
in the set Σ̄∗ consisting of all full X-splits contained in Σ̄, together with all trivial
X-splits, which we will also refer to as a or the Z-closure, respectively. We define
a Z-closure network Z(T1, . . . , Tk) for T1, . . . , Tk to be a splits graph representing
Σ̄∗.

The following algorithm computes a (fixed order) Z-closure, maintaining all
partial splits in an array data and using three sets of indices, old, active and
new, indicating which splits in the array were produced in an earlier, the previous
or the current iteration of the algorithm, respectively:

Algorithm 1 (Z-Closure)

Input: A set of partial trees T = {T1, . . . , Tk}
Output: A Z-closure Σ̄∗

Initialization:
Let data be an array initialized to the set of all non-trivial splits in

⋃
i Σ(Ti).

Let old be a set of indices, initially empty
Let active be a set of indices, initially empty
Let new be a set of indices, initialized to the index set of data

while new �= ∅ do:
Append active to old, set active = new and set new = ∅
for each i ∈ old ∪ active do:

for each j ∈ active do:
Let S1 = A1

B1
= data[i] and S2 = A2

B2
= data[j]

if A1 ∩A2 �= ∅, A2 ∩B1 �= ∅, B1 ∩B2 �= ∅ and A1 ∩B2 = ∅ then:
Define S′

1 = A1
B1∪B2

and S′
2 = A1∪A2

B2

if S′
1 �= S1 then set data[i] = S′

1 and add i to new
if S′

2 �= S2 then set data[j] = S′
2 and add j to new

Return the set of all X-splits in old ∪ active∪ all trivial X-splits.

We claim:

Theorem 1. Let n = |X | and m = |Σ|. Algorithm 1 computes a Z-closure Σ̄∗

in at most O(nm3) steps. The space requirement is O(nm) and the resulting
number of splits is at most n + m.
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Proof. The algorithm operates as follows: Originally, all splits are considered
“new”. In any iteration, the set of all splits deemed “new” in the previous it-
eration are considered “active” and are compared with themselves and with all
“old” splits. The resulting “new” splits become the “active” splits of the next
iteration, repeatedly, until no “new” splits are generated. In the worst case, each
iteration of the algorithm will extend only one split by one taxon. There are m
splits, each requires O(n) iterations to extend to size n, and each such iteration
requires O(m2) comparisons, thus leading to a naive bound of O(nm3). As the
algorithm operates “in place”, the space requirement is simply the size of the
input set, O(nm). Moreover, the number of output splits is at most the number
of input splits, m, plus the number of trivial splits on X , which is n. ��

In practice, we can expect each split to be extended at least by one taxon in
every iteration, leading to a runtime bound of O(nm2).

Algorithm 1 computes a (fixed order) Z-closure efficiently. It would be de-
sirable to have an efficient algorithm for computing the complete Z-closure, but
it is an open problem whether such an algorithm exists. The results described
below indicate that a (fixed order) Z-closure is a very good approximation to
the complete Z-closure. Moreover, any order-dependence of the algorithm can be
addressed by running the Z-closure algorithm a number of times using random
input orders and retaining all splits computed, and our implementation of the
method supports this feature. Moreover, the following result adds justification
to the use of a (fixed order) Z-closure, see [3] for details:

Lemma 1. If all input splits are compatible with each other, then any (fixed
order) Z-closure is equal to the complete Z-closure.

4 The Weak- and Strong Induction Properties

Suppose we are given an input set of partial trees T = {T1, . . . , Tk}. In the
following, let Xi, Σi and ωi denote the taxa set, split encoding and split weights
for tree Ti, respectively, for all i = 1, . . . , k. Let Σ̄∗ denote the complete Z-closure.

We say that a split S ∈ Σ̄∗ has the weak-, or strong-induction property, if
there exists a tree Ti ∈ T , such that S|Xi ∈ Σi, or, if for every tree Ti ∈ T such
that S|Xi is a proper Xi-split, we have S|Xi ∈ Σi, respectively. We say that Σ̄∗

has the weak- or strong-induction property, if every split S ∈ Σ̄∗ has the weak-
or strong-induction property, respectively.

The following result shows that the complete Z-closure does not contain any
superfluous splits. Moreover, it is used in Section 5 to define the weights of the
splits in Σ̄∗:

Theorem 2. The complete Z-closure of any set of partial X-trees T = {T1, . . . ,
Tk} has the weak induction property.

Proof. We will show by induction that for any split S ∈ Σ̄, there exists an input
tree Ti such that S|Xi ∈ Σi. Let Σp denote the set of all splits obtained by p
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applications of the Z-rule (in some order). Induction start: Consider S ∈ Σ0 = Σ.
By definition of Σ, there exists a tree Ti with S = S|Xi ∈ Σi. Induction step:
Consider a split S ∈ Σp+1. If S ∈ Σp, then S has the desired property. If
S ∈ Σp+1 \ Σp, then S was obtained by extension of some split S′ ∈ Σp using
the Z-rule. By the induction hypothesis, there exists a tree Ti with S′|Xi ∈ Σi.
As S is an extension of S′, we have S|Xi = S′|Xi , and thus S|Xi ∈ Σi. ��

Suppose we are given a set of partial trees T = {T1, . . . , Tk}. Let Σ̄∗
SIP be

the set of all splits in Σ̄∗ that have the strong induction property.
Often, although not always, Σ̄∗ will be compatible and thus can provide

a method for extracting a kind of strict consensus tree from the complete Z-
closure Σ̄∗.

5 Computing Weights

In Section 3, we described how to compute the set of splits Σ̄∗ for the super-
network Z(T1, . . . , Tk). We now address the question of how to assign weights to
the splits in Σ̄∗, and thus, to the edges of the network Z(T1, . . . , Tk).

Suppose we are given a set of input trees T = {T1, . . . , Tk}. Let Xi, Σi and
ωi denote the taxa set, split encoding and split weights for tree Ti, respectively,
for all i = 1, . . . , k.

Consider an X-split S = A
B ∈ Σ̄∗. Let I(S) denote the set of all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}

such that the induced split S|Xi is contained in Σi. By Theorem 2 we have
I(S) �= ∅. Thus, we propose to give S the smallest weight provided, that is, to
set ω(S) = min{ωi(S|Xi) | i ∈ I(S)}.

Alternatively, let us say that an input set T has the all pairs property, if for
every pair of x, y ∈ X there exists an input tree Ti ∈ T that contains both x
and y. If this property holds, then we can define a pair-wise distance between
any two taxa x, y ∈ X , e.g. as their minimum-, mean- or median distance in the
input set. We then can obtain split weights for Σ̄∗ using a least squares fit of
the distance matrix [17].

6 Experimental Study

The performance of a phylogenetic inference method is sometimes evaluated in
a simulation study, see e.g. [9]. This involves repeating the following three steps
a sufficiently large number of times: First, input data is generated according to
some model of evolution, guided by a specific model phylogeny. Second, this data
is fed to the phylogenetic method as input. Third, the resulting tree is compared
with the model tree to assess the accuracy of the method.

In this section we report on the results of a simulation study that we have
performed. Our experiments are run as follows. Suppose we are given a set of
taxa X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}. We first choose a single model tree M , which we
call the model species tree. From this species tree, we obtain a set of h different
model gene trees M1, . . . , Mh, by performing a number of SPR operations on
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each (Subtree Pruning and Regrafting as defined in e.g. [16]), with the goal of
producing model gene phylogenies that are related to, but different from the
model species tree.

To obtain a collection of partial trees, for each model gene tree Mi we ran-
domly select a subset of Xi ⊆ X and let Ti denote the resulting induced model
partial gene tree.

We then compute a Z-closure Σ̄∗ for the set of all such partial trees T =
{T1, . . . , Th}.

The accuracy of Σ̄∗ is evaluated as follows. Any split S ∈ Σ̄∗ that is not
present in some input tree Ti could be considered a false positive partial split.
However, by Theorem 2, the number of such false positives is always zero.

As the Z-closure is not a phylogenetic inference method but rather a method
for summarizing a collection of partial trees within a consistent super-network,
the main question is, how successful the method is at representing the partial
splits in the input set. A false negative is any split S ∈ Σ(Ti) that is not repre-
sented in the Z-closure, that is, for which no split S′ ∈ Σ̄∗ exists with S′|Xi = S.

The false negative rate will depend primarily on how large the partial trees are
and how well they overlap, as well as how similar the trees are. In our simulations
we apply a varied number of SPR operations, between 0.1 and 3.2 on average,
and thus obtain gene trees of varying degrees of similarity. Additionally, we
assume that the partial trees cover a large proportion of the taxon set X , and
we choose the average size of the partial taxon sets to lie in the range 40− 95%,
with a standard deviation of 10%. Our study considers 10 gene trees.

These choices are motivated by the following use-case: a phylogeny of a group
of species is to be studied based on a small number of important genes. In
practice, it is usually the case that some gene sequences are missing for some of
the taxa.

The results of our study are summarized in Figure 1. As expected, the simula-
tions confirm that the number of false negatives depends strongly on the average
coverage of the partial trees, and also on the similarity of the underlying gene
trees, represented here by the number of SPR moves performed. Surprisingly,
when the average coverage is larger than 50%, then the performance appears
to be practically independent of the level of similarity. Moreover, the rate of
false negatives drops well below 10%. In summary, these results suggest that the
method should work well on data sets with an average coverage of more than
50%, say, regardless of how similar the input trees are.

7 Application to Real Data

To illustrate the application of this method, we obtained five gene trees relating
different fungal species from TreeBASE [14], that were published in [12, 13].
The three trees obtained from the first paper are based on the nuclear internal
transcribed spacer (ITS), on the mitochondrial small subunit (SSU) ribosomal
DNA (rDNA), and on a portion of the glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate gene (gpd),
and are shown in Figure 2 as (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The two trees taken
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Fig. 1. Here we plot the proportion of non-trivial partial splits present in the input that
are not represented in the Z-closure-network, as a function of the average proportion
of taxa contained in the input trees and as a function of the number of SPR moves
applied in the modification of the model gene trees. Every data-point represents the
average score for 1000 repetitions, each using a different 60-taxon model tree, randomly
generated under the Yule-Harding model.

from the second paper are also based on the ITS and SSU sequences, and are
shown in Figure 2(d) and (e). Unfortunately, edge lengths were not available for
the trees. In our experience, edge lengths greatly enhance the readability of the
resulting network.

Calculation of a Z-closure network of the five trees took less than 20 seconds.
The resulting graph is shown in Figure 3. We also considered a sixth tree based
on 18S rDNA that contains a large number of taxa not present in the other
five. As to be expected, many of these taxa remained unresolved in the resulting
network (not shown here).

The network depicted in Figure 3 is based on a (fixed order) Z-closure. To
determine how order-dependent the resulting network is, we re-ran Algorithm 1
a total of 1000 times, using different random input orders. In Figure 4, we see
clearly that the input order has very little effect on the computed network.
Indeed, in every single case the derived Z-closure contains at least 97% of the
union of all non-trivial splits obtained within the 1000 runs. In this example,
re-running the algorithm a small number of times suffices to produce all 71
splits. Our naive implementation of the Z-closure algorithm took 25 minutes on
a 1.2GHz laptop to complete all 1000 runs.

8 Discussion

We believe that the concept of a super-network will prove to be very useful,
especially as applied to partial gene trees, where there is reason to believe that
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Fig. 2. The gene trees show here are based on (a) ITS, (b) SSU and (c) gpd sequences,
as published in [12], and on (d) ITS and (e) SSU sequences, as published in [13]. These
trees have varying numbers of taxa.

the underlying trees are incongruent and thus should not be “forced” into any
particular super-tree. The Z-closure approach provides a simple and efficient
method for computing super-networks, with some nice mathematical properties.

The Z-closure method has many potential applications. For example, in a
first application it has provided useful insights into the evolution of close rela-
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Fig. 3. A phylogenetic super-network on 63 taxa, obtained by applying the Z-closure
method to the five partial trees depicted in the previous figure. This graph clearly
shows on which parts of the phylogeny all partial gene trees agree, and where there
exist contradicting signals. Note that this type of graph is not a model of evolution but
rather a graphical summary of multiple phylogenies.
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Fig. 4. For each of 1000 different random input orders, we plot the number of splits
obtained by the Z-closure algorithm, as a proportion of the union of all splits obtained
in all 1000 runs. This is based on the input trees depicted in Figure 2.

tives of Arabidopsis Thaliana and these will be reported in a forthcoming paper
(Lockhart et al., in preparation).

The approach formulated here can be extended in a number of different ways.
First of all, note that the input can be an arbitrary collection of split systems,
and is not restricted to split systems coming from trees. In this case, Theorem 2
still holds.

Secondly, one can consider other rules of the type defined in [3, 10]. Our main
motivation for focusing on the Z-rule is that this rule can be applied “in place”
and does not increase the number of splits, leading to a particularly efficient
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algorithm. For example, another rule that one might additionally consider is the
following:

Suppose we are given S1 = A1
B1

and S2 = A2
B2

with A1 = A2 and B1∩B2 �=
∅. Then replace S1 and S2 by S′ = A1

B1∪B2
.

In short-hand, A1
B1

=
−

A2
B2
−→ A1

B1∪B2
. One draw-back of this transitive rule is that

the condition A1 = A2 implies that the resulting set of splits will depend very
strongly on the order of application, in contrast to the Z-rule.

One additional application of the Z-closure that we are currently studying
is as the merge step in the “disk-covering method” [9]. A further potential ap-
plication is to the problem of haplotype assignment: given a set of n partial
haplotypes, assign a complete haplotype to each [5]. Each partial haplotype is
considered to be a partial split and complete haplotypes are obtained from the
Z-closure network.
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Abstract. We explore the problem of designing oligonucleotides that
help locate organisms along a known phylogenetic tree. We develop a
suffix-tree based algorithm to find such short sequences efficiently. Our
algorithm requires O(Nm) time and O(N) space in the worst case where
m is the number of the genomes classified by the phylogeny and N is their
total length. We implemented our algorithm and used it to find these dis-
criminating sequences in both small and large phylogenies. We believe
our algorithm will have wide applications including: high-throughput
classification and identification, oligo array design optimally differenti-
ating genes in gene families, and markers for closely related strains and
populations. It will also have scientific significance as a new way to assess
the confidence in a given classification.

1 Introduction

Short sequence tags, typically oligonucleotides of 20–100 base pairs (bp), have
been widely used in genomic technologies, e.g. the Affymetrix GeneChip; SAGE
[1], EST [2], and STS [3]. The idea is that a sequence tag or a set of tags will be
a unique subsequence of a longer target sequence and, therefore, the tag(s) will
serve to identify the target sequence. In the limit, the tags may represent the
whole genome or a set of genomes. More recently, short sequence tags have been
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proposed as IDs for whole organisms [4], with the related idea that some reason-
ably long stretch of homologous sequence can be used as sufficient information
for taxonomy. In this application, the tags are assayed not only for presence
and absence but information about their string difference is also utilized in the
taxonomic procedures. With shorter oligo tags, the string differences between
different tags carry little information. In addition, string difference cannot be
easily assayed by high-throughput hybridization based technologies. Therefore,
with short oligo array technique the information is contained in the configu-
ration of presence and absence of the suite of oligonucleotides assayed (called
probes) by the hybridization array. Hypothetically, if the set of probes is very
large and exhaustively assays a sufficiently large address space, say, the set of all
20 base pair strings, we can use the presence/absence information to construct
or recover detailed taxonomic or phylogenetic information. However, practical
devices are limited to assaying on the order of 104 to 105 different probes. For-
tunately, genomes are not random collection of strings but they are related to
each other by phylogenetic relationships, thus an efficient set of probes can be
designed to recover genomic information from a limited but a judicious selection
of the address space.

Databases have been set up for organism specific oligonucleotides and primer
design (see for example [5], and [6]). Heuristic construction of short sequence tags
has been used for identification and classification (reviewed in [7]), but no algo-
rithm has been presented for tag design. Previous computational oligo-sequence
design work has mostly concentrated on optimizing hybridization kinetics or as-
sembly into longer fragments (for example, [8], [9], [10], and [11]) but has not
considered the problem of optimal design for classifications.

We explore the problem of designing short sequence tags (simply called tags
from here on) that help locate organisms along a known phylogenetic or a classifi-
cation tree with binary splits. (For expedience, we will only refer to phylogenetic
trees from here on, however many biologists make distinctions between phyloge-
netic trees and other classification trees.) Specifically, given complete genomes
for a set of organisms and the binary phylogenetic tree that describes their evo-
lution, we develop an efficient algorithm for detecting all discriminating tags.
We will say that a tag t is discriminating at some node u of the phylogeny if all
genomes under one branch of u contain t while none of the genomes under any
other branch contain t. Thus, a set of discriminating tags for all the nodes of
a phylogeny allows us to place a genome in the phylogeny by a series of binary
decisions starting from the root. This procedure can be implemented experimen-
tally as a microarray hybridization assay, enabling a rapid determination of an
unidentified organism in a predetermined phylogeny or classification.

Using suffix trees [12], we implement an O(Nm) time algorithm that com-
putes all discriminating tags at all nodes of the phylogeny, where N is the total
length of the genomic sequences under consideration and m is their number. The
suffix tree (as well as its generalization for multiple sequences) is a compact tree
representation of all suffixes of a given input text. The algorithm enumerates
all substrings of the input via a bottom-up walk of the computed generalized
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suffix tree, maintaining the set of input sequences that contain each substring.
This information is sufficient to determine for which nodes of the phylogeny the
current substring is discriminating. We also analyze special cases of the problem
that can be solved in O(N log m) time and O(N) space. Finally, we demonstrate
the existence of discriminating tags by running our algorithm on biological data
sets whose estimated phylogenies we obtained from [13] and [14].

2 Finding Discriminating Tags

Recall that a discriminating tag for a node u in a given phylogeny is a substring
that is present in every genome under one branch of u and is not present in
any genome under all other branches of u. In this section, we outline our basic
algorithm for finding discriminating tags, and we present an enhancement to
reduce the algorithm’s space requirement. Both the algorithm, and its enhance-
ment build on the solution to the multiple common substring problem described
in [12].

2.1 Preliminaries

We state the problem more precisely as follows. Let S = {s1, · · · , sm} be a set of
m strings, also called species, and let P be a phylogeny represented by a rooted
binary tree with m leaves labeled by S. For each internal node u of P , we wish
to find the set of discriminating tags for u. Without loss of generality, we will
focus on finding discriminating tags present in the left subtree of every node. We
assume that the strings are drawn from a bounded-size alphabet Σ, and that∑m

i=1 |si| = N where |si| denotes the number of characters in the string si.

Suffix Trees. Suffix trees, first introduced by [15], play a central role in our
algorithms. A suffix tree is a rooted directed tree that compactly represents all
suffixes of a string. Each edge in a suffix tree for a string s is labeled with a non-
empty substring of s. We adopt the following definition from [12]. The path-label
of a node v in a suffix tree T for s is the string formed by following the path
from the root of T to v. We will denote it by path(v). The path-labels of the |s|
leaves of T spell out the suffixes of s, and the path-labels of internal nodes spell
out substrings of s. Furthermore, the suffix tree ensures that there is a unique
path from the root, not necessarily ending at an internal node, that represents
each substring of s (see Fig. 1(a)). The time and space requirements of building
a suffix tree are linear in the size of the string it represents [15–17].

Our algorithms, more specifically, are based on generalized suffix trees. A
generalized suffix tree extends the idea of a suffix tree for a single string to a
suffix tree for a set of strings. As described in [12] such a tree can conceptually
be constructed by appending a unique terminating marker not in Σ to each
string in the given set, concatenating the strings, and building a suffix tree for
the resulting string. The tree is post-processed so that each path-label of a leaf
in the tree spells a suffix of one of the strings in the set and, hence, is terminated
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Fig. 1. Examples of a suffix tree and a generalized suffix tree. Note for instance (in
the left figure) that the path-label of node v is AT, and the substring TA is a prefix of
path(u) and ends at the edge (v′, u).

with that string’s unique marker. Figure 1(b) gives an example of a generalized
suffix tree for the set {ATAT, ATC} where the empty boxes represent leaves
that have been trimmed after post-processing.

2.2 Basic Approach

We first build a generalized suffix tree T for our set of strings S = {s1, · · · , sm}
in O(N) time. We then preprocess T as in the O(Nm) time algorithm for the
multiple common substring problem [12, pp. 127-129]. If t is a substring of any
string in S, then the preprocessing computes for each unique t the subset of
strings in S that contain t. Finally, we use this information to find the set of
nodes in the given phylogeny P for which each t is a discriminating tag. The
details of the algorithm follow. We start with the preprocessing phase for clarity.

1. Preprocess the generalized suffix tree T .

For each node v of T , we wish to compute the set

B(v) = {s ∈ S : the path-label path(v) is a substring of s} .

That is, B(v) is the set of species that share the substring path(v). Note
that,
(a) The path-label of a leaf v is a substring only of si ∈ S, whose unique

marker terminates the path; therefore, B(v) = {si}.
(b) The path-label of an internal node v is a substring of the path-labels of

its children; therefore,

B(v) =
⋃

u∈child(v)

B(u) .
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Each B(v) is represented by a m-bit vector bv where bv[i] = 1 iff si ∈ S. We
compute all the bit vectors by performing a post-order walk on T in O(N)
time. Since each bit-vector participates in one union operation, the running
time of this phase is O(Nm). Clearly, O(Nm) space is required to store all
the bit vectors.

2. Compute the discriminating tags for each u of P .

Observe that the set B(v) for v ∈ T contains sufficient information to deter-
mine if path(v) is a discriminating tag for any u ∈ P . We determine all the
nodes of P for which path(v) is a discriminating tag efficiently as follows:
Assume w.l.o.g. that the leaves of P are labeled with s1, s2, · · · , sm from left
to right. We first label each internal node of P with the index i of the right-
most string si in it’s left subtree. This labeling is unique since we can assume
that each internal node has exactly 2 children. We then compute the number
of leaves in both the left and right subtrees of each node. Denote these two
quantities for i ∈ P by left-size(i) and right-size(i) respectively. Now, path(v)
is a discriminating tag for i if the last run of 1’s in bv up to and including i
is at least left-size(i) and bv[i] is followed by at least right-size(i) 0’s. Note
that if path(v) is discriminating for i ∈ P , then the prefixes of path(v) that
are not prefixes of v’s parent are also discriminating for i. Call these tags
the discriminating tags induced by v, and note that they are determined by
the label of the edge (parent(v), v) in T .
We can compute the left-to-right running count of 1’s, and the right-to-left
running count of 0’s for each bv in O(m) time. Since there are N bit vectors,
the process requires O(Nm) time.

Remark. If all input strings have length O(n) such that N = O(nm), then we
need only store O(n) bit vectors at a time, reducing the space requirement to
O(N).

2.3 Improving the Time and Space Requirement

We can improve the running time and space requirement of the algorithm above
by slightly modifying the linear time algorithm used to solve the multiple com-
mon substring problem introduced in [18]. The algorithm computes CS(v) =
|B(v)|, the number of species in S containing path(v), for all v of T in O(N) time
and space. It achieves this running time by utilizing suffix trees and constant-
time lowest common ancestor (lca) queries [19, 20]. The lca of two nodes v and
v′ in a rooted tree is defined to be the deepest node in the tree that is an an-
cestor of both v and v′. Observe that CS(v) is equal to the number of distinct
string markers terminating the path-labels of the leaves under v. The total num-
ber of string markers in v’s subtree can be computed via a post-order walk of
T . However, this number will be an over-count of CS(v) if there are duplicate
markers under v. Suppose l and l′ are two leaves such that l′ is the first leaf
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with the same marker as l that the walk encounters after l. We then know that
if v is an ancestor of lca(l, l′), the walk will over-count CS(v) by one due to l
and l′. Now, for each such pair l and l′, the algorithm first increments a counter
maintained at lca(l, l′). Then, using the counters, it determines the number of
duplicate markers under each node in a bottom-up fashion.

Our modification is straightforward, and we demonstrate it for the root of our
phylogeny P . Suppose that the root is labeled r. Then, a tag is discriminating
for r if it is a substring of all the strings of L = {s1, · · · , sr} and none of the
strings of R = {sr+1, · · · , sm}. Instead of just maintaining one counter CS(v)
for each v ∈ T , we maintain CL(v) and CR(v), the number of strings of L
and R containing path(v) respectively. Now, path(v) is discriminating for r if
CL(v) = |L| and CR(v) = 0.

The running time of this procedure is optimal for computing the discrimi-
nating tags for one node of P : It is linear in the total length of the strings in the
subtree rooted at the node. Now, for u ∈ P , let Su ⊆ S denote those strings in
u’s subtree. The running time for computing the discriminating tags for all the
nodes of P is then:∑

u∈P

∑
s∈Su

|s| =
∑
s∈S

∑
u∈P :s∈Su

|s| = O(N · depth(P )) ,

which is O(N log m) for a balanced phylogeny and O(Nm) in the worst case.
However, the space requirement is O(N).

2.4 Minimal and Maximal Tags

We now consider the problem of finding minimal and maximal discriminating
tags. A discriminating tag is said to be minimal if no substring of it is also
discriminating. Correspondingly, a discriminating tag is said to be maximal if
it is not a substring of another discriminating tag. We are interested in find-
ing minimal and maximal tags for mainly two reasons. First, as implied by the
claim below, the set of discriminating tags can potentially be enormous; hence,
finding the minimal and maximal tags can be viewed as a data reduction step.
More importantly, however, are the limitations on the lengths of tags that can be
used in hybridization arrays. For example, tags used in the Affymetrix oligonu-
cleotide microarrays are 25 bp long [21, pp. 3-4], whereas tags used in spotting
arrays are between 100 and 5000bp long [22, p. 11]. Consequently, the length
distribution of minimal and maximal tags indicates the feasibility of executing
our discrimination scheme in actual hybridization assays.

We start with a claim that will help us efficiently identify the subsets of
minimal and maximal tags for a node in the phylogeny after computing the
discriminating tags for the node.

Claim. Let t and t′ be discriminating tags for some node u ∈ P , where t′ is a
substring of t. Then, any string t′′ such that t′ is a substring of t′′ and t′′ is a
substring of t is also a discriminating tag for u.
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Proof. Since t′′ is a substring of t, it is present in all the sequences in the left
subtree of u. Further, since t′ is a substring of t′′ and it is not present in any
sequence in the right subtree of u, t′′ will not be present in any of these sequences.

Corollary 1. A discriminating tag is minimal if and only if its longest proper
prefix and suffix are not discriminating.

Corollary 2. A discriminating tag is not maximal if and only if it is the longest
proper prefix or suffix of a discriminating tag.

Recall that in a suffix tree, the path-label of a node v, path(v) is a prefix of
path(u) : u ∈ child(v) and that path(parent(v)) is a prefix of path(v). We can
also quickly determine the corresponding suffix relationships for path(v) via the
suffix links in the tree. The suffix link of an internal node v in the suffix tree
is a directed non-tree edge from v to the longest proper suffix of path(v). For
example, if path(v) = aβ where a ∈ Σ and β ∈ Σ∗, then (v, v′) : path(v′) = β
will be the suffix link of v. By construction, every internal node of the suffix tree
has a suffix link [17]. As an example, the non-tree edge (v, v′) in Fig. 1(a) is a
suffix link.

Our task is then simple. Suppose t is a discriminating tag induced by v. In
order for t to be minimal, it should be the shortest discriminating tag induced
by v; path(parent(v)) should not be discriminating since it is the longest prefix
of t; and, path(u) : (v, u) is a suffix link should not be discriminating since oth-
erwise the longest proper suffix of t would be discriminating. In order for t to be
maximal, on the other hand, t must equal path(v), the path labels of the children
of v should not be discriminating; and, path(u) should not be discriminating if
(u, v) is a suffix link.

Conceptually, we can ensure that all tags are induced by internal nodes for
which suffix links are available by duplicating each input string and assigning
each copy a distinct terminating character. Finally, the outlined computation can
be readily incorporated in the algorithms above with no effect on the asymptotic
running time and space requirements.

3 Experimental Results

As proof of concept, we first ran our algorithm on the estimated phylogeny for the
13 species: human, baboon, chimpanzee, rat, mouse, cat, dog, cow, pig, chicken,
fugu, tetraodon, and zebrafish [13]. The phylogeny (Fig. 2(a)) is deduced from
the genomic region orthologous to a segment of about 1.8 megabases (Mb) on
human chromosome 7 containing the Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conduc-
tance Regulator (CFTR) gene and 9 other genes. We will refer to this as the
CFTR data set.

We also produced discriminating tags for some of the phylogenetic trees and
the corresponding small subunit (SSU) prokaryotic ribosomal RNA sequences
obtained from the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) [14].
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3.1 The CFTR Data Set

The CFTR data set we used to perform our first set of experiments consists of
13 sequences1 of total length greater than 14Mb. The estimated phylogeny, as
well as an alternative grouping of the mammals, are shown in Fig. 2 [13].

zebrafish
tetraodon

fugu
chicken

pig
cow
dog

cat
mouse
rat

baboon
chimp
human

(a) Topology grouping rodents with pri-
mates. The root of the tree separating the
fish from the other species was chosen ar-
bitrarily.

mouse
rat
pig

cow
dog

cat
baboon

chimp
human

(b) Alternative topology placing the ro-
dents as an outgroup with respect to
the other mammals.

Fig. 2. Maximum-liklihood phylogenies for the CFTR data set.

Our algorithm produced discriminating tags for each node in the phylogeny of
the CFTR data set. Figure 3 plots the distribution of discriminating tag lengths
for two nodes. We also produced the discriminating tags for the phylogeny shown
in Fig. 2(b). The results for the root are shown in Fig. 4. Note that figures 3(b)
and 4 show discriminating tags for the two alternative high-level partitions of
the mammals.

Random Leaf Permutation. As a demonstration that the discriminating tags
found are in fact dependent on the classification, we compared the distribution
of the tags induced by the estimated phylogeny with the distribution of the
tags induced by a random permutation of the sequences at the leaf nodes. The
latter essentially represents a null hypothesis. Our results show that the number
of discriminating tags generated in the latter case significantly decreases. For
example, at the root node of the phylogeny for our 13 species, we only found
two discriminating tags for the right branch as opposed to nearly 55, 000 tags
we discovered when using the original phylogeny.

Random Tags from Conserved Regions. We examine the selectivity of our
procedure by testing whether random substrings drawn from sequences’ exon
regions form discriminating tags or not. We obtained the annotations for the
CFTR data set from the NISC Comparative Sequence Program website 1, and
performed this experiment for the root of the phylogeny in Fig. 2(a). We observed
that random substrings of such highly conserved regions of length more than 15,
drawn from random sequences under one branch of the root, are rarely contained
1 http://www.nisc.nih.gov/data
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(a) Discriminating tags for the root separating the fish from the other 10 species.
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(b) Discriminating tags for the node separating the artiodactyls and carnivores
from the rodents and primates.

Fig. 3. Length distribution of discriminating tags for two nodes of the CFTR phylogeny
in Fig. 2(a). The left (right) panel displays discriminating tags present in the left (right)
subtree of the corresponding node.
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Fig. 4. Length distribution of discriminating tags for the root of the alternative group-
ing of the mammals shown in Fig. 2(b).

in any of the sequences under the other branch; however, each species from the
same branch contained only a small fraction of the substrings, implying that
those random substrings are not discriminating.
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3.2 Large Phylogenies

In order to test the existence of tags in large phylogenies, we ran our algorithm
on some of the phylogenies in the RDP-II database [14]. As an example, Fig.
5 shows the phylogeny for the Crenarch tree. The tree classifies 85 organisms
with average sequence length equal to 1448 bp. We found discriminating tags for
all nodes except the root of the tree. In general, for all the trees we considered
(87–218 organisms), we found discriminating tags for most nodes except those
that are close to the root of each tree, which is not surprising given the short
sequence lengths of the SSU rRNA.
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Fig. 5. The Crenarch 85-organism tree.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an efficient algorithm to generate short oligonucleotide
tags for the purpose of identifying genomes within a preexisting phylogenetic
(or classification) tree. We demonstrated tag feasibility using actual biological
datasets and showed that typically a large number of useful tags can be obtained
for each vertex in the phylogenetic tree. We also showed that the frequency
and the lengths of tags depend on the tree structure – i.e., the tree structure
that closely reflects the generative process of the targeted sequences yielded
the largest collection of tags. There are other aspects of the tags such as the
length of the minimal and maximal tags that depend on the stochastic process of
evolution and the phylogenetic tree. Future work will be required to understand
the statistical properties of discriminating tags vis-à-vis the phylogenies.

There are now multiple efforts to use modern molecular techniques for un-
derstanding the diversity of life ( http://www.nsf.gov/bio/progdes/bioatol.htm)
and cataloging organisms [4]. It is clear that these efforts will not succeed without
a significant solution to scaling up both the data collection and the computa-
tional analysis. The current algorithm can be directly applied to the problem of
obtaining efficient molecular markers (so-called bar-coding) to identify field sam-
ples against existing phylogenies or classification trees. However, it differs from
some of the bar-coding efforts in that individual nucleotide identity is not re-
quired; assaying sequence identity is currently less amenable to high-throughput
assays. More generally, we would like to obtain a high-throughput data collection
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method that will place novel organisms within an existing tree or de novo build
phylogenetic trees for a large collection of organisms where prior information is
available for only a small subset of taxa.

The current algorithm represents the first step in approaching the above goal.
There are multiple remaining problems to convert this into a practical solution.
First, given a set of discriminating tags, we need additional procedures to select
optimal tags in terms of their biochemical characteristics including hybridization
kinetics, potential for mismatch vis-à-vis other probes, optimal length, and so
on. Second, the total genomic sequence may not be available for many organisms
and if we generate tags from partial sequence information (such as the CFTR
region above) we would like the tags to be valid for the whole genome. Third,
our current procedure concentrates on placing known organisms on known trees,
but ideally we would like a procedure that will place novel organisms in their
proper locations by phylogenetic or classification criteria. That is, we would like
the tags to generalize to novel information both in the tree and in the genome.
These problems lead to the fourth problem of simultaneously optimizing the tags
in terms of their potential instrument error, their generalization probability, and
discriminating sensitivity. Finally, existing phylogenetic methods or classification
methods are not based on models of presence/absence of genome-scale oligo
tags; additional studies will need to be carried out for the tree reconstruction or
recovery methods.

Rapid detection of unknown biological agents or large-scale construction
of genomic phylogenies or classifications all demand the development of high-
throughput analysis procedures. Many of the existing biochemical techniques
are adequate to meet this challenge. The remaining problems are computational,
both for efficient instrument design and for subsequent analysis. We believe the
class of algorithms studied here and solutions to the problems proposed here will
be critical toward designing high-throughput data collection strategies, maximiz-
ing efficiency by leveraging prior phylogenetic or taxonomic information.
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Abstract. We describe an algorithm for comparing two RNA secondary
structures coded in the form of trees that introduces two novel opera-
tions, called node fusion and edge fusion, besides the tree edit operations
of deletion, insertion and relabelling classically used in the literature.
This allows us to address some serious limitations of the more tradi-
tional tree edit operations when the trees represent RNAs and what is
searched for is a common structural core of two RNAs. Although the
algorithm complexity has an exponential term, this term depends only
on the number of successive fusions that may be applied to a same node,
not on the total number of fusions. The algorithm remains therefore ef-
ficient in practice and is used for illustrative purposes on ribosomal as
well as on other types of RNAs.

Keywords: tree comparison, edit operation, distance, RNA, secondary
structure

1 Introduction

RNAs are one of the fundamental elements of a cell. Their role in regulation has
been shown recently to be far more prominent than initially believed (20 Decem-
ber 2002 issue of Science, which designated small RNAs with regulatory function
as the scientific breakthrough of the year). It is now known, for instance, that
there is massive transcription of non-coding RNAs. Yet current mathematical
and computer tools remain mostly inadequate to identify, analyse and compare
RNAs.

An RNA may be seen as a string over the alphabet of nucleotides (also
called bases), {A, C, G, T}. Inside a cell, RNAs do not retain a linear form but
instead fold in space. The fold is given by the set of nucleotide bases that pair.
The main type of pairing, called canonical, corresponds to bonds of the type
A − U and G − C. Other rarer types of bonds may be observed, most frequent
among them is G−U , also called the wobble pair. Figure 1 shows the sequence
of a folded RNA. Each box represents a consecutive sequence of bonded pairs,

I. Jonassen and J. Kim (Eds.): WABI 2004, LNBI 3240, pp. 412–425, 2004.
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corresponding to a helix in 3D space. The secondary structure of an RNA is the
set of helices (or the list of paired bases) making up the RNA. Pseudo-knots,
which may be described as a pair of interleaved helices, are in general excluded
from the secondary structure of an RNA. RNA secondary structures can thus
be represented as planar graphs. An RNA primary structure is its sequence of
nucleotides while its tertiary structure corresponds to the geometric form the
RNA adopts in space.

Apart from helices, the other main structural elements in an RNA are: 1.
hairpin loops which are sequences of unpaired bases closing a helix; 2. internal
loops which are sequences of unpaired bases linking two different helices; 3.
bulges which are internal loops with unpaired bases on one side only of a helix;
4. multi-loops which are unpaired bases linking at least three helices. Stems are
successions of one or more among helices, internal loops and/or bulges.

Fig. 1. Primary and secondary structures of a transfer RNA.

RNA secondary structure comparison is one of the main basic computational
problems raised by the study of RNAs. It is the problem we address in this
paper. The motivations are many. RNA structure comparison has been used in
at least one approach to RNA structure prediction that takes as initial data
a set of unaligned sequences supposed to have a common structural core [1].
For each sequence, a set of structural predictions are made (for instance, all
suboptimal structures predicted by an algorithm like Zucker’s MFOLD [9], or
all suboptimal sets of compatible helices or stems). The common structure is then
found by comparing all the structures obtained from the initial set of sequences,
and identifying a substructure common to all, or to some of the sequences.
RNA structure comparison is also an essential element in the discovery of RNA
structural motifs, or profiles, or of more general models that may then be used
to search for other RNAs of the same type in newly sequenced genomes. For
instance, general models for tRNAs and introns of group I have been derived by
hand [3] [5]. It is an open question whether models at least as accurate as these,
or perhaps even more accurate, could have been derived in an automatic way.
The identification of smaller structural motifs is an equally important topic that
requires comparing structures.

As we saw, the comparison of RNA structures may concern known RNA
structures (that is, structures that were experimentally determined) or predicted
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structures. The objective in both cases is the same: to find the common parts of
such structures.

In [7], Shapiro suggested to mathematically model RNA secondary struc-
tures without pseudo-knots by means of trees. The trees are rooted and ordered,
which means that the order among the children of a node matters. This order
corresponds to the 5’-3’ orientation of an RNA sequence. One way to compare
two RNA secondary structures is then to apply a number of tree edit operations
in one or both of the trees representing the RNAs until isomorphic trees are
obtained. The tree edit operations considered are derived from the operations
classically applied to sequences: substitution, deletion and insertion. In 1989,
Zhang and Shasha proposed [8] a dynamic programming algorithm for compar-
ing two trees. Shapiro and Zhang then showed [6] how to use tree editing to
compare RNAs. The latter also proposed various tree models that could be used
for representing RNA secondary structures. Each suggested tree offers a more
or less detailed view of an RNA structure. Figure 2 (b) to (e) presents a few
examples of such possible views for the RNA given in Figure 2 (a). In Figure 2,
the nodes of the tree in (b) represent either unpaired bases (leaves) or paired
bases (internal nodes). Each node is labelled with, respectively, a base or a pair
of bases. A node of the tree in (c) represents a set of successive unpaired bases or
of stacked paired ones. The label of a node is an integer indicating, respectively,
the number of unpaired bases or the height of the stack of paired ones. The nodes
of the tree in (d) represent elements of secondary structure: hairpin loop (H),
bulge (B), internal loop (I) or multi-loop (M). The edges correspond to helices.
Finally, the tree in (e) contains only the information concerning the skeleton of
multi-loops of an RNA. The last representation, though giving a highly simpli-
fied view of an RNA, is important nevertheless as it is generally accepted that
it is this skeleton which is usually the most constrained part of an RNA. The
last two models may be enriched with information concerning, for instance, the
number of (unpaired) bases in a loop (hairpin, internal, multi) or bulge, and
the number of paired bases in a helix. The first label the nodes of the tree,
the second its edges. Other types of information may be added (such as overall
composition of the elements of secondary structure). In fact, one could consider
working with various representations simultaneously or in an interlocked, multi-
level fashion. This goes beyond the scope of this paper which is concerned with
comparing RNA secondary structures using one among the many tree represen-
tations possible. We shall however comment further this multi-level approach
later on.

Concerning the objectives of this paper, they are twofold. The first is to give
some indications on why the classical edit operations that have been considered
so far in the literature for comparing trees present some limitations when the
trees stand for RNA structures. Three cases of such limitations will be illustrated
through examples in Section 3. In Section 4, we then introduce two novel oper-
ations, so-called node-fusion and edge-fusion, that enable us to address some of
these limitations and then give a dynamic programming algorithm for compar-
ing two RNA structures with these two additional operations. Implementation
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Fig. 2. Example of different tree representations of a same RNA.

issues and initial results are presented in Section 5. Before that, we start by
introducing some notation and by recalling in the next section the basics about
classical tree edit operations and tree mapping.

2 Tree Editing and Mapping

Let T be an ordered rooted tree, that is, a tree where the order among the
children of a node matters. We define three kinds of operations on T : deletion,
insertion and relabelling (corresponding to a substitution in sequence compar-
ison). The operations are shown in Figure 3. The deletion (3 (b)) of a node u
removes u from the tree. The children of u become the children of u’s father.
An insertion (3 (c)) is the symmetric of a deletion. Given a node u, we remove
a consecutive (in relation to the order among the children) set u1, . . . , up of its
children, create a new node v, make v a child of u by attaching it at the place
where the set was, and, finally, make the set u1, . . . , up (in the same order) the
children of v. The relabelling of a node (3 (d)) consists simply in changing its
label.
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Fig. 3. Edit operations: (a) the original tree T , (b) deletion of node labelled D, (c)
insertion of the node labelled I and (d) relabelling of a node in T (the label A of the
root is changed into K).
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Given two trees T and T ′, we define S = {s1 . . . se} to be a series of edit
operations such that if we apply successively the operations in S to the tree T ,
we obtain T ′ (i.e., T and T ′ become isomorphic). A series of operations like S

realizes the editing of T into T ′ and is denoted by T
S→ T ′.

We define a function cost from the set of possible edit operations (deletion,
insertion, relabelling) to the integers (or the reals) such that costs is the score
of the edit operation s. If S is a series of edit operations, we define by extension
that costS is

∑
s∈S costs. We can define the edit distance between two trees as

the series of operations that performs the editing of T into T ′ and such that its
cost is minimal: distance(T, T ′) = {min(costS)|T S→ T ′}.

EC

D

B
G

C E

D

F
A

Let an insertion or a deletion cost one and
the relabelling of a node cost zero if the la-
bel is the same and one otherwise. For the
two trees of the figure on the left, the se-
ries relabel(A → F ).delete(B).insert(G) real-
izes the editing of the left tree into the right
one and costs 3. Another possibility is the series
delete(B).relabel(A→ G).insert(F ) which also
costs 3. The distance between these two trees
is 3.

Given a series of operations S, let us consider the nodes of T that are not
deleted (in the initial tree or after some relabelling). Such nodes are associated
with nodes of T ′. The mapping MS relative to S is the set of couples (u, u′) with
u ∈ T and u′ ∈ T ′ such that u is associated with u′ by S.

The operations described above are the “classical tree edit operations” that
have been commonly used in the literature for RNA secondary structure com-
parisons. We now present a few results obtained using such classical operations
that will allow us to illustrate a few limitations they may present when used for
comparing RNA structures.

3 Limitations of Classical Tree Edit Operations
for RNA Comparison

As suggested in [6], the tree edit operations recalled in the previous section can
be used on any type of tree coding of an RNA secondary structure.

Figure 4 shows two RNAsePs extracted from the database [2] (they are found,
respectively, in Thermotoga maritima and Streptococcus gordonii). For the ex-
ample we discuss now, we code the RNAs using the tree representation indicated
in Figure 2 (b) where a node represents a base pair and a leaf an unpaired base.
After applying a few edit operations to the trees, we obtain the result indicated
in Figure 2, with deleted/inserted bases in grey. We have surrounded a few re-
gions that match in the two trees. Bases in the box at the bottom of the RNA on
the left are thus associated with bases in the rightmost box of the RNA on the
right. Such matches illustrate one of the main problems with the classical tree
edit operations: bases in one RNA may be mapped to identically labelled bases
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in the other RNA to minimise the total cost, while such bases should not be
associated in terms of the elements of secondary structure to which they belong.
In fact, such elements are often distant from one another along the common
RNA structure. We call this problem the “scattering effect”. It is related to the
definition of tree edit operations. In the case of this example and of the represen-
tation adopted, the problem might have been avoided if structural information
had been used. Indeed, the problem appears also because the structural location
of an unpaired base is not taken into account. It is therefore possible to match,
for instance, an unpaired base from a hairpin loop with an unpaired base from a
multi-loop. Using another type of representation, as we shall do, would, however,
not be enough to solve all problems as we see next.

Fig. 4. Result of the matching of the two RNAs in Figure 4 using the model (b) given
in Figure 2.

Indeed, to compare the same two RNAs, we can also use a more abstract tree
representation such as the one given in Figure 2 (d). In this case, the internal
nodes represent a multi-loop, internal-loop or bulge, the leaves code for hairpin
loops and edges for helices. The result of the edition of T into T ′ for some cost
function is presented in Figure 5 (we shall come back later to the cost functions
used in the case of such more abstract RNA representations; for the sake of this
example, we may assume an arbitrary one is used).

The problem we wish to illustrate in this case is shown by the boxes in the
figure. Consider the boxes at the bottom. In the left RNA, we have a helix made
up of 13 base pairs. In the right RNA, the helix is formed by 7 base pairs followed
by an internal loop and another helix of size 5. By definition (see Section 2), the
algorithm can only associate one element in the first tree to one element in the
second tree. In this case, we would like to associate the helix of the left tree
to the two helices of the second tree since it seems clear that the internal loop
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Fig. 5. Result of the matching of the two RNAs using the model (d) given in Figure 2.

represents either an inserted element in the second RNA, or the unbonding of
one base pair. This, however, is not possible with classical edit operations.

A third type of problem one can meet when using only the three classical edit
operations to compare trees standing for RNAs is similar to the previous one
but concerns this time a node instead of edges in the same tree representation.
Often, an RNA may present a very small helix between two elements (multi-
loop, internal-loop, bulge or hairpin-loop) while such helix is absent in the other
RNA. In this case, we would therefore have liked to be able to associate one
node in a tree representing an RNA with two or more nodes in the tree for the
other RNA. Once again, this is not possible with any of the classical tree edit
operations. An illustration of this problem is shown in Figure 11 (see Section 5).

We shall use RNA representations that take the elements of the structure
of an RNA into account to avoid some of this scattering effect. Furthermore, in
addition to considering information of a structural nature, labels are attached,
in general to both nodes and edges of the tree representing an RNA. Such labels
are numerical values (integers or reals). They represent in most cases the size
of the corresponding element, but may also further indicate its composition etc.
Such additional information is then incorporated into the cost functions for all
three edit operations.

It remains now to deal with the last two problems that are a consequence of
the one-to-one associations between nodes and edges enforced by the classical
tree edit operations. To that purpose, we introduce two novel tree edit operations,
called the edge fusion and the node fusion.
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4 Introducing Novel Tree Edit Operations

4.1 Edge Fusion and Node Fusion

In order to address some of the limitations of the classical tree edit operations
that were illustrated in the previous section, we need to introduce two novel
operations. These are the edge fusion and the node fusion. They may be applied
to any of the tree representations given in Figure 2(c) to (e).

An example of edge fusion is shown in Figure 6. Let eu be an edge leading to
a node u, ci a child of u and eci the edge between u and ci. The edge fusion of eu

and eci consists in replacing eci and eu with a new single edge e. The edge e links
the father of u to ci. Its label then becomes a function of the (numerical) labels
of eu, u and eci . For instance, if such labels indicated the size of each element
(e.g. for a helix, the number of its stacked pairs, and for a loop, the min, max or
the average of its unpaired bases on each side of the loop), the label of e could
be the sum of the sizes of eu, u and eci . Observe that merging two edges implies
deleting all subtrees rooted at the children cj of u for j different from i. The cost
of such deletions is added to the cost of the edge fusion.

Fig. 6. On the left, an example of edge fusion. On the right, an example of node fusion.

An example of node fusion is given in Figure 6. Let u be a node and ci one
of its children. Performing a node fusion of u and ci consists in making u the
father of all children of ci and in relabelling u with a value that is a function of
the values of the labels of u, ci and of the edge between them.

Observe that a node fusion may be simulated using the classical edit opera-
tions by a deletion followed by a relabelling. However, the difference between a
node fusion and a deletion/relabelling is in the cost associated with both oper-
ations. We shall come back to this point later.

Obviously, like insertions or deletions, edge fusions and node fusions have of
course symmetric conuterparts, which are the edge split and the node split.

We now present an algorithm to compute the tree edit distance between
two trees using the classical tree edit operations plus the two operations just
introduced.

4.2 Algorithm

The method we introduce is a dynamic programming algorithm based on the
one proposed by Zhang and Shasha. Their algorithm is divided in two parts:
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Fig. 7. Zhang and Sasha’s dynamic programming algorithm: the tree distance part. The
right box corresponds to the additional operations added to take fusion into account.
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Fig. 8. Zhang and Sasha’s dynamic programming algorithm: the forest distance part.

they first compute the edit distance between two trees (this part is denoted
by TDist) and then the distance between two forests (this part is denoted by
FDist). Figure 7 illustrates in pictorial form the part TDist and Figure 8 the
FDist part of the computation.

In order to take our two new operations into account, we need to compute a
few more things in the TDist part. Indeed, we must add the possibility for each
tree to have a node fusion (inversely, node split) between the root and one of its
children, or to have an edge fusion (inversely edge split) between the root and
one of its children. These additional operations are indicated in the right box of
Figure 7.

We present now a formal description of the algorithm. Let T be an or-
dered rooted tree with |T | nodes. We denote by ti the ith node in a postfix
order. For each node ti, l(i) is the index of the leftmost child of the subtree
rooted at ti. Let T (i . . . j) denote the forest composed by the nodes ti . . . tj
(T ≡ T (0 . . . |T |)). To simplify notation, from now on, when there is no ambi-
guity, i will refer to the node ti. In this case, distance(i1 . . . i2, j1 . . . j2) will be
equivalent to distance(T (i1 . . . i2), T ′(j1 . . . j2)).

The algorithm of Zhang and Sasha is fully described by the following recur-
rence formula:
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distance(i1 . . . i2, j1 . . . j2) =

if ((i1 == l(i2)) and (j1 == l(j2)))

MIN

⎧⎨⎩
distance( i1 . . . i2 − 1 , j1 . . . j2 ) + costdel(i2)
distance( i1 . . . i2 , j1 . . . j2 − 1 ) + costins(j2)
distance( i1 . . . i2 − 1 , j1 . . . j2 − 1 ) + costmatch(i2, j2)

(1)

else

MIN

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
distance( i1 . . . i2 − 1 , j1 . . . j2) ) + costdel(i2)
distance( i1 . . . i2) , j1 . . . j2 − 1 ) + costins(j2)
distance( i1 . . . l(i2)− 1 , j1 . . . l(j2)− 1 )

+distance( l(i2) . . . i2 , l(j2) . . . j2 )

(2)

Part (1) of the formula corresponds to Figure 7 while part (2) corresponds
to Figure 8. In practice, the algorithm stores in a matrix the score between
each subtree of T and T ′. The space complexity is therefore O(|T | ∗ |T ′|).
To reach this complexity, the computation must be done in a certain order
(see [8] for further details). The time complexity of the algorithm is O(|T | ∗
min(leaf(T ), height(T )) ∗ |T ′| ∗min(leaf(T ′), height(T ′))) where leaf(T ) and
height(T ) represent, respectively, the number of leaves and the height of a tree
T .

Follows now the formula to compute the edit score allowing for both node
and edge fusions.

distance({i1, . . . , ik}, path, {j1, . . . , jk′}, path′) =

if ((i1 ≥ l(ik)) and (j1 ≥ l(jk′)))

MIN

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

distance( {i1 . . . ik−1} , ∅ , {j1 . . . jk′} , path′ ) + costdel(ik)
distance( {i1 . . . ik} , path , {j1 . . . jk′−1} , ∅ ) + costins(jk′ )
distance( {i1 . . . ik−1} , ∅ , {j1 . . . jk′−1} , ∅ ) + costmatch(ik, jk′ )
for each child ic of ik in {i1, . . . , ik}, set il = l(ic)

distance({i1 . . . ic−1, ic+1 . . . ik}, path.(u, ic), {j1 . . . jk′}, path′)
+costnode fusion(ic, ik) note: ik data are changed

distance({il . . . ic−1, ik}, path.(e, ic), {j1 . . . jk′}, path′)
+costedge fusion(ic, ik) + distance({i1 . . . il−1}, ∅, ∅, ∅)
+distance({ic+1 . . . ik − 1, ∅, ∅, ∅) note: ik data are changed

for each child jc′ of jk′ in {j1, . . . , jk′}, set jl′ = l(jc′)
distance({i1 . . . ik}, path, {j1 . . . jc′−1, jc′+1 . . . jk′ , path′.(u, jc′))

+costnode split(jc′ , jk′) note: jk′ data are changed
distance({i1 . . . ik}, path, {jl′ . . . jc′ , jk′ , path′.(e, jc′))

+costedge split(jc′ , jk′ ) + distance(∅, ∅, {j1 . . . jl′−1}, ∅)
+distance(∅, ∅, jc′+1 . . . jk′−1, ∅) note: jk′ data are changed

(3)
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else set il = l(ik) and jl′ = l(jk′)

MIN

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
distance( {i1 . . . ik−1} , ∅ , {j1 . . . jk′} , path′ ) + del(ik)
distance( {i1 . . . ik} , path , {j1 . . . jk′−1} , ∅ ) + ins(jk′ )
distance( {i1 . . . il−1} , ∅ , {j1 . . . jl′−1} , ∅ )

+distance( {il . . . ik} , path , {jl′ . . . jk′} , path′ )
(4)

Given two nodes u and v such that v is a child of u, node fusion(u, v) is
the fusion of node v with u and edge fusion(u, v) is the edge fusion between
the edges leading to, respectively, nodes u and v. The symmetric operations are
denoted by, respectively, node split(u, v) and edge split(u, v).

The distance computation takes two new parameters path and path′. These
are sets of pairs (e or u, v) which indicate, for node ik (resp. jk), the series of
fusions that were done. Thus a pair (e, v) indicates that an edge fusion has been
perfomed between ik and v, while for (u, v) a node v has been merged with
node ik. The notation path.(e, v) indicates that the operation (e, v) has been
performed in relation to node ik and the information is thus concatenated to the
set path of pairs currently linked with ik.

Observe that the computation of the forest distance does not change in rela-
tion to the original algorithm. We therefore need a matrix to store all edit scores
between (i, path) and (j, path′).

Let d be the maximum degree of the two trees. Then each node has O((2d)l)
different ways of participating in l consecutive fusions (that is, in fusions with
successive nodes along a same branch). If we limit the number of consecu-
tive fusions to l, the total memory complexity of our algorithm is O(n(2d)l).
By using the same arguments as in [8], we prove that the time complexity
of the new algorithm to be O((2d)l ∗ |T | ∗ min(leaf(T ), height(T )) ∗ |T ′| ∗
min(leaf(T ′), height(T ′))).

This complexity suggests that the fusion operations may be used only for
reasonable trees (typically, less than 100 nodes) and small values of l (typi-
cally, less then 4). It is however important to observe that the overall number
of fusions one may perform can be much greater than l without affecting the
worst-case complexity of the algorithm. Indeed, any number of fusions can be
made while still retaining the bound of O((2d)l ∗ |T | ∗min(leaf(T ), height(T ))∗
|T ′| ∗ min(leaf(T ′), height(T ′))) so long as one does not realize more than l
consecutive fusions for each node.

In general also, most interesting tree representations of an RNA are of small
enough size as will be shown next, together with some initial results obtained in
practice.

5 Implementation and Results

The algorithm presented in the previous section has been coded using C++. An
online version is available at http://www-igm.univ-mlv.fr/~allali/migal/.

We recall that RNAs are relatively small molecules with sizes limited to a few
kilobases. For instance, the small ribosomal subunit of Sulfolobus acidocaldarius
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(D14876) is made up of 1147 bases. Using the representation shown in Figure 2
(b), the tree obtained contains 440 internal nodes and 567 leaves, that is 1007
nodes overall. Using the representation 2 (d), the tree is composed of 78 nodes.
Finally, the tree obtained using the representation given in Figure 2 (e) contains
only 48 nodes. We therefore see that even for large RNAs, any of the known
abstract tree-representations (that is, representations which take the elements
of the secondary structure of an RNA into account) that we can use leads to
a tree of manageable size for our algorithm. In fact, for small values of l (2 or
3), the tree comparison takes reasonable time (a few minutes) and memory (less
than 1Gb).

As we already mentioned, a fusion (resp. split) can be viewed as an alterna-
tive to a deletion (resp. insertion) followed by a relabelling. Therefore, the cost
function for a fusion must be chosen carefully.

Let us assume that the cost function returns a real value between zero and
one. If we want to compute the cost of a fusion between two nodes u and v, the
aim is to give to such fusion a cost slightly greater than the cost of deleting v and
relabelling u; that is, we wish to have costnode fusion(u, v) = min(del(v) + t, 1).
The parameter t is a tuning parameter for the fusion. Suppose that the new node
w resulting from the fusion of u and v matches with another node z. The cost of
this match is costmatch(w, z). If we do not allow for node fusions, the algorithm
will first match u with z, then will delete v. If we compare the two possibilities,
on one hand we have a total cost of costnode fusion(u, v) + costmatch(w, z) for
the fusion, that is del(v) + t + costmatch(w, z), on the other hand a cost of
del(v) + costmatch(u, z). Thus t represents the gain that must be obtained by
costmatch(w, z) with regard to costmatch(u, z), that is by a match without fusion.
This is illustrated in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. Illustration of the gain that must be obtained using a fusion instead of a dele-
tion/relabelling.

The tuning parameter t is thus an important parameter that allows us to
control fusions. Always considering a cost function that produces real values
between 0 and 1, if t is equal to 0.1, a fusion will be performed only if it improves
the score by 0.1. In practice, we use values of t between 0 and 0.2.
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Fig. 10. Result of the editing between the two RNAs shown in the Figure 4 allowing
for node and edge fusions. The boxes represent edge fusions.

Fig. 11. Part of a mapping between two rRNA small sub-units. The node fusion is
circled.

We have applied the new algorithm on the two RNAs shown in Figure 5 (these
are eukaryotic nuclear P RNAs from Saccharomyces uvarum and Saccharomyces
kluveri) and coded using the same type of representation as in Figure 2 (d). We
have limited the number of consecutive fusions to one (l = 1). The computation
of the edit distance between the two trees taking node and edge fusions into
account besides deletions, insertions and relabelling has taken less than a second.
The total cost allowing for fusions is 6.18 with t = 0.05 against 7.42 without
fusions. As indicated in Figure 10, the last two problems discussed in Section 3
disappear thanks to some edge fusions (represented by the boxes).

An example of node fusions required when comparing two “real” RNAs is
given in Figure 11. The RNAs are coded using the same type of representation as
in Figure 2 (d). The figure shows part of the mapping obtained between the small
sub-units of two ribosomal RNAs retrieved from [4] (from Bacillaria paxillifer
and Calicophoron calicophorum). The node fusion has been circled.
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6 Further Work and Conclusion

We have proposed an algorithm that addresses two main limitations of the classi-
cal tree edit operations for comparing RNA secondary structures. Its complexity
is high in theory if many fusions are applied in succession to any given (the
same) node, but the total number of fusions that may be performed is not lim-
ited. In practice, the algorithm is fast enough for most situations one can meet
in practice.

To provide a more complete solution to the problem of the scattering effect,
we propose the following scheme. Given an RNA, we build four tree represen-
tations for it instead of just one. Each tree corresponds to a different level of
abstraction of the secondary structure of the RNA. The higher level represents
the multi-loop skeleton while the lower level represents the sequence of paired
and unpaired bases. For each tree except the one at the lowest level, there is
a one-to-many relation between nodes, that is, a node of the tree at a given
level is related with at least one node in the tree at the levels below. Two ele-
ments at the lowest level of abstraction, that is, two bases or base pairs can be
matched only if they are part of a same structural element, the correspondence
between such elements having being identified at a previous step by using the
algorithm for comparing two structural tree representations introduced in this
paper. Such approach thus allows us to address the problem of the scattering
effect in an efficient way. A full description and practical consequences of such
4-level comparison method will be the subject of another paper.
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Abstract. Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are often used for biological
sequence annotation. Each sequence element is represented by states with
the same label. A sequence should be annotated with the labeling of
highest probability. Computing this most probable labeling was shown
NP-hard by Lyngsø and Pedersen [9]. We improve this result by proving
the problem NP-hard for a fixed HMM. High probability labelings are
often found by heuristics, such as taking the labeling corresponding to
the most probable state path. We introduce an efficient algorithm that
computes the most probable labeling for a wide class of HMMs, including
models previously used for transmembrane protein topology prediction
and coding region detection.

1 Introduction

We present several contributions towards understanding the most probable label-
ing problem in hidden Markov models (HMMs) and its impact on bioinformatics
applications. We prove the problem NP-hard even for a fixed HMM; previous
NP-hardness proofs constructed HMM topologies whose size depended on an
input instance, which is not appropriate in the context of bioinformatics appli-
cations. We also characterize a class of HMMs where the problem can be solved
in polynomial time, and finally we demonstrate the usefulness of our findings,
using examples from bioinformatics literature and simple experiments.

HMMs are often used in bioinformatics for sequence annotation tasks, such
as gene finding (e.g., [1]), protein secondary structure prediction (e.g., [8]), and
transmembrane protein topology (e.g., [7]). An HMM is a generative probabilis-
tic model composed of states and transitions. In each step of the generative
process, the current state randomly generates one character of the DNA or pro-
tein sequence according to an emission probability table associated with the
state. An outgoing transition is randomly chosen and followed to a new state,
according to the transition probability table at that state.

In each application, biological knowledge is reflected in the model’s topology.
Parameters are set through automatic training so that the model generates se-
quences like those in nature. States represent distinct biological features, such
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Fig. 1. An HMM with the multiple path
problem. The most probable path for the string
“ababa” is “ααααα,” with probability 0.004, while
the most probable labeling is “αβαβα,” with prob-
ability 0.01. The highest probability path with the
same labeling has probability only 0.003.

as introns, exons, and splicing signals in gene finding, or transmembrane helices,
cytoplasmic and non-cytoplasmic loops in transmembrane topology prediction.

For sequence annotation, we label each state with the feature it represents.
For a given sequence, we examine paths through the model (or state paths) gener-
ating it. The labelings of such paths represent potential annotations. The HMM
defines a probability distribution over all possible labelings: a given labeling’s
probability is the sum of the probabilities of the paths that generate it. Finding
high probability labelings of a sequence in an HMM is HMM decoding.

The most widely used decoding method is the Viterbi algorithm [11]. It uses
dynamic programming to find the most probable state path and reports the
labeling associated with it. However, one labeling may have multiple paths, with
its probability being the sum of probabilities of these paths. We would prefer to
find the most probable labeling instead of the most probable state path.

Consider the example in Fig.1. The most probable labeling and most probable
state path yield different annotations, which is surely a source for concern. We
say that such HMM exhibits the multiple path problem. Moreover, as the sequence
(ab)n grows in our example, the number of paths forming the most probable
labeling increases exponentially. The probability of each single path is very low
compared to the probability of the most probable path.

This problem has been recognized before [1, 6] and various heuristics have
been suggested. A common (but rarely implemented) idea is to compute the k
most probable paths, providing k candidate labelings [3]. These paths can be
found efficiently with an algorithm for finding the k shortest paths in a directed
acyclic graph [4]. However, this approach may fail, since the probability of each
path in the most probable labeling may be small.

A different heuristic, called the 1-best algorithm, was suggested by Krogh
[6]. The algorithm, similar to Viterbi, maintains a pool of several candidates for
the labeling. The algorithm guarantees only that the probability of the resulting
labeling is at least as high as the probability of the most probable state path.

Finally, one can apply a posteriori decoding – using the forward-backward
algorithm [3] to compute the most probable label at each sequence position.
However, no state path may correspond to this annotation, so we cannot guar-
antee that it is consistent with biological constraints of the model. To complete
the heuristic, a second step is required to modify such a labeling to obtain a
plausible annotation (see, e.g., [10]).

In general, it is unlikely that there exists an efficient algorithm for finding
the most probable labeling: the problem is NP-hard [9] (see also earlier work
on a related model [2]). However, in these NP-hardness proofs, the size of the
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HMM obtained by the reduction is polynomial in the size of the input instance.
This is not appropriate, since in our applications the model is fixed (constant
size) and the input sequence can be very long. This leads to the question of
whether there is an algorithm for this problem whose runtime is polynomial in
the sequence length but exponential in the model size. In Section 2 we show that
this is unlikely: the problem is NP-hard even for a fixed HMM of constant size.

Ideally, one would like to distinguish between HMMs for which the most
probable labeling problem is NP-hard and HMMs for which it is possible to solve
the problem in polynomial time. As a first step in this direction, we present an
algorithm that can find the most probable labeling for a wide class of HMMs in
polynomial time, and we give a sufficient condition characterizing this class. The
class includes topologies commonly used for various bioinformatics applications.
Finally, we provide simple experiments that show that using the most probable
labeling instead of the most probable paths may increase accuracy.

2 NP-Completeness Proof

Here, we give a new NP-completeness proof for the most probable labeling prob-
lem. We show a construction of a specific HMM, for which if we could compute
the most probable labeling, we could solve instances of SAT. We first present a
path counting problem on directed acyclic “layered” graphs, which we show is
NP-complete. Then, we show a reduction from this problem to the HMM prob-
lem, and demonstrate that for SAT instances, we will have a specific HMM of
constant, though large, size for which decoding is hard.
Layered Digraphs. A colored proper layered digraph is a directed graph with
vertices arranged in layers L1, L2, . . . , Lw. Each edge connects a vertex in some
layer Li to a vertex in layer Li+1. Each vertex is colored white or black.

A layer coloring is an assignment of a color (white or black) to each layer.
A directed path from layer L1 to layer Lw is consistent with a layer coloring if
the colors of the vertices on the path match the layer coloring.

Definition 1 (Best-Layer-Coloring). Given a colored proper layered di-
graph G and a threshold T , is there a layer coloring which has at least T paths
consistent with it?

Theorem 1. Best-Layer-Coloring is NP-complete, even if each layer has
at most a constant number of vertices.

Proof. Best-Layer-Coloring is in NP: for a given layer coloring, the number
of consistent paths can be computed by simple dynamic programming.

To prove NP-hardness, we reduce SAT to Best-Layer-Coloring. Consider
an instance of SAT with n variables u1, u2, . . . , un and m clauses c1, c2, . . . , cm.
We give an overview of the construction in Fig.2.
Goal of the Construction. The graph consists of m+1 blocks 0, 1, 2, . . . , m, each
with 4n layers. The layer coloring of each block represents a truth assignment of
variables u1, . . . , un. The truth assignment of each variable is encoded by four
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Fig. 2. Overview of the graph construction. The boxes represent components of
the graph construction. Lines connecting the components represent layered subgraphs
that propagate the number of paths from left to right regardless of the layer coloring
(this is achieved by using one black and one white vertex in each layer).

consecutive layer colors: ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ (false) or ◦ ◦ • ◦ (true). Layer colorings that are
not of this form have no corresponding paths, so we do not consider them. Thus
we use the terms “layer coloring of a block” and “truth assignment of a block”
interchangeably. Let x be the truth assignment of block 0 and let y1, . . . , ym be
the truth assignments of blocks 1, . . . , m.

In a “yes” instance of SAT, we want the truth assignments x, y1, . . . , ym to
be the same satisfying truth assignment.
Details of Construction. We will decompose the structure of the graph into
several components, each of them having several inputs and outputs. An input
of a component is the number of consistent paths ending in a designated vertex
on the left-most layer of the component. Similarly, an output of a component is
the number of consistent paths ending in a designated vertex on the right-most
layer of the component. Let A

x−→ B denote a component transforming a vector
of inputs A to a vector of outputs B when corresponding layers have coloring x.

The component encode(x) in Fig.2 encodes the truth assignment x as a
vector of three integers v(x) on its output. In each of the blocks 1, 2, . . . , m, we
enforce the truth assignment to be the same as x with component eq(x, yi). The
input of this component is the vector v(x), and the output is the number 2K(n),
where K(n) = 4n − 2n+1 + 1, if the truth assignments x and yi are the same,
or a number smaller than 2K(n) otherwise. In particular, the two components
have the following specification: encode(x) : 1 x−→ (1, K(n) − b(x)2, 2b(x))
and eq(x, y, i) : (1, α, β)

y−→ K(n) − b(y)2 + β · b(y) + α, where b(x) is the
number whose binary representation encodes the truth assignment x of variables
u1, . . . , un with u1 as the highest-order bit and un as the lowest-order bit.

Finally, component sat(ci, yi) outputs its input, if truth assignment yi satis-
fies clause ci, or 0 otherwise. The input to sat(c1, y1) is 1. Details are omitted.

There is an additional layer before the first block and after the last block to
ensure the proper start and end of each consistent path.

The threshold T is 2m · K(n) + 1. For the number of consistent paths to
reach this threshold, all of the block colorings must represent the same truth
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αx

α α

αx Fig. 3. One section of component
mult(x) : α

x−→ αb(x).

assignment and the assignment must satisfy all clauses (otherwise the number
of consistent paths will be smaller).
Components encode and eq. These can be built from subcomponents mult(x) :
α

x−→ αb(x) and square(x) : 1 x−→ K(n) − b(x)2. They consist of identi-
cal 4-layer sections, each processing one bit of b(x). Section k of component
square(x) has four inputs and outputs (1, B(k−1), C(y, k−1), D(y, k−1)) t−→
(1, B(k), C(z, k), D(z, k)), where y is the binary representation of truth assign-
ment of the first k − 1 variables, t is the truth assignment of the k-th variable,
z = 2y + t, and B, C, D are defined as follows:

B(k) = 2k+2 − 4 = 2B(k − 1) + 4 (1)

C(z, k) = B(k)− 4z =
{

2C(y, k − 1) + 4, if t = 0
2C(y, k − 1), if t = 1 (2)

D(z, k) = 4k − 2k+1 + 1− z2 =
{

4D(y, k − 1) + B(k − 1) + 1, if t = 0
4D(y, k − 1) + C(y, k − 1), if t = 1 (3)

The D output of the last section has value D(b(x), n) = K(n) − b(x)2, as
desired. Fig.3 shows the construction of the simpler subcomponent for multipli-
cation, mult(x). Other drawings are omitted due to space.
Summary. The total number of vertices in each layer is at most 29. Thus, an
instance of SAT can be reduced to Best-Layer-Coloring with a constant
number of nodes per layer. ��
Connection to HMMs. Now, with the hardness of our problem shown, we connect
it to HMMs by reducing it to the most probable labeling problem.

Theorem 2. For a given constant k and a colored proper layered digraph G with
at most k vertices in each layer, there exists an HMM M and a binary string S
such that the most probable labeling of string S in M represents the best layer
coloring of G. Moreover, the topology, emission, and transition probabilities of
M depend only on the constant k, not on the size of G, and the size of S is
polynomial in the number of layers of G.

Proof. (Sketch.) We can construct an HMM and an input string so that paths in
the HMM will correspond to paths in G, and all paths have the same probability.
The states represent possible configurations of edges in G outgoing from each
vertex of one layer (pairs (i, V ′), where i is a vertex in a layer, and V ′ is a subset
of vertices in the next layer). Since there is only a constant number of vertices
in each layer, this HMM is fixed and does not depend on the structure of G.
The structure of G is encoded in the input string: each symbol represents the
configuration of edges of one layer in G. The alphabet size is constant and can
be further reduced to binary by replacing every symbol by a binary string. ��
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Corollary 1. There exists a specific HMM for which it is NP-hard to find the
most probable labeling of an input binary string.

Proof. Theorem 1 shows there exists a constant k such that finding the best layer
coloring is NP-hard, even if each layer has size at most k. Theorem 2 shows this
problem can be reduced to the most probable labeling of a binary string in a
fixed HMM. ��

The HMM obtained in the proof of Corollary 1 is very large. It is possible
to use ideas from the proof of Theorem 1 to reduce SAT to the most probable
labeling problem directly, obtaining a much smaller HMM.

3 Computing the Most Probable Labeling

We have shown that in general it is NP-hard to compute the most probable
labeling for a given HMM. However, we can characterize special classes of HMMs
for which the most probable labeling can be computed efficiently. For example,
consider an HMM where any two state paths Π1 and Π2 have different labelings.
The most probable state path can be computed with the Viterbi algorithm, and
thus so can be the most probable labeling. The runtime is O(nmΔ) time, where
n is the length of the sequence, m is the number of states in HMM, and Δ is
the maximum in-degree of a state.

Here, we introduce extended labelings and give an algorithm that computes
the most probable extended labeling in polynomial time. We characterize a class
of HMMs for which an extended labeling uniquely determines a single state
labeling. For this class, our algorithm finds the most probable labeling. Even if
the input HMM does not belong to the class, our algorithm returns a labeling
with probability at least as high as the probability of the most probable state
path. We give several practical examples found in this class of HMMs.

3.1 Most Probable Extended Labeling

Recall that a hidden Markov model is a generative probabilistic model, consisting
of states and transitions. The HMM starts in a designated initial state s. In each
step, a symbol is generated according to the emission probabilities of the current
state. Unless the HMM has reached a designated final state f , it follows one of the
transitions to another state. Let eu(x) be the emission probability of generating
character x in state u, au,v the probability of a transition from u to v, �(u) the
label of state u, and in(u) the set of states having a transition to state u.

Definition 2 (Extended labeling). A critical edge is an edge between states
of different label. The extended labeling of a state path π1π2 . . . πn is the pair
(L, C), where L = λ1, λ2, . . . , λn is the sequence of labels of each state in the
path and C = c1, c2, . . . , ck is the sequence of critical edges followed on the path.
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Theorem 3 (The most probable extended labeling). For a given sequence
S = x1 . . . xn and an HMM with m states, it is possible to compute the most prob-
able extended labeling in O(n2mLmaxΔ), where Lmax is the maximum number
of states with the same label, and Δ is the largest in-degree of a state.

Proof. We modify the Viterbi algorithm for computing the most probable state
path. Let V [u, i] = max Pr(x1 . . . xi, π1 . . . πi), where the maximum is taken over
all state paths π1 . . . πi starting in state s and ending in state u. The Viterbi al-
gorithm computes the values V [u, i] by dynamic programming with the following
recurrence, examining all possible options for the second to last state:

V [u, i] = max
v∈in(u)

V [v, i− 1] · av,u · eu(xi). (4)

We modify the Viterbi algorithm as follows. Let L[u, i] = maxPr(x1 . . . xi,
(L, C), πi = u), where the maximum is taken over all extended labelings (L, C)
and the generating process ends in state u. Instead of considering possible op-
tions for the second last state, we will examine all possible durations of the last
segment with the same label and instead of the most probable path in such
segment, we will compute the sum of all possible state paths in this segment. If
the segment starts at position j ≤ i of the sequence, such sum P [v, u, j, i] is the
probability of generating the sequence xj . . . xi starting in state v and ending in
state u, using only states with label λ(u). We get the following recurrence:

L[u, i] = max
j≤i

max
v:λ(v)=λ(u)

max
w∈in(v):

λ(w) �=λ(v)

L[w, j − 1] · aw,v · P [v, u, j, i] (5)

We compute values of L in order of increasing i. For each i, we compute all
relevant values of P (v, u, j, i) in order of decreasing j by an algorithm similar to
backward algorithm (see, e.g., [3]), using the following recurrence:

P [v, u, j, i] =
∑

w:v∈in(w),λ(v)=λ(w)

ev(xj) · av,w · P [w, u, j + 1, i] (6)

When the computation of L is finished, the most probable extended labeling can
be reconstructed by tracing back labels and critical edges used to obtain the
value of L[f, n], as in the Viterbi algorithm. ��

Note that the probability of the extended labeling returned by the algorithm
is always at least as high as the probability of the most probable path Π found
by Viterbi algorithm. This is because the probability of the extended labeling
corresponding to Π must be at least as high as the probability of Π itself.

3.2 The Sufficient Condition

The algorithm defined above is guaranteed to compute the most probable la-
beling for a much wider class of HMMs than the Viterbi algorithm. Here is a
sufficient condition for this class:
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5’ end exon exonexon 3’ end

phase 0 phase 1 phase 2

Fig. 4. Simplified model of ESTScan. ESTScan uses an HMM for predicting coding
part of an EST. Compared to a typical coding region predictor, ESTScan needs to
handle insertions and deletions within the coding sequence caused by the low quality
of EST sequencing. The exact place of a sequencing error cannot be easily identified, so
to simply distinguish coding part of ESTs from non-coding, we assign the same label to
all states corresponding to coding sequence. The resulting HMM has the multiple path
problem, with each path corresponding to some combination of insertions and deletions.
The actual model used in ESTScan has a more complicated topology, ensuring for
example that only one insertion or deletion can occur within the same codon.

Definition 3. An HMM satisfies the critical edge condition for an input se-
quence S if any two paths with the same labeling have the same sequence of
critical edges.

Corollary 2. If an HMM satisfies the critical edge condition for a sequence S,
then the above algorithm computes the most probable labeling of sequence S.

Proof. We call a labeling Λ (extended labeling, state path) possible with respect
to sequence S, if Pr(Λ |S) > 0.

The algorithm above computes the most probable extended labeling. There-
fore for the statement to be false, the most probable labeling and the most
probable extended labeling must be different.

This happens only if two different extended labelings Λ1 and Λ2 correspond
to the most probable labeling. Let Π1 be a state path corresponding to Λ1,
and Π2 be a state path corresponding to Λ2. Since Λ1 and Λ2 are different, the
paths Π1 and Π2 must differ in at least one critical edge; yet both Π1 and Π2

produce the same labeling. Therefore the HMM cannot satisfy the critical edge
condition. ��

Examples. The simplified model of ESTScan [5] shown in Fig.4 has the multiple
path problem. Therefore the Viterbi algorithm is not appropriate for decoding it.
The model satisfies the critical edge condition, so our algorithm finds the most
probable labeling. The condition is satisfied because the states labeled “exon”
are grouped in a subgraph with only one incoming and outgoing edge.

A more complicated example is the simple model of exon/intron structure
of eukaryotic genes in Fig.5. Multiple copies of the same intron model preserve
three-periodicity of coding regions. The multiple path problem is caused by
ambiguity of transition between the two “intron” states. The model does not
violate our condition, since the length of the exonic sequence uniquely determines
which critical edge will be used.
Testing the Critical Edge Condition. We can test algorithmically whether a given
HMM topology (not considering emission probabilities) satisfies the critical edge
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exon intron intron

exon intron intron

exon intron intron

3’ end

5’ end

phase 0

phase 1

phase 2

pyrimidine tail

Fig. 5. Simple model of exon/intron
structure. Intronic sequence in DNA
contains a pyrimidine-rich tail close to the
acceptor site. Its composition is very dif-
ferent from the rest of the intron, pro-
viding strong support for a neighbor-
ing acceptor site. The tail has variable
length and does not have a clear bound-
ary. This creates the multiple path prob-
lem because there are always several high-
probability alternatives for the transfer
from “intron” state to the “tail” state.

condition for every input sequence. We first use depth-first search to build a set
Ss of all pairs of states that are reachable from the start state by the same
labeling. We start from pair (s, s) ∈ Ss and in each iteration we add a new pair
(u, v) if λ(u) = λ(v), and there exists (u′, v′) ∈ Ss such that u′ ∈ in(u) and
v′ ∈ in(v). Similarly, we also build a set Sf of all pairs of states, from which
the final state can be reached by the same labeling. For the critical condition
to be violated, there must exist a pair (u, v) ∈ Ss and (u′, v′) ∈ Sf such that
λ(u) �= λ(u′), and (u, u′) and (v, v′) are two different transitions. The algorithm
takes O(m4) time.

It is possible to modify this verification algorithm to verify the critical edge
condition in O(m4|Σ|2) time, if emission probabilities are given. Note that this
test may yield a different result, since some states may not produce some of the
alphabet symbols, making it impossible for two different paths with the same
extended labeling to generate the same string; hence, this extended algorithm
may find even more HMMs that satisfy the condition.

And finally, we can also verify the condition for a given HMM and input
string in O(nm4) time. In that case, we will build a set of state pairs that can
be reached by the same labeling for each position in the sequence.

3.3 Introducing Silent States

Silent states do not emit symbols. They are sometimes used in HMMs as a con-
venient modeling extension (see [3, Section 3.4]). Both the Viterbi algorithm and
our algorithm can be easily extended to HMMs with silent states [3, Section 3.4].
The example in Fig.6 shows that some HMMs can be transformed to equivalent
HMMs that satisfy the critical edge condition by addition of silent states. Thus,
in our case, the silent states are a crucial modeling tool.
Example. Silent states are useful when one wants to provide several models for a
particular sequence element. An example of such a model is TMHMM [7], shown
in Fig.7. The two different models of non-cytoplasmic loops create the multiple
path problem, potentially decreasing prediction accuracy if the Viterbi algorithm
is used. We introduce silent states to ensure that the critical edge condition is
satisfied.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Example of usefulness of silent states. The color of each state represents its
label. Silent states are shown as smaller circles. The HMM (a) violates the critical edge
condition and cannot be decoded by our algorithm. There is no equivalent topology
without silent states satisfying the condition. Using silent states, we can construct an
equivalent HMM (b) that satisfies the critical edge condition. However, the technique
is not universal: HMM (c) cannot be so transformed to comply with the condition.

loop
cytoplasmic

helix
loop
non−cyt.

helix loop
non−cyt.

(short loop)

(long loop)

Fig. 7. TMHMM: prediction
of topology of transmem-
brane proteins. The task is to
predict positions of transmem-
brane helices, cytoplasmic, and
non-cytoplasmic loops. Boxes in
the figure represent groups of
states with the same label.

4 Experiments

We have designed a simple experiment to test if decoding with most probable
labeling increases accuracy. We used the HMM in Fig.8 to generate 5000 se-
quences of mean length about 500 for various combinations of the parameters
p1 and p2.

We then used three decoding algorithms: standard Viterbi, our algorithm
for most probable labeling, and Viterbi on a simplified model. In the simplified
model, we replaced the two “gray” states with self-loops with one state and set its
parameters to maximize likelihood (probability of the self-loop: 0.97, probability
of emission of 1: (2p2 + p1)/3). This new HMM does not have the multiple path
problem and therefore the Viterbi algorithm yields the most probable labeling.

We evaluated the error rate (percentage of the positions that were mislabeled
compared to the labels on the state path that generated each sequence) for each
algorithm. Fig.9 shows our results.

We have observed two trends in the data. First, using the most probable la-
beling does increases the accuracy. Second, the Viterbi algorithm on a simplified
model, which does not have the multiple path problem, often performs better
than the Viterbi algorithm on the full model. This behavior is paradoxical: using
a model that is further from reality, we have obtained better results.
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11 1 p2 p1 10.5

exp.length 20 exp.length 20 exp.length 10

0.95 0.90.95

Fig. 8. HMM used in experiments. The HMM over alphabet {0, 1} is inspired
by intron model with composition changing towards the end of “gray” region. Colors
(white or gray) represent the labels. The numbers inside states represent emission
probability of symbol 1 (p1 and p2 are parameters).
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Fig. 9. Results of experiments. Error rate using three decoding algorithms: Viterbi,
our algorithm for the most probable labeling, and Viterbi in simplified model.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have investigated the most probable labeling problem in HMMs. We showed
that the problem is NP-hard, even for a fixed HMM constructed in the proof, in
contrast to previous NP-hardness proofs, where the HMM constructed depended
on the input instance (in most biological applications, the HMM is fixed).

Even though the problem is NP-hard in general, it is possible to compute the
most probable labeling for some HMMs. We provided an O(n2) time decoding
algorithm and characterized a wide class of HMMs that can be decoded by our
algorithm. This run time may cause problems in applications with long input
sequences, such as gene finding. Still, it is acceptable in other cases, such as
analysis of protein sequences or ESTs. In practice, the running time can be
further decreased by application of biological constraints (such as location of
open reading frames) and various stopping conditions.

The model topologies that can be decoded by our algorithm include those for
transmembrane protein topology prediction (TMHMM), distinguishing coding
regions in ESTs (ESTScan), or intron model in gene finding. We also noted that
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the use of the Viterbi algorithm instead of the most probable labeling may lead
to paradoxical behavior, where a more accurate model will yield worse results.

Several problems remain open. First, we do not know at present any polyno-
mial algorithm for finding the most probable labeling for model shown in Fig.6c.
Is decoding of this simple model NP-hard? Similar topologies are useful in vari-
ous applications for providing alternative models for multi-label structures (such
as different types of genes). More generally, can we provide a complete charac-
terization of the models that are NP-hard to decode? Second, are there HMM
topologies (other than ones without the multiple path problem) that can be de-
coded in subquadratic time? Such models may be useful in applications where
the input sequence is long. Finally, we would like to test the most probable
labeling algorithm in the applications mentioned above.
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Abstract. The problem of finding conserved motifs given a set of DNA
sequences is among the most fundamental problems in computational
biology, with important applications in locating regulatory sites from
co-expressed genes. Traditionally, two classes of approaches are used to
address the problem: sample-driven approaches focus on finding the lo-
cations of the motif instances directly, while pattern-driven approaches
focus on finding a consensus string or a profile directly to model the mo-
tif. We propose an integrated approach by formulating the motif finding
problem as the problem of finding large cliques in k-partite graphs, with
the additional requirement that there exists a string s (which may not
appear in the given sample) that is close to every motif instance included
in such a clique. In this formulation, each clique represents the locations
of the motif instances, while the existence of string s ensures that these
instances are derived from a common motif pattern. The combined ap-
proach provides a better formulation to model motifs than using cliques
alone, and the use of k-partite graphs allows the development of a fast
and exact divide-and-conquer approach to handle the cases when almost
every sequence contains a motif instance. Computational experiments
show that this approach is feasible even on the most difficult motif find-
ing problems of moderate size. When many sequences do not contain
a motif instance, we complement the above approach by an optimized
branch-and-bound algorithm that is much faster than standard clique
finding approaches. We will discuss how to further generalize the formu-
lation to better model biological reality.

1 Introduction

The motif finding problem is among the most well-studied problems in compu-
tational biology, with important applications in the computational identification
of regulatory sites given a set of genes believed to be co-regulated. Most early
motif finding approaches used conventional statistical optimization techniques
to identify the most over-represented patterns in a sample of sequences (Stormo
and Hartzell 1989; Lukashin et al. 1992; Lawrence et al. 1993; Bailey and Elkan
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1994). Pevzner and Sze (2000) proposed a combinatorial graph-theoretic for-
mulation and suggested algorithms WINNOWER and SP-STAR demonstrating
that, at least for artificial samples with uniform background distribution, these
previous approaches have not reached the limit of prediction yet: they are not
able to find implanted patterns in the cases when these patterns should be found.
More recently, a steady stream of combinatorial approaches were proposed which
investigate the theoretical prediction limit of motif finding algorithms and fur-
ther improve both prediction performance and computational speed (Marsan and
Sagot 2000; Buhler and Tompa 2002; Eskin and Pevzner 2002; Keich and Pevzner
2002; Price et al. 2003). Instead of looking for the motif instances directly as
in early sample-driven approaches, most of these later approaches assume the
existence of a single string which is close to each motif instance and try to locate
this string directly by a pattern-driven technique. These approaches fall roughly
into two categories: either a fast heuristic is used which does not guarantee that
the best solution is found, or an exact algorithm is employed which is often quite
slow in practice.

In this paper, we propose an integrated approach utilizing both sample-driven
and pattern-driven techniques which allows us to develop a fast exact approach
for moderate size problems. We employ the clique formulation from Pevzner and
Sze (2000) to represent each candidate motif as a clique containing a set of motif
instances as in the sample-driven approach, while further requiring the existence
of a string that is close to every motif instance in the clique as in the pattern-
driven approach. This reduces the motif finding problem to finding large cliques
which satisfy the close string constraint. Computational experiments show that
the new technique is able to solve some of the most difficult motif finding prob-
lems which were unsolvable before using the clique formulation alone.

One possible approach to solve the problem is to employ a branch-and-bound
technique to repeatedly expand a growing clique (Bomze et al. 1999), while prun-
ing those branches which will not possibly lead to a clique that satisfies the con-
straint. However, a recent result (Chen et al. 2004) showed that unless unlikely
consequences occur in parameterized complexity theory, the clique finding prob-
lem (and many other NP-hard problems) cannot be solved in no(k) time, where
n is the size of the graph (number of vertices) and k is the size of the maximum
clique. Thus this kind of clique-based approach is not likely to be efficient enough
for large samples if we do not take advantage of special structures inherent in
the given graphs.

The key observation is that we can restrict our attention to k-partite graphs,
which are graphs consisting of k parts with no edges between vertices within
the same part. Although the clique finding problem in k-partite graphs is still
an intrinsically difficult computational problem, we will show that a divide-and-
conquer approach can be used to circumvent the difficulties in the cases when
every sequence contains a motif instance, by subdividing the original graph into
smaller subgraphs, using a branch-and-bound algorithm to solve each subprob-
lem independently, and combining the results. To cope with imperfect biological
samples, we will demonstrate how to generalize this approach to handle the cases
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when almost all sequences contain a motif instance. When many sequences do
not contain a motif instance, we will show an improved branch-and-bound ap-
proach to handle realistically sized samples. When there can be more than one
motif instance in a sequence, we will show how to reduce the more general prob-
lem of having at most p instances per sequence, for a small p, to the original
problem so that we still have an efficient algorithm.

One very important requirement of the proposed algorithm is to be able to
quickly decide if a close string exists when given a clique containing a set of
strings of the same length. Unfortunately, this problem has been proven to be
NP-hard (Lanctot et al. 2003). Although branch-and-bound techniques for this
problem have been proposed (Gramm et al. 2001), they are too slow for our
purpose if used directly. One way to solve this problem is not to check for the
existence of a close string every time when we expand a clique, but check only
when a clique potentially larger than before is found. To reduce the number of
intermediate cliques, weaker necessary conditions are used instead during every
clique expansion to prune impossible branches.

A further concern is that while this model is adequate in many cases, it is
not a sufficient model when some position within the motif has more than one
dominant letter, since we are forced to choose only one letter in each position
of the close string. We will discuss various possibilities to address this problem.
Recently, Price et al. (2003) and Eskin (2004) tried to address this problem by
using a profile instead of a single string to represent a motif.

2 Problem Formulation

We use the combinatorial (l, d)-motif model proposed in Pevzner and Sze
(2000): start from a set of random sequences {s1, . . . , sk}, each of a fixed length,
implant an (l, d)-motif by fixing a pattern P of length l and putting a randomly
mutated pattern with exactly d substitutions from P at a randomly chosen po-
sition in each sequence. Without knowing P and where the implantations are,
the motif finding problem is to recover the locations of the implanted patterns.
Notice that making exactly d substitutions gives a more difficult model than
another alternative of making at most d substitutions since distances between
the motif instances will be greater.

A graph-theoretic approach was proposed in Pevzner and Sze (2000): for
each position j in sequence si, construct a vertex sij representing the substring
of length l starting at position j in si. Connect two vertices sij and spq by an
edge if i �= p and the distance (number of substitutions) between them does not
exceed 2d. In this formulation, an (l, d)-motif is modeled by a clique of size k. In
light of substantial computational difficulty, Pevzner and Sze (2000) developed
the WINNOWER algorithm to find large clique-like structures instead of cliques.
Liang (2003) made a few refinements to WINNOWER to make it more sensitive.

The typical size of a motif finding problem consists of 10 to 50 sequences
with sequence lengths ranging from a few hundred to about 2000, and thus there
can be from a few thousand to tens of thousands of vertices in the constructed
graph. Despite the large graph size, an important observation is that the size of
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the maximum clique is small. Since edges are constructed only between vertices
in different sequences in the (l, d)-motif model, the resulting graph is k-partite,
with all the vertices of a sequence residing in the same part. This restricts the
size of the maximum clique to be at most k. In fact, in the (l, d)-motif model,
each sequence contains exactly one motif instance and the maximum clique size
is k. We will take advantage of these two facts to develop a divide-and-conquer
approach for the problem. For simplicity of analysis, we assume that the length
of each sequence is the same, and thus, the number of vertices in each part of
the graph is the same. We formulate the unconstrained clique finding problem
as follows.

Definition 1 ((CLIQUEkP)). Given a k-partite graph G with n vertices in
each part, find a maximum clique in G.

Unfortunately, the problem is still hard to solve.

Proposition 2. CLIQUEkP is NP-hard.

We introduce the close string constraint as follows.

Definition 3 ((CLIQUEkP(l, d))). Given a k-partite graph G with n vertices
in each part, where each vertex represents a string of length l and an edge is
connected between two vertices if they are in different parts and their distance
(number of substitutions) is at most 2d, find a maximum clique in G such that
there exists a string s of length l with distance at most d to every string in the
clique.

Computational experiments show that with this constrained formulation, we
are able to solve very difficult motif finding problems, such as samples contain-
ing 20 sequences each of length 600 with (16,5)- or (18,6)-motifs, which were
unsolvable before due to an exceedingly large number of unconstrained maxi-
mum cliques (> 106) that do not represent the implanted motif (these results
were obtained by running our clique finding program without the close string
constraint). In fact, if we think of a solution as the close string s instead of the
corresponding clique, this constrained formulation has exactly the same solutions
as a pure pattern-driven approach. The major advantage of including cliques in
the formulation is that it allows the use of a fast divide-and-conquer approach
when the size of the maximum clique is very close to k.

With the above formulation, there is no guarantee that the letter at each
position of a close string s is among the most frequent letters at that position in
the motif instances, and thus s may not characterize the motif very well. When
it is desirable to address this requirement, define the consensus pattern of a set
of strings to consist of the most frequent letter at each position (in case of ties,
include all the tied letters in the consensus pattern at that position), and define
a consensus string to be any string obtained by picking one letter from each
position of the consensus pattern. We revise the model as follows.

Definition 4 ((CLIQUE
′
kP(l, d))). The problem is CLIQUEkP(l, d), with

the additional requirement that s is among one of the consensus strings.
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3 Finding Cliques of Size k in k-Partite Graph

Instead of addressing the full problem directly, we first consider the simpler
problem of finding cliques of size k only. This corresponds to the case when
every sequence contains a motif instance, which can be applied to more confident
samples involving confirmed co-regulated genes. Later we will generalize the
approach to find maximum cliques not necessarily of size k. We first consider the
basic problem of finding k-cliques without imposing the close string constraint.

Definition 5 ((k-CLIQUEkP)). Given a k-partite graph G with n vertices in
each part, find a k-clique in G.

We will use a divide-and-conquer approach to handle the problem. The idea
is to subdivide the given k-partite graph into several k0-partite subgraphs with
k0 < k and solve each smaller subproblem independently using a branch-and-
bound approach, as long as the number of cliques of size k0 in each subproblem
is not too high. This approach reduces the waste due to repeated computations
within the same subgraphs in conventional branch-and-bound techniques when
the search is applied to the entire graph. These cliques can then be used as
vertices in a second graph in which cliques from the same subproblem reside in
the same part and two vertices are connected by an edge if the corresponding
cliques together form a larger clique. There is an one-to-one correspondence
between cliques in this graph and cliques in the original graph, and a recursive
procedure can be used to find them.

Fig. 1 shows the divide-and-conquer algorithm utilizing a recursive procedure.
One detail is that k0 may not divide k evenly. In this case, the last subgraph will
have overlapping parts with other subgraphs, requiring a slight modification to
the algorithm.

Algorithm find-clique(G = ({V (1), . . . , V (k)}, E)) {
for i ← 1 to k/k0 do

C(i)← set of all k0-cliques in the induced subgraph G[V ((i−1)k0+1), . . . , V (ik0)];
if (k0 < k) {

construct G′ = ({C(1), . . . , C(k/k0)}, E′), where for cp ∈ C(p) and cq ∈ C(q)

with p �= q, (cp, cq) ∈ E′ if and only if cp ∪ cq is a clique in G;

C(1)← set of all cliques from find-clique(G′) transformed to cliques in G;
}
return C(1);

}

Fig. 1. Algorithm find-clique(G) for finding k-cliques in a k-partite graph.

One difficulty with the above approach is that it is hard to determine what
k0 to use. One could use a random k-partite graph model and estimate appro-
priate values of k0 based on average case analysis, but significant correlations
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between adjacent vertices and severe non-randomness around the implanted pat-
terns make such an estimate very unreliable. This problem can be corrected by
an automatic approach which subdivides the original graph dynamically.

Given a threshold t denoting the maximum number of cliques allowed in a
subgraph, the idea is to find the smallest induced subgraph G[V (1), . . . , V (i)] such
that the number of cliques of size i is at most t by trying each i incrementally. To
utilize intermediate results as much as possible, we follow a combined breadth-
first depth-first approach based on the branch-and-bound technique. Consider
each target clique size i in turn (starting from 2), and keep an ordered list L
of cliques representing all partial results computed so far, initialized to a single
entry containing an empty clique with no vertices. Initialize a pointer P pointing
to this entry. Repeat the following: suppose that the clique c pointed by P is of
size j with one vertex from each of V (1), . . . , V (j). If j < i, replace c by a list
of all cliques of size j + 1 that form a clique with c by adding one vertex from
V (j+1); otherwise j = i and we advance P to the next entry in L. If the number
of cliques in L before P is more than t, the current subgraph has too many
cliques: increment i by 1, reset P to point to the first entry in L and continue to
look into the next part V (i). If there is no more entry in L, we are done finding
all cliques in the subgraph G[V (1), . . . , V (i)], repeat this procedure starting with
the next part V (i+1) to determine the next subgraph.

By choosing t = O(n), we can make sure that the second clique finding
problem is not more complicated than the original. Since the procedure does
not waste any partial results, its computational performance should be similar
to the previous approach. In terms of memory requirement, with appropriate
data structures we only need space for at most t cliques (entries before P ) in
addition to the normal space requirement for depth-first search (entries after
P ). To further decrease the number of cliques that need to be considered, when
expanding a clique of size j to a clique of size j + 1, vertices that do not have a
neighbor in all the remaining parts are discarded.

We now incorporate the close string constraint in the model. As discussed
before, instead of imposing it every time when a clique is expanded, we check
only when the clique size becomes i. During every clique expansion, the following
necessary conditions are used to prune impossible branches (proofs omitted).

Proposition 6. Given three strings s1, s2 and s3 each of length l, assume that
the maximum pairwise distance (number of substitutions) is between s1 and s2

with d(s1, s2) = d′, where d < d′ ≤ 2d. Without loss of generality, assume that
all these differences are in the last d′ positions of s1 and s2, and cut each string
si into two parts s′i and s′′i with |s′′i | = d′ (in other words, we have s′1 = s′2 and
d(s′′1 , s′′2) = d′). Let x = d(s′1, s

′
3) = d(s′2, s

′
3), y = d(s′′1 , s′′3), and z = d(s′′2 , s′′3).

Then a string s of length l with distance at most d to each of the three strings
exists if and only if x + y + z ≤ 3d.

Proposition 7. Given a set S of strings all of length l, if there exists a string
s of length l with distance (number of substitutions) at most d to every string in
S, then (i) for every pair of strings s1 and s2 in S with distance d(s1, s2) = 2d,
the jth letter of s must either be the jth letter of s1 or the jth letter of s2; (ii)
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for every pair of strings s1 and s2 in S with distance d(s1, s2) = 2d − 1, when
the jth letter of s1 and the jth letter of s2 are the same, the jth letter of s must
be this letter.

In the first condition, if the maximum pairwise distance between three strings
is at most d, a close string s always exists. Otherwise, it is in the form of an
inequality which can be easily checked given any sub-clique of size 3. To use the
second condition, whenever a clique c is expanded to include a vertex v, v is
checked against each vertex in c and also against the old constraints on c. It is
very useful since the vast majority of edges in the graph have a distance of either
2d (typically over 50%) or 2d − 1 (typically over 20%). If any inconsistencies
are found, the branch is pruned. Computational experiments show that these
conditions help to reduce the subdivision size k0 in many cases and make the
problem much easier to solve (as opposed to not using them). When a new
clique of size i is found, we use the branch-and-bound algorithm from Gramm
et al. (2001) to search for a close string s, modifying it to avoid trying letters
disallowed from the above constraints to further reduce the search space.

To address the revised model where the close string s is required to be among
one of the consensus strings, when a clique reaches size i, we compute its con-
sensus pattern (which may consist of more than one letter at some positions in
case of frequency ties) and use it to further restrict the letters that can appear
in each position of s. When i is large enough, most positions of the consensus
pattern consist of only one letter and thus this requirement eliminates almost all
the need to search for s. However, one must be careful not to use the consensus
patterns to prune the search branch since it is still possible that the clique will
expand into a solution.

Pevzner and Sze (2000) used samples containing 20 random sequences each
of length 600 as test samples (which are typical sizes of realistic biological sam-
ples) and found that finding (15,4)-motifs is very challenging. Buhler and Tompa
(2002) found that the (15,4)-motif problem is not the hardest, but (14,4)-,
(16,5)- and (18,6)-motif problems are considerably more challenging. They
showed, by a probabilistic analysis of the (l, d)-motif model, that these problems
are already at the prediction limit of motif finding algorithms, which include any
sample-driven or pattern-driven approaches. Table 1 shows the performance of
the divide-and-conquer approach for two classes of limiting motif finding prob-
lems. The correct motif was found in all cases.

These results showed that in almost all cases we were able to subdivide the
original problem containing 20 sequences into at least two subproblems. Note
that for easier samples (data not shown), it is almost always the case that k0 = 2
and thus the algorithm is very fast. We found that even for the most difficult
motif finding problems, the graphs become so sparse in subsequent recursion
levels that it is almost always the case that k0 = 2 in these deeper levels and
thus the running time becomes negligible when compared to the outermost level.
For most samples in Table 1, the total number of 20-cliques with a close string
was more than one, sometimes even in the tens or hundreds, suggesting that
these samples become so difficult that there are random patterns which can
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Table 1. Typical values of k0 and typical computation times of the divide-and-conquer
approach after the graph construction phase. In each case, the values are consistently
obtained over a few runs with t set to 600 on random samples with 20 sequences each
of length 600 containing an (l, d)-motif.

(l, d) (11,2) (13,3) (15,4) (17,5) (19,6) (10,2) (12,3) (14,4) (16,5) (18,6)

k0 2 3 4 6 8 3 5 8 10 13

speed secs secs secs mins mins secs secs mins mins hrs

serve as motif variances. However, for all these cliques the close string is unique
and is always the correct one, and thus at least for these simulated samples, it
is sufficient to find only one solution. Price et al. (2003, Table 1) compared the
performance of several algorithms on the (15,4)-motif problem. From this table,
we found that on this problem while the exact divide-and-conquer approach is
not as fast as the fastest heuristics with 99.7% success rate (in a few seconds), it
is much faster than other exact algorithms with 100% success rate (in minutes).

4 Finding Maximum Cliques in k-Partite Graph

A similar divide-and-conquer technique can be used to find maximum cliques
when their size k′ is less than k, by subdividing the original k-partite graph
into r subgraphs Gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, such that Gi is ki-partite and

∑r
i=1 ki = k,

and finding cliques within the subgraphs independently. In each subgraph Gi,
we need to look for cliques of size k′

i ≤ ki such that
∑r

i=1 k′
i = k′ over all

possible combinations of k′
1, . . . , k

′
r. Individual clique finding in subgraphs can

be accomplished by branch-and-bound approaches. To find maximum cliques of
unknown size, one can start the search with k′ = k, and iteratively reducing k′

until maximum cliques are found.
One drawback with the above approach is that it is difficult to determine the

subdivision sizes ki so that there are not too many cliques within each subgraph.
Alternatively, a straightforward direct reduction is possible so that the original
divide-and-conquer approach can be used. For each choice of k′ parts out of k
parts to form an induced k′-partite subgraph, run the original k′-partite clique
algorithm (with automatic determination of subdivision sizes) on each subgraph
to find k′-cliques. The problem is that there are a total of

(
k
k′
)

possible choices
and this number grows very quickly as k − k′ increases.

To avoid this combinatorial explosion, we employ a reduction at the graph
level to construct a single k′-partite graph G′ = ({W (1), . . . , W (k′)}, E′) to rep-
resent all k′-cliques in the original k-partite graph G = ({V (1), . . . , V (k)}, E),
where W (i) (= W (i)(k, k′)) is a set of new vertices representing the vertices in
V (i) ∪ . . . ∪ V (i+k−k′), and for i < j, a vertex v in W (i) is connected to a vertex
w in W (j) if v ∈ V (i+p) and w ∈ V (j+q) are connected in G with p ≤ q. It
is evident that there is an one-to-one correspondence between k′-cliques in G′

and k′-cliques in G, and thus only one application of the divide-and-conquer
algorithm is needed to find them. One problem with this reduction is that the
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size of G′ grows very quickly as k − k′ increases: if G contains nk vertices, G′

contains n(k − k′ + 1)k vertices. Although G′ is less dense, given threshold t
the number of parts in the subgraphs after subdivision and the running time
increase substantially as k − k′ increases.

The above two reductions stand at two extremes: the first reduction employs
a large number of small k′-partite graphs while the second reduction uses a
single k′-partite graph G′ with many vertices. One approach that lies between
these two extremes is to decompose G′ into an intermediate number of k′-partite
graphs with an intermediate number of vertices. Recall that in the first attempt
we subdivide G into r subgraphs such that the ith subgraph Gi is ki-partite
and

∑r
i=1 ki = k. Let si (=

∑i−1
j=1 kj + 1) be the index of the first part of Gi

within G. By applying the previous reduction to each ki-partite subgraph Gi,
Wi = {W (si)(ki, k

′
i), . . . , W

(si+k′
i−1)(ki, k

′
i)} includes all vertices for constructing

a single k′
i-partite graph to represent all k′

i-cliques in Gi. For each fixed com-
bination of k′

1, . . . , k
′
r such that

∑r
i=1 k′

i = k′, the induced k′-partite subgraph
G′[∪r

i=1Wi] represents all k′-cliques to which the dynamic subdivision algorithm
can be applied.

In effect, we have decomposed G′ into smaller induced subgraphs, one for
each combination of k′

1, . . . , k
′
r, which together specify exactly the same set of

k′-cliques as G′ and can be searched separately. For each value of r and for each
choice of values of ki, we get one decomposition and the number of decomposed
subgraphs increases as r increases, which is a tradeoff against the smaller sizes
of these subgraphs. We found that r = 2 and k1 = k2 work well, with a lin-
ear increase in the number of decomposed subgraphs as k − k′ increases. When
almost all sequences contain a motif instance, the above technique reduces the
motif finding problem to a manageable number of subproblems to which the
divide-and-conquer approach is applied. We have successfully applied it (with
reasonable computation times) to find motifs in very difficult motif finding prob-
lems such as samples containing (14,4)- or (16,5)-motifs where 20 out of 21, 22
or 23 sequences each of length 600 contain a motif instance.

To handle the more general case when there can be at most p motif instances
per sequence, for a small p, we reduce this problem to the original problem as
follows: instead of constructing only one part for each sequence, construct p
parts each representing the same sequence, resulting in a kp-partite graph. As
before, connect vertices from different parts by an edge if the distance between
them does not exceed 2d, except that vertices representing overlapping positions
within the same sequence are not connected.

5 Branch-and-Bound Algorithm

The above divide-and-conquer approach is very fast when every sequence con-
tains a motif instance (i.e., k′ = k), but its running time requirement increases
rapidly as k − k′ increases. To handle cases when many sequences do not con-
tain a motif instance, we have to resort back to traditional branch-and-bound
approaches. Standard branch-and-bound techniques employ the following recur-
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sive algorithm find-clique(G) to find a maximum clique in G = (V, E): let Cv be
the set of cliques returned from applying find-clique on the graph induced by all
neighbors of vertex v, output the largest set {v}∪Cv over all v ∈ V (Bomze et al.
1999). Although these approaches were shown to be feasible only on unrestricted
graphs with at most a few hundred vertices, we will show that with appropriate
optimizations these approaches can still be applied to motif finding.

If the goal is to find at most u maximum cliques, once a maximal clique of
size m is found, there is no need to look for maximal cliques of size less than
m. Also, once more than u maximal cliques of size m are found, there is no
need to look for maximal cliques of size m. These observations help us to prune
the search tree branches when it is no longer possible to obtain a large enough
clique. With the above optimization, it is advantageous to consider the vertices
in non-increasing degree order (denoted by ") so that it is more likely to get
large cliques during the earlier branches. To make each maximum clique appear
uniquely while simultaneously trying to further reduce the running time, when
a vertex v is considered in the search tree, only the vertices w satisfying v " w
and (v, w) ∈ E are included in the subgraph at the next recursion level to build
larger cliques. During every clique expansion, we use the necessary conditions
for the existence of a close string to prune impossible branches. Only when a
new potential maximal clique is found, we look for a close string.

Computational experiments show that except in the cases when almost every
sequence contains a motif instance (when the divide-and-conquer approach can
be many times faster), this enhanced branch-and-bound algorithm is faster than
the divide-and-conquer approach. By also allowing edges between vertices in the
same sequence, the branch-and-bound approach can be further generalized to
handle the cases when there can be at most p motif instances per sequence, for
a small p, or even to the case when there can be at most p motif instances in
total, without restrictions on the number of motif instances in any particular
sequence.

6 Biological Samples

Since Price et al. (2003) reported considerable difficulties in obtaining experi-
mentally confirmed samples with biological motifs that are very difficult to find,
our goal here is simply to show that our model is appropriate and our new algo-
rithms are effective by testing on a few published data sets. For these data sets,
most standard sample-driven or pattern-driven approaches are also able to find
the motifs. In each case, we assume that l is known while d is unknown and the
general strategy is to start with d = 0 and try successively larger d. Since the
motif finding problem is usually much easier when d is small, this approach does
not add much to the computation time.

The sample in Stormo and Hartzell (1989) contains 18 sequences each of
length 105 with experimentally confirmed E.coli CRP binding sites. Using l =
16, the most accurate solution returned correct sites in 16 out of 18 sequences
when d = 6. There are three samples in Sze et al. (2002) (also from E.coli), all
containing sequences of length 200. The first (ARG) sample contains 9 upstream
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sequences from genes regulated by the arginine repressor ArgR, with a two-
part site in each sequence, where each part is of length 18. The patterns in the
two parts are very similar and they are separated by 3 positions in 8 out of 9
sequences. When the patterns were treated as one long motif of length 39, all the
8 two-part sites were found when d = 14. With such a large d, this is the only case
when the consensus string requirement is required in addition to the close string
constraint to limit the search space so as to get reasonable computation time (in
the other cases, this is optional). When the patterns were treated as independent
motifs of length 18 and we looked for at most two motif instances per sequence,
most of the sites were found when d = 6. The second (PUR) sample contains
19 upstream sequences from genes regulated by the purine repressor PurR with
sites of length 16, and most sequences contain one site. Almost all of these sites
were found when d = 5. Many of the above cases reduce to either the (16,5)- or
(18,6)-motif problems and the divide-and-conquer approach was able to finish
the computation within seconds or minutes. The third (CRP) sample is a much
more difficult variant of the sample in Stormo and Hartzell (1989) containing
33 sequences with variable number of weak sites in each sequence and many
sequences contain no sites. Unfortunately, the divide-and-conquer approach was
not applicable, and with l = 16, the branch-and-bound approach was not able
to terminate in a reasonable amount of time when d = 5. Partial results revealed
that more than 10 correct sites and an approximately correct close string were
found when d = 4.

7 Discussion

By employing a constrained clique formulation to model motifs, we provide two
exact algorithms: a very fast divide-and-conquer approach to handle the cases
when almost all sequences contain a motif instance and an optimized branch-
and-bound algorithm for the other cases when many sequences do not contain
a motif instance. There are a few additional complications that need to be ad-
dressed before the new algorithms can be applied in all situations: most biolog-
ical samples have a non-uniform nucleotide composition, and both l and d are
unknown. A good strategy is to use weighted distance values according to the
background distribution and try different values of d over a range of values of l,
while employing heuristics to avoid wasting time on unrealistically large d for a
given l. To compare motifs of different lengths and different number of instances,
for each motif a score can be computed based on similarity between predicted
motif instances.

To further improve the formulation to better model biological reality, one
possibility is to allow degenerate letters in the close string. Although this allows
motifs to have more than one dominant letter in some positions, the search space
becomes much larger. In fact, one can go a step further to use a profile instead of
a string to model a motif, which takes into consideration the relative frequency
of all letters within a position. However, it is unclear whether a graph-theoretic
approach will be able to help to limit the search space.
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Abstract. We consider the problem of finding the optimal pair of string
patterns for discriminating between two sets of strings, i.e. finding the
pair of patterns that is best with respect to some appropriate scoring
function that gives higher scores to pattern pairs which occur more in
the strings of one set, but less in the other. We present an O(N2) time al-
gorithm for finding the optimal pair of substring patterns, where N is the
total length of the strings. The algorithm looks for all possible Boolean
combination of the patterns, e.g. patterns of the form p ∧ ¬q, which in-
dicates that the pattern pair is considered to match a given string s, if
p occurs in s, AND q does NOT occur in s. The same algorithm can
be applied to a variant of the problem where we are given a single set
of sequences along with a numeric attribute assigned to each sequence,
and the problem is to find the optimal pattern pair whose occurrence
in the sequences is correlated with this numeric attribute. An efficient
implementation based on suffix arrays is presented, and the algorithm is
applied to several nucleotide sequence datasets of moderate size, com-
bined with microarray gene expression data, aiming to find regulatory
elements that cooperate, complement, or compete with each other in en-
hancing and/or silencing certain genomic functions.

1 Introduction

Pattern discovery from biosequences is an important topic in Bioinformatics,
which has been, and is being, studied heavily with numerous variations and
applications (see [1] for a survey on earlier work). Although finding the single,
most significant pattern conserved across multiple sequences has important and
obvious applications, it is known that in many, if not most, actual cases, more
than one sequence element is responsible for the biological role of the sequences.
There are several methods which address this observation, focussing on finding
composite patterns. In [2], they develop a suffix tree based approach for discov-
ering structured motifs, which are two or more patterns separated by a certain

I. Jonassen and J. Kim (Eds.): WABI 2004, LNBI 3240, pp. 450–462, 2004.
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distance, similar to text associative patterns [3]. MITRA is another method that
looks for composite patterns [4] using mismatch trees. Bioprospector [5] applies
the Gibbs sampling strategy to find gapped motifs.

The main contribution of this paper is to present an efficient O(N2) algorithm
(where N is the total length of the input strings) and implementation based on
suffix arrays, for finding the optimal pair of substring patterns combined with any
Boolean function. Note that the methods mentioned above for finding composite
patterns can be viewed as being limited to using only the ∧ (AND) operation. The
use of any Boolean function allows the use of the ¬ (NOT) operation, therefore
making it possible to find not only sequence elements that cooperate with each
other, but those of the form p ∧ ¬q, which can be interpreted as two sequence
elements with competing functions (e.g. positive and negative elements). The
pattern pairs discovered by our algorithm are optimal in that they are guaranteed
to be the highest scoring pair of patterns with respect to a given scoring function,
and also, a limit on the lengths of the patterns in the pair is not assumed. Our
algorithm can be adjusted to handle several common problem formulations of
pattern discovery, for example, pattern discovery from positive and negative
sequence sets [6–9], as well as the discovery of patterns that correlate with a
given numeric attribute (e.g. gene expression level) assigned to the sequences [10–
14]. The significance of the algorithm in this paper lies in the fact that since
there are indeed O(N2) possible substring pattern combinations, the information
needed to calculate the score for each pattern pair can be gathered, effectively,
in constant time.

The algorithm is presented conceptually as using a generalized suffix tree [15],
which is an indispensable data structure for efficient processing of substring in-
formation. Moreover, the algorithm using the suffix tree can, with the same
asymptotic complexity, be simulated very efficiently using suffix arrays, and is
thus implemented. We apply our algorithm to 3’UTR (untranslated region) of
yeast and human mRNA, together with data obtained from microarray experi-
ments which measure the decay rate of each mRNA [16, 17]. We were successful
in obtaining several interesting pattern pairs where some correspond to known
mRNA destabilizing elements.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

Let Σ be a finite alphabet. An element of Σ∗ is called a string. Strings x, y, and
z are said to be a prefix, substring, and suffix of string w = xyz, respectively.
The length of a string w is denoted by length(w). The empty string is denoted
by ε, that is, length(ε) = 0. The i-th character of a string w is denoted by w[i]
for 1 ≤ i ≤ length(w), and the substring of a string w that begins at position
i and ends at position j is denoted by w[i : j] for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ length(w). For
convenience, let w[i :j] = ε for j < i. For any set S, let |S| denote the cardinality
of the set.

Let ψ(p, s) be a Boolean matching function that has the value true if the
pattern string p is a substring of the string s, and false otherwise. We de-
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Table 1. Summary of candidate Boolean operations on pattern pair 〈p, F, q〉.

input
ψ(p, s) true true false false

ψ(q, s) true false true false

output F (ψ(p, s), ψ(q, s)) representation

F0 false false false false false

F1 false false false true (¬p) ∧ (¬q)
F2 false false true false (¬p) ∧ q
F3 false false true true (¬p)
F4 false true false false p ∧ (¬q)
F5 false true false true (¬q)
F6 false true true false (p ∧ (¬q)) ∨ ((¬p) ∧ q)
F7 false true true true (¬p) ∨ (¬q)
F8 true false false false p ∧ q
F9 true false false true (p ∧ q) ∨ ((¬p) ∧ (¬q))
F10 true false true false q
F11 true false true true (¬p) ∨ q
F12 true true false false p
F13 true true false true p ∨ (¬q)
F14 true true true false p ∨ q
F15 true true true true true

fine 〈p, F, q〉 as a Boolean pattern pair (or simply pattern pair), which con-
sists of two patterns p and q and a Boolean function F : {true, false} ×
{true, false} → {true, false}. The matching function value ψ(〈p, F, q〉, s) is
defined as F (ψ(p, s), ψ(q, s)). Table 1 lists all 16 possible Boolean functions of
two Boolean variables, that is, all possible choices for F . We say that a pattern
or Boolean pattern pair π matches string s if and only if ψ(π, s) = true.

For a given set of strings S = {s1, . . . , sm}, let M(π, S) denote the subset of
strings in S that π matches, that is, M(π, S) = {si ∈ S | ψ(π, si) = true}. Now
suppose that for each si ∈ S, we are given an associated numeric attribute value
ri. Let

∑
M(π,S) ri denote the sum of ri over all si such that ψ(π, si) = true,

that is,
∑

M(π,S) ri =
∑

(ri | ψ(π, si) = true). For brevity, we shall omit S

where possible and let M(π) and
∑

M(π) ri, be a shorthand for M(π, S) and∑
M(π,S) ri, respectively.

2.2 Problem Definition

In general, the problem of finding a good pattern from a given set of strings
S refers to finding a pattern π that maximizes some suitable scoring function
score with respect to the strings in S. We concentrate on scoring functions
whose values for a pattern π depend on values cumulated over the strings in
S that match π. We also assume that the score value computation itself can
be done in constant time if the required parameter values are known. More
specifically, we concentrate on score that takes parameters of type |M(π)| and∑

M(π) ri. The specific choice of the scoring function depends highly on the
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particular application. A variety of problems fall into the category represented
by the following problem definition:

Problem 1 (Optimal pair of substring patterns). Given a set S = {s1, . . . , sm}
of strings, where each string si is assigned a numeric attribute value ri, and
a scoring function score : R × R → R, find the Boolean pattern pair π ∈
{〈p, F, q〉 | p, q ∈ Σ∗, F ∈ {F0, . . . , F15}} that maximizes score(|M(π)|,

∑
M(π)

ri).

Below, we give examples of choices for score and ri.

Positive/Negative Sequence Set Discrimination. We are given two dis-
joint sets of sequences S1 and S2, where sequences in S1 (the positive set) are
known to have some biological function, while the sequences in S2 (the negative
set) are known not to. The objective is to find pattern pairs which match more
sequences in one set, and less in the other.

We create an instance of the optimal pair of substring patterns problem
as follows: Let S = S1 ∪ S2 = {s1, . . . , sm}, and let ri = 1 if si ∈ S1 and
ri = 0 if si ∈ S2. Then, for each pattern pair π, the scoring function will receive
|M(π, S)| and

∑
(π,S) ri = |M(π, S1)|. Notice that |M(π, S2)| = |M(π, S)| −

|M(π, S1)|. Common scoring functions that are used in this situation include
the entropy information gain, the Gini index, and the chi-square statistic, which
all are essentially functions of |M(π, S1)|, |M(π, S2)|, |S1| and |S2|.

Correlated Patterns. We are given a set S of sequences, with a numeric
attribute value ri associated with each sequence si ∈ S, and the task is to
find pattern pairs whose occurrences in the sequences correlate with their nu-
meric attributes. For example, ri could be the expression level ratio of a gene
with upstream sequence si. The scoring function used in [11, 13] is the inter
class variance, which can be maximized by maximizing the scoring function
score(x, y) = y2/x+(y−

∑|m|
i=1 ri)2/(m−x), where x = |M(π)| and y =

∑
M(π) ri.

We will later describe how to construct a nonparametric scoring function based
on the normal approximation of the Wilcoxon rank sum test, which can also be
used in our framework.

2.3 Basic Data Structures

A suffix tree [15] for a given string s is a rooted tree whose edges are labeled
with substrings of s, satisfying the following characteristics. For any node v in
the suffix tree, let l(v) denote the string spelled out by concatenating the edge
labels on the path from the root to v. For each leaf node v, l(v) is a distinct
suffix of s, and for each suffix in s, there exists such a leaf v. Furthermore, each
node has at least two children, and the first character of the labels on the edges
to its children are distinct. A generalized suffix tree (GST) for a set of m strings
S = {s1, . . . , sm} is basically a suffix tree for the string s1$1 · · · sm$m, where
each $i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is a distinct character which does not appear in any of
the strings in the set. However, all paths are ended at the first appearance of
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any $i, and each leaf is labeled with idi. It is well known that suffix trees (and
generalized suffix trees) can be represented in linear space and constructed in
linear time [15] with respect to the length of the string (total length of the strings
for GST).

A suffix array [18] As for a given string s of length n, is a permutation of
the integers 1, . . . , n representing the lexicographic ordering of the suffixes of s.
The value As[i] = j in the array indicates that s[j : n] is the ith suffix in the
lexicographic ordering. The lcp array for a given string s is an array of integers
representing the longest common prefix lengths of adjacent suffixes in the suffix
array, that is lcps[i] = max{k | s[As[i−1] :As[i−1]+k−1] = s[As[i] :As[i]+k−1]}.
Recently, three methods for constructing the suffix array directly from a string in
linear time have been developed [19–21]. The lcp array can be constructed from
the suffix array also in linear time [22]. It has been shown that several algorithms
(and potentially many more) which utilize the suffix tree can be implemented
very efficiently using the suffix array together with its lcp array [22, 23] (the
combination termed in [23] as the enhanced suffix array). This paper presents yet
another example for efficient implementation of an algorithm based conceptually
on suffix trees, but uses the suffix and lcp arrays.

The lowest common ancestor lca(x, y) of any two nodes x and y in a tree is
the deepest node which is common to the paths from the root to each of the
nodes. The tree can be pre-processed in linear time to answer the lowest common
ancestor (lca-query) for any given pair of nodes in constant time [24]. In terms
of the suffix array, the lca-query is almost equivalent to a range minimum query
(rm-query) on the lcp array, which, given a pair of positions i and j, rmq(i, j)
returns the position of the minimum element in the sub-array lcp[i : j]. The lcp
array can also be pre-processed in linear time to answer the rm-query in constant
time [24, 25].

The linear time bounds mentioned above for the construction of suffix trees
and arrays, as well as the preprocessing for lca- and rm-queries are actually
not required for the O(N2) overall time bound for finding optimal pattern pairs,
since they need only be done once, and a näıve algorithm costs O(N2). However,
they are very important for an efficient implementation of our algorithm.

3 Algorithm

Now we present algorithms to solve the optimal pair of substring patterns prob-
lem, given the set of strings S = {s1, . . . , sm}, an associated attribute ri for
each string si, and a scoring function score. Also, let N =

∑m
i=1 length(si). We

first show that a näıve algorithm requires O(N3) time, and then describe the
O(N2) algorithm. The algorithms calculate scores for all possible combinations
of pattern pairs, from which finding the optimal pair is a trivial task.

3.1 An O(N3) Algorithm

We know that there are only O(N) candidates for a single pattern, since the
candidates can be confined to patterns of form l(v), where v is a node in the
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generalized suffix tree over the set S. This is because for any pattern corre-
sponding to a path that ends in the middle of an edge of the suffix tree, the
pattern which corresponds to the path extended to the next node will match the
same set of strings, and hence the score would be the same. Therefore, there are
O(N2) possible candidate pattern pairs for which we must calculate the scoring
function value. For a given pattern pair candidate π = 〈l(v1), F, l(v2)〉, where
v1, v2 are nodes of the GST, the values |M(π)| and

∑
M(π) ri can be computed

in O(N) time, by using any of the linear time substring matching algorithms.
Then each corresponding scoring function value can be computed in constant
time. Therefore, the total time required is O(N3).

3.2 An O(N2) Algorithm

Our algorithm is derived from the technique for solving the color set size prob-
lem [26], which calculates the values |M(l(v))| in O(N) time for all nodes v of
a GST over the string set S. Let us first describe a slight generalization of this
algorithm. The following algorithm computes the values

∑
M(l(v)) ri for all v.

Note that if we give each attribute ri the value 1, then
∑

M(l(v)) ri = |M(l(v))|.
Thus we do not need to consider separately how to compute |M(l(v))|.

First we introduce some auxiliary notation. Let LF (v) denote the set of all
leaf nodes in the subtree rooted by the node v, and let ci(v) denote the number
of leaves in LF (v) that have the label idi. Let us also define the sum of leaf
attributes for a node v as

∑
LF (v) ri =

∑
(ci(v)ri | ψ(l(v), si) = true).

For any node v in the GST over the string set S, the matching value ψ(l(v), si)
is true for at least one string si. Thus the equality

∑
M(l(v)) ri =

∑
(ri | ψ(l(v),

si) = true) =
∑

LF (v) ri −
∑

((ci(v) − 1)ri | ψ(l(v), si) = true) holds. Let us
define the preceding subtracted sum to be a correction factor, which we denote
by corr(l(v), S) =

∑
((ci(v)− 1)ri | ψ(l(v), si) = true).

Since the recurrence
∑

LF (v) ri =
∑

(
∑

LF (v′) ri | v′ is a child node of v)
clearly holds, the values

∑
LF (v) ri can be easily calculated for all v during a

linear time bottom-up traversal of the GST.
The next step is to remove the redundancies, represented by the values

corr(l(v), S), from the values
∑

LF (v) ri. Let I(idi) be the list of all leaves with
the label idi in the order they appear in a depth-first traversal of the tree. Clearly
the lists I(idi) can be constructed in linear time for all labels idi. We note the fol-
lowing four simple but useful properties: (1) The leaves in LF (v) with the label
idi form a continuous interval of length ci(v) in the list I(idi). (2) If ci(v) > 0, a
length-ci(v) interval in I(idi) contains ci(v)−1 adjacent (overlapping) leaf pairs.
(3) If x, y ∈ LF (v), the node lca(x, y) belongs to the subtree rooted by v. (4)
For any si ∈ S, ψ(l(v), si) = true if and only if there is a leaf x ∈ LF (v) with
the label idi.

Assume that each node v has a correction value that has been initialized to
0. Consider now what happens if we go through all adjacent leaf pairs x, y in
the list I(idi), and add for each pair the value ri into the correction value of the
node lca(x, y). It follows from properties (1) - (3), that now for each node v in
the tree, the sum of the correction values in the nodes of the subtree rooted by v
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equals (ci(v)−1)ri. Moreover, if we repeat the process for each of the lists I(idi),
then, due to property (4), the preceding total sum of the correction values in the
subtree rooted by v becomes

∑
((ci(v)−1)ri | ψ(l(v), si) = true) = corr(l(v), S).

Hence at this point a single linear time bottom-up traversal of the tree enables
us to cumulate the correction values corr(l(v), S) from the subtrees into each
node v, and at the same time we may record the final values

∑
M(l(v)) ri.

The preceding process involves a constant number of linear time traversals
of the tree, as well as a linear number of lca-queries. Since each lca-query can
be done in constant time after a linear time preprocessing, the total time for
computing the values

∑
M(l(v)) ri is linear.

The above described algorithm permits us to compute the values
∑

M(l(v)) ri

and |M(l(v))| in linear time, which in turn leads into a linear time solution for
the problem of finding a good pattern when the pattern is a single substring:
The scoring function can now be computed for each possible pattern candidate
l(v). Also the case of a Boolean pattern pair will be solved in this manner. That
is, we will concentrate on how to compute the values

∑
M(π) ri (and |M(π)|) for

all possible O(N2) pattern pair candidates, where π = 〈l(v1), F, l(v2)〉 and v1, v2

are any two nodes in the GST over S. If we manage to do this in O(N2) time,
then the whole problem will be solved in O(N2) under the assumption that the
scoring function can be computed in constant time for each candidate.

Näıve use of the information gathered by the single substring pattern algo-
rithm is not sufficient for solving the problem for pairs of patterns in O(N2) time,
since computing the needed values ψ(〈l(v1), F, l(v2)〉, s1) requires us to somehow
conduct an intrinsic set operation between the string subsets that match / do
not match l(v1) and l(v2). However, an O(N2) algorithm for pattern pairs is
fairly simple to derive from the linear time algorithm for the single pattern.

We go over the O(N) choices for the first pattern, l(v1). For each such fixed
l(v1), we use a modified version of the linear time algorithm in order to process
the O(N) choices for the second pattern, l(v2), in O(N) time. Given a fixed
l(v1), we additionally label each string si ∈ S, and the corresponding leaves
in the GST, with the Boolean value ψ(l(v1), si). This can be done in O(N)
time. Now the trick is to cumulate the sums and correction factors separately for
different values of the additional label. The end result is that we will have the
values

∑
M(l(v)),b ri =

∑
(ri | ψ(l(v), si) = true ∧ ψ(l(v1), si) = b) for all nodes

in linear time. We note that
∑

(ri | ψ(l(v), si) = false ∧ ψ(l(v1), si) = b) =∑
(ri | ψ(l(v1), si) = b) −

∑
M(l(v)),b ri, where the value

∑
(ri | ψ(l(v1), si) =

b) can easily be computed in linear time. Thus all cumulative values of form∑
(ri | ψ(l(v), si) = b1 ∧ ψ(l(v1), si) = b2), where b1, b2 ∈ {true, false}, can

be computed in linear time. And from these it is straightforward to compute
the values

∑
M(〈l(v1),F,l(v2)〉) ri =

∑
(ri | F (ψ(l(v1), si), ψ(l(v2), si)) = true), as

well as the corresponding scoring function values, in linear time. Thus, given a
fixed l(v1), we can compute the scores for all pattern pair candidates of form
〈l(v1), F, l(v2)〉 in O(N) time. Since there are only O(N) candidates for l(v1),
we have an O(N2) algorithm for evaluating all possible pattern pair candidates.
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It is not difficult to see that the space complexity of the algorithm is O(N).
The algorithm is also highly parallelizable, since the O(N) time calculations for
each fixed l(v1) are independent of each other.

4 Implementation Using Suffix Arrays

The algorithm on the suffix tree can be simulated efficiently by a suffix array. We
modify the algorithm of [22, 27] that simulates a bottom-up traversal of a suffix
tree, using a suffix array. Notice that since each suffix of the string corresponds
to a leaf in the suffix tree, each position in the suffix array corresponds to a
leaf in the suffix tree. A subtlety in the modification lies in determining where
to store the correction factors after calculating the lca, since the simulation via
suffix arrays does not explicitly recreate the internal nodes of the suffix tree. For
storing the correction factors, we construct another array C of the same length
as the suffix array, which represents the internal nodes of the suffix tree. An
element C[i] in the array corresponds to the lca of suffix AS [i − 1] and suffix
AS [i]. When adding up the correction factor for two leaves corresponding to AS [i]
and AS [j] (i < j), the correction factor is added into C[rmq(i + 1, j)]. Although
it is the case that different positions in C can correspond to the same internal
node when the node has more than two children, it is possible to correctly sum
the values required for the score calculations, since all positions of the array are
visited in the traversal simulation, and the addition operation on numeric values
is commutative as well as associative.

5 Computational Experiments

The degradation of mRNA, in addition to transcription, is one of several im-
portant mechanisms which control the expression level of a gene (see [28] for
survey). The half lives of mRNA are very diverse: some mRNAs can degrade
100 times faster than others, which allows their expression level to be adjusted
more quickly. The degradation of mRNA is controlled by many factors, for exam-
ple, it is known that some proteins bind to the UTR of the mRNA to promote its
decay, while others inhibit it. Recently, the comprehensive decay rates of many
genes have been measured using microarray technology [16, 17]. We consider the
problem of finding substring pattern pairs related to the rate of mRNA decay
to find possible binding sites of the proteins, in order to further understand this
complex mechanism.

The algorithm was implemented using the C language, and uses POSIX
threads to execute parallel computations. To give an idea of the efficiency of
the algorithm, it can be run on a data set with 720, 673 candidates for a single
pattern, meaning 720, 6732 = 519, 369, 572, 929 possible pattern pairs, requir-
ing about half a day on a Sun Fire 15K with 96 CPUs (UltraSPARC III Cu
1.2GHz). To ease the interpretation process in the following experiments, we
limit the search to Boolean combinations: p′ ∧ q′ and p′ ∨ q′, where p′ is either
p or ¬p, and q′ is either q or ¬q.
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Table 2. Top 5 scoring pattern pairs found from yeast 3’UTR sequences.

rank |M(π, Sf )| |M(π, Ss)| χ2 (p-val) pattern pair

1 55/393 7/379 38.5 (< 10−9) UAAAAAUA ∨ UGUAUAA

2 63/393 13/379 34.5 (< 10−8) UAUGUAA ∨ UGUAUAA

3 240/393 152/379 33.9 (< 10−8) (¬AUCC) ∧ UGUA

4 262/393 174/379 33.8 (< 10−8) (¬UAGCU) ∧ UGUA

5 223/393 136/379 33.7 (< 10−8) (¬GUUG) ∧ UGUA

5.1 Positive/Negative Set Discrimination of Yeast Sequences

For our first experiment, we used the two sets of predicted 3’UTR processing
site sequences provided in [29], which are constructed based on the microarray
experiments in [16] that measure the degradation rate of yeast mRNA. One set
Sf consists of 393 sequences which have a fast degradation rate (t1/2 < 10 min-
utes), while the other set Ss consists of 379 predicted 3’UTR processing site
sequences which have a slow degradation rate (t1/2 > 50 minutes). Each se-
quence is 100 nt long, and the total length of the sequences is 77, 200 nt. The
traversal on the suffix array on this dataset shows that there are 46, 554 candi-
dates for a single pattern (i.e. the number of internal nodes in the suffix tree.
Patterns corresponding to leaf nodes were ignored, since they are not “commonly
occurring” patterns), meaning that there are 46, 5542 = 2, 167, 274, 916 possible
pattern pairs. For the scoring function, we used the chi-squared statistic, calcu-
lated by (|Sf |+ |Ss|)(tp ∗ tn− fp ∗ fn)2/(tp+ fn)(tp + fp)(tn + fp)(tn + fn)
where tp = |M(π, Sf )|, fp = |Sf | − tp, tn = |Ss| − fn, and fn = |M(π, Ss)|.

The time required for computation was around 3 ∼ 4 minutes on the above
mentioned computer. The 5 top scoring pattern pairs found are shown in Table 2.
Several interesting patterns can be found in these pattern pairs. For all the
patterns in the pairs that match more in the faster decaying set, the substring
UGUA is contained. This sequence is actually known as a core consensus for the
binding site of the PUF protein family that plays important roles in mRNA
regulation [30], and has also been found in the previous analysis [29] to be
significantly over-represented in the fast degrading set.

On the other hand, patterns which are combined with ¬ can be considered
as sequence elements which compete with UGUA, and interfere with mRNA de-
cay. The patterns AUCC and GUUG were in fact found to be substrings of a less
studied mRNA stabilizer element, experimentally shown to be within a region
of 65nt in the TEF1/2 transcripts [31]. We cannot say directly that the two
substrings represent components of this stabilizer element, since it was reported
that this stabilizer element should be in the translated region in order to func-
tion. However, the mechanisms of stabilizers are not yet well understood, and
further investigation may uncover relationships between these sequences.

5.2 Finding Correlated Patterns from Human Sequences

For our second experiment, we used the decay rate measurements of the hu-
man hepatocellular carcinoma cell line HepG2 made available as Supplementary
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Table 3. Top 5 scoring pattern pairs found from human 3’UTR sequences.

rank |M(π, S)| rank sum avg rank z (p-val) pattern pair

1 1338/2306 1.7101 × 106 1278.1 10.56 (< 10−25) UUAUUU ∨ UGUAUA

2 904/2306 1.2072 × 106 1335.4 10.53 (< 10−25) UUUUAUUU ∨ UGUAUA

3 1410/2306 1.7900 × 106 1269.5 10.49 (< 10−25) UUUAAA ∨ UUUAUA

4 711/2306 9.7370 × 105 1369.5 10.40 (< 10−24) UAUUUAU ∨ UGUAUAU

5 535/2306 7.5645 × 105 1413.9 10.32 (< 10−24) UGUAAAUA ∨ UGUAUAU

Table 9 of [17]. 3’UTR sequences for each mRNA was retrieved using the EN-
SMART [32] interface. We were able to obtain 2306 pairs of 3’UTR sequences
and their decay rates, with the average length of the sequences being 925.54 nt,
and the total length was 2, 134, 294 nt.

Since the distribution of the turnover rates seemed to have a heavier tail
than the normal distribution, we used a nonparametric scoring function that fits
into our O(N2) total time bound: the normal approximation of the Wilcoxon
rank sum test statistic. The set of sequences S is first sorted in increasing order
according to its decay rate, and each sequence si is assigned its rank for ri.
For a pattern pair π, the rank sum statistic

∑
M(π) ri approximately depends

on the normal distribution when the sample size is large. Therefore, we use the

z-score defined by: z(x, y) = (y − x(|S|+ 1)/2)√
x(|S| − x)(|S| + 1)/12

where x = |M(π)| and

y =
∑

M(π) ri, with appropriate corrections for ranks and variance when there
are ties in the decay rate values. The score function can be calculated in constant
time for each x and y, provided O(m log m) time preprocessing for sorting of the
data and assigning the ranks.

The 5 top scoring patterns are presented in Table 3. All pairs are of the
form p ∨ q, common to sequences with higher ranks, that is, sequences with
higher decay rates. Notice that most of the highest scoring patterns contain
UGUAUA, which was contained also in the results for yeast, which may indicate
a possibility that these degradation mechanisms are evolutionarily conserved
between eukaryotes. The other pattern in the pairs consist of A and U, and
apparently captures the A+U rich elements (AREs) [28] which are known to
promote rapid mRNA decay dependent on deadenylation. The form p∨ q of the
pattern pairs also indicates that the two elements may have complementary roles
in the degradation of mRNA.

6 Discussion

We have presented an efficient O(N2) algorithm for finding the optimal Boolean
pattern pair with respect to a suitable scoring function, from a set of strings and
a numeric attribute value assigned to each string. The algorithm was applied to
moderately sized biological sequence data and was successful in finding pattern
pairs that captured known destabilizing elements, as well as possible stabilizing
elements, from 3’UTR of yeast and human mRNA sequences, where each mRNA
sequence is labeled with values depending on its decay rate.
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Frequently in biological applications, motif models which consider ambiguity
in the matching are preferred, rather than the “exact” substring patterns used
in this paper. Nevertheless, the selection of the motif model for a particular
application is still a very difficult problem, and substring patterns can be effective
as shown in this paper and others [10]. As well as being efficient, simpler models
also have the advantage of being easier to interpret, and can be used as a quick,
initial scanning for the task.
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Abstract. Consider the following problem: Find the shortest pattern
that does not occur in a given text. To make the problem non-trivial, the
pattern is required to consist only of characters that occur in the text.
This problem can be solved easily in linear time using the suffix tree of
the text. In this paper, we study an extension of this problem, namely
the missing patterns problem: Find the shortest pair of patterns that do
not occur close to each other in a given text, i.e., the distance between
their occurrences is always greater than a given threshold α. We show
that the missing patterns problem can be solved in O(min(αn log n, n2))
time, where n is the size of the text. For the special case where both pairs
are required to have the same length, we give an algorithm with time
complexity O(αn log log n). The problem is motivated by optimization of
multiplexed nested-PCR.

1 Introduction

For a decade, pattern discovery has played a central role in bioinformatics [15].
Especially extracting surprising and useful patterns is a core of knowledge dis-
covery from textual data [4, 13]. One extreme example of surprising patterns
is missing patterns, namely, patterns that do not appear in a given text T are
sought. Amir et al. [1] introduced a generalized version of the missing pattern
problem in such a way that pattern P may ‘approximately’ occur in T . They call
this problem the inverse pattern matching problem. Some improvements for this
inverse problem appeared in [5]. Another related work is the farthest substring
problem by Lanctot et al. [10], where a set of text strings is considered as input.

In this paper, we explore another type of extension of the missing pattern
problem: given a text T and threshold value α, find the shortest pair of patterns
such that the distance between their occurrences in T is always greater than α
(see Fig. 1). We show that this problem is solvable in O(min(αn log n, n2)) time,
where n is the length of T . For the case that the lengths of the two patterns
have to be the same, we present a simpler and slightly more efficient solution
when α is small; we achieve time complexity O(αn log log n). Not only is our
missing patterns problem interesting in theory, but it is also well-motivated in
practice. Indeed, we will show how missing patterns can be used to optimize the
sensitivity of PCR.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give definitions,
and introduce our biological motivations and data structures. Section 3 presents

I. Jonassen and J. Kim (Eds.): WABI 2004, LNBI 3240, pp. 463–474, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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our O(min(αn log n, n2))-time algorithm for finding a missing patterns pair in
general cases, and in Section 4 we develop specialized algorithms for cases where
the two patterns are required to be of the same length. In section 5 we make
some preliminary experimental observations.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Definitions

A string T = t1t2 · · · tn is a sequence of characters from an ordered alphabet Σ of
size σ. A substring of T is any string Ti...j = titi+1 · · · tj , where 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. A
substring of length k is called k-mer. A suffix of T is any substring Ti...n, where
1 ≤ i ≤ n. A prefix of T is any substring T1...j , where 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Suffixes and
prefixes can be identified by their starting and ending positions, respectively. A
pattern is a short string over the alphabet Σ. We say that pattern P = p1p2 · · · pk

occurs at position j of text string T iff p1 = tj , p2 = tj+1, . . . , pk = tj+k−1. Such
positions j are called the occurrence positions of P in T .

A missing pattern P (with respect to text T ) is such that P is not a substring
of T , i.e., P does not occur at any position j of T . Let α > 0 be a threshold
parameter. A missing pattern pair (A, B) is such that if A (resp. B) occurs at
position j of text T , then B (A) does not occur at any position j′ of T , such
that j − α ≤ j′ ≤ j + α. If (A, B) is a missing pair, we say that A and B do not
occur α-close in T . These notions are illustrated in Fig. 1.

α α α α

α α
T

A B

Fig. 1. Missing pattern pair (A,B).

We study the following problem:

Problem 1 (Missing Patterns Problem) Given a text T and threshold α,
find patterns A and B of minimum total length, such that (A, B) is a missing
pattern pair with respect to T , i.e., A and B do not occur α-close in T .

2.2 Biological Motivation

The missing patterns problem is biologically motivated by finding good adapters
for primers used in a polymerase chain reaction (PCR). PCR is a standard
technique for producing many copies of a region of DNA [3]. It is routinely used
for example in medicine to detect infections and in forensic science to identify
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individuals even from tiny samples. In PCR a pair of short fragments of DNA
called primers is specifically designed for the amplified region so that each of
them is complementary to the 3’ end of one of two strands of the region (see
also Fig. 2). Given single-stranded DNA molecules, the primers hybridize to their
binding sites flanking the target region. An enzyme called DNA polymerase adds
nucleotides after each primer using the other strand as template and thus builds a
copy of the strand started by the primer. The molecules are made single-stranded
again by heating and the process is repeated many times (20-30) resulting in an
exponential blow-up in the number of copies of the target region.

S

S’

R

C D

C’ D’

5’ 3’

3’ 5’

Left primer

Right primer

Adapter

Adapter

Fig. 2. PCR.

PCR is a sensitive method: in theory one can detect a couple of DNA
molecules in a complex mixture of different molecules by using 20-30 amplifi-
cation cycles but in practice the achieved sensitivity is lower. In particular, it is
difficult to combine specificity of amplification with sensitivity. The sample can
include homologous sequences that need to be separated from each other, such
as sequences from several bacterial species, and the specific primers can thus
bind to other sites than their intended target sites and start amplification of an
incorrect region of DNA. The problem can be alleviated by using stringent con-
ditions in PCR reaction but that can also decrease the amplification efficiency of
the correct target leading to lower sensitivity. In order to achieve ultrasensitive
detection, repeated PCR with nested primers, so-called nested PCR, is used.

Today, detection tests are performed preferably in a multiplexed fashion. In
PCR, it means that several regions are amplified simultaneously in the same
assay. Selecting specific primer pairs for multiplex PCR is a hard computational
problem [12] but outside the scope of this paper.

In this work we describe adapters for specific PCR primers that facilitate the
set-up of multiplexed nested-PCR assays. An adapter-primer pair is designed to
further amplify any fragment amplified by the specific primers. Adapter primers
work by binding to short sequences called adapters attached to the ends of all
specific primers (see Fig. 2). Further amplification by adapter primers increases
sensitivity of detection. On the other hand, using the same pair of primers for
all fragments in the latter step of nested PCR simplifies multiplexing.

A crucial requirement for a good adapter primer pair is that it should only
bind to the adapters and should not amplify anything directly from the sam-
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ple. However, since the adapter sequences can be chosen freely, we have a huge
number of options available. Motivated by the demand for ultrasensitive and
multiplexed detection, we aim for optimal selection of adapter primers.

Assume that we want to select such a pair of primers that they do not amplify
a certain region R (|R| < α) and let that region be flanked by patterns C and
D in the sequence S (see Fig. 2). The sequence S denotes all the sequences that
can be present in a sample, such as the human genome and the genomes of the
bacteria or viruses that possibly are the cause of an infection. Let us denote the
reverse complement of a sequence S by S′ (the choice of one strand as S and
the other as S′ is arbitrary). The region R can be amplified by a primer pair
only if the left primer binds to C′ and the right primer binds to D. Thus, if we
have found a missing pair (A, B) for the strand S, then (A′, B) is such a pair of
patterns that there is no such region of length less than α that A′ is the binding
site of the left primer and B is the binding site of the right primer. However,
(A′, B) can also work the other way round, i.e. there can be such a region that
A′ is a binding site of the right primer and B is the binding site of the left
primer. But in that case the pair (A, B) would occur α-close in the strand S′. In
conclusion, if (A, B) is a missing pair for both strands of the sample sequence,
i.e. for the string SS′, then (A′, B) is not a pair of primer binding sites for any
region of length less than α. A safe threshold α can be determined based on the
speed of the polymerase reaction and duration of the PCR cycle.

Until now we have ignored the fact that a primer can bind and initiate
the polymerase reaction even if the primer and the binding site are not exact
complements. Especially, if the 3’ end of the primer binds to a site, it can initiate
the polymerase reaction even if the 5’ end of the primer dangles freely. That
is why we search for the shortest missing pair (Amin, Bmin), where |Amin| =
|Bmin| = k. Then, we can take the pair (A′

min, Bmin) as the 5’ ends of the
adapters and (Amin, B′

min) as the 3’ primer ends of the adapter primers. Such
a selection guarantees that if the first k nucleotides of the left primer match a
binding site in the sample sequence, the right primer has at least one mismatch in
the first k nucleotides and vice versa. In addition, no pair of primers satisfies this
condition for k−1. Therefore, using the shortest missing pair in the construction
of adapter primers minimizes the risk of any unwanted amplification. Notice
that Problem 1 is a generalization of the objective described above; all of our
algorithms can be adopted for this special case.

The adapter primers also have to satisfy other requirements. For example,
the melting temperature of both primers should be within a specified range.
The primers should not form stable hairpin loops or bind to each other. These
additional requirements can be satisfied because there most probably are many
missing pairs of the same length and the missing pairs are short compared to the
length of the primer which typically is around 17..25 bases. We show in Section 5
that these assumptions are valid for the yeast genome. Thus, the 3’ ends of the
adapter primers can be chosen from several alternatives and the 5’ ends can be
chosen freely to satisfy the other requirements.
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2.3 Data Structures

We use some well-known string data structures in our algorithms, such as key-
word tries and suffix trees. Let us briefly recall these structures.

Definition 2 (Adopted from [6]) The keyword trie for set P of patterns is a
rooted directed tree K satisfying three conditions: (1) Each edge is labeled with
exactly one character; (2) any two edges out of the same node have distinct labels;
(3) every pattern P of P maps to some node v of K such that the characters on
the path from the root of K to v spell out P , and every leaf of K is mapped to by
some pattern in P.

Definition 3 The suffix trie of text T is a keyword trie for set S, where S is
the set of all suffixes of T .

Definition 4 The suffix tree of text T is the path-compressed suffix trie of T ,
i.e., a tree that is obtained by representing each maximal non-branching path of
the suffix trie as a single edge labeled by the catenation of the labels in the corre-
sponding edges of the suffix trie. The labels of the edges of suffix tree correspond
to substrings of T ; each edge can be represented as a pair (l, r), such that Tl...r

gives the label.

Definition 5 The sparse suffix tree of text T is a suffix tree built on a subset
S′ of suffixes of T , i.e., a path-compressed keyword trie for set S′.

The suffix tree of text T = t1t2 · · · tn takes O(n) space, and it can be con-
structed in O(n) time [16, 11, 14] (omitting the alphabet factors). A sparse suffix
tree can be pruned from the (full) suffix tree in linear time [8, 2]. (Direct con-
structions of sparse suffix trees were also considered in [8, 2], but O(n) time is
enough for our purposes.)

The nodes of all the above-defined trees can be partitioned into two classes:
(1) A node is complete if it has an edge e(c) for each c ∈ Σ such that the label
of edge e(c) starts with character c; (2) otherwise the node is incomplete. Let us
denote by label(v, s) the catenation of labels between two nodes v and s. With
the depth of a node v we mean |label(root, v)|.

We sometimes refer to implicit nodes of the suffix tree, meaning, in addition
to all (explicit) nodes of the suffix tree, also the positions on the edge labels of
the suffix tree, as they all correspond to nodes of the corresponding suffix trie.

3 General Algorithm Using Sparse Suffix Trees

Let us first describe how the one pattern case (as mentioned in the abstract)
can be solved. That is, we wish to find a pattern of minimum length that does
not occur in a text of length n. The solution is as follows. Build the suffix trie
of the text. Among all incomplete nodes of the trie, select the one that has the
minimum depth. Let that node be v and let the character that makes the node
incomplete be c. Then the answer to the question is label(root, v)c. The size of
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the suffix trie can be O(n2), which makes this algorithm inefficient. The same
algorithm can be simulated using the suffix tree, which reduces the running time
to O(n); instead of scanning through all implicit nodes of the suffix tree, we
can check the explicit nodes for incompleteness and for each edge whose label is
longer than 1, we know that the implicit node corresponding to the first letter
on the label is incomplete.

3.1 Basic Properties

The topic of this paper, the two-pattern case defined in Problem 1, is more
challenging. However, some aspects of the one-pattern solution can be exploited,
as summarized in the following observation.

Observation 6 (Monotony property) Let v be a node of the suffix tree of text
T , and let e be an edge out of v labeled L = l1l2 · lp. Then, string label(root, v)l1
occurs in T exactly at the same positions as any string label(root, v)L1...i, where
1 < i ≤ p.

Before using the monotony property, we also mention the following simple
but important lemma.

Lemma 7 (Substring property) It holds that either (i) there is a solution to the
missing patterns problem, say pair (A, B), such that both A and B are substrings
of the text; or (ii) the solution is a single pattern.

Proof. Let (A, B) be a solution to the missing pairs problem such that A is not
a substring of the text. Then (A, ε) is also a missing pair. Since |A|+ |ε| = |A| ≤
|A|+ |B|, pair (A, B) can not be the shortest missing pair, unless B is an empty
string, in which case A is a single pattern solution. ��

The above lemma states that we can restrict to selecting both A and B as
non-empty substrings of T . The case where one pattern is enough was considered
at the beginning of this section.

3.2 Basic Algorithm

Let V be the set of all nodes of the suffix tree of text T , and let P be the set of
strings obtained by adding to each label(root, v), v ∈ V , all starting characters
of labels on the out edges of v. It is easy to see that |P| ≤ 2n − 1; the size of
P is bounded by the number of internal nodes in the tree. Finally, let Occ(P )
be the list of occurrences of pattern P ∈ P in T ; it can be obtained in time
O(|Occ(P )|) from the suffix tree.

Recall that we are interested in finding a missing pair (A, B). Let us choose
as A a string from P . Our goal is to choose B so that (A, B) will be a missing
pair. As A is now fixed, we try to choose B of minimum length. Let us, for now,
assume that we have found pattern B of minimum length such that (A, B) is
a missing pair. The crucial observation is that if we repeat this process for all
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A ∈ P , we can choose among all the missing pairs found so far, the one where
the sum |A|+ |B| is minimized. The correctness of this procedure follows directly
from Observation 6 and Lemma 7.

What is left is to explain how to choose B of minimum length so that (A, B)
will be a missing pair. This is done as follows. Let us define a set Zone(A, α):

Zone(A, α) = ∪j∈Occ(A)[j − α, j + α].

We have the following observation:

Observation 8 If and only if B is a prefix of any suffix Tj′...n such that j′ ∈
Zone(A, α), then pair (A, B) occurs α-close in T .

Now, building the sparse suffix tree over suffixes Tj′...n, j′ ∈ Zone(A, α),
we can choose B exactly as in the algorithm sketched at the beginning of this
section: Among all incomplete implicit nodes of the sparse suffix tree, select the
one that has the minimum depth. Let that node be u and let the character that
makes the node incomplete be d. Then B = label(root, u)d. The algorithm is
illustrated in Fig. 3.

vc

T

r1

u d

r2

Fig. 3. Illustration of the algorithm to find a missing pair (A, B), where A =
label(r1, v)c, B = label(r2, u)d, r1 is the root of the full suffix tree, and r2 is the
root of the sparse suffix tree corresponding to A.

Theorem 9 The missing patterns problem on text of length n can be solved in
time O(n2) and space O(n).

Proof. The correctness of the algorithm should be clear from the above discus-
sion. The time complexity follows from the facts that the size of P is at most
2n−1, and for each A ∈ P we use O(n) time for constructing the set Zone(A, α)
and the corresponding sparse suffix tree; To construct Zone(A, α) in linear time,
one should first mark in a bit-vector of length n all suffixes in Occ(A). Then for
each marked suffix j, one should mark in some other bit-vectors the starting
point j − α and the end point j + α of the influence region. Finally, scanning
from left to right one can maintain a counter to know at each text position j′

whether it is inside some influence region or not, i.e., whether it should be in-
cluded in the sparse suffix tree or not. As mentioned earlier, the sparse suffix
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tree can be obtained from the full suffix tree in O(n) time. Overall, we have
O(n× n) = O(n2) time. At each phase of the algorithm, we use O(n) space. ��

3.3 Improved Algorithm

We will now improve Theorem 9 in the case where α is small. First, we observe
that we can select pattern A near the root of the suffix tree because of the
following lemma.

Lemma 10 If σk > n, then there must be a missing pattern of length k.

Proof. There are at most n− k +1 different k-mers in T . Since σk is larger than
this, there must be some X ∈ Σk that is not a k-mer. ��

Hence, we can restrict to the case k ≤ logσ n, as there must otherwise be a
single pattern solution, which can be found in linear time as explained at the
beginning of this section.

Let P≤q be a subset of P such that all strings in P≤q are at most of length
q. Now, we make the following observation:

Observation 11 For each suffix j, there are at most q = logσ n strings A ∈ P≤q

such that j ∈ Occ(A).

A direct consequence of Observation 11 is that the overall size of sparse suffix
trees corresponding to strings A ∈ P≤q is at most O(αn logσ n); each suffix can
belong to at most (2α + 1) logσ n different sparse suffix trees, and the size of a
sparse suffix tree is proportional to the number of suffixes it contains.

Now, we can build the sparse suffix trees incrementally in linear time in
their overall size as follows: make a depth-first search (DFS) on the full suffix
tree limited to depth logσ n. Let SSTv be the sparse suffix tree corresponding
to an internal node v; more formally, SSTv is the sparse suffix tree of suffixes
j ∈ Zone(A, α), where A = label(root, u)c, u is the parent of v, and c is the first
letter of the edge label from u to v. Let g be the child node of v to which we are
proceeding in the DFS search. We make the observation that the sparse suffix
tree SSTg corresponding to node g will contain a subset of suffixes represented
by SSTv; we can prune SSTv to construct SSTg. To manage the incremental
computation efficiently, we show in the next lemma that SSTg can be constructed
from SSTv in linear time in the size of SSTv. To make this possible, we need to
attach some additional information to the sparse suffix trees: We use threaded
sparse suffix trees, where the leaves (suffixes) of the tree are linked together in
a double linked list in increasing order of the suffix positions, and each leaf has
a pointer to the corresponding leaf of the full suffix tree.

Lemma 12 Let SSTv be the threaded sparse suffix tree corresponding to a node
v of the full suffix tree (in the sense defined above). Then, the threaded sparse
suffix tree SSTg corresponding to the child g of v can be constructed in linear
time in the size of SSTv.
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Proof. The algorithm is as follows. We make a copy of SSTv and prune it
(i.e. delete extra leaves) to construct SSTg. Let us simply use SSTv to de-
note the copy of it. The construction has three phases; (i) we mark all leaves
(suffixes) of SSTv that are contained in the subtree of g in the full suffix tree,
(ii) we mark all leaves of SSTv whose suffix positions are within α distance from
the ones marked at phase (i), and (iii) we delete all unmarked leaves of SSTv to
construct SSTg.

Phase (iii) is trivial; as a leaf is deleted (making some constant time local
updates to the tree) we redirect the links between suffix positions to retain the
threaded structure. In phase (ii) we extend the effect of the suffixes marked in
phase (i) by scanning through the double linked list once from first to last and
once from last to first. For phase (i) recall that the leaves of SSTv have pointers
to the corresponding leaves of the full suffix tree. We reverse these pointers, so
that we have pointers from some leaves of the full suffix tree to SSTv. Then we
go through the leaves in the subtree of g, and follow the pointers from these
leaves marking the corresponding leaves of SSTv. This concludes phase (i).

It is clear that after steps (i),(ii), and (iii), the remaining tree corresponds
to SSTg, and the construction time is linear in the size of the tree SSTv. ��

After noticing that the threaded version of the full suffix tree is easy to obtain
in linear time in its size, we get by induction using Lemma 12 the following result.

Theorem 13 The missing patterns problem on text of length n can be solved in
time O(αn log n) and space O(n log n) on a constant alphabet.

Proof. Lemma 12 states that we use linear time in the size of the parent sparse
suffix tree to construct the child sparse suffix tree. Each node of the full suffix
tree can have at most σ children, and hence we can use time at most σ times the
size of each sparse suffix tree. This gives the claimed time bound on a constant
alphabet. The space usage follows from the fact that we need to store at most
logσ n different sparse suffix trees at the same time during the DFS to manage
the incremental computation. ��

The constant multiplicative factor σ occurring in the proof of the above theo-
rem can be reduced to log σ by organizing the edges of each node of the full suffix
tree in a balanced tree; we can build temporary sparse suffix trees for the nodes
of each balanced tree. The overall size of the trees grows to O(log σαn logσ n),
but each tree is scanned through only a constant number of times.

4 Algorithms for Patterns of Same Length

We now concentrate on the special case of the missing patterns problem, men-
tioned in Section 2.2 with a biological motivation, where the patterns are re-
quired to be of the same length. That is, we search for a missing pattern pair
(A, B) such that |A| = |B| = k. For this special case we give a slightly faster
algorithm than the algorithm of the previous section based on the sparse suffix
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trees, when α is not too large; we obtain time complexity O(αn log log n) on a
constant alphabet.

In the sequel, we assume that the alphabet of the strings is Σ = {0, 1, . . . , σ−
1}. This makes the exposition easier, and is not a crucial assumption, since it
takes O(n log σ) time to map any other (ordered) alphabet into Σ. This is neg-
ligible to the time required by the algorithms for the missing patterns problem.

Let us start with a trivial algorithm, and then proceed with improvements
that result into an improved bound. We will first consider checking if there is a
missing pair for a fixed length k.

4.1 Trivial Algorithm

For a fixed k, search the text for each possible pattern pair and check whether
any occurrences are too close. There are σ2k pattern pairs of correct length. It
takes O(k + n) time and O(k) space to check one pair: Run e.g. two Knuth-
Morris-Pratt algorithms [9] in parallel. So, the total time requirement to report
a possible missing pair for fixed k is O(σ2k(k + n)). The algorithm only needs
O(k) space.

4.2 Simple Algorithm

For each k-mer pair (C, D) of T such that C and D are α-close in T , insert the
concatenated string CD into a keyword trie and search the tree for missing pairs.
The size of the keyword trie is O(kαn) and the time requirement for inserting
the concatenated strings is O(kαn log σ). Checking whether there exists a string
P of length 2k which is not in the keyword trie, takes O(kαn) time. Such a string
P = AB defines a missing pair (A, B), |A| = |B| = k.

Alternatively, one can use a bit-table of size σ2k, as there is a bijective map-
ping from the strings CD to integers 0, 1, . . . , σ2k − 1. For each string CD its
entry in the table can be computed in constant time using the well-known tech-
nique of computing the entry of string Y b knowing the entry of string aY (see
e.g. [7])1. Then, marking the entries corresponding to the α-close k-mer pairs
(C, D) takes O(σ2k + nα) time. An unmarked entry corresponds to a missing
pair.

Analysis. Notice that
∑k−1

i=0 σi < σk, since σ ≥ 2. The term σk is a multi-
plicative factor in the previous algorithms, and hence if we run those algorithms
for each value k = 1, 2, . . ., until we find a missing pair (A, B) with some length
|A| = |B| = k, the total time complexity will be at most two times the complexity
of the last step.

Before running any of the algorithms, we can first check in O(n) time whether
there is a single missing pattern using the suffix tree approach. If such pattern

1 The entry of aY is v = aσ|Y | + y1σ
|Y |−1 + y2σ

|Y |−2 + · · ·+ y|Y |. The entry of Y b can

be computed in constant time, as it is σ(v − aσ|Y |−1) + b.
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is not found, we know that k ≤ logσ n (due to the Lemma 10). Equivalently
σk ≤ n, which simplifies the bounds.

We notice also that we can bound σk with a function of n and α: If k is the
smallest value such that σ2k > nα, then there must be a missing pair (A, B) such
that |A| = |B| = k. Then equation σ2k−2 ≤ nα gives an estimate σ2k ≤ σ2nα.

Plugging these bounds to the complexity of the bit-table algorithm we get
O(σ2k + nα) = O(σ2nα + nα). This bound is for fixed k. We can search for the
correct value of k using binary search among 1, 2, . . . , logσ(nα)

2 + 1. The overall
work becomes O(σ2nα + nα log( logσ(nα)

2 + 1)) = O(σ2nα + nα log logσ n), which
gives the following result.

Theorem 14 The missing patterns problem on a text of length n for patterns
of the same length can be solved in O(αn log log n) time and O(nα) space on a
constant alphabet.

Notice also that the algorithms for the general case can be used to solve this
restricted case. In fact, the result of Theorem 13 already gives an O(αn log n)
time solution with better constant factors on the alphabet size. Moreover, that
algorithm uses considerably less space than the bit-table algorithm.

5 Experiments

We have run some preliminary tests with the baker’s yeast (Saccharomyces cere-
visiae) genome using the bit-table version of the simple algorithm described in
Section 4.2. We set the distance α to a realistic value 5000 and searched for
shortest missing pattern pairs of the same length k. There were solutions for
k = 8 (i.e. both patterns of the pair are of length 8), in fact there were over 16
million such pairs.

Ultimately our aim is to find short missing pairs of patterns for the human
genome in order to construct good adapter primers for biomedical applications.
The test results with the yeast genome suggest that there most likely are missing
pattern pairs for the human genome that are short enough to make the approach
attractive from the biochemical point of view. The human genome is about 250
times larger than the baker’s yeast genome, the size which size is about 12Mb,
but on the other hand increasing k by 2 increases the number of pattern pairs 256
times. In addition, the human genome has a lot of repetitive elements. Processing
a text as large as the human genome will be challenging but, in our opinion,
feasible. Moreover, the time complexity of the simple algorithm depends on σk,
which is in practice (at least in our experiment with yeast) much smaller than
the theoretical bounds we derived for it.
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